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2 J. LeConte on Binocular Vision.

tiohj (iistinrfuislirs hrhrrru },( ,,nOll If HlOIIS (hid I\rt, ,;, „ ,j „ ,< ,11 s i,)l't;/t>\

referring the one to a position betjoiuf and the other to a position

0,1 this side the point of sight.

This last point is so important in the theory of binocular

perspective, and so at variance with the accepted view on this

subject that L must dwell upon it a moment. It is now gener-

ally admitted that Wheatstone's idea of a complete menial com-

hii'mti,,,, <>f dissimilar pictures or iimo/es is ,,ot /rue, either in

stereoscopic experiments or in natural vision:-' but the theory

which has disp laced Wheatstone's, and which is now generally

ht-lil, tlio ugh certainly true, is, I believe, still imperfect. Accord -

ing to Brueke, Brewster, Prevost and others, the highest au-

thorities on this subject, binocular perspective is wholly the

result of rapid changes of convergence, or what I have called

ran- inn oi the eves back and forth from foreground to back-

or.i'niid and riri mrsa.f 1 think, however, close attention to

our visual perceptions will confirm the popular notion that

,,;- ,listinrlh/ r < rrrirr ,f,pfh of spar,- Or the rrlo/irr ,/isto ///V- of ob-

jects while fjazin;/ sUndih/ at one point, even in those cases in

which we are unassisted in our judgment by any other form of

perspective. This is accounted for on the principle just an-

nounced, viz: that the eye instinctively distinguishes between

homonvmous and heteronymous images, referring the former to

object i.,-,/,.,,,! and the latter to objects on this side the point of

sight, or in other words, each eye knows its own images. It is

true we are not usually conscious of making this distinction,

but the same is true of the rapid changes of convergence and

many other visual phenomena upon which judgments are based.

The observation of Dove mentioned by Claparede:}: that stereo-

scopic relief is distinctly perceived by the. lift! of an electric

spark, and the undeniable tact that such relief is distinctly

perceived bv the Ihjht <f a fash of Ihjhtniny, cannot be explained

by the usual theory. According to Wheatstone's well-known

experiments in 1^5. the duration oi an electric spark from a

Leyden jar is IT}„ (-000042) of a second. § The later experi-

* Mr. Townes in the elaborate paper " on the physiology of vision" already
!

-

to the Btrbven the universally

\ .-- an admirable review of the whole subject by Claparede, Bib. Univ.

.-vvhives ik-s S,i. Xnnv. Per., vol. iii, p. 138 and seq.

i Ibid. p. 155.

§ I give Wheat.-aoit-'V :--,. ,h ,,n th,, authority of De la Rive, (vol. ii, p. 184,

nearlv all write heatstone's result

f****** inste^d of 2Tfonr of a second. Prof. Rood in
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ments of Fedderson in 1858, and of Prof: (). N. Rood in 1*89,

;

~

|M |

,!„' |,! tt

'

r Inn. i 000022 to -IMHIO.Ml* depending upon the

degree of the charge and the length of the spark. The dura-

tion of a flash of lightning, according to Rood.-f is about
. ,', „

ot

even in T
i
s of a second the eye can change its convergence so

as to adapt it consecutively to single visions ot ilitlctvnt objects

at different distances. The perception of stereoscopic relief

under these circumstances is therefore inexplicahle on any other

theory than that which I propose. The tm, thmrij of binocular

perspective seems, therefore, to be this : tin >,,<. ,>-,„ vh<u ji.rxl

sti-aililji oil one point, pn'reio-s tin iihiUn distant <>j nhjt-rts in/

nnons of double iinnif s. as nli-i-ivljj iXjiionu <l : imf fins prrrrpfmn

nnitiiu) surrtss/'rr/// tin images of near ami distant /</>,,,/.<,

right picture placed on the left side and the left picture on the

right side, fin hiunmlar perspectin is also rereesed, the objects in

the foregrounds being seen at a distance, and objects in the

backgrounds near at hand ; in other words, the foregrounds <^

the pictures become the background of the scene, and the back-

grounds of the pictures the foreground of the scene. The rea-

son is obvious. By changing the pictures, identical points in

the backgrounds become nearer together than those of the fore-

grounds. Thus greater optic convergence is necessary now to

combine objects in the backgrounds of the pictures than in the

foregrounds, and therefore by the principles of binocular per-

spective the former will appear nearer than the latter. These

facts are illustrated in rigs. 1 and, 2. in which S S is the septum

of the stereoscope. ,• X the right and / N the left picture, R and L
the right and left eve. X the nose. :u> identical points in the

foregrounds, \>b% identical points in the backgrounds of the

right and left pictures respectively, and A and B the places

behind, where aa and hh are seen.
'

Fig. 1 represents the result

where the pictures are properly mounted, and tig. 2 when

reversed. B\ comparing 'the two figures the reverse perspective

fhis pcrs



peculiar, results both of natural and inverse perspective, pro-

with the stereo* -ope. The results by this mode of combination

<1 i iter from onlinarv stereoscopic results in several respects.

1st. In combining 'on tin's side the plane of the pictures by

squinting the /';////-'//' image of the left, picture, combines with

the ir/i- f// r image of the 'rvjhf picture: while in combining
beyond the plane of the pictures as in ordinary stereoscopic

experiments, it is the right-eye image of the ri;/'i,f picture, and

the left-eye image of the left picture which combine to form

the binocular result. This is evident on comparing tig. 1 with

tig.;;, 'id. Besides the binocular result there are ,>| course

he reverse of ttiat •<iven by the

order to produ<'e rl ie same per-

photographs be rev.a <rd and the

with the naked tIf 1>V squinting,

ned. Minia-

statuettes, fount a iiis. &c, such as

he land of Lillij mt. are presented

ground when the

that the perspeet

In combining
mounted in the i

with the naked
Lsual way, it is not

* This Jour., II, vol.

:
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a of near and distant objects;

lirst tin.* oi thes< .in m:>n>»:><h,\

er can give only the first two. 'I

e hist, and its surprismu- ellects arc due to tins cause In

itural vision alone ail kinds concur. Now in reversing the

nocular perspective we do not a licet the other kinds. There

le;ist marked. It is iiiio.wsihle In see it ill cases of Ion- build-

ings or long rows of buildings taken in perspective. In surh

photograph 'tai 'dir.Vth in tm I . ! ,
In 1 i .

outline of whi.h is given in fig. 5: as soon as hv rectification

till-. , u .,|i th..' hou<es far /// ih< ,\U,„„. Next I in str,v..,,„pi,

hires of the full moon. 1n the stereoscope it is egg-shaped

ard the observer ; combined with

rh,- naked eye, it is a shallow concave verv perfed

In a picture of Paris viewed im the same way, the mathematical

verpowered by the binocular perspective







8 ,/. LeConte on Binocular Virion.

houses above and nearer, and the larger farther away in the

distance.

On combining in a similar manner one of those skeleton

polyhedra so frequently used to illustrate stereoscopic princi-

ples, I tind tie- sT»'i v perfect as with, the

stereoscope except that the nearer triangular taee is suialh , than

the farther one instead of the contrary. Nothing can exhibit

more clearly than these experiments, the entire distinctness of

lenses or prisms. In the >ccond place, even if th( pictll IT'S are

not farther apart than the e;a's, and may therefore be tin

bined, the dissociatioi .. the axia 1 ad.ju,

as already explained i is difficult 8LIU I 1111]

and the combined picUrn I

I wish now to appb s the t ncthod, pro. )osed in m V last article,

in the representation

method, which I have used in Ims. 1, :>. ;i. and I. becam<e it is

familiar, represents perfectly

.'i-, /.;;;.'

n ' m of objee ts seen l sn^h-

and therefore their relative or the ile] ith of

when the eyes are dir< vted i ipon them conseeutiv elv : b UX can-

not represent the posit (lonhlr n,;ilU

representing by the us~ual ni ethod. A li A L is t he posi

th. opti,- axes when <

bined at A and b//f 1

IS A : B li. IVelToil ol' the

optic axes when ol.je< ts \J> ill the hac kgrounds ;

and seen at B and \»i

distance as B. Fig. S

Lined li\ squinting.

Now 'it is evident

true, for we do not r

we look at A, nor a./ tothc same dista'n ee as B Wh look at

B. The Whole stereo

the other hand inv iinctho. I oi ivpres entati.m e ie true

apparent positions of the d< >uble imagt W P™ •eed to

When we gaze thro>Ugh a stereoscope s seem

a in my predion- i
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i doubled heteronymously, and forms

walls bounding the field of view on either side. Between these

two bounding planes, the eye (combined eyes) from its apparent

central position seems to look straight forward upon the seene.

As soon as we converge the eyes upon any object in the scene.

the two septa or bounding planes seem to converge to the same

degree, and if produced would meet at the point of sight, if

this be in the median line, or in any case at the <h'shinn of the

point of sight. As the point of sight however, is always far

beyond the septa, practically the septa will seem nearly or quite

parallel. Fig. 9 gives the actual relation of parts and the

position of the visual lines when bb objects in the backgrounds

of the pictures are united and seen at P> ; tig. 1<> gives the

visual result. The two pictures are slid over each other cadi a

half interocular space until bb fig. 9, unites in the middle

b fig. 10, and aa slide bv each other and become heteronymous.

The combined picture b is seen at B (fig. 10), because we are

conscious of an optic convergence suitable tor that distance, or

in other words we are conscious of !<><>kni<i at that instance. In

this mode of representation the position of B. when it is on the

median Hue. is determined bv the intersection of the double

septa or median lines n K n'S' produced: and the position <>f

aa'of the scene is determined by the intersection of the lines

from the eye through aa of the card (rav lines), with the

median lines nS^n^S'. It will be observed that these double

images occupy precisely the position of those of an object at

A fig. 9. Fig. 11. gives the relation of parts and the direction

of the optic axes, when objects aa in the fore-rounds of the

pictures are combined and seen at A. and tig. 1'J. the visual

result. To combine m (tie. 11). bh do not slide bv < ad, other.

and are therefore homonymous, and are therefore referred be-

yond A and seen at b// (tig. 12 i
precisely as if they were the

double images of an object situated at B (tig. 11). In the re-

presentation (fig. 12) the exact position of bb of the scene, is

determined as before bv the intersection <»f median lines with

the ray lines.

infiga 13.14 f. .
- the actual n

'•f parts, and the direction of the optic axes when iorc-n.m,o>

and backgrounds of the pictures / and / are con.-ecum civ

combined. In this case the mounti 1
1 g is sv

>o as to make the perspective natural, hj. 14 f
j
r.-. m- *i

visual result when the foregrounds are united, and rig. lo.

when the backgrounds are united. The positions of the

double images in the scene are determined as before. In the

case of combination by squinting, the two image- of the card

do not slide over each other htu-arrl, as in the ^.ereo-cope, but
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i Ironfrom

outward ; so that, as already stated, the right-eye image of the

l?fi picture covers the left-eye image of the right picture, to form
rhe binocular picture or scene; while homonymous images of

the right and left pictures are seen to the right and left. I have
represented this in rigs. 14 and 15, where r and / are right

and left pictures as seen by the right eye, and r V the same as

seen by the left eye. By careful inspection, after what I have
already said, the figures will explain themselves. It is true,

this mode of representation is complex, and, for those unaccus-

tomed to binocular experiments, perhaps difficult to under-

stanrl ; but it has the advantage of truly representing the some-

what complex visui

"

Oakland, Cat, March 2

ART. II.— On. lh.f<> Massrs of Mtlenrir Imn, /'mm Awjnsht ('»,..

Virgin if i ; by J. W. Mallet, Professor of Anal, and Applied
Chemistry, University of Virginia,

Nearly two years ago I learned that a lump of iron, which
from the description given of it I supposed to be meteoric, h;i<l

been turned up by the plough in Augusta Co. in this Shite,

and soon afterwards f obtained possession of this specimen by
the kind assistance of Hon. J. B. Baldwin of Staunton. It

proved to be beyond question a meteorite, weighing about
56 lbs.

A few months later, I saw at the Annual Fair of the State

Agricultural Society in Eichmond, a second mass, of smaller

size, weighing about 36 lbs., which had come from the same
county, and was exhibited along with some iron ores by Maj.

Jed. Hotchkiss of Staunton. Learning from me that I was
about to examine and analyze my own specimen, and was

anxious to compare it with the other found in the same part

of the country, Maj. Hotchkiss was obliging enough to lend

me the latter, and to permit me to cut off enough for analysis.

Quite recently he has placed in nw hands a third specimen

—

also from Augusta Co.—weighing but about >>i- lbs.

I shall speak of these three "masses as No. f, No. 2, and

3 those of Maj.

ler end of

than the
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others—No. 2 most flatten

blance in shape to a shou

A pretty good idea of the shape and size

may be obtained tmm the accompanying Xv±

•es, from photographs of the original sped-

taclu-d

The
At son

achine a slice of considei able M/e tlu- •
-' i un
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^ere blunted and broken ; it was found necessary to dri

oi hok-s and connect these by a cut made



Mcttoi-t'r Iron from Virginia.

<ras taken for Nos. 1 and 2 with solid

The interior structure of the iron is compact and highly

crystalline, of much tlie same general character throughout,

liiit a few small grains and streaks of a brownish yellow min-

eral were noticed, which mi being picked out and examined

running through several portions of the metal.

Traces of the Widmannstattian tiiruresmav lie detected upon

a polish,
-

at angles of about i

surface of No. 2,

proach 90°
; on th

figures are somewh

^urt'ace even without the aid of an acid,

isbcei i etched by nitric acid the markings;

1 have ever seen. The general appe

iat of the iron from Lenarto in Hu
peeimens. In the mass No. 1, upon the

narrow, well-defined bands of alternate

jersite are parallel or intersect each other

and 120°
; in the figures on the principal

angles of intersection more nearly ap-

uch smaller cut surface of No. 3, the

nore irregular, but the angles approach

60°. Bv etching surfaces obtained in other planes it was ren-

dered evident that the difference of appearance is merely due

to looking at different projections of the same crystalline struc-

ture. The accompanying engrax ings, taken from photographs,

exhibit the results of etching these specimens.

The metal soon rusts upon cut surfaces, especially where the

exudation oi ehlorine occurs, and this renders more distinctly

visible the slight fissures which penetrate the interior.

r
:< I
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99-872 99-659 99-947

These numbers are so closely accordant that there can be no

doubt of the masses being essentially identical in chemical

The nickel and iron were separated, in a cold and quite

dilute solution, by means of carbonate of baryta, and the pre-

cipitates obtained were carefully tested as to purity before the

weights were finally accepted as correct,

Considerable quantities of material were used for the deter-

mination of the minor constituents. Particular attention was

given to the identification of the minute quantity of tin present.

as Professor J. Lawrence Smith has lately mentioned" the fact.

that he has never found this metal in the course of numerous

hydrogen, which contained the tin and copper, was in each case

obtained from a solution of more than a hundred grams of the

I feel satisfied that the chlorine is not of meteoric origin—not

an essential constituent of the original masses— but has been

derived from the soil in which the iron has lain imbedded.

The exudation of watery drops containing metallic chlorides

is observable only at points on the outside and on cut surfaces

along the lines of fissures communicating with the outside.

Although chlorine is mentioned above as found in the general

analysis of the planing machine shavings, I failed altogether to

detect it in a specially selected solid piece of some fifty grams
taken from a part of No. 1 destitute of fissures or flaws.

The siliceous residue is set down as silicic acid, but some of

it seems to have in reality existed as silieide of iron. Apart
of this residue having been examined with the blowpipe to

identify it as silicic acid, another portion was looked at with a

magnifying power of 250 to 500 diameters, and in polarized

light was seen to consist of an amorphous powder, and rounded,

transparent grains of very small dimensions, for the most part

from -0025 to "0100 millimeter in diameter, of well-marked

doubly refracting character.

It seems in the highest degree probable that these three

masses of meteoric iron represent portions of a single fall from

the heavens, agreeing so closely as they do in external charac-

ter and appearance, in densit\ and internal structure, and in

chemical constitution : having, moreover, all been found at but

short distance- w, ., i , .
<

, other. The precise localities from

which they came are as follows :

* Thi3 Journal, II, xlix, 333, (May, 1810).
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No. 1, from a spot on the land of Mr. Kobert Van Lear,

about five miles (a little East of) North from Staunton, in

38° 14' N. lat. and 79° 01' W. long.

No. 2, from the land of Mr. M. Fackler, about one mile to

the Southeast <>t the ]< ><-;t lii \ of No. 1.

No. 3, about half a mile still further Southeast, or rather

a little North of a N.W. and S.E. line passing through the
hist named locality.

It will be interesting to watch for the possible detection of
other masses in the same neighborhood.

This makes the fourth recorded instance of meteorites found

within the State of Virginia, the three preceding having been,

1. Meteoric stone, which fell in Chesterfield Co., June 4th,

1828, (this Jour. I, xv, 195 and xvi, 191).

2. Meteoric iron, found in Grayson Co., described by Prof.

Rogers of this University in 1*42.' (this .lour.. I, xliii, 169).

3. Meteoric iron, Pound in Roanoke Co., and described by
Prof. Eogers in 1842, (this Jour., I, xliii, 169).

University of Virginia, March 27, 1811.

Art. III.—The Glacial Features of Green Bay of Lake Michigan,

with .so,1^ ohsf rrafiti/is <»„ a ,,rnl„ii,l, i<„-„,<i niitlH of Lake
Superior; by N. H. Winchell, of the Geological Corps of

Michigan.

The topographical features of the region of Green Bay, are

-Ti'ikingly dependent on the geological structure as acted on by
glacial forces. The west coast is low, and in but few places

••an the underlying roek be seen above the drift deposits. The
immediate shore varies but little from the regular trend of the

outcropping Trenton limestone. But two considerable bendsoe-
cur on the west coast ; and they are caused by alluvial deposits

at the mouths of the Peshtigo and Menominee rivers. Across
these rivers the bearing of the Trenton limestone is disclosed

in the rapids which occur a few miles above their mouths. At
the mouth of Little Bav de Noc the course of the coast line

takes a direction nearly N. and S., an interesting fact, the special

of which will be noticed further on.

The east coast is in the same way dependent on the line of

bearing of the Niagara limestone ; but, very unlike the west
oast it s ireipienth i en ted by bays which by their great

depth of m ber for i

- Of these Sturgeon
Bay is the most remarkable, and may be taken as a type of all

the .;, j,
., .,.,,- ,,..., occurring on the east shore ..f (J rem Ba\ .

The vast escarpment of Niagara limestone r ~
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immediately from the water, but more frequently it passes a

short distance from the shore, forming an almost continuous

rock-barrier 150 to 200 feet in height from the head of Great

Bay de Noc to near the south end of Green Bay. It also

underlies the whole table-land of the peninsula which encloses

Green Bay, and affords by its natural dip a gentle descent

B.S.E. toward Lake Michigan. Hence the entire drainage of

the peninsula is into that lake, the " divide " being along the

shore of Green Bay. The east and west shores afford another

noticeable contrast in the comparative depth of the off-shore

water. By inspecting the charts of the U. S. Lake Survey the

recorded soundings along the west side show very shoal water,

while on the east side the " ten-fathom line " runs near I be land,

frequently uniting with the shore-line, the entrances to the little

bays being uniformly verv deep. The passage through Port

des Morts is 21 fathoms, north of Louse island 24 fathoms.

The mouth of Eagle harbor is 11 fathoms, of Ellison's bay 12

fathoms, and of Hedgehog harbor 17 fathoms. The average

depth of Green Bay is 16 to 18 fathoms.

The uniformity in the direction of these bays is another

remarkable fact. They indent the peninsula in a southerly or

southeasterly direction'. On the contrary the bays on the op-

posite side of the peninsula, and opening into Lake Michigan,

have a very uniform direction northerly or northwesterly, com-

plementing those opening into Green Bay in such a way, that

the peninsula is in several cases almost intersected by their near

inosculation.

The barrier of the Niagara limestone is broken through at

each of these bays, and its broken oil' ends form perpendicular

and bald bluffs which face each other across their entrances,

and rise to the height of 75 to 175 feet. Government and Hib-

bard's bluffs ei iclo'se Stu rg< on 1 >ay. The former has a height of

115 feet, the latter about 80 feet.' Kagle BluiV is on the south

side of Eagle harbor and has a height of 149 feet 10 inches.

Its counterpart on the north side is about 60 feet. Garden Bay

in Great bay de Noc is another example of the same pheno-

other place. Projecting southward, the peninsula which en-

closes Great bay de Xoe and terminates with l't. de 'Four, is a

counterpart of that which encloses Green Bav : and the whole

interval between Door Bluff on the south a i id Sag PduiVm Great

bay deNocon the north, is but a i
enlarged illu>trjM f_ the

Lake Michigan, the Potawatamie islands, which lie in that

interval, being its onlv parts remaining above the level of the

lake.
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Glacial striae and polished surfaces at the head of Green Bay
avea direction N. 34° E. coinciding with the axis of Green
lay. In the bay north of Sag and Burnt Bluffs, in Great Bay
e Noc, they run about N.W. and S.E.

Among the glacial features may be mentioned the general

Bay, '
; of the east shore of Green Bay and of Great Bay de Noc,

± nose deeply cut bays before mentioned must 1

of the nature of fiords, and doubtless owe their origin

: deeply cut bays before mentioned must be regarded as

5 nature of fiords, and doubtless owe their origin to spurs
from the main glacier which excavated the Green Bay valley.

The Sturgeon Bay spur was probably aided in taking i

easterly trend by a local glacier which contemporaneously de-

scended the valley of the Uenominee. By their

, tendency is indicated in the main gla>

In fact •
:i Port des

southerly direction than the general direction

vxreen £»ay requ -tween rort etc

MOTta and Pt. de Tour exhibit the effect of intense glack

a direction 1ST. and S. Long trails of detritus from these

islands shoal the water for several miles southward ; but toward
the north the water becomes suddenly very deep.

A natural result of this spurring off from the main glacier is

exhibited in the westward tendency of the coast line imme-
diately south of the bays thus formed. The diversion of

that portion of the moving glacier which passed through the

valley of Sturgeon Bay would allow the extension of the

opposing barrier of the Niagara limestone farther toward the

west, thus bringing into view lower formations (Clinton and
Cincinnati) ; and the spur which excavated Eagle harbor,

acted in the same way to permit the existence of the point

just west from the harbor on which the Clinton limestone is

again exposed.
Another evidence of the more southward tendency of the

main glacier consists in the fact that it actually broke through
the Niagara barrier in numerous instances in a southerly direc-

tion, but did not once encroach upon the Trenton, on the

opposite side of Green Bay, although it hardly rises above
the water level.

We may therefore regard the fact established that the local

glacier which excavated the vail - &•" south

as to include lakes Winnebago and Horicon in Wisconsin, was
deflected from its N. and S. course by the escarpment of the

Niagara limestone ; and we must infer that its greatest force

was felt where it first encountered it We see the escarpment

most demolished between Port des Morts and Pt de Tour, and
conclude th at lie in the course of the original

-.
:

• '. A .-. ir-< \ m < , thence carries us up the v;di- y oi

Little Bay de Noc and tin W hi relish river to the shore of Lake
Superior. If we examine the south shore of Lake Superior,

Am. Jour. Sci—Third Series, Vol. II, No. 7.—July, 1871.
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we find that in a line directly north from the head of Little Bay
de Noe occurs the only break in the otherwise continuous rock

barrier. Dr. D. Houghton, in his report to the Michigan Legis-

lature in 1840, says that "an elevated range of hills," or in

another place, " an elevated and very regular chain of hills

stretches from Point Iroquois to the Pictured Rocks," from

which place they "pass away from the shore southwesterly,"

and Dr. Houghton adds that " the western prolongation of

this rock has not been determined." From the mouth of the

Chocolate river, six or eight miles east of Marquette, to a point

- east of the mouth of Train river, the

shore is low and occupied with drift deposits, the usual rocky

barrier of sandstone is interrupted and entirely wanting. Both
to the east and to the west from this interval the shore of the

lake is formed by the rocky rampart either of the Lake Su-

perior sandstone on the east, or of the Huronian and other

Eozoic rocks on the west. Although this barrier passes a few

miles away from the shore east of the Pictured Rocks it is

nevertheless a continuous barrier of " sandstone hills " which
cause the Falls of the Taquomenon, 90 feet in height, and
appear in precipitous cliffs at or near Iroquois Point.

Again, from the mouth of Chocolate river to the falls of the

upper Menominee occurs, in general, the strike of the Huronian,

and from the latter place to the head of Keweenaw bay, a right

line would pass some of the highest primary knobs and through
the head waters of some of the principal rivers of the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan. This rough and elevated character

westward to the Montreal river, near the western

extremity of Lake Superior. It is therefore rendered probable

that the last lingering glacier, which was able to prolong itself

beyond the south shore of Lake Superior, passed through the

gap which occurs north from the head of Little Bay de

Noe. It has been repeatedly stated by geologists who have

observed the glacial striae about Lake Superior, that their

general direction is N.E. and S.W. It is therefore a fact of

special significance, that the grooves at and near the mouth of

Chocolate river show a north and south direction. At a point

two miles west of the mouth of Carp river, and a few miles

east of Marquette, there are two systems of glacial grooves,

one running north 55° east, and the other north 5° east. Mr.

Desor says of these :
" The latter are distinctly seen crossing

the others, and are therefore more recent Some of them are

L-tinctly curved, as if the body which produced them
had been deflected in ascending the slope, a peculiarity not yet

oVtTve"! <'I--.v1h'1v." On an inland ea-t <>i Dead mer M"
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and sometimes taking the form of troughs four feet wide and two
feet deep.* These indicate that the continental glacier moved
iii a direction N.K. and S.W.. forming the deepest furrows, hut

that the local glacier passed N. and S. It was also, doubtless,
" deflected " from its course, and the opposition of the Huro-
nian formation, which gives the coast great elevation and ab-

ruptly turns it north from this place, may be supposed to have

change in direction.

In relation to the country between the head of Little Bay de

Noc and the shore of Lake Superior we may infer that i

"ng, connect-

;
Lake Superior with Lake Michigan through Little Bay de

'

Noc, and that the present outlet of Lake Superior i

j recent date. Not only do the descriptions of this

':;.-• !.v M.-^r-. Foster and Whitney confirm that inference, but

lions made the present summer, by Mr. A. S. Wads-

worth of the Michigan Geological Survey, almost directly de-

monstrate the former outlet of Lake Superior to have been

through the Whitefish valley. There is a continuous valley

with high drift banks uninterrupted, from the mouth of the

Whitefish river to Lake Superior. Upon reaching the water-

shed which lies but little above Lake Superior and within

twelve miles of the mouth of the Train river, the head waters

of the two rivers interlock on an extensive flat and rocky bed

from which the drift has been removed and piled up in continu-

ous bluffs on either side. From the summit of these bluffs

extend extensive "pine plains," toward the east and west. On
this rocky bottom are traces of running water, spread oyer an

area of many acres, consisting of the peculiar "pot holes,'' from

which " many cords of rock " have been removed. There «"*

perior through Little Bay de Noc up to the close of the Ter-

nary . but that it continued to exist there after the stratification

of the drift. The curious excavation and piling up of the

drift on either side of the Whitefish valley could only have

been done since the deposit of the same, and the water-worn

surface of the Trenton limestone, on the top of the water-shed,

must have been produced since the dawn of the Terrace Epoch.

The old Tertiary channel is still obscured by the drift,

the east or west' of the channel discovered by Mr. Wadsworth.

Ann Arbor, Mich., August 20, 1870.

* Foster and Whitney's Report on L. Superior, Part I, p. 205.

uni'tih-
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The soft and " naked," transparent and really animal* forms
here to be considered, have some very striking and peculiar

features in common. Their bodies are delicate, transparent,

gelatinous, granular, and evidently sexless, although studded
with reproductive yolks and locomotive molecules of the most
varied description. On contact with air, when drying up, they
do not leave behind any coherent coat or tissue whatever ; but
so soon as they are affected by incipient exsiccation, at once,

by some sudden internal commotion, as if melting away, they

become liquid, and entirely dissolve into a " sauce " of quite

uniform, hyaline molecules, about jj'p line in diameter. They
are all evidently immature forms, subject to a vast cycle of pro-

gressive and retrograde developments and infinitely multiply-

ing the molecular germs at every individual dissolution,f A
little salt, glycerine, or sugar destroys their present form ; but
they seem to be hardly affected by morphia or atropia, even in

strong solutions.

It is this feature of the non-endurance in drying up, which
renders it at once certain, that no such sarcode bodies can
continue to exist in integro, when exposed to the full heat of

summer, on a cracking dry tub, or on a roof, likewise as torrid

as a blazing July sun can render it within four weeks. The same
applies to all the confervaceous, palmellaceous, protococcous,

desmidiaceous, etc., fresh-water spawns, of true Mosses ; which,
once collapsed by drought, rarely continue growth in a progres-

sive sense. With the exception of their common "nostoc"-
phase^: (specially adapted to endure even excessive dryness) they

1 the chlorophyll-

oe." seen hovering t

is of a hazy white c

and remarkable f

jope, in a drop ex

, coffee bean) is seen violently throwing
r mantle, exhibiting an intense ciliary {fingered) vibratory action^

It then throws out hyaline c

:

id-strings, borne on the end of ibera; in a manner
o represented in the anatomy of £" B arrej'n ''Nereis."
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•• revive " only by starting anew from very reduced, but im-

mensely multitudinous coitstit/irnt /larllcles of {!< {,- <>iru, which
perdure exsiccation. In the class of Fungi we meet with simi-

lar examples, as e. g. in the case of the yeast-plant, which ean

endure a considerable degree of exsiccation without impairing
the vitality of those cell-contents, which actually exercise the

fermentive energies and also consume the old cell-coat

—

[not com-
mon cellulose, by the way) in this process of reviving. Like-

wise, the vermillion, gummose (tubercular ki) pimples on rotting

Black Oak branches can endure a baking process in the burn-

ing sun, but still revive on contact with water, its spirillar

"spermatia " (fusldlum, resembling Navicular or magnetic

needles) at once assume an oscillatory motion and swell up to

the size of those didymous (trichotheclum) spores which pres-

ently stand erect on pedicels, as a pink velvet, in the chinks
of the bark and collapse at the first touch of the sun ; while

their ultimate subcortical development into a mature, ••black

enamel " Splneria again perdures in the heat.

Under the circumstances above mentioned, the rain water

and dry dust carried bv the wind to the roof, and thence col-

1< t< 1 into . perfceth ilry tub it- It t idmg en a similar roof,

within a few davs was found .-warming with all the minor

the Yorticello-planarian germ-developments. Both

polks or gemmae of the latter occasionally
,

luced. by spoiitaneo is di-r-olution, into very minute

. each in the wet state capable of resuming the regene-

ration of individual germ.-. Judging from analogy, it is but

reasonable to Hippo^e. that it is this reduced nu'bei ular and

vith th<

the case of the pruinose-pulverulent.

. Three ,-iv in- in this feature of being " reduced to dust,"

out of which they arc — Man-; -ci rated. This e

g of about ,TV » ui a

line dii in ti r shrink alik to imperceptible dimensions, affords

no pretext whatever for ass dim i<l i
T t -. i

- r because we
ourselves hwe the „n-<i,/s >>t di^-rnnumtlon. Whenever the iden-

tity of substance is preserved, each of these various m
sen es its cyclar developments distinct from simi-

lar, corresponding ones as tnu spe i^
1 -. so far as my observa-

Thcr being, at present, no comprehensive pictorial works
^'>

. : ;

..:..,•::•::•.':.- ~

< -met. even in t

::'.-' •
.

.' ::.
.

:
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On extensive clay formations, all over the central part of the

Mississippi valley, the first appearance, in the warm season, of

vegetable life, e. g. in w ' formed by ram, etc.,

is mainly that of " Chlamydococcus pluvialis," even where the

clay is immediately taken from the deepest excavations As

the sequel of my papers will show, this particular form belongs

to the common Silver-n •.-- < !!,;,»<„ .;-, ntmm) which is widely

dwmiuaW all< ,i-t1 - - . , ti «-
+

tl *
ji. i . : i d that, by the

way, rather. .;on i. e by

the development of a theca; but on clayey soils fills all the slug-

gish and stagnant waters with its virescent uliginous spawns;

while it covers the surface of fields, by millions ot a

a minute crust, or " />/>>/• r<<l leprosyf* whose fine, molecular

i v every wind. Immediately before the frost,

the same fields are densely covered \\ ith a ^ ill crop of minute

mo*s doomed to perish iii this form, but revived in its spawns

at the first thaw in the shape of a universal chalk-white " clay-

bloom," or pruinose efflorescence from the soil, and that m water

at once re-develops into the so-called Protococcus (or Chlamydo-

coccus) pluvialis in the form of green flagellate-roving beads.

These minute, but in this instance coated, swarming cells are

replete with chlorophyll, and are globular ovoid m shape.

T f,,, v | ; , v ,. at ; i
I r 3 ler i ad, just where the motor flagellum

(or vibratory lash) arises, a clear point of substance ;
wherein,

in a small 'percentage of these cells, a parasite is found to

develop. . ,

This parasite is a perfectly colorless globule, apparent m the

clear navel-point of the cell, and ': opalescent

hue. As it grows, the cell which harbors the " inc

its own individual vitality. It ceases to swarm about and

di-Kvtiiiroliviiu: hlwD.pliyllito-ou- i.« inn tons progenies,

as the live ones do. Instead of spontaneously dissolving as in

the living process the cell-coat remains firm ;
and as the para-

sitic animal volk grows and occupies more space,

tremulous and vibratory contractions, the chlorophyll is pressed

into the rear a lifeless mass. At last the cell is ruptured in

3 Med. Eeporter, Jul

..-«:.• .!. < . imed "Protuberans" Ag.)
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the zymotic fungus. The cell-coat, likewise, is effete, while the

large globular and somewhat acicularly-granulated incubus,

after a few very wry contractions, at once widely opens a large,

ciliate mouth, gaping across the sphere's surface ; and diseunao'-

ing or displaying a girdle of cilia round the rear part of the

body, it immediately represents tlie free-roving Vorlicella in full

equipment.
Its subsequent " encystment," into a spherical cyst densely

covered with short prickles (somewhat like the rim of a Helio-

pelta) and containing entrail-like designs, is well known."-4

Also, that it eventually bursts—occasionally, at least—and dis-

gorges a peculiar sort of ica/er-shaped, elliptical (not ellipsoidal!)

cells, or nuclei, whose ulterior fate and abode, however, hitherto

remained unknown.
The fact is, that thev rise to the surface, where, on atvount

of their shape, they inhere, as an almost imperceptible pellicle

or stratum, which to the microscopic observer is the instantane-

ous index of the precise focality of the surface.

In this state, when no food is supplied, they long remain

unaltered. When meat, bread or other nutritive matter is

added, however, they develop (particularly where the absence of

light prevents the confervaceous or green, chlorophyll it»

from becoming paramount) into the smallest Vorticelke. The

center of ti inherent in the denser surface

of the water, protrudes downward into a little clear knoll or

navel, which soon begins to jerk, representing as it were a pin-

head of JJS\ V line diameter on a little thread or coiled stalk;

and. .1.- tin v hole ii e vases in size, it now constitutes the o . II-

known spiral?// pt<hn,<-}tlnt Vortieella : pyrif<»rmd»rll d ipnl.

somewhat pitcher-mouthed, with cilia around the orifice and a

clear granular nucleus or "germinal speck " inside.

The multiplication of the pedunculate Vorticellse, by fission,

lengthwise, and bv budding-out. sideways, at the rear end. ,>

sufficiently known. As the bud tears loose, there is yet no

Then- is. however, a girdle oi < ilia at tin

'•ear, wherewith it performs a .
;' !!

-
untl

\
lt

tears loose by spinning round; and after

about, and rebounding at head-long speed, within a .ov

minutes it "settles" upon so;,: :Ili r ' ie

ciliated rear end; and spinning out a podetium, or peduncle,

often within a quarter of an hour, the rear cilia get applied

downward to the body and disappear : while after a little time

a fully ciliated mouth now opens in front

* In fig. 215, Carp. "Micr." (p. 446), the short prickles are omitted. B. to E.
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As for its retrograde multiplications, when a Yorticella gets

" sick," for want of air or food (as when kept between glass-

plates held apart and glued round about, or cemented, to pre-

vent evaporation), the body contracts to a perfect globe, with

a bLg germinal point, "eye" or nucleus in the middle; the

throat contracted, and the lifeless cilia standing around like

the limb of a rose-calyx. The germinal speck, ogle or nucleus

soon becomes immensely bloated, protruding out of the crown

or ciliate aperture like a lim, hazy balloon, and then being

either suddenly or gradually exploded, its almost invisible

granular contents settle around and increase into a rather

densely punctuated cloud, run up like a cumulus ; its tips mostly

warty as with (dotted) strawberries, a sort of primordial " fram-

boesia." It is to this form that I wish to call particular atten-

tion, since it presents the most minute phase of individual ani-

mate life visible at represent under the known powers of

the microscope : being the ultimate retrograde development-

phase, as well as the first manifestation, common to all such

soft primitive sarcode bodies, from the " Vorticellan" to the

most bulky " Paramecian " forms. And from each little dot

in these "clouds of life" a separate Yorticella can be seen

to develop ! It is here, indeed, at this first visible advent or

exordium of animate life, and the resurrection of millions of

germs through the spontaneous dissolution of a single one, that

the last nubecular microscopic perceptions closely resemble the

last nebular telescopic as well as the theoretic ones of Laplace's

cosmogony.
For the present let us call such often repeated forms of retro

-

UM'h self-dissolut i on a germinal nubecula.

Such likewise occur in a very closely analogous form in the

at ion (of the engulfed pencil-beads and the enlarged
' oidiunT-joints) of the yeast or "zymotic" fungus. The
difference being, that in the case of animal infusoria the dots

remain affixed, and, after jerking apart, rapidly travel on sepa-

rately with a vaccillating motion resulting from their warped
surface {true Zoogloea Termo (John ; not that of Klob), while

in the case of the mucous or polypoid fungine cliffkience (er-

roneously called by the above name by Klob), the component

blunt-cylindrical Oaeteria are not mutually fixed, but all simul-

taneously slowly move onward and apart in slimy

out a perceptible rotation, simply quivering, and
enlarge into fibers. '

I soluble" nebula-form

of the zymotic or yeast-fungus I have already treated :~ ^

Reporter, Jan. 1st, 1868, (Zymotic Condition,

etc.) and Proc. A. A. A. S., 1870, et ante. Neither the animal

molecules nor the (coated) * <
':•'• /. ' join into file, as do the

-
.. •

'.

The watchful observer will have opportunity of witnessing
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another sort of "fertile dissolution," of the more bulky VortU

cellas, by the discharge of certain globular, granular '* pellets,"

surrounded with other adhering and /'r/o'/e/ particles— (proba-

bly t!ie "acinota" of some authors)—while containing the

"currant-shaped" yolks.— hereafter tube described, together

with it- '-amoeba" or pseudopodial dissolution, when treating

of the so-called " Paramecium Aurelia"

Any one who has witnessed a total eclipse of the sun must

have felt his utter inability to make a correct description of the

various features of the phenomenon, and must have wished for

some means by which all these features, so suddenly and so

splayed, might be portra mpart 1\ and truth-

fully and in such a way that they could be subjected to a eool

and leisurely examination. Such a means is furnished in a

good degree by photography. A few ph. >t. >graphs < >f the corona

ruherances of a total eclipse are far more tru-tw. rthv

than all the hand sketches that have ever been made. It is

true indeed that by the union of se\ <*ral < nVe-\ c - and .
, . < >ne

giving his attention to some specific point much may 1 >o learned.

and some things perhaps that photography is not yet able to

exhibit, but speaking generally we may say thai p

combines the powers of all these observers and furnishes a

record admirable for its truthfulness. Photography combines

the powers of all these observers and furnishes a ree-

able for its truthfulness. The ihs of the
'

>se of Aug. 1869 obtained bv Prof Morton and Dr.

Curtis, and those of the eclipse of 1870 by the K
.

American parties in Spain and >' \ •• - i- truth of this

ihotographs of the moon by ftfessn 1

1

Rutherfurd and De la Eue also give ample ei

of photography when applied to - ' .
nomy. But

; photograph;'tography gives v

-
.

nomical data in the case of a solar eclipse or of a tr

planet does not yet appear to be eleariy established. In the

nope of provoking dia
brief review of what has been done in this application of the

photographic method seems opportune, especially so, consider-

ing the extensive use that may be made of the method in observ-

ing the transit of Venus now near at hand.

Read before the Washington Philosophical Society.
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The first photographs of double stars, made for the purpose

of determining by micrometric measurement their relative an-

gle of position and distance, -were those of Mizar and its com-

panion, made at the Harvard College Observatory in April and

\! ,
-. 1 <>7. 1

.'- M- -mx Whipple and Black of Boston. Professor

G. P. Bond' has given in the Astronomische Nachrichten, No.

1105, the results of his measurements of the thirteen photo-

nages. The zero of the angle of position was found

bv moving the telescope in right ascension after an impression

had been taken and taking a" second one on the same plate.

Tin, .rocess repeated gave a series of photographic images on

the same plate and the right line passing through the series

gave the direction of the daily motion of the heavens. The

probable error of a single measurement of the pi i<

distance of the images was found to be ± 0*"12, or somewhat

smaller than that of a direct measurement with the common
filar micrometer. During the summer of 1857 many more

photographs « ! this do ii i- siar were taken, and in the j<» mill

above mentioned, No. 1129, Prof. Bond has given an elaborate

account of the measurement of sixty-two photographic images.

For this measurement of these images a new and improve* I micrOr

meter was employed, consisting of an achromaticmicroscope with

;ng power of 2200. Under this microscope the star

peared as aggregations of minute drops of matter and

ke the result of a great number of vibrating and

momentary impressions. They were generally symmetrical with

a gradual condensation toward the center of the ii

: ion of an image with the wire of the micrometer could

be done with great exactness. The probable error of the center

of an image was found to be ±0-"051, and hence that of the

distance of two such centers to be ±0-"072. Adopting the

estimate of Struve, zh0-"127, as the probable error of a single

measurement of a double star of this class with a filar microme-

ter, the measurement of the photographic images would have a

re] a ti v e value three times greater, or = ( -»
: if I). The

of the measurement is better shown by the numerical results

obtained by Prof. Bond, which are as follows

:

=h 0-034 7
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The application by Prof. Bond of photography to stellar

astronomy was confined to stars brighter than the seventh mag-

nitude, and with the hope probably of finding some encourage-

ment of obtaining photographs of much fainter stars, lie has

discussed very fully in the Astronomisclie Naehrichten, No.

1158 and 1159, the effect of increasing the times of exposure of

the photographic plates. The resull which he arrives at is that

"deficiency of light can be more than compensated for by a

proportionate increase in the time of exposure :" ami coi rliules

that an exposure often minutes with the Cambridge Kquatorial

would give a photographic image of a star of the ninth magni-

tude. This, however, appears to be a question that can be

decided only by actual experiment.

The last essay referred to closes Prof. Bond's work in sfc Hat-

photography. He intended to resume the subject and was con-

fident of being able to make ph< A - ' lown

to ih< ninth in untune l»ut f l m_ In hh and a h -in to timdi

his wor!; on tl.< great nebula in Orion prevented him from un-

dertaking any further experiments. Having \
participated in the

work of measuring the photographic images and in reducing

the measurements, and having a vivid remembrance of the

labor performed, I take the liberty of stating my own estimate

of the two :
'1 double stars, viz: the photo-

graphic method and that of direct measurement with a filar

: or heliometer. In the case of double an

A % 1
; ,\c no (U,i !.t f\. ' me better method is that of direct

measurement. The labor of setting the circles and finding the

star is common to both methods, but during the time required

to adjust properly the clock work and make a series of photo-

- ; v ,l oVrrver vo uld leak'' and r« lit;-'- a

1 irect measurements. It is tin ts ; » ssil »le 1 y the direct

method more easily to repeat the observation under var l

con.litions of atmosphere, observei md ins

wav to render the final result less liable to systematic errors.

It is true that according to Prof. Bond's calculations, the photo-

graphic method is decidedly the more accurate, but some ex-

perience makes one, I think, distrustful of inferences

from the values of probable errors. The most dangerous errors

of observation are tl

these the theory of probability does not and can not recognize.

It is this class of errors which is the source of the large discor-

dances frequently seen in different determinations of the same

quantity while each single determination has apparently a very

obable error. It should therefore be the care of the

observer to vary the circumstances of his observation in order

to avoid systematic error or to give it as much as possible the

nature ofthose "irregular errors*which in the long run tend to

eliminate themselves. Finally, it may be stated as a general
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rule that, other things being equal, the simpler and more direct

the method of observing, the better. In order to justify the

interposition of any new process it must be shown that this

process gives greater accuracy or greater rapidity of observing

or both. Thus the chronographic method of observing transits

is justified on the ground that it gives greater ease and rapidity

of observing, since the gain in accuracy is scarcely sensible.

In the case of groups of stars like the Pleiades or Prseseoe

there would be a great advantage in using the photographic

method provided the plates could be made sufficiently sensitive,

so that images of stars of the ninth and tenth magnitudes could

be obtained. Mr. Rutherfurd, who has done so much in as-

tronomical photography, has made photographs of both the

groups mentioned, and from his plates Dr. B. A. Gould has

deduced positions of the stars. Dr. Gould's memoir on the

Pleiades was presented to the National Academy five years

ago, and it is to be regretted that it is not yet published.

The first application of photography to determine the times

of contact in a solar eclipse was made by Mr. Warren De la

Eue in the case of the eclipse of July, 1860. In the Philosophi-

cal Transactions, of the Royal Society of London, 1862, Mr.

De la Rue has given a full account of his work, together with

an engraving and description of the micrometer employed for

2 the photographs. The Kew heliograph was used in

obtaining the photographs, an instrument designed by Mr. ~De

la Rue for the purpose of making photographs of the Sun's

disk. By means of a Huyghenian ey e-piece the image of the

sun was enlarged to a diameter of nearly four inches. Two
position wires at right angles to each other were placed in the

focus if the eye-piece at an angle of nearly 45° to a parallel of

declination, and the final correction to the position of these

wires was found by observing transits of the sun's limbs after

the method proposed by Mr. Carrington. The wires being

photographed on the plates their images furnished z

finding the zero of position, and the pla

the position angles of the cusps and their chords, also the radii

the positions of their c

comparing the interval of time of two eonse

with the measured position of the centers, the relative motion

of the sun and moon was deduced and hence the times of con-

tact which agree tolerably well with each other, but not so well

perhaps as those of the ordinary direct observation. The value

in arc of a single division of the measuring scale was found by

measuring on the plates the radius of the sun in parts of the

scale and then assuming a value of the sun's radius. A very

doubtful correction of -4f"l is deduced for the sum of the semi-

diameters of the sun and moon.



Mr. De la Rue speaks of having made some observations to

determine whether in the process of drying the images had un-
dergone any distortion, and says :

" The result, however, proved
that there was no appreciable contraction, except in thickness.
and that the collodion film did not become distorted, provided
the rims of the glass plates had been well grou qcL" [This point
being a fundamental one appears worthy of further investiga-
tion. There is some uncertainty and vagueness ;t In ml Mr. Do
la Rue's methods which do not give much confidence in the
accuracy of his results, but on the whole he appears to have
shown that the photographic method promises good results

which is all perhaps that a first trial could be expected to do.

The next and last memoir published on thi- subject is that

by Messrs. De la Rue, Balfour Stewart and Benjamin Loewy, on
Solar Physics, Philosophical Transactions, 1«6& giving aii ac-

count of the positions and areas of the sun-spots obss n
the Kew photoheliograph during the years 1862 and 1863. In
order to determine the ;nide and longitude of

a spot two elements are required, viz : its angle of position and
Lee from the sun's center at the time of observation.

These elements were obtained by measuring the photographic
plates, the position wires being similar to those used by Mr. Le
la Rue in the solar eclipse of 1860, and their zero being deter-

mined in the same manner. This memoir contains a large

amount of interesting information concerning the
J

<• -

areas of the solar spots, but the determinations of position are

vitiated in some degree by the optical distortion of the instru-

ment. The observers at Kew have made experiments to deter-

mine the amount of distortion, but no definitive result has yet
been reached. They say that the following facts may be re-

garded as established :

'*

1st. that the image of any object pho-

sally depicted is liable to a distortion, which varies at

diiferent distances from the center of the field, and the amount
of which may be determined for every instrument by methods
similar to that employed by ourselves ; 2d, that in our case the

image of an object is larger when formed near the edge of the

field than at the center, and that the amount of elongation of a

unit of length at the center increases with its distance from the

center." Their conclusion is that the inquiry is not sufficiently-

far advanced to justify any corrections of the positions of the

spots on account of the effect of distortion, but they express the

hope that at last they will be able to give thoroughly satisfac-
+—

t constants for the effect of displacement in their ir-*

—

Th
' know, but it is

pretty certain that all the images are affected by distortion

which will in a measure render the results dependent and un-

trustworthy. It is to be hoped, however, that these pho-
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tographic plates will be subjected to a careful <

order that some estimate may be made of the extent of error to

which they are liable. In the case of a solar eclipse, or of a

transit of a planet over the sun's disk 'it.' photographic method
has very great advantages over the observations of contact in

many respects, and the errors to which it is subject are worthy of

the most thorough investigation. The observation of a contact

is uncertain on account of irradiation, and it is momentary also,

so that if lost by a cloud, or in any way, the observer is com-
pelled to view for several hours the phenomenon without being

able to observe it. On the other hand when the sky is clear I

photographic image can be obtained in an instant, and even if

all the contacts be lost, valuable results might be secured if the

rej d gs of the photographic plates can be correctly reduced.

Just here then is the point for experiment, investigation and
desirable that no doubt should remain

and redi

The recent exploitation of the Greenland cryolite has not

only led to the discovery of cry- >ut has given

to mineralogical science several new fluorides, two of which,

thomsenohte and pachnolite, are found in beautiful cr

I now call attention to another fluoride observed, a few

months since, by Kev. J. Grier Ealston of Norristown, Pa. Mr.

Ealston found a mineral in minute octahedrons assoei

thomsenolite, and being unable to identify it, he sent it to Prof.

Dana, by whom the specimens were passed over to me for ex-

amination.

The crystals of the new mineral are octahedral ; and in some

cases they are very minute, but occasionally one to one-and-a-

: meters in diameter. They are often implanted on the

thomsenolite crystals, and also apparently intercrystallized with

this species, making it extremely difficult to separate the new i

mineral sufficiently pure for analysis. The planes of the octa-

hedron are often tinged slightly yellow, and many of them are

dull and iridiscent, owing to an excessively thin film of oxide of

iron, and hence exact measurement of the inclinations of the

faces cannot be made. But they appear to be symmet
\ faces, and. in some cases, have all the boJ

replaced by a minute plana With so regular a habit and the
{
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planes alike in lustre I cannot doubt that they are isometric

octahedrons, and hence that the small plane on the angles is a

cubic plane.

The mineral is colorless to white, with a vitreous luster, and
has a hardness greater than fluorite, equal to about -i'5.

SjMCilir uTavitv. taken on 25 milligrams, gave 24.

In the closed tube the mineral whitens, yields water at first,

then gives off fumes and a copious white sublimate, while the

walls of the tube are etched. The vapor in the tube, as well

as the water, reacts acid. Even at a very elevated temperature

the heated fragment retains its original form and does not fuse.

In the open tube the mineral gave similar reactions.

B.B. on charcoal ; taint hiti - .ate was observed. In

the platinum forceps the mineral whitens without fusion and

colors the flame a soda- win >\v : moistened with sulphuric acid

this coloration was unchanged. Heated with cobalt solution in

the platinum forceps the mineral assumed a bright alumina-

blue. In salt of phosphorus the substance was readily dis-

solved, giving a colorless bead in both 0. and E.F. In a soda

bead it dissolved with effervescence.

The mineral was found on close examination with a magni-

fier to be so intimately associated with thomsenolite,that it was

deemed impracticable to separate a sufficient quantity for any
thing more than a preliminary qualitative examination in the

wet way. A small portion, some 30 milligrams, selected with

great care to ensure purity, was, decomposed in a platinum cap-

sule by sulphuric acid. It gave off fluohydric acid, etching a

glass plate, and on solution it gave with reagents a precipitate

of alumina, with evidences of the presence of lime and soda.

With the spectroscope, the pure mineral alone gave only the

soda line, but when even a very minute speck of thomsenolite

was associated with it, the lime line was very marked. The
solution from which alumina was separated afforded on evapora-

tion to dryness a minute residue, which, when examined with

the spectroscope.i spectroscope, gave both soda and
It therefor

essentially a

It therefore appears that the mineral under examination i

1

drous fluoride of aluminum with probably

small amount of calcium and sodium. Its isometric form, and

oguishes it from all other fluorides yet de-

scribed as occurring at the crvolite locality in Greenland.

The only mineral which' in general chemical characters

approaches it is the fluellite from Stenna-Gwyn in Cornwall.

This rare mineral, according to Wollaston, is a fluoride of alu-

minum, but it occurs in elongated orthorhombic octahedrons.

These facts are, I think, sufficient to warrant the conclusion that

the Greenland octahedral mineral is a new fluoride, and I pro-

pose for it the name Ralstonite, after its discoverer.
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In view of the pre respecting the age of

the rocks of that portion of the Taconic series of Professor
\

Emmons lying east of the Hudson river, I was led several years
\

ago to undertake the investigation of some of these rocks in my
own neighborhood, though I had but few hopes of learning any-

thing essentially new about them. It soon became apparent

that much valuable information might be obtained from them;
and from certain facts which early came under my observation

I was induced to continue their study. I propose here to

notice briefly some of the more noteworthy results thus far

obtained.

The rocks immediately east of the Hudson at Troy are fine

black, glazed shales, with occasional sandy layers, and have I

usually been regarded as belonging to the Hudson River forma-
f

tion. They have been greatly crushed, but their general dip is

evidently eastward, and at a high angle. They extend i

about half a mile, and form a hill of considerable magnitude
within the city limits. Following the course of this hill north-

\

ward, we find them frequently well exposed in railway cuttings,

and before reaching Lansingburgh, which is three miles distant,

in a bold elevation several hundred feet in height.

The only fossils which these shales have afforded, are the ob-

scure form described under the name of Disc^ />>//>'m r <
''<• Pun

(Pal. N. Y., vol i, p. 277, plate lxxv, fig. 8), and two or three

species of graptolites, the latter having been but recently ob-
|

tained. The graptolites resemble closely certain well known I

Hudson river forms, but whether certainly identical I am at

present unable to state. If truly Hudson river shales, then the

absence of any other foss Is in 'tin se rocks except those above

mentioned appears not a little remarkable.

Upon the east, after an interval of concealment varying some-

what in different localities, these shales are followed by the

widely different rocks of the " Taconic " series likewise dipping

eastward, and apparently at about the same angle. The best

exposures of these rocks in this vicinity occur opposite the cen-

tral portion of the city, where they are brought to view in a

number of abrupt, quickly concealed outcrops. These outcrops

trend northerly and southerly, and appear to be all constructed

upon the same pattern, having on the west a steep, on the east

a more gradual slope. Only the western faces a'T nat ir lly

exposed. This uniformity of structure is very striking, and

there are reasons for believing that it has resulted largely from

successive short, sharp folds in the strata, of which we have a

fine example in the rocks east of Lansingburgh ; but as nearly
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the whole district is covered with a thick sheet of drift, and the

rocks bear evidence of extensive faulting, much further study

will be necessary before it will be fully understood.

These outcrops generally consist for the most part of coarse

red and yellow weathering slates and shales, with occasional

-led sandstones; but the most of them are supposed,

and four of them are known, to hold subordinate limestone de-

posits. Of these deposit- the two \\ estern-most individually con-

sist of a few courses of thick-bedded limestone, and of irregular,

sometimes lenticular, sparry and frequently pebbly masst s. vary-

ing from one to several hundred pounds in weight, huhedded

in a coarse, dirty-looking arenaceous matrix : while the others

form tolerably compact, even-bedded limestones, with an abun-

dance of scattered black nodules, from twenty-live to thirty feet

in thickness.

So far as investigated, these limestones have been found to

be highly fossiliferous. though the fossils are usually in a very

>n. From two of them—one of the con-

glomerates and one of the even-bedded masses—the writer has

made frequent collections during the last three years. "With a

single exception the same species occur in both. Up to the

present time they have yielded eighteen species, which are dis-

tributed as follows:

Brachiopoda 7

bmucUibranchinta.... --- 1

Total, 18

Of these, six— Obolella {Avicula?) desquamate (Hall), 0. (Or-

hicuTaf)crcum (H.), 0. (0 : - '<
- 'at II... M \ I mas rugorn

(H.), Theca triangularis (H.), and Agnostus lobule (II.)—were

figured and described in the first volume of the Pi :

of New York in 1843, from this locality ;
and two— I

<dus [Atops) trilineaius (Emm.) and Olmellus {Olenus) a
(H.), from Greenwich, Washington county. All the rest are new

eribed.*
Desiring further information in regard to certain ot I

species, I several months since wrote Mr. E. Billings, Paleon-

tologist of the Geological Survey of Canada, at the same time

giving him a list of the species in my possession from this

* Unless one of them should prove i

figured by Emmons (Amerii h% L
)
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quarter. In reply Mr. B. informed me that he was just then en-

gaged upon a collection of new fossils from the Lower Potsdam
formation below Quebec, which he strongly suspected to be

identical with my own : and on comparison it was found that

fifteen out of the eighteen species from Troy were held by us in

common, and shown to be perfectly identical. Such an un-

looked for result of course surprised us greatly. That the Lower
Potsdam formation below Quebec, and the western portion of

the Taconic series near Troy* are of the same age, there seems
now but little room for doubt
Two very characteristic fossils of this formation are the

opercula of two species of Hyolithes, upon which I communi-
cated a note in the preceding number of this Journal. One of

them was there described as a "minute, circular species, with

four pairs of lateral muscular impressions and two smaller, dor-

iiating from a point near one side ;" the other as " larger,

and like a Discina on the outside." The former occ

abundantly in the Troy limestones, and is a very beautiful little

object. It varies in size from a mere point to a diameter of

three lines. Perfect specimens have a rich, polished appear-

ance. The other occurs more rarely. As might naturally be

expected, these rocks contain immense numbers of Hyolithes.

Indeed, large portions of the limestone are often almost wholly
composed of them.

Without doubt this formation in New York will yet afford

many new species. The even-bedded limestones east of Troy,

to which especial attention has been given, as well as portions

of the conglomerates, are literally loaded with fossils, and
promise richly to repay investigation for a long time to come.

Their associated slates, shales and sandstones have as yet af-

forded no fossils. Near Lansingburgh, however, where what is

at present regarded as a lower member of the formation, con-

sisting of heavy and thin-bedded gray sandstones with inter-

stratified black slates, is exposed, a few obscure Fucoids have
been found, but these rocks have been but imperfectly investi-

gated. Neither the thickness nor precise eastern limit of this

formation has yet been ascertained.

Troy, N. Y., May 24, 1871.

* These rocks have hitherto been referred, though with some doubt, to the Cal-

6 !i of the Quebec Group; but all modem investigations in our older

strata hare steadily pointed to their higher antiquity ; and it is simply justice to

state that, by several geologists besides those who hare adopted Prof. Emmons
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Art. YllL—Notice of some new Fossil Mammalsfrom the Tertiary
Formation ; by Professor 0. C. Marsh of Yale College.

In association with the Eeptilian fossils collected by the
Yale College party last summer, and already described in this
Journal,* numerous remains of Mammals were also discovered,

K
the following article some of the more interesting :

es are briefly characterized. A few species from the other
ary lake-basins of the Rocky Mountains have been included,

as they throw considerable light on the ancient sub-tropica ! fauna
of that region. The present notice is merely preliminary to a
Ml description, with illustrations, now in course of preparation.

Titanotherium ? anceps, sp. nov.

The largest extinct mammal discovered by our party in the
Green River basin was apparently one of the rarest ; and the
remains obtained, although in themselves characteristic, include,
unfortunately, none of the teeth sufficiently well preserved to
afford generic characters. The single species thus in<l;

accordingly been referred, with a doubt, to the genus Titano-
therium, seemingly a near ally, until the discovery of additional
material clears up the question of its exact affinities.

The specimens discovered, which evidently pertained to three
different individuals, mainly consist of several dorsal vertebrae,
the distal end of a humerus, the greater portion of a tibia, and
some of the smaller bones of the extremities. They indicate a

Pachyderm, much larger than any other known mammal from
the same deposits, and about two thirds the size of Titanothe-
ri'yn Prouti, from the Tertiary basin east of the Rocky Moun-
tains. The anterior dorsal vertebras preserved have both articu-
lar faces slightly concave, thus distinguishing the species at once
from T. Prouti, which has in this part of the series the front ver-
tebral face very convex, and the posterior face concave. Another
marked difference is seen in the tibia, which at its proximal end
has the femoral articular surfaces contiguous, with no prominent
elevation between them, resembling in this respect some of the
Proboscidea.

Length of anterior dorsal vertebra, on lower sur-

face, 2 inches 2 lines.

Width of posterior face between rib cavities, 3 "

Height of posterior face, 2
" 5

Transverse diameter of tibia at proximal end,... 4 " 10 "

Fore and aft diameter, 4 " 3 "

Transverse diameter at distal end, . . 3
"

11 "

Fore and aft diameter, 3
"

3 "
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The remains were found by Lieut. Wann, and the writer, iu

the "Manvaises Terres" deposits, near Sage Creek, Western
Wyoming. The geological horizon is lower Miocene, or per-

haps Eocene.

Palceosyops minor, sp. nov.

This species is indicated b}r a molar tooth, from the right

lower jaw, and probably by some other less characteristic re-

mains. The tooth, which is apparently from near the middle

of the series, is of the Palceotherium type, and nearly resembles

in its main characters the corresponding molar of Palceosyops.

The crown is composed of two united, antero-posterior lobes,

with crescent-shaped summits. The anterior lobe is the more
elevated, and the posterior has a greater fore and aft extent.

The animal thus represented was apparently about as large as

the South American Tapir, and less than one half the size of

Palceosyops paludosus Leidy,* from the same deposits.

Antero-posterior diameter of lower molar,.

Transverse diameter of front lobe, at sunm
Transverse diameter of posterior lobe, at e

of

Fort Bridger, Wyoming, i

same deposits as the preceding species.

Lophiodon Bairdianus, sp. nov.

The remains on which this species is based consist of portions

of several skeletons, with numerous teeth which show consid-

erable variation in size and other characters of minor import-

ance. The various specimens indicate an animal somewhat
smaller than the modern Tapir of South America, but much
larger than the Lophiodon modesius,\ founded by Dr. Leidy on

a tooth from the same Tertiary beds that afforded the iossik

under consideration. From the latter species, so far as it is novr

known, the present specimens may be readily distinguished.

moreover, by the enamel of the teeth, which, instead of being

coarsely wrinkled, is nearly smooth, or marked by very delicate,

Length of portion of upper jaw, enclosing the three pos-

rior molars, !

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar,

Transverse diameter of same, ]

Length of fragment of lower jaw with three posterior

molars, J

* Proceedings Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, 1870,

f Proceedings Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, 1870,



! Tertiary Formation.

The specimens now representing

;he most common fossil mammal
Wyoming, were found b;

W. Betts, A. H. Ewing, J. m. nuss
< loe ditii - lie: ' Fori 1> idg< \ ami on the W

in eastern Utah. The species is named in honor of rroiessor

S. F. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution.

Loplnodon affinis, sp. nov.

A second and somewhat smaller species of the same genus,

closely allied to the preceding, is i idicated by various frag-

nientary remains, including several molar teeth in an excellent

state of preservation. A comparison of the last upper molar
<

i L. B'liri/iii/in.i. shows, aside from the smaller size,

a marked difference, especially in the contour of the crown,

whkdi has adeep notch in the outer posterior margin of the base,

between the external tubercles in which the transverse ridges

terminate. In the species just described, the margin is here

nearly straight. The present specimen, moreover, has the small

anterior external tubercle more prominent, and less closely con-

nected with the adjoining ridge. This tooth is larger than the

corresponding one of L <j>L i> >•<•>>, « kd\ >\ and has quite different

proportions. The enamel, also, is similar to that in the preced-

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar. _ 7'1 lines.

Transverse diameter of same, 8-3 "

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate upper molar, 8* '{

The principal specimens on which this <p> < ies is

were found by H. D. Ziegler, in the Mauvaises Terres beds, near

Marsh's Fork, Wyoming.

A small, well marked species, apparently of the gen i

don, is represented by a number i >y the Yale

party at various localities The most characteristic of these

specimens is a right upper jaw containing a series of four pre-

with several teeth of the same animal. The molar-
1 udh, L ,m tho- ot tin two jmtdinu speme-. m Ln in, a

ower valley between the two tr

ag basal ridge, or shelf, at the external p< >st ri« <r

•own. The enamel of the whole series is very

mooth. The -perms was probably ahont :v;<> d.ird- the size of

L, modestus.

corneTof 1
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Length of portion of upper jaw, containing seven pos-

terior teeth, 26- lines.

Length of same, with three last molars, 13*7 "

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, 5 • "

Transverse diameter of same, 5-25 "

The remains now known to represent this species were dis-

covered by C. W. Betts, H. B. Sargent, and the writer, in the

Tertiary strata at Grizzly Buttes, near Fort Bridger.

Lophiodon pumilus, sp. nov.

A still more diminutive species, of the same, or a nearly re-

lated, genus, is indicated by several specimens, including a frag-

ment of a left upper jaw, containing three premolars and the two
succeeding molar teeth. The species may easily be dist i

from the small one above described, by the presence, on the out-

side of the superior teeth, of a strong, continuous, but irregular

basal ridge, which, at the external angle of the crown, replace*

the elevated tubercle present in all the molars of the species al-

ready noticed. The present specimen may also be distinguished

from L. nanus, by the form of the last two upper premolars,

which in the latter have their greatest transverse diameter be-

hind the center, while the reverse is true of these premolars in

the species under consideration.

Measurements.

Length of portion of upper jaw, with three premolars,

and next two molars, 14 - lines.

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate upper molar, 3
-25 "

Transverse diameter of same, 4- "

The only specimens at present known to represent r
!

were found by C. T. Ballard, in the Tertiary beds near Marsh's

Fork, Western Wyoming.

Anchitherium gracilis, sp. nov.

The Grreen Eiver Tertiary basin of Wyoming apparently con-

tains very few extinct solipedal mammals, one or two fragmeatfi

only being all our party secured during several weeks of explo-

rations. In the Uintah or southern basin, however, especially

near the White Eiver of Eastern Utah,* remains of this group

are more abundant, and some characteristic specimens were ob-

tained. Among these, were three lower jaws, with many of the

teeth in good preservation. They represent an animal less than

urn BairdHjei&y, and s

belonging to the same genus. There are seven pre:

molar teeth, with essentially the s;

This Journal, vol. i, p. 196, March, 1871.
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species. The first premolar has but one fang, and between this
and the symphysis there are no teeth. On the inner face of
ea.-h ramus there is a shallow, sickle-shaped impression, with the
point directed forward, and terminating under the first premolar.

Length of portion of lower jaw. with six posterior teeth, 23-58 lines.

Length of same with three posterior teeth, ... 12-5 "

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 5 • "

Transverse diameter of same, 2- "

The above specimens were discovered by C. T. Ballard and t he
writer, on the north side of the White River, in Eastern Utah.
The geological horizon is upper Eocene, or lower Miocene.

Lophiotherium Ballardi, sp. nov.

A small Pachyderm, apparently nearly related to the genus
turn, is indicated by a fragment of a right lower jaw,

with the last two molars, and a few less important remains.

The species thus represented appears to have been about two
thirds the size of Lop . recently described
by Dr. Leidy from the same Tertiary basin in which these fos-

sils were found,* and the teeth, so far as known, have nearly the
same composition. Those preserved in the present specimen
are somewhat worn, showing thai i fully adult.

The enamel, especially on the sides of the crown, is much
wrinkled, and thus the external basal ridge is rendered strongly

serrated.

Anteroposterior diameter of last lower molar, 4*4 lines.

Transverse diameter of same, 2*1 "

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate lower molar,. 3 2 "

Transverse diameter of same,.. 2-25 "

The species is named for the discoverer, Mr. 0. T. Ballard, of
the Yale party, who obtained the specimens here described at

Grizzly Buttes, Western Wyoming.

Motherium kntus, sp. nov.

The presence of numerous Suilline Pachyderms in the Green
River Tertiary basin : during the inves-

- hitherto described. One of these, which
evidently belonged to the genus Motherium, is represented by a

single fragment of a left lower jaw, with the last molar in fine

preservation. This sp species about one half
the size of E .'. " M - -/Leidy, which is com},
abundant in the lower

"!' '' the R< >eky M< un-

* Proceedings Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, 1810, 126.
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tains. The upper surface of this last lower molar is composed

of two transverse pairs of conical lobes, with a single posterior

one on the median line. The anterior inner cone is I:

its fellow, and has its summit bifid. In the next ]--

are much less elevated, the external lobe is the larger. The pos-

terior cone is low, and shows a tendency to subdivide. There

is a basal ridge in front, and indications of its continuation on

the external border. The enamel is finely corrugated. There

h ;i prominent rugose tubercle on the inner superior margin of

1 1 above the last molar.

Antero-posl
'

;ir
,

9
# lines.

Greatest transverse diameter of same, 5"

Transverse diameter between first and second pair of cones, 4-4 "

The specimen on which this species is established was found

by the writer, in October last, in the Tertiary beds, on Henry's

Fork, Wyoming.

Plaiygonus Ziegleri, sp. nov.

Remains of another Suilline animal, fully as large as the

in.nl -ii Sus scro/a, were obtained in the same Terti; ;;. u l-

with the last species. The most characteristic specimens dis-

covered are a number of upper premolar and molar tei

agree so nearly in general composition with those o I

nus, that they may very properly be referred to tl;

One prominent character in these teeth, es]

o n -. is the remarkably strong basal ridge, which, on the inner

b >rd .' at least of the first and second premolars, exceeds in

bre i- 1th that in Platygonus compressus LeConte, although on the

posterior margin it is less developed than in that species. The

crowns of all the upper premolars are composed of a sin

verse pair of cones, closely united. The second prei i u

specimen has a greater fore and aft diameter than the thiii

The enamel of all the teeth is rugose, as in the modern Peccaries.

Length of fragment of upper jaw. < ontaining I • three

premolars, 18*5 uneS -

Anteroposterior diameter of first upper premolar, 6 •

||

Transverse diameter of same, 6'

Anh'ro-po-tcrior diameter of second upper premolar,.. 6'5

Anteroposterior diameter of third upper premolar, 6-2

The species is named for H. D. Ziegler, of Yale College, who

discovered the specimens on which the present description is

based. The locality was at Grizzly Buttes, near the base of the

Pui tab. Mountains.
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Plat,,<,.mm

It has the same general composition as the cor-

oth in Platygonvs compressus, but, in addition to

jer size, it is proportionally broader, and has the

Length of portion of loft hover jaw,

SSSSSSL!?^^'"',er premolar l

1

^

The above specimens were found b
in the Pliocene sands, near the head-'

v the writer, i

waters of the i2S

Platygonus? Gmdoni, sp. nov.

The present species is founded on a

jaw containing the three posterior mo]
dentlv belonged to a true Subline n

size with the nist two described. The

J£. °The sp<

iQ

This species is na ned for Rev. Thomas Condon, who discov-

ered the -
: a the Pliocene beds of Oregon.
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Dicotyles Hesperiits, sp. nov.

A new and interesting small Suilline mammal is well repre-

sented by a portion of a right upper jaw, with the last premolar,

and the succeeding three molars, all in excellent preservation.

The teeth indicate an individual fully adult. They have
nearly the composition of those of the modern Peccaries, and

evidently belonged to the same, or a closely related, genus.

The species is well marked, and was apparently not more
than one half tlie bulk of Dicotyles torquatus. The crowns of

the molars have a more rhombic outline than in that species,

and a more distinct valley between the anterior and posterior

pair of cones. The basal ridge is also more strongly developed,

especially on the outer margin, where it is continuous. In

other respects the composition of these teeth is very similar in

the two species. The last upper premolar in the present speci-

men, however, differs widely from the corresponding tooth in

any of the known Peccaries, living or fossil, resembling most

nearly in its composition the second premolar of D. torquatus.

The iatter has, however, the single posterior cone distinct, while

in the species under consideration it is connate with the an-

terior outer tubercle. The upper dental series is here some-

what curved outwardly, and not on a line, as in the living

Peccaries.

Length of part of upper jaw with four posterior teeth,.

Length of same, with three molars,

liameter of last upper molar,

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate upper molar, 5*4

This specimen, for which the writer is likewise indebted to

Eev. Mr. Condon, is from the same locality and geological

horizon as the species last described.

Hypsodus gracilis, sp. nov.

This species was about the same size as Hypsodv-

small mammal described by Dr. Leidy from the lower Tert inn-

basin in Wyoming, and supposed by him to indicate an ani-

mal probably allied to the suilline family.* It may r

distinguished from that species, especially by the first true

molar of the lower jaw, which is proportionally narrower in

front, and broader at its posterior margin. There is also on this

tooth a strong external basal ridge, and, at the anterior inner

angle, a prominent projection, which is wanting in //. paulus.

The lower jaw is, moreover, deeper and more compi

the region of the premolars.

i Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Science, 1870, p. 109.
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Length of part of lower jaw containing first molar and
last two premolars, . 5-1 lines.

Antero-posterior diameter of first lower molar, 2* "
Transverse diameter througn

] > -i -ti. t I. .1 ».-, 1*6 "

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower premolar, 16 "

The specimens representing this species at present were
found by the writer, at Grizzly Buttes, Wyoming.

Limnoiherium tyrannus, gen. et sp. nov.

A somewhat larger pachyderm, but distantly allied appar-
ently to the two small species last described, is' represented by
the anterior portions of two united lower jaws, with several

teeth, and a few other fragmentary remains. These specimens
appear to indicate a genus quite distinct from any hitherto

known, but additi ly be required to de-

termine its exact affinities. The teeth of' the lower jaws are

twenty in number, and form an uninterrupted series, which
may be divided as follows :—Incisors 2-2, canines 1-1, pre-

molars 4-4, molars 3-3. The incisors are small, and crowded
together. The canines are large, nearly round at the base, and
evidently formed most efficient weapons. The first and second
premolars had but a single fang. The two anterior molars
are in excellent preservation, and have their crowns composed
of four principal cones. The first is at the anterior outer angle

;

the second just behind this, on the inner margin ; the third at

the outer posterior angle ; and the fourth and smallest at the

inner posterior corner, separated from the others by a deep pit

Each molar has a rudimentary double tubercle on the anterior

margin, and a moderate basal ridge, except on the inner side.

Length of dental series of lower jaw, 18* lines-

Antero-posterior extent of three molars, 7*6 "

'-. extent of four incisors, - 3 * "

Symphysis, 8 "5 "

lower jaw below last molar, &'15 "

-Depth below last premolar, 6- "

Antero-posterior extent of first lower molar, 2*5 "

Transverse diameter of same, 2 " "

The specimens here described were found by th

;. Western Wyoming, in deposits which are probably
of Upper Eocene age.

Limnotherium elegans, sp. nov.

A diminutive mammal is represented in our collections by
portions of two lower j: ws. with several teeth, which have so
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nearly the composition of those in the preceding 8]

they undoubtedly belong to the same, or a n< arh ivht< id. .man-.

One of these sp 'cimens contains the last premolar, and the two
succeeding molars. In the latter, the two anterior cone- form

rse pair, and are not oblique as in the larg

The posterior pair of tubercles, also, are nearly on a transversl

Length of fragment of lower jaw, '..andesing last premo-
lar and three molars, 7

-

5 lines.

Antero-posterior diameter of second lower molar, 2* "

Trans rerte diameter of same, 16 "

The only two specimens of this species now known were

found by the writer at Grizzly Buttes, near the base of the

Uintah Mountains, in Wyoming.
Yale College, New Haven, June 5th, 1871.

vratory of the

Lawrence Scientific School No. 16.— On the Atomic Wmyhts

of Cobalt and Nickel; by Richard H. Lee.

The atomic weights of cobalt and nickel have long been sub-

jects of controversy, but though much time and labor have been

spent upon them, the results arrived at are not as satisfactory as

could be desired

Under these circumstances Prof. Gribbs suggested to me a

new investigation of the subject. Before giving an account of

my own met \ill state briefly those of other

chemists. Rothhoff,* in 1826, first endeavored to ascertain the

atomic weights of cobalt and nickel. He determined the amount
of chlorine in the respective chlorides, by means of silver, an^

from a single mialvsis of each chlorid \ obtain '} for cobalt the

equivalent" 29-55,' ami.for nickel the equivalent 29-60. As
the methods of separating the two metals were at that time nn-

is but i simde analvsis was made in each case.

Kothlio.i . r^nh< can h.nlh be' considered as deserving of

Erdmannf and Marchand, in 1852, determined the atomic

weidit of nickel l.v reducing nimmlons oxide in hydrogen.

Their results
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rbonate was washed, and then digested with oxalic acid, tlie

suiting oxalate again washed, lnmied in a current of oxvgen
d the oxide reduced by hydrogen. In other portions oi'tho
alate the carbon was determined by combustion with onprio

The following table gives a summary of the results obtained :

i
1"6355 «.««„.* 13-024 p. C. on .rtno

Deters tin; tioi - of the atoi d<- -, • lV- of cobalt and nickel

were also made in 1857 by Marignae.-- Cobaltous sulphate

Bed by repeated crystallization and a weighed quan-
tity of the salt heated so as to expel the acid. The resulting

oxide was tin n ie - d w it > i a ku<>wi v >[•_] -
< 1 - lieate of lead

so as to expel the excels of ox\ gen over and above that re-

quired to form cobaltous oxide -GoO. The results obtained

varied between 29 "32 and 29 -38.

Crystallized cobaltous chloride dried at 100° was found to

retain one atom of water. Three determinations of the chlo-

iiis salt by means of silver, gave for the atomic weight
of cobalt 2942 to 29-51. Anhydrous cobaltous chloride was

dry chlorhydric acid gas. The salt

slight residue insoluble in water.

Five
i ai »t th ; ihvdr.ms salt gave results varying imm

29-36 to 29-42.

In 1859 Dumasf turned his attention to the subject. Per-

fectly pure metallic cob 1" < is d -- >lv* I in nitro i Luriat <. . < id.

the solution \. porat< I t.i dr\ ess with frequent additions of

cid, ai d fehe cobaltous chloride submitted to a red

heat.
*

In a second preparation from a different sample of metal

the chloride was dried in \ aeuo. In this manner the following

results were obtained :

* Bibliothiqru ' - vol. i, p. 373.



3-9035 29*57

29-54

5-960 29-59

4-1405 29-50

R H. Lee—Atomic Weights of Cobalt and Nickel.

l.»2

The mean of these five determinations is 29*54. In all cases

the chloride was dissolved in boiling water and the solution al-

lowed to cool before precipitating with AgN"0 3 . Tl«

chloride was reduced in hydrogen. The method employed for

the preparation of pure cobalt is not stated.

Eussell* determined the atomic weights of cobalt and nickel

in 1863. Pure metallic cobalt was prepared by igniting chloride

of purpureocobalt in hydrogen. The metal was dissolved in

nitric acid and the solution evaporated and strongly heated.

The black oxide obtained was ignited in a current of carbonic

di-oxide, by which it was converted into light brown cobaltous

oxide -GoO, which was then reduced by pure hydrogen. Omit-

ting two trial experiments, the results obtained were as follows:

€o0. Cobalt. Cobalt pr. ct.

First sample, 1 2-1211 1-6670 78-591

2 2-0241 1-5907 78'588

First specimen twice purified

—

1 2-1167 1-6638 78-603

1-3924 78-591

1-4030 78-591

78-595

First specimen three times purifiec—
1 1-6878 78-588

2 2*2076 78-592

78-590

Second specimen

—

1 2-1104 78*597

2 2-1461 1-6868
78-597

Third specimen—

I 3-4038 2-6752 78-595

2-2778 1-7901 78*589

3 2-1837 1-7163

Mean, 78593
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an of all the results

•i cobalt on
the subject, was take

metallic

iuction in a bulb tube with hydrogen. His r

0-6656

T0918

Winkler,f in 1867, determined the atomic weight of cobalt br
known weight of the metal with a perfectly neutral so-

lution of double chloride of gold and sodium. The cobalt was
obtained by the reduction of chloride of purpureocobalt.

1-1312

1-2848

0-8529 gr.

The first four analyses were made with the anilin, the last

two with the ammonium salt. These are the only determina-
tions of the atomic wreight of cobalt which 1 have been able to
find, and I will therefore pass to my own analyses.

r Anal. Chemie,
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Commercial cobaltic oxide was treated in a large

en able with enough strong sulphuric acid to mab
stilt paste. The crucible was tlien placed in a muffle furnace

d for some time, at first gently and abei-wards to low

redness. The sulphate obtained was dissolved, altered and -nl>-

mitted for some time to a current of sulphvdric acid gas, by

which copper, arsenic &c. were removed. The filtrate wus

tvtu: 1 with chlorine water to pi ro.\ v dize the iron pre-< u' and

o >t; nd ioi 4^ hour- ii contact v. hh 1 an cai

bonate, the whole being frequently and thoroughly stirred. 1
this manner iron and manganese were almost wholly removed.

The filtrate was then treated with a large excess of

bonate, and cyanhydric acid gas passed into the liquid

whole of the cobalt was converted into <

urn, eo aCy, aBa 3 . The solution of this sail was

i i i.-iviiri wxi t fi i i
f t

1

nickel h ait, as NiCy 4

Ba, as well as traces of iron and manganese. The mercury

was t len removed from the filtrate by sulphydric acid ..--. mid

the solution of cobalti-cvanide barium regarded a-

pure. The methods which I adopted to determim

weight of cobalt do not differ in principle from those of

\V.- >dcv aad Sommaruga. I first forme .-.,
• i -

>:

alkaloids 1 1
.

-

\weights and forming ! i

talline and ioublc cyanides. I then deter-

mined the water of crystallization in these -.It-

•ds the percentage of cobalt in each. This

fected by 6 og the salt in a platinui

by means of a ring-burner, and afterwai

carbon, first in air and then in oxygen. Finally the

reduced to metal by a current of pure hydrogen, ai

Lit is manner but two weighings were necessary.

series of experiments, I determined the amount o

cobalt in weighed quantities of chloride of purpi -

a current of pure hydrogen ga«. To cheat

the r. tuetion without loss. 1 nient due to

Dr. Gribbs, and c< -sis

enware. The chloride of purpureocobalt was placed in a por-

celain crucible and the disk of earthenware supported above

it by the walls of the crucible. The hydrogen

duced by a tube passing into the bored cover and

was then carefully heated from above. In this ms

din i- d through the porous -

prevent the escape of any particles of bo

duction was absolutely complete, and the metal did

-:>
:

.-'
^ :

'
- -

-

' - g -

necessary.
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ty first series of experiments I employed only t!

es of brucine and strychnine, the correspond^

nig the sulphates o! those bases with eobalri-rvanide -

and repeatedly reerysiallizing the salts formed. Ti
salt crystallized in beautiful whirr, barb-shaped crvst;

high luster. It was but slightly soluble in cold water
tallized with remarkable facility. The strychnine s:

beautiful, nearly colorless needles, and like the bruehn
tallized almost "completely from its solution on cool

analyses were made with each of these salts.

Of the strychnine salt—

The formula, io 2Cy 12 (C 21H 22N 2
d2 j 6

fI 6+8()H~
. c. water of crystallization.

The following are the results of my determinate
amount of cobalt in this salt

:

I. 0-4255 gr. 0-0195 gr. 4-583

The probable error of the mean is ±0-012, an<

'eight of cobalt 59-05, with a probable error of±
ase of the brucine salt, three determinations of
rystallization were made.
0-4097 gr. gave 0-0465 gr. water at 117° C. =
0-3951 gr. " 0-0453 gr. " 119° C. =

mula€o2Cv 1 3
(C23H26N 2O 4 ) 6

H6-f20OH s

11-39 p. c. water of crystallization.

suits of my determinations of the amount of metal in

,re as follows

Salt taken. At weight.

0-4097 gr. 0-0154 gr. 3-759 59-41

0-3951 " 0-0147 " 3-720 58-76

0-5456 " 0-0204 " 3-739

0-4402 " 0-0165 « 3-748 59-22

59-21



Cobalt. Cobalt, p. c.

0-2233 gr. 23 '575

0-2100 " 23-587 59-11

0-1435 " 23-586 59-11

0-1547 " 23-579 59*08

0-1647 " 23-569 59-05

0-1653 " 23-581 59-09

Mean, 23-5795 59-09
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The probable error of the mean is here ±0-0088, and the

atomic weight of cobalt 5915, with a probable error of ±146.
The method of analyzing the chloride of purpnreocobalt has

already been described. The results of my analyses are as

follows

:

No. Salt taken.

2. 0-8903 "

3. 0-6084 «

4. 0-6561 "

The probable error of the mean is here ±0*004, and the cal-

culated atomic weight 59-09, with a probable error of ±-0146.
The mean of my eighteen determinations of the atomic weight

of cobalt is 59*10. For the sake of comparison I give here the

results obtained by other observers, in tabular form, reduced to

the modern scale of atomic weights :

Rothhoff, 59-10 Dumas, 59-08 Winkler, 58-99

Schneider, 60'00 Russell, 58"74 Weselsky, 58-96

M . j 58-84 to 59-02
Mangnac,

-j 5Q .72 tQ 5g .84 gommarugaj 59 .93 Lee? 59 .10

Nickel.—The atomic weight of nickel was also first deter-

mined by Rothhoff* in 1826, by determining the amount of

chlorine in a weighed quantity of nickelous chloride. A single

experiment gave for the equivalent 29*60, a number which is

probably too high, in consequence of the imperfection of the

processes known at that time for the separation of nickel from

cobalt. Erdmann and Marchand took up the subject in 1852. f
Nickelous oxide prepared by various processes was reduced in

a current of hydrogen and the metal weighed. No data are

given, but the authors state that their results varied between
291 and 29 -3, and that they consider the lower number more
probably correct.

Schneider, *{: in 1857, also determined the atomic weight of

nickel. Pure nickelous oxalate was burnt with cupric oxide to

determine the oxalic acid, while the amount of metallic nickel

was obtained by reducing the oxide with pure hydrogen. In this

manner Schneider obtained as the mean of four analyses the

number 29*02.

i those employed by him in the

Universelle de Geneve, Nouvelle Series, vol. i
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Case of cobalt already cited. His analyses of the sulphate of
nifkcl gave results varying from 29*2 to 29'5, while those of the
chloride gave results varying between 294 and 29-64. Marignac
does not give his method of obtaining pure salts of nickel.

The subject was next investigated by Dumas.- who deter-

mined the quantity of chlorine in nickelous chloride, and ob-
tained for the equivalent of nickel as a mean of five analyses
tii" number 29*514. The author does not give the process by
"which the nickel was obtained free from cobalt.

Russellf took up the subject of the atomic weight of nickel,

together with that of cobalt, in 1863. Pure nickelous oxide
was first ignited in a current of carbonic di-oxide, and after-

ward in pure hydrogen. His results were as follows

:

Metal

3. " « " " " 78-598 "

4.J
« « u u , 78 .592 ..

The mean of all the determinations gave for the quantitv of

nickel in 100 parts of the oxide 78-5925, and for the atomic
weight of nickel 58 "74.

In 1866, Sommaruga§ determined the atomic weight of nickel

tip tl < (,11 i tih t sul] Imri rid in pure < rvs-

ed double sulphate of nickel a ! tassium The mean of

fses gave for the equivalent of nickel the number
th a probable error of ±0-079.

Winkler,|| in 1867, employed the method of reduction already
• for the equivalent

29-527, with a probable error of ±0-056.
With these preliminary statements I pass to an account of

my own methods and results. Metallic nickel of commerce was
dissolved in nitro-sulphuric acid, and the nitric acid expelled by
teat. The sulphate was then dissolved in water and the traces

°f copper and arsenic removed by a long continued current of

sulphydric acid gas. The iron in the filtrate was then oxyd ize. I

by means of bromine, and . .

with Ba
Co

3 . The cobalt was removed by potassic nitrite and the

sulphate then converted into nickel-cyanide of potas-

of cobalt, a

r

dons. To determine the atomic

nickel I adopted the method already employed to de-

termine that of cobalt I first formed the double cyanides of

nickel with brucine an " ten determined, first

sitschrift fur .
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the quantity of water in each of these salts, and afterward the

percentage of metallic niek el. This last determination was ef-

fected by first carefully heating the salt in a platinum crucible,

employing the ring-burner of Dr. Gibbs so as to apply the heat

at the rim of the crucible first, and afterward in successive zones
until the bottom of the crucible was reached. The remaining
carbon was then burned off in a current of pure oxygen, and
the oxide of nickel finally reduced by igniting it in' carefully

purified hydrogen. The double cyanides of nickel, brucine and
: were prepared by double decomposition, the salts

being but slightly soluble in cold water. They were then re-

peatedly recrystallized, and when tested by the spectroscope
were found to be absolutely free from potassium. All of these

salts crystallized in very pale yellow needles.

My analyses of the brucine salt led to the following results

:

0-M96 gr. dried at 120° C. lost 0-0258 gr. OH2 =5-738 p. c.

The formula Ni
3
Cy 12 (C23H26N 2O 4 ) 6

H
6
+10eH 2 , requires

To. Salt taken. Nickel.

1. 0-3966 0-0227

2. 05638 00323
3. 0-4000 0-0230

1. 0-3131 0-01795

5. 0-4412

5. 0-4346 0-0249 5-729 57-98

Mean, 5-7295 57-98

The probable error of the mean percentage of nickel is

±0-008, and the atomic weight of nickel 57'98, with a probable
error of ±0'089.

Six analyses of the strychnine salt were then made

:

0-3399 gr. dried at 112° C. lost 0-0178 gr. water = 5-24 p. c.

The formula Ni 3Cy 12(C2 jH^NjjO^Hg+eeHj, requires

1. 0-5358 00354
2. 0-5489 0-0363
3.

4.

0-3551 0-0234
0-0297

0-2530 0-0166

6. 0-1956 0-0129

1

The probable errc r of the r

3=0-( » 13. and the atomic weight
of ±0119.
The mean of all m y determina
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gjj
3 is 58-01.

made :

The followbg table gives all the determine

! Jot hit off, 59-20 Dumas, 59-028

; m';!v!k!;;!i,

Sc!„,ci< l.T,

Marignac,

\ 58-60 Sommaru-a, 5*-026

58-04 Winkler, 59-054
58-40 to 59 Lee, 58-01

conclusion,

>f the subjei

bridge, May, 18

my thanks are due to Dr. Gibbs for the selec-

it of my work, and for his adviee during the

AR, X.—

A

r
ofe on the Spectrum of the Corona : by Prof. C. A.

Young.

Ix an article upon the Solar Corona, which appeared in the
May number of this Journal, I wrote, "very perplexing also

is the fact thai the faint continuous spectrum,*which must be in

part produced by this polarized component of the corona's light,

traces of the dark lines of the ordinary

•spectrum. Probably they exist, but are in some way
racked so that the\ are not easily detected."

On further reflection, however, I believe the matter is readily

id that on the oth a- km 1 it would have been re-

i' b]e i f we had been able to bring out the Fraunhofer lines.

The truth is that the reflected photospheric sunlight forms

i of the total coronal radiance, the other

oi win h -i iar preponderate that it becomes very
'-

1 spectrum the characteristics of

this reflected light.

The spectrum of the corona is, in all probability, composed of
at least four superposed elements.

1st. A contmuoi - so •trui i. without lines either bright or

^u'k- d ic to iiieande-cait du<t—that is to particles of solid or

liquid meteoric matter near the sun. For although I am not
:V''t.» admit with Mr. Proctor that the whole explanation of

t : -' '-"'on- ; ^ inv )lvcl in tli presence , ,f
-

.

v <?t it cannot be doubted thai thev are - -rv numerous; and
ar surface

1 give such a spectrum as de-

scribed.

.
2nd. A true gaseous spectrum of the second order, c

less bright continuous back-

- -
• -

one bright lim , 1474 . c. -Mini v exists, and perhaps several. So
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far as the spectroscopic evidence goes this gas may be simply
the vapor of the meteoric dust above alluded to, liberated by
the heat of the sun, as when powdered sodium is dropped into
an alcohol flame

; or it may be disengaged for the instant from
the same pun i

' - » 1 1
<<'>-!. <\ < 1

+
< 1 m, as when

the bright liix -s of metallic vapor ap] u'-n- in the spectrum of the
spark produced by an induction coil. But in my previous ar-

ticle I have stated reasons for believing that the gas is of a more
permanent character—a solar atmosphere through and in which
the meteoric particles move as foreign bodies.

3rd. A true sunlight-spectrum (with its dark lines) formed by
photospheric light reflected from the solar atmosphere and me-
teoric dust. To this reflected sunlight undoubtedly is due most
of the polarization, and were it possible to separate the polarized
component of the coronal light from the rest

hope to find in it traces of the Fraunhofer lines. It is by no
means impossible, however, that the spectroscopic character of

reflected light may undergo some change, such as a partial oblit-

eration or degradation of its lines, when the reflecting

are sufficiently minute—small, that is as compared with the di-

mensions of a wave of light, so that they do not merely reflect

the undulation at their surfaces, but themselves enter into mo-
tion bodily. Experiments upon the spectrum of the light

emitted by one of the so-called actinic clouds would, perhaps,
clear up the subject.

4th. Another component spectrum is due to the light reflected

from the particles of our own atmosphere. This is a mixture
of the three already named, with the addition of the chromo-
sphere spectrum : for while at the middle of an eclipse the air

is wholly shielded from photospheric sunlight, it is of course
exposed to illumination from the pi

iligj

sphere. Iik lhat relleemd by partich
dently partialh polarized m radial planes.

And if there is between us and the moon, at the moment of

eclipse, any cloud of cosmical dust, the light reflected by this

would come in as a fifth element. It would, however, only dif-

fer from that reflected by our own atmosphere by including;a

greater or less modicum of photospheric sunlight.

Furthermore, in instruments like those employed by Messrs.

Abbay and Pye, the chromosphere spectrum overlies that of the

corona, and increases the complication.
It would seem, therefore, that only a small percentage of the

•i falls upon the slit of the spectroscope during a total

eclipse contains the Fraunhofer lines at all, and it ought not to

be considered strange that they are not readily observed.

: chromosphere. This light from the terresti
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In the same article I have stated that the photographs, taken

by the American party in Spain, appear to differ essentially
1

' ned by Mr. F n

i those obtained by Mr. Brothers, in Sicily.

was based upon a comparison instituted by Mr. Lockyer, Pro-

fessor Winloek and myself, between a copy of the American

photograph and a drawing* of Mr. Brothers' photograph, which

(drawing) he had himself sent to Mr. Lockyer.

There was a general and even striking agreement between
the two in respect to the position of the 'gaps' and the distri-

bution of the luminosity, yet there certainly were, as Mr. L.

pointed out, very noticeable and important differences, and of

• ha raeter to suggest that the extensive outside radiance might

probably be of a less permanent character than the leucosphere,

and of a different origin.

But I understand that when photographic copies of Mr.

Brothers' and the American negatives are made to a common
-t.ih tin u th. -i dun t a<--< ^appearand the agreement becomes

nearly absolute in resoect to all essential particulars. If this be

so, it certainly bears' very strongly in favor of those theories

which assign a purely solar origin to the whole phenr™—
Dartmouth College, May 10,

1

TIFIC INTELLIGENCE

Chemistry and Physics.

M.I>„1. Note on Para-mlphobenzoic Acid ; by Ira Re*
i.D., Assistant in the University laboratory, Tubingen, Germany.
In my former note, (volume i, page 462), I stated that when or-

iarv sulphobeiizntUe <>f potassium i> fused ^ it]l hydrate of po-

•siu'm, a mixture of ow benzole and para-oxybenzoic acids is al-

ient described in the m.n- mentioned. Thi* was aee<>mpli-hed

; decomposing the --ill with tin- reee^ary quantity of sulphuric

ilizinn- with ear
"

_' !»• --lution into two

ual parts, precipitating the barium from the one exactly with

Iphurie aeid ami then mixing the two agam. On evaporating

is solution, it became filled with beautiful needles on cooling.

* I am not sure but we had a photographic copy of Mr. Broth

-'
'' I in .rath e. Xo >n -h e .pies had then heen made.
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did not possess the least resemblance to the cr
)i acid barium salt of sulphohenzoie acid. They
id recrystallized. Their form was not changed

tiitu it separati d in m dl - uhicl 'be< mu loiu.

ifnl, the finer they became. It was dried by In

sis. It contained water of crystallization, wh
1 off at a temperature lower than 250-260°. Tht

Found, H

Calculated, H
2

The mother liquor from these needles was now evaporated
in this way a salt of entire! v different appearance was obta

fter being recrystallized ;-
.

i

'

mono
inie crystal-, which resembled the known acid -Ulpholn.,,,

This salt analyze a

me formula found t , it us for the needles. The wat
nation escaped at 200°.

j Found, H,0 9-34 pr. ct. Ba 2J

1 Calculated, H2
9-10 pr. ct. Ba 21i-41 pr.'ct.

)

Although thed<cided difference in the solubili
.

their crystalline form, t

1 possible
•nditi. ,- of the same salt nderobsen
ineric -ni' -. yses had si

in the same number of
prove the v.

m. The two barium sail s were e,„rrerted int , the neutral potas

tybenzo'lc acid as t

was exactly .210°. The crystals were vm•y regularly formed
possessed a mother-of-pearl luster.

The nature of the salt thai erystalliz

plained. It is a salt ofpara-sulphobenzo'i:c acid.

Acidp lyi-xulphnlh nzoate of Barium is difficultly soluble in

water (much more so than the known coi

sulphobenzoie acid), and almost insoluble in cold water. Vf
pure it crystallizes from a hot solution du

1 to stand quietly, b
tiful flattened needles are found*in the so
tire vessel from top to bottom.

*
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The neutral potassium salt is very easily

s iii cold water, and crystallizes from its c<

I'Liv luimlicr of experiments wer
eased the preparation of sulpl

is possible the conditions unci

k place; the chief product was

md these may br i it effecting their

separation into their components.
I am continuing nu \\>rim- .1:- -nth the ol.jeet of discovering

lit' conditions of the iforination of tlie para-acid. At the same time

• shall attempt to prepare the same arid l>y the oxidation of para-
; 'd])hotolnolic acid, mid will probahly soon be able to report on its

Tubingen, May 16.

II. Geology and Natural History.

l. rV!?uraJ silh-at^hi Fossils; by T.Stetiey Hm (Com-

'•-ils'inapale!
1

/..:
'• ]h

)
1%;*^

nenon has been T collection of

*nd made up of torL
(
or_

*5f^-t part iuiihr.it,,! I.v.-i >ili ite similar to that from Pole Hill,

^o-'-v !] n! ..,,-;,.!, T; ,

• „.- --v Dr. Dawson
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is a small coral-like body referable to tin? oxnus Yerticillopora,
an Upper Silurian form. The limestone includes besides, however
joints ;in 1 j.i.i is ,)[' • tin. ids. small -pi ,il ^, l

- 1
. ; n

fragments of brachiopods and of a sponge-like org; \\<u\ with
square meshes. All of these fossils are more or less penetrate!
with a greenish silicate, which fills the cavities of the gasteropods,
the central canal of the crinoids and the pores of the Verticillo-

pora.
_
It has also replaced or filled the spongy fibers and injected

the minute cells of some of the cr hough many
of these are solid and calcareous throughout, in which ivs,„ t the

New Brunswick, described in this

Journal for May, 1871 (p. 379), where the infiltration of the crin-

oida! remains is much more complete and perfect. Dr. Dawson, to

whom we owe these observations, supposes that in both cases the
infiltration took place while the remains were still recent.

Decalcified surfaces of the limestone show similar appearance*
to those presented by the New Brunswick specimens ; the cists of

small shells like Murschisonia, two millimeters in length, are in

some case> p. if ct. The limeston. is; irly pure, v, ith'th exeep-

hydro -liloi-i m-'id. an I r- mains v.ispeii ', -d in the solution, but is

easily separated by washing from the pah gre nisli-gray silicate.

This equals about three per cent of the weight of the limestone.
When -nited in the air it assumes a bright fawn color, and under
the microscope then coi the eolorless graim
of quartz or other hard siliceous mi it is mixed.
Its an lysis 1 y Mr. Sterry Hunt in the manner described for the

New Brunswick mineral shows that it scarcely differs from this

except in being more hydrated and almost identical with jollyte.

It gave, after deducting 2 TO per cent of insoluble sand, the fol-

lowing composition for one hundred par:-: Silica 35*32, alumina
22-66, protoxide of iron 21*42, magnesia 6-98, potash 1*49, soda

(Co:

the Mastodon have been discovered i

near Ithaca, New York, and placed in the Museum
versity. Many more remains will doubtless be o
teeth already indicate the existence of two or moi

hope i> entertained, huw.-v.-r. of findiim a perfect sk
> F>«-»;,K ;,. (In (;,;/„,, ,-,.< / r. nr„ -Prof. Wnii::. m I.,-*

"Geology of Iowa" (vol. i, p. 241), notices I

identical with or allh 1 to r„-ri. ,',.;t>« ,„ >,-.,;. <t>>&, in the Lower

or less indistinct, in the higher portions of the series (see p. 281,
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after drying in the ail

observes that the phosphate is in too impure a state for railroad

exportation, hut " for use on lands contiguous to water its future

value cannot he douhted."—Rural Carolinian, May, 1871.

5. Coues on A t< .- -'* /./','.,/• *•>'//< < i'/. —That lie anterior

•'"I'! posterior limbs of vertebrates are homologous is now ad-

mitted by all; but the majority of anatomists hold that they are

to be compared as paroUd parts, while a tew i Vl'uve tli.it they

work attention has already been < a - U ewion is th<

more opportune because some recent Euirli-h writer-

membral homologies have regarded the question as already de-

r of Svntropv, and in the determination of mu>e:ilar

homologies they take for -ranted that poliex (thumb) i<^ the

homologue of primus (greatttoe), wherea- tin :iutitropists above
• gard tin ivlation between i

!

< a as «,

only, the poliex being the true homologue of quinttis
|

and the pri ! tin-erh The propriety of -Ids

view is admirably presented by Wyman.i

tions may be removed.
"

I Flower, Humphrey, Mivart, Rolleston.

Proc. Bost. :
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Dr. Coues follows closely in the fix tsteps of "his -II- 1 1 e.-nidicd

]
'-' d< " ; • able not to see the va

•i"- -i ><:,"''<-> and therefore, with a lew minor differences or
dou'ots respecting (lotailr-, adopts the osseous homologies of Wy-

',. !
:

'

'•

::!
'

:; v '

'"

' :
]

•

ClV < - Ut II Ills . i^'HMllMll j.i.l.ls 1 Ci I

ive paper upon the myology
general and special

cusse<i at some length in the paper air rely referred to.

But while ready to express the na»t hearty admiration of Dr.
< - i'

-'
i:

! " i's, an ! < < nfi lei in his. ;i litv to even surpass them
in future, I an; forced to criticise some of his methods. In the

he has " no acknowledgments to make " e

). and therefore, whate- r satisfaction m:n i derived
from having so taken up the subject fresh, he ha- also lost the
benefit of the checks which an acquaintance with manv and dif-

ferent views exerts upon the tendency to the exelusiv
any one

; and he has thus, as it seems to me, been led to adopt a

faulty method from each of his predecessors.
He has uiicous. hc,.:

:
, i ..dated Owen in the use of many dif-

rcssions for the same idea "in

t

Dr. Coues has accepted unquestioned the view of the normal posi-

ie fi]
-*-

,! .] osed »y

Vfd mm. md adopted b\ Foliz, Folsom ai ! mvseif : this view is

based upon the proposition of Wvnian, (op. eft. 205) that *' the

kn< - md elbows in 11 mimals ai bent so is to form nglcs

except the hshes, this

orrect, provided the membra are

that this is not tin

' ' is quite possible that Wyman and Cor

position, had they read his paper; the dec

change in my own views upon this point ^

fives for the preparation of the paper aire;

f As for instance, " tivo-jointed thumb " is coupled

and '• theologically analogous," p. 194.

morphologically homologous
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concession, though not essential

> freely, in {cut because of

• rk, lmt chieil

0. S/tj,j,h;mc,<t t<>
•'" iio'A o>

:

S "J''<*:

en the wag ids, which
were barely suspected at the time Llie principal part of his mono-
graph appeared.

3'almgivn in 1864 was first led to suspect a genetic relation be-

tween Nereis and Heteronereis, from a comparison of Nereis

l>
hi,,,,;,.,, and Huron**:* :/,"„'<>;/,,/;,,, *h..\\-ini_' marly an abso-

ige- ti
i *

m!. > , ,' , *.U i [
i . . 1 «• r miinr i l crs

only developed at the peri. 1 of - :uai maturity. '1 -

look upon certain species of Nereis as the agamous stock oi sexual

eggs in this p, i S _ inn ns Ilet' nereis s ck, hi came to the

conclusion ii .
« h- .

:' Ipi h < r< i; and Ib-Teio-

nereis were only sexual forms in series ot generations still un-

one of the polymorphous species of Nereis a>sum« ;- the character
of Heteronereis, to lose them subsequent iy and^ return to it> ag-

a »i Elilirs h,*s ^hown ! >t laruc mun'.ei i -] < c- <>i 1 h Uio-

"ereis were only sexual forms of previously known >pccus ot

«ereis,a I in1 rprets these facts in favor of a metamorphosis of

Nereis into Heteronereis.
This was the condition of the pr

the subject and show y of living

A s r ri e is a u'erset relation between Nereis and

Heteronereis, but he shows as conclusively that all Nereids do not

Ehlers, and that there is in the Annelid
morphism almost wit! -"'

'

: ' ki: '-

the species which ]
Mied ( A'A- \L":-<t't)

I-»»„enWi) we have first a sexual form as Nereis, two sexual

Heteronereis, and a fourtl
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by Mecznikow. Large full grown specimens oi X- n is DumeriUM
are.-ill transformed into I leteronereis, y.diile the smal

lis alone become matured as Nereis. Of the t

forms of Heteronereis one is small. ext emel\ active, swimming
freely about and emmu if

j
-_i ,,, , , i 1- -lu_^i-.h, leinain-

ing more or L-- -t.-, tenia t\ nih. b.atomo tin-- ..

r

| ! \ aria-
tions m <iz. oi individi ais I e< oming sexual as Nereis or clunking
into Heteronereis arc considerable, and it may be that a species
can arrive at maturity in all stages of growth,' may -
lose all traces of its 'sexuality, increase in size and in number of

segments, to take on late again s

formed into Heteronereis. Absolu
these changes can only be obtained by tracing them
aquarium.

This Supplement is illustrated by fourteen excellent plates, com-
pleting data left more or less imperfect in the first pari, tliere
•n-t t •• !' ut observations, and figures, on tin eyes oi Al iopida\
confirmatory of former papers by Krohn and Leydig
subject, adding many new points of eon >iderai>le physiological
importance. In the preface, Claparede promises us an extended
memoir on the histology of Annelids (for which he has many
thousand admirable prepaiai ions), he calls attention to the restora-
tion of many specific names first introduced by Delle Chiaje which
have usually been neglected. As a mark of his appreciation of

ije's work he fittingly dedicates to him the closing chap-
ters of this excellent contribution to the fauna of the Bay, where
he worked so long and ><> successfully. a. ag.

7. piapensiacew—To the account of this small group of plants,
as given in a paper entitled: " Meconst..
Diapensiacece, presented to the Am. ri-un .Academy in June,
1870, and issued at the close of the vear, Dr. Maximowicz, in

- " :"th decade of his Melanges Biologiques, published by the
^'-~ spring, has added some interesting

le first remark- that !,, i : • nh
izovodon and Gains

I"
w

-

./. but 1 ad himself SHO---I. -ted it ii tin viarls,;:.
Prof. Bunge, who had responded in favor of the sug'oa

alsonowconeln.de- that both Sfn.rtJa :! ., ( ] Mdzocodon are probably
to be maintained as genera; the foi

.7/o/v.n- as a second species is most likeh distinct I- m theAUegha-
I and clearly different from Schizocodon sold
on is grounded mainly upon a drawing, which appar-

ently represents the plant in question, in a Japane-
possession, and which exhibits the corolla, this, curiously enough,
being wanting in the about 30 known specimens of tin

1 >- in th< so litan Am ri an specimen. The closely
adherent testa of the seed and the slender style are
marked characters.

In the same publication Dr. Maximowicz characterizes a remark-
able new Japanese gem bo named from the like-
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ness of the leaves to those of EUiai'i) which is intermediate be-

tween ll;/<l-nj>h-ijllnf(:a and Polomouiacea. The hahit, diearpillary

nvan hirsute at apex, and imbricated petals are suggestive of
the former order; but the undivided style, central placentation,
and r-|r i • ! : 1 1

:

\- the mucilaginous seed-coat, place it rather in the

Dr. Maximowicz, moreover, has ascertained that our JEuodia
I'limifurn is Thunberg's ()r',..-t Japonica, of which only male
flowers were known ; and he restores that genus, referring it to
the neighborhood of JEuodiu. a. g.

8. Form and s,->drt„r< <>(' S,eds.—Prof. Lange of Copenhagen
ha- published, in BotanisJc Tidsskrift, 1870 (in Danish) an inter-

esting
|

pei upon this subje* , which, hot an is know, often
furnishes excellent characters to distinguish othev\vi>e similar

species. lie treats here of Pyrolicut. I>,<.* ,',-.,<, (
', m.st ;,<„>. and

^p. i <i 1,1, /•'
. unii dlu-ti nun s I,i two j, t( N till, d

with beautiful colored figures, the seeds of 25 species of Pedicu-
' '' s m strikii rh depicted, a. g.

9. Hypocotyledonary Gemmation is of uncommon occurrence.

has been called, by Mr. Guerineau, the gardener of
the Cambridge Botanic Garden, to a remarkable instance, which
occurs in all .

i . dhn_s ,.i />, 1}
',, <i», <

] •-. I< uuupn
red or red-and y ih u-ilowen 1 species of < alifornia. As this spe
cies is now in European cultivation, and a probable variety of it,

!> '.'trrdnuih was raised and figured in England several years

ago, the peculiarity in question is likely to have been noted ; but
1 have seen no account of it. In germination, the slender radicle

elevates a pair of well-formed ovate cotyledons in the usual way.
These acquit us between
them; cons, axis is lure arrested. Soon a

. is formed underground at the junction of the
lower end of the radicle with the true root: from this is produced
a slender-petaled 3-lobed leaf, which comes up by the side of the

primary pkmtlet ; soon a second leaf appears, and so on, setting
up the permanent axis of the pi;

nates from the very base of a well-developed radicle, if not from

III. Astronomy.

' -t
. .. ni 1L , .,.- • w York, I was start-

ed by a sudden flash of bright blue light which illuminated the
whole heavens and was instantaneeusly succeeded by an cpially

ftgain gave place to blue. Tor
w a falling meteor, which was, so far as my knowledge

extends, unique.
It exhibited a nucleus of blue, with a long flame-like train also

blue in color except on the south side where a portion, equal to
perhaps one-third of the whole, was of a brilliant red.



e cast from Watch Hill I.igit,

ar from 9:15 P. m. It was ahoat
>.

i i
>.

u" directly downward.
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he influence of a covering of Snow on Climate ; by A.

.Member of the- Imp. fiuss. uw^r. Society. (Com-

.—The influence of "a layer of snW, resting on the

race in th < ohh i portioi s ox tiie cart i eriii- » in \

. , ii v er been considered in ita g<
",

•'. coiidkie,n> o! th< population living in

apparent influence of snow is the protection

3 our crops from the cold of winter. Where the >oee.v-

:. re-'iiarU . -a inter-cr.>j>- arc ahcay-- sure, o,- the coid

use. la the steppes ol south uid east uussi , where
ia .• i.i \vi i: .-. an 1 this small quantity is often down
le strong winds, winter crops are scarcely attempted at

( north* rn coasts of tlic Black -

e north, in Podolia, it is he pri ipal < op. Tin r< the

fon-ts aft; rd a protection against the wind, the snow falls more

As a ha now isolates the warme
fld air above, and there i s no doubt that it remU i

cold more intense, as the

below. In

as Westera Europe, th of snow is well kn.\wi

people expect great cold where a la

sky clears ly lies the

geia ralK A<\ ill UUSM;
.an with it. This ieeiin

fronts. n ai

1 to them, and aho because the air is drici

with snow and a cold, dry wind is more severely felt than cold

t relative humid ii v of the air is a most importai
tare of th* countries covered with u win winter. It is as

for it as for the humidit; of an island in the mid lie of

the or, Mi

The wind
.

' iug surface, and a.h-o

dry. In countries whe: /winds pi- u the

greater pa •t of X. America and h tstern Asia, this will b « le>S

the ca-e. a

the L'nitL

countries s - Lsia, where the cold



'

le for absorbing moisture. This feature of dim:

iportant in the examination of storms. It was c

" of Espy to have pointed out the importan

apor in the origin and progress of storms, ami this

" admitted. If a storm is signalized and the begii j of its path

stated, it is important to know the <|iiantity of vap<>r disseminated

in tii countries where it is likely to pass, and the quantity which

may be expected to be condensed as rain and snow. Now. the

lower the temperature falls, the more uncertain are observations

of the psychrometor, and I am of the opinion thai it is not a sure

u'uid.- below the freezing-point. This stated, it is v. ry iiii]»ort:nit to

have some general idea as to the quantity of vapor over the cold

spares of the earth's surface. Now in countru ^ituaud like hun-pe,

n lative humidit\ u ill scarcely fall below 75-30° so long as the earth

that the quantity <

ly known if

he barometric range in European
ay be very nearly known if we ki

Russia and Sil . ria. some time ago, I have stated that not only the

pressure of the air rises in winter as we advance from the western

coast of Europe into the interior of the continent, but the baro-

metri . dnima rUe , veil more, so that tor. \ ,
ip e. in X« r». lun-k,

i : e middle barometric minima of January, re-

duced to th i n., and the lowest pressure hap pen

-

in-ini: vears in tbi. month uas equal tM -.-:.:;. ^'.
. \

at this place the temperature never rb< - abo\ 1 1
I-

.
m January,

of cold and small quantity of vapor m the air, in arrest-

ing the progress of storms in winter v il b,
,

t y< n. In Euro-

pean Russia the barometric minima are lower in winter than in

the other seasons. This shows that the storms of the Atlantic

take their eom-e over our country. Speaking generally, the path

of storms is from N.W. to S.E. in winter, because they cannot

m eastward direction as* they began, bemg arrested

by the cold. The colder the temperature is, the sooner the storms

must turn to the southward, and thi> will bo much more the case

in January than in November and March, when the storms ot

Kur..p, „ onetimes advance into the interior of Siberia.

Another feature of the snow is that of arresting the progress ot

'-'--'
'

Iwve, the heat is employed in melting the snow, or in the Ian-

transformed into work.

^e < Mine striking facts of this kind m Russia. For example,

, in Western Siberia, has a winter temperature lower than

Bfc Petersburg, by nearly 18° F. Yet the thermometer sometimes

™ -
; i high a irl this last place in winter, because Barnaul has

-steppes to the southwest. As they are seldom covered

with Miuw warm winds can pass across them and without losing
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re arriving at St. Petersburg, they must lose

much of their heat in melting the snow over an extensive track.

The result is, that so!. loin a winter month passes without tempera-

tures above freezing-point, but in January and February the

thermometer does not rise above 39°, while at Barnaul a tempera-

ture of 42° may occur at that time, (for example on the 4th, 5th

and 6th of February, 1855).

I have mentioned already the effect of the snow in checking
the rise of temperature, and employing more abundant heat in

melting. This is most felt in spring, and lowers much the tem-

perature of this time of the year, as for example, while in Central

Europe, at some distance of the sea, April lias nearly the same

are as October, in the same latitude; in k
warmth of the sun's rays cannot re of the air

so much, and April is generally 4° F. colder than October, while

May has the same temperature as September. As soon as the

sn »w i- limited on:- elimate a— time- it- true continental character.

In more northern part- of h'ussia it is .May which stays behind

September; as for example, at Archangel, Berezoe and even

Yakutsk in one of the most continental climates of our planet in

this las! place Mavis more than :> colder than September, while

March is \H° warmer than November.

bench ei

Without the forests a great mass of snow is often a eh

communication, as for example, at this moment in Sonl

i most of the railways are stopped. The unusually -r« at mass

impeded by trees,

> short-sighted to let the tre< - <tand. Tin « sleet of the melting

i rising of rivers will be quite different in a wooded

of snow is blown in all directions by the

s of these places were always i

-ng
led

bare country. In the first the snow will lie sometimes
a month longer than in the last, and accordingly the floods of the

river- will he longer continued hut less hied' and d< \ -t . i - _1 -

Every one who has uthahiTi \ the country will he -truck by this

fact and its bearing on the climate and the well-being of the popu-

lation all around. Generally speaking, as I have stated, the

effects of a layer of snow are beneficent to man. The propor-

tion of the crops is of enormous economical worth. The greater

moisture of the air is also good, and even the cold of spring,

cause I by the melting of snow, has its good side. The too

rapid advance of vegetation in early spring i- cheeked by it, and
protracted to a time when the vegetables have less to fear from

sts. Northern Europe, for example, suffers much less

the south, where the returns of cold in spring

cause great damage every year. Only two serious effects are

t corruption of communication in snow storms

and the great floods of spring. But both of these drawbacks can

be avoided by the foresight of man. as for. -:- u rest the progress

of wind- and'eau-e a slow melting in spring, so as to store a great

quantity of water to supply our rivers.

St. Petersburg, 20th February, 1871.
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- • njrom WiUiams College*—The scientific

.-xncdition ["miii Williams I'oJl-v. consisting of live members of
the present senior class, under the charge of II.. M. Myers, which
left the States last November for the purpose of making explora-
tions and collections in Central America, returned from that coun-
try in March, having successfully accomplished {he objects pro-
posed. The party spent sonic time upon the elevate. 1 plain of

. !a, in Spanish Honduras, where they found the climate
most salubrious. One of the imnie.liatc results of the expedition
is a tine addition to the cabinets of Williams College. The orni-

thological specimens secured, taken in connection with those added
to the museums by the expedition to South America, in ls'67, give
the college a most valuable collection of tropical birds. Among
tic :idditions to the arcineoi gh-al department in i wo interest ing
-tatues exhumed at Corosal, in British Honduras, ninety miles
-outn. d Belize. The work upon these images, cut from limestone
ro'-k. is quite finely executed : and being still in a good state of
preservation, they "are valuable and interesting redes, marking the

advances in civilization made prior to the occut»ation of the country
by the Spaniards. Mtl i_

'

i. tab] -' imt tl Pacifi oa>t
of these Centra! American "-fates have be.-n frequently visited by
collectors, the low coast-lands of the northern slope have been al-

;no-_t entirely passed by on account of their unhealthfulness. Col-
lections from these co. are especially valua-
ble; moreover, the richness ot 'the fauna and flora offer every

o tie n turalist. It >vas u]n:m these lowlands that
the Williams College part

^
3. Description of a Tic

:>:
•• lii.i Dij:;. ,f t'a.nbri k_ . )L,^. - Thi- ii^'.i.'u it is intended

for ivgis ring th I
< th tid at stations where the float

and box commonly used are liable to be obstructed by ice.

A strong iron tuoe. about four inches in diameter, is firmly bolt-

ed to a wharf or pile. It ; s open at the top, and lias at the lower
end a nipple to which an India-rubber bag is fast- n. d,—the length
of the tube being sufficient to allow the elastic bag to be always

t the lowest stage of the tide.

5 supported by a suitable shelf, or cage, and is filled

with glycerine, which is p.'mred in at the top of the tube. When
in this condition the glycerine rises and falls within the iron tube
in proportion to t : I pressure of the column of
-a?o+„„ „i .i , > "\ ° .i° -.-.a.' ___ :„ +\,~ m^„w ~r +\,r>ubbe/bag, the difference in the height of the
two columns being in proportion to the difference of t3

gravity of the water and the glycerine. The parts abov i

""•'

" ;— tube.

-jf tube, about three iach a ' l at tne bot-

I open at the top. is r .1 ,

e, and floats

• " :

-

rid. The length of the central tube is a little

A copper
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Near the upper end of the outer tube, these are three spiral

springs, fixed at the top and united at the bottom by a plate or

disk, from which the central copper tube is suspended,
stem fixed to the center tube c

or chain leads over a single pu
the pencil carriage of the recording apparatus.

The distance that the central tube is to move, vertically, is ad-

justed to agree with the required range of the pencil upon the

record paper, by placing within it suitable weights.

As the glycerine falls or rises in the annular"space between the

iron tube and the central float, the spiral spring at the top is more
or less extended, the extension being uniform on account of the
•\ limlrieal form of the float.

It is not necessary that the India-rubber bag be enclosed in R

I box for the purpose of tion: as it il

always submerged, and the pressure upon it is equal to the weight
of a column of water, having its base at the bag, and its summit
it the mean level of the surface waves.

Coast Survey, and is

Boston Navy Yard.
4. American Weather Notes ; by Pli>y Earle Chase, (Beau

before the American PKii.— phi ;u Society, March 3,1871.—The
signal service observations of our War Depart m in ;

. ly< i!n ad\

shown the value both <(' Bu\ s Ballot's law and of Capt. Toynbee's
modification in predicting changes of wind, especially if due regard

is paid to the barometric variations of the two previous days.
" " )wing gem ral dt du -tious, some

i true only of the winter, while

others seem to lie explicable by natural circumstances of position

and physical configuration, which must be operative at all seasons.

(1.) Wind- : and sea breezes, are often trace-

able, especially in the lull which follows the passage of storms, to

differences of temperature in the neighborhood of the great Lakes,

and of mountain peaks and ridges.

(2.) The wind, especially in the Southern States, often blows di-

rectly in the line of the greatest barometric gradient. But even

in such cases, after a few hours • aid the

the gradients in forming forecasts.

(4.) Long ridges of high barometer, as observed by Espy and
others, with adjacent troughs of low barometer, often traverse the

continent, sometimes with slight deflection, sometimes having a

d curvature, with a diameter of
•':.!•.< thousand miles or more. 8 e a steeper

leciivin and stronger winds on their neither!} am! easterly than

on their southerly and westerly sides.

{.3.) Currents with an anti-cyclonic tendency, controlled by areas

of high barometer, are notably common. Reversals of wind, a-

from N.E. to S.W., are, therefore, frequent after the passage of
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-cyclonic rftlge or center, as well as after the p

< hir nvent storms have been anti-cyclonic, and t

reason for supposing that anti-cyclones arc

ier-breedors," even of such of our land storms
r less cyclonic after they are fully developed.

(8.) These and otlier peculiarities, poin
N>nns in the blending of polar and equ
intu-les at which the general tendency c

equatorial (AY.) currents at the South,

irbance. frequently resulting in a gale,

ut when the polar current is at the-' ra \ soon follows; but '

South and the Equatorial at the North there a

of sequence. The latter condition, with us. seems often indicate
of approaching fair weather, especially if northerly or easterly a

separated from southerly or westerly winds by a ridge of his

barometer.

(10.) If the progress of a northerlv or easterly current towai
the equator is impeded by an intern nil u southerly or wester!

current, the disturbance not onlv speedily follows, as indicated 1

Mr. Scott, but it is also, commonly, like most showers, S.E. storm
and other marked cyclonic n. ,<iii»i ions, of briefer duration tha

lonie.

5. European and American Bain-faUs ; by Pliny Eaei
Chase. (Read before the American Philosophical Society, M;in
3, 1871.)—There is still a liny, r i n o skepticism on the part of son
meteorologists, iv-'ardin- the moo,,'- inthc. nee on the weather,
skepticism which is pet-hans owner to the apparent want of agre
ment between ol>- - t ,„'. ,t „ r, . nt pi u i «.. Thu. i-. li..%\. \

no good reason for expecting such accurate correspondence as

sometimes deemed essential. Dr. Emerson (Proe. A. P. S., x

°18) has communicated to the Society his early observation ui.o

the reversal of the European Barometric prognostics on this sic

of. the Atlantic. Mr. Blodget (Climatology, pp. 221-237) h;

l'°mted out carious climatologic contrasts, and Mr. Scott, the B

and Eastern Ameri
the lunar rain-talk

'.'
The

;
-on:

ts of my previous
t, in our Atlanti .. / .f Ihirwe:
mdentlv trusted luring the ten days prece
ring the eight days following, full moon.
n order to make i comparison between stati



•

irements are gii en ii millimeters.

I.- Quarterly R ia-jah at Lisbon. II.— Quarterly Ra ,-/„/7 r/ />/,>,

855 280-3 272-7 154 1855 193-0

856 513-4 800-7

Vi ii
81 2-:-

912-1 2 72-S

4-J-i'

'271

1859 128-0 201-8 71--;

I860 210-9 122-4

861 501-5 154-3 ]

Xl i;c-:i
":,.'•> 2545 •S-l i""

863 181-8 196-6 t;ps

V:'l
h<;4 i7i-f

in-7 2'.M-f. S-3
866 214-7 365-3 S2-3 247 9

1867 197-2 216-2 1867 230-1

1868 162-9 76-9 26S-0

21-0

V.-o
599-: 1870 297-7

296-2

401 9

2 IT '7

ia5->

Mean 275-2 197-9 27-9 252-5 7 53-4 Me:.u274-< 326-5 323-0 2S7-2

, therefore, that the heaviest rain-falls at Lis'' -on and

the lightest at Philadelphia, are u- and Wiu-

t 1 s mestei . ch< h< iviest at Philadelphia n-.l t igl st it Lis

bon, in the Spring and Summer. In ten years out of tin- sixteen,

when the rain-fall of the entire year was above the average at one

station, it was below the average at the other.

6. I}}*,-., rei-i/ of /// /./',/"' ••/' ' Y' •//;/'" '' ''":"'•'""'-' V, T

H. J. Carter; h'.K.S. At i
\i n Ma- X. II. IN . vii, 1, ... Just

a line to tell you what you will be glad to learn, viz. that I lave

confirmed a 'ark, of Boston, lias stated about

the sponge-cell, and much more too.

It is, after all. only what v.- as published and illusn

'Annals' in 1857. Indeed 1 aw: astonished now at the accuracy

and detail of Hint paper r L'ltim t. "structure of Spongilla.'' Ac.).

now all confirmed by an examination of a marine calcareous

I have not only fed the sponge with indigo, and exam
the moment, but the sponge bo fed was
iftcrwi rd, and now shows all the cells (monociliated) with the

cilium attached and ti>- :,,<•',:,, ,//// /.. the cells.

This, I think, will break down 1 lie kei's hypotlu-sis, which is as

•; as it is beautiful.

His • .Magospluera," too, is figured in the • Annals '

1

descritw d - the mucus

of the cells or internodes of the Bombay -rear Xitclla.

But there are no people in England, if on the Continent, who

seem to be able to show this, if < tt of it.

E- <„-;, it* l" • u-od to be the old j.liriM : tie ruht > n>.\v b, ini>

reflected back from America. It is from there that we must

" The Cottage," Budleigh-Salterton, May 22, 1871.
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8. Report on Barracks and Hospitals, with <I> -•/'>' '' - ' WU-
tary Posts. 4to, pp. 494.—Under * " C uvular

No. 4," the Surgeon General's office of the IT. S. War Department
at Washington has issued a valuable document with the above

title, containing a great amount of valuable information respecting

distant outpost^ but little known, geographical, topographical,

meteorological, sanitary, &c.
In an appendix are " Reports on Examination of Air in Barrack

rooms," giving the results of chemical analysis of the air at night

r in Military Barracks, r,

ii>,'-;

\

m ° ntents.
Eetl.ationofc^onic E

g
BaKx°r

r
; jgrcs

Cabinet

SS
1.30 a. m., lArtillery

b July 22, '70.:81°j barrack. 19
13 a.m., Cavalry

j

2 July 22, 'TO. 78
c

barrack. 16

2 a. m.,
; Engineer!

16,803-36

4,480

4340

9,8 1 34-091

9-30 34-092 Z,7

in barracks occupied by sleeping soldiers. Assistant Surgeon V.

B. Hcbbakd reports four analyses of air from the apartments oi

the I*. S. Military Academy at West Point, N. Y., made by the

Captain mid iii- a-<j-tant, which we have arranged in a tabular

9. Captain Huld Ar<-ti,; Expedition.—The Polaris, the vessel

for the Arctic Expedition under (
'a] .tain Hall, is now in New

York (June 15), at the Navy Yard in Brooklyn, where she will

remain ten days, or until ready to start northward. She will take

in supplies to last to Disco in Greenland, where she will aw ait the

result- warrant, the voyage maybe still farther prolonged. From
Disco the expedition will proceed to Uppernavik or Tissonack,

the most noi '.' Greenland, where gangs of dogs

will be obtained. The Polaris may have to winter in Jones'

Sound, the latitude 76°N., but if possible will be pushed on to

80°N. Earlv in April, Wl\ the joiirnev over the iee toward the

Pole will be begun. Hall asserts that if Ellesmeiv hand, which

*-ard to the

they will be employed in transport
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rps attac

was a member of the recent Prussian expedition to the Xorth

Pole. Ih- is a young man with a high reputation us a scientific

student, and is a graduate of the famous University of Heidel-

lu'sides Capt. Hall and Dr. BisseK quite prominent characters

are the sailing-master, Capt. O. S. Buddington, who has had thirty-

two years' experience as an Arctic navigator, Mr. Hubbard C.

Chester, of Noank, Conn., the first officer, and Mr. William Mor-

ton, who is said to have discovered the open Polar Sea while on

the first Grinnell Expedition, who goes out as the second ..nicer.

Sergt. Meyer, of the United States Signal Corps, has charge of the

meteorological department. R. W. D. Bryan is astronomer.

Two of the most interesting individuals who accompany the

expedition, are the Esquimaux man and woman, who have been

wi;h t .:,.!. [[.ill -ince his first essay in Arctic explorations.—Xew
York nme*, June 15.

The so-called " Cardiff Gia
two or three y aars since, a consid ts created h\

the alleged ac idental discovery Mr. Newel!

f Syracuse in the

tigm-eofgigan

^byXowne'i-wktion undertake
a well for the lis cattle. The ob\ ions folly o

excavating for a well in the bed of a stream of water w
on at the time and was not easily explained away. The popula

appetite for m; rvels was, however
oric^glfforwhod

re™itB°in
Pt^tthat « there wt imes?" Theabsur

n polled the mildei statement that wh le the recum

'"''it giant was of acknowledged human origin, rt wa s MUqliestiol

h antnputy ami In

With this hypot
r

;

l H''d "Cardiff Giant" commen •ed his tour of exl '

Moiv r'han'a ' -led with cu

,-d, we have I

tlu-farility wi. >
insensible,;



The l, ock of sypsum, from which the Cardiff Giant was i

ried near Fort Dodge, in Iowa, where there is a

arved,

supply of massive gvpsum of Mesozoic age.* It was
'!

: ' hicago, in Illinois, where it was placed in th work-

!r. Bmvkhardt, a well-known marble-worker of that city,

who con t very

•<:-.
!

of a max :

the right

legs slig

arm thrown across the body over the pelvis, an! v. hh (lie

of the

the block of stout > . rs wf> eo m'ii UK1. Thi>
modeled in clay by or under the direction of Mr.
d was then transferred to the stone. Ourinforman

that he
,. with

acids to

tooled si rface, and this off. ct wa- - d - -pi nil) hi iu'htem ,1

Newell*farm, and thence by teams to the farm itself, wi

f a body of work people, brought from a distance
phicdi 1 its resting place, near the bed of a small stream. Those
' in the work of removal and interment were take

'-,- '
t •

, and thus no one at or near Syracuse but those e

in the s'i emulation knew of its existence. By a singular a

Fitness to its making in the Chicago work-shop h:

I, and.

was mii wised to see there his old acquaintance half bi led in

the earth. We have taken pains to verify thi> statement, and are

o early day a detailed statement from the work shop

of Mr. Ibu :,U we may take anoth-

er occasion to publish. B.6.

11. Part;/ of I-yrlorut>on >•„,! r Dr. JLa
:
i^u.~\)r. Ifayden an<l

party i - i .it from him informs us) iven at Ogden, I'iah, on

June 8th. The party comprises thirry-t u o mrii I imluding an astron-

omer, topographical • ngim er, < tc), Vive wagons, two ambii nuccs,

oraes. He proposes to connect with the

belt* mi i i . .pioration b\ ( laren'a King, md then spend the

remainder of the season about the sources of the Yellow St' me
and \':- mri river>. He h.-i, a boat and -ouiidine; apparal n- t'--r

making a comnhte Mirvev of the Yellow Stone, etc. A company
of ca ry i oVd red i~ an es >r f, m, F . t Ellis. He expects to

return to Washington about the 1st of November. C< mgress made
an appropriation of $40,0uo f ,v tin- explorations of the season.

* See Dr. White's report on the Geology of Iowa, vol. ii, p. 299.
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13. Geological : Alwsxd R, C. Selwto,
Director.—Report of Progress from 1866 to 1869. 4*76 pages 8vo.

A<-r..mp:uiii-.l l.y (r 9,.An <>: 'laps, i
Dawson

Bros., Montreal ; B. Westermann & Co., N. York).—This volume
contains a report of Sir Wm. E. Logan on a part of the Pictou
e<>.'il-H<<M, 50 p :lirt .s; ofE. llarrh s i

» part of the same coal-field,

5 2 pp. ; of R. Bell, on the M: <>f ' llich-.u-d-

s, '>n, on the South Shore below Quebec, 23 pp. ;
of H. G. \ ennor,

" [1: -' iu ... j^ pp. : of C.
-' PP-; ofT. Sterrv Hunt, on t

','.';,;

j, s ltRegionandNo
ivuhiv. Ison for 1869, 6 j

2 pp.; ofE. Hartl

lghill Coal, S2
j

'

/;,! nts collected in

. The excellent maps a

ich to the value o:

ter to one of the <

'eenville, N. C m
8, .is, according U, „
-

1, - tha; li v ,.,l with
deigli (p. too) is tin M. A„.< r,*-,,,,^. and was from Quaternary

avel overlying the Miocene marl.
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15. Voir,,,,,,,/ K]h, ti.„, llmnian Islands.—A recent letter
from Rev. T. Coan states that the crater is at present in an un-
usually quiet state. Even the region of th, -,-< :u -

"•Hmg wit], lavas over an area half a mile l,r..ad.i*

scape of vapors from fissures. At
a depth of one hundred and fifty feet in some of thes<
red heat may he seen, hut no liquid rock.

VI. Miscellaneous Bibliography.

1. Smithxo,,;,m r., lt t,-;h„t;o„n to Knowledge. Vol. xvii. 4to,

pp. 590, with 14 plates.—This volume is devoted to an elaborate
i- it led, "System of r,, „*.,.,. ,.,//

Iln,,.,.. F .„,»,, ; U L,:wr. II. Mh^an/'-TI^ m'.'n, i

,'«',. .-

' ^'i.^ting of Prof .!. II. Mrilvain. ninl

iam II. Green of Princeton, and after .vrtnin mudifi.-a-
-

1 by them had been made, in the method of present-
ing the subject, it was submitted to a special committee of the
American Oriental Society, consisting of Messrs. Hadley, Trum-
bull and Whitney, who, after a critical examii
.... ...,,,,>„> u, u ,u„,'u a series ;

ered the students of philology and ethnology, though
'a not accept all the conclusions of the author, would

welcome as valuable contributions to science.
2. Mi,n;d„f (*'<

, >al Analysis ;bj Prof.
1>.»- mm. (Murphy & Co., Baltimore.)—In the brief ^a. e . r

3, the author gives a manual of th
ical Geometry and Calculus. While he does not claim

to give a treatise, he briefly and lucidly develops all the import-
ant formulas of both branches of Analysis, especially tin-
reached m the study of Physical science.

«,„

A D
'^
sert

?lio^
1 on the Principles and Science of Geometry. By Lawrence S. Ben-

^ ^6V' »• 8vo.

lZ^m^t^T™ MagD'tique
*

lq des par NI lP

raj and other Resources of the Argentine Republic. Published by »
tyof the ISational Government, by Major J. Riekanl. ;

oana & Co.)

Do^pal
1611 UbGr da8 Central Ner7en-Sysfcem der Wirbelthiere, by Dr. L. Stieder, of

of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College. Cambridge,

pilteJ
aUna? °f EaSt^° ^"^nSAyTC

A.
r

AUem^^rpp
3

tvofvft^l

Journal of Microscopy, devoted to elucidation of scientific and popular
Microscopy

; E. M. Hale,

J pages, appeared in April last. It aims to dis

Subscription price g

"

s monthly on Micro-

Z7^:eJ^L^°™&*°nou Miorooopie objects throughout t

Intaductory Text-book of Meteorology, by Alexander Buchan, M.A., F.R.S.E,

bunrh ,nd London, (Wm. Blackwood & Sons) A good work
P
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APPENDIX.

Letter to the Editorsfrom Dr. B. A. Gould, Director of the
Cordoba Observatory, dated Cordoba, April 26, 1871.

t Observatory would be in working order so far as' mason work and car-
ntry were concerned, before the commencement of the New Year. The
ickwork was completed at the close of November as I had anticipated : but
en now as I write, the portion of the building which was first provided is

:- : ~u~\ although a very few days will enable me in all probability to
>egin the mounting of the i

days ago my instruments arrived from
Germany after ten months of delay from war, ice,
The meridian circle and photometer are a

as 1 can yet judge, have suffered no essential injury. Our little library t

to a sight of the catalogues and books of reference, now h
iron-bound boxes. Should no
to put up some bookcases, and

It is now seven months sine
and during this long period v

Liu; many precautions taken to avofd
sucn a contingency. Fortunately I had brought with my personal effects the

Brisbane, Taylor and Ellery ; and the catalogues pub-

rove to have

i intimated in my former letter, I resolved, as soon as the delays became

J^j
t0 _turn our attention to the formation of a Uranometry of the South-

;alogue of all stars be-

ir its estimated magnitude. This work
tively going on for six months, and with a degree of success

vervf -a
scarcely ventured to anticipate. The sky of Cordoba, although

ytariDdeed from rejoicing in that eternal spring and unclouded blue
*«ich 1 had been led to expect, possesses when clear a wonderful trans-
iency, and exhibits to the sharp eyes of my assistants an almost incredible
"moer of faint stars, probably at least twice as many as can be seen in the
lost favorable nights at home." T oility to the unaided
ge, I have not yet on fully one-third of all
e 8tars forded by Lacaille as of the 7th magnitude, and we have a dozen
more of cases where Lalande has noted the star as 8th.

r & ,!
e 0I* magnitudes is based upon that of Argelander in ins Urano-

i i-ons are made with stars observed by him within the zone comprised be-

sU
e

.

e" 5° and 15° of -
1 toe same meridian

2i i

at Cordoba and at Bonn, and the light of the included stars is thus

The es
6Cted by atmosPheric absorption.

sinc^n"
8 the

-

least Iaborious and troublesome portion of the undertaking;

numh
assi^ned °y tne independent estimates of four observers. The large

mber of stars with i could net be seen by Argelander
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For constellations farther South the comparison is of course not so fair, on

fork in hand when 1 I B have twice the number of stars

;iven by Argelander, and that in Canis Major, the whole of which is visible

t Bonn, though to be sure its Sn > an altitude of a

ittle more than 6£°, we have 200 stars, while Argelander saw but 39.

A good deal more than half the work is now done; perhaps two-thirds of

he hemisphere have been pretty well scrutinized, and the work of reducing

he stars places to the mean equinox adopted is very well advanced. The

s recorded thus far is about 4100, exclusive of those ob-

l in the type-belt.

"

e opportui
' e first

ughness and

excellence fl mapliehed his work at the Cape of Good

Hope with the poor means at his disposal nearly a century and a quarter ago.

This devote:! in a perture and

...
_

• :...."...-,...
, .

,-. :
! ..,. : ,-. : ;

<
* zones, covering the region

the Tropic of Capricorn. Like those of sundry other a -

rated from these observations at the expense of.the

British Association for the advancement of Science, and published by that

body in 1847, contains the places of nearly 10,(XH

i a degree of precision decid

aself had supposed. And although his zones overlapped but little

ruins, so that only a small proportion of the sky was observed more

msigmni
less difficult than 1 was prepared to expect.

The recent publication, by Admira
1 "

atory, of Gilliss's Southern Catalogue
supplement to Lacaille, since it gives

rnisphere. The careful and I

at the Cape of Good Hope, which have been

tury are now to be reduced and catalogued by Ws

from the shores of Australia we are al-

to the industry and ability of Mr. Ellery, an annual



by the younger .

-/! '
"•w.twidi astance, in the case

!' !

[
"

x
'*j "'!''

u, adopted by Baily,••-

stellations has its own social

ries°

Ciat

h°

n alt°'s
'

etlu '

1

;

:| i
,,,

'»i
,

'1iiiit us n-T.iri\-.
.

..

'

; \ ^
- ..-,.r' . - •..'.

letters are entirely wanting. ^^ "* ^^ '"

et me ? iv he confusion encountered in a study of
' - -

;

'

. -

L Here B is in feet « So-

Here Brisbane's e is Baily's ; Bris-
oanes^is Taylor's o and i: is Baily's e, while Taylor

letter. Brisbane has two ks, one being

•
- '

nijtlieother has no lett is Taylor's w,
mie Baily gives no letter to it: TVxi.A . an 1 lnu i,

them by either Brisbane or Baily. Indeed Baily puts <p in Aquarius.

any general rule seems out of the question. For
<-n stars as are visible in Central Europe, Bayer's notation should assuredly

vet for many stars farther 8 cannot be

SSnoTal;:

;

-^ IZlLJIesTe
as employed a letter already assigned by Bayer in a more Northern portion
«ie same co juently too Baily has attempted to un-

til i not with the best success; yet tnas-

T existing Southern Observatory, so far as I am aware, has been

of
8

Jf
lerefore dePended to a greater or less extent npi

tion, like the "improved"
oration of Bessel's - has found a wide adoption.
Add to this that, so far as I am aware, no attempt has been made to give

Precise boundaries to the several constellal that the task

bt matter, when every visible star is to I

°me definite constellation. This implies the establishment of boundaries,
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and one needs but to glance at any celestial globe or atlas to convince him-

a is a process more easily spoken of than accomplished. If per- I

formed in a manner acceptable to astronomers it will find prompt adoption,

and evoke order from confusion ; if, however, it should fail of approval, it will

but add one more chaotic influence. Any attempt at such a revision and

it of boundaries should be restricted by certain fixed regulations,

ibed in advance, and not to be transgressed upon any pret>

3 judiciously laid down, and yet found upon trial not
" recognition a

The theory of an eternal summer is thoroughly

last three months we have not had a dozen per-

3 sky being overclouded with almost perpetual nimbus,

little rain has fallen This, I am informed, is the ordinary

e weather during a considerable part of March and April, the

ushered by a long cloudy season. I wrote you before that I

rain here without abundant thunder and lightning. During this

ison a light misty rain has several times occurred without elec-

s, although as regards regular showers or copious "rains,

,o change my earlier impression. The rainless season

at hand. It will assuredly find with us a cordial wel-

approximately equal to that of those already

iffer widely from those recorded by o

r to have varied during the period of oi

ally attracted a good deal o"

recorded by other astronomers,

far from the 6* magnitude and recognizable with great difficulty

In the field of my small Tolles telescope of 5 in. a

ominent by its ruaay

color amonii I rms a part, against the bright nebula as

3 naked eye, In the field of my small Tolles telescope of 5 in. aperture,

5 in. focal length, it is a conspicuous object, and prominent by its ruddy

a background. With this telescope, the same one which I employed
serving the total eclipse
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Art. Xl.—Historical Notes on the Systems of Weather Telegraphy,

and especially their Development in the United States; by
Cleveland Abbe, A.M.

^ The recent establishment in our own country of a national

System of Weather Reports and the general interest in this

enterprise, has induced me to accede to the request of the Ed-

tis Journal, and to offer the following notes relating to

the development of the idea of storm warnings.

It was evidently possible to study with advantage, the pro-

gress of atmospheric changes only when the telegraph lines had
become widely extended over the earth's surface. It was
"through the public press—the daily newspaper—that it first

became possible to watch the hourly progress of ston,

one's own eye, and to confirm r; pendently

deduced from the closet studies of the professional meteorolo-

gist The first mention that I find of the systematic daily use

of these daily press reports, is given by Kamtz, m his
u Reper-

torhim," wherein it ai

collate the weather reports published in the Vossische Zeitung

of Berlin. In the subsequent hist- *y ( >f W
E^ope, I first find a suggestion bv John Bell, made m 1848,

at the Swansea meeting of the British Association lor the Ad-

vancement of Science, that in London it was already possible

: '" 1... ,,...
: ;

..,
,

. ;

:.. ,..-.
.

most parts of Great Britain and Europe, and that this mforma-
*" ought to be utilized for the study and prediction of storms.

L-fi.. t:i: i.iv-< ivt...rN seem to have continued to be m
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Europe the only source of information regarding the impend-
ing weather, until Le Yerrier first began to publish the Bulle-

tin International. Already in 1854 he had urged the impor-
tance of systematic telegraphic weather reports, and in 1855
the Emperor Napoleon sanctioned the beginning of the under-

lie stations from which reports were received during
the first two years were confined mainly to France, but the net-

work of stations was extended to foreign countries in 1857. In

1858 all the important cities of Europe were included, and on

the 1st of January of this year began the publication of the "Bul-
letin International,"—previous to this the telegraphic reports

had been distributed gratuitously, but only to the observers
and others immediately engaged in the work. With Septem-
ber, 1863, began the publication in the Bulletin of the chart

and the isobaric curves for Europe. During the previous six

years LeYerrier had met with insurmountable obstacles to the

ii of the weather reports, by dissemina-
ting predictions of storms, &c,—but occasional warnings had
been issued, and the practicability and importance of the mat-

ter had been faithfully urged by him. In this year (1863) stim-

ulated probably by the success of Fitzroy in England, the

were partly removed, and the French system of daily

probabilities of weather was inaugurated. In 1865 the coope-

ration of the French marine was obtained, and with this year

begins the series of quarterly volumes of the "Atlas Gh

The storm warnings issued since 1860 by Buys Ballot in the

Netherlands, and those of Fitzroy (died, May, 1865), and Bab-
ington in England (Feb., 1861, to Dec, 1865), followed upon the

growing success of the French system; and the recent exten-

sion of these to India and Kussia, as well as the system now
being organized in Australia, need but to be mentioned. The
present English system in charge of the "Meteorological Com-
mittee," is in some respects very different from that established
by Fitzroy : it began its publication of weather intelligence in

December, 1867.

While thus practical meteorology has made brilliant progress

in Europe, we cannot forget that the original impulse to this

success was given by the labors of our own countrymen.
Franklin* is said to have been the first who strictly defined

and published the general law that the storms of our Southern
States move off to the northeastward over the Middle and

according to Hon. T.
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Eastern States, preceded by northeastern wind and rain, and
these latter followed necessarily by low barometer and westerly
winds, with clearing up weather. In this we recognize the
original of the generalizations of President Jefferson and Dr.

Mitchell, as published in their writings, and something a step
in advance of the propositions of Lavoisier, for the study and.

prediction of storms. (See Atlas Generaux, 1865, p. 13).

To Sir fm. Eeid and W. C. Eedfield, (this Journal, 1831)
is due a clear analysis of the elements of storms and the deduc-
tion of the more general laws followed by them. To the gen-

us of these authors relative to the ocean storms of the
Western A' aophy of Storms, 1841, and Re-
ports, 1854), and Loomis (on the Storms of 1836, 1842, &c.)

added others referring to the storms of our interior, and to the
origin of at] aces. To Ferrel (the Motions of
Fluids and Solids, 1856 and 1860) we owe the most complete
mathematical investigations into the general and the special

movements of the atmosphere.*
However frequently the idea may have been suggested of

utilizing our knowledge by the employment of the electric tel-

egraph, it is to Professor Henry and his assistants in the Smith-
sonian Institution that the credit is due of having first actually

realized this suggestion, f
The practical utilization of the results of scientific study is

well known to have been in general greatly furthered by the

labors of this noble Institution, and from the very beginning
Professor Henry has successfully advocated the feasibility of

telegraphic storm warnings. The agitation of this subject in

the United States during the years 1830-1855, may be safely

presumed to have stimulated "the subsequent action of the

European meteorologists. It will be interesting to trace the

gradual realization of the earlier suggestions of Eedfield and
-Loomis, in the following extracts from the annual Smithsonian
Reports of the respective years.

h

Meteorological studies were actively carried on by the Joint Committee of the

>eriean Phil. Soc. and of the Franklin Institute, from 18:11834 to 1838, 3

3 furthered by t

The first published suggestion that
™» Journal, Sept 1846.
"In the Atlantic ports, the approach of a gale may

o the electric telegraph, which probably will soon
Mississippi, &c."
The next notice and very nearly in the wording of 1

to Frof. Henry, by Prof Loomi- -i i

!

t -.1. .in I'- , rt

"When the magnetic telegraph is extended from
a«'i St. Louis, it may be made ,
even m the present imperfect -r.-,r, of o ,r knowledge <

*»ee also the " Rural New Yorker" of the following jner and the " Philadelphia Evening City Item," for II
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1847. " The extended lines of telegraph will furnish a ready
means of warning the more northern and eastern observers to

be on the watch for the first appearance of an advancing storm."
1848. " As a part of the system of meteorology, it is pro-

posed to employ, as far as our' funds will permit, the magnetic
telegraph in the investigation of atmospherical phenomena
The advantage to agriculture and commerce to be derived from
a knowledge of the approach of a storm by means of the tele-

graph, has been frequently referred to of late in the public jour-

nals ; and this we think is a subject deserving the attention of

the Government."
1849. " Successful applications have been made to the pres-

idents of a number of telegraph lines to allow us at

period of the day the use of the wires for the transm
meteorological intelligence as soon as they [certain

nts, &c.,] are completed, the transmission of observa-

constitute the telegraph operators

' This map [an outline wall map] is intended to be

used for presenting the successive phases of the sky over the

whole country at different points of time, as far as reported."
1851. "Since the date of the last report the system partic-

ularly intended to investigate the nature of American storms
•ly under the care of the Institution, has been con-

tinued and improved."
The system of weather reports thus inaugurated continued in

regular operation until 1861, when the disturbed condition of

the country rendered impossible its further continuance. Mean-
while however the study of these daily morning reports had
led to such a knowledge of the progress of our storms, that in

the Eeport for 1857, Prof. Henry writes

:

1857. "We are indebted to the National Telegraph Line for

a series of observations from New Orleans to New York and as

far westward as Cincinnati, which have been published in the

Evening Star of this city. We hope in the course of another
year to make such an arrangement with the telegraph lines as

to be able to give warnings on the eastern coast of the approach
of storms, since the investigations which have been made at

the Institution fully indicate the fact that as a general rule the

storms of our latitude pursue a definite course."
It would seem therefore that nothing but the disturbances of

the late war prevented our having had ten years ago a valuable

:

proclaimed, Professor Henry sought to revive the systematic

r reports, and b August, 1864, at the meeting of

the North American T see their published
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Report of Proceedings), a paper was presented by Professor
Bail 1 on 1) hall o t Si irh « i , lii-ntution, requesting the
pi"i\ il. u;e of the use of the telegraph lines, and more especially
in order to enable Professor Henry "to resume and extend the
W<

. lier Bulletin, and to give warning of important atmos-
pheric chalices to our -c;i i-.;i rd." In response to this commu-
nication it was resolved, " That this .Association recommend

to pass free of charge, . . . brief meteorological reports,

. . - for the use and benefit of the Institution."

On the communication of this generous response, prepara-
tions were at once made Cor the laborio is undertaking, and the

inauguration of the enterprise was fixed for the year 1865. In
January of that year however occurred the disastrous fire

v^-h <n >eri.>u-IyVmbarrasM'd the labors of the Smithsonian
n for several following years : it became necessary to

indefinitely postpone this metcoVoloj ;..•;! work, whh-h in.lc -I

hal tin i_h . , l0 :
( j s toi been < rried on with most limi-

ted financial mcmiN. and wa>' upiite dependent upon the liberal

sgraph companies.
It will thus be seen rial aid from the Gov-

ernment, but through the enlightened policy of the telegraph
companies, and with the assistance of the munificent bequest of
James Smib ,

- <>u „t knowledge.
the Smithsonian Institution, first in the world, organized a com-
prehensive system of telegraphic meteorology, and has thus

~ ' n rUt to K - ,„ L.nd A-ia, and now to the United States,

that most beneficent national application of modern science,

the Storm Warnings.
Having been absent from the United States in 1864-66, it so

dated with the more recent plans
of the Secretary of the Smithsoniai as above detailed, but

it- eoAiu<-<s would always prevent the

' v tii it In.-tit irion of this national work. In May,
1868, on taking charge of the Cin«

:

n;-ti Ohs, r\ atory, I urged

I'ural Report, that tin i cti itil nation of the

of Btonn warnings '

i ***• Tnis

' was in the same vear brought by myself before
'

:

...•''-
-

: ^-
;

thorize me to est List a system of Reports and
Predictions, at its own exoense and for its special benefit.

" The Weather Bulletin of the <
v

• t i < >1 -n ;<tory " began

September 1st, 1869, the previous summer having b©
occupied with preparation.. ; •. thn d.ttv a^ w, 11 as with the

-' "-n.al , lt f the '- li s« x lition of the Observatory.

* Accompanied bv seven amateur assistants, I occupied the ate

Dakotah, (now Sioux Falls City), Dakotah Territory. A very complete series of
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rith ten stations, the number was gradually increas-

> thirty, from most of which the experienced correspond-
ents of the Smithsonian Institution sent me their morning
observations. The dispatches being in a condensed form,

allowed me to receive the fullest details, i. e. barometer ; dry
and wet thermometer ; direction and force of wind ; weather and
rain-fall; kind, amount, direction and velocity of motion of the

upper and the lower clouds
;
and remarks. The Bulletin was

I in printed' form at first, and subsequently by the

weather that would probably be experienced at Cincinnati
during the next twenty-four hours.

This was, I believe, the first systematic attempt in the Uni-

ted States to make the weather reports practically useful to our

commercial communities. At the expiration of the first three

months' trial, and while negotiations were pending with the

Western Union Telegraph Company, for its permanent contin-

uance, I, in order to prevent a break in the series, for six months
led the Bulletin myself, receiving the dispatches gratu-

itously from the telegraph employees, and publishing the reports

•hiding Sundays, in the newspapers of Ci
The reports indeed ceased to include barometric readi

the number of stations sed, and the value of

the Bulletin to the general public very frequently acknowl-
edged. In February," 1870, Mr. Armstrong, the ent

of the W. U. Tel. Offic lertook the

mcation (by the Kogers M i.
: -:.M M: Process) of a

W < nrher Map for the United States, and this added very much
to the value of and interest in the reports. Copies of this map
were regularly sent to the telegraph offices in Chicau-" an •! NW
York and elsewhere, everywhere meeting with favor. In May,
1870, the publication of both Bulletin and Map was underta-

ken by Mr. Armstrong, and continued to be issued by him
until in December, when the entire service was relii

in view of the daily publications of the Army Signal Office.

I had undertaken this laborious work, in the confident hope
that by it a local interest would be excited in the Ob»

'Ait possibly lead to its being better supported in"

the friends of science in Cincinnati : and equally had I hoped
and expected thus to contribute towards the establishment
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of a more extended and ultimately of a national system, such

as those that had long been known in Europe. To this end
I, in August, 1869, in behalf of the Cincinnati Chamber of

Commerce, had proposed to the Board of Trade of Chicago a

general plan of cooperation by which both organizations would

share in the advantages expected to result from the Weather
Bulletin. That body, however, through a special committee,

preferred not to engage in such an enterprise, although sensible

<rf its feasibility, unless the Dearborn Observatory should give

it the weight of its authority and name ; but the other duties

of Professor Safford seemed to forbid this, and I was forced to

forego the advantage of such cooperation. An editorial in the

Ciiii igo Evening journal of August 13-17, served, however, to

call attention to the Cincinnati enterprise.

In November, 1869, occurred at Richmond the annual meet-

ing of the National Board of Trade. Several of the Cincinnati

delegates (and especially Mr. John A. Gano, President of the

I i Chamber of Commerce) had been the hearty sup-

porters of my Weather Bulletin, and were-desirous of bringing

the subject to the attention of that body. Their action was, how-
ever, anticipated by that of the Hon. C. D. Holton of Milwau-

kee, who presented a memorial, drawn up by the Hon. L A.

Lapham. This distinguished observer, to whom I had for some
time been indebted for my daily weather report from Milwau-
kee, was perhaps more sanguine than myself of the pros

< aid from Congress, and heartily labored to impress

the importance and feasibility of storm warnings upon the atten-

tion of that body. By him was drawn up the memorial pre-

sented to Congress, Dec. 14, 1869, by Hon. H. C. Paine, and the

subsequent papers printed as Miscellaneous Document 10, (41st

Congress), as well as the chart of the storm
o* March, 1859, published by Professor Lapl
Bureau, served to very generally arouse public attention. The
necessity for action was heartily endorsed by prominent Boards
of Trade and Commerce and by eminent scientific au1
1,1 Mr. P. in. is lu< tiu- Mi'.'n <vn\t\\ it the conduct of the ser-

vice be entrusted to tb
: ^erestmg

to notice that independently of and coincident with the labors

of Professor Lapham, "papers and maps in reference to the

same subject were prepared in the War Department."
_

Congress as well as the country seemed ready ~~

the following joint resolution

^ promptly passed, receiving the President's signature on the

»th February, 1870

:

w . , ,

. "Be it resolved, &c, That the Secretary of War be, and he

hereby is, authorized and required to provide for taking meteor-

ological observations at the military stations m the interior ot
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at other points in the States and Territories

of the United States, and for giving notice on the northern
Lakes and on the sea coast by magnetic telegraph and marine
signals, of the approach and force of storms."

i general order of March 15th, Brevet Brig. Gen. Albert
the Chief Signal Officer of the army, was charged with

j of the execution of the preceding law, and has there-

fore organized in connection with the Army Signal Office, the
' Division of Telegrams and Reports for the Benefit of Com-

ilr.t

ms; by Theod. C.

[Continued from page 25.]

A direct onward evolution of Yorticella I had occasion to

realize on the fetid scum cuticle of a putrescent aquarium
All the Vorticellae which, in dense clusters, lined the under sur-

face of that membrane, or animal pellicle, were found to elongate

into a sort of roughish, but very hyaline, cucumber-shaped
form ; each " cucumber " at first crowned with a true vorticellan

pitcher-mouth, mostly, however, closed and rounded over, occa-

-io mlly gaping or as it were yau:,- - intervals

only, and which finally " shut up " for good. The little glassy

knobs—like so many trunk-nails—that covered the surface,

grow into soft, jerking-bristles :* the mouth into the well-

known mustachioed slit of barbiform cilia; and the wan,

apty and now entirely flattened, ligulate or sandal-

shaped body tears loose as a young fluttering, pallescent Oxy-
tricha (Pelionella), or so-called "h larting by

bristles, and by the constant

"plying" of the long-barbed, eiliate slit effecting it- slower

progress.
_
It never revolves, but often crawls

;
(both in con-

tion to the fleeced, revolving and vacuole-propelled
" Paramecium " form.

This is probably the " short-line " development, of Oxytricha,
an the germinal clouds or the parasite of Chlmnydo-

;heir onward development these 8 ted into '' style*"

ilone, a great many colliding flilse genera and species have been formed.

We have par hich the mode of development
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Sc, 1833, Tab. Ill, figs, n, m, and iv, which belong here (as

well as Tab. XXIV and XXV of A. Pritchard's Hist. Inf.,

1861), are too inaccurate to serve as a guide, or to be readily

identifiable even by those acquainted with the real, natural
object-material itself.

At first the bristles of the (tongue-shaped, flat and elongate*
1 '\\ •]•; cha are fluttering and tremulous; but as it

feeds and rapidly increases in bulk, all the well-known charac-
ters of the complete " Oxytricha,'' its stiffish darting-bristles,

its grumose, obscured body, irregularly replete with granular
yolks, and very frequently ems- lividing. becom- typified.

^ ii'-'n thus cross-divided (a process well-known and abundantly
figured) the front part alone retains the barbed mouth, widen,
from the apex, switches down li e - mstache on a longitudi-

nal slit about a quarter of the whole length. The blunt rear-

part, on the contrary, separates with an incurrent angle which
soon contracts into a new mouth; whereby the rear-animal

e (like the cotyledon of an almond, the flat

side downward).
The Oxytricha is by no means, however, to be considered as

an adult form, since it is never seen to exhibit a continuity as

of a membrane, or of internal ducts or viscera. Neither
'

fashion, to o

Nor does it

'copulate" or adhere lengthwise, or in any other

o one another, except in the process of self-

-J readily divide by longitudinal i

L have seen this only once. Crawling and darting by an ap-

ged in front and parti <

• u 1 a rly

opulsive vacuoles," as found
e

- ? in the large " Paramecium Aurelia ;" but, besides being stud-

ded, particularly in the rear portion, with a great number of

1 smaller granular pellets, its body exhibits near the

fiddle a large, clear and granulate j. nuiiKil -i . ck " «>r „>/-

ckus, which is often observed to swell, protruding gl
°ver the surface, below and above, when seen crawling, in

profile.*

Occasionally it is seen to extrude, suddenly, that turgid

these cases,

>a tless, but hung around wit liv-i- j molecular

fragments, torn loose from the parental body -.—which is rup-

tured on the spot, but readily " re-cemented," as it were.

.
* The transformation of the " rear-part " of Oxytricha, as given b

leciumkolpo
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The larger of these coatless, granular yolks—(constituting the

original pseudo-genus, and species " Zooghea Termo " Dujard.")*

mostly consist of two parts, viz : a general " albumen " of a

and evidently trabecular texture, enclosing one or two

coated, quite hyaline and perfectly globular vesicles.

The latter resemble in shape a very clear white currant, as

it were, by having a sharply defined circlet inscribed near

one side, that is caused by a local inversion of contents (some-

what like the air-vesicle within a hen's egg).

These " currant "-yolks enlarge in size and soon at the

(darkening) circlet, or rim of the introversion, reveal a rapid

rotation and "ciliary motion ;"—and, still later, a contortion

and volubility of contents, really perplexing to the attentive

beholder, who in vain attempts to determine its form, or at least

to detect it in the moment of hatching, "anxiously wasting

whole nights and half days " thereon, as Ehrenberg has ex-

pressed himself on a similar subject. At last the membrane
bursts and extrudes a globe or halo of gelatine, containing a

shaped body, gently moving, which, when finally Bel

free by the rupture of that gelatinous halo, at once elastieally

incited part, takes a shape resembling a riee-palea

or the fore-wing of a thunder-fly (Thrips) ; traveling broad-end

foremost with great velocity, and steady as an arrow. After a

while a somewhat ludicrous scene ensues, when the little ani-

mal, by shedding its fissured skin or scabbard, is seen violently

struggling to disentangle its large jerking bristles hidden in the

veins of the sheath, and its small body. It thus appears like a

little dwarf, frantically floundering about in a Spanish cloak,

spurs and sword too large for their owner. It now represents

a very small Oxytricha with comparatively very long, stout, but

as yet softish bristles.

This formed the more direct evolution, from the Oxytricha

pellet, viz : out of its circular " currant-vesicles." Its envelop-

ing grumose mass of " trabeculated albumen," however, keeps

using to the appearance of a loose snow-ball, as it were ;

and each single trabecular joint assuming a sort of warped

§-form, and a jerking spasmodic commotion, they at last tear

loose singly, and escape each as a lanceolate, warped and finely-

tailed " T7 f In consequence of its twisted

* As represented by Cohn in " Nov. Act. Nat. Curios." 1854, Vol. I, Tab. XT,

::_

engorged joints of dissected corruptive fibrils (or, " Oidium lactis ") replete with

bacterial daughter-cells.

f The name of "termo" {repfiuv. a boundary-pole i :

The album ,ty well represented in A. Pritchard's

developing
::;-':,;'.:

|. The indistinct §-shaped (constituei

i technically represented by shading IS
, conveying

:

q of their shape and structure.
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_ j line long, it already clearly reveals the (still warped,

[y flat) wq/er-shaped body; and the longitudinal ,-/,•/,,-.

>'''<" r>i u-'tt'i, ,,,, nufliihitiiuj fierce, as well as the oblique, ciliate

mouth, which also characterize its later stages. From an ob-
long orbicular pouch-shape, when about g'„ of a line, it be-
comes round like " navy "-beans (up to y'T of a line) only a

ring at the upper end ; the small oblique mouth being
a little above the middle. The delicate longitudinal striae all

over the body—melon-fashion—give them an iridescent appear-
ance, both under the microscope, singly, and when swarming in

masses on the surface, e. g. of aquaria, or of the draining-pans
of flower-stands. The striae are apparently set with very soft

undulating threads, resembling wool, nearly half a diameter long,
in likeness of " ginned " cotton-seed. This feature is absolutely
overlooked in most of the figures from Ehrenberg up to the
present day ; otherwise, the former's " Paramecium Kolpoda "*

would seem to represent a few of its onward developments.
The body now commences to bisect, at first crosswise ; becom-

. a* r< u t},, mouth, so that each half has a part of the
old one. After assuming the form of an 8, they, after long

iten spinning out a long gelatin-

as a limpid gum) and jerking each other most
lustily

; but alter disruption, they presently round off.

In this condition, and the following, the bodies contain one
Jarger and a great many smaller granular pellets,— 1

' yolks " or

'germinal specks," which I have not distinctly seen discharged.
But now the surface of the water becomes clouded with such
granular balls, of uniform molecule* (a! out 7

,'- - line in thick-
ness) that likewise germinate into the fragiform clouds, alluded
to in connection with Yorticella, etc., and is covered with an
apparently amorphous, most delicate but cohesive pellicle (as of
collodion):

, tact with air. All these forms,
as above stated, when caught on a dry surface (e. g. by their

ig floss), instead of fori

.

,

suddenly
become liqu , with an immense internal com-

motion of parts, and bodily dissolve into such cloud-molecules,
lue " wool " itself becomes quasi-" dropsical," and each single

luent into a series of such uniform globular n

which at first are endowed with an independent motion, vibrio-

uke. Besides this, most of the encystments, moultings and

ler the isolating cover of that

intoplasm-membrane, which seems to exhale a sort of

bituminous odor (like the fumes of burning flesh, sun-baked
carrion, or the rank smell of miry river banks). Membranes, as

* AbhandL Berlin Acad. Wiss., 1834, Tab. Ill, fig. 3.
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thin but chemically homogeneous organic substances being im-

permeable to certain gases, while permeable to others, a go
deal of physiological interest is involved in the study of tl

protoplasm-membrane, and its relation to the swan
The particles of the nubecula are uniformly globular.

After repeated cross-segmentations, these undulate fimbriate

These finally tear asunder by
indentures, after which each has the shape of a crooked glass-

tear. "When more adult, and about T
l

8 of a line long, the in-

ternal yolks and designs have disa le assumes
a uniform yellowish tinge ; its mouth forms deep cavities, wliile

its front is toppling over like the hood of an Indian turnip

(Arum triphyllum) or of a Sarracenia leaf. It now contracts

to a globe and encysts. When a smooth, transparent crust is

formed, gradually an inward gyration of cilia (as of an enclosed

centipede) which ultimately becomes very violent, is observ-

able ; and at last the excessive fatigue of watching this tanta-

ution may be rewarded by seeing the inmate emerge,

either as quite a large but excessively limber, fluttering and

transparent, full-size, single Oxytricha ; or else several smaller,

mostly narrow, trianguh r slip> f t s, a \ e. with the same exceed-

ingly restless volubility ; the marginal bristles not yet being

stiffly extended in a plane, but ruffled up and down like the

bristles on the undulating borders of a thistle-leaf. As they

feed and the tissues become scatent, the entire form of an

Oxytricha is presently acquired.
I have observed still another development of Oxyti

first source, however, being as yet unknown to me. There

appear on the field of action numbers of quaint-looking, big-

eyed balls, about T^ line thick, snouted, as it were, with a

sort of "hair-lip" resembling a duck's bill; the sti

within the bill-shaped mouth quivering with a sort of expres-

sive smirk, and looking altogether odd.
They come full-sized and booming upon the stage, and in

this respect argue a dh m certain haw-shaped,

five-costate vorticellan buds, with a contracted pappus of stit-

i around the orifice, spinning and rebounding like

humming-tops. The " goggle
v now soon becomes st

and shortly aiding, and its germinal speck or

nucleus (the " eye ") particularly enlarging, within half an hour

* The figures L and M, p. 447, in Carp. " Micr." seem to belong here.
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t dropeically flattens out into a pretty well-sized Oxytricha,*
by a similar sort of internal fluxile commotion of particles as
when the animals dissolve into molecular " sauce."
But Oxytricha is not a perfect animal. It has no mem-

branes, and evidently no fibrous tissues at all. The entire tex-
ture apparently remains in an embryonic, vitelline condition,
as yet.

I have in a single instance witnessed what appeared to be
the moulting of a perfect Oxytricha. The front border was
somewhat removed from the body, which it crowned like the
crest of an ancient helmet, and within each rigid bristle (" style"')

as within the fingers of a glove, was contained the far more
"iresponding one of a clear (and now entirely yolk-
d) animal,—the lower quarter being in a like manner
a part of the old coat. I thought it was plainly identi-

; be following animal, whose development brings us up
to " Paramecium Aurelia." As I have not been able to chance
upon such a moulting process again, I reserve the decision.
A clear (internal) ..animal is apparently developed by

of the Oxytricha. Of the latter, the very bristles,

hed. seem to posse '

A clear (internal), animal is apparently developed by this

the latter, the very bristles,

;n«ru ufmcnea, seem to possess individual vitality, singly beat-
ing about for quite a while, and even emp;
shed) sometimes behave as if they had a life of their own. At

:;t once the next form
in question,! in full size, upon the field ; the transparently clear
bodies sometimes showing a scalloped border, and alveoli, as
of former yolks, extruded—that soon smooth over. In outline,

i appears somewhat like the soft parts of an ovster,
being flat, somewhat lop-sided, in the shape of a human ear-
op foremost. It is " doubled up " at the straight border, the
broader lower rim being overlapped, as by a lid, with a smaller,
but thicker, upper flap ("lorica") containing one clear germinal
speck. This animal opens like a book, undoubling its flaps:
and it is thus that it devours its prey (such as conferva! spawns,
etc), by bodily enveloping them like a ray-fish {Raya) enfold-
ing the nourishment as it fused around it, and the whole sur-
face exhibiting an incredibly rapid ciliary commotion during

process of digestion. This done the cloak again un-
iolds, often appearing like two stipules, e. g. of a Liriodendron,
and then closes up again. On drving up, or in search for air

>, the animals are often seen to mutually enfold each
other's flaps. This cannot, however, be interpreted as a sexual

l, (Carp.
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copulation, seeing that in the first place they neither develop

nor, in the second place, do they even extrude

; their onward development is by encystment.

Within a few minutes such a full-grown " oyster-grub " is

seen contracting its big flap, so as to present the shape of a

hat with a warped rim and hemispherical crown, the latter

formed by the blunter lobe, which contains the " speck " or

" eye," and, contracting, gets hemispherically rounded. Very

soon (with a constant adjust!ve quivering of the

the whole is rounded into a globe, wherein the doubled

hiatus. The latter, soon contracting, closes

over. Nothing is now seen but a ball with a clear " germind

speck." In a few hours a double contour (the outer one granu-

lar is exuded. The speck or "eye " itself now becomes dusky

and granular. It increases. It bisects " Gregarina-" fashion.

Each pear-shaped segment again acquires a clear speck or

" eye." They elongate, being connected by the blunt ends,—

each one tapering to a very soft apex ; and these very large

germs or pseudo-Gregarinas at last become liberated, probably

as "Paramecium Aurelia," which now appears full-grown on the

It is about the length of the Oxytricha, about three times

the length of the revolving wool-fringed grubs of the Oxy-

tricha, and by all means more complexly organized than either.

It has the shape of the (shoemaker's) last for a very elegant

ladies' shoe. From one side it therefore gives the figure as of a

foot-print (without the toes) ; but viewed on edge has a pointed

rear end, and in this profile it " takes the name " of Parame-

cium caudaium ! The ankle of that " last," however, is beveled
' *

re. Its oral aperture, not clearly

He, slanting almost long

away leaving the instep a ridge. Its oral aperture, not clearly

distinguishable, is in the middle, slanting aln

for about one quarter of the length of the body, it seems w
work its way, dashing by vacuole-contraction, while at the

same time revolving by a roundabout coat or film of short

pubescence, almost too delicate to be made distinct. In what

appears to be the abdomen it has the well-known circular

pulsatory vesicle, wherewith it propels itself, and around which

point it is often seen spinning like a wheel. A system of fusi-

form or bulbous vessels radiating around the pulsatory vesicle,

contract, as the vesicle expands, and vice versa, as is we]

and some seem to have several such pulsatory " vacuoles." The

body is turgid with rather small germinal yolks. These ani-

mals I have never seen bisecting either lengthwise!

nor copulating sexually. The latter, however, seems to take

(between glass-slips, somewhat held apart) and preserved from exsiccation.

f Ehrenberg's figures, however, show it in that process (if not a mistake).
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plaoe with the Planarise, which also show the staghorn-shaped
tatrails analogous to those of the marine (true) Planarise and
joints of the tape-worm, whose detiirhr.l ii di\ .luals are also
known to hover freely in a liquid, like these Ciliata. It is sup-
posable that the large Paramecium, with pulsatory organs,
13 the^ young Planaria; but it is certainly not itself an adult

The further and most remarkable of all these progressive
and retrograde developments is the following. The well fed
and full grown but entrailless Paramecium Aurelia becomes slow
and lazy, grayish with the teeming germinal contents, and in a
few hours may be seen motionless as the fabulous "Kraken" of
ancient Norway. Its entire substance now commences swelling
forth into compact, fragiform "germinal clouds;" while a great

' • uvrmhial spc.'ks. now become less obscure«l. are

- Tiiiblc as of the clear, "currant-shape yolks " kind.
These in a short time however, commence moving ; and while
some of the smaller ones are being propelled by adherent
motile granules (probably the " Acineta " Auct), the larger
ones move by contraction, viz : their " circlet " becoming everted,
they now crawl forth, like a very limpid grub—resembling a
sort of tumbling sac! This "tumbling" is produced by the
most marvellous facility it possesses of protruding long, blunt
branches, (like little stove-pipes) on any part of its surface, by
eversion

; so that in a few moments its form is entirely changed.
Its contents are a visibly and rapidly circulating so-called " rotat-
ing protoplasm," composed of mostly very transparent individ-
ual vibrionic particles, partly bulky, but mostly very small,
kome dark (red or brownish) vibrionic dots are also dis-

cernible.

It now takes the form which has been called "Amoeba."
. however, likewise occurs, when similar yolks or " aci-

expelled from vorticellan bodies. In either case the
tumbling-sac " lastly attain- . v. rsatik-rani] anui; r

"dopodia," from which break forth volumes of mini-
mal vibrios, and quite large, cylindric bits of rods, or (pseudo)-

' bacteria." The latter here are thicker than fungine bacteria,
and are neither coated nor ellipsoidally shuttle-shaped, but
bluntly cylindric, like cartridges or butting rams. They possess
a very forcible automatous motion, and like to congr, _

ig all together, one against the
otner in a heap ; and within a few minutes, the whole appear-
ance has dissolved and passed into a "germinal cloud" of
molecular "vibrionic" cell-life.

-Besides the above circuits of generations, which probably
comprise both the pulsatory Paramecians proper (Aurelia)

* Pritchard, etc., figure the planaria-like form as " adult Paramecium.''
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and the Vorticello Oxy-trichans (through the mediation of the

" oyster " or " porte-monnaie-grub "), there occur frequently

some analogous forms, such as "Kerona" and "Trachelium."

The last form of all to appear in infusions, etc., seems to be

the well-known Rotifer, the developments whereof are perhaps

related to some of those above detailed. It is, however, most

probable, according to the observations of Prof. L. Agassiz

("Ann. Nat. Hist." vol. ii, 1850, p. 157), who saw forms resem-

bling the undulate-fleeced (" Paramecium Kolpoda ")
grubs

bredfrom the eggs of " Planaria;"* that such are the a I

(if adult). I have only occasionally met these swelled and

pear-shaped, dusky bodies, traveling both back and forward

with equal : able for the stag horn-like designs

of their entrails; thereby evincing something like a membrane in

their i organization, but the organ being itself of a sort of gland-

ular structure. They are also said to bisect, like the Oxy-

tricha. Some young <v us larjiT ih;in P;ir-

amecium Aurelia, blackish, and shaped like a short, broad lancet

blade, which I have seen "bisecting," did' so only while encysted,

rotating in the manner of mill stones ; and the escaping animals

had as yet no trace of the visceral organization, as found in the

anarise (and also observablv developed in Rotifer).

We are therefore still in doubt as to the true, ultimate genus

and species, and therefore have to suspend classification ;
the

points of interest, here submitted, being the importan 1

gical processes and transformations on the one hand, and the

fallacy of foregone diagnostic terminology on the other. The

description of the genetic phenomena of the so-called Fresh

Water Algte, in their v.nhrohen continuity of developments, as

experimentally ascertained, I reserve for a future paper.

Art. XIII.—Tornadoes of the Southern States; by Hampton S.

Whitfield, Professor of Mathematics in the University o\

Alabama.

The tornado is a storm which has two distinct m<

the one progressive along the surface of the earth,

gyratory, like that of a top spinning on its axis. 1

1

it goes and its force is so great that no strac

or stone can stand before it Even the -

the ground trembles beneath its march. Fortunate!; .

in this country is very narrow. I have not yet found traces ot

any one exceeding two hundred yards in breadth.

* This is no doubt what authors figure and describe as the " adult I

the impress; a - observed J»
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The gyration of the tornado is not horizontal but spirally

upward, for it not only displaces heavy bodies, but carries them
up to a considerable elevation. I have seen a pine tree, six-

teen inches in diameter and sixty feet long, float out from the
black -vortex of one, at the height of a quarter of a mile, and
sail round, to all appearance, as light as a feather.

In May, 1868, a very destructive tornado originated in the
extensive flats on the Bigbee river, south of Columbus, Miss.,

and crossed Pickens and Tuscaloosa counties, Ala. A few-

days after its passage I visited the wreck of a large, two-story,
framed house which had stood in its wTav, twelve miles east of
Columbus. The timbers were scattered for miles along its

path, and all the family, five in number, were killed. Their
bodies were found at some distance from the site of the house,
one nearly a quarter of a mile away on the next hill. The
clothing of the females was stripped from their bodies. The
front portico of the house rested on a single piece of pine six-

teen inches square and fifty feet long. There were no timbers
framed into it and it was, therefore, moved by the force acting
only on its own surface. It was carried across the intervening-

valley to the adjacent hill, into which it plunged end foremost,

opening a deep trench. Here it shivered, and leaving a short

fragment, passed on. Lying on the ground, under the portico,

was a solid iron shaft, an inch ami a half in diameter and
weighing sixty pounds. It was transported more than a hun-

To produce such results required a pressure of at least one
pound to every square inch, a force fearful to contemplate as

possible for the wind. Some idea can be formed of it when we
reflect that this house, being fifty feet long by twenty-five in

height, presented a front area of one hundred and eighty thou-
sand square inches, and therefore encountered a pressure of
nmety tons. The velocity of the wind, necessary for such an
effect, must have been one hundred and sixty miles per hour.

-Let it be taken for granted that this velocity was at the point of

greatest energy in the gyration, for it must have a point of

greatest and one of least effect. The point of greatest energy
or effect on stationary objects is on that side where the direc-

tion of gyration coincfdes with that of progression. Should the

advancing speed of the storm just |
rotation

il-

tliis "side7the wind would move backward as fast

*s tne tornado would go forward.
,

It is impossible to determine accurately the average speed oi

*ir tornadoes, but careful observation and comparison have led

** to fix upon forty miles per hour as very near the truth.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. II, No.
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This must have been about the rate of one whose formation and

progress for several miles I witnessed, but the spectacle was so

absorbing that I entirely forgot to time it by the watch. On
another occasion, in the night, I listened, in company with

several others, to the roar of one passing at the distance of two

miles, and we all agreed upon forty miles as about its rate.

In May, 1840, a part of Natchez was destroyed by a tornado,

the most dreadful that has ever passed through the Gulf States.

It crossed the river at two o'clock, P. M., and at 9 o'clock burst

upon west Alabama in the shape of a rain storm, pouring un-

precedented torrents. Its rate was, therefore, about forty miles.

Tie Pickens county tornado, if the accuracy of two witnesses,

fifty miles apart, can be relied on, exceeded this rate a little.

For the sake of analysis let forty miles be taken.

The progress of tornadoes is always, in the Southern States,

from a point south of west to a point north of east, and, al-

though, sometimes varied by prevailing winds, this direction is

characteristic and due, as I shall show, to the rotation of the

earth on its axis. The gyration is always from right to left,

and this, also, as is known, is an effect of the earth's rotation. .

On the south side of the tornado, then, the greatest power is

exhibited, for here the gyration is forward or coincident with

Nation, while on the north side the gyratory motion be-

ing contrary to the progression, the effect is least. At the front

and rear, where* the gyration crosses the path, the effect must be

the same.

Suppose, then, that the velocity of gyration is one hundred

and twenty miles per hour. Add forty, the speed of progres-

sion, to the south side, and the velocity of impact, against

stationary objects, would be one hundred and sixty miles per

hour. Subtract forty on the north side and it would be eighty.

Now, wind moving eighty miles an hour will not necessarily

throw down trees and wreck buildings, but at a speed of one

hundred and twenty or one hundred and sixty miles, it will level

all obstructions. The most destructive energy, then, is developed

in the south semi-circumference of the whirl, and the' diameter

of the gyration must be, in most cases, much greater than the

apparent path. The aspect of the wreck along the path of

these storms is in conformity with the above analysis of forces.

Where they traverse forests, by far the greater number of trees

are thrown eastward, and nearly parallel to the line of progres-

sion some fall northward and some southward but none lie

backward parallel to the track. The framed house in Pickens

county stood in the southern rim of gyration and ;

:

ments, together with its inmates,, were carried eastward.

One of the most remarkable accompaniments of the tornado

is the black column or spout, extending from the cloud down
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to the surface. It precisely resembles a column of black smoke,

such as pours from the pipes of a steamer burning pine wood
;

it is in fact condensed vapor or cloud, intensified in blackness

by the dust and rubbish carried up from the ground. The
tornado is a shell or hollow cylinder of air, and all its energy

lies in its rotating rim which is powerfully compressed by two
gal and centripetal. The rapid

whirl draws the air from the center toward the circumference

it is met and opposed by the in-rushing winds. There

The spout does not hug the earth continuously, but rebounds

or ricochets along the uneven surface, often skipping the valleys

but generally desolating the hills. It is disposed, however, at

every recurrence to strike at the same points. It is not an

established fact, but it is commonly believed, and with some rea-

son, that the tornado does, in the course of years, return along its

beaten path, and that it is unsafe to build where one baa ever

passed. The house in Pickens county stood on a hill from

which a log cabin had been blown away some thirty years be-

fore. I witnessed the last of three, which have passed along

the same track. Near Hernando, Miss., three have foil

unvarying line. It is probable that there are some localities

more favorable than others to the generation of these storms,

and if this is true, then the law of direction, hereafter explained,

accounts for their progress along the indicated path.

Such an opportunity, as fell to my lot, of witnessing the

formation and course of a tornado is rarely enjoyed, and the

phenomena observed on that occasion are of great value m
g the origin of these whirlwinds. On the 29th ofApril,

1867, at 10 o'clock a. m., I was approaching Tuscaloosa, on the

Elyton road, the general direction being east and west The

weather was hot and oppressive, while a perfect calm prevailed

both at the surface and in the upper regions, for the leaves

were not stirred upon the trees and the heavens were covered

£nentary clouds, perfectly at rest. Occaao
drops of rain fell, and there was, now and then, lightning.

The atmosphere was evidently surcharged

condition of great electrical excitement At the dM
three and a half miles from town, an elevated ridge .--.

the road passed, afforded an extended view, and I saw a mass

of black cloud, detached and hanging over the western horizon.

It appeared nearly circular in shape with the exception ot a

slight angular projection, like an inverted cone, at its lower

edge. I afterwards ascertained that it was at this time about

five miles distant from me, and a calculation, based upon tne

estimated angles, fixed the elevation of its base above the sur-
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face at about fifteen hundred yards, and its diameter, consider-

i sphere, at about six hundred. It was entirely at rest,

first view of this cloud suggested to me the possibility

of a tornado, and I watched it closely as I drove along in my
buggy. While I was driving, leisurely, more than a quarter of

a mile, it maintained its position and* outline unchanged. At
length a farm house with its shade trees intercepted the view

for about a minute, and when I came again in sight of it, the

projection beneath the cloud appeared :
—

"

%;:,:

longer any doubt of the character of the

phenomenon about to be exhibited, and satisfied, from a knowl-

edge of the general direction of tornadoes, that it must come
near me, I leaped from the buggy and released the horse as

quickly as possible, in order to give him a chance for his life.

This did not occupy more than a half a minute, and when I

turned to look again, the black column was formed, reaching

from the cloud to the ground. A few moments showed that i"

rapidly approaching. I remember noticing small frag-

ments of cloud moving toward it from the north, but there

was no perceptible breeze where I stood. When about a mile

distant I saw that it would go south of me, and at this time I

first observed the surface drift, which appeared like an innum-
erable flock of birds, flying around the summit of the column,

and here, too, the pine tree spoken of emerged from the vortex,

and settled slowly to the earth. The column was now much
shorter than when first formed ; the cloud had descended much
nearer the surface. It passed about three hundred yards south

of my position and at this point the first electric discharge took

place. The lightning zigzagged down the column, shedding

through it a lurid glare. The roar was deep-toned and power-

ful. The gyratory motion was distinctly visible. When a little

further on, it became so enveloped in clouds as to be no longer

distinguishable, but I knew, by the now frequent peals of

thunder, that it was increasing in violence and levelling all

things in its path.

This tornado was fonned about a mile and a half southwest

of Tuscaloosa, over an extensive marshy flat, where an observer

characterized it as a "big whirlwind." It was not destructive

at first but grew in energy as it progressed, and two miles from

its starting point, threw down a dilapidated building. About
six miles from Tuscaloosa it struck a log cabin in which were

sitting a woman and several children. Every log above the

floor was carried away, while the occupants were left uninjured

Twelve miles further on it performed a similar feat, taking off

every log of a house without the slightest hurt to any of the

,n of th

! other like
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thenticated, and it is commonly believed that a log house is the
safest retreat. The direction of this tornado was east by 20
degrees north. After its passage the air was cool and pleasant,
and, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, heavy rain came from the
north, followed, for the next few days, by clear weather with
northwest winds.
The most remarkable fact, disclosed by the phenomena of

this storm, is the inherent power of progression which it un-
questionably possessed. After the gyration was established it

began at once to travel eastward, not driven by any wind, but
ploughing its own way through the tranquil atmosphere with
tremendous speed. Here is presented a problem, which, so far
8fl I know, has not heretofore been propounded. Its solution

taut to the science of meteorology. The fact that tor-

nadoes invariably move from the southwest to the northeast is

well established," as also the fact that, by an impulse acquired
from the earth's rotation on ir< axis, the\ uvrate from north by
srest b i south. This backward gyration is "thus explained : All
l'Jir; llels of latitude decrease in diameter, and therefore in cir-

cumference, as we go toward the poles of the earth. As they
all revolve in twenty-four hours, it follows that every one, ap-
proaching the pole on either side of the equator, moves around
more slowly than the one preceding it. Therefore, a current
moving southward, to the vortex of a tornado in the northern

at vortex rotating eastward with a superior
velocity, and is left behind, or, projected to the west, while, for
the same reason, a current blowing northward to the vortex.
finds it rotating with inferior velocity, and, preserving its own
easterly momentum, is hurled forward or projected to the east.

Thus the south half of the rim being impelled eastward, and
the north L ..-kward or left-handed gyration
js fixed and maintained. Just the reverse is true in the southern

of the earth rhile on the equator the gyration
would be IV ction.
^spy denied the whirl of tornadoes, while Eedfield, another

eminent writer on the subject, maintained it. The question
"as, I believe, long been settled in favor of the latter.

I now propose to show, also, that the translation of torn a, does
trom west to east is effected by the earth's rotation on its axis.

out, as this proposition is in conflict with the theory of cause
and formation, as enunciated by Espy, and supported by the

mgher authority of Loomis, it will be better to state briefly

that theory.
" Storms," says Loomis, including tornadoes, " are can.- 1 by

a strong and extensive upward motion of the air. In
>
Inch

vapor is condensed by the cold of elevation. To
epitomize his iau-ua-v the ravs of the sun heat the surface ot
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the earth without heating, except slightly, the atn

through which they pass. The surface warms the air near it.

while, at the same time, radiation more easily takes place from

the superior strata, thus reducing the temperature of the upper

regions. Since air expands and grows lighter with increase of

temperature, and contracts and becomes heavier from diminished

heat, it follows that, under this influence, "the atmosphere is

in a state of unstable equilibrium, and the lower strata tend con-

t rise and take the place of the upper." The ascending

air, coming under diminished pressure, expands, and therefore

cools. At a variable height, depending on the dew point, or the

quantity of vapor, the cooling causes condensation or cloud.

Condensation of vapor sets free latent heat. This liberated

heat warms the surrounding air and causes it to ascend higher.

Another expansion takes place, followed by another cooling,

another condensation, and another liberation of latent heat, ana

so on indefinitely, or until all the vapor held in suspension is

disposed of. Thus dense clouds of great depth are formed, and

rain, hail or snow, two, or all, result. The ascending column

is continually fed by surface currents converging to the center,

and the violence of the storm is in proportion, as Espy says, to

the "steam power" of the air; that is, the amount of vapor

suspended in it.

Olmsted, in a lecture on Espy's theory, has, I think, shown

that this process of alternate cooling and' heating is impossible.

The truth is, that the liberation of latent heat simply serves to

retard the too rapid condensation, and without this check the

violence of storms thus produced would be tenfold greater.

There can be no question that rain is caused in this way.

The piled-up clouds, called cumuli, so common in sun

produced by ascending currents, and from them result ordinary

summer showers, but there is a vast difference between the

summer shower and the tornado ; so great, in fact, that we are

compelled to attribute them to entirely different modes of gene-

In quoting Loomis, I have italicized one sentence. Owing

to the " unstable equilibrium," caused by Era

ation above, he says :
" The lower strata tend continv

and take the place of the upper." Here he has stated the effect

for the cause. The fact is, that the upper strata tend continual®

to descend and take the place of the lower.

Espy, endeavoring to establish a favorite theory.

tenable assertion "that the air of the upper

lifically hotter than the air at the surface;" wl :

cans anything, that a pound of air in the upper regions

contains absolutely more heat at a given temperature, than a

pound at the surface. All this belongs to a philosophy whicn

has been long since exploded ; and in fact, every sound philoso-

:.-
.
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pher must at once perceive that, under such conditions, no cur-

rents could either ascend or descend ;
the " specifically " hotter,

and therefore lighter air, at the top, could not possibly come
down, because it would become sensibly hotter, and therefore

lighter than the air below ; and the " specifically " colder air at

•e could never rise, for a corresponding reason. An
" unstable equilibrium " could not exist. My prescribed limits

forbid a more elaborate discussion of this point.

If an " unstable equilibrium " exist, the upper strata will

tend to sink, and </ .h.s<-> n<i;„
: i

run-ntt u>n*t ,,><-.-<<r'thj produce
an ascending current. Again, the "unstable equilibrium" re-

quires that the air from the upper regions, when it reaches the

surface, should, notwithstanding its compression, be colder than
the surface air, or else it could not undermine and force it up.

This descending current may be a contracted column, pouring
down rapidly, or it may be the entire body of the atmosphere set-

tling slowly over a wide area. TJ
"

there is any local cause of heat, t

' 3d column is
]

5 base. The i

stances, when a great expanse of air is heated up uniformly I

the surface. Here the descending stream is a rapid -

column, and the ascending one a slow compulsory uprising of

the whole bodv of surrounding air. In this case, if the tem-

perature of low the dew point of the lower
strata, condensation takes place and cloud is formed. If the

difference is very great the down-moving current will be very

powerful, and the centrifugal force resulting from its gyration

will generate an immense vacuum or vortex, into which the air

from beneath will rush violently, forming a secondary vortex,

which is the spout of the tornado. Should the ascending cur-

rent fail to . out, the storm is known simply
M a hail-storm. These differently named movements have a

"iiiiil;,!-,
, i i;, r phenomena. Nearly ever

v

tornado exhibits hail, and nearlv everv hail-storm, at tunes, a

JPout At a considerable elevation the descending column,

before it is compressed to any great extent, is icy cold, and by

aperature is reduced ten fold, so

that the vapor of the air rushing in from below is instantane-

ously frozen.

The tornado is, then, a tremendous maelstrom in the atmos-

phere. Its vortex, extending possibly to the utmost
fte air, and widening out at the top, involves a vast extent of

the upper si i
tion, often giving raise to ram

i secondary tornadoes n -\
from lts

Path. Its prodigious force is due to the concentrated momen-
tum of all the currents moving to the common center; is the
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sum of the forces of all the centripetal streams set free in a

contracted area.

It is a well-established fact that tornadoes are translated from

west to east. It is also admitted that they are generated in I

calm atmosphere. It is, therefore, surprising that Espy and

other advocates of the " ascending column " theory, did not

perceive that their storms must, unavoidably, be translated in

the opposite direction, or from east to west. As the earth

rotates to the east, carrying the atmosphere along, it follows

that the greater the elevation or distance from the axis, the

greater must be the velocity eastward. Hence, an ascending

column, penetrating the upper and more rapid strata, is lea

behind or projected to the wesl
~

however, they assign as the cause of the direction (

an elevated and constant eastward wind, maintaining that it

seizes the top of the tornado and drags it as a ship drags its

anchor. But there is no cohesion in aeriform columns, as in

cables, and it is, therefore, impossible for a force applied at the

summit to pull the base along. Espy contradicts his own

theory frequently by asserting that the tops of rising columns,

forming cumuli, are " shaved off " by upper currents. It is

y evident that if a strong wind from the southwest should

blowing at a great elevation while a tornado, formed accord-

ing to Espy's theory, is raging in an underlying calm, the

earth's rotation would carry the storm westward, notwith-

standing the contrary wind above, for this would simply
" shave the top " and bear it off, while the storm went on the

There is but one way in which an elevated current can affect

the direction of a tornado, and thai its vortex.

In this mannner only can it communicate its own momentum
and control is manner it often does produce

a great variation from the normal line. Neighboring winds,

bordering the calm in which the storm originates, may also, m
a way easily explained, cause a deflection.

It has been shown that a column of air ascending in a calm

must be deflected to the west by the earth's rotation. For the

same reason one descending must be impelled eastward. Tor-

nadoes always travel from west to east in obedience to this law.

The process of formation is now easily comprehended.
^

Ib

an atmosphere supersaturated and unduly heated at the Burface,

let a calm prevail over many miles of territory. The equili-

brium is powerfully disturbed. A great volume of elevated

j to settle down, forcing up the lower strata. In de-

scending it meets and mingles with the warm, moist air beneath,

loud. Whatever latent heat may be evolved by 0011-

i is at once reabsorbed by accessions of cold air from

'• bl.
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above. The descending stream, fed by oblique tributaries from

all points of the compass, begins to gyrate. From centrifugal

force result rarefaction, cooling, and further condensation. The
center of the vortex is a partial vacuum, and from below a

column is drawn up into it. This ascending column also takes

on gyration, and the tornado spout is created. But this spout,

the effect of which is so terrific, is nevertheless secondary and

incomparable to the tremendous commotion of the great whir]

above. The two columns meeting, vast volumes of air are

thrown off by centrifugal force in all directions, and the cloud

expands and enlarges with amazing rapidity. This expansioD

is often mistaken for the progression of the storm ;
the cloud

appearing to approach one observer from the northwest, perhaps,

while another sees it rolling up from the south. In the mean-
time the descending stream has pressed the cloud down upon
the surface, where it envelopes everything along its path in al-

most total darkness. At length the superior vortex becomes so

great in diameter that the spout is disrupted or so diffused as

no longer to exhibit the concentrated power of the tornado.

The whirl becomes co-extensive with the overhanging cloud,

and the meteor is now a rain or hail storm of tremendous vio-

lence. The tornado of April, 1867, near Tuscaloosa, raged as

such for about thirty miles, when it lost its distinctive feature,

the spout, and poured such torrents as to cause a great freshet

in the Warrior river. It has already been stated that the

hie duration and extent, continuing i

the atmosphere is restored.

Loomis has explained, but not to enti

cause of the northward inclination of tornadoes. He rightly

ascribes it. howevi r,
.meters of the succes-

itude. If a tornado should form on a par-

agleof 45

degrees wit i of rotation, It follows then, as

would readily appear " ^scend-

icly to the vortex on the south aid

the earth in a direction more i,
r

;
:,X1S

than would those descending on the north side, for the latter

would be more nearly parallel to the earth's axis I hen by

reason of tin- earth's' rotation, the eastward impulse ol these

southern currents would be greater than the westward impulse

°f the northern currents. The deflection of the former would

w greater r tter, and, consequently,

corresponding, there would result a greater c.

°n the northeast than on the southwest of the vortex; and tne

effect increases with the latitude.
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This will plainly appear from a diagram. Let a circle be de-

scribed representing the rim of a tornado. Then let two lines

be drawn, one representing the resultant of the forces of the

southern currents, and the other the resultant of the forces of

the northern currents, each deflected as it approaches the vortex,
but the former more than the latter. Each will in

influence, from its point of contact, around to the point where
the other impinges, and that from the south, having the greater

impulse, and, acting on the northeast semi-circumference of the

rim, will press the storm northward.
The process of hail-formation takes place in the gr<

above the base of the cloud, probably at considerable elevation.

There the gyration, not impeded as it is at the surface, presents

a vast and rapid whirl, the centrifugal force of which causes

extreme rarefaction, accompanied with intense cold at the

center. The saturated air earned up into it from below, by the

spout, furnishes the material for hail. Congelation follows in-

stantly upon condensation, and the stones, tossed about in every
direction, are finally thrown out upon the circumference, where
they are free to fall.

Electricity, which has been supposed to play an impoi
part in the generation of tornadoes and hail storms, is bu
effect. It is excited and set free by the condensation of vapor,

and is developed in proportion to the amount and rapidity of

cloud-formation. In the Tuscaloosa tornado the gyration had
formed and travelled three-and-a-half miles when the first flash

occurred.

The tornado may be looked for in the winter and spring

months, during the prevalence of southern winds. As stated

above, a descending column requires, as a prerequisite, a sur-

face stratum uniformly heated over a wide extent. As the sun

advances north, after the winter solstice, the south winds that

reach us blow from low latitudes on the Gulf. They have
then, not only abundant moisture, but a temperature higher

than is due, at any time before June, to the effect of the solar

rays in our own latitude, and therefore answer the necessary
condition of a stratum heated uniformly over a large area.

Our tornadoes consequently do not grow out of the heat rays

that penetrate our latitude, but rather from the heat of the

•: :•
I . :! • i a the winds; and this is the reason

of their appearance either in the daytime or night. We never

witness them in the hot summer, because then the lower atmos-
phere is warmed by direct rays, and a uniform temperature,
over a wide extent, is impossible, from the fact that tl.

lands and forests, hills and valleys, are heated uneo
ing rise to ascending columns and moderate storms. If the

theory of Espy were true, then July, August, and September
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would be the tornado season with us, for in these months moist

south winds blow, and the sun's rays are most powerful.

The cause of the greater violence of storms produced bj
descending air is not difficult to comprehend. When a down-
ward column becomes well defined, it is fed, as before suggested,

by tributaries flowing obliquely down from all sides. The very

top of the atmosphere sinks freely into the stream. The case

is precisely that of a heavy body descending an inclined plane
;

but the heavy body is here a great ocean of air superimposed

upon another abnormally elevated in temperature, and there-

fore abnormally rarefied. The tornado is a process by which the
one seeks to settle beneath the other, and is not unlike what

would occur should an opening be made through the bottom of

some great reservoir of water.

On the other hand, when the transposition begins in conse-

quence of the movement of a definite column, ascending from

below, the earth'.- h ri'^v presents a limit, and the ;.

cannot, as in the other case, flow obliquely in straight lines

without leaving a vacuum beneath, and that is impossible.

They must, therefore, though ever seeking to mount upward,

*ti I n.iil along the surface until they converge at the center.

An impediment of this nature would find adjustment in many
uprising columns of limited power, capped with cumuli and

resulting in showers, but no one vast, absorbing vortex, could

monopolize the whole movement, and shake the firmament

with its might.
The effects of the tornado are often, to all appearance, very

anomalous and extraordinary. It strips the feathers entirely

from fowls when the gust strikes them from behind. In a row

Qga in a line with its direction, it may throw d<

middle one, and leave the others standing. This is possible

when they are located on the central line of progression, for

then the blow is delivered by the front and rear of the rim,

gyrating at a right angle with the row, and every house must
stand or fall, according to its own power of resistance. Or, rf

a firmly-built house withstand the outward shock, it may yield

to the elastic force of its inclosed air, expanding, as it must,

with a sudden and powerful effect, that instant the vortex,

which is a partial vacuum, passes over it.

Again, pointed pieces of wood or iron pierce or penetrate

wherever they strike end-foremost, and pebbles are imbedded in

soft wood by the force of the blast. This is not so remarkable

when we reflect that the velocity of gyration is three nunarea

feet a second—and it may go far beyond that—which is greater

than the speed of an arrow shot from a bow. On the

the Pickens county tornado a rafter of a house was found driven

through a pine tree.
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The whirling sand storms of the desert are probably torna-

does without the accompaniment of clouds with thunder and
lightning. The great desert of Africa presents an uninter-
rupted surface of sand to the sun's rajs. The lower strata over

its broad expanse are heated uniformly, and this first requisite
is answered. But the dryness of the air fixes the dew point at

an extremely low degree, and there can consequently be no

condensation or cloud. Yet the vortices may form as in other

localities, and vast quantities of sand take the place of cloud.
My information is too limited, however, to justify any posi-

tive theory in regard to these desert storms. I merely conjec-

ture that they are formed like the tornadoes of our States, but

that, unlike them, they are generated from direct heat rays

absorbed by the surfaces immediately under them, and there-

fore appear generally in the daytime, and in the summer months,
as well as at any other period/

Art. XIY.

—

Preliminary Notice of New North American Phyl-

lopoda; by A. S. Packard, Jr., M.D.

The following brief descriptions are extracted from a mono-
J notice of our Phyllopod Crustacea, which, with the

exception of the Branchipodidas, so thoroughly investigated by
Prof. Verrill, have been sadly neglected. It will be noticed

that North America is rich in the species of Apus, more so than

any other quarter of the globe so far as yet known. It is a

;o species has yet occurred east of the Mi*
BMBippi liver. The species of Limnadiadae are probably more

aware of, and the attention of col-

lectors of shells is called to these Cyclas-like shelled Crustacea,
whose shells may not infrequently be mis1
as simply species of Cyclas. For the privilege of stu
species of Apus I am indebted to Dr. William Stimpson, who
has loaned me the specimens placed on deposit in the Chicago
Academy of Sciences by the Smithsonian Institution, and to

Prof. A. E. Verrill, who has contributed the specimens in the

-um ; while the Museum of Comparative V.

- has contributed a new Apus from northern India,

and for the Limnadiads my acknowledgments are due to Mr.

G. W. Belfrage, an industrious collector, and Prof. E. S. Morse,
who have given several species to the Peabodv Academy of

Science.

Apodid^i.
The known species of Apus may be for convenience divided

into three sections, characterized in part by the length of the
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shield, or carapace, the highest forms having the shortest cara-
pace, those with the longest shields, as the European Apus
oinen'fonnis, approximating in this and other characters to the
genus Lepidurus.

Section a comprises Apus longicaudatus, Lucasanus, Newberryi,
and probably Domingensis.

Section b comprises a
'

Section c comprises j

Apus longicaudatus Leconte, Ann. N. Y. Lyceum.
Prof. Dana's type specimen, which is now very imperfect, was

labelled "Eocky Mountains, near Long's Peak." Four speci-

mens from « Texas, J. H. Clark, No. 3." Three specimens from
"pools near Yellowstone river. Dr. Hayden, No. 6.'' Mus.
Chicago Acad. Both sexes occurred, the females having eggs.
James's A. oblusatus (Long's Expedition) is probably this species.
A. Numidicus Lucas, from Algeria, in the form of the carapace
seems to be allied to A. longicaudatus.
Apus Lucasanus, n. sp.— 6 closely allied to A. longicaudatus.

1 he frontal doublure rather longer than in longicaudatus, and
hypostoma a little smaller. Maxillipeds shorter and smaller,
and telson longer than in the preceding species, with three
median spines above. Anal stylets less spiny.

No. of segments behind posterior edge of shield 33 ; no.

behind the last pair of gills (including telson) 13 ; length of
body (excluding caudal stylets) "94; of carapace along the

:.ace 48; length of tergal carina
'24; distance from anterior end of carina to front edge of cara-
pace 16; length of caudal stylets -57; being a little over half
the length of body; breadth of shield -40 inch.

Six specimens in a bottle labelled " Kansas, No. 5," and con-
taining thirteen 9 A. aequalis. Mus. Chicago Acad. They can-
not be distinguished from St. Lucas specimens.

9, carapace longer than in 6, and caudal stylets not so
heavily spined. No. of segments behind posterior edge of
shield 29 ; no. behind last pair of feet 11 ; length of body '80

;

ot carapace along the middle -30; total length of carapace, 40;
J^ngth of tergal carina 25; distance from front end of carina to
front edge of carapace 16 (stylet broken) ; diameter of egg-sacs
*09 mch.
One specimen from "Cape St. Lucas, John Xanthus, No. 4."

ago Acad
Apus Newberryi, n. sp. 9 .—This fine species differs chiefly

from A. longicaudatus in the shorter maxillipeds, and much
j°
nger, smooth telson with 3 instead of 4 median spines, and in

the smooth, finely spinulated caudal stylets, while the carapace
is longer. No. of segments behind posterior edge of carapace

™\ no. beyond last pair of feet 11; length of body 178 ;
of
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carapace along the middle -75; total length, l'OO; length of ter-

gal carina, -50
; distance from front end to front edge of cara-

pace -30; length of caudal stylets, 1*05 inch.

Two specimens from "Utah, J. S. Newberry, No. 1." Mus.
Chicago Acad.
A. osqualis, n. sp. 5 .—In this species the carapace is much

longer than in the preceding species, the eyes are larger, the

tubercle behind them is smaller, and the gills reach much nearer

the telson.

No. of segments behind posterior edge of shield 23 ; no.

behind last pair of feet 11; length of body 115; of carapace
along the middle '56 ; breadth -56

; length of tergal i

distance from front end of carina to front edge of carapace '21;

length of caudal stylets -75 inch.

Two specimens from " Matamoras, Mexico, General Couch."
Mus. Chicago Acad.

9 . The telson has 5 median spines and is shorter, and the

stylets have more numerous and shorter spines than in A. New-
berryi The under side of the telson is much smoother than in

A. longicaudatus, and the outer gill of the 1st maxillipeds is a

little longer and more acute. No. of segments beyond the hind

edge of carapace 25 ; no. beyond the last pair of feet 9 ; length

of body 1-07; length of carapace in middle -56; breadth 46;

length of carina -33 ; length from front end of carina to front

edge of carapace -23
; length of caudal stylets "75 ; diameter of

egg-sac -24 inch.

Thirteen specimens from "Matamoras, General Couch" and

"Kansas No. 5," Mus. Chicago Acad., and a specimen from Yale

Museum labelled "Plains of Eocky Mts., no. 390."
Apus Guildingii Thompson, Zool. Eesearches, Jan. 1834, p.

108, belongs to the same section of the genus as A. cequalis, but

the 4th branch of the 1st maxillipeds is longer than in any

other species known to me, being represented as reaching almost

to the end of the caudal stylets. St. Vincent, West Indies.
To the third section of the genus belongs the European species

A. cancriformis, and the following species from North India.

They differ from the North American species in the longer cara-

pace, the smaller eyes, and round postorbital tubercle, the less

spiny telson, the more hairy caudal stylets, and the larger

hypostoma.
A. Himalayanus, n. sp. 9 .—Frontal doublure and hypostoma

as in A. cancriformis; the first pair of maxillipeds are of about

the same length as in cancriformis, but the joints are more

numerous and smaller, there being 80 joints in the longest

branch, while in a specimen of cancriformis four times larger,

there are 50. The telson is longer than in
number and arrangement of the spines is the "same, as is the
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under side. The stylets are scarcely as long as the body, while
rrmis they are considerably longer, and the fine spines

are a little stouter. No. of segments beyond the hind edge of
carapace 19 (in cancriformis 19); no. behind last pair of feet 7

: length of body 1-00; length of carapace
along the middle '64; length of carina, 45; distance from end
of carina to front edge of carapace -36; length of cam!
•9o

;
diameter of ovisac 15 inch, ovisacs situated on the 11th

pair of maxillipeds as in all the other species of the genus
known to me.

"Collected from a stagnant pool in a jungle four days after a
shower of rain had fallen. For five months previous to this
ram there had been no rain upon the earth. Himalaya Moun-
tains North India, near where the Sutlege river debouches into
the plains. April, 1870." Mus. Comp. Zoology, Cambridge. Two

Branchipodisle.
Streptocephalus Texanus, n. sp.—The male differs from 8. sim-

\t ^
aird

'
from St- Domingo, to which it is otherwise closely

allied, m the longer branch of the inferior antennae being much
longer and slenderer at tip (according to Baird's figure), while
the shorter branch is much narrower. In the female the ovisac
reaches to the penultimate segment of the abdomen, while ac-
cording to Baird's figure it scarcely reaches to the end of the
«n segment from the end, and the second antennas are repre-
sented as being much larger than in our species. The male
°Jgans arise from the 8th segment from the telson, and the 15th
°i the body; and are simple, unarmed, slender, cylindrical, very

T?i ^d curled around (in alcoholic specimens) so as to touch
at their insertion. Total length, male, -65 ; length of longer
appendage of 2d antennas 17 inch; caudal stylets 13; length
°i male organs when extended 13. Female -55 long, caudal
slVlet 11; ovisac -20 inch. "Waco, Texas. Found in the
summer in the same pool as the Limnadia was taken. The
Pool was formed by the summer rain, and as it had passed a con-
querable time in a dry condition, I suppose this species appears

GW 5
t6r

'

°r at least not at the same time aS the Limnadia-"
• VV. Belfrage. It also occurred in April, the females having
?SS>

as did those found in the summer of the year previous.

''-<

LlMXADIAD^.
tamnadia Texana, n. sp.—Eyes double, but with the inner
ges contiguous; pyriform tubercle behind them one half as

f

rge as the eye-bearing prominence ; "20 segments behind the
ore-head, including the telson ; 15 pairs of feet Antennas

on each branch, the 7th and 8th joints subdivided

) subjoints; the setae slightly plumose on the basal
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joints. Telson with 16 fine teeth, not including the terminal

acute spine. Caudal lamellae long and slender, cu
under edge slightly curved, fringed with long hairs, those at the

base slightly plumose; the upper edge straight; end blunt

Carapace valves rounded oval, pure white; 5 lines of growth;
shells minutely dotted, the markings being coarser at the pos-

terior end of the shell, and about the region of the
muscle. Length of shell -27; breadth -16 inch. It is much
longer and narrower than L. Americana Morse, and with a less

number of lines of growth, the latter having 18; in this reaped
it is much nearer L. Hermanni of Europe, though the shell is

much narrower. Compared with Baird's figure of L. a

from San Domingo, to which our species is nearest allied, the

shell is more rounded ovate at each end, being somewhat
truncated. While the ends of the caudal stylets are said in L.

anlillarum to be "somewhat curved, sharp pointed and slightly

serrated on upper edge," the tip in our species is blunt, smooth
on the upper edge, and ends in a slight hook. L. ant
also said to have joints to the rami of the 2d antennae, and 18

pairs of feet.

One specimen, Waco, Texas. " Quite common in many places

in western Texas in the early spring. It occurs in muddy pools

made after rains, and totally disappears with the first drying of

the pools. As far as I have seen they are only found in the

woody bottom lands and always near creeks. It occurred in

the same pool as Streptocephalus." G. W. Belfrage.
Esth, n'n Belfragei, n. sp.—Rami of the anterior, antennae with

16 joints, 17 pairs of dorsal spines exclusive of those on the

telson, which are 15 in number (in R Mexicana they are much
more numerous) and the middle one is much larger than those

near it. The spines on the telson are fewer in number and

larger than Ciaus represents in E. Mexicana; caudal stylets

longer and slenderer than in E. Mexicana, and the terminal

spine is longer and slenderer, judging from Claus' figure.

Carapace valves with the umbones situated at the anterior

third of the shell ; dorsal edge straight behind the umbones,
slightly serrate, bent rather suddenly downward at two-thirds

of the distance from the umbones to the posterior end, the end

being full and rounded; anterior dorsal edge slopes rapidly

from the umbones, and the anterior end is full and convex.

Umbones prominent and rather acute, but not oblique. About
24 lines of growth, between which the shell is coarsely punctate;

from 5-8 dots (when placed in a straight line) between the lines

in the central part of the shell ; these punctures are reduced to

a single row on the edge. Length -30 ; breadth -23 ; thickness

15 inch.

It differs from E. Mexicana Claus (Grube's figure) from Zinia-

pan, Mexico, in the umbones being much more prominent ; in



many lines of growth. From E. Dunkeri Baird, also
from Zimapan, it differs in the less numerous lines of growth

;

in the smaller, less tumid umbones, and the more marked angle
of the posterior part of the dorsal edge. The punctures between
the lines of growth are much more numerous in Sunken'. Six
specimens. Waco, Texas, April, G. W. Belfrage.

J
- ' " -'/ rs / q. Sp.—Shell intermediate in form between E.

Baird, from Lake Winnepeg and E. Dunkeri Baird,
from Zimapan, Mexico ; shell much swollen, oblong oval, of a
pale horn color; umbones large, prominent, larger than in E.
taldwelli, and much less oblique and situated nearer the anterior
end of the shelL Dorsal margin shorter than in E. Caldwelli,
and in front of the umbones, instead of being straight and sud-
denly curved downward, is regularly rounded as in E. Dunkeri.
behind the umbones the shell is narrower than either in Cald-
welli or Dunkeri ; the dorsal edge sloping rapidlv downward,
without the well marked angle of Caldwelli, or the continuous,

of Dunkeri Coarse punctures between the ribs,
rather coarser than in Caldwelli, there being on an average 5-10
between the ribs in the center of the valve. Length -50;
breadth -33

; thickness -24 inch. Six specimens from Dubuque,
£>wa, collected by Rev. A. B. Kendig. Dedicated to Prof,
k k. Morse, who has indicated to me that the species was un-
deserved.

Lymnetis gracilicornis, n. sp.—This interesting form may at
once be known from L. Gouldii Baird, recently found by Mr. E.
Z^esa in Cambridge, Mass., by the long slender 2d antennae
wnich have about 20 joints, and are much longer than in that
species. The keel on the front of the head does not reach to

Jne front edge, while in Gouldii it does. Shell of the same
jorm but much larger than in Gouldii. Length of shell 17,
breadth -L6 inch.
Peabody Academy of Science. Salem, Mass., May 20, 1871.

Art. XY.-O/i a New Difference Engine; by Geo. B. Graxt.

The great labor and expense involved in the construction of
Reliable astronomical and nautical tables by mental computa-
"on, as* well as the impossibility of getting them entirely cor-
net suggested to Charles Babbage the idea that this work
fught be done almost entirely bv machinery, and the machine
ne lnvented for that purpose has become famous, as one of the

d and costly pieces of mechanism ever cor

nglish government appropriated eighty-fiv
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thousand dollars for its construction, on the strong recommen-
dation of a committee of the Royal Society, containing some of

the most eminent men of the time, but after years of study and

labor had been spent on it, the appropriations were stopped on

account of the indefinite expense. Though never completed
as a working machine, it proved the feasibility of the scheme.

Babbage's idea was carried out more successfully by Edward
Scheutz, and the two machines constructed on his plan are the

only ones ever built for this purpose. One of these was bought

for the Dudley Observatory at Albany, but has been
used. The other was built by the British government in 1862,

and has since been extensively used in the calculation of life

insurance tables*
The idea of contriving a machine for calculating tables first

occurred to myself while laboriously computing a table for

excavation and embankment. Having never heard of either

Babbage's or Scheutz's engines, I imagined it an easy matter,

but gave it up in disgust after some study. Last year 1 heard

of Babbage's engine, became interested again, and designed a

machine that might possibly have worked, but I could convince

nobody that it would do so, and gave it up again. About four

months ago, my teacher in the Mining School, Prof. Wolcott

Gibbs, asked after the design, encouraged me in my work, and

the result is the design for the difference engine, which it is

the purpose of this article to describe.

Though I have built no large machine, the efficiency of the

design for its purpose may be considered as having been proved,

as through the liberality of the superintendent of the Coast

Survey, Prof. Benjamin Peirce, I have been able to build a

model of small capacity, which has worked to satisfaction.

I am indebted to Mr. John N. Bachelder of Cambridge, as

well as to Professors Eustis, Winlock and Whitney, of Harvard

College, for encouragement and help given. Mr. Bachelder

had charge of the Scheutz engine when it first came to this

country, and is one of the few who have had pr . ti< - ! exp< -

ence with any machine of this class.

A short explanation of the method of differences may not

be wasted on many of my readers.

If the first term of any table be subtracted from the second,

the second from the third, and so on, a new table will be

formed, called the first order of differences. In the same way

* Accounts of Babbage's engine may be found in the Edinburir B
1834, in Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, v. 3, and in the inventor's work, " Passages

from the Life of a Philosopher;" short articles on the same in TomKii

Machine," by Charles Babbage. in -'The ilanufacturer am
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a second order can be formed from the first, a third from the
second, and ultimately an order of differences will be reached,
ffhich is constant or nearly so. For example, take a table of
the cubes of the natural numbers, and forming the several
orders of difference, it is found that the third order is invaria-
bly six.

64 61

It is plain that with nothing but the first terms 1, 7, 12 and
6, the table might be constructed to any extent by simple addi-
tion. A difference engine is nothing but a machine to operate
this method, using several orders of differences, and a large
number of decimal places.
In logarithmic, trigonometrical, and in fact in the greater

number of tables, there is no constant order, but one can be
tat is so nearly

_
so, that the error of considering it

exactly so will not creep into a given number of decimal places,
Wl any required number of terms have been calculated. A
tresn start must then be taken, and the table completed by a
number of such operations.

Jnis engine, like both the others, consists of a calculating
and a printing part In the printing part, the calculated results
are stamped into a sheet of lead, wax or other plastic substance,

li a stereotype plate is taken for printing the table,
lius avoiding constant error in copying the numbers and set-
mg them up in type from manuscript. No description of this
part i8 given, as it contains nothing new of importance.

, ^
e calculating part consists of the main wheels, A, on which

Le, and from which the
calculated results are taken by the printing part ; the drivers
o, which make the additions, and the carrying apparatus C.

J- he main wheels are about one-third of an inch thick, and
Qve inches in diameter, all turning on the same axis D, in the
same direction independently of each other, the axis being
stationary.

They are arranged in sets of two, three or more, according
as the first, second or higher order is designed to be constant,
tliere are as manv of these sets as there are decimal places in
tie largest number to be used. Each wheel is furnished on
^ne edge with twenty teeth, and on the other with two cams,
J and a', which project a little farther from the wheel than the
leeth. The spaces between the teeth are stamped with the ten
Qurnerals, zero to nine, twice in succession.



The first set represents the units or lowest decimal place, the

next set represents the next higher decimal place, and so on.

The first wheel in each set represents the corresponding

place of the tabular number, the second wheel, that of the

first order, and the last wheel is the constant order, and is fur-

nished only with a cam, the teeth being omitted. It can be

fastened at any figure, as it never requires to be changed after

once being set. By this arrangement each wheel is separated

by but the sixteenth of an inch from the wheels of the same

place in the next higher and next lower orders.

The point E is chosen as the point at which to read all num-

bers, and it is evident that any number may be shown on any

order by turning the wheels till the right numbers appear at E.

The cams are so arranged with regard to the numbers, that one

of them shall be at the point F when the wheel reads zero.

Now as the wheel is turned, as every number passes E, the cam

will be moved one space further from F, so that at any time

the wheel could be read as well by observing the number of

spaces the cam is distant from F, as by reading the figure

attached to the carriage Gr, one driver

opposite each wheel except the constant ones. They consist of

a catch b and hook c. The catch is pressed toward the wheel,

and the hook pressed on the

catch by the same spring d.

The carriage is driven by a

crank over ten spaces on

the wheels, and back again,

making one oscillation to ev-

ery turn of the crank. As

the carriage leaves the rod

e, the catch drops between

the teeth of the wheel and

carries it along. The catch projects over its wheel far enough

to strike the cam on the next wheel when it gets to it, and be

lifted out of the teeth by it, having added to its wheel the num-

ber of spaces that the cam is distant from F. As it is raised

up, the hook catches in the nick h, and prevents it falling back

on the wheel, so that it moves the rest of the stroke and back

without moving the wheel. As the carriage comes back, the

projection on the hook strikes the rod e and the hook is lifted

out of the catch, letting it onto the wheel again.

It is necessary that while one wheel is being added to, the

next wheel should not move. For this purpose the first stroke

adds the first, third and odd orders to the numbers on the table

second, fourth and even orders, the odd orders being held firm by

a clamp not shown. Meanwhile the rod e has been moved, so
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that the drivers belonging to the even orders are not released
as the carriage com.es back, but those belonging to the odd
orders, so that at the next stroke the even orders are added to

the odd ones, and the number on the table-wheels printed ;

every two strokes of the carriage giving a new term of the
table.

On each wheel between the teeth and cams are two grooves.
The two slips/ and g rest in these grooves, being held there by
uf ln - -rings.

" The pin k is so arranged that, when the wheel
reads nine, it will be under the first slip/ holding it up ;

and as
it passes from nine to zero it drops the slip/, raises and drops
the slip g. To each wheel there is an arm H, to which the
catch m is attached, the catch resting on the teeth of the wheel.
This arm would be drawn back by a spring, but is held by two
catches p and q. If the catchy is drawn, the arm will be held
by q only, and if q is then drawn it will spring back, the catch

r the next tooth. The slip /of each wheel is con-
nected with the catch p of the wheel of the same order in the

pest decimal place higher, and the slip g with q. Each arm
is connected by the lever 5 with its own slip g, so that it will

draw it out when it springs back. As each nine on the wheel
A comes to the point E, the slip/ is pushed out, and the catch

P'to the next place B drawn; and as the zero comes to E, the
slip g is pushed out, the catch q drawn, and the arm over B is

i rawing with it the catch q of the next place higher, 0.

but not releasing the arm at
<

'. - /'• P will,

however, be drawn, if B stands on nine, and both arms sprung,
a

i

s it should be, for if the arm over B is released it indicates

is to be added to it, and if it is already nine the addi-

j?
n °? tQat one will make it necessary to carry one to C also.

" C is nine, one must be carried to D, and so on ;
one must be

carried to the first wheel which is not nine.
-This is all done elm-; r which and during

the return of the carriage, the cam K brings all the arms back
that are up, adding one to each wheel whose arm is up.

The entire printing part, as well as some details of framing,

'

., are omitted from the accompanying sketch, which
ls meant merely as an outline drawing showing the ; 1

Parts only.

.
The size of a completed machine would vary with the capa-

<% An engine of the same capacity as that of Scheutz,
w?uld be three feet long, twelve i

- -r mche*

,. ^-1 • __irL«x„j „* a. +„^ +™ three thousand



Aet. XVI—A New Form, of Galvanometer; by John Tkow-
bridge, Assistant Professor of Physics, Harvard College.

In the tangent galvanometer the plane of the coil standing per-

pendicularly to the plane in which the needle moves, the needle
is deflected by the action of the current passing through the

coil upon the current circulating in the magnet ; the magnet
being considered a solenoid according to Ampere's theory. The
tangent of the deflection measures the inteiwU of tl < < muni
The defects of the tangent galvanometer are well known. The
poles of the needle in being repelled are removed from the

field of the current and consequently with currents of great

intensity the tangents are not closely proportional to the

strength of the currents ; the delicacy varying as the differential

of I=tan S, or^ = sec 2 ^. When the ratio of the length of

the needle to the diameter of the coil is a very small fraction,

the tangents, however, are closely proportional to the corres-

In Gaugain's galvanometer

where the plane of the cur-

rent is placed at a short dis-

tance from the axis of the

rectly proportional to the tan-

gents of the deflections.

A mathematical investiga-

tion of the effects of electric

currents on the magnetic

needle, the plane of the cur-

rent having different obliqui-

ties with regard to the horizon-

tal plane in which the needle

moves, led me to devise the

following form of galvanom-

eter:

A magnetic needle is placed

at the centre of a circular cur-

at, the plane of the current

at first being horizontal. 1°
"" *

I position the needle is un-

affected by the current, and is

acted upon merely by the earth's magnetism. We now turn the

plane of the current about a horizontal axis passing through
r ther of the needle as in the flgurt ! representing 1



J. Trowbridge c Galvanometer.

i of the coil in its new position, inclined at an angle of
- S to the horizon.

will be readily seen that if A represents the intensity of
urrent passing through the coil, C will be the component

that will deflect the needle; but OC=
AOcos5 = Icos^. The intensities

will therefore be proportional to the co-

sines of the inclination of the plane of

the current, measuring the angle from

the vertical OC.
The instrument with which I experi-

mented had the following dimensions:

The diameter of the circle around which

\ the current passed was twelve inches,

\b and the length of the needle 14 inches;

it was provided with long aluminum
pointers. The inclinations of the plane of the current were
read from a vertical scale perpendicular to both the plane of
the current and to the plane in which the needle moved.
The manner of experimenting was as follows : The resist-

ance of the battery—one Daniell's cell—having been determined

• and also the resistance of the circuit, the instrument

used as a tangent galvanometer with the plane of the

current vertical.

Resistances from one up to ten ohms were introduced into

-. and the deflections noted ;
then with a constant re-

be angle was noted through which it was necessary to

turn the plane of the current until the same deflection of the
needle was obtained as in the cases where the instrument was

'- Angle8
tl°o

f

n.
Deflec-

Error.
Ang.es^Inclina- :v-;.: -

200
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It will be noticed that with large deflections the ratio of the
cosines is nearer the ratio of the intensities than the
tangents. With smaller deflections, however, the ratio of the

tangents is nearer that of the intensities than the ratio of the

cosines. In the expression I cos B=CO= tan S',

nr T
CO tan 3' .. ,.„

or 1= = — if we difreren-

d-

It will be seen that the delicacy varies inversely as the cosine
of the inclination decreases, or in other words, as the angle
of the plane of the current with the vertical increases; the ver-

tical component of the intensity increases while the horizontal
component decreases. This vertical component thus renders
the needle less sensitive to the horizontal component and dip
it. By diminishing the length of the needle, and providing it

with long pointers, and also increasing the diameter of the cir-

cle around which the current passes, the effect of the vertical

component can be lessened.

With large deflections, therefore, this instrument appears to

give closer results than the tangent galvanometer ; and therefore

a deficiency in the latter instrument. By the cosine

ny determinations of the intensity of the same
i canoe made by forming a table of the values of the

3 of differ* i
-

[ons jn terms of the deflec-

ions of the needle, which currents, with a known resistance in-

erposed produce. In the tangent galvanometer but one deter-

aination can be made.
Irrespective of the accuracy of this method, the instrument

an be viewed as supplying a break in the literature of the

ubject. We have now in addition to the tangent galvanome-
3r and the sine galvanometer, a cosine galvanometer.
My thanks are due to Prof. Cooke, of Harvard College, for

le generous use of his apparatus for electrical measurements.

In addition to the species of extinct Mammals described in

the last number of this Journal, page 35, the Yale party, during
their investigations in the Eocky Mountain region, discovered
several others of interest, which are here briefly characterized.
The remains of a number of fossil Birds were also found, and a
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I'tvlii mnary notice of the more important specimens is included

in the present article.

Arctomys vetus, sp. nov.

Remains of Rodents are very rare in the Green river Tertiary

basin, although not uncommon in the more recent strata, cast

of the Rocky Mountains. A small species of the genus Arc-
tomys, represented by a nearly perfect lower jaw, and other

remains, was discovered during our explorations on the Loup
Fork river. This species was only about one-third the size of
the modern Arctomys monax Gm.,'and may at once be distin-

guished from that rodent by the lower incisors, which have
on the anterior surface a shallow median groove. The molar
teeth of the lower jaw have essentially the same composition
as those of the larger species.

Length of lower jaw from condyle to base of incisor, 17*75 lines.

Anteroposterior extent of four lower molars, 6 '5 "
Depth of lower jaw below first molar, 4-5 "

The specimens on which the species is based, were found by
Mr. J. W. Wadsworth and the writer, in the Pliocene beds, on
the Loup Fork, in northern Nebraska.

Geomys bisulcatus, sp. nov.

Another extinct Rodent, about the same size as the pre-

ceding species, is indicated by several fragments of jaws and
teeth, found in the same Pliocene Tertiary beds. The incisors

of the lower jaw in this species have the anterior face broad
and flat, with the external angle acute. They extend I

under the entire molar series. The latter has a very similar

composition to the molars of the recent Geomy* ' 'iwrii'- SI ;<w.

and the two species may eventually prove to be near

i

J-ne upper incisors. Li On their anterior

race there is a deep, rounded groove, with its lowest part just

outside the median line. Near the inner angle, also, of each
incisor, there is a second, very fine, sharp groove. The external

ine premaxillary suture forms externally an obtuse ai : _

Jne apex forward, near the posterior face of the incisor. In

both jaws, the incisors are deeper than wide.

Transverse diameter of upper incisor,

^ntero-posterior extent,Wh of skull at
l

, Ivnl . lx iii : , ry suture,
jjfugth of lower incisor <>n are of curve,
Aranverse diameter at apex,
"epth of lower jaw below first molar,
Antero-posterior extent of first three lower molars,

.
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The only known specimens representing this species were
found by the writer in the Pliocene strata, near Camp Thomas,
on the Loup Fork river.

Sciuravus niiidus, gen. et sp. nov.

A very small extinct rodent of much interest is indicated by
a portion of a left upper jaw, enclosing the last three molars,

as one of the treasures secured by the Yale party last

autumn in the Tertiary beds of the Green Eiver basin. The teeth

preserved have apparently a near resemblance to those of the

and hence the present fossil may be referred pro-

visionally to that group. The genus is apparently distinct from
any known, and will be more completely denned in the full

description. The upper molars are composed essentially of two
pairs of tubercles, with a minute intermediate cone on the outer
edge. There is a strong basal ridge in front, and the inner

3 bifid. The species was about the size of the common
brown rat, Mus decumanus.

Length of part of upper jaw, enclosing the three poste-
rior molars,. :;-4 lines.

Anteroposterior extent of antepenultimate upper molar, 1- "

Transverse extent of same, ._ l- "

This unique specimen was discovered by the writer at Grizzly
Buttes, near Fort Bridger, Wyoming.

Sciuravus undans, sp. nov.
The present species was somewhat larger than the preced-

ing but probably a near ally. A single specimen only can now
with certainty be referred to it, and a discussion of its exact

affinities must be reserved for another occasion. The fossil

m question is part of a right lower jaw containing the incisors

and first three molars, all in excellent preservation. The incisor

extends below the entire molar series. Its anterior surface M
smooth, and somewhat. convex, and the inner face, where the

two teeth meet, is marked by a succession of delicate wave-like
impressions. The tubercles of the molars are more prominent
than in those of the last species.

Length of portion of lower jaw, containing first three
molars, _ 3-5 lines.

- - diameter of third lower molar, 1 "

Transverse diameter of lower incisor, -6 "

This specimen was found by the writer at the same geological
horizon, and near the same locality that afforded the species

last described.
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Triacodon fallax, gen. et sp. nov.

A small extinct mammal of much interest, is indicated by a

premolar tooth, and possibly by some additional remains, col-

lected in the lower Tertiary beds of Wyoming. The tooth

appears to be the last premolar of the right lower jaw, but
differs so widely from the corresponding premolar in any known
species, as to render the nature of the animal to which it

belonged more or less uncertain. The crown is triangular at

the base, the outer and longest side being somewhat convex,

and the other two nearly flat. The upper surface is composed
of three triangular tubercles, one at each angle, the anterior

being much the highest, and the inner one the smallest. This

peculiar tooth resembles slightly the corresponding premolar in

some of the Insectivores, ana ' n some respects

to those of certain Marsupials, but further remains will doubt-

less be necessary to determine its true zoological position. The
present species was probably about two thirds the size of the

North American opossum.

Anteroposterior diameter of lower premolar, - -

Transverse diameter of same,. -- !'95

Height of anterior tubercle, 2-8

Height of posterior tubercle, 1<6

Height of inner tubercle, 1*W

All the specimens supposed to pertain to this species were
found by J. M. Russell and the writer, at Grizzly Buttes, near

the base of the Uintah Mountains.

Cants montanus, sp. nov.

The presence of a large Carnivore in the fossil fauna of the

Green River Tertiary basin, which could with comparative

certainty be predicated upon the discovery there of so many
extinct pachyderms, was clearly established by our party;

although the evidence at present rests on remains more or less

ty. Those already known c*onsist of a last upper

premolar tooth in good preservation, a Canine, wanting most of

the crown, and a number of the larger bones of a skeleton, all

v of the same species, but pertaining to three lncii-

ia remains

indicate an animal considerably larger than the recent Gray
V ' f •<„;, ,. ••./.„/,///.,), and one probably belonging to the

same family. The last upper premolar in the presei

.{pressed crown. The principal

length of the posterior. Behind the mam cusp tnere

13 a large triangular tubercle, with its apex exterior to tne lore
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Anteroposterior diameter of last upper premolar, 9" lines.

Greatest transverse diameter of same, 4-25 "

Height of main cusp, d- "

1 1 eight of posterior tubercle, 3-15 "

Anteroposterior diameter of earn
i

7- "

Transverse diameter of same, 5* "

The above specimens were found by H. B. Sargent and the

writer, at Grizzly Buttes, Western Wyoming.

Vulpavus palustris, gen. et sp. nov.

A second, much smaller carnivore is indicated by several

upper molar teeth, and other fragmentary remains, foui
our explorations in the same Tertiary deposits that yielded the

preceding species. The specimens belonged to several indi-

viduals, all considerably smaller than a fox, and .

having some affinities with that animal, although ge
distinct. One of the best preserved of the teeth is a second, right,

upper molar, which has a similar composition to the correspond-
ing tooth of the common Eed fox (Vulpes fulvus Desm.), but

differs in the outline of the crown, which has the post
the longest, thus indicating a relative greater expansion at this

part of the skull. The first upper molar, also, has a propor-

tionally less fore and aft extent than the same tooth in the fox.

Length of portion of jaw containing last three upper mo-
lars,. 10-5 lines.

Antero-posterior diameter of second upper molar, 2-35 "

Transverse diameter of same, 4- "'

The specimens now representing this species were discovered
by Dr. J. V. A. Carter, and the writer, near Fort Bridger,

Wyoming.

Amphicyon angustidens, sp. nov.

Another extinct carnivore, about as large as the preceding
species, and perhaps related to the same group, is represented

by the anterior portion of a right lower jaw, containing the

last three premolars, and the canine. The ramus is slender, but

rather deep. The premolar teeth are low, and unusually com-

pressed. All have a distinct tubercle in front of tin.-

and the third and fourth have the posterior edge trifid. The
present specimen agrees essentially in size with the correspond-
ing jaw ot L idy, but the last premolar is

less elevated, more compressed, and has the middle tubercle ou

the posterior edge much less developed than in that species.



' part of lower jaw containing four premolars,. 9*5 lines.

jaw below last premolar, 5* "
Wi( lth of jaw below last premolar, 2

-

l "

Antero-posterior diameter of last lower premolar, 3' "

Transverse diameter of same, 1 "25
"

Height of crown, - 1-8 "

This species was found by the writer, in the Miocene Shale,

at Scott's Bluff, on the North Platte river, Nebraska.

Fossil Remains op Bieds.

Since the beginning of the last year, when the first fossil

Birds from this country were described by the writer,* but two
additional species have been announced : an extinct Turkey,

alius Marsh (31. superbus Cope), from the Post-Ter-
tiary of New Jersey,f and a Grannet, Sula loxosiyla Cope, from
the Miocene of North Carolina, $ A special search was made
by the Yale party last season for I

number of

specimens were discovered, most of which were not sufficiently

well preserved to admit of accurate determination. The few
described below, although imperfect, are quite characteristic,

and form an acceptable addition to the rich Tertiary fauna of

the West, which has so long been deemed wanting in remains
of this class.

Aquila Dananus, sp. nov.

An extinct species of Eagle, nearly as large as the modern
Golden Eagle {Aquila Canadensis Cass.), is indicated by the

covered during our explorations
m the Pliocene beds of the Loup Fork river. The specimen
snows, at its lower extremity, the peculiar fore and aft flatten-

ing, and the oblique, tapering supra-tendinal bridge over a deep
canal, so characteristic of the recent birds of prey belonging to

this genus. From the tibia of the Golden Eagle, evidently a

nearly related species, the present fossil may readily be distin-

guished, aside from its inferior size, by the less concave inferior

and posterior trochlear surfaces, and by the more prominent
and well defined tubercle at the center of the ento-condyloid

surface.

Yldth of condyles in front,
-Antero-posterior diameter of inner condyle, 5 "25

Antero-posterior diameter between condyles, 3 -3

transverse extent of outlet of canal below bridge, 2-
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This unique specimen was discovered in July last by Mr. A.
H. Ewing, in a Pliocene bluff on the Loup Fork river. The
species is named in honor of Professor James D. Dana.

Meleagris antiquus, sp. dov.
A large Gallinaceous Bird, approaching in size the wild Tur-

key, and probably belonging to the same group, was a cotem-
porary of the Oreodon and its associates, during the formation of

the Miocene lake deposits east of the Rocky Mountains. The
species is at present represented only by a few fragments of the
skeleton, but among these is a distal end of a right humerus,
with the characteristic portions all preserved. The specimen
agrees in its main features with the humerus of Meleagris galb-
pavo Linn., the most noticeable points of difference being the

absence in the fossil species of the broad longitudinal ridge on
the inner surface of the distal end, opposite the radial condyle;
and the abrupt termination of the ulnar condyle at its outer,

superior border.

Greatest diameter of humerus at distal end, . 12- lines.

Transvers. diameter of ulnar condyle, "..." 3'4 "

7i tica dia ie1 rofsame, 4- "

Transverse diameter of radical . ondyle, ...... 4-25 "

The specimens on which this species is based were discovered
by Mr. G. B. Grinnell, of the Yale party, in the Miocene clay

deposits, of Northern Colorado.

Bubo leptosteus, sp. nov.

Several imperfect specimens of bird bones were found in the

early Tertiary beds of the Green river basin, only one of which,
however, the distal half of a left tibia, is sufficiently sharac-

tenstic to suggest the near affinities of this species to which it

pertained. This specimen shows that the tibia, when entire,

was a slender, nearly straight bone, much compressed i a i

antero-postenor direction at its distal end, and havii
proportions to the same bone in the Slrig»l„. , r <)/.. family.

The near resemblance is rendered especially striking by the en-

tire absence of the osseous supra-tendinal bridge, which
in this group, and in a few other birds with
present species is apparently less nearly allied. The fossil

under consideration would indicate a species about two-thirds
the size of the Great Horned Owl {Bubo Virginianus Bon.), the

tibia of which it resembles in nearly all essential pa
There is, however, no trace of a fibular ridge on the outer sur-

face of the distal end, as in that species, or on the portion of the

shaft preserved ; which would seem to imply a generic differ-

ence between the two forms, and additional material will doubt-
less prove such to be the case.
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iCiigth of portion of tibia preserved, 15 p

lines.

Vidfh of condyles in front, 6-5 "

Yansverse anterior diameter of inner condyle, 2*5 "

'rans\ (age anterior diameter of outer condyle, 1*8 "

This specimen, the only known representative of the species,

M found by the writer last autumn at Grizzly Buttes, near
"i

-

r Bridger, Wyoming.
Tale College, New Haven, June 12th, 1871.

MUCH lias been said and written on the singular phenomenon,
exhibited on a grand scale in our western prairies as well as in

South America and elsewhere, of large treeless areas, strongly

aribed, and covered with grass. Innumerable theories
have been advanced to account for the absence of forest

growths over these tracts, and the entire absence of even isolated

trees has been a cause of unlimited speculation. T:
more strange since it is found that when trees are art

they flourish, and the occupation of these tracts in the

pi region is covering them with vigorous groves.

Upwards of two years of residence in " the garden of the

Antilles v
has given the writer an opportunity of studying the

as of making some general observations on

ution of the vegetation of Santo Domingo.
To most persons who have never been in the tropics, the

term presents a vision of tangled jungles, endless climbing
vm es, and waving palms. Few think of broad swelling
and smiling meadows as compatible with a landscape below
the Cancer. But both exist in charming variety, not only in
:

-' favorite home of Columbus, but over much of our little

i neighbor, the continent of South America.
Un the Island of Santo Domingo, the grass and tree regions

are sharply defined, and correspond in the main with certain

geological features. First, the whole mountain i

covered with tree-growth to at least a little distance beyond its

base. Second, the valley of the Cibao, the great valley occupy-
mg a fourth of the Kepublic of St. Domingo proper, and run-
ning east and west on the north side of the Island, is m the

mam a tree region, with scattered savannas, as will be de-

scribed farther on. Third, the south side oi
of the mountain tracts, is nearly equally divided between forest

aD̂ prairie.
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Observation proves that in each and every case the relation

between the soil and its growth is constant. The mountains
are composed of easily decomposable rocks, which produce a

rich soil. This supports dycotyledonous trees of an i

of species, with a dense undergrowth in w I

some with trunks three and four inches thick, aiv t b«' mo,-t inmWi
feature. But there are tracts, more especially on the northern
flanks of the range, where the soil is a red gravel. Here, with-

out reference to altitude, (except that it does not extend into

the plains) the forest growth is coniferous—a tall slender

species of long leaved pine, and invariably, under the pines is

a s . : red growth of grass. The only other marked effect of

altitude on the vegetation in these mountains is the almost in-

variable existence, above a height of say 2500 to 3000 feet, of

dense thickets of a tall slender fern, which renders the higher

peaks almost absolutely inaccessible.

The Tertiary rocks, which constitute the Cibao valley and
northern range of mountains, never carry pine. The eastern

half of the valley is covered in part with a very deep black

mould, always bearing dense forests, and with a gravelly or

clayey soil always covered with grass. This valley lies di-

rectly in the course of the trade winds ; its eastern end, at Sa-

mana bay, being open like a funnel to draw in the moisture-laden
breezes from the Atlantic. As the current draws down the

valley, confined by the hills on both sides, it deposits its vapors

so liberally in the Yega, or eastern end, that by the time it

reaches the middle of the valley, it is perceptibly dryer. The
inevitable result is a striking change in the vegetation. The
soil, which in the mountains would be pine lands, or in the

Vega would make of this one continuous savanna of fifty miles

long, here bears a straggling growth of low Acacias and Cacti

Among the latter, a Cereus of twenty to thirty feet high and an

arborescent Opuntia often twenty feet high, are the most marked.
In the more fertile soil, both on the lower hills and in the val-

ley, lignum vitae (Guayacan) abounds, and logwood (Campeachy)
frequents the moist bottom. Throughout the Cactus and Acacia
tracts, grass grows sparsely.

approach the coast, west of Santo Domingo
ring small plains only, until near the great bay of Oeoa.

East of this broad spur is a strip of plains nearly thi

wide extending to the eastern end of the island. The underly-
ing geology, and consequently the surface soil, is here divided
into two well marked groups. In the Post-pliocene era, the

coast line followed the present mountain base, and the mouth of

the Jaina river was twenty-five or 1 rt - ,
- er northwest

than at present. This stream runs through a region of hard

rocks ; and its debris, now spread over the country like a fan,
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is consequently a coarse gravel, gradually changing into a clay
or sand, as the distance from the old mouth and coast line in-

creases. Still further, where shore influences fade out, the same
strata are continued, but instead of appearing as a loose gravel,
they become calcareous, and, in the then deep sea, change to
beds of coral limestone.
The underlying gravels sands and clays are always covered

with grass while the calcareous rocks make, as invariably, a
tree region. In consequence of this, the whole coast, for a

-bout ten miles near St. Domingo city, and gradually
becoming wider eastward, is a great forest covering about two
thirds of the plain. Mahogany grows only on calcareous soils,

and this is thus the great mahogany-producing region of the
Republic. It also abounds in logwood
The same condition of the winds, though in a less degree

than in the north, exists on the south side. Saybo is a rainy
region, Azua is dry. About thirty miles west of Sto. Domingo,
the region of cactus begins, the'acaeias straggling ten miles
farther east. With the above mentioned species of Cereus and

a small Echinoeactus is most common here. Here
again reappears the lignum-vitas with considerable quantities of
fustic.

I ha

tian marauders, but fron
able to obtain, I am led to infer that there, there is no marked
variation from the general rule of the rest of the country.

.
Throughout all the savannas, whether on the north or south

side of the Island, almost every depression, and every water-

. its clump or line of trees : the spots being

<1 by a richer soil, brought there by the

drainage of rain waters. This, in connection with the
other facts stated above, points to the inevitable conclusion, that
the richer soils produce forest, and the poorer, grass growths,
^dependent of the tendency in the trees to monopolize the

i d kiP ,,,.i nu- irr - bv their shade, there comes
111 to the aid of the humble grout- important ag -y. which
prevents or ikl other-

tie grass land in the end. This
agency is fire. The edges of the tree tracts are as sharply de-
naed as if attended by a careful gardener. The annual fires so
scorch and burn up the smaller bushes, the advance b
the larger trees, that it is doubtful, in the process of encroach-
ment, which has the advantage.
**- JotJR. Sci.-Third Serie>, Vol. II. No. ^.-August, 1871.



from the Atlantic coasts of America and Africa;
A. E. Veerill.

The genus, Groniaster, as restricted by Dr. J. E. Gray in 1840,

includes several beautiful species of starfishes, which are still

very rare and imperfectly known. Dr. Gray named three spe-

cies, without giving descriptions sufficient for their identifica-

tion, all of which were from unknown localities, and two of them

were apparently known to him only from the rude figures of

Linck and Seba. I am unable to refer the two following species

to either of the species named by him.

Goniaster Americanus, sp. nov.
Form pentagonal with deeply and regularly concave edges.

Eadii as 1:1-8. Rays considerably less than half the diameter

of the disk, triangular, tapering, with slightly incurved sides.

The disk is somewhat convex, especially at center, and covered

with rather large, polygonal plates, which are separated by lines

of pores, and on the rays by small groups and circular clusters

of granules. The plates, unless supporting a spine, are closely

covered with small polygonal granules, with a well-marked lar-

ger series around the edge ; those that bear spines have the

marginal granules and two or more series of the smaller ones

around the base of the spine. In the center of the disk is a

single spine, around this are five larger ones, each of which is

the first in a row of 4 to 8 spines extending along the middle

of the ray, but usually interrupted by plates destitute of spin*
bordering the middle of the central row, on each side, there is

a row of 5 or 6 similar spines ; outside of these a row of 3 or 4

smaller spines ; and beyond these usually 1 or 2 spines ;
thus

! e region of each ray has a broad-oval group of spines,

broadest toward the center of the disk.

The groups of spines are separated by depressed interra-

--- destitute of spines; in each of these there is *

a pair of rather large plates, in contact by their straight inner

margins; in the fifth zone a large convex madreporic plate

takes the place of these. The upper marginal plates are 14 to

each interradial margin, about as long as broad, very convex,

the three median ones largest, and rising into two blunt tu-

bercles or spines, which are united at base ; most of the others,

except the penultimate ones, bear a single, conical, blunt tuber-

cle, decreasing in size toward, the end of the ray. Lower mar-
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ginal plates 22 to each margin, the median ones smooth, con-

vex, nearly twice as high as wide, the lateral edges straight and
in contact ; those toward the ends of the rays become rounded,
about as broad as high, and the last four or five plates bear sin-

' aarginal plates are surrounc"

granules. The plates of the
lower surface are closely covered with polygonal, round-topped
granules, smallest toward the edges of the plates ; a few plates

near the mouth bear one or two stout central tubercles ; others
near the ambulacral grooves, and especially toward the margin,
have a smooth central area, perforated by one or more small
pores and bearing as many pecuKi bieh consist

of two, slender, spatulate, or spoon-shaped blades, often curved
laterally, and usually seen widely open, when they are received
into grooves or pits" in the plate, exactly fitted to their forms.

Similar pedicellariae of smaller size exist at the base of many
of the dorsal spines.

The interambulacral plates bear, at their inner edges, a row
of about 4, prismatic, nearly equal, blunt, spines ; and outside of
these an irregular crowded' group of 4 to 6, stouter, but scarcely
longer, blunt spines, the outer ones shorter ; these form three
or four irregular rows.
Radius of disk 1-45 inches; of rays 2'60; length of largest

dorsal spines '30
; diameter -20 of an inch. Color of the dried

specimen yellowish brown, when fresh bright red.

Off Charleston, S. C, from the mouth of a Black-fish,—Prof
C U. Shepard.

Goniaster Africanus, sp. nov.

Depressed, pentagonal, with shorter rays and less concave
edges than the preceding species. Radii as 1:1-6. Rays broad
triangular, obtuse, the last upper marginal plates larger than the
others and more swollen. Plates of the upper surface smaller
and more numerous than in the preceding, and more coarsely
and irregularly granulated. Spines smaller, but much more
numerous, the clusters scarcely separated and covering most of
the surface ; the median row of the rays, with 10 to 12 spines;
toe first laterals with about as many; the second late rala with
5 or 6 ; the third, with 3 to 5. Upper marginal plates 10 to

each interradial margin, smooth, convex, the median ones nar-

rowest, higher than broad; the last one largest, rounded, very
convex

; none bear spines or tubercles. Lower marg
!8 to each margin, smooth, convex, destitute of tubercles, except

Uy a minute one on some of the last plates. Ventral

gates covered with very unequal rounded granules, those on
tae central part much larger than the others, in the form oi small

round tubercles. ISTo pedicellariae observed. Interambulacral
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. much as in the preceding, but more slender and

the outer ones forming two or three rows.

Radius of disk 106; of rays 1'70; length of longest spines

17: diameter 12 of an inch Color of dried specimens light

orange-red.

West Coast of Africa,—Capt. W. W. Hall. Received from

the Peabody Academy of Science, Salem, Mass.

Amphipholis abdita, sp. nov.

Disk small ; arms much elongated, about 12 times the diam-

eter of the disk, of nearly uniform diameter throughout the

greater part of their length.

Six mouth-papillse in each angle of the mouth, and two to

i'i >ur additional small rounded papillae, or tentacle scales, near the

extreme outer angle. Two of the mouth-papillse on each side

are placed close together, at about the middle of the edge of the

jaw ; the outer of these, which is about twice as wide as the

inner, is flat, scarcely longer than wide, with the end obtusely

Vounded or truncate ; the inner one is scarcely wi< ler

oblong, rounded at the end ; in one case these two
|

;

united together. The third mouth-papilla is stout and rounded,

obtuse, larger and longer than either of the others, separated

from them by a consii I brought close t

tooth at the end of the jaw, beyond which it projects

and downwardly.
The mouth-shields are long-oval, narrowed outwardly, the

outer part of the lateral edges being nearly straight, the outer

end rounded, the inner end broadly rounded. Side mouth-

shields triangular with the three edges concave, the inner ends

not united, the surface finely granulated. The lower arm-plates

are separated by the side plates ; the two first are loi

broad, pentagonal, the inner end forming an obtuse angle, fcb*

outer edge straight ; the two next are about as wide as long,

squarish, with the corners rounded or truncate ; the following

ones are broader than long, somewhat octagonal, the outer and

inner edges longest and nearly straight ; beyond the middle of

the arm they are again pentagonal, with an inner angle. On

the first five joints there is usually only a single pair oi

scales, which are small and rounded ; on the succee- I

there are generally two pairs, one of them being considerably

smaller than the other.

Arm-spines three, on all the joints except the first, which has

but two ; they are thickened at base, gradually tapering, blunt

at tip, subequal, the lower ones a little curved downward:
length about «

well rounded,
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t!i- middle, and a little concave to either side, so that the lateral

portions are somewhat narrowed; the plates generally touch

each other, but scarcely overlap, unless close to the base of the

uma The upper surface of the disk has been destroyed in

the only specimens seen. Diameter of disk about "38 of an

inch: length of longest arms (broken at the ends) 4 inches.

Color in alcohol uniform light yellowish, when living tinged

with greenish.

Off Thimble Islands and Savin Eock, near New Haven, in 3

to 6 fathoms, muddy bottom, living buried in the mud with one

arm thrust out of its burrow.
I have been aware of the existence of this species for several

year?, hi\m. <», , (
.U ril o-nMons dredged a single deta< h

arm, but it was not until last autumn that I succeeded in ot uain-

iji'-- a siv-cim.-u with th,- di-k. and even in this the covering of

the dorsal side was destroyed.
It iss mewl t Hit I to L // icil > ' (Sti npson) of S Caro

!;; '- and has similar habits. The latter has more slender arm-.

four or five arm- spines, and different mouth parts.

Opliiophragmus Wurdemanni Lyman, Catalogue, p. 132.

This species is common at Fort Macon, N. C, living in the

sand at low water, where it was obtained bv Dr. A. S. Packard
and Dr. Elliott Coues. Tt varies considerably in color, some

specimens being yellow, with few dark markings; in others

the dark brown bands predominate. The disk is brown above,

lighter below.
The arms are very long and slender. One of the largest has

the arms 6 inches" long, and the disk '4 in diameter. The
i
than in

afe Lyman's types n • mens. I

contact. T es, near the base of the arms, are

emarginate and slightly bilobed.

Art. XX.—Notice of the Meteoric Stont of Searsmo,d, JvW :

.

by Charles Upham Shepard, Mass. Prof, of Natural His-

tory in Amherst College.

For the particulars concerning the fall of the Searsmont

meteorite I am h d^t It-- M:\ K I'. >
adjoining village of Searsport, and to the Republican Journal

°f Belfast, Maine, of Tl i
- '

^ M 2oth.

Mr.Edwj ;<hed the short notice

doming, the 21st instant. " There was first heard an explo-
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sound resembling the escape of steam from a boiler. The
sound seemed to come from the south, and to move norl
The stone fell in the field of Mr. Bean, the flying ea

seen by Mrs. Buck, who lives near. The hole that it made
was soon found and the stone dug out. It was quite hot and
so much broken as to be removed only in pieces. The outside

shows plainly the effect of melting heat. It struck with --u a

force as to penetrate the hard soil to a depth of two feet."

The following is the substance of Mr. Sheldon's letter. Mr.

Luce, who dug the stone, tells me he reached the spot about
fifteen minutes after it struck, when he found the fragments
still quite warm. The largest piece weighed two pounds. All

together, the pieces amounted to twelve pounds. The
the odor given off by stones violently rubbed together. The
hole produced by the descent was vertical in its direction, and
two feet in depth. The character of the soil was a ha
gravel ; and the shattering of the stone was produced by its

finally meeting three large pebbles, (each about four pounds in

weight) in the course of its descent. " Mrs. Buck, who saw it

fall, or rather saw the scattering of the soil on its entering

the ground, was reading at the time in the house, distant

about thirty rods from the spot. The time was 15 minutes past

eight. She first noticed a report about as loud as that of a

heavy gun, or of a rock-blast, such as they hear from a lime-

quarry situated about a quarter of a mile distant. This was

followed by a rumbling noise, as of a number of carriages

passing over a bridge. She rose and looked out from a back
door, then re-crossed the room to the front door, where, after the

lapse of about ten seconds, she saw the dirt in motion from

the contact of the stone with the earth. She thought it mtrf
have been nearly two minutes from the first report, until the

stone struck the ground. No one went to the place for 20 or

25 minutes. The report was heard in Wan-en, twelve miles to

the southwest ; likewise a hissing sound as of escapu
AT~ report or sound was heard in Searsmont village, three miles

to the northeast.

Through the kind assistance of Mr. Sheldon, I am in posses-

sion of the largest rei i

is two pounds. Fully one-half of its surface is coated with

inal crust. Its shape would seem to denote an oral,

subconical figure in the original mass, with a flattish base,
cn
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corresponds to a portion of what constituted the base of the

supposed cone, differs in shape and color from the two oval

undulating sides, which make therewith angles of between 60°

and 70°. The broadest of these sides (above three inches in

length) where it meets the base, forms a blunt rounded edge,

It striated vertically to the intersection, and shows a

slight thickening about the edge, as if matter had been swept
over from above and accumulated somewhat on the under side.

Nothing is plainer than the distinction in character between
the upper sides and the base. The crust of the latter is per-

k, more thoroughly fused, with a blebby, somewhat

iculated surface, whose lines are without any order;

while the upper surfaces are more even and almost destitute of

the blebby and veined appearance. Feeble striae are visible

near the basal side, all of which are perpendicular to the same.

The color of the upper surfaces is brownish black ; and these

are wholly without luster.

The thickness of the crust is more than double that found in

any stone belonging to my collection,—amounting at least to

one-sixteenth of an inch. The stone is rather below the average

in respect to frangibility. The color is bluish-white, and remark-

ably uniform, except 'from feeble stains of peroxide of iron,

and from silvery white, metallic points, produced by the meteoric

iron. More than half the stone is in the form of rounded
grains, mostly with roughened or drusy surfaces, and of a size

rarely exceeding mustard seeds. Between these, and often

partially coating them, is a fine grained suberystalline white.

or grayish -white mineral, which I take to be chladnite. It is

rather loosely coherent, and without visible a
Indeed, as seen by the microscope, it is often porous, r

one of the siliceous skeletons obtained in fluxing certain sili-

cates in blowpipe experiments. This white mineral may form
a quarter or more of the stone.
.The rounded globules are bluish-grav, rarely with n taint

tmge of yellow, vitreous in luster and translucent, .

imperfect oblique cleavages. On the whole, they resemble the

unaltered grains of boltonite more than any of our terrestrial

minerals
; and differ only in their greater tendency to assume

the globular figure.

Minute points of bright meteoric iron are very thickly scat-

tered through the mass. A few grains of troihte, th

of the size of small kernels of Indian com (maize), likewise

Present themselves; together with a single blackish mass ot

tensions, which on being touched with the point ot

a knife was found to be soft, and left a bright metallic streak

!t is probably a plumbaginous aggregate. Sp. gr. of the aggre-

gate = 3-626.
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In gener.nl eh i meter, it ; t.nroaches most nearly to the stones
of Quenggouk (Pegu, India) that fell Dec. 27, 1857, differ-

ing from them in having more of the fine whitish gangue, and
in

j
.ossessmg a thicker and more blebby crust. It •

!

])nn>r- o. re-i^Jtlance to the Aussun (France) meteorite of Dec.
!>. ISoS hut the latter ha- a mu.-h thinner crust, a darker
colored general_ basis or gangue, much larger globules, and at

the same time, it is a firmer stone.

There is even an internal similarity between the Searsmont
meteorite and that of Duralla. They approach each other in

bless and general character of the crust; but the whole
of the latter is darker, and the regularity in the shape of its

globules is less marked.
Should I succeed in recovering a portion of the now mdety

scattered fragments of this interesting atom
a more detailed e

Letter to the Editorsfrom Dr. B. A. Gould, Director of the

Cordoba Observatory, dated Cordoba, April 26, 1871.

ricence of the Milky Way
passing- the Pleiades or the Praesepe

the Tolles telescope evokes excla-

delight from every beholder, young1 or old,

been a I

-nice l began the survey of this most gorgeous of all

:• .' -,. ,,:.

lie record of these magnificent groups and splendid d

arency of the atmosphere would greatlv i

'
' ' - >< I til" Hi >- h- < inriL! 1 I IX

i

"

'

;.-. . . -

placed an absolute interdiction upon all personal com
Ai-M~. Pro-ii such ac<

. imnd, it would

ti.nttl

'

[though this idea met with such opposition prior to the

t that my other observation, to which I

Ht:— the change of outline
'

there at the ch

re. You may imagine with what eager interest we are

>f more detailed or the United

•nably heard of the fearful pestilence which has been

anuary, has made such ravages that all commerce has
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been suspended, banks and public offices are closed, and not less than fths of
1 to the suburbs. The gates of the only practicable

road to the interior of the country have been closed by the absolute inter.lii--

>osin u >\\\ ithstanding t ' v< appears to have been purely local, and
:

have occurred where the patient left the city after .

of Buenos Aires, the mortality has been terrific, reaching at one time a daily

average of 500 in a population reduce.!. could escape,

ii probably not much, if at all, The official re-

'
:

•

-
that we are in .counts.

[] public officers have done I

-• _•.'""

• *

decidedly less 1 lia exceptional condition of

;• .;
.

.
;

-
;"'..

- .,
. .

; .

'
. ... .: .. . .. •

-.:-.:; :

.
•.
"''"••

-

,

'

;
'

::

.

]

metiy leaves no time to be consumed in

lamentations.

If you know of any good man who has a few thoofl

disposed to contribute to the advancement of Astronomy, please te

there are few if any wavs in which they could be so effective;.

seusTn"
PhS °f ^ '

the Pleiades '
thePnP

%
:

- -
' • .n-/- "

.

'

-
ro secure without delay.—With these appliances, more astronomical material

<* the sort, to which the photographic method is specially adapted, could be

secured, can sequent time and the work repeated by
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-The spectrum «;' Uranus \va*

first observed by Secohf in 1869. He noticed a complete absorp-

tion of the yellow rays, while there were two large black haii'b,

one in the green and the other in the blue. The band in the Mm
was less refrangible thanF; that in the green was near E. Mr.

Huggins has observed the spectrum of this planet with a 15-iiu'h

refractor by Messrs Grub < \ So, , , ,
i has .let rmi ed the < xist-

ence and position of six strong absorption bands. The positions

of these bands were measured by means of the micrometer and by

comparison with the spectra of terrestrial substances. The sti in_<-

est of the lines has a wave length of about 0-000544"" !

. The

others corresponded respectively to wave lengths of about

0-000572 rara
,
0-000595mm

,
0-000618 a,u,

J
0*000486mm and O-O00634

ranl
.

The band at 0-000572"" 1

is nearly as broad hut not as dark a- that

at 0-000544'""1

. The band 0-000486 1"'" corresponds to F of the

solar spectrum. The author found that tin- absorption bands of

Uranus could not be ascribed to the presence of carbonic acid.

and also that there is no strong line in the spectrum of the plaint

which corresponds to the strongest of the air lines, the donbfc

line of nitrogen, although the two planetary bands O'OOOSOS
11"11

and 0-000618mm very nearly coincid es of air.-

Proceedings of the Roy.rt s„ t >;.t,/. <md .\'.,f ><,:. '/.,)• Jx«e 1st, 1871.

2. On the application of the /Spectroscope to the measuremtrt
tmdcomp to the ?«#»
t;>,,t;,-. ,,',-,,-, llin tlnu .,/' ( ,,!,.,-;,]; J[,ittT*.—X\\ in- 1 r. i has -ni-

ce* led in a plying the spectroscope to quantitativ. letei
'

tions of considerable interest and importance. To determine tlu

re!aii\e intensity of the light of did'.:-, m p, r\\.>\\< ..frhe spectrum,

the author employs a spectroscope provided with the nrdiuan
scale telescope. The scale itself is however removed, and a M
arrangement similar to that of the collimator substituted. This

slit is illuminated by a constant source of light, which serves as

!. T'ne intensity of this li-v|it ma\ be \ ai

varying the width of the slit, by changing its distance from the

source of light, or by the employment of sm< ke tinted u'lass, s a-

absorbing media. The image of the slit being i tb t. 1 i i t]l

surface of emergence of the prism appears superficial upon the

spectrum, and when the intensity of the white light from the con-

is -urhVientlv intt n- . the >; < er-ai «, dor at a given

point will disappear. If iimv th
. ; is dimin-

ished gradually, a point will be arrived at for which the parts ot

the field of view illuminated by the pure spectral colors can no

longer be distinguished from the corresponding
at the same time by the spectral
light. It is to be borne in mind t
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colors admit of direct comparison with those which are diluted

superficial white light, The principle of measurement de-

rii, ivf., !V upon the capacity of the eye to distinguish dif-
* intensity of light of different colors. For the descrip-

* id the details of the method,
The author describes, howe

pends there

ferences of
tion of the apparatus employed and the details of the method, we
must refer to the original paper,
one part of the apparatus, which we shall here notice as a valua-
ble addition to the spectroscope when used for other purposes.
This consists of a moveable plate carrying an adjustable slit,

u'iiii'h is intn'Mluci'd into the eye-piece of the observing telescope,
so that the plane of the slit coincides with that of the image. The
slit may be made to traverse the whole field of view, by means of

>••>•. w; in this manner the whole spectrum may be excluded
from mw, with the exception of a given narrow portion. This

nt enables the observer to examine a limited part of the

for a long time without fatigue to the eye, and is of spe-
t;!al :-i*e in < xamining faint positive* spectral lines.

In another paper the author points out a method of applying

taction of coloring mat-
ttix The moveable plate which forms one half of the slit of the
collimator is divided into two portions, each of which can be

When the two slits are of exactly equal breadth, the uppei
lower halves of the spectrum will have the same intensity. If
one of the slits, for example the upper, has a colored glass or

8 thing medium placed in front of it, the spectrum will

he divided into two halves of unequal intensity. If now the other

dually by means of the screw, the intensity
of the light nidi until it becomes exactly equal
for the two halves of the spectrum at a given part or region of
color. The equalization of the light in the two halves of the spec-

t the ratio between the

n,uo-h the colored plate and the

-

of a colored solution,

Eitscoefthi -absorption
««e dissolved active substance, we have C=AK H<

of concentration of a solution may be found by simply

ng its coefficient of eri t the coeffi-
c-

ient of absorption of !
ice has been determined

°nce for alL The auth r a work on the appli-

cation of the spectroscope to quanl ;vsis.—--£>«?

:

"HI der Stark des f

der Deutschca /'/„./„. GW/W«(/7. \Ur .hih.'<j n..„ Xo. 6, p. 327.

3 respectively bright or d
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3. On the heat of neutralization of organic <(.><
7

<',<...•;/ „.'

bases soluble in water.—J. Thomsen in Copenhagen, has
•' • '»i mi], I i s ilt- «t a le . i

t summation of t.n

ttion.of different bases of the same

acid. These researches have led to the remarl. U< result t nt tin

s;-< all • 1 hydrates of the oxides of K, Na, L, Tl, Ha, So, Ca ana

Mg evolve on s mric acid f'•

heat, the neutralization being in all cases that of one molecule of

sulphuric acid. The quantity of heat evolved amounts to 31134

as a mean, the single values differing almost | of 1 per cent BroB

this mean. Sulphuric acid evolves with oth
rity of heat. Thus the heat of neutralization of PbO

is I 7 .'!)-; that of Ag
2 14040 c

. The author infers from this

result that the chemical character of the process of i

•

is different in different cases. Thus the first named eight bases

do not evolvt th sa , qua titles of heat with one in >l uh oi

oilier acids. Thallium with chh.rhydrie and sulphvdric aci-L*

behaves like silver, so that the numbers are nearly the same for

the two metals. A solution of a o 3 remark*
bly from the inorganic alkaline hydrates Thus it --iv- with sul-

phuric acid only 28150 c
, or 11 per cent less than the alkaline

hydrates. On the other hand, tetra-methyl-ammoniiim-hv'hate
gives with one molecule of sulphuric acid 31010 c

, or almost exactly

the same number as tl

same number as ammonia, namely. — 50c
.

!;
'i thff

stibin-oxide, a divalent base, gave with gulp]
per cent of the heat of the alkaline and earthy bases, w! na 1 die

an tor infers that it is a base of a wholl
From the above mentioned results h- on- id - ii nr«-h J tu 1*

an aqueous solution of ammonia does not contain a I

ami ! ium, and that it is only an ammonium-base proper which 1=

tl!1
'

1
'

- "i- ' :" !' 1":. ' Irate In conclusion, the author prom-

ises an investigation of the thermic relations of the organic bases.

— B:r!<-hte der Deutschen Chem. Geselkchaft, 4ter Ja.'irr/aii</,V-

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Currents of the Oceans.—Mr. James Croll, in the PhilosopH"

*:ne for 1870, volume xxxix. sustains the vi.w that the

currents of the oceans. Stream, are due to the

action of the trade winds. Dr. \V. 15. Carpenter, in <

of |!u- ••suits ( ,l,t lined l.v the <l.-p .« in -.'.ii i id in g- has presented

l"-i^. , d.nn that then, eanissth-r 1 by its . urn nt- t<- it- ***>

'''< Journal, vol. xlix, p. 410, 1870), and claims, ^
superficial action of the trades is not suffl-

''
/ • '-•..

,.
:

• :: - / :,.! '

General Oceanic Circulation," has been published during the eur-

• by the Royal Geographi ih we cife

hi- .•
; lusions, after stating the general principles on which h c

bases them.
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A vertical circulation is maintained in the Strait of Gibraltar

by the excess of evaporation 'in the Mediterranean over the

amount of fresh water returned in1 at the same
tiiin.' /<;/ ;

.- ; so that the snrface-

inflow of salt water which restores its level (exceeding by the

weight of salt contained in it the weight of fresh water \\ hieli has

passed off by evaporation) disturbs the equilibrium and produces
a deep outflow, which in its turn lowers the level.—The same may
'•»' UMtm* .1 to be the case in the Strait of Babelmandeb.
A vertical circulation is maintained in the Baltic Sound by an

excess in the influx of fresh water into the Baltic; which at the

same time r<mea -7. as to pro-

duce a surf ice outflow, leaving the Baltic column the lighter of
the two, so tl inst take place to restore the equi-

librium.—The same may be assumed to be the case in the Bos-

phorus and Dardanelles.
A vertical circulation must, on the same principles, be main-

tamed between polar and equatorial waters by the difference of

tl eir r inperatun - ; the level of polar water being reduced, and

. by the swrf&ce-cold to which it is subjected,

while a downward motion is also imparted to each stratum sue-

level of equatorial water being
'

:

is exposed. (The first of these agencies is by far the more effect-

ond effects, in any considerable degree, only the mperfi
turn.) Thus a movement will be imparted to the upper stratum of
oceanic water from the equator toward the poles, while a move-
ment will be imparted to the deeper stratum from the Poles toward
the equator.
Of such a vertical circulation in the general body of oceanic

^ater we have evidence, on the one hand, in the north
ment of the upper stratum, of several hundred fathom

is now a large body of evidence as

to the general prevalence, over the deep-sea bottom, of a
'"."' "ot rouny decrees above the freezing-point <f
^hich cannot be accounted for in any other wTay than by :

flow of polar water t< i

«

ur Partlc
,

u-

-tances, a yet greater degree of cold is brought by gla-

cial currents into the Temperate
~tinct mdl

:
cation of a general movement of deep water from the poles toward

Lastly, it follows, if the foregoing doctrine be correct, that the

general twrtca/ oceanic circulation is the great agent in modera-

J

lI>g the extreme cold of the Arctic basin; the water which flows

toward it beina not so much propelled into it by the Guli

Into ?t from an area of which the ordinary tern

re the normal. On the other hand.
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North Atlantic, of which the Trade Wind c

mobile: a large part of its flow returns directly backward bite

the equatorial current, thus completing the shorter circulation;

whilst the portion which passes • returns in

the superficial polar ou itates—one of

these currents being sufficiently powerful to maintain a distinct

course back to the exit of the Gulf Stream, where its deeper por-

tion not improbably re-enters the Gulf of Mexico as a reverse

under-current through the Narrows.

The view which Dr. Carpenter advocates, that the movement of

the ocean affects the whole body of water to its very bottom, is

recognized by the writer in his Report on Crustacea of the "Wilkes

Exploring Expedition, (4to, 1618 pp., 1852, this Jo

rs previously 1

distinguished meteorologist, W. C. Redfield. The cone

1853), and the general system in this circulation

out,—this system according with the a

'

distinguished meteorologist, "W". C. Rt
sustained by facts relating to the temperature of the

served in the course of the cruise of the Exploring F.xpe.lit'nm ju«:

mentioned, and others from various sources, presented on

mal chart prepared for illustrating the geographical 1

1

of marine life, and especially the Crustacea ; and a brief

of this system is given in his Manual of Geology, (1861). The

facts from the deep ocean remove all remaining doubt with re-

gard to the universality of the movement, and the oneness of the

system. At the same time there does not appear to be any good

reason for separating from the system the Gulf Stream, as done

by Dr. Carpenter. Given the vertical circulation, and
and south movement, advocated by him, and then the revolution

of the globe will make it, as has been long recognized, a

movement in the tropics and an eastward in the middle and higher

temperate latitudes, such as is found in fact in all oceans. Then.

secondly, whenever, in the flow of these waters, they ap]

continents, where the depth diminishes, the rate of flow will be

I in proportion (approximately) to the decrease of aepttj

and hence comes the stream east not only of North A
there called the Gulf Stream, but of South" A
east of Asia and of Australia; and also that in the hi

tudes west of South America. The Gulf Stream and all these

other streams, are parts of the general system, modified by prox-

imity to the continents ; the action of the trades is not in any case

their origination, though it may well be their accelerator

is an Indian ocean current the origin of the current in the South

Atlantic up the west side of Africa, though contributing to it.

Dr. Carpenter also combats Mr. CrolPs position, wit'

the " thermal work of the Gulf Stream." J. »• £
2. On the"

loVii _ extracts from this paper are selected from the Proc

of the Roy. Geogr. Soc. for Feb. 27, 1871.— it i- perhaps -

possible for a . -ver seen Fraser River,
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tained an accurate description of it, if any verbal description can

be accurate, to form an idea of its banks."

The distance from Lytton to Lilloett is 43 to 45 miles, and this

pared with (den Roy, which extends but 20 miles. Hut tin- bench

formation in Licit is],* C dumbia extends the whole distance of Fra-

ser River so soon us the delta is left, as far as I have traveled up
it. i. e. full +00 miles, and then the benches are seen running on,

"lib- ahead. Wherever the formation has a chance of showing it-

self from Hope upward, i. e. wherever it is not interrupted by

precipices, ov chasms, or denudations, there are benches more or

r. !. n iffluei CUv\ iser Ri'\ ' ""' bi-ht-

•_. cii cut ot ( ott« ,w 1 • to within l'5 mi! > of the Bald

Mountain, the backb.ee of the Cariboo range, 1 -till found exactly

-mnlar benches. The formation extends all ti|> Thom]»son River,

far above Kami.., «ps. along both forks as far a- [ could see. There
arc several well defined terraees on the Okanag.an ; in particular

t&redu Sable," hallway down I

f pyramid-.'. (),, theonh portion of the Columbia River which
I have traveled, viz: Fort Shepherd to Fort Colville, the formation

'\iast as distinct and striking as on Fraser River, an^ I am m-

1 fully believe that it is quite uninterrupted down to

in] -. jo Th( length and

hat I have seen are in tlie Kooteuay
^ '. lb, ut hmo. 11.-, t. AV. il.illoctt b. iim 1-2-2° Vi

)
At Rock

<-reek, and all along Kettle River, the trails run for i

miles alone: juM such bench -. and -• t .

meen River and the Nicola River, not only at its influx into the

ninjns.ui, where there are six or eight heaped one upon top Ot

another, hut all along its course to the Nicola Lake. In fact, it

: ' ;

:
''e said that everywhere in the Colony on the east side of

• r: ^'- ! ' Hiver, wherever there is a river of any size, and <

-
r, near, but n.it too near, vou find yourself on one of

these benches, more or less regularly formed, but even when ex-

Ihe benches are to all appearance in their
that they

-

i the stream, as a general rule. For instance, it is very

common for ditches—which, of course, always have some tall,

hough their fall varies extremely from an inch in a mile to an
inch or more in a yard—to be can the direc

,"

:
" • . :.c:.

:
,!,• :,:

_- ;

iirection. This question could not
be detemrn a good many benches earei . y.

would be useless. Bu- inclination (i. e. in the
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direcl on at right angles to that
'

as they rec

v'erv rapid!
jad burst through a slight j flexible s

erthel ss the benches sometimes -lope the n

tiie mountain base, the b
<imi!:. to the "lip" on rivers run

p," viz: to a local depressi

Jnsi before reaching" Lilloett, t le benches b

1 should sa
five (.1 six different benches, appa entlv as lev

.

,

e

'anu well

uenneuas billiard tables, on the east hank, ami a still -n-uter
number on the west hank, or Lilloett side, where they are inter-

sected in a most picturesque way hv the brilliant V
- ' - :'•-

. .. _ > -,i: .;.... .
. -:':

:
- i' '- A •• I

: .• ;

'

•. ....:;..
Douglass trail already referred to.

There are, I should say, speaking from memory, at and in sinlir

'.tLiilo,n,atl a.st 15 or 1Gb,
"i- tour o i each side of Fras, r Iiivei . xactK coiTe>poi 1-

ing in level: but many on either side of the river having "'

i the other bank. Lilloett Stan*

IU;ll 'k "' s niSl
j* iitVl '". \

' } ing, h i aeon March ; n 1 Jm ,. tr- ni •

'

'

'
' '"^ '_ ' '

' • ,: A;- ...i'-

;l

1

"' 1 s _t rikniLi- appearance : like a gigantic iligbt of stens'ascei
the ndl»ide gradually.

The above are the more important facts presented by Mr.
bie. From them he draws the conclusion that the "benches
terraces are due to a vast lake, or series of lakes, and that
drainage was connected w g (

.

t ing « a iarge
oi the continent," raising, at diff, r, ,,t p. riod^, -\ .7riou- rnL
mils and mountains, either together or separately " and resu
in protruding them through the wide spread lacu

' "

3. Note on River Terraces ; bv J. D. \).w \. The ii

ras on the terraces of Oregon and California' will be 1

oring Expe
.

tions on the terraces of Oreg
Geological Report of the W ilkes' ring Expedvjoyiv^ivrti lvepyri, oi tne vv uues ilixplonng
writer, published in 1849, and in this Journal
which places the terraces or ht n, A > are atrri I t ,

Ihey are shown to be part of a system of
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covers a large part of North America, north of the Ohio, and exist-
ing on all streams, as far as examined, nearly to their heads in the
mountains, as stated above to be the fact with those along some
streams on the Pacific border. It is there remarked that if ad-
mitted to he lake terraces, the facts would prove that a large part
of the continent had been covered with lakes in place of rivers, and
just where rivers should have existed, which is a view not to be
entertained.

The lower flats or flood grounds now existing along any stream
follow it to its heai Bl depending on the width of
the valley and nature of the i .ether hard rock
or not); and thus such fiats, while the sea has its present level.
may exist on a single river at all heights, from a few feet above
the sea level to the height apj ro.vii ateh <>f its source, or through a
range of level it maybe of thousand* of feet. Such Hood grounds
are approximately parallel to the adjacent bed of the stream, the
variations depending largely on obstructions in the course of the '

stream and heing such very nearly as actually exist between flood
level and low-water level.

If now a part of the < outineut he raised 50 feet, the abrading or
excavating force of the streams would be increased; the low-
water channel would be accordingly deepened by abrasion, and a
new flood ground or lower flat would also be produced with the
old flood ground as a U rrace or bench. The height of this terrace
or bench would depend on the depth of the river excavation ; and
tins on the nature of the bottom, etc. ; thus with a single eleva-
tion of 50 feet, terraces may be made at all heights above the sea
irom 50 feet to 5000 or more, according to the height of the head-
patera of the rivers. This fact is of the highest geological im-
portance; very many errors as to evidences of changes of level
"ave been made from a failure to consider it. Moreover, more

of

rr

tt
ce

i

levels than one miSht be formed on this sinSle sadden rise
the land wherever there were obstructions that were afterward
ccessively removed. Such obstructions might in some parts of

* stream make lakes, and cause true horizontal benches for an
interval. Thus the terraces or benches along streams may be
^counted for without recourse to lakes except those that would
°e incidental to such a system of river changes. They are evi-

nces that the stream has excavated its bed to a lower level
flan that which it formerly had ; and the proof as to change of
*** indicated is to be derived not from an isolated fact in any

but from a general survey of all the facts throughout a

region—facts as to heights of terraces, as to excavating force

J«
stream in its different parts, and as to possible obstructions

tuat have put a limil to ioned intervals of
^tardation

great

f stream

Glaeiers.~The Philosophical Magazine for June, (pp. 485-

contains a traiwati* n ..f ;i valuable pap.-r

ggendorffs Annalen, by Albert Heim of Zurich. The follow-

contains a translation of a valuable pj

gendorff's Annalen, by A lbeet Hei
"

in
§ Paragraphs are from p'ages 495, 496.



d Dupre.

form no accurate conception of how this

the surf;is to he produced bj th< id the surface

grains. It might be very difficult to do so. I am inclined

to look upon the " crystallographic orientation" as a function <»[

t ' e pi Bsure. The ice masses of the lower part of the glacier, in

v. hi -h r ha i- i
oi.y, r i -1, ; re not ' 1 ;

p; it did no1 exhil ; t the phenomenon; they are those which, dur-

ing many years, bat the over-

m of ice, now melted away. When we consider that,

ocks which go through the mass of ice (such as
v
occurs, lor example, in the crash whenever a crevasse opens or

closes), the latter notion becomes still more probable. The

phenomenon observed by MM. Bertin, Grad, and Dupre, that in

lamelhv cut horizontally *out of the lower part of the glacier col-

ored rings with a black cross are seen when they are viewed in

the polarizing microscope, does not necessarily indicate actual

crystalline structure ; amorphous glass can yield the same phenom-

enon through strains forced upon it by external pressure. It

appears to me that the efl would necessarily

be permanent, if ted for many years.

Experiments on a small scale, for the purpose of producing by

pressure the crj in pieces of ice, gave no

result. This is not surprising; for I could not, as many a glacier

does, operate with a pressure of o cwt. per scpiare inch, or factors

of similar magnitm e. Mi dy in the '2 7tl ^ olume of the Philo-

sophical Magazine Sir John Herschel conjectured a parallel arrange-

ment of the optic axes, but not on grounds corresponding with M.

Grad's explanation.

I must not, however, omit to mention that, according to the

calculations of an Englishman (Canon Moseley) in the Philosoph-

ical Magazine for May, 1869, the resistance of the ice "~ +1
due for May.
rces of the gla toe great for the

to he broken by gravity alone and thus the glacier to move by

own weight. If I rightly understand the experiments of Tyn<

and my own on the remoulding of plates of ice, the ice thei

and in the glacier is not compelled to shear, hut to break by
bending. The - take place al<

the fissures pr- aiding). The v

peculiar rnech be ice seem to me not to h

i'tH] sufficiently considered in the calculation. One of these is

. vtr:io'-ir: n;iry f>rnth'n<-«^ even at o C. : the same pressure wr

breakiug, breaks it immediately b :. -h<» ., i- added. Anothe
" crowds of minute air-bubbles, which must v
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much diminish the compactness or' the ice. In the lower part of a

glacier, where air-bubbles are almost absent, we have the old,

only half regelated secondary capillary fissures, along which fresh

fracture is easier : while in this region the primary fissures are

somewhat less numerous, the secondary (which are longer pre-

served) exhibit a peculiar ai mdance oi plaits. So many factors,

unmeasured in their effect and scarcely known in their mode of

operation, are involved in the mechanics of glacier-motion, that
the result of a calculation based on the little that is known cannot

v, wim wuicu mi me meis oj. wiiira i nave tia\ wiuh ledge, and
an that I have seen, agree so perfectly. According to the ex-

planation of glacier-motion given by Mr. Moseley (Phil. Mag., Jan.
1863 and Aug. 1869), the total motion must be, on the average,
equal in amount in the upper, middle, and lower parts of the
glacier, which is not the case. As in no part of the glacier, cer-

tainly not at the lower end, has any (even the least) upward mo-
tion ever been observed at certain times, the line which, as a base,

remains relatively fixed must, when the temperature falls, lie at

the upper end of the glacier ; when the temperature rises, at the
lowest point. That with rise of temperature the lower end would
^main stationary, and dray- after it the wdiole long glacier-tongue
(.which cannot descend by its own weight), without its being rent

transversely into single independent fragments, I cannot conceive.
ibe surface of the glacier undergoes more and greater variations

<* temperature near its margins than in the center—now from re-

flection of heat frj rom their shade,

J*
especially through the winds (which in the center arrive with

their temperature aliva.K ai.pmxiiiiated to that of the glacier),

the margins have in some mi ental, the center
a more oceanic cl

:

t bat the edges of
the glacier would move fast, r ih.-ui. «.i it 1. ;«M as fast as the cen-
ter, if variations of temperature effected the motion.

I have not the iv reject Mr. Mose-
leJs views; but I thought it a i uissil ie to state what at present

appears to me,.

p

s

.

•ii
? Profess<>: Perhaps Mr. Moseley

^11 be able to re:
jaents of the interior tempera! m of g aciers, give his views a

better foundation.
o.

/( s;u ;ijlir;,^ ril iiiul ;t,< , l):t j Cal^otJmdron.—Vr. J. Vv .

^vsox, in the Q. J. Geol. Soc. for .May. i«:l. li> •';-- tne

nature of these fossil plants and presents many tacts of his obser-

vation. The tiss! ind the cbaractei oi the

o-mts [Trigonocarpum and <:,.•.::.. :i.-r »..-, wmrh vt-n otteu

•Company the trees, are regarded as proving that they are true

V'ymnosperms or are related t< th< iWnVrs : . 1 l }t-ads. Hut He

™rther remarks that possibly the group may have included forms

J*%ng over the interval betwfen the higher Acrogens (the

^alamites on one side and the Lepidodendron on the other) and
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the Gymnosperms. The < '<d unites, according to Dr. Dawson, are

true Equisetaceous plants, and the fossils exhibit the exterior sur-

face of the stems. . But othn- tos>il> marked externally like I'ala-

mites are casts of the pith or internal axis, and belong to the genus

Calamodendron. The Calamodendra often have a con-

thickness of woody envelop about tin a; pan 1 tly jointed internal

axis, consisting of woody tissue in wedges separated by interven-

ing tracts of cellular tissue (medal _ to William-

son) ; and they are therefore classed by Dr. Dawson with Gymnos-

Dr. Dawson makes the line from Sigillaria to Lepidodendroa n>

• n.'.i.l.', in ,v<\w. L> r
'< A >,./',> >'os, Syringodendron, Clat/,rnri-i.

En-Hhtria?, 11/,;, tid J. r -\ ; and ' to Eqid-

setum to include Calamodendron Calamopitvs (of "Wi!

JBornia, Catamites.

6. Lepidodendra and Siy'dhn-i'i .—\w a paper read before the

Royal Society, June 15, Prof. W. (/. Williamson describes the

structure of specimens of id appears to

make good the conclusion rh ." it ha-- an hnj « r! , vcgenous struc-

ture. He observes that it has a central medullary axis, \vl ieb i-

closely surrounded by a second ai - o of barred

vessels,but of smaller size.: nd irrang.-din
" which are separated by short vertical piles of cells believed to

; ary rays. In a transverse section the intersected mouths

of the vessels form radiating lines," and the structure is pro-

nounced an early type of an exogenous cylinder.

cylinder alone the vascular bundles going to the leaves are given

He descril.es St ;,<,,. iri.i (• well-known," he says, " to be a root

iria,") as having " a celluLu pitl with* t any trace of a

distinct outer zone of medullary vessels such as is universal

amongst the Lipidodendra. The pith is immediately surrounded

by a thick and well-developed ligneous ey!

two distinct sets of primary and secondary medullary rays."

tfl stated tend to show that these plants are of the Let>i-

dodendroid type, and Prof. Williamson therefore includes the

Lepid . plants in a common family, making

them, along with the Calami
sion of the vascular Crypto^
Endogenous division, "the former uniting the Cryptogams wi<

the Exogens, through the Cycadese and other Gymnosperms ;
and

the latter linking them with the Endogens through the Palmaceffi.

7. Helderberg Corals in New Hampshire—Prof. C. H. Hitch-

Geologist of New Hampshire, announces the discovery

jrg corals in Littleton, N. H. New Ham
ered an Azoic State by some, as its rocks i

c character. Professo'rs H. D. and W. B. B
te time they had found Silurian fossils in

Notch, but afterward withdrew the opinion.
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; containing these corals has !>een traced for about
three miles, and appears to l)e duplicated by a synclinal fold. It

overlies the metamorphic Quebec group on one side, and probably
the Coos group on the other. It appears to be overlaid by a clay

slate carrying a few worm-trails.
The corals themselves are obscure. They have been submitted

to the examination of E. Billings, F.G.S., of Montreal. He rec-

ognizes the Favosites basaltica, and a Zaphrentis. The rock

appears to be identical with that cropping out upon lake Mem-
phremagog and its supposed continuation into Vermont. The
New Hampshire locality is fifty-five miles southeasterly Irom the

Canadian. As the associated rocks are somewhat similar, it is

likely that the two limestones are of the same age. Mr. Billings

does not speak positively of the distinctive age of the Canadian
limestone. It seems to range from the Lower to the Upper Helder-
berg. He compares it with the Gaspe limestone, which corres-

ponds with the entire Helderberg series of New York. A fossil

from Owl's Head, shown to Professor Hall by the writer sev-

eral years since, was declared to be the peculiar Atrypa reticularis

of the Upper Helderberg. With our present information it is

only possible to say that Helderberg fossils have been found in

8. On Fossil Coal plants from the Altai; by Dr. H. B.

Jxeinitz. (From Cotta's " Der Altai," in course of publication).—
Ihe coal plants here noticed were brought by Dr. Cotta from the

-Museum of Barnaoul. They are mostly of described species al-

ready recognized there by Eichwald and others. The species

remarked upon ar - '-\^ Anartfm -

carina deliquescens Gopp., Cyatheites MiUoni Artis, An„\dari"

wgifolia Brgt, Cycloptert \
7'e»opt>. is «n-

Mnscifolia Gopp.. "A./wA.V, „./,„„ <,,>;: Vn^.: a 11* yd.,-! «,,•

near Ft. inflexum Eichw. (on same specimen with Annufarm
tonffifolia); Trigonocarpus acteo/ielloides Gein., Nceggerathia
'/''.'/<". <;.".,

,

,, ,y.
t

.,;„.., formis Gop
cantes Tchithatchtw,, ..,".„,.. -—.^ca ~~
occurrence of a < k « f Sandberger in

Jr ^arboniferous beds of the Baden Schwarzwald, to show that

;
be Slberian species is not a solitary case. The memoir is illus-

trated by three lithographic plates. Dr. Geinitz remarks m clos-

ng that the species are not Permian, and that they belong to the

kter Carboniferous. , . , p ,
„'• ^Uiminary Report on the Vertebrata discoveredm tin

i
Fort

Kennedy Bone Cave; by Prof. E. D. Cope, (Proc. Am. Phi
.
Boa,

April 7, 187l).-This paper, mention of which is made m vol. i, on

f
1^ 384, of this Journal,

|

" .^fT W//f•Species of Mega) • * *5 ""
Le

7
%, M. sphtn IJ.donr II" rt n,i. >— •>

cfycinus Cope. ' ^am., Hesifomys— .,

fyicola speothen Cope, A. htr n/r-'t > id.. -1. did- it" m
;
. -\-

'-

Voht« id., A. sigmodus id ; A. h-otlh i- 1. ; / > thizua doannum
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Bachm. ; Praotherium (a genus near T,<>v<-<.

?; Bos ? ; / "i-sutt ; r 1stbiu* Leidy ; Fells ?

can tropical forms, :
;i North American Arctic, 11 are common to

Cope conclude- v irh a dis< ussi -a of the relation of the species to

the - arlier American faima, the geographical and other changes of

the Post-tertiary, and the origin'of the cave.
10. Winkworthite : Prof. How.—Winkworthite is a borate oc-

curring in nodules in the gypsum quarry at Winkworth, Hants
Co.. Nova Scotia. It forms nodules, as large as a walnut. A

-,
flat ^ an(j wag C0Tere<j -vrith glis'

scrapings showed under the microscope
•led plate- 11. = 3, hut of outside 2 "

:

and becomes opaque. B.B. decrepi
bead, giving a bright green flame ; in c

pie-angled plates. ' = a, but of < i' side 2. In the close

blowing, froths, the bead becomes opaque and the
green color. Analysis

: . ei,l 36-10. silica 3-;u.

boraeic acid by loss 10-13, lime 31'66, water 18-80, which com-

'?>. llCa, 20H.

Another r s I
- B hv loss, 14 : 7. Ca : I U

£ 18-00, whence the rai !.. >>. Si. -Ill llCa, 20$.
rirxite has been found in Xova Scotia, in gvpsum.

(Ju.a-ry. Windsor: Bmokvilii ; Tivcoihic!^
Piai.es; V i-ort'h : : ;

-- r n ' ,-y / t in Glau-

ber -;;Sf in gypsum at Clinton Quarry, //o.

Station, au.l \.„ !_///,<. 1/ ,,.. April, 1871.
11. Trinkerite.—A \ by Tscheemak, con-

tniuaiu' over 4 :>. e. „i sulphur, from an Eocene coal bed, at Car-

panoin Istria. This fi

by T. Xiedzwiedski, at Gams, near Pierian in Stvria. <,

a durk colored rock > - formation.— B>'!hti>'

of the K. Akwl. Wim. Nature, No. 87.

12. Arrangement for Crossfertilization of the fencers <:
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are visited by honey-bees, which barely

gorge of the rlowefs; the chin or throal

a. G.

la. Transmutftt; ,, ,,f Far n In vrf tin Pr > ~-'.-^h. Metcalfe
Johnson has a paper .... :

; 1- -.'pet, in the number for May,

(No. 29), of the 1

!

-- -ndon), present-

inir \im\s im il :ll ;„ . ( ., , J , , ,1 , ... oi Mi Mi uard, 1
pa-o-

ps' "aid B8, of this vol ume). The following passages from the article

pivseut the ueneral roiu-lusion of the author.
In the 'Mouthh .!:t-r.-.--.i.H-:il Journal' for April, 1870, 1

hare ventured to remark ih. -« r

J
!

,l
";,

,1
"
: ;

place supplying us with
;> springing up

around us on every side."' Everyone must have observed that

universal greenn. - .-. oi a tew week?. spreaus

more or less over everv weather- M'"M '

:i -un: ice, large or small.

Sir Humphrey > ays, "A polished

surface of a building or a sta k than the seeds

of lichens and mosses which are constantly floating in the at-

mosphere make it a place of repose, grow and increase. '
11 we

famine a few of upon these surfaces differing

from one anoth< 1
igs, or

w - ehoses exterieures,
v;i'h as moKtur, . h-J t. 1 mi

,

> ...tu •. itc, we shall find one com-

posed of a green dust, 1.0 wliu-n rue nam.- oi < ^'" n - cC'^ \\*

'
l applied: anotlu-r :

i( "' ot a
; "

"

'v!ll 'h has iveei\ed ihe~uau'e <it" ".",/""' •' :i r,1,r<1
-

t " nilU1.-

gMH».of dark Id walls, and called Oscil-

Wfa; afoun .

' ; a sixth, ^7^-
zunerna, and so on k

. ,

e
? \r

rately-named prod Ktory, leads to

l

f opinion that r| ,v ,'n all ,.n. r m" '. ~> ^-^
«^/f.

veloP^i
of the present

rf™*rks tu
i den :

-

source
°, '

wl 'n-h has beeni thers M e8r"

j to rortie^a.

-I tin
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shall hope in a future communication not only to trace the P<wr-
„>(vcnt),t from the monad, but also to show that the ^elmses extr-
emes " being altered the monad may become a Chlorococcus, an
o*..'ilhitoria, a Lynghya, a moss, a lichen, an Amceba, or a .V.»-v,/„

*f» ' " /'< / .. I'' ,th, /^ ,/ „/ ',. //«,,

s'" '"'""»!/> ' txostot.Ht ; h\ A. S. |'.\, K.\:;i), Jr. Memoirs!.;
lhl ' I'f.'d'ody undo

;
. -f Sciouee. Volume I, Number 2. Salem,

Mass.. March, 1-71.— T,. is memoir contains quite full and interest-
ing descriptions of the development of the .

Isostoma, with i
;' w < i», r . i .

,
- . n lurltin Is. -An inh r< -:ii .

!" ,il!! " M ti'< i nle\ .1 ,_ ,,t / s' „ /i. 1 , ;, ,j , _ ,, ,!, . iliv„_
though its •

lt was not observed, it is evi dentiv
> »m ilii^-i is s\ | th< third p.di I L-s

ovipositor of the higher insects, and . .-„. t I,. h n \^ ms witl

the legs and cephalic appendages." Dr. Packard also suggests
"<'« pairs of ]>roee-,,. ,„ Imanh f nam- tie- *, vi i« —it«»i

of insects are homologous with the abdominal legs of ,

Riders. if,. al<o concludes that the e\ ^

~
'

-

:

;,
-

'

:

,'. --'.',"/.
i

'. .-
mem. ,u- is illusi rated by two plates and several wood-cuts. v.

lo. SeasuJt Studies 1„ Xntnml Ilhtnry ; by Elizabeth C. Ag-
Ai.exani.er Ao.\skiz. Second edition. 1871. tJamesli.

Osgood & Co., Boston).
History which combine-

•jeet It is, r

d< scribed and figured.

the wood-cuts ami an .

s
nation ,.f tin bbreviathm/of a 1Vi>

names have been added.
16. .Report <>,, the Ji.-nchinpoJ,, nit,,!,,,-,! by the U. S. C'»st

>'"•"••/ '- '. '

; '•""'. / !•<,::, ,,f /.. /; ]>, p., „,/,<!.<. ,1-Hh ,
/.'-

* ''<*>'• »/ ov • ;
- ,„;;,'„ i ;.;' ., r/„ .

[ , u n | )AI ,

tm of the .Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. iii. No. 1,

In V\
:
paper all the *p< , h-'dredged by Mr.

tubs are tully des. iabeel, and the synonymy of these and

of the species k deseriU-d a.t e.,nvideraUe length. "Two
-' 'i''^'- 1»

; .-'*^, «h !!\ .; ,i < mho . iU,>; l:i i,. :his paper.

..

]:
- A '•;'

• /'> 1 >. ih ,j \ Jhiska; by Thec
tII.l. !--miti

. tleetion>, February, IS

7

2
eWfJ£ *?* :I

;5"|9
!

' * bn among ^ologists conce
t -" ' 1 -it.- atio

, ,f M.,llu.,-:,, it is not to be expected tha
scheme that can be propo,,,]

:
, T p r . sent will be generally adcpS

tion of these ani tomioal ii

gations that have recently been undertaken. The author c f the
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present work fully acknowledges the provisional character of the
- > > many changes

hereafter. In reality, some improvements made within the past
year would doubtless have been adopted, had not the work been
in type some six months before its actual publication. It is, never-
theless, the best index to the .-i -hi, :,' n .

!' ihc Mollusca that
has been published hitherto. It gives in a very convenient form
an arrangement in . terns a& many of the most
reliable malacologists. It is probable that in numerous cases too
many families have been admitted, or divisions of minor value
have been allowed family rank. This appears to be especially
true for the Nudibranchs, where the classification of Dr. Gray
has been followed. But such imperfections are of comparatively
small importance in view of the uses for which this " arrangement

"

is intended. It is accompanied by a useful list of authors and an
alphabetical index to the names of the classes, orders, and fam-
ilies. Mr. Gill admits 27 orders and 356 families. v.

IS. s,;rpjtUl ^,t (,. f
!
)e ,s Butraohia «nd

Reptilia of North America ; by E. D. Cope (Proc. Am. Phil.
Soc., March 3, 1871.)—This paper contains notices of Sauropleura
remex Cope, Oestocephalus amphiuminus id., Colosteus scntellatus

Ac. N. Sc. Philad., 1856); Liodon sectoring Cope
(a Mosasauroid from the N. Jersey Cretaceous) ; Zygorapha
glypha id., (of th »n the New Jersey Cretace-
ous

; Catapleura p^onderosa Cope, Cretaceous of N". Jersey ; the

J-rocodilian, Boitosaurus mno,-. ,/,•/„•/,. . 1 1. n Ian, from the upper
bed of Cretaceous Green Sand of New Jersey (the Croc, basitrun-
^w* Owen, in Cope's Syn., p. 65, a species of Holops, on p. 231)

;

tne Dinosaur, 7/ < ope, from same locality, a
species of gigantic size.

1 9. Animals of Sponges.—Mr. H. J. Carter, whose researches
°n Sponges, confirming the observations of Prof. H. James-Clark,
are briefly noticed on page 70, has an extended article on the sub-
ject in the Annals and Mag :h story, for July,

wo plates.
20. On the Homologies of' \*< ,,,, V t/» rM„ld bones of the

^fpt ilia, and ,.„ {the doss; by E.

ll

C

xZlwT-24l.)°* '

,,. system'.,
• ^ope. (Proc. Amer. Acad.

HI. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

b Note to the Article on a new attachment to the Lantern^
0n page1\. Fron rs dated, Hoboken, N. J.,

July 8
, 1871.—I have just noticed the description of my vertical

Jantern which you have been kind enough to publish in your July
lssue, and find that through some inadvertence, a credit has been
omitted which I

|
give on all occasions.

*o Prof. J. p. Cooke of Cambridge belongs the credit of first

instructing a lantern to ex h fcs hY first *A
f°

t_

y the light from the condensers upward by a mirror and then
again turning the rays to the screen by a silver speculum.



5-1 3f/vrs]Ja,tt ,)/<. InttUijt <ic<

.

Prof. Cooke kindly showed me this apparatus in operation 1

ummer, and in the instrument which you hare described I h
imply improved upon his plan with reference to the mechani

I'
-tcith v.eii f«>r the final reflection.

To Prof. Cooke is likewise due the idea of thus showing the

waves in a tank of water circular or elliptical.

To the experiment* already mentioned I have lately added a

new one of unusual heautv. Bv clamnimr a laruv square sjflas?

' one conu:r "covers the lantern field, and cov-

•ino his < >rn ^ inch leep with \ tci i tail d In i _ ht rin.tr

tanging with

the change of tone given by the plate can he shown on the screen.

Yours, &c. Henry Moiitok.
2. Note to the Arth-1, <„, tin! n^.V-atio,. „-' /v,,,^„

/;
.-.

v ,/,,v t„th>
'<'

' -f >f '*,
. ,,„.; „! o'oA/; h v \'-->>n !!t ,._y\v. Da-

vid T , \n
, m it(,i !o_' wu \ ;, ] } llS , ,n t ; , itten

tion to the fact that Professor P>aiah •! of West Point, had "applied

the photographic method to determine the times of contact in a

-•'
• I' a- > arly as 1854. Professor Parti eft's observations

were published in Gould's Astronomical Journal, vol. iv, p. 33.

3. On the Color of Fluorescent Solutions; by Henry Morton,
Ph.D.—We have from Dr. Morton a paper for the next ihuuIkt of

x}^- dournal >U -*-ri l>iii-r experiments of his which sustain tin

inhrtsting conclusion that -ah the lamhiar fluore-eent solution-,

sueh as the tinevnre of Y.mucri •, of A-aric, of Chlorophyl, and
the solution of Nitrate of Uranium, emit lights of the sam

ice—namely, blue, identical with that <h vchped liy acid

i. Indianapolis Meeting of tin American Association for the

Aih-anr, ,,, ,t of S-ieore. A>a/. IG, i^Ti.—According t i a circular

issued by th- L K>al ( o mutter, l
! fir-t - - i..„ -vi" ' Ii M lt

tiie Aeademy of u.ie at hioYlo.-k v. -,;., when a i\ cent i Ill 1>fc
-

fco them by his Excellencv, Conrad Baker, Governor of
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Art. XXI.— On the Testimony of the Spectroscope to the truth of
the Nebular Hypothesis; by Professor Daniel Kirkwood, of

Bloomixigton, Indiana.

In March, 1846, the partial resolution of the great nebula in
Urion was announced by Lord Rosse. In September of the
following year, the late Prof. W. C. Bond, of Harvard Univer-
sity, stated, in confirmation of this interesting discovery, that
the part of the nebula about the Trapezium ' k was resolved into

Jnght points of light
„ by tfae gTeat refractor f Cambridge,

ft should be borne in mind," continued Prof. B., " that this

nebula and that of Andromeda have been the last stronghold
°i the nebular theory

; that is, the idea, first thrown out by the
eWer Herschel, of masses of nebulous matter in process of con-

densation into systems."
ihese grand achievements were regarded by the maj

astronomers as fatal to the claims of the n

" ]s not to be denied, however, that this celebrated theory has
ttore than recovered from the shock which it then received;
that it has, in fact, been materially strengthened by the re-

searches and discoveries of the last twenty years. The truth of
tlus remark is strikingly exemplified by the revelations of the

spectroscope. The man who at the middle of the nineteenth

century would have been bold enough to predict the discovery

* the physical constitution of the heavenly bodies, or the de-

^nunation of the elements of which they are composed, would
^ave been generally deemed a scientific enthusiast. This, how-
eyer, and more than this, has been actually accomplished. In
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the hands of Hiiggins, Secchi, Young, and others, the spectro-

scope, that marvel of modern science, has yielded sal

testimony not only in regard to such stars as are reached by our

unassisted vision, but even respecting the telescopic nebulae,

apparently on the outskirts of the visible creation. A detailed

account of these wonderful achievements would not comport

with our present purpose. Such results, however, as bear di-

rectly upon the theory of Laplace will be briefly noted.

1. The ring nebula in Lyra, the Dumb-bell nebula, the great

nebula in Orion, and others which might be named, are not, as

was but recently believed, extremely remote sidereal clusters;

but their light undoubtedly emanatesfrom matter in a gaseous form.

2. " According to Lord Rosse and Professor Bond the brighter

parts near the trapezium [in the nebula of Orion] consist of

clustering stars. If this be the true appearance of the nebula

under great telescopic power, then these discrete points of light

must indicate separate and probably denser portions of the gas.

and that the whole nebula is to be regarded rather as a system

of gaseous bodies than as an unbroken vaporous mass."*

3. Progressive changes in the physical condition of certain

nebula are clearly indicated by the fact that nuclei have been

established which, as shown by their spectra, are not wholly

gaseous, but have passed, at least partially, to the solid or liquid

4. The spectroscopic analysis of the light of several comets

reveals a constitution similar to that of the gaseous nebulas.

The spectroscope, then, has demonstrated the present existence

of immense nebulous masses, such as that from which Laplace

supposed the solar system to have been derived. It has shown,

moreover, a progressive change in their physical structure, in

accordance with the views of the same astronomer. In short,

the evidence afforded by spectrum analysis in favor of the neb-

ular hypothesis is cumulative, and of itself sufficient to give

this celebrated theory a high degree of probability.

Art. XXIX— Experiments <

impressions to the Senst

denhall, Columbus, Ohio.

I propose in this paper to give a few of the results of some

experiments, carried on during the last fall and winter, having

in view the determination of the time occupied in the perception
T

"
'; and the response to that perception. I

i the simplest possible manner ; also, to estimate the

1 Monthly Notices of the R. A. S., toL xit, p. 156.
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spied in some cases in which the action follows the
choice of one of two things, or after what might be termed a

il of the simplest nature. An attempt is also made to

determine the relative rapidity with which responses are made
to impressions made upon the different senses. My method of

proceeding is, briefly, as follows : Time is measured by means
of an ordinary register similar to an ordinary form of the astro-

Bomiea] chronograph, in which I have been able to move a slip

of paper with great regularity at the rate of about one and a
half inches per second, the seconds being registered upon this

lap by a second's pendulum according to the electric method.
The person on whom the experiment is being made is seated at

a table, having his hand on a key; by pressing this with his

linger the circuit is completed and the time of this action regis-

tered upon the moving band of paper. I made an a]

by means of which the circuit is completed for an instant, the

moment that there appears at a circular opening about three

fourths of an inch in diameter a eard. red or white as I choose,

which completely fills the opening. The subject is instructed
to watch this opening, and to close the circuit, by pressing for a

moment upon the key, immediately upon seeing the card. The
n,c <»!

' til. . aid ai 1 hi- < \<>^vii t! e < rcuit in re-

re registered upon the band of paper by two dots, sep-

an interval approximating perhaps to one-fifth of an
'- ii. Now by carefully measuring this interval and comparing
it with the registered second, I obtain, of course, an ex
tor the time occupied by the somewhat complex operation of

tos perceiving the object and acting in response to that per-

ception. I introduce the exercise of judgment by giving him

I
one for the left hand, and m-

p I appears he is to close with his

"glit hand, and when a red card appears he is to close with his

Jeft hand. Of course a considerably longer time intervenes be-

tween the appearance of the card and his response in this ease

Jnan in the former, and I have endeavored to express tl

«me consumed in making a decision as to the color of the card
by subtracting the former result from the latter: since in each
case there is the same perception of the card and the same

^cular action in response. J .
J
_. .

„
i nave also placed on white cards two figures, differing m

tormasmii. .operating

\ith them in the same manner as in case of two colors. To
obtain accurately the time intervening between the ap]

ot an object and a si mi
'

'! '
lePend

uPon the experiment w '"£]lt evolve some

^eellation in the determinations concerning the exercise ot
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judgment), but I also made a series of experiments in the dark

An electric spark, produced simultaneously with the closing

the circuit, was observed and a response made to its appenraivc

by pressing the linger upon the key. According to the same

general plan, with appropriate apparatus I made trials concern-

ing the sense of hearing. I arranged that by pressing upon a

key, unseen by the subject upon whom I was experimenting, I

could at the same time close the circuit and produce a clear ana

distinct sound, upon hearing which he made a response, the

interval of time being measured as before. I connected my

apparatus with the key-board of a piano-forte in such a way

that I was able to introduce an exercise of judgment in the

comparison of two tones, differing in pitch much or little as I

chose. As will be seen in the results, by comparing C with 1

and also C with its octave, it appears, as musicians generally

affirm, that it is most difficult to distinguish a tone from its

octave. To study in the same way the sense of feeli

ranged an apparatus in such a manner that I could hold it in

my hand and close the circuit bv striking my subject a smart

blow upon the head, face or hand, as I might desire. The pun

of the instrument which came in contact with the skin consisted

of a piece of rough, coarse sand-paper about three fourths of an

inch * tuare, so that the effect might be as immediate and prompt

In every case two series of experiments v.

one by making the blow upon the back of the hand ai

by making it fall about the center of the forehead. Of course

the person upon whom I was operating was prevented from

seeing or being able in any manner to anticipate the blow. 1*

all of the cases except a single one the result was, as in «*

example following, that it required less time to respond when

the blow was received upon the forehead than when it was re-

ceived ipon tl .'hand. This dittWvu.v ma v. partially, represent

the timen =m the hand

to the brain. h\ the single exception referred to, the

was undoubtedlv in part due to a fact afterward come
to me by the subject himself. He informed me that the bacK

of his hand had acquired by "cultivation" a sensibilb

tlia i usual : that in his occupation—that of a chemist—he con-

sed it as a means of testing the fineness of

With different persons as many as two thousand u

trials h i\e been made and the errors of experiment elii

as far as possible, by the method of averages. I give below a

table o th • r. d i -ed results in one case, in which each number

is the mean of the result «<t from torn to rvAdy tri:d<. -*~

vas : it i ipated. dirt'eren t n lb iduals furnished i

ii:l'rivnr ivsult.- it with the one exc»

above, they all followed, I believe, the order of the following:
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Case of A. G. P. Time in seconds.

>nse to appearance of a white card, -292
" " electric spark, -203

" a sound, "138

" " touch upon the forehead, -107

when required to deoi ( l red, .. *443
" " " " " circle : 1 1 1

> I triangle. •-i'.
l 4

" tones C and E, .. . -335

« " " " C and C above, -428

a similar nature to those which I have here

.ed have been made' by several hh ropHjni experimentalists,

I believe, in exactly the -ume manner: and as the

3ms worthy of attention I hope to pursue it further.

Ohio, May, 1871.

Art. XXIII—On the amount of Time necessary for Vision; by
Ogden N. Eood, Prof, of Physics in Columbia College.

In the celebrated experiment of Wheatstone on the duration

of the discharge of a Leyden jar, the conclusion was drawn that
distinct vision is possible in less than one millionth of a second.
lhe incorrectness of the data on which this conclusion rested
was afterward pointed out in an admirable investigation by
*eddersen, who remarks on this point: "One cannot hereafter

afume, in optical and physiological experiments, that the dis-

charge of a Leyden jar is an instantaneous act ; but at the same
"?e

'
by the - litable i

.

1
J>e possible I e to its least possible dura-

tion. * The smallest measured duration obtained by Fedder-
W{ was one-millionth of a second.
in an article in the present number of this Journal I show

n

°J,
by the use of a much smaller electrical surface, I obtained

Qd measured sparks the duration of whose main constituent
was only forty billionths of a second. With their light, distinct
visionis possible: thus, for example, the letters on a printed

-' • lv plaink t.i - . n • al->. it a polariscope be used, the
•

1-

."y and rin^s around the axes of crystals can be observed

^\ all their' peculiarities, and errors in the azimuth of the
analy2}ng prism notiCed. There seems also to be evidence that
mis minute in te ,.

j Qt for tbe production of

^ous Bubject :;l
. for example for the

^ogmtionof L »); aWtheradi-

^structure of the crystalline lens can be detected when the

^ht is suitably presented to the eye.

* Pogg. Annalen, Band cxiii, p. 453.
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Hence it is plain that forty billionths of a second is quite

sufficient for the production on the retina of a strong and dis»

tinci impression ; and as the obliteration of the micrometric Hik.-

in the experiment referred to, could only take place from the

circumstance that the retina retains and combines a

of impressions, whose joint duration is forty iullionths oi a

second, it follows that a much smaller interval of time wiB

suffice for vision. If we limit the number of views of the lines

presented to the eye in a single case to ten, it would r

four billionths o '

- .-. .|. i
- sufficient for human vision, though

the probability is that a far shorter time would answer as well,

or nearly as well. All o\' which is not so wonderful, if we ac-

cept the doctrines of the Undulatory Theory of light : for ae-

•
> it, in four billionths of a" second, nearly two and a

ions of the mean undulations of light reach and act on

Art. XXIV.—On the nature and duration of the discharge of a

Leyden Jar coum <(</ ,,-itli <<,< Induction (hi/; by Ogden N.

Rood, Prof, of Physics in Columbia College.

IN the first part of this paper* I desc]

obtained with a Leyden jar of moderate size connected within

induction coil; measurements of the total duration of its dis-

charge were given, and it was shown that the luminous erie« ts

were mainly concentrated in the first act, which was found so

short as to be quite immeasurable with the .means then at »J>

disposal. As one main object in these experiment -

production of an illumination as nearly instantaneou
ble—the intention being to employ it hereafter in a totan^

different investigation—it occurred to me that the

might be still more perfectly attained by the use of a quite

small electrical surface. In the set of experiments above men-

tioned, the coating of the jar was 1144 square in

was now replaced by a jar with a coating <>! '>nh >

inches. The sparks it i'ui is 1. when connect < ^
T

' tin ~a

i coil, were perfectly satisfactory as regain -

ing power; and I at once proceeded to measure their

employing the means and apparatus already described. b_-

ing the light : its siz v ; - ,, [ an inch square. Tin
at W was removed, with of course great i lv; * ire to the ve-
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locity ; and as several discharges occurred in a second, it was
seldom that the weight ran down without at least one good

l being obtained.
With this mirror making not less than 300 turns in a second,

I was greatly surprised to find that the image of the spark on
the ground glass, as viewed by the naked eye, was quite un-

affected in appearance, looking about the same as though the

mirror had been stationary. This experiment, which was re-

peated daily, gave uniformly the same result, and proved that

W total duration of the discharge was incomparably shorter

than in the case of the larger jar. When the paper with the

black lines ruled on it was used, they were seen equally distinct

with the highest as well as with the lowest velocities ; and all

the evidence went to show that the discharge of this small jar

consisted of a single act, whose duration was immeasurably short.

Knowing well the inestimable value in certain physical inqui-

ries of a source of illumination of this character, a series of more
deliberate experiments were now instituted for the purpose of

examining in detail its nature, and, if possible, duration.

The mirror was made to revolve 300 times in a second, the

image received on the ground glass, and viewed with the naked
OTT" platinum wires ?V of an inch in diameter being used, with

king distance of five millimeters. The result was as above
given, the spark-image being totally unaffected—once only at

one pf its ends a very small and faint streak was noticed. Ee-

placing the ground glass by plain, and magnifying the image
of the spark with an eye-piece, it was now at last certainly as-

certained that it was followed by a minute and faint tail or

streak situated at its extremities. The illuminating power of

this streak was trifling—less than one per cent of that of the

unanalyzed body of the spark it belonged to—and its length
was hardly much greater than the breadth of the micrometer
hnes previously employed. The platinum wires were replaced
by others of zinc, and as was expected, the tail was rendered
r*ore easily visible, and attempts were made to compare its size

Jith the thickness of single micrometer lines, which proved

^fficult and uncertain, owing partlv to the variable position

assumed by the spark-image in the field of the eye-piece. Al-

though for practical purposes the duration of this faint tail or

streak i8 nly of slight importance, still for the sake of com-

P^teness a new form of micrometer was devised capable of

fecting its measurement, and I cannot but hope that the gen-

y\ plan employed may hereafter prove useful m parallel lines

oi mvestigatiom The point to be gained was to have the mi-

crometer always applied to the object to be measured; the

spark-image must carry its own micrometer—must in some way

eve, pla
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Micrometer.—Let the spark be generated at S, fig. 1 : its light,

l. falling on the stationary mirror M, will

form a spark-image at I, in the plane of the

observing plate. If at the same instant a

second spark be generated at S', its image
r I'. Let us suppose that during

the simultaneous production of the two
is rotating so rapidly as to be able to draw
them partially out into streaks, then we
shall have the appearance presented by iig.

2, the distance between I and I' varying

with the original distance between the

sparks; and it is evidently possible to di-

minish this quantity, so that the tail of I

should just be in contact with the edge of

In this way, the length of the tail can be meas-
ured, it being afterward only necessary to measure on the ob-

serving plate the distance of the spark-images apart when seen

a plane mirror, and by varying
tained any desirable separation of the images, witl out _:.-. tly

injuring the focal adjustment. A still better arrai uvnient is t
•

remove this mirror, and substitute for it at S' a smal
white paper, inclined 45° so as to receive the light of the spark,

:y of thethe joint focus, all tend to increase the accuracy c
'

li '- [• " r
' vas supported bv an appropriate stand, and was

moved till the right distance had been attained.

Total duration of the discharge.

As was to be expected, this was found subject to some varia-

tion m individual sparks. With zinc points, and a strilc! _

«lwt:in.-^ nf millimet.'i. th«- dimiti.,' varied between -000001

".»2y of a second, a duration as long as two and a 1 a f

;> of a second being somewhat rare. \V
striking distances, or with platinum points t.h« toil was not so

well developed
; but sets of more hasty

that its duration in these cas
figures above given. With zinc points, and a "striking distance

showed

t widely differ from the

room in which the determinations were made was usually not

-.' '' .:': -:''_ '
•

'

:

. ' -
:

; -
which is more favorable for preserving the accomne
the eye; from time to time these results were compared *&*»

those obtained in a dark room, but nothing new of importance
was thus elicited.
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Although with the improved micrometric method above de-

scribed an interval of time as small as one millionth, or half a

millionth, of a second could, as has been seen, be directly meas-
ured, still with its aid I never detected any sign that the dura-

tion of the great body of the spark was other than absolutely instan-

taneous ; as, however, all the light of the spark is due to incan-

descent material particles, we must suppose that an infinitesimal

portion of time is required for attaining its maximum bright-

ness, and owing to the same reason its disappearance demands
another distinct period however excessively minute. Hence,
we may represent the luminous effects of the discbarge by a

forming more or less to that here figured, in which
intensity of light is measured in a vertical, time in a horizontal,

direction. This curve then, (the unbroken line), serves to give
some idea of the relation existing at successive intervals between
the luminosity and duration of a single discharge, and its con-
tinuity indicates the fact that there is no real interruption at

any moment. The curve is of course adapted for that part of
the discharge next to the electrodes, or for electrodes that are

near together
; for in the case where they are distant five or ten

re, the part between B and C is not so well developed.
Jt is this steep peak A B which constitutes what, in the first

part of this paper, I have characterized as " the first and most
brilliant act of the dis.-luuve:"" though with a larger Leyden ,]ar

UH square m in the present case,

Qor so solitary, be'insy followed by a series of minor elev; u. ns.

*niie with a clave luminosity of the i

js almost wholly concentrated in it. In the present case, then,

Je far greater brilliancy of the light at the beginning of the

- _ ,

" -

tsurement
h;g% desirable. Later, some evidence will be adduced to

fow that the curve really has a form sal

dott f
iVen

'

inStead °f SOI^e SUCh °ne aS iS in 7

For the purpose of measuring, or at least setting, a limit at

°ne side of the infinitesimal period of time involved, I employed
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the same general device of black and white lines previously de-
scnbed. But it will now be necessary to make a m. v

analysis of their relation to the problem than was given in Part
First of the present paper, as I noticed after j.ul lieatimi tb; t.

owing to an oversight, the statement there printed is partly in-

correct, though the results there given are not vastly aiieeted
and may be corrected by reading on the last page, that the dis-

charge was proved to last less than four, instead of two, ten-

- of a second. (Its actual duration I have recently
obtained, and state at the end of the present paper.)

If two black lines of a cer ring between
them a white line of equal breadth. »e illu miatt 1 by the spark,
and their images formed on the observing plate by the h-ris an 1

mirror, the three lines will evidently be seen unaltered in ap-

!!>. vided. 1st, that the mirror is stationary, or re-

sulUeiently low rate: or. 2d, the same effect will be
produced with a rapidly revolving mirror and a truly instanta-

ark If, however, the illumination of the spark Ia~t

r long so that while AB, fig. 4, represents the first

ned, the last view shall be represented by C D (moved
to the left till superposition has been attained), then, owing to

4. the retention of impressions on the retina, the

h^h distinction between the black and white lines

will be exactly obliterated, and a tint of gray

c produced, as can be shown by a construction.j In fig. 4 the first and last views only are given;
^^™^ m̂ but as the action is an unbroken one, we must

^^^ remember that between them properly belong a

|^H great number of pictures, with a gradually in-

D creasing displacement. Taking this number, for

example, as eleven, then, on completing the construction which

*l
be

^,
un in %• 5 so as to correspond with fig. 4, it will be seen

* i* >• -!'.:>- str. nk , t: d ig into' white at its upper
and lower boundaries, and that all the interior portions are

5 .
composed either of resultants produced bv ad-

ding five parts of black to six of white, or the

reverse. And in general, if we set the number
of views equal to some odd number greater

than unity, we shall obtain for the interior por-

- parts of black, with *—- of white,

^rse ; so that the greater the number

approach to the real state ofthe case in nai

perfect will be the balance of b
Lte obtained. And this conclusio

justified by experiment ; for if two black
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tors, inclosing between them a white sector of equal breadth,

are painted on a white circular disc of card-board, and viewed
in a mirror through an aperture cut in the same disc, when it

is ma. le to revolve, these sectors will be distinguishable until

the observing aperture has been widened so that it is equal in

to two of the painted sectors, when only a band of gray

will be seen, uniform in its interior portions, and shading into

white at its two extremities, according to the indications of the

construction. Furthermore, making the disc experiment afresh,

as the observing aperture is gradually widened, it is easy to

note the growing obscurity and lack of sharpness in which the

sectors become involved, which may hereafter serve to interpret

corresponding changes in the image produced by the electric

discharge, or explain and give a meaning to their absence.

Instead of using only two lines, the same result can far more
easily be attained by ruling paper with a large number of fine

black lines, equidistant, an i inclosing white spaces of their own
breadth, as then the chances for observation are greatly multi-

plied. A construction made on the same plan, for a set con-

taining a la rgc number of line.-? of this c

the same la : t the extremes shade into white,

-us are of a uniform gray tint;

hence, that when a superposition such as indicated in tig. -t i as

oeen obtained, all the lines will, by the retention of u.ft]

on the retina, be obliterated. Naturally, experiment with the

disc gives the same result.

Accordingly, I again used the same set of lines (on paper)

mentioned in Part First of this article, and illuminated them
with the electric discharge now under consideration. With the

mirror revolving 340 times in a second, using platinum points

and a striking distance of two millimeters, the lines were still

seen with an eye-piece, as bright and clear as though the mirror

had been stationary, implying, as the apparatus was then ar-

B duration, for the first act, of less than thi

millionth* o 'd have been required

LCtive superposition. Nothing more could be done

with paper, and accordingly I covered a glass plate with lamp-

black bv sn over it a few drops of alcohol,

tin- lik? a slight cement, enabled me to rale lines on

it with a si,
- :n '^ mlcro

:

*ppic examinations, a plate was produced with lines black.and

:-•:
,: •:

'••
.

• - - -' '
"

<* the observing plate, and by using a sufficient magnifying

Power and counting it was ascertained that the breadth of the

,
black or white, was millimeter.

required for their obliteration, with a velocity



of 340 per second, was ninetv-ibur "billionths of a second

(000000094); still, on experimenting, it was evident that the

duration of the discharge was less than this quantity, as the

lines were always plainly to be seen.

Duration of the first act of the discharge.

Before finally abandoning the attempt to determine the ac-

tual duration of the discharge, another effort was made; a

second lamp-black plate was prepared, in which the breadth of

the image of a line, black or white, on the observing plate was

2V of a millimeter. These lines were viewed with the terres-

trial eye-piece of a small telescope ; it enlarged them ten diam-
eters, and care was taken with all the adjustments so that a

good clean image should be produced. Platinum wires ?V of

an inch in diameter were used with a striking distance of five

millimeters. By gradually increasing the weight, it was proved
successively that the duration \\,„ |, ^ than ei-hn. -i\t\ -eijit

fifty-nine, fifty-five billionths of a second: and iinii'\ . the lines

after growii _, {l] ;in „p Ll < -

11U as

the result a duration of forty-eight billionths of a second.
"

In

a large number of observations I could detect no discharge
lasting during a smaller interval, though the apparatus was uen-

able of making evident muclismaller periods of time.

When the striking distance was reduced to one millimeter,
-on was shorter; in the case of f of the spj rks, I

in-

duration was slightly greater than forty-one billionths of a

second, the remaining ± being slightly less than this figure.
With a striking distance 01 throe millimeters, the duration

was between forty-one ai I ibrr eight illionths; and when the
--*

! " '- '
'-"'

' ' was increased to ten millimeters, it was be-

tween forty-eight and fifty-five billionths of a second.
An effort was made to make a corresponding set of measure-

seem probable that the duration of the discharge is somewhat
increased by their use (or that many of those with shorter dura-
tions are suppressed). With brass balls not nearly so many

i a given time as with points:' hence, the

work becomes tedious and less certain. The evidence from
twenty-six observations, gathered in not less than three hours,
went to show that the duration with a striking distance of five

millimeters was between forty-eight and fi

a second.

It has thus been shown that the duration of the first act of

the electric discharge is in certain cases only forty billionths of a

r time just sufficient to enal de a i

to travel over forty feet. This act, however, is only
isolated; from a scientific point of view it is realh the distance
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AB, fig. 3, which has been measured; and as we are ignorant

of the true curve, it might be objected that the real curve might
;

ist as well' be supposed to be like that given with dotted line.

There is, however, experimental evidence to show that this is

not the case ; for on this supposition, the blurring of the image

would begin to be visbile far earlier, i. e., with lower velocities

than has been observed. In point of fact, the image remains

\ isibly as distinct as with a stationary mirror till a certain stage,

when it begins to be affected, becomes regularly less di-tnu:t.

and vanishes; between this stage and the final disappearance,

there is included an interval of time which is barely accounted

for by the _ ,-,n of the white and black lines,

as I assun ; experiments with revolving

discs, provided with black and white sectors, and an observing

aperture of varying size.

Hence it is seen that we have an excellent source of illumin-

ation, which has a practical duration of only forty billionths of

a second (-00000004) ; and I am not without hope that it may
hereafter be applied to the solution of a number of interesting

scientific problems. I may finally add that with another rifted

plate, I found it practicable to measure intervals as small as

tl is of a second ; and the mere act ol

ing the focal length of the lens L would admit of the expen-

.

without much difficulty—though it would be necessary to pay

more attention to the correction of the optical part of the appa-

ratus, and the observations would naturally consume threefold

as much time.

Duration of the first act, with a Leyden jar having a coating of

1144 square inches.

With the improvements above described, no difficulty was

experienced in making this determination, which, as shown m
Part First of the present paper, had on a previous c

—

defied all my efforts. Platinum points and a striking u™~w-
illimeters were employed in connection with the

Part First of the present paper, had on a previous occasion

defied all my efforts. Platinum points and a str

of two millimeters were employed in connection with the

coarsest of the three lamp-black plates; but when the
:

mirror

made only 183 turns in a second, it was ascertained that tin

i ot t ii- first act was OOihmA'ITo ot ;

four times as great as with the small jar and the same striking

distance.

r York, June 29th, 1
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Art. XXIV.—Memoranda
Manufacture of Spelte

Wharton.

Spelter, as crude metallic zinc is called in commerce, had

never before the year 1859, been produced in America upon

such terms as to give hope of its manufacture becoming' a set-

tled industry in this country.

Mr. John Hitz in 1838 made enough zinc from the ores of

the New Jersey Zinc Co., to supply material for a set of stan-

dard U. S. weights and measures in brass, but the quantity pro-

duced was small, and the cost extremely high.

The Lehigh Zinc Co. caused to be erected in 1856 a spelter

furnace at their mine near Friedensville, Pa., upon the Silesian

plan ; this furnace, though apparently well constructed, failed to

yield any zinc, mainly because its builder, Mr. Charles Hoof-

stetten, was unable to make or to procure any suitable muffles.

JMr. Samuel Wetherill, the patentee of some valuable im-

provements in the manufacture of zinc oxide, also experimented

pirited manner upon the production of metallic zinc, and

Ay produced some at South Bethlehem, Pa., as early as

,
but though he persevered for about two years, and made
X

1858, bi

a considerable quantity of excellent spelte

about 50 tons—the cost price was too high, and his enterprise

was finally abandoned*
Some other endeavors of less significance were also made

which need not now be mentioned ; sundry details relating to

the early American history of spelter-making may, however, be

found in the New American Cyclopedia tinder the head Zisc,

vol. xvi, pp. 636 and 644.

The present paper proposes to give some particulars, which

even at this late day may possess interest, concerning that at-

tempt to produce spelter in this country which really succeeded

in establishing the industry here, upon such a footing as to ena-

ble it thenceforth to take even rank with other American man-

ufactures in their struggle against European competition.

Having acquired some practical knowledge of the pr

zinc, by several years experience as general manag
Lehigh Zinc Co's. mines and zinc oxide works, and having also

gathered such information as was possible from books^ ana

other sources, I made various trials during 1857 and 1858, to

invent some form of furnace which should effect the evolution

and condensation of zinc vapor in a larger and more continu-

ous way than was practised in Europe, and which sh<

* The first sheet zinc made in America was rolled bv Alan Wood •& Sons of

Philadelphia, from an ingot of Mr. Wetherill's spelter.
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fulfill in a simpler ;n<«l mor« scientific manner, what seemed to

be the easy theoretical conditions of the problem. Some of
these attempts were not devoid of ingenuity ;

they cost me
much toil and money, but they all failed utterly, by reason of
my having overlooked one or another of what may be called
the conditions of secondary importance. They served very-

little purpose but to instruct me in the real difficulties of the

manufacture, and I revert to them now mainly to point out to

my younger or more sanguine readers that it is usually very
bad economy to labor over the rudiments of an art which is to

be transplanted, repeating perhaps, many futile unpublished
experiments of its founders, when it is at all practicable for

them to adopt the processes successfully us< d elsewhere.

In the year 1859, abandoning these original nights, I built

for the Lehigh Zinc Co., at South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, a

single spelter furnace of about 45 retorts, upon the Belgian
plan and by the aid of several Belgian workmen imported for

the purpose. Since it was necessary for permanent success that

only conveniently accessible and cheap American materials

should be used, the fuel employed was exclusively Pennsyl-
vania anthracite, the retorts and condensers were made by our-

selves, mainly from the fire clay of Perth Amboy, New Jersey,

and the ore was hydrous silicate of zinc, from the Lehigh Zinc
Co. s mine near Friedensville, four miles south from Bethlehem,

Pennsylvania.

This experiment was continued for several months, and was
divided into five periods or campaigns. After its close I fur-

nished to the Lehigh Zinc Co., in September, 1859, a report, from
which the figures below are extracted ; these give the average
results of the last three of those periods, and show the expen-
ditures calculated to the 1000 lbs. of the spelter produced.

The price of ore was here assumed at rather more than the

coat of mining and hauling to the furnace ; the price of coal

jas that actuallv paid for the small sizes employed, then rela-

tively less valued than now ; the wages were of course high,

because but a single furnace was operated, and we were learn-

ln
g, viz

:

«£* lbs. raw zinc ore at $2.50 per 2,240 lbs., * 4.80

i>8 !3 lbs. anthracite coal at |1.76 per 2,240 lbs., 6.11

™ ages, including manufacture of retorts, Ac, 20.45

£
la
y, &c, and the preparation thereof, J-*?

Repairs of furnace and tools, ?™
»team power,.... L°°
«ent of buildings,

60

\
&upenntendance, office expenses, &c, not counted),

Total cost of 1,000 lbs. Spelter, - ?40 ' 71
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The entire cost of this experiment, including the importation

of workmen, construction of furnace and tools, and all

expenses was $3,795.89. The quantity of spelter produced wis

34,063 lbs.

That report naturally excited in the minds of the Lehigh

Zinc Company, a strong desire to engage at once in the manu-

facture of spelter, since not only were the technical difficulties

in the way of this great prize overcome, and the product of

excellent quality, "but the cost was within the market price,

and there were apparent margins for economizing in several

particulars. On the other hand doubts naturally lingered as to

the possibility of attaining the expected results upon a large

scale, and the financial position of the Company was at that

time such as to enforce caution. Both funds and courage were

in fact rather lacking, and though I made various pre

including one to build the desired factory at my own cost, tak-

ing pay in a reduction in the price of ore which I would buy to

treat in the factory on my own account, no satisfactory arrange-

ment could be immediately made.
Ultimately, however, an agreement was entered into between

that Company and myself, on the 13th of December, 1859, by

which I engaged for the sum of $30,000, to convey to them a

suitable piece of ground in South Bethlehem, Penn., and to

erect thereupon by July 1, 1860, a complete Spelter V

sixteen Belgian furnaces, each containing fifty -four working

retorts ; the furnaces to be enclosed in a suitable stone or brick

building with slate roof, 155 feet long and 40 feet wide ;
the

establishment to be provided with steam engine and boilers,

steam pump drawing water from the Lehigh river, blowers, ore-

crushing mill and store room—all these latter to be enclosed uj

a suitable stone building with slate roof—also to be provided

with pottery fully equipped with clay mills and api

make all fire bricks, retorts, condensers, etc., need
business, ore-roasting furnaces, air flues and water
road into yard, coal bins, etc., and to be in all respects

of making from the Lehigh Zinc Co.*s selected or lump ores

3,000,000 lbs. of spelter annually. I also bought from the

Company 15,000 tons (of 2,352 lbs. each, moist weight) of their

selected ore at $7 per ton for the first 5,000 tons, $7.5
for the second 5,000 tons, and $8 per ton, for the i

tons ; the average of which prices was calculated to equal the

average price which had been theretofore received for several

considerable lots of similar ore, sent by the Compar
land. I also agreed to rent the factory to be built as above

mentioned, from July 1, 1860 until Jan. 1, 1863 at $3,000,
per

annum, and at the end of that period to hand it over to the

Co.. in complete running order for producing the

stipulated 3,000,000 lbs. of spelter annually.
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This arrangement offered to the Company as nearly absolute
certainty as the nature of the case permitted, that they should
at small expense and without risk or trouble to themselves be
put into possession, after two and a half years, of a complete
factory and an established business, while meanwhile deriving
i fair profit from the sale of ore, which at that time cost about

I delivered in the factory yard.*
Upon my side, relying upon the correctness of my own esti-

mates and upon my ability to establish the business, and assum-
ing that the average price of spelter in this country for the
preceding twenty-five years (viz : about 6£ cts. per lb.) would
be about maintained for the ensuing two or three years, I could
fairly count upon a reasonable profit even after making some
allowance for mischances.
A severe winter prevented much progress in building until

the spring of 1860, though one block of furnaces was actually
put up under cover of a tight temporary wooden building ; a
freshet in the spring destroyed the foundations of some of the
furnaces

; the thick middle wall separating the backs of the
several pairs of furnaces, and supporting the covering arches,
was at first made of a semi-refractory red brick of the neighbor-
food, covered on each side toward the furnaces by about 12
inches of fire bricks

; those middle walls melted out, and had to
be replaced bv solid fire brick masonrv. In spite, however, of
these and similar difficulties, everything was completed so nearly
according to programme, that 1,100,580 lbs. of spelter was
jaade in the new factory before the end of the year 1860 ; a
teat which would have been in possible, but tor the precaution
waich I had taken of importing a number of trained Belgian
Workmen, who arrived in August, 1860, about the time the
Works were completed. As the factory worked irregularly in
the year I860, and the furnaces were brought into use gradually,
0ne block alter another, as they were finished, I give no details

<* the operations for that vear.
Ao indicate what manner of difficulties lie in wait for the

transplanter of an industry into this country, I may here re-

^k that though the factory as at first planned and built was
substantially right in all important points, and my estimates of
cost of production were j

• 7«* a number of

Captations to circumstances or partial changes proved to be

mini* "!,
mj RePorts t0 the LehiPh Zinc Company, as General Manager of their

Oirt ^dworks
' l find the c°stof zinc ore delivered in the yard of their Zinc

iOe Works in Sour! ,
; d the Spelter works, to have been

and for the year endln -10 per similar ton. The average
*

1
aQ%sea of repr -

!

re delivered to zinc, oxide works.

^. shows 26-60 per cent zinc oxide.
**• Jotjb. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. II, No. 9 -Sept., 1871.
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necessary : a force of furnace men taken from such laborers as

were accessible here, and instructed in the industry, became un-

ruly before they were half trained, and presuming upon their

supposed monopoly of the art and my supposed necessities,

began to demand extravagant wages and privileges tantamount
to control of the works, and were only brought into subordina-

Dy the unexpected arrival, in June, 1861, of a second colony

01 Belgians, whom I had quietly sent for betimes : a manager
brought over from England proved unsatisfactory, thus oblig-

ing me to take personal charge of everything for the entire

term : those dykes against the inundation of foreign spelter,

which I had expected from a tariff upon it approaching the

average of that upon other imported goods, were prevented by
the importers, aided by some American spelter buyers, who dis-

the fact that their interest demanded a home produc-

tion. Early in 1861, the demand for all goods had become
very light in view of the threatening political aspect, and my
spelter, though of the choicest quality and a few months before

eagerly taken, could not be disposed of except in small quanti-

ties and at extremely low prices. A large stock accumulated
in my hands, while money with which to continue the manu-
facture became very scarce.

The factory was, however, driven unremittingly, and its

operations during the year 1861 were as follows :

Average duration o

The total amount of wages paid for the year, for all purpose*

except the office expenses, was $44,113.54, or per 1000 lbs. of

spelter produced $13.96.
The total cost of spelter in 1861, including not only ore, coal

pottery materials and wages, but also rent, repairs, contingent

and office expenses—every outlay in fact except selling ex-

pense—was $34. 70 per 1000 lbs. at the factory. The net average

. was $42.97 per 1000 B*
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In the year 1862 the supply of ore was of somewhat inferior

quality, yet by the sliding scale of price payable under the
contract it cost more per ton than in 1861 ; these disadvantages
nearly neutralizing those economies which greater experience
and continual diligence rendered possible.
The cost of spelter in 1862, including as in 1861 all items of

expense except interest on working capital, but excluding sell-

ing expenses or any allowance for my own exertions, was
$34.55 per 1000 lbs. at the factory.
The particulars of operations for 1862 were as follows :

Days work of 1 furnace, 4,705

uia do. " (broken
retorts, &c„) 1,039,132

" 221 " 4-02 "

Spelter produced in 1862, 3,704,676" 787" 14-31"

p outage yield of ore counted as raw, 26-07 p. c.

f^er centage yield of ore counted as roasted, 29-56 "
toss in weight of Raw ore by roasting, 11-80 "
"atio of Coal consumed to Spelter made, 8.57 to 1
Average duration of Retorts in days, 18-99
Average duration of Condensers in days, 5-40

The total amount of wages paid in 1862 for all purposes ex-
cept office expenses (and for brick-making as below stated) was
$48,004.09, or, per 1000 lbs. of spelter produced, $12.96.

The above figures, showing coal and refracting material used,
and wages expended, as also the sum stated for total cost of
sPelter in 1862, include the fire bricks of all sorts used in re-

pass, all of which were made on the premises, but do not m-
clude expenditures, receipts and materials for 95,630 fire bricks
^ade in the works beyond its own requirements and sold to
other establishments at a slight profit.

±he smaller loss of weight by roasting in 1862 than in 1861,
^e smaller difference in yield as calculated on the ore when
™w or when roasted, and the increased consumption of coal,

^se from the fact that the proportion of carbonate of zinc

*heh appeared in the ore of 1861 did not exist in that of 1862
;

flatter being almost exclusively silicate of zinc, an ore more

factory and poorer than the carbonate, and having nothing
w lose by roasting but water.

,% lease of the factory was extended from January 1. to

AVn\ 1, 1863, in order to" compensate for certain deficient de-
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liveries of ore. On the latter date I surrendered possession t

the Lehigh Zinc Co., and have consequently no later statistic

than those above given except for the months of January, Fee.

ruary and March, 1863, whose details resemble those of th

preceding periods so closely that I will give here only the lead

ing figares, viz

:

Raw ore consumed in first three months of 1863, 4,184,544 lbi

Charge coal " " do. " 1,349,880 "

Fuel coal, " " do. " 7,083,798 1

Spelter produced, " do. " 986,080 "

A resume
-

of the spelter produced during the entire term show

it to have been in the fraction of 1860, 1,100,580 lbi

during the year 1861, 3,158,630 "

" " 1862, 3,704,676 1

" 3 months of 1863, 986,080 "

Total, 8,949,966 "

This weight being not that shown by the daily furnace s

* lly sold and delivered to purcha

the details here presented their full

ments, but the weight actually sold and delivered t

and of the slags thrown out, but no continuous series ot

analyses was made of either ores or slags, since my duties as

superintendent, bookkeeper, and business manager of the estab-

lishment prevented a very close attention to its chemistry.

Among my analyses, however, are those of 5 specimens of ore

at various times in 1859 and 1860, which were of such a nature

as to be fairly presentable for samples of the ore treated in the

spelter works : these five specimens show an average of 36OT

per cent metallic zinc.

It is to be remarked that these analyses, and also the weights

given above of raw ore consumed, are of the moist ore as re-

ceived from the mine. The moisture in a large quantity of ore

set apart as a sample of that to be delivered at the spelter

works was 5 53 per cent, but this is less than was a

present, particularly in the year 1861 and the spring of 1862.

Nine specimens examined for moisture at various times, and

representing with considerable fairness the ore delivered in the

last named periods, show an average moisture of 8 '83 per cent

Of slags. I find only two reliable analyses; one made in No*

vember and one in December, 1860 ; from their pn
each other in time, and from their occurrence in •

working of the establishment, they can hardly be presented as

representative specimens. It is not, however, to be doubted

that the slags were always tolerably rich in zinc, since of the ore

treated probably at least £ was silicate of zinc, only the remain-

ing fraction being carbonate of zinc.
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The two slags named do not differ widely, and average 1146
per cent, metallic zinc.

It seems inexpedient to burden this paper with descriptions

of furnaces, apparatus or processes, since all were but copies,

modified to fit local circumstances, of the well known
Belgian furnaces, apparatus and processes. The figures given
will enable the metallurgist to compare my results with those

of other establishing uts. w Idle the gcn« ral success of the enter-

prise, in face of the oracular opinions of interested experts that

dilation required the lambent flame of bituminous coal,

and could not be effected with anthracite, that silicate of zinc

tad not been and could not be made to yield any considerable

part of its metal, and that no American clays were capable of

withstanding the peculiar trials of a zinc retort, may serve to

encourage some of my countrymen in their attacks upon other

European monopolies.
A few details of my experience in construction may be use-

ful Excluding the stone foundation, the air flues leading to

furnaces, 'the cast iron ingot moulds, and the sheet iron charge
boxes, each block of 4 furnaces required the following materials,

Ordinary red bricks, 13,000

9 inch fire bricks, 11,000

Fire bricks of special patterns, 71,304 lbs.

Cast iron for furnace fronts, duoi>, hraees, etc., 37,320
"

Wrought iron for straps, bolts, &c, 1,138
"

Wrought iron for tools (plus 22 lbs. cast steel) 1,267
"

In considering the statements of cost given in this paper, the

: it is not now possible either to

bJild, or to produce spelter, so cheaply as was done in the years
i860 to 1863, and this not only nor "principally because I con-

husi,„.*s with unusual assiduity and maintained a

togh standard of efficiency and discipline among the workmen,
°at mainly because labor is now much higher than it then was,
aQd because no ore of equal quality can now be obtained so

cheaply in a spot so fi
faeture

.Tae quality of the spelter made in this establishment has

awayS beeu - be preferred above
•

'

-
-. -

-
' -

togU degree of parity. lathe uuuonof

Jpous kinda /ziJ commuu ;
;

>, by Drs.

Carles W. Eliot and Frank H. Storer, to the American Acad-

JJ of Arts and Sciences, mv zinc was found to excel all

ilea's the sample No
"je year 1859, in the trial furnace spoken <

ot this paper.
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The Lehigh Zinc Co., since taking possession of the factory,

have maintained the high character of its product, and the zinc-

rolling mill which they have added to it turns out sheet zinc

of the very choicest quality, such as could only be made from

spelter of the highest grade.

This excellence results mainly of course from the unusual

purity of the ores of Saucon Valley ; the silicate particularly,

which has always been the predominant ore there, being notably

freer from impurities, not only than most ores from other

localities, but also than the carbonate which abounded in the

earlier history of those mines, or the sulphide which appears

more and more as the depth of the workings increase.

At one time, in order to produce a certain quantity of su-

perior zinc for chemical uses, I selected a quantity of the

cleanest silicate of zinc, calcined it in a new roasting furnace,

rejected, after roasting, all pieces which from discoh

se appeared suspicious, ground it in a clean mill, and

then distilled it in a furnace which had never before been used,

rejecting all the first and last products of distillation from each

charge in each retort. The zinc thus made, amounting to seve-

ral tons, went mostly to various chemists, and is doul
consumed except a few ingots which I still retain. It was,

however, no purer than that examined by Drs. Eliot and Storer,
x1-'-

surprising, since the latter was made i

otherwise might have yielded some impurities.

The establishment whose origin is thus sketched
successful operation, and though its activity is now limited by

cent pumping apparatus now being erected by the L>

Company shall enable them to mine at greater depths.

The entire spelter and sheet zinc manufacture of the United

States, now a large and growing industry, may fairly be said to

have sprung from this factory, for not only was it the pioneer

in point of time by at least two years, but I believe that neither

of the others succeeded until it availed itself of the services oi

men procured from this establishment.
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Art. XXV.—The Daily Motion of a Brick Tower, caused by Solar

Heat; by Prof. C. G. Eockwood, Ph.D., Bowdoin College.

The observations which form the subject of the following
discussion were made in the spring of 1866. Some recent
notices of an attempted investigation of the effect of solar heat
upon the dome of the Capitol at Washington have induced the

publication of the present note ; which, though not a perfectly

satisfactory solution of the question, it is hoped may still pos-
sess some interest, as being, so far as I am aware, the most
accurate investigation of the subject that has been made.
The observations were conducted in the south tower of the

Sheffield Scientific School in New Haven, Conn. This tower
was built during the winter of 1865, but was still unfinished
m April, 1866, when these observations were commenced,
although all the brickwork was completed. The stuccoing of
the outside was not finished until June 1, and during the whole
time occupied by the investigation, the presence of the work-
men, with scaffoldings, etc., although not vitiating the truth of
the_ results obtained, was a hindrance to that perfect success
which might be expected from a repetition of the experiments
under the more favorable conditions of a completed tower and
m
°mt

dencate instruments.
The structure in question is a square brick tower, stuccoed

°Q the outside, the exterior surface being much broken up by
recced windows and various architectural adornments. The
general plan of the building precluded the use of solid masonry
m the tower, which would have been desirable for any struc-

J
re designed, as was this, to support astronomical instruments.

Ihe walls were, however, made unusually heavy, and in order
to have as firm a base as possible for the telescope, the upper

Jory was arched with brick, forming a solid and pretty firm brick

S Upon wnicn now rests tne stone Pier of an ec
L
U:ltonaL

The whole tower is surmounted by a revolving wooden
prret The story below the observatory, and immediately

feneath the brick arches, is occupied by the works of the

tower clock.

The dimensions of the tower are as follows

:

Side of the square at ground, 16 4 feet.

^ " " " top of brickwork, 15

Thickness of walls at first story, - f
m<;hea

" " " top of brickwork, I 6
u

TT
" " where the arches spring,..- 20

Height to top of turret, — 90 {ef
" brickwork, ^ _ (t

" floor of observatory room, '
°
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The tower is connected by its north side with the main build-

ing for an altitude of about 45 feet. Projecting from the south

side of the main building, it has its north wall in a line with,

and forming part of, the south wall of the building. The whole
edifice stands in a position inclined to the meridian, the sirle-s

of the building, and consequently those of the tower, having
the direction K 28° 30' E.

Previous observations elsewhere (at Bunker Hill Monument)
had led to the apprehension that such a tower, besides being

subject to tremors communicated from the ground, would have

a definite and somewhat regular daily motion, dependent upon
the influence of the sun's heat in expanding the mi
which it was composed. The object for which this investiga-

tion was undertaken was to ascertain whether this motioi

would affect the use of the telescope or not
In order to investigate the motion in the present case, fcw (

levels were placed at right angles with each other, upon a flat

stone embedded in the brick floor of the observatory room (to

avoid any undetermined changes which might affect the wood-

work), and their indications were recorded from time to time.

Any tipping or motion of the tower would oi course ulum*
the plane of this floor by the same amount, and would be

shown by a corresponding motion of the bubble of one or both

of the levels. The levels used were

:

I. The striding level of a small transit instrument, the pro-

perty of Prof C. S. Lyman. This level. nippoiW l>v it.* ir"«

stand, was placed parallel to the front oi the tower, and there-

fore, approximate! v east and west. It was read bv a scale

graduated to hundredth- of' , ,

, . tion with a

level-trier gave 1 inch =39" 3 7 as visions.

II. An unmounted Ertel bubble, which rested directly upon

the stone, being placed parallel to the sides of the tower, and

so approximately north and south. It was read by a scale ot

tenths of an inch, graduated upon the glass, and reading by

n to hundredths. Prof. Lyman had pre\ io ish deter-

mined the value of the divisions of this level at 1 inch= 51"'"-

which was adopted in reducing the observations.
The levels were recorded six times during the day, at inter-

vals of about 2£ hours ; the first record being between 7 and

8 a. m., and the last between 10 and 11 p. m. The series ex-

tended, with some omissions, from April 24th to July 7th; but

some of the records !

final results were obtained from th discission of <

upon 59 days, included between A •••'' 2 Hi -ml .1

It will be noticed that about one-half of this period
the stuccoing of the tower was co npleted ami during u 1

-'
two weeks, from May 15th to June 1st, the tower
shaded from the sun by the scaffolding neccssarv to tins work.
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A third level placed with the others upon the stone floor,

and also the levels of a zenith telescope, which was temporarily
mounted on a brick pier in the room, were recorded during a
part of this time, but as their results were not employed in the
discussion, it is not necessan t>» notice tln-m farther than to
say that in general they confirmed the indications of the prin-

cipal levels.

Let us now examine briefly what would be the probable
motion of a tower thus situated, and then compare this theoret-
ical result with that given by the recorded level readings.

First : suppose an isolated symmetrical tower of homogene-
ous material, situated at the equator of the earth, and the sun
at the equinox. The diurnal circle of the sun then passes
through the east and west points of the horizon and the zenith
of the tower. In the morning the heat of the sun's rays would
expand the east side of the tower, and cause it to lean toward
the west. As the sun rose toward the zenith, and wanned
equally all parts of the tower, it would gradually return to
its mean position. In the afternoon, as the east side lost its

neat by radiation and the west side was warmed by the declin-
ing sun, it would lean toward the east; and during the night
would return again to the mean position. Thus the motion
would be back and forth over a straight east and west line.

_
Again, suppose the same tower situated at the pole. Then,

smce the sun's rays strike it during the whole twenty-four hours,
and always at the same angle, the tower, leaning always from
tne sun and always to the same amount, would follow the sun
in its diurnal revolution, its top describing a circle about its

normal position.
At any station intermediate between the equator and the

Pole, the figure described by the tower would be neither a
straight line nor a circle, but between the two, i. e., an ellipse,

ynose excentricity diminishes as the latitude of the place

increases.

In the case under discu

fd the sun was near the
J*ose about 30° north of the east point, culminated south ot

^e zenith, and set north of west.
A he inclination of the tower, being opposite the sun, would

Pe> m the morning southwest and west, at noon north, at even-
lng east and southeast, and during the night it might be sup-

posed to return in a straight line to its mean position. Since

ne sun's rays strike the perpendicular sides of the tower more

?bliquely at noon than at morning and evening, the northward

Herniation wcm ]d be less than tne westward or e; ?tw; r I. and

m curve described would resemble an ellipse, with its minor
4X18 m the meridian, and probably somewhat flattened on the
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This tower also is not symmetrical nor isolated. It may be

considered as a right parallelopiped, standing with its sides

inclined to the meridian, and for half its height joined by one
side to a large building, which, so far as any effect of the' solar

heat is concerned, may be regarded as fixed. One si

tower being thus firmly held by its connection with the build-

ing, any motion toward or from the building would be simply
checked or retarded without change in direction; while toanj
motion at right angles to this would be added another element,
a motion in azimuth or a twisting of the tower about a vertical line.

A scale was prepared in a distant steeple, and the zenith teles-

cope already mentioned was directed upon it, with a view to

determine any such azimuthal change. The observations with

this arrangement showed a probable daily change of 8" or 10"

in azimuth, but the instability of the telescope and other causes

so far impaired their value, that it was not thought best to

incorporate them in this discussion.
The recorded observations give a series of level- r<

certain hours upon 59 days. The most obvious method of

combining them is to take the mean of the readings for all the

days, as representing the probable motion of the tower for

any one day. Thus combined, the means are as follows, the

levels being designated by the numerals I and II, and the level

readings having been reduced to seconds.

If now we let these numbers be the abscissas and
of a plane curve, referred to rectangular axes in the direction

of the levels, this curve will be the figure described daily by
the normal to the plane of the levels or by any verti*
the tower. It should also be borne in mind that a south level

reading indicates a north inclination of the tower, and vice versa;

therefore, to represent the actual motion of the tower
of the above means have been changed throughout in plotting

the curve. The curve thus obtained is the one marked A »
the figure, the points given by the observations being marked
by the numerals 1, 2, 3, etc., in order, beginning with the morn-
ing observation. It is seen to be an imperfect ellipse, with a

major axis of about 12" and a minor axis of about 5", and tLie

minor axis coincides nearly with the meridian. It thus corre-

sponds tolerably with what had been anticipated. But the

minor axis of the ellipse is not exactly in the meridian, and

the curve is somewhat flattened on the southwest and northeast

Apparently the connection of the tower with the main build-

ing has checked the north and south motion, and so shortened
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we see that by simply

heat, the average of all days

dent that, inany-
thing which de-

pends so directly upon the

tion between clear and cloudy days. From the records of the

weather, the observations were therefore separated into two

classes, viz : days more than one-half clear and days more than

one-half cloudy
; and there were found 35 of the former and 24

of the latter. The level readings of these two classes were then

tabulated separately, and the mean readings taken as before, to

represent the probable motion of any one clear day or cloudy

<%• The mean readings of the two tables, with the mean times

of observation, were as follow :

These averages, with the signs changed, being made abscissas

a*d ordinates, give the two curves marked B and C, the obser-

vations being indicated by numerals as before.

We see at a glance how necessary to a true result was the

separation into two series The two curves have indeed the

same general form, but how different their sizes and positions.

Jor clear days the longer axis is about 17", while for cloudy

«*J* it is not more than 4". The curve for clear days hows
*e same shortening of the ordinates that was noticed in A
J^gh to hardly wfgreat an amount. But the curve &r clondy

%s is very much distorted, and no longer resembles an ellipsa

ihis excessive departure from the normal ellipse can noi uc

touted solely to the connection with the mam building, for
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any such retarding effect as has been supposed should be greater

when the absolute amount of motion was greater, and therefore,

should be more evident on the curve for clear days.
i of the figure will, however, suggest another,

anu prooaoiy tne true explanation. All the points known in

the curve under consideration, except the one given by the

morning observation (marked 1), may be found upon a carve

nearly similar to the one for clear days. And the distorted

position of this point may be accounted for by the supposition
(which in fact should not be unexpected), that on a cloudy day

the sun would not affect the tow
. as on a clear

clay. Consequently, when the effect begins to be perc<
sun has already passed the prime vertical so far as to shine very

obliquely upon the northeast side of the tower, and therefore

the tQwer inclines but very little to the southwest of its mean
position, and the corresponding part of the ellipse is wanting.

Again, the curve for cloudy ibly farther

south and east than the other, instead of being concentric with

it. As the south side of the tower is the one most affected by

the sun's heat, and moreover has nearly twice the free altitude

of the northeast side, it might naturally be supposed to expand
most under the influence of the sun's rays ; and this, combined
with the connection of the northeast side with the building, and

its inclination to the meridian, would throw the curve for clear

days to the north and west of the other, as it is found to be.

ft is noticeable also that on clear days the tower is thus main-

tained out of its normal position by a considerable amount.
Still more, the mean inclination of the sun's rays to the

vertical lines of the tower at noon, on the days class

was 21°, and supposing the intensity of the sun's heat to vary

as the sine of the inclination, the minor and major axes of the

ellipse should be to each other as sin 21° to sin 90°, or as 35

to 100. Now the minor axis is about 7", hence the major

axis should be from this cause about 20". It is really about

17", a discordance which I think can not be considered gre«*i

when it is remembered that the tower, being more or less

shaded by trees, etc., could not, even on a clear day, be affected

by the sun, until the latter had r^en some di-t:m.V ab \e the

true horizon (for which the above proportion is c

and that the inclined position of the tower to the meridian

wou Id pro bal • dement.
The curve deduced from the observations is thus seen to

exhibit a sufficient degree of correspondence, with what had

been anticipated from theoretical confirm the

truth of the reasoning
; the departures from the peri

being no greater than can be ascribed to the unsy
position of the tower, its connection with, the main buildingt

and other disturbing causes. In all this discussion the varying
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powers of absorption, radiation and conduction of the materials
of the tower have been left entirely unnoticed. They would
undoubtedly have their place in a complete investigation, but
no data were at hand for estimating their influence.

If we may suppose the tower to be equally expanded
parts of its height, the vertical side would be changed
into a uniform curve, as AB in the figure ; and since

deviation from a vertical is small, the tangent a
would cut the vertical line BC nearly at the mi
point between B and C. Therefore CD is nearly
half the height of the tower, and CA, the distance w
the top is moved from its normal position, would be
represented by CD x sin CDA =•£ height X sin of ob- i

'1 change of level. This gives for the length of CA

in all

1
verage clear day, 37'5 feet X sin 8" "5 = -0185 inches, i

L=-037i

probably be i

% be taken

2.CA=-037 inches, the major axis of the ellipse.

But for obvious reasons the upper part of the tower would
bly be most affected by the heat ; hence CD should proba

) taken somewhat less than one-half the height, and the
major axis of the ellipse should be proportionately diminished.
As an indication of the accuracy of the results obtained from

such a series of level readings as the above, it may be remarked,
that two days, wl u of the tables were noticed
as showing unusually large easterly and northerly inclinations,

jyere afterwards found, by reference to the weather record, to

have been marked respectively by a northeast storm and a cool

north wind. The effect of the cold rain or wind in causing
contraction of that side upon which it blew was thus plainly

recorded by the level, and a good illustration afforded of the

accuracy of which this method of investigation is susceptible.

-In regard to the practical bearing of this discussion upon the

availability of such towers for mounting astronomical instru-

cts, it may be sufficient, without entering into details, to

state the conclusion arrived at in the present case. This was,
that the motion of the tower was so great and so uncertain as

to make it unfit for the support of a meridian instrument, but
not great enough to seriously interfere with the differential

measurements for which an ' equatorial is principally used.

.

iae mean hourly change was not more than l"% which, dur-
mg the few minutes of an observation, would be insignificant

^ess extreme accuracy was desired, and might be combined
witn the unknown accidental errors in reducing the observations.

J-n conclusion, I would express my thanks to Profs Newton
and Lyman of Yale College, to whom I have been indebted tor

Te use of instruments and for valuable suggestions m the con-
anct of the observations.
Brunawick, Me., July 11th, 18U.
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Art. XXVL—On the destructive Distillation of Light Petroleum

Naphthas, at comparatively low temperatures; by S. Dana
Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts.

series of hydrocarbons having specific gravities above 0742,

or between 0*625 (rhigolene) and 0*742 (heavy naphtha), and

boiling points varying with the densities from 65° F. to 300°

F. These naphthas have distinguishing characteristics by

which they are easily recognized and which place them in a

class by themselves; and aside from their odors, den-

ing points, volatility, and solvent powers, a noticeable
j

is the absence of oily bodies : they do not leave any permanent

stain on common writing paper that has been dipped in them,

as do all the heavier and oily distillates obtained from petro-

leum. The redistillation of these naphthas under different con-

ditions produces other hydrocarbons, in which the proportions

of hydrogen and carbon are not only changed, but some of

these products are oils that will stain writing paper like fats,

and it is possible to produce crystallizable paraffine from these

volatile naphthas by properly conducted distillations.

In the summer of 1861, the writer had occasion to redistill

several thousand gallons of light petroleum naphtha, which was

entirely free from oily bodies, in cast-iron " stills," heated di-

rectly by coal fires and having powerful condensors attached,

such as were then common in coal-oil refineries ; and it was

observed that besides the gases, light vapors, and a greatly di-

minished volume of naphtha, an unexpectedly large
|

of heavy paraffine oils was obtained ; and after the dist

were finished, large masses of separated carbon were found in

the stills, as in the ordinary destructive distillations of crude

petroleum, or its heavy products.

In 1862,* Professor Bacon of Harvard Medical College ob-

served, when examining a sample of " keroselene," a ligM

naphtha, that had a "specific gravity of 0*640

and when heated in a flask containing scraps of platinum ftw»

it began to boil at about 85° F. As the more volatile parte

distilled off, the temperature continued to rise, and at 170° about

three-quarters of the liquid had evaporated. It continued to

boil freely, but the whole was not converted into vapor unti

the thermometer had risen considerably above 300°. It is
f**

markable that keroselene should be so readily and completely

volatile at atmospheric temperaturea I found that keroselene

and Squibb's ether, exposed in watch glasses, lost equal weights

* This Journal, Sept., 1862.
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in two and a half and three and a half minutes respectively
;

and the former evaporated completely in about two-thirds of

the time required for the other."

This peculiarity of petroleum naphtha has been so often ob-
served in my laboratory, that I have learned to avoid the em-
ployment of heat when evaporating solutions, or extracts made
in them, for the purpose of obtaining the substances dissolved

;

because, although these hydrocarbons are exceedingly diffusive,

and evaporate entirely and very rapidly in the air at common
temperatures, yet when heated above their boiling points (above
85° F., in the case of keroselene), they undergo destructive

decomposition, or, if in a flask, destructive distillation, heavier
oily bodies being produced which are difficult to remove from
the residuum of such evaporations.
Within the past year an apparatus has been erected in Boston,

by Mr. Z. A. Willard, for generating gases and hydrocarbon
vapors for use in metallurgical operations, that has offered an
opportunity to obtain considerable quantities of the oils made
from naphtha, distilled at temperatures below 300° F., and I

nave examined these products with much interest.

.
Willard's apparatus consists of three or more upright wrought-

iron cylinders, having a capacity of several hundred gallons
each, standing near a common steam boiler, and which are con-

nected together and with the boiler by pipes that enter at the

bottom of each cylinder, ending there and starting out from the

^P of each again to connect with the bottom of the next ;
it is

thus a system of large iron Woulfe's bottles, the first being con-

nected with a steam boiler. These cylinders or gas generators,

when in operation, are about half full of gasoline or petroleum
naphtha of the lightest and cheapest kind, which leaves no per-

manent stain on note paper, while steam at common working
temperature and pressure is passing in at the bottom of the
first cylinder, bubbling up through and vaporizing the naphtha,

Jen passing into the other cylinders with the same action.

J-ne cylinders are provided with glass tube guages, so that the

enanges occurring inside may be watched, and the whole appa-

Jjtas and contents are maintained under a pressure of about
h% pounds to the inch when in operation.

-•-n this apparatus the steam and naphtha vapors are held to-

gether in the upper part of the cylinders, above the liquid,

^der pressure, and at a temperature of about 212° F or

much above the boiling point of the naphtha, but never so high

» 800° F. ; and thl decompositions occur in the vapors

mther than in the liquid, light uncondensable gases and vapors

Passing upward? an(J heavy oii falling down into the naphtha

pelow. The apparatus was operated continuously by pump-
mg in naphtha at intervals as it was consumed, and after the
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heavy oil had accumulated it was drawn off at the bottom, the

largest quantity being found in the first cylinder. It was

iui.t the longer the vapors were held together in the

apparatus, heated and under pressure, the more perfect were

these decompositions; and Mr. Willard obtained at differed

times from two to ten per cent of the naphtha as heavy oil.

The heavy hydrocarbon oil obtained in this way has a dark

yellowish-brown color, and smells of the adhering naphtha when

fresh
;
but after standing exposed to the air for a few days, it

loses this odor and becomes nearly neutral, or comparatively

free from offensive odor. Its specific gravity vari< -

to 0'860, and its boiling point, after it is freed from the adher-

ing naphtha, is above 400° F.

It does not evaporate at common temperatures, leaves a

permanent greasy stain on paper, is a good lubricator for

machinery, and when redistilled at high temperatures, it breaks

up into lighter and heavier liquid hydrocarbons, paraffine, and

separated carbon. It is essentially a paraffine oil, like that of

the same density obtained directly from petroleum, or its

heavy products, by distillation.

When refining petroleum for illuminating purposes, it has

been desirable to break up the heavier pm lu.-t~ ai I
eoiiven

them into the light hydrocarbons generally known in e-om-

merce, in this country, as "kerosene" ; and several forms of dis-

ng apparatus have been devised for this purpose, in WMlf
'

j their boiling

products, and ultimately into burning oil entirely. But

Mr. Wizard's apparatus demonstrates that light petroleum

naphthas, and probab thas from coal and other

sources, maybe "cracked" at a temperature below 300° $
into lighter and heavier products, the latter bein »

that belong to a class of hydrocarbons entirely different from

that of the original naphtha.
Through the kindness of Prof. B. Silliman, I have received

a copy of his report on the " petroleum from Venango county,

Pennsylvania,"* since the first part of this article was
It is a memoir that has never been published in any scientific

journal, containing the results of an extended investiga

in the spring of 1855, being undoubtedly the earliest record ot

any chemical research on the distillations of this petroleum-

And I take the liberty of quoting from it, because a

date Prof. Silliman found that the products obtained from P^
troleum are not simply bodies previously existing in the petro'

* Report on the Hock Oil or Petroleum from Venango eountj
'

;

'
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leum, but that they are new substances formed by heat and
distillation.

The author says :
" The uncertainty of the boiling points in-

dicates that the products obtained at the temperatures named
above were still mixtures of others, and the question forces itself

upon us, whether these several oils are to be regarded as educls,

or whether they are not rather produced by the heat and chemi-
cal change in the process of distillation. The continued appli-

cation of an elevated temperature alone is sufficient to effect

changes in the constitution of many organic products, evolving
new bodies not before existing in the original substance." And
further on in the report :

" The paraffine, with which this portion
of the oil abounds, does not exist ready-formed in the original

crude product, but it is a result of the high temperatm
ployed in the process of distillation, by which x1 -

newly arranged." When describing the prope:
mating oils distilled from this petroleum, Prof. Sdlunan

result of an experiment as follows :
" Exposed for many

days in an open vessel, at a regulated heat below 212°, the oil

gradually rises in vapor, as may be seen by its staining the

paper used to cover the vessel from dust, and also by its sensi-

ble diminution. Six or eight fluid ounces, exposed in this

manner in a metallic vessel for six weeks or more, the heat
never exceeding 200°, gradually and slowly diminished, grew
yellow, and finally left a' small residue of dark brown, lustrous-

looking resin, or pitchy substance, which in the cold was hard
and brittle. The samples of oil employed were very nearly

colorless. This is remarkable when we remember that the tem-

perature of the distilhm.Mi vra< above .->00°F."

It is remarkable that in this early laboratory investigation

J^'of. Silliman should have noted the production of entirely new
bodies by the desl of petroleum, such as are

now only produced in large quantities in manufacturing opera-

tions. The "cracking" of petroleum, as a necessary result of
rts distillations in the large way, was not generally recognized
°r admitted for several years after this report was written, and
even now there are many chemists who consider these as simply

Pactional distillations
; but it is only necessarv to mix the dis-

JfUates together again 'and try to reproduce petroleum, to satis-

factorily prove how different the products are from the original

substance.

The petroleum upoi
Jid not yield anY of the light

- M.t.-t distillate having
Poumg point above 400° F., i
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face oil. " Most of the petroleum, u- now ol itn in eel from wells in

Pennsylvania, yields by the first distillation, either by steam-

heat or otherwise, about fifteen per cent of light naphtha, suck

as is commonly called gasolene, benzine, &c, which is entirely

free from any greasy or oily constituent ; and this lighl

by distillation at comparatively low temperatures as described

above, yields about ten per cent of its volume of heavy paraffine

oil, a new substance produced by heating the vapors above the

boiling points of the naphtha, and not simply an educt.

Believing that we can arrive at a knowledge of the laws

which govern the distribution of ore-deposits only through a

careful study of the conditions under which ores occur, and

especially of the relations which these bear to their minewl

associates, the writer hopes through the present paper to in-

crease the interest in active and accurate investigations of this

kind among the many competent men scattered through our

mining districts. The paper is divided into three parts :

L The lithology of the rocks in which the deposits of copper

II. The paragenesis, etc., of the mineral associates of copper.

III. Conclusions from the facts observed.

The second part is the result of a careful study >

thousand specimens. No series was admitted to the list when

there was any doubt as to the succession, except where the

doubt is indicated by an interrogation point.

I. Lithology of the Trappean Series.

In the immediate neighborhood of Portage Lake,

composing the " Mineral Range " have a uniform tre

35° E., and a nearly equally regular dip of 55°-60° to W.S".^

The eastern limit of the " range " is formed by a

marked and generally vertical plane of demarkation between

the highly inclined cupriferous series of rocks and the sand-

stones which slope gently to the S.E. This sudden break i*

considered, with probably the best of reasons, by 1

Whitney, and afterwards by Rivot, to be a longitudit.

accompanied by a dislocation of at least several tin

Foster and Whitney looked upon the sandstone as i

lent of the Potsdam, while the Geologists of the I

Survey refer it to the Chazy, and both aut

aidering it to be younger than the cupriferous rock, and ot tiie
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The trappean series consists of beds of melaphyr, varying in
thickness from 20 feet to more than 100 feet, the demarkation
being frequently denned by the amygdaloidal or epidotic
character of the upper portion of each bed.
At intervals, varying from a few yards to several thousand

feet, beds of conglomerate occur intercalated in the series.

This is the general character of the country near Portage
Lake for a distance of about three miles, measured from the
great line of fracture mentioned above, W.N.W. across the
formation.

Still farther W.N.W. the rocks are little known, but seem to
consist chiefly of sandstones and conglomerates.
The trappean rocks of Portage Lake occur uniformly in beds

varying from a few feet to one hundred feet, or more, in thick-
ness. Frequently an appearance of subordinate bedding is

observable, arising perhaps from the existence of joints lying
parallel to the plane of stratification, which divide the rock
mt<> plates a few inches to several feet thick.
The texture of the many varieties varies from compact and

sometimes porphyritic, through fine grained subcrystalline or
earthy, to coarse-grained an I

Bine. In individ-
ual beds the texture is usually found to undergo a more or less

gradual change from compact or granular at the bottom to a
vesicular or amy _

:

q the neighborhood of the
hanging wall.

Green, of various shades, is the dominating color, and next
«> this brown and dirty red. Light and dark green, mottled or
speckled with brown ; dirty brownish-green ; reddish-gray ;

and
dark green, almost black, are the usual colors.
In the fresh state these rocks may be easily scratched with a

fcarfe, but they are exceedingly tough under the hammer, and
the force which crashes a fragment often leaves the powder very

*™y compacted.
.

Ine fracture is generally uneven, or hackly, to imperfectly

conchoidal, but in the freshest, and especially in the compact
varieties, it is often highly conchoidal. They have an earthy
°aor often even without having been breathed upon.

_

some varieties yield a thick beard of a magnetic iron ore to

the magnet, while others contain very little of this mineral
I he ingredients which are visible under the glass, and which

seem to be common to all varieties, are a light green indole
M&par apparently labradorite and chloritic mineral of dii-

«*ent shades of green, while the magnet reveals a very vana-
Ne percentage of a magnetic iron ; and in some of the coarser-
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A brick-red foliaceous mineral resembling rubellan, occurri

in some fine-grained varieties ; it Lends

weathered surface, and speckles the interior with red.

Sp. c il;ir- ron m mi ute fl ikes, seemingly more frequent ii

Calcite in seams, and more frequently in grains and amygdules, especially ii

amygdaloidal portion of the beds.

Epidote rarely crystallized ; most common in the amygdala
quently in seams and impregnations, and nearly always associated with q

the hanging wall of many beds.

,
mostly confined to the amygdaloidal porti<

We have fortunately seven
and typical varieties of these

Macfarlane.*

Of one of the coarser-grained varieties which forms

thick beds several hundred feet west of the Quincy " 7

Mr. Macfarlane says : "It is distinctly of a compound n
' minerals are not large

accurately determined. Conspicuous among them is a dart

green chloritic mineral, the grains of which vary from the

smallest size to one-fourth of an inch in diameter. In the latter

case they are irregularly shaped, with rounded angles, but they

are never quite round or amygdaloidal [?]. They frequently

consist in the center of dark green laminse. The mineral u>

very soft, and has a light greenish-gray streak. It fuses readiIT

1
3s. and it woula

The other

very line grains, and consist of a reddish"

gray feldspathic mineral, with distinct cleavage planes, an

another closely resembling it, in light greenish-gray particle^

but whether of a feldspathic, pyroxenic or hornblendic natatf

could not be determined.
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The prevailing color of the rock is dark grayish-green.
Hydrochloric acid produces no effervescence with it, even when
in the state of fine powder. Its specific gravity is 2*83, and
the magnet attracts a very small quantity of magnetite from its

powder. The color of the powder when fine is light greenish-
gray.

When ignited it loses 3'09 per cent of its weight, and changes
to a light brown color. When digested with nitric acid, and
afterwards with a weak solution of caustic potash (to remove
free silica), it experiences, including the loss by ignition, a loss
of 46-36 per cent. This consists of

Silica, 14-73

Alumina, 7*17

Peroxide of iron, 14*87

Lime, 4-47

Water, .!.................- 3-09

46-36

In the undecomposed residue light-red and dark-colored
particles are discernible. On digesting it with hydrochloric
acid, and subsequently with a weak solution of potash, it sus-

tains a further loss of 10 "6 per cent, which consists of

Silica, 3-48

Alumina, 3-03

Peroxide of iron, 1'98

Magnesia, - '35

10-60

The undecomposed residue was still found to consist of a
hght red and a dark-colored constituent. The latter was the

heavier, and an approximate separation was accomplished by
washing. The dark-colored particles, which could not, how-
ever, be freed wholly from the light-colored feldspathic consti-

tuent, fused readily to a dark brown glass. To judge from its

gravity and fusibility, it would not appear unreasonable to

regard it as either pyroxene or hornblende. In quantity it did
not, however, exceed one-eighth of the feldspar. The latter

jused easily before the blowpipe to a colorless glass, tangifflg&fi

ttame strongly yellow. It would therefore seem to be of the

nature of labradorite, although it is only slightly decomposed
oj hydrochloric acid. Since, according to Girard, neither lab-

faaorite, pyroxene nor magnetite, are decomposable by nitric^ it may reasonably be concluded that the constituents

removed by the nitric acid are those of the chloritic mineral.

ua treating the rock previous to ignition, much of the iron is

removed as protoxide.
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Although some peroxide is also possibly present, I have cal-

culated the whole of the iron as protoxide, and have moreover,

added the difference of the weight between it and the iron

estimated as peroxide to the loss sustained by ignition, and put

it down as water. In this way the composition of the chloritic

mineral, calculated to 100 parts, would be

Silica, 31-78

Alumina, 15"47

Protoxide of iron, 28-87

Lime, 9-64

Magnesia, 4-37

Water, 9'87

In these figures the quantity of iron is much greater and that

of magnesia much less than in ordinary chlorite. In its com-

position, and in being easily decomposed by acids, the mineral
x
closely resembles the ' ferruginous chlorite of Delesse, (the

• firdelessite of Naumann) but differs from it

siderable amount of lime, and in being readily fused before the

blowpipe. Assuming, nevertheless, that the chloritic consti-

tuent is delessite, and that one-half of the iron removed by

hydrochloric acid belongs to the magnetite, then the rock would

be composed mineralogically of

Delessite,

Labradorite, .

Pyroxene or hornblende,

.

Magnetite,

By the same method of analysis, Mr. Macfarlane found the

rock underlying the copper-bearing bed of the Quincy mine to

100-00

This rock is distinctly amygdaloidal. " The matrix i

grained, but it is crystalline, and is seen to consist of dii

constituents. Its color is dark reddish-gray." Its ca

rarely the size of a pea, are rilled with what seems to 1

same chloritic mineral which occurs as a constituent <

rock nbnve described.

Mr. Macfarlane also examined the rock which overli<

Albany and Boston conglomerate at the Albany and I

mine. " It is a fine grained mixture of dark green del

greenish-gray feldspar, and reddish-brown mica, some <
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laminse of the latter showing ruby-red reflections. Its specific

-ravin- is 2 -81, and the smallest trace only of its powder is

attracted by the magnet." He considers the mineralogical com-
position of this rock to be

Delessite, 40-00

Mica, 20-00

Labradorite, 40-00

100-00

The rocks, to which the above given analyses refer, are repre-

sentatives of the three predominating types of the trap of

Portage Lake. Mr. Macfarlane's results agree very closely

with my own observations on several hundred specimens, aided

by the blowpipe, and examination of external characteristics.

Everything goes to show that the normal, essential consti-

tuents of these rocks are in their present condition a triclinic

|
irobably labradorite, and a ferruginous chlorite closely

allied to delessite. This composition places these rocks among
the Portage

Lake varieties being accounted for by the fact that the sp. gr.

of delessite is 2-89, wbJ li ,-es from
2-65 to 2-78.

Although the name melaphyr is an unfortunate one, having

been first used to designate an entirely different rock, and hav-

mg been successively applied to others of very various charac-

ters, it is now the onlv distinctive name for the class we have

under consideration. All the trap rocks and associated amyg-
daloids of Portage Lake are varieties of melaphyr.
But I do not doubt that any one who will careful

'be melaphyrs of Portage Lake, and compare them with their

equivalents in Keweenaw county, will feel convinced that the

melaphyr owes its di>-
'

: process oi meta-

morphism, in which the chlorite resulted, largely or wholly,

from the alteration of hornblende or pyroxene. In the more

crystallized traps of Keweenaw county, the pseudo-

morphicoe- pyroxene

at of the trap, may be far
BtaSes t"

.

The principal varieties of melaphyr on Portage Lake are

1. < „.„ ;ilntl m v , t crvstals of feldspar and

grains of delessite are more or less distinct. The color is

greenish-gray. It contains generally grains of magnetite and

SD^H tabular crvstals of specular iron.

.-• Fine-grain* I: 1

cl^ie feldspar and dark-green delessite, are sometimes distm-

^ishable, tut more generally they are not so. The usual color

tunes is speckled with brown
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through the presence of small flakes of rubellan ; or mixed green

and brown, from the oxide of iron produced in the decomposi-

tion of some of the constituents. As a rule, the greater the

amount of rubellan the less there seems to be of n

In some instances, especially in some of the beds east of the

IsleRoyale copper-bearing bed, the rock is fine grained ami sub-

Line, brilliant black-green, sometimes purplish; slightly

shimmering; easily scratched with the knife; contains consid-

erable magnetite, small pieces of rock adhering to the magnet

It weathers rusty gray.

3. Melaphyr-porphyry ; dark-green, often nearly black: com-

pact with perfect conchoidal fracture ; very hard : contain

minute crystals of triclinic feldspar.

Amygdaloids.

The amygdaloids are merely varieties of the melaphyr. On

Portage Lake they always form the upper or hanging-wall por-

tion of beds of trap, into which they pass by a more or less

gradual transition.

It is rare that one finds a bed of trap which does not contain

here and there scattered segregations of s

especially delessite, but often calcite, laumontite, quartz or chal-

cedony, prehnite, occupying cavities which are often well d*

fined and spherical or ovoidal, but sometimes who
in shape, and without definite walls. These enclosui

become more frequent in ascending from the foot-wall of a WW

toward the hanging wall. The plane of demarkatio]
the amygdaloidal upper portion of a bed and the ovei I

is always well defined. Where they are sufficiently nu

impress a distinctive character upon the rock, while at the aafflfl

time the matrix retains the essential features, in regard to cold

and texture of the parent trap, I have designated the variety

Amygdaloidal 3/i laphyr.

All the varieties of melaphyr on Portage Lake a

to this modification, but there is a considerable variation amoQc

different beds in regard to the nature of the mine]

amygdaloidal cavities. In all the varieties, amygduh -

ite, or calcite or quartz coated with del< as

i

T
<

,
or ag

epidote, occur here and there in the body of the rock.

beds the rock is characterized throughout by the presence

laumonite in small amygdules and minute seams.
.

,

In the belt occupying 1,000 feet or more on eith

the Isle Royale copper-bearing bed, many of the bed

towards the top amygdules of delessite a
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in diameter of prehnite, greenish-white, or tinged with pink
generally amorphous, but often with a radiating structure, and
sometimes slightly impregnated with native copper.

The portion of the bed nearest the hanging wall is often

highly amygdaloidal, while the matrix has at the same time a

different degree of hardness, texture and color, and often a
different mineralogical constitution from the parent trap. These
varieties form the

Amygdaloids proper.

The amygdaloids are the most highly altered form of the

melaphvr, and present themselves under a variety of characters

in different beds and in different parts of the same bed. The
colors of the matrix are different shades of brown or red, and
of green, or of these mixed ; its texture varies from fine grained

or sometimes subcrystalline to compact ; and its hardness ranges

worn that of limestone to that of quartz.
Two quite different kinds of amygdaloid occur on Portage

Lake, both separately, and intimately associated in the same
hed, and are easily distinguished by their different colore, the

one being brown and the other green.
The brown, which exhibits the amygdaloidal character in its

highest development, has a chocolate-brown to dirty red matrix,

which generally is ith the knife, but is some-

times indurated and hard ; it has a fine grained to subcrystalline

texture, and now and then contains minute reddish crystals of

feldspar, and fuses easily to a dark-green and somewhat mag-

The amygdules in this variety are more generally spherical,

out often somewhat irregular and connected, and more rarely

long-cylindrical, and then usually perpendicular to the plane of

bedding. The contents of these cavities, for they are very
rarel .v empty, are laumontite, leonhardite, Qftlcite, quartz, a soft

green mineral, :I .

native copper, epi I cite, orthoclase. In places

°ne, in others an

,

orally several

^associated.
The green variety is a very tine grained to compact light

Payish-green rock. It is generally very hard, striking lire

^fer the steel. Its constituents are very largely free silica,

and a green mineral which has been generally taken for epietote

but which is so minutely disseminated as to render it difficult

°f determination. Small pieces of the rock fuse easily on the

ftp to a dark ^ With acids. These

Hs are called, :
bablymmany

instances, at 1« - ture of quartz and epidote

ra iu °tb ],eds
' h **? chSls «*, and is probably either a green-earth or a chlorite.
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The cavities in this variety are often less regularly defined in

shape than in the brown amygdaloid. The enclosed minerals

are quartz, epidote, calcite, delessite, prehnite, laumonite, green-

earth, analcite, native copper, orthoclase. These two varieties of

amygdaloids often occur together without any well defined

lines of separation, the bed being made up of irregular masBM
of the two rocks. In places, however, the brown an
forms a band one to two feet thick on the hanging wa
rather abrupt transition into the green amygdaloid v.

it ; I have never observed the reverse.

Some beds have an exceedingly mixed character ; the amjf-

daloidal portions are associated with massive segregations of

calcite, quartz and epidote, and are traversed by seams and

irregular veins of these minerals; this structure is especially

noticeable in the beds worked for copper. A somcwi
structure occurs in other beds on a smaller scale, giving to

them a brecciated or even a conglomerate-like appearand .

seems, however, to be due to purely metamorphic action ;
the

best example of this is in the "Ancient pit" bed on the

Shelden and Columbian property.

Conglomerates.

The conglomerates of Portage Lake differ from each other

but little, if at all, in lithological characteristics. The pebbles

vary from the size of a pea to one foot or more in d
being coarser in some beds than in others. The different beds

vary in thickness from mere seams to several hundred feet, ana

the same bed often varies greatly in width.
The pebbles, in most of the beds on Portage Lab

almost exclusively of varieties of non-q
porphyry ; two kinds predominate ; one of these has a chocolate-

brown to liver-brown, subcrystalline to cow
|

matrix containing very scattered minute crystals

feldspar of the same color as the base. The other and raK*

variety, also non-quartziferous, has a chocolate-brown
to minutely crystalline matrix, in which lie crystals, \-\ inctl

long, of a flesh-colored triclinic feldspar.

In some beds there appear pebbles of a flesh-red rock, com-

posed almost entirely of granular feldspar, contaii

. a black undetermined mineral. In some
the feldspar is wholly triclinic, in others the twin--'

frequently absent. This variety of pebble is altoget:

in some beds, at least where they are opened, while in owJJ
they predominate, as in the Albany and Boston Con-
Pebbles of compact melaphyr and of melaphyr an

also occur, but are quite subordinate in number to fch<
-

enumerated.
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The normal form of cement is a fine grained sandstone, com-

posed apparently of the same material as the pebbles. Often

the cement is very subordinate in volume, the pebbles touching

each other. Frequently, however, the reverse is the case, and
often the sandstone forms layers from less than an inch to many
feet in thickness.

The original character of the cement is often entirely lost; the

interstices between the pebbles are sometimes, though rarely,

empty ; in places the sand is associated with oxide of iron, chlo-

rite, a white talc-lik 1 u-ral, . -arl mate of lime, or it is entirely

replaced by calcite, chlorite, epidote or even native copper.

It is a remarkable fact that while all the conglomerate beds

near Portage Lake are free from pebbles of quartz-porphyry,

those in the neighborhood of Calumet are characterized by
pebbles rich in grains of quartz. This abrupt change takes

place about six miles KB. from the lake.

Different horizons of the Portage Lake series of rocks are

marked by certain distinguishing lithological characteristics,

which, without in any instance being peculiar to a given

horizon, still serve to mark decidedly those parts of the series

where they are, respectively, most frequent.

Thus, to begin toward the eastern part of the field, from the

neighborhood of " Mabbs' vein " to within, say, 1,000 feet E.

of the Isle Eoyale " vein " there is a tendency, among the dif-

ferent traps, to a compact or fine grained texture with a dark-

green, almost black, color, sometimes slightly mottled, especially

on the weathered surface. The fracture is brilliant, and the

trap contains enough magnetite to cause small bits of the rock

to adhere to the magnet. . , T .

From this region till 1,500 feet or more west of the Isle

goyale copper-bearing bed, the upper portion of very many of

the beds have the amygdaloidal cavities filled with a light-

greenish white or pale pink prehnite, which sometimes, for a

^dth of 2 to 6 feet, form from 10 to 40 per cent of the rock,

and lend it a very characteristic spotted appearance.

during the next 2,000 feet or more, the traps have frequent

seams 3 to 20 inches thick, consisting of distinctly mdividual-

^edtriclinic feldspar, delessite, prehnite and specular iron; these

°ecur both parallel to the plane of bedding and oblique to it. The

tops through a portion of this distance are frequently impreg-

nated with epidote, as is also the cementof the
conglomerate bed-

t
.
On the "Dacotah " property we come to a belt of thefoima-

ion m which many beds have a tendency to a coarse-grained,

rystalline texture, and in some the character is highly de-

*eloped, giving the rock, at a distance, ^ost the appearance

of a chloritic granite. Still farther west, on the " Southside

Property, the brown amygdaloids often present a sconaceous

appearance which is quite characteristic.
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Some, at least, of these features, are traceable for miles in

the longitudinal extension of the zones in which they occur.

Thus the prehnitic amygdaloid of the Isle Royale series, is

found in the N.E. extension of this zone, near where the road

to Eagle river crosses the line between Townships 55 and 56

N., or about 7 miles from Portage Lake.
melaphyr of the " Dacotah," is found

extensively developed in the extension of the same
the South-Pewabic, Quincy and St. Mary's properties. The

brown amygdaloids of the " Southside " reappear with their

peculiar scoriacious structure in the South-Pewabic and Han-

cock beds, and in the trenches on the St. Mary's, and have been

considered the equivalents of the " Ash-bed " rocks of Kewee-
naw county, which they resemble.

Art. XXVIIL— Observations on the Color of Fluoresceat Solu-

tions; by Henry Morton, Ph.D., President of the Stevens

Institute of Technology.

As the result of a
described, I have come
familiar fluorescent solutions, such as the tincture of t rmeriq

of agaric, of chlorophyl, and the solution of nitrate oi

: -X of the same color by fluorescence, namely, blue iden-

tical with that developed by acid salts of quinine.
" This ldue.

however, as is well known in the case of quinine, is not of a

r yields a continuous spectrum.

the more refrangible rays predominate.
My attention was first drawn to the subject by obser

a specimen of mixed asphalt, which is bi

n of pavements, yielded a light-yellow solul

alcohol, which fluoresced blue, and an orange solution win

turpentine, which fluoresced green. It at once occurred to B*

that the green color was simply due to the absorptive action »

the colored solution, and not to the development of g
Examined with the spectroscope, the seemingly gre<

cence showed no increase in the green or yellow part of the

spectrum, as compared with the blue fluorescence, but onty • n

absorption of the red and violet ends. When, however, a p&*
of fluorescing canary glass or solid nitrate of uranium was '

v

amined, the green light was (as is well known) largely

:

coal, the solution in turpentine "was reduced in color, the g&et

tint of the fluorescence disappeared in a corresponding degree-

This alone would, however, have proved nothing, as a greeD
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fluorescing matter might have been absorbed by the charcoal,

but in connection with ike spectroscopic res lit it was of interest.

I next took up for examination the tincture of turmeric.

This is set down in standard works, such as those of Du Mon-
cel and Becquerel, as fluorescing red. This solution, when con-

centrated, has a rich orange-red color, and the jacket of a Geiss-

ler tube being filled with' it. nil the light reaching the eye, from
the electric discharge within, is of a deep orange or red color.

If, however, the solution is simply diluted until its color is re-

duced to a rich yellow, the fluorescence appears green. The
same result follows from filtration through bone black, with a

marked increase in the amount of fluorescence visible, as the

light-absorbing coloring matter is removed. By continuing the

decoloration until the liquid is colorless or of a very light tint,

its fluorescence is distinctly blue.
The results with the spectroscope when it was applied to this

substance, were the same as with the solution of asphalt.

Such also is the case with tinctures of chlorophyl, which, when
fresh and green, gives apparently a green light, and, when old

and brown, a gray color.
Finally, I took up the nitrate of uranium, about which such

contradictory statements have been published. This salt in its

solid state gives a brilliant green fluorescence, whose spectrum
is figured by Becqu.-ivl. and :il..»unds in green rays; but in solu-

tion it gives a very feeble fluorescence, far inferior to that of

turmeric, and of no more green tint than would be due to its

yellow color. So in fact says also the spectroscope.

From these results it would seem that the molecules of fluo-

rescent bodies in solution are not capable of restricting their

vibrations to limited ranges, but move at rates corresponding
~ of the higher

ones, though the same substances in the solid state may act

quite differently, as in the case of nitrate of uranium, and pos-

slWy the fluorescent material in the asphalt, which may be rela-

ted to the solid hydro-carbon fluorescing green, which Becque-
rel mentions {La Lumtnere, tome i, p. 382).
In this general connection let me mention that 1 have

observed that while the acid salts of quinine generally are fluo-

rescent, the chloride is not, and that hydrochloric acid will de-

compose the acid sulphate so as to destroy its fluorescence.

a
There are several other points in connection with this and

Jte foregoing subject, which I must leave for a subsequent dis-

J«iy, mi.
P. S.-Aug. 1st. I have just obtained results with turmeric,

*kich seem to 1

1

rescence is due to the pres-

ei*e of a substance not yet observed, soluble in water, and

^thout any color.
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Art. XXIX.

—

Mineralogical and Chemical Compos
Meteoric Stone that fell near Searsmont, Maine, May 21, 1871

:

by J. Lawrence Smith.

Immediately after the fall of this meteoric stone a portion

of it was placed in my hands for examination. The circum-

stances accompanying its fall, as well as its physical characters,

have been described in the last number of this Journal bv Prof.

Shepard (p. 133).

It resembles very closely the Mauerkirehen stone that fell in

1768, the crust of the specimens corresponding quite closely to

that in thickness and appearance; the Mauerkirehen stone,

however, has not well-marked globules like that of Searsmont;

in this respect it corresponds more nearly with the Aussun, as

already stated by Prof. Shepard.
The specific gravity of the specimen examined was 3*701.

The nickeliferous iron and stony matter were separated me-

chanically for analysis. One hundred parts of the meteorite gave

Stony matter (including a little sulphuret of iron) 85-38

Nickeliferous iron . . 14-62

The iron afforded

:

Iron 90'02

Nickel .. 9-05

Cobalt -43

Phosphorus and copper were not estimated. The stony re-

treated with a mixture of hydrochloric and nitric acids, gave:

Soluble in the acid 52-3

Insoluble" " 47-7

The soluble portion afforded

:

Silica 40-61

Protoxide of iron 19-21

Magnesia _ 36-34

Sulphuret of iron 3-06

Leaving out the sulphuret, which is obviously only a me-

chanical mixture, this soluble part is evidently an

which is almost invariably the case with soluble portions ot

meteoric stones.

The insoluble part was composed as follows

:

Silica 56-25

Protoxide of iron - 13'02

Alumina 201
Magnesia. 24-14

Alkalies, NaO, KO with trace of LiO 210
Chrome iron, small black specks not estimate(l
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The above analyses give for the composition of the stone

:

Nickeliferous iron H'63
Magnetic pyrites 3*06

Bronzite, i I, - ),<] n 1 . u •
i ittl. albite or

orthoclase, and chrome iron. „ 39-27

With the bronzite there may also be enstatite, which would be
confounded with the former, if existing in the stone.

Art. XXX.—Discovery of a new Planet; by Prof. C. H. F.

Peters. From a letter to one of the editors, dated Litchfield

Observatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, Oneida Co., N. Y.,
July 27, 1871.

A small planet, the 114th of the group of asteroids, was dis-

covered here in the night from the 23d to the 24th inst., and the
following accurate positions hitherto have been obtained of it

:

Wy 24. 15 u 45 21 43 27-85-10 12 16 8 (by 6 comp'sons with Schj. 8925)
" 26.1 12 18 4 121 42 8-35|-10 20 26-0 (by 12 " " W.21h.954)

Hence follow the daily motions resp. -42-3 and -4' 21".

Ihe magnitude of the planet was estimated this morning m a
very fine sky to be 12-3. As it is still about a month yet until

opposition, it will become considerably brighter. The planet
tortima (19) runs nearly parallel to it, distant only one degree,
bong, however, of the 9th magnitude.

^T XXXL—On a new Planet; byJames C. Watson. From
a letter to one of the editors, dated Observatory, Ann Arbor,

August 7, 1871.

I noticed last night a star of the tenth magnitude near Weisse
A-H 462, and a single comparison gave the following place:

18?1, Aug 6. 10h 40m 21 h 21m 9 S'90 -12°80'-1

f
,

A subsequent comparison showed that it had moved, and the

owing observations were made

:

lfifc . . Ann Arbor M. T. (115) a a")'
,

Comp.
18 ' ] >Aug. 6. 12*24"' 4-6 21" 21-4-64 -12* 30' 6""3 4

6. 14 3 36-1 21 20 59-77 12 29 57'6 7

6. 14 59 1-1 21 20 57-19 -12 29 53"5 o

Uady motion, ^«— -69 s -5 a3=+1' 59".

Tb-e planet shines like a star of the tenth magnitude.



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L Chemistky and Physics.

1. On the existence and formation of Salts of Nitrous Oxide. i

—The reduction of an alkaline nitrate to nitrite by means

of sodium was observed by Schoube'm, but the further action of |

the metal upon the nitrite itself has not hitherto been studied.

Divers finds that an amalgam of sodium reduces the nitrite to a

Bait of nitrous oxide, the successive stages of the reaction being f

represented by the equations

—

Na N0
3+Na2=Na N0 2-f-Na2 0,NaN02 -fNa 8=:NaNe +Na 2 0,

So that four atoms of sodium are required for the reduction of one

molecule of the nitrate. The reduction of the nitrite is accom-

panied by the evolution of pure nitrous oxide, and the author

explains this by the mutual reaction of two molecules of the new

salt according to the equation

—

Na NO-f-Na NO=N20-f-Na2 0.

After neutralization by acetic acid, the alkaline liquid irbe> i

yellow pulverulent precipitate with argentic nitrate. This pre-

cipitate has the formula, AgNf> : it is almost as insoluble as

argentic chloride, and may be washed with hot water without

change. Light does not decompose this salt ;
ammonia aii'l

ammonic carbonate dissolv. ii ; ami acetic acid ]>reci]iitaU->

from the solution unchanged. Dilute nitric and sulphuric aeiu>

dissolve the salt without immediate decomposition :
alkalies piv-

changed. It is instantly oxidized by conevn-

tion of copious red fumes. So*

: i
• arid also decompose it. When hcau* 1

to redness, pure silver finally remains, nitric oxide, metallic silv<>'

and a lit i ..!_.,!, ;,• nitrati being at first formed. Wl" >

1 containing the sodic salt is neutralized m
. it gives precipitates with various other metal

thor promises a farther investigation of this very intertjj'

ject, and meantime purposes to call the new acid, N0n»ing subject, and meantime purposes 1

either hypo-nit>'> .'".• acid.

—

Proc. Royal Society,

2. On a remarkable group of Mercurial Colloids.—-By the

action of mercuric chloride upon an alkaline solution of acet
.

OI
Vj

and submission of the mixture to dialysis, Reynolds has obtain

a compound of mercuric oxide with acetone, having the foruin^

3 ) 2 UHg 3
<

is group oi o
i or gelatinous character. A solution (

compound, containing five per cent, remains fluid, if p«re >
t0

twelve or fourteen days, and then sets to a firm jelly. The saw

ies and" salts. Evens.;



/

vap'orated

«-nl.;i live

to 50° C.

resinoid mass of the anhydrous compound. _
alcohol upon the one per cent solution, the author ob
Graham termed the alcosol of the new 'body. This g<
long boiling to form the alcogel. Acetone-mercuric o
to be an extremely feeble but well marked tetrabnsi
dry^salts are resinoid bodies very difficult to obtain

t purity. Several other ketones of the fattv aci
le of forming

1 ne nigher compo
is difficult to obtain their' colloidal' hydrates or hydrosols. The
anhydrous butyroi u . compound has fhe fonnul.i ;0>((/II,),^ 9r !• - with mercuri. oxide a white

nud, but docs not give a colloid liquid.—
* roc. Royal Society, xix, p. 431. w. <;.

3. On anew Synthesis of Acids.—-Vox Kichtkb lias given a

;ing organic acids likely to be fertile in intor-

sults. This method consists in acting upon N0 2 com-
pounds with potassic cyanide so as to produce "the correspondin::
.'•'"ides, which arc rhen to be hoilcd with an alcoholic solution of

J
i a> I'm- a- ammonia i- evohod. The liquid then

it or' pota-sium. t'r >m wide! the acid may
easily be obtained. Thus, in the case of bromo-nitrobenzol we

€
eH4BrN02+K€N=€ 6

H4€yBr+KN0 2 ,

is being the only part of the process which is really new.

i.,-o
6I

^
treate(l in tnis maimer, ortlm- dn'ir point

IT ( '-
!

-
: ic acid, oC.H B2Oz . Meta-

_ p, im -i ( .).;., !ik< m:nm.-r"yield8 meta-
'• acid. inr.il K.ef,. while para-hromonii roben/o]

i

"
ll ~ l-'im :.7 (.i do,-v noi "i.act with potas-ie cyanide. The

ling chloronitrobenzols were also studied. Orthochloro-
' t'usijier

p i nt ^ 4 ('.) yields orthochlorobenzoic acid.

46 C P
5 a* ^n the other hand, a chloronitrohciizol (fusim: at

:,;•;. when fused with potad.,

I DeutseAen Chem. GeselL, iv,

; On Gfdieot.—When pvro<?allic acid is fused with phthalic

us, the fused mass dissolved in

vh' I D
lelds a new coI«ring* matter in small granular crystals.

new substance is brown-red by
I light, and when obtained, by

- its solution to dryness, exhibits a peculiar yellow

. Water dissohn - « •".' l -

giving ; X dark red. solution. Caustic potash dis-

blue color, which after some time

-Third Series, Vol. II, No. 9.—Sept., 1871.

£ if
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violet solution. The ibecomes dirty ; ammonia gi

remarks that gallein closely resembles ha?m
fusion with caustic potash yields pyrogallic acid. In lik

as hsematein. with r lueino i_ ni>. \ i

may again be oxidized to ha-matin, so gallein may be rcdiiee-1

to gallin, a beautifully crystallized substance, which, ul

ened with ammonia, again yields gallein. Stuffs m< rd

alumina or t'erric o\ide aiv dyed red by gallein, the color being

intermediate between that of logwood and brazilwood. The con-

stitution of gallein appears to be represented by *

€ 18H ]7 7
: it appears clearly to belong to the family of the

_
•'

ill dvestuff of this L'voun. (Tallin has probably the

formula € 18H 16 9
: it crystallizes in beautiful lustrous rhombo-

hedvon- and prisms! It dyes mordanted stuffs like gallein. When

gallein is heated with 20 parts of concentrate-'! sulphuric :aa<l

'

200° C, a new substance is formed, which, when ptu

sents a bluish-black mass, and which Baeyer terms

This body dissolves in hot anilin with a

color. The solution, after adding a little aeetie aeh

indigo-blue. The formula of coerulein is € 18H 10O 6 . By wj*
tion, it passes into ccerulin, which dissolves in ether Witn

yellow color, the solution exhibiting a be

cence. Ccerulin appears also to be formed directly by the action

of sulphuric acid upon gallin. Coerulein dissolves in alkalies^
a green color, and gives a green lake with the eartha fctun-

mordanted with alumina are dyed green ; those with ferric oxw

brown ; the colors appear to be as fast as those of madder. 1
l

nithoi p. ints . it its resemblance to the Lo Kao of t
;

Phthalie arid heated with resorcin yields two color! r..

and fluor. scin. The former

beautiful yellow without mordants, and

magnificent green fluorescence. The author promises

investigation of this int. n>timr and possibly important >w\)^ x -

Berichte cler Dwtschen Ghem. Gesell, iv, p. 457 and p. 555.

5. Decomposition of Chromite ; by R. Hitchcock.-

is one of the most difficult minerals to decompose, an

there have been ma n v proi-<ses given to effect its an:

have generally accomplished the purpose rati

The process given by F. W. Clarke, and

agoin this Journal, wherein potas-ir di-ul pi

used, undoubtedly effects the decomposition of the ore
;
ou

amount of sulphate and cryolite required is so great

Lium dissolves in such a form, that I have never been ao

i tolerable results by this method. ^
mmber of experiments have convince*

below is O.jl! \';
TI

'U '

" /:.

uracv as well as rapidity of manipulation. The pr
,

u of the mineral in Ii grm. of the mineral in a capacious j
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crucible, add a piece of ammonic-fiuoride about the size of a pea

;

moisten the whole with a few drops of concentrated sulphuric
acid, heat gently until the free acid is expelled. Add now a small
piece of potassie di>alphate. and i>r'.ng ilie mass to a tranquil
nision, maintaining it so for a few moments. Allow to cool, and
add a mixture of four parts of potassie and sodic carbonates with
one of nitre; fuse gradually, and when the mass becomes tranquil
maintain it fused for about fifteen minutes. If cooled by placing
the crucible on a plate of cold iron, the mass is readily detached.
It is then dissolved in boiling water, and the solution filtered from

be again fused witl . i. \, u I carbonates and nine above
given. Sometimes this second fusion requires to be repeated, but

'""practical purposes this is unnecessary if the previous operations
have been well conducted. The bulk of all three filtrates need
not be over 200 c.c. The chromium may be estimated by cautiously
acidifying the solulion, ivdm -in-- the' chromium to the state of

sesquioxide by mi solution, and precipitating

°y amnionic hydrate. If the Bunsen method of filtration is used,
tIu "

,

,!ir -'<-' amount of alkali present does not materially affect the
results. If mangani se \a resent in the ore, it may be determined
from the alkaline solution. One advantage of this method is, that
there is no troublesome evaporation required to separate silicon.

Results of parallel analyses

:

1. Chromite = "2888 per cent Cr2 3
50-450

2. « -2868 percent Cr2 3
50-627

I am confident that with more experience still better results may

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Address to the American Association for the Aetocmomnmt
of Science, by Thomas Stebry Hunt, LL.L)., on retiring from the

office of President of the Am ' - Aug. 16, 1871.
W pp. 8vo.—Dr. Hunt takes for the themes of his addn <>, tirsr the

geology of the Appalachians, especially the history of researches

y views with regard to the New England section of this chain

:

f.

nd secondly, the origin and nature of the changes which crystal-

™e rocks have undergone

;

«* the labors of
°thers in connection with his own, and also the conclusions to

JhKh he has been h d. 11 tirsr divides tlu ,-rystalhn. rocks ot

lt* chain into three series, draws out the distinctive lithological

Characteristics of each, and maintains that they belong to differ-

** geological eras. They are- t . ,. . ,.
«*• The Adirondack or Zaurentide Series, which is marked by
nrm granitic

£

"

-v!..r

i'iJi,

s, often n ml generally
>,; "•' -T vUh iii color," often hnrnblendic, :in<i httio miea-

» and including

without argillites, or slates <
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II. The Green Mountain S, t -U-*. characterized, he observes, by a

fine-grained petrosilex or eurite, which often passes into a trne

gneiss that is ordinarily more micaceous than the typical Lau

gneiss, and not \-i\ <• .>--_! in< I, rh< color grayish or
j

^ ddish : als<
*

ih instead of reddish; ai-o ly diorites, epidoi

tic rocks more or less schistose, steatite, dark colored serpent

with some slaty hematite or magnetite; also micaceous quartz

and argillites," often unctuous in feel, though not magnes
Chrome" titanium, nickel, copper, antimony and gold are

III. The II h :t. \I..„, >,,.,. s, ,-/,
5, characterized by well-defi

mica schist-; ai : vmis gneisses, the latter'*

light-colored, fine or coarse-grained and sometimes poiphyri

the Tinea schists richer in mica than those of the Green Moun
s quartzite ; hornblendic gneisses

also crystalline limestones accompanied by pyroxene, gar
cra>e, sj-hene and graphite, like the limestones of the Laurenua-

but often intimately associated with highly micaceous schists

containing staurolite, andalusite, cyanite and garnet, and some-

times highly plumbaginous. The rocks are intersect,

veins containing tourmaline, beryl, lepidolite, and <>,

tinstone and columbite, only the first of these minerals occurring,

as far as known, in the Laurenliaii gneisses.

After thus dividing lithologically the rocks into these three

series, Dr. Hunt endeavors to trace them soul

Appalachians, through the descriptions of other geolog
: is address, he uses the sail eto dwi*

off the crystalline rocks of other continents. The evi
differ. -nt ages of the Green Mountain and White Mountain^ 1 '"

'

is not touched upon; neither is the value of lithologicai ci-.t
;

ters among crystalline rocks in the determination ot <_<<'!"_•

equivalency discussed, beyond making an affirmation on the point.

and citing the opinions of one or two authors.

The history of the discoveries and views of gooh- glu-

ing to the so-called Tacouic meks. and the formation -

with them in the Green Mountain series, is next aM;
the Primordial character of part of them recogniaa

mined by Billing- and liarande, and the later Lower Si

acter of some other portions. But with regard to tlu

rocks, constituting his "Green Mountain Series,"
1 Although I have, in common with most other Ameri
gists, maintained that the crystalline rocks of the Gr
tain and White Mountain series are altered paleozoic sediments,^

careful examination of the evider

proof of such an age and origin, but an array of facts

appear to me incompatible with the hitherto received vu

lead me to conclude that the whole of our crystalline BC

eastern North America are not only pre-Silurian but pre-Cr

in age "—a conclusion which all will say should be thoi

tested by reference to stratigruphieai tacts before it is g<

accepted.
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The ' ; Origin of Crystalline Rocks," the subject of the second
part of the address, is next discussed. Facts are brought to
bear upon it from various sources, many of them the result of Dr.
limit s own careful chemical investigations. He brings out, and,
of course, advocates his own peculiar views on pseudomorphism
;i";l metamorphism,—views which have been presented by him in

this Journal, and need not be here repeated. He closes with a
review of recent obscr\ utions. and mainly his own, connected with
die origin of the minerals constituting' and associated with the
specimens of Eozoon ; and finally treats briefly of the origin of
milestones and dolomites, making some great formations of them

I he conclusions throughout Dr. Hunt's address are open to
doubts and objections ; but their discussion would require as many
:

,:\-'i- as Ik has found necessarv for presenting them.
2. The distribution of Maritime Plants in North America a

proof of Oceanic Snonirn/ena in tin Clvonpluin Period [that
*wiiig the Glacial]; b'v C. IT. Hitchcock, of Hanover, X. II.

—In this paper, Prof. Hitchcock has collected together the facts
with regard to the distribution over North America of plants that
properly belong to sea-shores, and draws from them the conclu-
sion expressed in the title of his paper above given. The argu-
ment is an important one. But still it may be "queried, consider-
lng.the much greater number of shells and of other kinds of
ni:lril >e uitimul life that must have existed in those Champlain
^;t>, whether their ,/b.s, ,,<< from the same regions all over the Uni-
ted btates, beyond a height of 300 to 600 feet above tide-level in
the more northeastern portions, is not better proof that the sea

;'".i "<>t cover the continent in the Champlain era. It is hard to

j*ueve that there could have been thousands of miles of sea-
0l;:iche^ across tin <•

; lent, or huudn Is ol thousands of square
njjles of sea-bottom, in an ei o . mud marine life, and yet
;.d-vvitl, the exceptions along the borders of the Atlantic, along

\

'*' Kl ver (then Gulf of) St. Lawrence, and on Lake Champlain
">en an arm of that Gulf l—without any traces of marine animal

» depth over the continent were 5,000 feet <

^ been sea-bottom t .

, 1,000 feet, as others have intern d.

-a-beaches would have been aimosi interminable as well as sea-

bottotns The latter d.-ptli ,..,- ( Ml ; , mo f,e, in the St. Lawrence
egion) has been thout,ht

P
suffi^ieut t0 turn a part of the Labrador

jurrent m full fl.,
-

V b" -Mi^-^i—.ij.^i .-,.;. ,-ii
• •

hence suibeient

"^ to transport -

But oceanic cm
"

feebT'^
01

'

6 the dt'l'th h diminishing landward, are extremely

ri.Jfi
UVev 0r ' ii: ' tact- pHAe

Mthewat,,,,; -.would he but
.* ... , A± . „„!«, *Ua

r. would have l>eeu sea-bottom everywhere, if u

ches: and if

,
having only the
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and thf northeast,- so

would not In' nut. Icebergs and vast fields of floating' ice over

the interior of the continent were probably among the phenomeni

of the closing glacial era, during the opening Champlain perki:

but the waters bearing them must have been fresh waters—yiti

those of the much expanded Great Lakes, and those of the tkd

(first appealed to in this connection b
}

Prof. Hik n-d) " I i. h k
( i ,le 1 from f] i! over the \ ast iuiuk-

-hap ! MkJ-, IK \ n iching from the Appalachians on thf

east to the far distant Rocky Mountains on the west.

In a geological paper on the New Haven region (Co

recently publkhe i ! v the writer, it is stated that the
''

beds of sand and gravel which underlie the plain about the bav,

show, by the character of the stratification, that they were depor-

ted by the inflowing tidal waves; but over a region where W
\ alloy opens out upon the plain, the evidence ot ti !:u

doposition stops 'abruptly at a level twenty feet from the top, and

tin m upo. r tw« i
t\ f, « t "ui arly to the top bear unquostk

dence of deposition by the outflowing flooded river. T
ti eontin it therefore, v s certainly not submerged in deep 01

shallow ocean during the Champlain era. J- p -
v -

3. Some of the Remits of the Latest Reseat
tit, Vln,,t , ,,] M,,r ; , .,-,,,,, , .

—

TIicm n -uk-. ;t
s s

, \ ith i

lecture by Dr. Wm. B. Carpenter, before the Royal Institution,

are briefly as follows :

(1.) The waters of the Atlantic between Falmouth
are most salt and dense at the surface, as first observed by 1 '

'

hammer. The speci fie gra \ i t y ra ngod fr. m To -j r,
'.

t

maximum at surface, the minimum at bottom. The ;

_rams per 100o cubic centimeters oi' wat< r

by volume ti
: at surface 10-04, at bottom !'

•

intermediate region 19*85. The maximum at surface was -' •;

In waters taken on the same vertical line the chlorine was

face 20-013, at 10 to 50 fathoms 19*909, at 100 f. 1"

excess of saltness at surface is attributed to evaporate

consequent greater density is stated to be neutralized by

effects of colder temperature below.
^

.

(2.) The saltness in the Mediterranean is greatest b<

face. In the shallower parts, it is greatest at botton

shallower parrs of the western basin (which badn in-]

of Malta, wh.-rc a submarine -id_'o .-p.—e- the -.-a. a

over a largi p m i d« i.tl » no fathom- whi '

near 2,000. and oven 2,150 fathoms in one part), the :r

cifie gravity and chlorine at surface wore 1*02 7* and :

!

' :

-

"
.

•-
- -

: " •
•

..
'

•

'

','

«rere 1*028*7 and 21*5
|

800 fathoms, 1-085, 21 -3.S ;
at 1,300 to 1,700 f.. l-n2s-:

increase of salinity for some distance downward is attribute."' t0 '
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miking of the surface layer as it becomes

J siliutx abmi ,.,i<l I.,-!-- -v is mi slight.

t
(3.) The temperature of the North Atla

nil) of the basin decreases downward to

iihruj.r falling off at 800 fathoms off the B

tlimiis it li •- in ;!,. ioimer between 800 and 1,000 fathoms.

u> ]ht1 cth eh ii i:it th. .'-"• stratum must have had a

source; but there is no L-videime that the m*r stratum m
'1 from anv xmrue m-arer tie- Kquat-m It- "

-:
aiiie m.vnl

f that .

; ;

'.•.. of the upper st

tempe in the sum
3!V,i;

ition of th - o its most

fathoms. In

: 100 f„ 55°'5.
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790 f. ; 56° in another at 1,743 f. ; 55° at 1,456 and 1,508 f, the*
being merely local variations. Hence " o-hatercr the temi>r,-<itu,;

was at 100 fathom*, tin n , >/« t, , v , it,,,-,
,»f th, , h»h ,,.im»T

"at, r beneath down to the greatest <!< r t! . r I,„'. </."
I between Gib-

raltar and Sardinia the bottom temperature ranged between .'4°

and 55°*5, average 54° -

9; toward Sicily, between 55° and 560-
5.

Dr. Carpenter concludes that u no amount of s/rr/a rt -heat ha-

power directly to affect the temperature of sea-water to a greats

depth than 100 fathoms, the elevation of temperature it produce-

below 30 fathoms being very slight; and it seems also clear that

the uniform temperature of from 54° to 56°
-5, encountered below

the 100 fathoms' stratum, represent- th .-.•, ,• ut ?,:[,.,•"' i

the great mass of water which occupies the Mediterranean basin.

Now this mass is entirely cut off from lie influence of the gene-

ral oceanic circulation; the surface-inflow through the Strait of

Gibraltar having no other effect than slightly to lower the gem-nil

temperature at the western extremity of the basin. And the uni-

form permanent temperature of the mass of Mediterranean water

may thus be considered as representing the mean tenij-

the earth in that region, slightly raised, perhaps, hy a doirnimM
r, .„<•< ,-tlun of heat from the surface in the manner to be present h

described. With such an allowance, it corresponds closely with

the determinations of the mean temperature of the crust of the

earth in Europe, made by sinking thermometers into the ground

to such a depth as to seclude them from the direct influence ot

: ;o or winter cold, but not to bring them within the

direct influence of the interna! heat of the earth. T
ture of deep caves gives another set of data of the

which accord very closely with the foregoing. Thus, jlr. I-'

gelly state- that th -
f Kent's H<

Tonpiay, which is farthest from its entrance, varies but 1;

v_° throughout the y^:u: There is a cave in the island of P.nite!-

laria, lying between" Sn-U n d tin \fri< i <
- . »\

!

to be of 'icy coldness;' but Lieut. Millard, of Jd.M.S. • Xewp"^
who has lately been n; ;d. i n t* > 1 1

1

y-

us that, although he felt it ' very cold' on passing into it out ot ;l

very hot sunshine, i*-, netual temj»eratur< , taken by tl era -

was 54°. And we have also learned, on good authori

is the temperature of the bottom of the deepest tanks in wim"

water is stored up in Malta, |.reo ided that t h « - - -ire excavated i:-"

is very commonly the case) beneath the houses, or are in any other

way secluded from the direct rays of the sun."

_
(5.) The waters of the Mediterranean cont;. in :; .•

-ion in : . ver\' fine -tare of dh ision, which it

andfor its western basin largely from the Uhone. ">.'

water is almost everywhere turbid, and the bottoi

Very little life exists over it when thus muddy, and th -

utable to th • tact that life cannot exist where there

deposition of this finest silt going forward, as it tend- •

surface of the animal and prevent aeration. Thus oyster beds wu
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)t flourish in the range of river deposits. The facts correspond
ith those observed by Tviidal, wlm detected the particles in the
rface-water of the Mediterranean by electric lioht, and attrib-

ed the deep blue color of the waters," as well as of those of Lake

4. On the Geological Ae/e <ni<l Mlrroti'-oplt- S(r>/<-/,/r>

^ty-th,, y, „-i,l,-"n
t

- nrhlt, of Skyt; hy Professors VY

V;--»r<H O ,,,,, o, tl,\ „,.',ilh,f* I\ , < ,'„„!.,*,;' bvtl

,fT!
i

'" Lius^ie period; and furt her show that the eozoondik

'I

the haureiitian are parall. led in those of the skye ophi
'"' ^eoud paner. Dr. Dawson's rei.lv to tie :

',"--• Ki: <- :'-l 1;..wih_-v U c-h-id. .: I in derail, and in .

. «<-apitulatiuu is Ljiven of the points they cons
stabhshed :—

; ied on the view that it

iral and chemical changes, i-au-in» i* to pa

! ' r " a variety of forms- : iobulated

s— fibres and aeiculi—simple and brai..-hii

*ntine, manifest some of these changes in a r« sm rk b i

<-•> ^!>e -intermediate skeleton" of "E..z..on
"" (whieli v,

'**' 'i'eealcareoiis matrix of the at

1

1 alleled

rJ«J;
( -
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considered them to be " chamber casts," or of organic origin. W«
have shown that such grains often present crystalline plains

angles, and edges : a I

simple or compound cv\ -tais that have undergone external <lwr«-

tion by chemical or solvent action.

(6.) We have adduced evidences to show that the "i

layer" in its typical condition—that is, consisting of eylindrioii!

i V u , separated 1 interspa -til Iwith licit. —has orginivkd

directly from closely packed fibres; these from chrysotile or

He; this from incipiently fibrous -

and the latter from the same mineral in its' amorphous or struc-

tureless condition.

(7.) The "nummuline layer," in its typical condition, unml-

takably occurs in cracks or fissures, both in Canadian and

Ccuncniara ophite.

(«.) The "nummuline layer" is paralleled by the fibrous e-vu-

which i-, occasionally present on the surface of grains of eh* n-

drodite.

(9.) We have shown that the relative position of two superposed

asbestiform layers (an upper and an under "proper Avail' i. an"

the admitted fact of their component aciculi often
,

losing cyn-

tinuously and without interruption from one "chamber casl
'

another, to the exclusion of the -"intermediate skeleton," are

totally incompatible with the idea of the "nummuline layer" hav-

ing resulted from p^ -el. | Hal tubulation.

(10.) The so-called "stolons," and "passages of com;
exactly corresponding with those described in Cy 1

have been shown to be tabular crystals and variously formed

bodies, belonging to different minerals, wedged ero-
obliquely in the calcareous interspaces between the grain- :J1 !

plates of serpentine.

(11.) The "canal system" is composed of serpentine, or niil"
;

lite. Its typical kinds in the tir-t of these

in al
1

stage? of formation out of plates, prisms, and other solids

undergoing a process I

are made up of crystals—single, or aggregated tog

have had their planes, angles and edges rounded off. or « :1U
'

become further reduce 1 !>v some solvent. . .

(12.) The "canal system'
1

in its remarkable branch: -

-. .• '

lite marble of Aker, in Sweden; and in the crevices of i
rrv>t;

of spinel imbedded in a calcific matrix from Amity, New
|

,r

^
(13.) The eonf'fnratvn,*. presumed to represent the

'

tern," are totally without >my reyuhirify of form, of r

or of arrangement; and they occur i id. i -ndent > of. and ap
;

from, other "eozoonal features" (Amity, Boden, &c.);

only demonstrating them to be purely mineral products, bat wL1

-trike at the root of the i la that they are of organic < :

(14.) In answer to the argument that as all the

"eozoonal feature-
"

I together in ophite,
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lleled to a remarkable extent in ehondrodite ai

The "regular alternation of lamelloc of ea

is minerals" (respectively representing the "

n," and "chamber easts "') occasionally seen i

jred to be a "fundamental fact" evidencin;

iroved to be a n>iit?i\ih>yi<-<il phenol

i amphiboline-ca

" closelypa
—that is, when

*
r

* tha,ft— !
*

I «ed the theory I

extensions which they are presumed to represent mi ve ^m
'turned into stone" (a "siliceous mineral") "by Nature's cun-

ning " ("just as the sarcodic layer on the surface of the shell of

fifing foraminifers is formed by the spreading out of coalesced

bundles of the pseudopodia that have emerged from the chamber
wall ")—"by a process of chemical substitution before their

destruction by ordinary decomposition." We showed this quasi -

*: taical tl unscientific.

(11.) The "sfficeotifl mi - been analogued
yith those forming the variously-formed casts (in "glauconite,
&

5-) of recent and" fossil foraminifers. We have shown that the

) Dr. Hunt, in ,,r,ier to aero int for the serpc

ing the pres unci in-filling

ive.l the " novt

ed in the ocean waters in wlii«

We have go le over all his vidences and ai

reliable evidences on the side of the organic docti

<-".) Tht',,,., ., ,.,...ftl e-t
i
.reserved specir

'-' l'»-> " in v >. ks that ire in "

llJawson) must '•
i< .•,;., >te,i a* a tact utterly t \

* Dr. Carpenter, unable to defend himself against Mr. 1

Ejection that " Eozoon " occurs only in metamorphosed rock
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(21.) The occurrence of "eozooi crystallini
" v i'H-t;im(rr|,ii,w LMl rocks, belonging to the Lauivnt'ian. the Lower
Silurian, and the Liassic systems—never in ordinary unaltered
deposits of these and the intermediate systems—must be assumed
as completely demonstrating their purely mineral origin.

The authors add to the paper (lie following postscript.

" two points," which il

necessary to notice :

—

One relates to some fragments of Silurian crinoids, the "cells

and tubes
1
' of which aiv in the state of casts composed of " amor-

phous hydrous silicate of alumina and ferrous oxide, with some
magn da and alkalies," also, "angular and partially rounded
grains of quartzose sand"—evidently a super-aluminous example
of the widely varying mixtures, known as <±h>

etc. The ease is interesting: hut, never having denied the well-

fact that foraminiferal shells, corals, and other
"r- :1!l >"»> "'•

,
-'" - with side, , us imiillings ot the kind—and having

dread y d I'm i, t
. ,

i

j

, t to assimilate such sub- i
-

with a certain class of minerals to be utterly unsupported l>v any
proper evidences—we do not see the pertinency of introducing' it

laud some others made known last year l>v Dr. Carpenter) into

!'" 1"_ -'
,jt dis ission. Besides, it is altogether gratuitous, and

ttg, to assume that the crinoidal

r to that effected by the ancient serpentine of

the L mrentian " (Dawson) ; or, that it is " allied in the mode of

u " ' > v 'i:it i to the serpentine. pvro\ ate, and other minerals which
lar.y mj.--t.-i K-./o ,ii

'
(T. SterryHunt).

The other relates to our statement of the occurrence of an

e»entia! "
• •/oonal feature" in eo neximi with a <r -i

from Amity. We now learn that Dr. Dawson has had under ex-

i- rock fr.mi the latter place:—

_ pronounced the ease as "so un-

lib'.'/.' tlie result is, that the specimen* have been found to "con-

r to those of Eozoon

i specimens " are por-

tions of a bedded rock, and not a vein stone "- -without taking
nto consideration that it is suppositional, and based on an exami-
lation of specimens preserved m collection*—it cannot set aside

he plain fact, that in our specimen arborescent configurations—
ormed of groups of decreted crystals of malacolite, and identical

akea refuge under the ad captandum argument, that its ' calcareous Iamell*
"

from the she-lie texture tlum ao

-: '
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i their purely mineral <

nples of what are presumed to be
v pn - if in calcite. occupying the
nel. The fact of itself conclusively

,:!r!n - ." in' the June numher of this Jour-
nal, by Prof. T. Sterry Hunt, this author remarks thai "much of
the petroleum of Pennsylvania, ' >],i... a, d the adjac, nt n <rions, is

indigenous to < rl .is, -an lsto„es in tin- Dev, i inn ai d < irb, nifi-r-

ous rocks."

it is now well ascertained that the heavh r luhvicatincf oils, pro-
ng the well known uplift in West Virginia, are found in

die crevices of the two lower members of the Carboniferous sand-
*'' :,,

-

?
«

Ii,;i:i ly. tin conu-lom. rate proper, and the next overlying
-andstone stratum, the'two being separated by from seventy to

red feet of sliales. The Tight petroleum produced in this
^ :: 'h-triet is principally found about three hundred and fifty

'.' { '" '"«' Hie Coal-measure conglomerate, or in the Upper Devo-
-. In the r< -ion of Sand Hill, win re tin uplift reach, s

mum elevation, the base oft! m I -n ». - brought to

audred feet of the surface. The Suhcarbon-
-'ono. as well as all true representatives of the Vesper-

,!l ' I mbral of Prof. Rogers, seem here to be wanting. Nor
I

'h at present attained by boring is there any well-defined
or true san

I rather in a coarse dark-
arenaceous shale.

>w Run oil district in Ohio, which lies northward from
> district, and alone- a low l>ut quite sharp anticlinal

belt—whether strictly an extension of the West Vir^ii ia anti linal
or not, seems as yet unascertained—the oil, which is here of light

•i pally in the sandstone stratum, which forms
apart of the hills in the West Virginia district, and is doubtless

Jne Mahoning sand of the Pennsylvania survey. In this district

lerate is ] ..-t— t-.
1 through at a depth of about twelve

: ecrevicee of the conglomerate
w^e filled with oil, the li-hi, r j

. >rti .n of which had scaped by

in Ohio in the same rock but little oil is found, while
strong salt water fills most of the crevices.
^ow, while these several snnd rocks, where they come to the

priace, c°ntain Calami I
'

llts of the

i asures. ; |„. v .-onlain nothing from which petroleum

^possibly have been derived.
. m aAgain, if the oil originates in tl

- 'o U nd.

Jny is it limited strictly to these - l he CV1'

aence seems abundant, that, at least in the districts under consid-

eration, the oil comei from lower strata, but whether from the
nearer Genesee and Marcellus slates, or the

'}', perhaps, be yet a que- would re"

.
„ : ;; >•

source in the bituminous shales.
Marietta, Ohio, July 12
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6. Notes on some points in the Mineralogy and Geology of
by W. P Blakk (From a letter
H Lake City, July 27, 1871.)—I left N

Within a little more than a year if I,.,.

$2,000 000 and this without any special outlay. It is a great
mass of soft earthy-looking ore, the result of the decomposition of

l It is dug out with shovels and picl
:

Lie members of a mam
of Btrata over a mile thick. The lower members are

Ihese strata are ::
, rted some of the harder

beds surging up mto peaks at least 1 1,000 feet above tide. The mine
is at an elevation of 8,500 to 9,000 feet. At the head of the canon
upon the side of which it is situated, there is a fine exposure of
syenitic granite for about a mile, with round, .1

;
..li.Ji. i h^-k>-

rochesmoxi ."00 above tide. These rocks -ive

upon the surface has been removed by the
action of the weather. The patches that remain are dark brown

ight gray, and they show the same
rusts seen on the partly weathered glaciated

surfaces above the Yosemite.
In addition to the carbonate of lead, the mingled oxides of lead

andantunon
ad ores 0*

the limestone formation, I have seen some pec
species from other parts of the Territory. Sal Ammonv'.o is

ss is fx< .111 the southern part of Utah. It «

I

ore and free from iron. Trona is now about to he

'-produced fn.rn th, .„,!..* 1 ,,, ,,,,,1, s Ullt „ , tll , ,

.

independence lunk. r; /l/ll( 7„ ir ,,ecurs in Camp Floyd :

±>is»mthnute is likely to be produced in considerable quantity
from a vein m syenite recently opened bV Messrs. C. F. and J. B.
Meader in the southern part of the Territory. It is associated
with pyrites, brown dodecahedral garnets, and considerable horn-

Nbte on Coal-measure Fucoids ; by G. C. Beoadhead.—
(Communication dated Pleasant Hill, Mo., July 14th, 1871.)

1 have been interested in two communications in the June and
July numbers of the Journal r _ , and coal-

plants. In Owen's second Report on the Geology of ArkanW*
p. 302, Lesquereux reports the occurrence of j"WW,.< ('•»<&
galli m a sandstone of Crawford Co.. Aria
hood of the coal-fields. Conshh

i

-. and suggests the possibility that 'it has " a

much wider range of distribution than had till now been sup-
posed. He adds that « in some places, along the margin of the

underlaid by this formation of the "I think



further investigation would I Co. sandstone
elong to the Coal-measures.
observed the Caulerpites first, about the year 1859, in Ran-
h Co., Mo., oecm -tone and sandy limestone
In Coal-measures, and not very remote from the base of the

er series: it was there about "five feet below a four-foot bed
'. have observed traces of the Mime, lure at Pleasant Hill,

r Coal-measure sandstone a: 1 - md\ limestone, and at one

locality in Missouri— I ll ink [.rob; :'y in Lafayette Co. In

1868, 1 discovered Caulerpites in a shaly sandstone of the Upper
Coal-measures, in Montgomery Co., Illinois, above the horizon of

8. On Carboniferous and FbsfiU m Mono*-
West Vir'/in'm ; by I-'. U. Miru Mb port Regents of

University, W. Virginia).—Mr. Meek describes in this paper s

new species, viz : JJ, /,;:><!;> ...:...'/..::••: the L..\\-er Coal-measux CD
,

Xwl<ni ll .„i<„ t t.>;,k<, y,.l,i;,ist.r ,/ and Y. Carbonaria of

the Coal-measures, and Phill

1

L
,^« Stevensoni, from the Chester

group of the Sul )t a rl iterou- Fi u:i-ur\e\ of the -.p. < i< - col-

lected, he conclu lei - '*'. rap (of the Illinois Reports)
is represented in Western V &* Illinois species,

and along with ten or a dozen other species which he could not

identify because of the imperfect state of the specimens. The
beds also contain // /„/>/•.>/»// < ./-'-"•-. a ' oal-measure species,

and a Cyrtoceras and JBellerop'-' .
-« >>

'
:

- !- species of the Coal-

measures. He observes that ','• is the farthest

point eastward at -roup, or indeed any other

of the divisions of the Subca aes of the ^ est
>

has yet been recognized. The species from the lower Coal-meas-

ures are mostly the same that occur in the Coal series of Indiana,

.

Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, et .. though few of them
nave before been I

'd. In some of the States

mentioned, nearly n^e through the whole of

fhe Coal-measures, showing, as Mr. Meek remarks, that species

lived on through a great long gently that the

climatic and otl m of the era must have

remained remarkably uniform. ^ „
„ 9- On the Stmtigraphic Relation of the Orders of Reptiha ; by
Prof. Edward D. Cope.*—Ti ;. -n of the orders

of Reptiles is shown in the following table:—

Present—Rhyiichocephalia ; Crocodilia; Testudinata ;
Lacertilia; Ophidia.

rwu* Xlx
. i94- <Jn the preceding page oi ^ wc^. ~~

^ supposed Lac-
"'- Rhynchocephaha.



odilia; Sauropterygia ; ? Testudinata. ?

Permian— ? Rhynchocephalia.

It will be observed, by this table, that the most specialized Rep-
tlll:m

' ,i,; '- ''•' Ophidin. ppeared last in time in the Km-ene
pen. kI; and that those which constitute the line of connection with
the generalize! reptiles

,
ppeared earlier as ther approached the

latter,—the V\ 1 m. n ,rp! hi ("rota us. mil',,, hi in Jura*
v " tun

< ^ The ii riliaii Lir.un.s must s|n , iz. ,! in ii chara

uid Uinosauria) appear on the other hand very

. uost mammalian also,—the latter of the two,
in Jurassic beds. The Trias gives us in the Anomodontia an I

terygia the two most generalized and lowest orders;
ir contemporary, the Rhytn I ,

m , I, ,', ,. dinost as much
d features proper, was already represented

in the Trias. Strangely enough this order vet ,-\ns i.. i h- livinir

m of Xew Zealand. The < Yocdilia. rather specialized

•
.

eney, beginning also in the Trias.
The hi. miry as to the truth of the proposition that the more

Is are more generalized, and therefore more
embryonic in the characters of a special nature* which character-
ized groups later hit oduci d. is answered in a very imperfect way

:!V "- It is lik the shadow of a truth whose sulwtam-e

fcly come before us. But when we come to compare the

subdivisions of the orders themselves with each ,,tl*r. and with

those of other orders, as we pass backward in time, the weight of

ative answer to the above proposition is greatly increase.!.

The oldest Ophidia are boarform, therefore appr.-achiicl: La. "rtilin

The oldest Tortoises have generally the

most incomplete carapace and plastron ; anion-: ;!, in the Psepho-
derma allied .,„ t carapace, and thus the most

3 of them-41 -ne of them at least, acrodont, apparently Pachyglossa (e. g-,

urus), and., as such. n.-. ; ,. whi.-h prc-

them in time. The position ,.f Mom,oros.-nirus and Piocer-

~r the Pa-
Iguana, as I understand those groups. It may be assui

rged fr-.tn the line of other Rep
r took on in its special peculiarities, it lost in the fea-

tures characterizing the main series with a hi-her tendency or

terminus, thus retrograding in one sense. This is seen in the

shortened sacrum. :!• , r . ! t r dentition, etc.
The Crocodilia of the Jurassic do not possess the 1 ail-a" 1

'

articular faces of all the Jurassic and Triassic Reptilia. Their

* The identity of these two propositions haa not alwayabeen noticed by authors.
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: like that of other orders, instead of

5. The Triassic Crocodiles are still

more generalized. Their ribs are extended to the pelvis, as in
Dinosauria and Anomodontia : there are often three sacral verte-
bra, an approach to the long sacrum of the same orders. The
femur, with third trochanter, is an approach to that of the Dino-
sauria; aad finally the position of the nostrils near the orbits (Be-
lodon) is a Sauropterygian feature. In the S.-mropterv^ia the
shortened vertebr- .

.,'..,
.
-: -aurns) in t! ie

oldest types (Triassic), are approximations to the Crocodilia. The

pass into the Tria
'

irns), Meiradae-
tvlus) loses the bird-like head, and assumes the ill-defined convexity
of the Crocodiles

; the tibia iFlutcosiiurus) loses the bird-like
' spine," or crest. The illium is shorter (Palaeosaurus). Every
student of the subject knows how much more difficult is the sepa-
ration of the bones of Sauropti r\ -ia. Cm. lilia. Anomodontia. and
bhnosauria, of the Trias, than those of the Cretaceous. There are
types allied to ; he i ; hyn-.-!.. >.-.-( .huli.-i, whose systematic position is

''"ulirlid, owing to the ge - "he parts we pos-
sess. Thus the Rhynchosaurus of the Trias of England is allied
to that order, and to the Anomodontia. The Rhopalodon of the
rermian has a large canine tooth, like the single one possessed by
the Anomodontia; but with others associated, like those of the
Ahynchocephalia. The Triassi s m pterygia and Rhynchoee-
phaha also agree in the ai.r pterygoid bones
between the palatines to the vomer. Compare, for this "point, Hy-

nd Nothosaurus.
" e learn from such considerations as the above, and similar

ones derived from the study of the Mammalia, that the successional

.
ation of the feu ime is more strik-

ingly exhibited by the subordinate contents of the orders than
hJ the orders themseh « s. in relation to , a. h other. From this we
decide that we must look for the origin of the orders in periods
pnor to those in which we now know them. i£ as some suppose,
they originated ins I

types. This accords with
Huxley's view of the period of origin ofthe mammalia!) orders.

ft must also be remembered that the above deduction as to

geological distribution i- pici :m.m S r ot _. _r. 1 phieal distribm
tlon

;
i. e., that the homologoi d* continents are

not orders, but subonlii it. divisi ns of orders, the orders being
universally distributed. Th i 3

kal de, and justi-

ces the view I have taken oi
"

• ! «*> on the basis
01 retardation am; ; synchronism.*

10. Mujunmce wria; by F. C. Calvert.
j.Am. Mair. X. 11., IV, viii, 12!>).—A solution of sugar 111 which
infusoria had app I to 212° F., still contained
4 °r 5 small black \ i rio> ., dt a. five, and 2 o~ ° "~

A«- Jocb. Sci-Tdikd Series, Vol. II, No. 9.-Seft
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Vibrios. The same, heated to 300° F., was found to contain 2

ordinary Vibrios and 1 or '2 black Vibrios. At 400° F. the sugar

was mostly decomposed and all life had disappeared.
An infusion of hay was sin. beating to 212° F.,

there were present a few small black Vibrios; and even after

heating to 300° F., though a less number. None was found after

heating to 400°. 212° F. destroyed all the fungous matter that

was before present in the tubes.

The life in an infusion of gelatine was slightly decreased at

100° F., very largely at 212° F. and had wholly disappeared i
300° F.

The infusoria in putrid meat fluid were but slightly attested at

100° F. ; at 212° F. a small part remained alive but inactive, the

liquor becoming 1 ; at 300
c
F., a few Vibrios

were alive, the small black ones the most numerous ; at 400° F.

all life had disappeared.
In each case the infusions were examined 24 days after the

heating. The results show that infusorial vegetable life of some

kinds may survive a temperatur< of even 300° F., but not of

400° F.
At 15° F. the infusoria became languid, but with an increase of

temperature again they wire as active as ever.
11. Metschiiikof on the njiinttn* ,,/ < r;„„Uh —Metschnikoff,

to whom we owe so many \ : 1 investigations,

has published preliminary notices* of the early stages of Coma-

tula which are of the utmost importance, as they throw an en-

tirely new light on tin tHnitie> of tin ' inoids. Thoroughly
familiar with the Pluteus of Holothurians Echini, Starfishes and

Ophiurans, he commenced the investigation of their earlier stages

with the determination of tracing the presence of the peculiar

water-system of the larvae of the other orders of Echinoderms, what

had been previously written by Busch, Allman and Thomson, ou

the early stages of Comatula, giving no data whatever bearing

upon the subject.

To his surprise he found no such water-system, nor could he

trace anything in any way homologous to it ; he also discovered

that what constitutes the water-system of adult Cricoids, which

has always been homologised with the water-system of other

Echinoderms is developed in a totally different manner. In the free

swimming Comal _ke digestive sac is the only

organ developed, it becomes the digestive cavity of the adult

after the larva attaches itself to the ground. He noticed the

tentacles as diverticula of the digestive sac in the interior of the

larva; these sub-.

at the time when the digestive bag has become further differen-

tiated^ and is provided with a mouth opening in the center of tbe

oval disk, and an anus opening not far from it on the side oj

the calyx. There is formed at this stage a large cavity wbK'B

divides into two parts; the upper part, uniting the hollo*
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tentacles at their base, forms the so-called circular canal, while
below it, and connecting with it, we have a large cavity form-
nig the perivisceral cavity, a modi- of development of the cir-

cular ring and of the perivisceral cavitv totally unlike that ob-
H-rvi-,1 in Ophiurans, Starfishes, Echini and Holothurians.

MyTsehnikf.tr compares the mode of development of the upper
and lower cavity to analogous processes in the embryonic growth
"1 Aleyonella and other Bryozoa ; he tracts a striking similarit v in
'lie structure and position of the digestive organs and tentacles
with similar organs of IJryozoa. However that may he, he has
shown conclusively that the larva of Comafula has apparently
'"'thiiig in common with other Kchiiioderin larva' ; hut we must
wait for his figures on this intricate subject before we can decide
if the position he assigns to Crinoids is true to nature. a. AG.

; 12. Chinese Botany.—We have received, through the kind atten-
tion of the author, a curious pamphlet, of 50 pages, On the Sttahj
nnd Value of Chin- /:/ i.,: < I

1 "-
-,'S. <'//, y„t, .< „,< th> Hhtnnj

v -Wants and Geo;/, //,- </ !', <; / <>,n i.hhasi >«»//-e<-.< ; by
t. IJi:i:t.s< iivkidfe, M.D., Physician of the Russian Legation at
Peking. Illustrated with 8 Chinese wood-cuts. Printed at Foo-
cnow. The preface bears the date of Dec. 17, 1870. In it the
author declares that he is "neither a Sinologue nor a Botanist;"
pis ''knowledge in Chinese as well as in botany being very lim-
ited." But his enquiries on the spot under advantageous Condi-

Jons, and the use he has made of " the splendid library of the
Russian Ecclesiastical Mission at P. kin-, where are to be found
not only all Chinese works oi 10 most European
ho°ks relating to China," have not been fruitless. The pamphlet,
not to speakOf < [lof interesting information
concerning esculent . m. di.-ii i!, an 1 . .ther economical plants, natives
01 thina or of early introduction, and the question of nativity
nr the source of introduction is treated of by the aid of Chinese
i'x-inin>ents, some of them of high
nave been of conn having reached
J;hma in the 9th or 10th century, from Central Asia and Cochin
Cbiua. c.V

J

bines* sources that .Maize and Tobacco are not indigenous in

u"na." But the Batatas, or Sweet Potato, held to be ot American
origin, « was described in Chinese books a long time before the
discovery of America, i. e., in tlu rhir 1

" fourth century." Sugar-
°ane did not pass from China to India, but the reverse, and as
ja«y as the second century B. C, although it was several centuries

su «
nativo : r " ,li:

'

r ,iJi! : ilL
'
Chinese t0 make CI76talhzed

gar, or "stone honey." A
;f*

,

1:;
- P:>i,,f, km. ,11,.: /;• ..,/. ./., th. v - : Frxiziny or in fhaw-

p
g
*~iFhat iu certain cases plants die in freezing, is shown by

£oi Goeppert, of Breslau, in a very satisfactory way, in an

J^cle m a recenl Qumh f B I Z itung. The flowers of cer-

tain Orchids, notably the milk-white blossoms of Calanthe verch
tnfolia, produce indigo ; but only upon a chemical reaction, which
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in any way destroyed as to vitality, they turn blue i

Now, upon exposure to cold, the flowers turn blue at once upon

freezing, showing that life then departed. Phaius gmml'nhu-^

and other species of that genus are said to show the same thing.

III. Astronomy.

]. Scintillation of the Stars.—Prof. L. Respighi has published

an extended and very interesting ject, it bdoMj

an extract from the proceedings of the Accademia Pontiiicia <le

Nuovi Lincei, at the session held Fehr. 14, 1*09. It gives the

results of a great number of observations made with tin speetl*

scope upon stars of different magnitudes, and with every variety oJ

circumstance as to elevation, azimuth, atmospheric condition-. :iinl

the like. The first portion of the paper is a resume of an earlier

one giving the results of a series of observations made pr» rioorfy

to May ISO*. The conclusions arrived at, although incomplete.

were so important, that Prof. Respighi made a more extended

series of over 700 observations, which were continued from October,

1868, to February, 1869. The instrument employed w.as an equa-

torial by Me rz, with an aperture of !.' incln s. and provided v\ ith

a direct-vision prism by Hoffmann, with a cylindrical lens between

the prism and the ocular.

When the telescope was directed toward a star near I

tin spt truni oi the star with its cliaracteri<ti( lie.. - was seen, and

in addition to these, broad bands, usually dark, very n'vly

bright, which slowly traversed the spectrum from one end to tu

other, passing from the violet to the red, when the star was in the

east, and in the opposite direction when it was in the west. The

characteristic phenomena, as summed up by Prof. Respighi. an

(!•) In i editions, the motion of tin

from the red to the violet for stars in the west, and from the

violet to the red for stars in the east.

(2.) Near the meiidian, whether north or south, the n;>>:;°

generally oscillates from one color to the other, and sometimes tl •

bands appear stationary, or traverse only a portion of tin

(3.) The motion of the bands is more regular and less r

the horizon, while at greater altitudes it is less regular and more

^P^*
'

rti
(4.) "W h( placed that the 3pe tl

cal, the motion of the bands is the same as when it is horizontal,

but the bands are less definite, and n< arlv t ran-vers.al, up
' v :i

'"

altitude of 30° ; while for greater altitudes they bee. i

sively more indistinct, changing into longitudinal bands. ^ .

loving masses either bright or obscurt

m, in mere changes of brii
r "

(5.)'



bands which are regular, ther

inclined, and
(7.) Under normal atmospheric conditions,

1'ivsL-nt the same phenomena.
(8.) Under abnormal conditions of the atmosphere, the hands are

m0|V feeble and moiv invguhir in form and movement.
(9.) When high winds prevail, the bands are very faint and in-

distinct, and sometimes appear as mere changes of brightness in
the spectrum, even when the stars are near the horizon, and very
bright.

(10.) When the images of the stars are very diffuse, the bands
are most feeble and indistinct.

(11.) When the nn ail movement, there is

generally good weather ; and it would appear in general that
regularity in the phenomena of scintillation is a reliable basis for

c utinuanet ol fair weather.
2.) The phenomena of scintillation are most distinctly marked

11 filings of greatest atmospheric humidity.
- righi then discusses the u*u^ ^ ^^ ^x^.^w*, ^

indicated by the phenomena observed. The regularity and con-
stancy, both in direction and velocity, of the motion of the bands
yith respect to the meridian, namely, from red to violet for stars
m the west, and from violet to red for those in the east, shows
that it cannot be attributed to as, aiding or descending movements
°f the atmospheric masses, but must be due to some more general
cause; and he concludes that this (

ea!'th, In which the luminous rays

j density.
*or, in traversing the air, the path of the b »

from a straight I'm •. and

be greatest. Of the rays which pass i

b e therefore, the violet must enter the
pnere at a more elevated point than the red rays. Hei
cone of rays if traced backward from the eye toward t
u '

i
:

nl,i be spread out into a vertical spectrum,
reir :i

.

; ._ and the others lying
Jower in their ord

;

i-iiu thio,i Ldi

[
ne air, as affecting tin different rav.s in the same direction, may
be neglected. Pj . that for a star

?far the horizon, the breadth of this spectrum at a distance of 90

^'meters from the observer w~ould be not less than 10 meters,
,l!i '

1 near the limits of the atmosphere it must be several times as

great.

*W the rotation of the earth carries the luminous cone onward,
causing the ravs to t ra\ .r> mi i->m \a 1 \ 1 -rent portions of the

atmosphere. If there are hett-n.gem . is strata in the latter from
c

"

(, iideiisation or I a * successively upon

oone in their order. Toward t

tQe motion of the air, relatively to the cone, i:
;,d hell-
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the red rays of the latter are encountered by it first. In the east

the phenomena occur in the reverse order, the violet rays heing
the first to be affected.

Now the dispersion of the rays, for a star near the horizon, cor-

responds to a very small angle" at the eye of the observer, and a

ver\ slight uiercaseor decrease in the density of a portion of the

air may cause a considerable deflection of a rav from its normal path.

If then the -tar observed is in the east, the mass of air will meet
the violet end of the spectrum first, and as its refracting power is

changed with its density, the violet rays will be deflected. They
will thus he thrown out of the spectrum, causing a dark hand,
which will advance through the other colors, as 'the mass of air

travels through tin- other portions of the cone of rays. If the star

is toward the west, tin- ma-s of air will meet the red end of the

spectrum first, and the dark band will pass from the red to the

violet. At or near the north and south |>oints, as the atmospheric
motions would in general l.e transverse to the spectrum formed in

the_nir, the hands, if thnned at all would move in either direction

indifferently, and present great irregularities.
A^ the elevation of the star ineiva« <. fh< length of the atmos-

pheric spectrum becomes le-s and less, as tin incidence of the rays

pondingly greater velocity.' ' Above 40° of altitude, Prof. Res-

gin has^found that the cone of rays differs so little from a cylin-

' the effects above describe { are scan < !y perceptible.
- ls-""- taking the divergence of the rays at the eye of the

bserver as about 11", which is probably near the truth, as the

ngle_ described by the earth in one second is 15", the time

I dark bai passing tl whole length of the spec-

:;;-

trum would he somewhat less than^ci _.
tions the time was found to be not far from this

Considering the con, plot* t^re, ment of these deductions with

the phenomena observed, Pr hs that the cause
of the scintillation is to be found in the actual subtraction of a

portion of the ray- by tie- unequal refraction of the masses of air

through winch they are caused to pass by the rotation of the earth,

and he is thus led to reject both the explanation ofAra-o. ace rd-

mg to which it is due to interference, and that of Mouti-nv wV'
ascribed it to the total reil -he rays bv strata

of air une.pially heated.
In the case of the planets, owing to the breadth of their disks,

the spectra are superposed, and the phenomena are in general not

distinctly seen, as they produce ordinarily simple changes of

brightness, or men irivgu! , s ,tory movements of the images.
In observations upon the bri-hter planets, however, especially
Venus, when near tl,e horizon. Prof' Respi-rhi has occasionally,
under fevorable

, me phenomena as

are displayed by the fixed stars. A . w. «f.
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2. On the recent Sohtr Erlipse ; by J. Xornr.vx Lockyer.—
r. Lockver closes ;ui interestim; lecture on the Solar Eclipse,

livered before the Royal hrstiturion. on March 17th, as follows:

I will proceed now, if you will allow me, to some of the general

I think that, although the work has been very unfortunately

gether observation- here and observations there, I consider that

"hero is, in all probability, a new element existing in a state oi

almost infinite tenuity. And we are sure of the existence of cool

liydmgen above the hot. hydrogen, a fact which seemed to be

B< mrtaved by the eclipse of 1869.
I think, if"we had meivlv determined thnt there was this cool

kydrngeu, all our labor would not have been in vain, as it-hows
the rapid reduction of temperature; hut there is more behind. I

tokl yo U that 51. Mmiler, in summing up the observe
up to 1860, came to the conclusion that part of the corona was cer-

tainly solar, and r
;

i:( r whether tie outer portions were or were not

Tne outer corona was observed to have a rosy tinge over the prom-

*» s, and tlie speetrum of t |
iei - is det. 1 n

minutes above them, as well as on the dark moon. It

the red li .

the sun is abolish I

altogether, is absorbed, 'and can only reach the corona at the sua,

*to speak, as dark light.
.

rll^peetrum of hot livdVog. i on t'ne corona, trhw*. ire 1;,« "' fh<it

l";' t i>:/<h;><f, , $,,** „ t\t e.-vVA. \ssmm tk ! ot hydro- i a i
•

yer of the chromosphere give- u> a '•mxre Ai'"uu ' 1

,

l " Vn*-
exactly wb •

,
and tfcat it u true >

Ae observation—a most important observation made m Spam—
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.

that the air, the cloud, ever between us and the dark moon, gives

us the same spectrum that u go fi u tin .roininenees themselves

Given, however, the layers and elements in the chromosphere
extended a* tar as you will, and apparently increased or not by

reflexion not at the sun, we have still to account for rays, rilK

and the like. If anyone will explain either Mr. Brother's photo-

graph or Mr. Gilman's picture of the eclipse of 1869, contain!**

those dark bands starting from the moon and fading away inte

space, and tin bright \ i i i-ly 1 .rod ravs h tween them, on any

solar theory, he will reudor great service* to science. Out in tiu-

m< am in." I tn 1st. t'al ! -00, with

t
1 ition to it th it I havi stati 1 tl t wi !i v< found it il

events, that some of the doubtful light is now solar; we have

turned the opinion into a fact.

Bear in mind that close to the sun you have a white layer com-

posed of vapors of many sab ranees, !uriu«lin<_r all the outer ones:

outside this is a yellow "region
; above that a" region of hydrogen.

ii n it- i i in 1*1-*
1 it the has eool. i „id tin i

!'< n hi J

colors in con u-eti,, , ^ ()ll (

',m - lambc:!] >

or.uith. mi .hihn.. 1>, . -, . ,<h lt-ion .

the very color composing the various layers, each lay e

1 have shown, so much brighter than the' outer ones i

i es over them. Is it too much to surest to those who

may he anxious to v at |.r«.l>:d'i};

by that unat screen, th,- moo heel- by

< ""U n.iiu'.V Eclipse Expediti

Whl, in, reuse of knowled;

e English and
have largely

clianging the nomenclature bt

perfect. The researches to whi aw!
1

"
.ur'an !
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we are dealing with the exterior portion of the sola

and a large knowledge of solar meteorology is aire

which shows us the whole mechanism of these

we also know that part of the corona is not at the sun at a

Hence the terms leuoosphere and halo have been suggested

designate in the one case the regions where the general radiatio

owino- to a reduced pressure and temperature, is no longer suhc

dinate to the selective radiation, and in the other, that part of tl

corona which is non-solar. Neither of these terms is apt, n<

is either necessary. All purposes will he served if the tor

corona be retained as a name for the exterior region, in.ludii

the rays, rifts, and the like, about which doubt still exists, tlioui:

doubted solar port inn the term Chromosphere—the brightdine r

gion—as it was defined in this theatre now two years ago. exact:

expresses its characteristic features, and differentiate- it from tl

photosphere and the associated portion of the solar atmosphere.

fUMwC.-'r

'w!'

us as if had knowT us from our childho
3. SA '"/'." / St'irs of August \0th-\

,, rsonsw;
!th of the month. Betw

\th,

'•'
-1 T-u

et'.lht \V( u, I

Hat- I
.

thirty-two. By this time the moon wa

The i atitu!

. and the party broke up.

»t of the n. bula in Perseus. It

,2
'nding from a point 2° o

. howe\ er, be regarded a-
'£:

three large stai
'

"*

fame a loud rep~_, .

lQng for a gun and not quite long enough
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IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Deep Sea Dredging, under the direction <</ '/> ''./>•/ >'„,-

vey.—The IT. S. Coast Survey Steamer F. R. Hassler, < 01 m \

P. C Johnson, TJ. S. N., now approaching completion at Wilming-
ton, Del., will be dispatch^! as soon as ready to the roast of Cali-

fornia for the survey for which she is designed.
Prof. Peirce, Superintendent of tin- Coast Survey, to make tni-

long voyage by way of the Straits of Magellan as profitable as pos-

sible to science, has offered to Prof. Agassiz the direction of a sci-

entific party to sail in her. and pursue during the voya
: i investigaii >ns in nat iral hi-tory at" the different

points of stoppage. The party will consist of Prof. Agassiz as di-

rector (accompanied bv Mrs. Agassiz), Ex-President Hill of

Harvard College as physici-i, Assist. L. 1'. l'ourtales ot' the Coast

Survey in charge of deep sea dredgings, Dr. Steindachner as icthy-

ologist, Mr. Blake as draughtsman. Some of the officers of the

ship have also qualified themselves to assist; in various researches.

The points at which the steamer will probal i \ - p w I
hVr

muda, Trinidad, l.'io Janeiro, Montevideo, the' Falkland Islands.

the Straits of Magellan, Juan Fernandez, the Gallapagos.
The ship is fitted out with a special view to deep sea soundings

and dredgings, and will probably be ready for sea in the latter

part of September.
2. International Congress of Prehistoric Anthropology.—^

annual meeting of this ( on^re^s instituted hv the Italian men ot

,
will open at Bologna on the 1st of Octobc

* -1
" -s. The payment of t '

r Capellino at Bologn
eight days.^ The payment of twelve francs,

' membership and to all its publications. The spe

before the meet*

(1.) The age of Stone i

' re the meeting are:

(1.) The age of Stone in Italy.

(2.) The caverns on the borders of the Mediterranean, and par-

ticularly those of Tuscany, compared with those of southern France.

(3.) The lake-dwellings of northern Italy.

(4.) Analogies between the " Terramarres " and the Kjcek-

kenmu'dding.

(5.) Chronology of the first substitution of bronze for iron.

(6.) Craniological questions with reference to the several races

which have peopled the different parts of Italy.

—

Les Jlondes,

3. 'Prof. Marsh's Pocky Mountain Expedition.—A letter to

one of the editors from Prof. Marsh, dated Fort Wallace, Kan- >-

July 25th, 1871, states that he has just returned from his prelim1
'

nary trip, among the Saurians, and has in his large collections,

obtained in Kansas during the last fortnight, some very interest-

ing things, including various portions of the hind limbs of the Mosa-

saurs,and some more remains of the Pterodactyl found last season.

By the latest information from the party, they were at Salt

Lake City, bound westward.
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4. British Association.—The meeting for the current year at

Edinburgh commence. 1 on tin- 2nd "1 Augu-t. Sir William Thom-
son, the President, delivered his inaugural address in the .Music

HalL The Emperor of Brazil occupied a chair on the President's

right hand. The present was the third meeting at Edinburgh
during the 40 years of the existence of the association.

The report of the treasurer shows that at the Liverpool meet-

ing (1870) £852 were taken in annual subscriptions, £1,103 from

associate's tickets, and £910 from ladies' tickets. The whole

income of the year was a little over £5,239, or more than twenty-

six thousand dollars.

5. American Ass*.r; t ,t;<„t.—Thv meeting was opened at Indian-

apolis on the 16th of August. The address of Prof T. Merry
Hunt, the retiring president, was delivered to a large audience in

Besides oth< r bush osot'th • morning ms
-

Hilgard, of the P. S. Coast Survey
;

ehuirman of a special

e appointed with reference to estal
'

t points of the Pacific

1 had been presented to Congress oi

proceedin^'oft
I in this number.

!i refere
~ "" the highest points of the Pacific Road, repc

i presented t

i hoped for at an early da;

list.—The press of the i

ig abstracts of papers

Edward Clapakede.— One of the most industrious and

[earned of the younger zoologists of Europe, Edward Claparede,

has lately (June, 1871) died i - "* 39 -
llls ™e'

iipal works eon-ist ol UU monographs on the Inupina

:
i papers.

'iMomical training is perceptible, his details be

ussed in all their
5

General beari

» Mtlller, he wi

ippean 1

'

>rs, which

and wonderfullv accurate.

His qualities^ "an original ami indq end, nt Jl, S,m-r.m best

8<*n in his lar^r Gu,
[
o1 Na/^and his observations on the Anatomy and Embryology oi the

^vertebrates made on the coast of Normandy. His st\ le was

^Mv,[ ... -
:

^ ii;;;l
! 1̂

"

?« earned away
tan protected by eminent names was allowed to pass current

,

his
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often sharp, but alwxv,,xv.„n ,,;

never pers. f Geneva, where he wa-
ul Anatomy, will find ii diiti< u!r to iill ;!

spite of his failing health, showed an enthusiasm for I

rarely equalled.
v v , ;

Alexander Keith Johnston, the geographer, die.l ai K.lin-

burgh, on the 11th of July, aged sixty-eight.

V. Miscellaneous Bibliography.

1 Dk. Ellis's Life of Sir Benjamin Thompson, Count ftnu-

J' ,r,!
-[

l * written in the best taste as a literary production, and
sets the cl

,
,.UM , r |„;.

• .nd able investigator. Tin m •

ween Iicnjamin Franklin and !" ui
.

u
' '"

' miles of each "other, under lil-

straits, m humble homes; both of English linea-e, of an aurestrv
and parentage veomen on the soil . , eit! !(T routine, without

ll i'«» inherited nean,, urj.atrona-e, orev.nu'o.dfei-
tune. let it appears they were He\er arquainteo per^nnhv. al-

though they were for thirty years contemporaries, of similar inl-
and pursuits, and were intimate in friendship or eorr-spondeiiet'
with some of the sazu ',

,] in u
^i, •'! i !

' >th sii.-i-.-edi 1 in doin • what has been for

•
<•<' mi

«
1-i.u i v.-.uli ! dNtii ti .n .1 (hi-, n'i

i ends of thrift or glory." K
_oo,l iMi-tnne or a keener si. .

higher fame as a statesman, there can be no doubt that T
was more eminent in his M-h-mi m, nt*. ami
t * ,£lt ':

[|,, .^":dl praise in vh-u ,
! m seience.

As historians of science which is <-- ,, ;podtan we ran merlook.
lly excuse, the course which misled Tliompson to

inst his country, under circum-tanr
,1I

t

1 ' 11 " 1 - ' 'to exciiM- what We have iva^U
to know he often regretted. Dr. [-;ili> ;,;. had lt

.,.,.^ t() numerous
orminal ^inr^, -f iiifb.maTi. »•,. i(> r0 rreot

man;,
< m.rs whi.-h had 1 .;,. ; i; U ;,fhra.

"'»'i to add a -real number w| i : ^tnu-tivu

.youth to have been - akillwHl"

! > doped ;is a eariea;uri>* and in sketches ^
tt'ell as in attempts at w i en: i:

when he was not over tii'teen years of ;,„, iiis h-tters of enquiry.
addressed at about the same ato to his'earh hand !.

'" m;»hv subjeeis of a seientilie nature, whirl, few ""^
are wont to trouble them^-lves with; this brief note.

3burn, August, 1769," will serve as an example:—
f Sir Benjamin Thompson. Count Rumford, with notices of hisDaug'1

-

= ;-. •-.. .:< ;•: - ,.-
:

.
•--

-> - -}r,.\
.

.; ,;- . ...
. ,

_
,

-

Take 1

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 49
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the Nature, Essence, Beginning of Exis

i I). ,ok of young- Thomp-

r e\ pence I have heel) at

mmencing "1771, July I,

• the Mechanical

TheoryofHeat. Our readers will lind Dr. Ella's memoir of Rum-

able person, tt will 10 b irgol a that he was the originator

and founder of the itain, where Davy,

Faraday and Tyndal have found the chief theater of their memor-
able labors. It is fitting that the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences at Boston, as the custodian of his funds, >peeid;y in-

trusted to them to promote research in his chosen departments of

{-hi* and H a '. " complete works of Count

Rumford." The.
2- Onthedrn-rt; , .,,..! i' . '

>
' 117,,./. ,////, the fall ofRam

and Snow at W'dh'n'/r'ord, <',,„,,., ff» » obwrr.itin,,* umd, by

&»hl.n;,, /•! //./• .

' ,. i.AN.Isf. b'.-MIS,

Ph-D., Prof, of I

-^ Cornell I m-

vereity.
pp. 62 . (From the Transactions of the Conn. Aeudomv ot

Arts and Sciences, Vol. II, 1871).—The observations discussed m
*!»* paper were made at Wallinu'ford, a town about twelve miles

Uortli of Xew Haven. The wind observations were made with a

self-recording apparatus similar in most respects to Osier b mtt-

recording anemon ' "enod of five ?ea™- Th
£

observations were reduced separated for each hour of each month
°f the year; and the results are graphical y repres rite., q.on a

Plate which exhibi
irnftlenaMes

in the wind's direction. Div 5
,eMf™ I™

:, small, but dur-

i of the land .water; and t
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assigned seems adequate to account for all the facts at present

known in this vicinity. It is much to be desired that a similar

series of observations should be made at New Haven, for the pur-

pose of developing still more precisely the laws which govern the

diurnal and annual chan lirection.

The Wallingford observations also show the mean force of the

wind, together with its diurnal and animal changes, but in a

lirection.

The same article furnishes the fall of rain and snow at vVallm>_'-

ford for a period of twelve years, from which it appears
average annual precipi jford is fifteen per cent

greater than at New Haven.
The good judgment and perseverance ofDr

these observations are greatly to be commended, and we hope h '-

example maybe imitated by many other obsen ers in nur e untry.

The results of such observations are not only important in tli :r

bearings upon questions of pure science, but they are intimately

connected with the interests of every individual, with the pros-

perity of agriculture, and the security of commerce.
3. Annu d h>i«>rt ..ft/, />' •/ .,? l!,,j. n ts of the Smithsonian

I, ,stlt!,t /„,. showing the operations, expenditures and co-

:
:;«') [ip. svo. Washington, I-" 1 -

—Besides the report of the Secretary, this valuable volum
the following memoirs, selected from various sources:— Life ;uid

works of Kepler, by M

.

_
.- of Thomas Young, by

Arngo; Memoir of A. Uravais, by E. de Beaumont; Life m<l

Scientific Labors of S. Marianini. bv C. Matteucci : v

the i nth, by T. S. Hunt; Electrical Currents of the Earth hy C.

Matteucci; on t he Phenomena-of Flight in the Animal I\

with many illustrations. bv M. Maivv ; on the Northern Seas, by

M. r.ahinet : Ih port of the Trans. Soc. Phys. and Nat, History of

Geneva; Coronado's March in Search of the "Seven Cities of

Cibola," and discussion of their prokaMe loeation, by Gen. J. H.

Simpson, 1.'. S. A. ;
on the Social and Religious Condition of the

Lower Races of Men, by Sir John Lubbock; on the Prim

: on a Meteorite, from

< o., Wisconsin, i.v Dr. Vr. hrennd < k< : i

Forms of Hailstones in Georgia, by S. Abich ; Eruption of the

i, by C. Sartorius.
*

4. Elemente der Mineralogie, von De. Carl Feiedrich N$W
JIasn. 8th enlarged and improved edition, with 836 figures,

606 pp. 8vo. Leipzig, 1871 (W. Engelmann.)—Dr. Naumann s

Elements of Mineralogy i> the t prominent of recent GermaD

Mineralogical text-books. Its edition, have followed one another

rapidly, and the present is the eighth. It is a complete but con-

densed work, its descripT;. also its notices ol

localities and its mention of chemical composition. The figures ot

crystals are numerous and excellent.
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ART. XXXII.— On the Connecticut River valley Glacier, and
other examples of Glacier movement along the valleys of New
England; by James D. Dana.

In former papers* I have spoken of the existence of a

Connecticut valley glacier in the Glacial era; understanding

V the expression, as I have said, that the under part of the

great continental glacier lying in the Connecticut valley-de-

pression moved in the direction of the valley—either while the

great glacier was at its maximum thickness and held on its

southeasterly course, or after its partial decline.

I propose now to give more fully the evidence with regard
to the Connecticut valley movement ; and, further, to show that

other large valleys of central and western New England had
also, in the same sense, their valley-glaciers—that is, they de-

termined the direction of the ice that lay within them.

The facts appealed to in support of the conclusions are partly

°f my own observation ; but they are mostly drawn, for Massa-

chusetts, from the Report on the Geology of the State by Dr.

^ Hitchcock, who labored with much enthusiasm m this de-

partment of the science ; for New Hampshire, from an unpub-
lished map by Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, kindly furnished me
°y its author; for Vermont, from the Vermont Geological Re-

port, which contains the numerous observations of Prof C. B.

Adams, Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, A. D. Hager and Zadock

Thompson; for eastern New York, between New England and
tQe Hudson river, from the volume of the New York Geological

p
* Manual of Geology, 1863. p. 544; This Journal, LT, xxxv, 249, 1863; Trans.

Connecticut Acad., h\ 45; This Journ., Ill, i, 1, and 125.

A*. Jodk. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. II, No. 10.—Oct.,1871.
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r* Mather, an assiduous laborer in this field

We learn, first, from the scratches on the rocks outside of the

larger, valleys of New England—that is, over its higher lands—

that the general course of the continental glacier covering New
England was between S. 20° E. and S. 50° E. The true course,

deduced from the magnetic, is here given, and so throughout the

following pages.

On the high region of western Connecticut (1000 to 1200 feet

above the sea), about "Warren and Litchfield, the author found

the courses of the scratches S. 29° E. ; more to the west, east of

Kent, on Kent mountain, S. 19° E. ; to the south of Kent, about

Newtown, S. 38° E. Percival observes that over this western

part of Connecticut the direction of the transfer of drift was to

nty from Canaan, and also of other rocks c

other counties. Mather gives for the direction in Litchfield coun-

ty, Conn., near Norfolk, S. 20°-25°K, and Hitchcock, for that

on Mt. Tom, the highest elevation near Litchfield, S. 17°-22°E.

West of the State of Connecticut, between it and the Hudson

river in Dutchess county, not far west of Arthursville, I ob-

tained for the course of scratches (which were common over the

region) S. 24° E. Mather found in Putnam county (south of

Dutchess), near Patterson, S. 17° E. to S. 22° E. ; in Dutchess

county, mostly between S. 15° E. and S. 30° E., but in some

places S. 35° E. ; and north of Dutchess county, in Columbia

county (west of Massachusetts), mostly S. 18° E. to S. 30° E.,

with some on the mountain top east of Shaker Village and else-

where in that vicinity, S. 45° E.

In the Taconic range, along the western boundary of Massa-

chusetts, Dr. Hitchcock found the course of the scratches on

the top of Mt. Everett (2600 feet above the sea) and on the ad-

joining Mt. Washington S. 18° E. ; 15 miles farther north, on

top of Tom Ball in Alford, 30 miles north of Mt Washington,

S. 43° E. ; on the east slope of the Taconic ridge near Y^M*
(in same latitude nearly with the Shaker village above alluded

to) and at Egremont, on the west slope, about S. 50° E.
;

a

little south of the latter, on Lenox mountain, near the road from

Richmond to Lenox, S. 38° E. Scratches observed by the wri-

ter on Mt. Everett trended S. 27° E.

Again Dr. H. obtained for the course in middle Granville, w
miles west of the Connecticut, S. 38° E. ; between Otis ana

Becket, 30 miles west of the Connecticut, and farther north ib

Windsor, about S.E. For eastern Massachusetts (that is, tne

part of the State east of the Connecticut), Dr. Hitchcock g"reS

as the average direction S. 24° E. He obtained in Royalston,

nearly 20 miles west of the Connecticut, S. 18° E. to S. 38° £•
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On the higher land of Vermont, away mostly from river

valleys, the course of the scratches, according to the Vermont
Geological Report, is for the most part between S. 35° E. and
S. 55° E. In southern Vermont, on the higher land of Wind-
ham, 15 miles west of the Connecticut, S. 40° E. ; in Wilming-
ton, S. 29° E and S. 39° E. (intersecting) : in central Ver-
mont, in West Hancock, S. 50° E. ; in Ripton, S. 60° E. In
the northern half of the State, on Camel's Hump, 4088 feet

above the sea, S. 55° E. ; on Mt. Mansfield, 4430 feet high,

S. 55° E. : on Jay's Peak, north of the latter, S. 50° E. ; in

Stowe, in the valley east of Mt. Mansfield, S. 35° E.
_
Judging

from the map in the Vermont Geological Report, which gives

some observations not registered in the text, the a

New Hampshire, according to Prof. C. H. Hitchcock's map.
The facts show plainly that on the higher lands, both east

and west of the Connecticut, and even over the elevated ridges

of the Green Mountain range through Vermont, Massachusetts
and Connecticut, and also west of this range over the eastern

borders of New York, the great continental glacier had a south-

eastward course ; in the latitude of Connecticut, about S. 25° K,
and to the northward, S. 35° E. to S. 55° E. With sucb a

course the glacier moved over the elevated lands on the west of

the Connecticut river and the elevated lands to the east of that

river, keeping onward, with little variation in its main move-
ment notwithstanding the ridges in its course, and following no
doubt the general slope of the surface of New England.
But this being true of the movement of its main mass, other

tacts show that the bottom ice of the great glacier followed often

the courses of the valleys beneath it

1- First as to the Connect: This vaUey, or

great north and south depression of New England, has its ter-

mination, as I have elsewhere observed, at New Haven, the

Connecticut river channel leaving the valley at Middletown,

^onn., and taking thence a southeastward course to the Sound.

'the following table, the courses of glacial scratches along the

l% are given for comparison with the course of the valley.
* comparison

i commences with localities at the south.

Southwesterly

TofConn. R. South nearly

y. f

South, S. a few degree!
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side of Conn. R.
Deerfield, S.E.

Greenfield, W
Northfield, E.

d. R. S.

W. of Conn. R.
Brattleboro,fora great distance along C.R.S. and

S.

Nor^Ti. W. of village, s.

Thetford, W. part o

In New Hampshire, the courses of scratches, as represented

on the map of the State by C. H. Hitchcock, referred to above,

correspond very nearly with those of Vermont. According to

it, scratches trending west of south occur in the river towns

Chesterfield, Walpole, Hanover, Oxford, Haverhill, and still

farther north, along the Passumpsic, in Monroe and towns ad-

joining it on the east.

Now the average course of the whole Connecticut river valley

and of the Passumpsic valley, its true continuation northward,

i about S. 9° W. But its different parts vary from this

north of Massachusetts trending about S. 12° W. ; that in Mas-

sachusetts, S. 6° W., but varying in the southern part to S.

nearly ; that in Connecticut from the Massachusetts line to

Hartford, S. 3° W. ; that from Hartford to New Haven, S. 1°

W. ; and the whole average for Connecticut, S. 15° W.
The table shows that the courses along the valley from New

Haven to White River Junction or Norwich, Vt, are between

S. 16° W. and S. 9° R, instead of between S. 30° E. and

S. 50° E., like the scratches over the higher lands ; and that,

therefore, the average difference between the general course ol

the glacier and its course along the Connecticut valley is °ver

30°, that is, in the valley there are upward of thirty degrees

more of westing.

In Connecticut, in which the average course of the valleyj8

S. 15° W., the common course of the scratches is S. 15°-16°^-
In Massachusetts, in which the valley trends S. to S. 6°

J:'
the scratches trend a few degrees west of south on Mts. Hojj

yoke and Tom, or in part at least, as stated bY Hitchcock; f
d

as these are much the highest points in this part of the vaHeJ

(their tops 1126 and 1211 feet above the sea level), they aftord
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consequently the best evidence of the average direction of the
movement in that region.

In Vermont, where the course of the valley for the more
southern half is S. 12° W., the scratches trend S. to S. 13° E.
But north of White Kiver Junction the course of the scratches

varies between S. and S. 30° E., yet many scratches at the

farthest point, near the mouth of the Passumpsic, are S. 5° E.

In the part of the Connecticut valley south of Vermont the

scratches conform closely in direction to the trend of the valley,

and are the only scratches ; while to the north there is a general

southerly course in the scratches of the Connecticut river valley,

yet at the same time about 15° less of westing than in the aver-

age trend of this part of the river. Moreover, in this upper part

of the valley there are often, besides the valley set of scratches,

another set having the southeasterly course of the great glacier.

The width of the region bearing the north-and-south scratches

of the valley is generally twenty to thirty miles, but sometimes
more. Going east or west of this there is a change more or less

gradual to the course of the great glacier, and often also other

scratches conforming to its course occur. In Massachusetts, in

Heath, 15 miles west of the Connecticut, the course of the

scratches given by Hitchcock is south with some westing, and
the same on Mt. Pocomptuck in this town, 1888 feet high ;

and
m Kowe, 20 miles west of the river, the course is S. 2° W. In

southern Vermont, in Halifax, west of Vernon, and 10 miles

west of the Connecticut, the directions given by Hitchcock are

mostly S. 12° W. ; but also, in West Halifax, 15 miles from the

Connecticut river, S. 53° E. ; in Marlboro, north of Halifax,

s- 20° E. on high land; and also, at another locality, two
courses, S. 7° W. and S. 53° E., intersecting.

The facts show beyond question that the abrading agent oj the

Connecticut vall,^ thevalky. The
Jess degree of co i

between the scratches and
th '' valley in its upp r portion is what should be expected; and
so also the inters r thls PorJion,
and also of the region on either side of it a little distant from

the river.

;
2- Upper Champlain Valley. The main part of Lake Cham-

Plam is the region of a vast plain—though a plain of ™er—
^d little or n5 conformity to its direction in the course of the

Kmtches on its borders could be expected. At Burlington the

courses are S 19° E to S 31° E. ; in Shelburne, south ot Bur-

tagton, S. 17° E to S 29° E. ; which courses show apparently

that some diverting effect was produced by the mam ridge
i

ot

he Green Mountains. But the southern prolongation ot Vie

lake from Addison, and even from Ferris, southward to W bite-
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hall, a distance of 40 to 50 miles, is very narrow, and occupies
a proper valley, and here the scratches are parallel mostly to

the trend of the lake—which trend is nearly north and south,

excepting for the southern part, where it is about 16° west of
south (S. 16° W.). Along this more southern portion, in Ben-
son, the course of the scratches, according to the Vermont Ee-
port, is S. 8° E., S. 12° W., S. 15° W. ; and in Orwell, just

north, S. 8° E., S. 12° W. Farther north, in Bridport, the

course is S. 20° W. ; in Addison, S. 17° W. and S. 13° E.; at

Larrabee's Point, S. 4°-12° E. ; at Crown Point in New York,
opposite to Bridport, S. 2° E. on the west side, and S. 27° E.

on the east. In Putnam, N. Y., west of Benson, according to

Mather, S. 10°-lfi° W. The conformity of the course of the

scratches to the trend of the valley in its sour! sent hall' is verv

close
;
in its more northern part, where, opposite Addison and

beyond, the lake is over two miles wide, scratches both of the

valley course and of the general course of the dacier occur

together. The divergence in all, from the S. 40°-55° E. of the

higher lands of the State, is very wide.

m

3. Lamoille River TV/, y
„„./" 117, // River Valley. These

the northern half of Vermont, rise in the eastern part

of the State and pass through the Green Mountains, the former
north of Mt. Mansfield, the latter just north of Camel's Hump;
in the case of each, the bottom of the valley where the river

asses the line of these mountains is not far from 4000 feet

elow their summits. The course of each is about N. lo°-
20° W. and S. 15°-20° E.
Along each of these valleys, the glacial scratches are closely

parallel to its main trend, as shown and recognized bv the Ver-

mont geologists. It is strikingly exhibited on a map of tb*

State accompanying the report On the Lamoille there are the

courses S. 55° E. to S. 85° E. ; on the Winooski, the courses

S. 60° E., S. 80° E., and even east-and-west in one case.
4. Otter Greek Valley. Otter Creek flows northward along

the great valley in the southern half of Vermont, just west of

the axis of the Green Mountains, passing by Eutland, Bran-
don, Salisbury, toward the southern end of the broader part of

iplain. Its general course is about N. 15°-20° W-
and S. 15°-20° E. T: v have the

courses S., S. 12° E., S. 15° E., S. 20° E.

_
5 Merrimack Rio r Vajh y i JJew Hampshire). The conform-

ity between the courses of the sc

i

v above
Lowell and its trend is well shown on the map of New' Hamp-
shire I

>,- Prof. C. H. Hitchcock. The average trend of the

'ait a little east of south, and the same is true of the

scratches.

We have thus evidence of the existence during some part of

the era of ice not only of a glacier movement in New England
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along the Connecticut river valley, but also of one along the

upper Champlain valley, the Lamoille valley, the Winooski
valley, the Otter creek valley, and probably the Merrimack
\-alley ; and many of the courses of scratches observed in other

parts of Vermont and New Hampshire have divergences from
the normal course of the great glacier, which are probably due
to the valley-depressions of the surface. Among these smaller

valleys are perhaps those of the Queechee, Black, Middlebury
aii'l \Vhite rivers of Vermont and the Deerneld of Massachu-
setts; for the existence of an independent glacier in each of

*]u'^' valk-w- i- recognized as probable by Prof. Hitchcock, on
the ground of the conformity between' the direction of the

scratches and the valley, although the iceberg theory is adopted
by him for all the rest, even the Lamoille. Winooski and Con-

necticut. The writer has elsewhere mentioned the evidence in

favor of a Hudson river glacier movement, and of another in

the Mohawk valley running easterly through central New York

;

and further, of one along the St. Lawrence valley, the scratches

in it following its course according to the observations of Dr.

Dawson.

The facts are sufficient to prove that examples of valley

movements of glacier ice must have been common over the

continent in the Glacial era, or rather the rule for all the larger

valleys. It is hence evident that no observations on glaciers

are complete which do not take into account I

of the country. Prof. Hitchcock recognized the deflecting in-

fluence of the Connecticut and Lamoille valley, :
but the de-

flection, in his view, was that of icebergs. Beside? I

eberg hypothesis elsewhere presented, New
England affords another in the fact that if there were, at th<

time, a submergence to the depth required to overcome the

obstacles to a southeast movement offered by the southerly

trend of the mountains, there would still have been no south-

. no currents having

this course exist ii t! . adjoining s<-as. Ai ' (

' * r, theneces-

Iping out the iceberg theory by bringing in glaciers for

some of the sm .IM % ,11, \ s. because icebergs could not be sup-

•

: w< >rked their way along them to do the scratching.

:: -'
: - a"-;.

. _
':.-''

The question now comes up, whether the scratches m the

. :..
,

:

.
:

•

;

,,- '-- ^, -
." " -:. - ^

quite or near] " <lecll?e

of the glacier/ when its thickness was so diminished as to make

tneiceoftl

J
With reg ut valley ice, the following evi-

dence appl w
.

'.- ^

. .- .: .

' -

England, movement a In Massachusetts and Connecticut tne
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only scratches in the valley are those trending south or west of

south, and they are often very deep ; even the tops of Mi Tom
and Mt. Holyoke have only these scratches. This uniformity

seems to prove that the direction of movement thereby indicated

characterized the ice of this part of the valley through the whole

of the Glacial period.

b. Again, if a local glacier occupied the valley having a thick-

ness of say one, two, or three thousand feet, or such as would

lie below the level of the Green Mountain summits, the glacier

would have had through its breadth a nearly southerly course

corresponding to the trend of the valley, and i

'"

erly scratches should have existed c

localities remote from the Conned
notfound.

In another place I have supposed that the southeasterly

course which occurs in the scratches to the west of the Connec-

ticut river might have been a resultant between the tendency

to a southerly movement down the valley, and that down the

slope into the valley. But this was so only to a very small

degree. For the ice, after passing over the valley, resumed on

the east its southeastward scratching.

c. In the part of the Connecticut valley north of Massachu-

setts, the course of the scratches is not that of the valley, but

differs 10° to 15° from it to the eastward. This greater easting

shows that the southerly movement of the ice induced by the

valley was modified by some force pressing it eastward, and

this force could only have been that due to the movement of

the general glacier. Hence it proves that the general gli ei*

existed at the time in nearly or quite its full force.

We may conclude, therefore, that the valley ice of the Con-
-

Connecticut) its own independent southward motion, ui<><.v

unmodified, during the whole progress of the Glacial era. But

along the more northern part of the valley, there were the

modifications in the valley movement just pointed our

scratches made by the general glacier. If the soul

scratches (those of the general glacier) should be found to be

the older of the two sets, we should infer that when they were

made the general glacier was then the thickest ; bn :

would not prove that the thickness had been so far < i

;

as to leave the Connecticut valley glacier wholly an i

ent one. Prof. Hitchcock has stated as his belief that the south-

westerly scratches were the oldest, but admits that there is

much doubt with regard to it.

This movement of the bottom of a glacier six or eight thou-

sand feet thick along a different course from its main rati®

wherever it lies in great valleys, is a necessary result of me-

chanical law. It moves just as thick pitch poured over a slop-
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ing surface in which there are a few large groovings would

move, the mass following the general surface, and the portions

in the grooves nearly or quite the course of the grooves. The
thickness of the ice that followed the course of the valley was at

least 2000 feet ; for the southerly scratches occur not only on

the summits of Ml Tom and Mt Holyoke, but also on the top

of Mt. Pocomptuck in Heath, 15 miles west of the Connecticut,

the height of which, as stated, is 1888 feet

As to the Lamoille, Winooski and Otter creek valleys, the

case is somewhat different ; for if the movement of the ice in

the valleys took place when the great glacier was in full force,

it was a movement in each up the valley. The valleys are, how-

ever, of gradual slope—that of Otter creek extremely gradual—

and facts show that the ice is often moved up slopes many hun-

dreds of feet. Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr., mentions the occurrence

of fossils in the drift on Mt. Katahdin (Maine) at a height of

4000 feet above the sea, which must have been brought from

the low country to the north where such fossils are found m
place. As Dr. "Packard observes, such facts show that icebergs

were not the transporting agents.

It is, however, possible that each of these three valleys had

its independent glacier during the melting of the ice. But it

so, the great glacier must have been removed wholly out ot the

way of the valley glacier, so as to be no impediment to its

movement down the valley ; and it seems probable, from the

small extent of these valleys, that by the time the general

glacier had got out of the way, the valley ice would also have

mostly disappeared. It is quite probable that a careful study

of the scratches along one or another of these valleys may

decide this interesting question. ^

It seems to be a natural consequence of a gradual melting ot

the great glacier, that sooner or later parts of the ice should

We become independent and taken independent movements

We should naturally look for this independence at least

m the large valley of the Connecticut river. A thinning

of the ice to 2000 feet would necessitate, it would seem, a valley

movement southward. And yet, as has been observed, the

evidences of such a glacier movement do not exist—that is, me

scratches are confined to so narrow a band along the.center ot

the Connecticut valley as to show that they were not made oy

an independent Connecticut valley glacier. H?w,

then
^
a^

reconcile the fact that the ice must have thinned down to 2000

feet, 1000 feet, and so on, and yet had no movement as a sepa^

^e glacier? The explanation is this :-The melting of the ice

took place in the early part of the Champlam era-an em oi

^siience for New England and a large part
f .^ «gg£

(and therefore favorable to the melting); f^^fS^ greatest in New England to the north, having been at least
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325 feet in the latitude of Burlington
; nearly 150 feet near the

northern boundary of Massachusetts, one hundred miles from
the termination of the valley (the highest terrace on the river
in Hinsdale, New Hampshire, being 159 feet above the river,
according to the Vermont Report) ; and 45 to 50 feet at New
Haven, the southern end of the Connecticut valley Such a
subsidence would have diminished the average slope of the
whole valley about one-and-a-halffeet a mile. For the southern
Halt, from northern Massachusetts to Long Island Sound—100
miles—the slope, which now averages two feet a mile, would
have been reduced to one-and-one-tenth of a foot a mile ; and
trom bpnngneld down, which is 60 miles from the Sound, and
the height of the water level only 64 feet above the Sound,
making the average slope below about one foot a mile, and
where the Champlain subsidence was at least 60 feet more than
at New Haven on the Sound, there would have been no appre-
ciable slope in the waters; the basin, as it is designated by
Hitchcock, from Middletown in Connecticut to Holyoke in
Massachusetts, would have been strictly a basin * Under such
circumstances the ice along the valley would have lost all mo-
tion Ihe same condition of rest would have belonged to the
ice ot other north-and-south valleys of as small rate of descent;

anlwinrsr^
t0 eaSt-d-st ™^ ^ the LamoiUe

High up even the north-and-south valleys, where the slopes
were not sensibly changed by such a subsidence, local glaciers
might well have existed. Evidences of them in the region of theW hite Mountains have been pointed out by Dr A S. Packard,

TJVXC
}of

mTT °n the Glacial Phenomena of Labrador
and Maine (94 pp. 4to), published in Volume I of the Memoirs of
the .Boston Society of Natural History (1867) ; also by Professor

ralist for November, 1870, who
states that he observed the marks of local glaciers in -

countr
regl°n m the Jeai" 1847

'

S00n a^er his arrival in tbiS

In the foregoing pages the facts from the State of Maine have
not been referred to. These are well discussed by Dr. Packard

Si!o
e
+1

mem
?
lr
.^st

1

1
:
eferred t0

> ^ which he recognizes and ap-

»7r? n
he

+rnC1
?1

le dls™ssed in this and the writer's former pa-
pers on the valley glaciers. He observes that of the eighty

e height of the terrace
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localities of scratches that have been noted in Maine, the
scratches in sixty-two have a southeasterly course: that the

i of the glacial grooves and stria; is espe-

l the high hinds ainl

the evidence shows
* valleys, and thus assumed

a more north-and-south course, and at times, owing to local

trends in the depressions, were even deflected so as to flow in a
direction a few degrees west of south. The facts in Maine are
just such as are general to New England.
The same principle is recognized"by Prof. N. S. Shaler in the

Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, for 1870.
Other similar facts have been recently pointed out in States to

the west of New England. When the applications of the prin-

ciple are studied out over the whole continent, we shall under-
stand better than we now do the sources of the varied move-
ments in the great glacier.

Art. XXXIIL—The Paragenesis and Derivation of Copper and
its associates on Lake Superior ; by Kaphael Pumpelly.

II. Paragenesis of the Minerals associated with Copper.

No. 1. Capen Vein.—This is apparently a true fissure vein.

It occurs in a compact and very tough melaphyr, which is

exceedingly chloritic near trie vein. All the joints within a

distance of several yards from the vein are covered with a coat-

mg to to \ inch thick, of dark-green and bluish-green chlorite,

?aving a combined fibrous and foliated structure oblique to the

joint surfaces. The melaphyr is rich in magnetite. Sheet cop-

per was found in mining, but not in paying quantity.

1- Laumontite, in thin seams.
2. Prehnite, in seams which cut through those of laumontite

,

a'so between symmetrically arranged bands of laumontite.

3. Chlorite, as destroyer and replacer of prehnite, and as

lining of cavities in the latter. .

4. Analcite, in clear crystals on the prehnite and chlorite.

Huron Mine.—1. Laumontite,,
_ thin ci

ta&ds on the sides of a cavity; the free ends of the opposed
crystals nearly meet.

, „
2- Prehnite, filling the space between the bands of laumontite.

..-No. 3.* Copp -insure vein. 1. (0 Aatro-

hte
- 2. Laumontite. 3. Analcite. a „ , _

No. 4.* Same vein.—1. Apophyllite. 2. Copper. 3. Orthoclase.

Kov
Taken from a list eiven b^ m&TJ Bauerman

-

Quart Journ
-

GeoL Societ7,
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No. 5.* Bay State Mine.—1. Prehnite. 2. Quartz 3.

* A
(?) Laumontite.

Phgmtix Mine -Fissure vein. 1. ZaMTium^ 2.

V^arte. 3. " Green-Earth"
No 7 * Bay State Mine.—Fissure vein. 1. Quartz. 2.

, Apophylhte. 3. Oifc/fe.
v

Or^od
8'* B°HEMIAN MlNE-~1- Analcite. 2. 6>per. 3.

,

Na 9. Amygdaloid Mine.—Fissure vein. 1 Prehnite. n
its characteristic reniform shape.

2. <>wwfe, in small crystals on the prehnite
3. 4/iafcife crystals, covering the quartz
4 Orthoclase crystals, on the analcite and quartz.
No. 10. Bay State Mine. -Fissure vein. On the soft

brown gangue. 1 Analcite, lining part of a vugg. The' crys-
tals are T inch m diameter, often white and transparent, but
very much fractured. Near the contact with the rock they are
orten reddened internally and much altered, and then sur-
mounted by the next member.

2. Orthoclase, in the usual minute crystals, some of which are
scattered over the altered analcites.

JMo 11. Amygdaloid Mine.—Fissure vein. 1. Prehnite, in
tne characteristic reniform shape, forming the bodv of the spe-
cimen

; iresh-lookmg on the free surface, but on the under bro-
ken side somewhat porous, with earthy fracture, and then

$^T^LrM ^ datolite and a soft green

2 Copper in films traversing the prehnite, and molded to the
reniform surface While the under surface of the copper bears

wTT10
?

of the
-

prelmite
'
the uPPer surface

>

™* free'

oears that of some mineral that is gone ; threads of copper

Z^t'r^18^ surface ±i*ch «f crystallized at the tips,
where they stood above the mineral that has disappeared.

klPd ill famS f a hard Jellowiah-white mineral, sprin-
kled like meal over the prehnite and «nn«». ™,w tC micro-
scope appear to o
boidal plates

; fuses with difficulty."

\nf\\^
hle

'

m micr
?
scoPic crystals on No. 3 ; others, one line

prehnni '
"**' W1 SUSPended flak<* of copper, lie upon the

No. 12. Amygdaloid Mine.—(Fissure vein ^i On the
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4. Datolite; compact amorphous, white translucent mass,

covering the prehnite with a layer of which f- inch thickness,

still remains. The copper threads do not penetrate it.

No. 13. Pewabic Copper-bearing bed.—This specimen

—

about 2£ inches by 3£ by £—is evidently from the interior of a
druse, to whose wall it was attached by only a small part of its

surface. The body of the specimen is copper, very cavernous,

much of it pseudomorphous after laumontite. The copper is

very thickly bestrewn with small green crystals of quartz

—

prisms terminated at both ends,—which are however older than
the copper. On the sides and around the edges of the speci-

men there are beautifully modified scalenohedrons of calcite.

1. The rock or mineral to which the laumontite was originally

attached, and which has disappeared.
2. Laumontite or leonhardite; has also disappeared; the

prisms were a to £ inch long, terminated at one end with a hemi-

3. A mineral, now gone, which must have been present to

support the quartz crystals (see Quartz). It may perhaps have
been the alteration-product of the laumontite or an enclosing

mineral ; laumontite crystals occur frequently enveloped, except

the base, in calcite.

4. Quartz, in prisms t», to } inch long, often terminated at

both ends. They occur on parts of nearly every one of the

pseudomorphs after laumontite ; the copper is moulded to them,

giving casts even of the stria? on the prisms, and they fre-

quently pass entirely through the pseudomorphs after laumon-

tite, so that the two ends of a quartz prism frequently just

appear on opposite sides of the pseudomorph and transmit light.

In some instances the quartz crvstals are so numerous as to

touch each other, but they are often wholly isolated, and sup-

ported only by the copper which is younger.

The quartz crystals contain minute, brilliant particles of cop-

per, wholly isolated, in the interior.

5. Copper, in the form of laumontite, preserving often the

sharpness of the angles and smoothness of the faces of the orig-

inal mineral, when seen by the naked eye ; under the glass the

surface is less even. The pseudomorphs are not solid copper,

as will appear in describing other specimens. . . .

. 6. Chlorite? a soft, light-green mineral in minute hemispher-

ical forms, with radiating structure, scattered over the quartz

and copper. Wherever this mineral lies upon the quartz crys-

tals, these are more or less penetrated by it, and some of them

are eaten through and through to such an extent that the crys-

talline form is no longer recognizable.
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7. 2c? Copper Calcite; Calcite crystals—scalenohedrons—£ to

m?g'
lie on the sides and around the edges of the speci-

men. These crystals, in forming, adapted themselves with par-
tially entering faces to the rough surface of the preexisting
quartz and copper. Some of the calcite crystals coi
liant isolated films of copper, which must have been formed at
Jeast after the calcite had begun to crystallize, and is therefore
younger than the copper previously mentioned.

8. Datohte, in exceedingly minute crystals, lving on both
the chlorite and calcite ; they are less than ¥JT inch in diame-
ter, but the datohte form is distinctly visible under the micro-
scope

;
they fuse easily with the characteristic green flame.

JNo. 14. Pewabic Copper-bearing bed.—1. The rock or
mineral to which the laumontite was originally attached, which
^disappeared, copper now forming the support of all the

2. Laumontite, of which only the form now remains.
3. A mineral, now gone, which seems necessarily to have

been present to support the isolated crystals of quartz.
4. Quartz, in mmute prisms, containing brilliant particles of

5. ? Cahite, represented only by impressions in the copper.
1 his calcite may, perhaps, be older than some of the foregoing
members. b

6. Copper, now forming the body of the specimen. It is very
cavernous, and besides forming in places pseudomorphs after

te, it is the support of every member of the series.

- younger than the quartz crystals is shown by the fact
that on removing these, perfect casts of them are visible in the
copper. Ihe copper also contains impressions of calcite crys-
tals (see above).

7. Chhritet the same mineral as the 6th member of No. 13,
and occurring m the same manner.

8 Calcite; a few small scalenohedrons planted on the copper
in the impressions of the older calcite = 5th above.

beamngbed
laumontite, from the Pewabic CoppeR-

The upper face of this specimen is part of a partially filled

w/ V Tpr
V
ferOUS and hig% altered amygdaloid; the

Wlf ' °^r0ken face
>

1S a portion of the altered amygdaloid

ftW i
he general appearance of the specimen at first glance

withwl
adrus^f^ nearly filled, except in the middle,

with broken crystals of calcite, whose interiors contain many
thin plates and threads of native c< pper

earthv
a^gdaloid is a *>& compact brown and green rock with

s^rFJ3 T'~an
v
altered amygdaloidal melaphyr. The

small amygdules near the wall of the larger cavity are of calcite.
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The pseudomorphs of copper after laumontite are prisms f to %
rich long and about % of an inch square, and are terminated
nth. a hemidome

; they are each attached by one end to the

rail of the cavity and project out toward the interior. The
ngles are often sh >s the junction of
two faces of a prism presents something of the appearance of a

' together. Sometimes, under a strong glass, the joining i

copper cast made in a mould whose t

fectly to

clearly imperfect, and the pseudomorph has the effect of a prism
built with four badly-soldered plates of metal.

Minute prisms of quartz (colored green by the chlorite-like

mineral mentioned in specimens No. 13 and 14) project from
the interior of the pseudomorphs, through the copper, to T A ¥ of

an inch above the surface.

In one place I cut to the depth of T
'

f of an inch in solid cop-

per
; but a cross fracture in another prism showed that the

copper was, there, a mere superficial film, while the interior was
occupied by a confused and rather porous mass of quartz

prisms, copper, and the green chlorite-like mineral mentioned
above. It is these quartz crystals whose ends just pierce the

copper coating. In some instances a prism of quartz terminated

at both ends passes entirely through the pseudomorph and

appears on both sides, and allows the light to pass through.

After removing a quartz crystal from the copper, a perfect cast,

even to the horizontal prism-sti ; is found in the copper.

The copper-surface of the pseudomorphs seems nearly smooth
to the naked eye, but under a strong glass it appears not only

often perforated with holes, but it often shows flakes of copper

rising on edge to a height of t^ of an inch above the face.

These pseudomorphs before the breaking of the specimen

were imbedded in the interior of scalenohedrons of calcite,

except at the atti, isma At the contact planes

between the calcite and the pseudomorphs, the former seems to

a,-tapt itself fully to all the irregularities of surface of the latter.

On the bottom of the specimen the calcite amygdules exhibit

parked signs of change to datolite. The transparent crystals

^ome gradually opaque, with a pearly lustre on the cleavage

Pianes, and a little farther away this condition merges almost

insensibly into a lustn t -.,> vhit^ nu - ><<
i
.^ed of an aggrega-

tion of exceedingly minute crvstak which exhibit the datolite

form under the microscope, and fuse easily with the charactens-

^P. green flame before the blowpipe. The same change is

Vls*>le, in places, on the crystals of calcite enveloping the

pseudomorphs after laumontite. ,,.,
The relative ages here appear to be, 1, The amygdaloid,

though probablv not in its present condition; 2, Lf
i7

'\
07
fJ";

8
- Quartz; 4, Copper, chlorite-like mineral; 5, Calcite; 6, Datolite.
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No. 14 (b) Another specimen from the same locality exhibits,
—besides pseudomorphs of copper after laumontite,—pseudo-
morphs of quartz after laumontite. In these last, the ends of
the pseudomorphs are broken off, leaving only the prsni. The
faces are formed by a tolerably even mass 'of quartz, on the
outer surface of which a crystalline form appears here and there
under the glass. The interior of the prism is not a compact
mass of quartz, but is nearly filled with quartz prisms project-
ing from all sides toward the middle and containing minute
brilliant and isolated particles of copper.
Near these are the copper pseudomorphs; they are mere

hollow shells, scarcely as thick as paper ; the angles are sharp
and the faces tolerably smooth, but often pierced with holes.

lhe hemidome of one of these is studded with the ends of

minute quartz prisms, which occupy the interior of that part of
the pseudomorph and project through the copper shell.

In this specimen also, some of the pseudomorphs are im-
bedded in scalenohedrons of calcite, which sparkle with brilliant
particles of copper swimming in the transparent crystals.

In these remarkable pseudomorphs the quartz is undoubtedly
the oldest existing intruder, while the copper, which far more
generally preserves the crystalline form of the laumontite, seems
to be pseudomorphous in, at least, the second degree of removal
I et in nearly all instances the older quartz is present, occupy-
ing a part of the space originally belonging to the laumontite
crystal

;
and very often these quartz crystals are wholly separate

from each other and supported only by the younger copper.
Something which is now gone must have existed to pe&rm
tmsomce of support before the copper was deposited.

m A \ Kagged Amygdaloid," Albany and Boston
M.—Un the rock lie: 1, Prehnite—2, Orthoclase, in minute
crystals on the prehnite.

No. 16 "Epidote Lode," St. Mary's—In a cavity in the

quartz-epidote rock, which forms a frequent feature of this bed,

~Lt o Z
lte C17stals

>
disposed as a reniform lining of the

cavitv-2, Quartz, m transparent prisms on the prehnite-^.
Anak,te, crystal £ inch in diameter, slightly opaque and sor
What cavernrms intnrnolK, ~i x_j S J r -l

i the quartz.

the prehnite, quartz ana

nlSlSE^J8 Partia% altered, containing cavities lined or
failed with a soft green mineral, chlorite or green-earth. There

and hl
a
.
g
/
eeniSh"ye

!
l0W chlorite-Hke mineral, which incrusts

No^7 A
n/Way the surface of the^^ Syrtala

the rock ii. i £.
A
,
LOII> °N THE Kearsarge LocatioN.-Outhe rock he

:
1, Prehmle-2, Quartz on the prehnite.
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No. 18. Huron Mine.—On the rock lie: 1, Analcite, in a
continuous band £ inch thick, crystallized on the inner face ; it

is reddish and perhaps much altered, though still hard—2,
Oakite inrmsting the analcite crystals, and occupying cavities
in their interior.

No. 19. Albany and Boston Amygdaloid.—The rock of
this bed is a wholly irregular mixture of hard light-green
amygdaloid and soft brown amygdaloid, in which the vesicular
form is frequently lost from the fact that the cavities contain-
ing secondary minerals have extended and become merged
together, forming a confused patch and vein structure: 1,

Prehnite, amorphous and altered to a slightly cavernous appear-
ance on the surface—2, Quartz in prisms—3, Orthoclase in
minute crystals chiefly on the altered prehnite, with which its

formation is probably connected, and also on the quartz.
No. 20. Same bed.—On the amygdaloid, which contains

quartz amygdules, lie : 1, Prehnite penetrated with strings and
films of copper—2, Quartz in prisms ; chlorite-UJce mineral in

hemispherical forms, with- radiating structure— Orthoclase in
rainute crystals ; all these lie separately on the prehnite—3d,
Calcite covering all the above mentioned members.
No. 21. Same bed.—1, Quartz, in prisms—2, Chlorite-like

mineral in hemispherical forms, with radiating structure;

wherever it is in contact with the quartz it has pitted it and
eaten into it—3d, Calcite.

No. 22.
#
Same bed.—On the amygdaloid lie :—1, Prehnite

fystala in rcniform masses—2, Quartz, in prisms on the

prehnite crystals—3, Orthoclase; Calcite; the orthoclase is in

minute crystals on the prehnite and quartz.
No. 23. Same bed.—The amygdaloid on which the following

Recession occurs consists of quartz and chlorite, and is wholly
altered—so much so that the quartz which now composes a

He part of it is evidently of the same age as that which fol-

J°ws the prehnite—1. Prehnite, in crystalline remform masses
~~%, Quartz prisms—3, Copper in cubes, with octahedral

Modifications, planted on, and moulded to, the quartz crystals.

No. 24. Same bed.—1, Prehnite--2, Quartz—3, Cakite.

No. 25. Same bed.—1, Analcite in pellucid crystals—2,
ttffcfe; Ortlioclase; in this specimen the analcite appears to

Jjave incrusted some mineral which has disappeared, and the

jeldspar crystals occur in the cavity thus formed as well as on
tne outer surface of the analcite.

.
No- 26. Same bed.—1, Prehnite—-2, Quartz--3, Copper,

m threads often moulded to the quartz-^, Orthoclase m
Minute crystals planted on the prehnite, quartz and copper.

Am. Jo0r.Sci—Taiiin -cm->. Vol. II. No. 10.—Oct., 1871.
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No. 27. Same bed.—1, Prehnite, penetrated with copper

threads—2, Quartz in prisms—3, Chlorite-like mineral men-
tioned in Nos. 20 and 21 ; here also it has eaten into the faces

of the quartz crystals—4, Analcite crystals, much fractured

and eaten away, and sometimes quite hollow.
No. 28. Same bed.—1, Prehnite in places cavernous—2,

Quartz in prisms in the cavities in the altered prehnite—3,

Orthoclase crystals planted on the quartz.
No. 29. Same bed.—1, Prehnite—-2, Copper traversing

the prehnite in the form of threads, etc., ending in crystals

which adapt themselves to the crystalline surface of the prehnite.

No. 30. Same bed.—1, Prehnite—-2, Analcite—3, Copper,

in flakes on the analcite—4, Orthoclase ; chlorite-like mineral.
No. 31. Same bed.—1, Quartz in prisms—2, Orthoclase

crystals, planted on the quartz.
No. 32. Same bed.— 1, Prehnite—-2, Copper in crystals

whose under surfaces are moulded to the crystalline surface of

the prehnite.

No. 33. Huron Mine.—On the amygdaloid containing
smaller amygdules of delessite and quartz, lie :—1, Laumontite,
a crystalline layer with projecting crystals—2, Calcite crystal-

lzed upon and wholly enveloping the laumontite crystals.
No. 34. Westernmost Adit on the "Southside." 1. Anal-

cite, in opaque crystals £ to £ inch in diameter. 2. Orthoclase

crystals planted on the analcite. (The rock containing this is

chocolate-brown, and filled with small amvffdules of 1st Lau-
montite, 2d Calcite).

J&

No. 35. "Bagged Amygdaloid." St. Mary's. This is a

soft brown amygdaloid with brown streak, in which the cavities

have assumed the most irregular shapes and merge into each

other in a manner which gives to the rock a highly brecciated
appearance. The cavities are generally partially open at their

wider points
; and the minerals occupying them are chiefly the

following, often accompanied by a white clay. On the rock
he, 1. Analcite. 2. Orthoclase crystals on the analcite. 3. Cal-

cite over both the foregoing members.
No. 36. Same bed. On the rock lies Calcite. Orthoclase

crystals on the calcite.

No 37. Same bed. On the rock are scattered. 1. Analcite

crystals. 2. Calcite on the analcite.
No. 38. Same bed. 1. Analcite in large crystals ; much

altered. 2. Orthoclase crystals planted upoS the outer surface
ot, and m cavities in, the analcite.
No 39 Pewabic Copper-bearing bed. On the amyg4*

loidal rock lies, 1, Calcite ; copper. 2. Datolite in a granular
mass mcrustmg the calcite crystals.
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No. 40. Same bed ? 1. Calcite in scalenohedrons. 2. Data-

uular mass of microscopical crystals. Here the dato-

lite has partially displaced the calcite ; only the points of the

f the latter were exposed, all the rest being embedded
in the younger datolite. These free-standing points remain
perfect in glance and form, while wherever the calcite crystals

are in conl lite, their surfaces are roughened
and perceptibly eaten into. The calcite crystals rest upon a

granular mass of the same variety of datolite, which is per

haps the result of a displacement of calcite.

No. 41. "Evergreen Bluff." 1. Quartz prism. 2. Orthi

close in minute crystals. 3. Calcite in simple and twin scalene

hedrons.

No. 42. " Amygdaloid " Mine. (Fissure vein). 1. Copper.

2. Compact datolite.

No. 43. Same Vein. 1. Prehnite in its characteristic form.

2. Copper conforming to the radiating cleavage-structure of the

prehnite. 3. Datolite, compact.
• No. 44. Locality Unknown. 1. Prehnite in its characteris^

tic form. 2. Quartz in prisms on the prehnite. 3. Analcite

crystals on the quartz. 4. Orthoclase crystals on the analcite.

No. 45. Westernmost Adit. " Sotjthside." Small amyg-
dules consist of, 1. Laumontite. 2. Quartz surrounded by the

laumontite.

No. 46. Michigan Mine (Fissure vein). On the veinstone,

which is here a greenish-gray, hardened clay-like material with

flakes of chlorite and copper, and which becomes brown and
soft near the contact with No. 1, lies, 1. Datolite in a uni-

formly distributed layer T\ of a line to 2 lines thick, with the

free surface highly crystallized. The crystals are transparent

and rose-colored from the presence of minute particles of cop-

per. The datolite appears quite fresh, and the copper seems

to be confined to it 2. Calcite, four small slightly yellowish

semi-transparent rhombohedrons, modified with steeps scaletio-

hedron faces, lie upon the datolite. 3. Orthoclase, yellowish

crystals,
t
»

? of an inch long, are scattered over the surface oi

the specimen, some lying upon the calcite and some upon the

datolite

No. 47. Many localities. 1. Prehnite. 2. Dekssite The

Pi'ehnite which occurs as the solid filling of amygdaloidal

cavities in the upper part of many beds, is subject to alteration

to chlorite. It is very common to see the prehnite soft and

^een to a slight depth from the outer surface of the amygdule,

without any line of separation between this portion and theW center ; and in the interior the prehnite often passes grad-

ually into spots - ^ these amygdules the

P^hnite is characterized by a radiating structure, starting from
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a single center. It is along these planes of radiation that the

change begins. Every possible gradation is observable. The
resulting product is sometimes a mass of foliated chlorite, but

more generally it is an amygdule of compact chlorite, ex-

hibiting in its fracture the same radiating structure as the

prehnite.

No. 48. Shelden and Columbian Location. 1. Prehnite

which is the general filling of the cavities in the upper part of

the amygdaloid of this locality. 2. Feldspar, red. It is quite

an exceptional occurrence in this neighborhood, and it is in-

timately associated with the prehnite in a manner that makes
it seem to be pseudomorphous after it.

Crystals of epidote and of quartz occur on this feldspar, but

the specimen gives no insight into their relation, as regard age,

either to each other or to the feldspar as a secondary product.
No. 49. South Pewabic Mine. In this bed a frequent form

of the rock is a compact amygdaloid, of which 50 or 60 per

cent of the volume consists of amygdules from the size of a

pin-head to £ inch in diameter. The matrix in a specimen
before me is brown, and too hard to be scratched with a knife.

The amygdules are sometimes of calcite, but more generally

contain, 1. Quartz, clear and filling the cavity. 2. Chbrite;

copper. The chlorite (apparently delessite) appears to displace

the quartz ; in some amygdules it merely penetrates the fissures

of the quartz, giving to this a green color ; in others nothing
remains but a cavernous mass of quartz and chlorite usually

well charged with copper ; indeed the copper occurs here only

with this chlorite.

The series to which this bed belongs is represented on the

"Southside," and again on the St. Mary's, by amygdaloids
which resemble this one in all essential particulars, except that

the amygdules are there filled chiefly with laumontite, and are

free from copper and nearly free from chlorite.
No. 50. " Ossipee Amygdaloid." The rock is compact,

spotted green and brown, and contains small separate amyg-
dules of prehnite, quartz, epidote, calcite, chlorite. The chlo-

rite appears as a destroyer of prehnite, quartz and calcite. A
larger cavity shows the following succession: 1. Prehnite; a

lining £ to i inch thick, much altered and in places changed to

chlorite. 2. Orthoclase, minute crystal. 3. Epidote on the feld-

spar.
J *

No. 51. Huron Mine. In places, the Isle Rovale copper-
bearing bed consists largely of a light grayish-green, fine-

grained rock of epidote and chlorite indurated with quartz;
small, irregular cavities in this contain, 1. Epidote; crystalline
lining \ inch thick. 2. Quartz filling the interior
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No. 52. Shelden and Columbian Mine. In cavities in a

brown and green amygdaloid lie, 1. Quartz in well shaped

prisms. 2. Caleite ; Quartz. This second quartz is in small

and very much distorted crystals, which are often partially im-

bedded in the caleite, and are also often planted on the older

quartz, from which they can be easily removed without fracture.

No. 53. Hueon Mine. 1. Quartz with more or less crys-

talline structure. 2. Copper moulded on the quartz and filling

cracks and interstices in it.

No. 54. Ragged Amygdaloid. St. Maey's. In the rock

(see No. 35), some of the smaller cavities contain, 1. Orthoclase

as a thin crystalline lining. 2. Caleite filling the interior. 3.

CUorite-lihe mineral penetrating and apparently replacing the

caleite.

In a larger cavity occur the following :

No. 55. 1. Aiialcite crystals £ inch to 2 inches in diameter,

much reddened. 2. Orthoclase ; small crystals on the analcite.

3. Clay? a soft white mineral, apparently the result of con-

tinued decomposition of the analcite under conditions unfavor-

able for the formation of new silicates as feldspar.

No. 56. "Ancient Pit" bed. Douglass Location. 1.

Epidote forming a crystalline lining of a cavity. 2. Quartz

filling the interior. „,
No. 57. Sulphueet (Fissure vein) Hueon Location I he

f

vein (6-8 inches wide) consists of the following : 1. AriKente ?

(crystalline, massive, white on fresh surface, but rusty-brown

on exposed fractures) forming the member nearest the wall on

each side. 2. Quartz in two symmetrical comby bands on tne

dolomite and in thin seams in the dolomite connected by cross-

seams with the quartz-comb. 3. Chalcocite, black—bluish-black

with distinct cleavage. It resembles the pseudomorphoiis chalco-

cite of the Lac la Belle mine. Bornite occurs sprinkled through

the chalcocite in minute specks; in places it predominates,

sometimes to the exclusion of the latter.

These sulphurets form the central member, and bunches ol

them are often surrounded by the older members, giving the

"cockade " structure to the

«- nave attempted to bring xne i«n>

i following tabular form for greater <

s°u. The table is unavoidablv imperfect, c

difficulties which g to compare the successions

of different loc ^ observf^\,hXIe
will serve for a check upon the imperfections of the schedule

Copper and CALCITE.-In many of the instances
,

m
^

whicn

caleite crystals are found enclosing copper, it is difficult ana
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often impossible to distinguish us to the relative ages of the
two. But specimens in my collection offer conclusive proof
that each of the following cases occur.

L—The copper was present before the calcite began to form, and
became enclosed in the growing crystal.

In this case the copper and its associated minerals generally
form the basis on which the calcite rests, and the crystals of
the latter exhibit entering faces wherever the surface of the

crystal is in contact with the copper; it should seem to indi-

cate an effort at those points to crystallize free from the foreign
substance, by forming separate individuals. But on the fin-

ished crystal the traces of this tendency is visible, generally,
only m the comparatively very small entering faces at the con-
tact with the copper.

In this way calcite crystals, formed
copper, are intersected internally by a perfect net-work of thin
plates of the metal, and yet preserve their cleavage unaffected

;

but wherever the copper comes in contact with the surface of

the crystal, the small entering faces are present.

ll--~Thf^rystal of calcite ivas partly formed, then became incrus-

ted with copper, and was finished by a new growth ofcakite over

the metallic film.

A most remarkable instance of this case is that of a crystal
about 2 inches long—a steep scalenohedron—with a basal ter-

mination of about 1 square inch surface. At this stage of its

growth it was covered, over nearly the whole surface, with a

thm coating of copper. The basal termination on scalenohe-
drons of calcite is as rare on Lake Superior as elsewhere, and
mtue tew instances where I have seen it, it lacks the polish
which indicates perfect growth. The tendency to complete the
point ot the scalenohedron is well shown on this specimen

;

over the partially copper-coated basal plane there are scattered
a large number of perfectly pointed scalenohedrons—two or

three of these are i to * a m are scattered
over the side-faces. All of these younger crystals are arranged

bdMdull % With the Pkn of the" underlying, older

wi?? portions of the surface on which the copper-coating is

meHlll flf
n°

l°
Unger Calcite extols; these occur where the

metalhc film is thinnest and more or less perforated.

™?oi PPl
r

.

1!^ confined absolutely to the surface of the

• penetrates to a slight distance alon?
L:i

^T' V:i - t ->' ,!! '^ :^' ^ -- It i, ,,i ,-x-, f !i- -iv delH-a^

pTaSonthr ^ under
.

s»rf^e. The calcite which are
planted on the copper conte

3 of the me tab
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swimming, if one may use the word, in the interior of the crys-
tals; and these are so disposed as to lead to the idea that
throughout the growth of the younger crystals they had to con-
tend with the continued deposition of the metal. 'Thus one of
the new scalenohedrons, after growing to the height of \ inch,
was, like the underlying one, also ended with a basal termina-
tion, on which again smaller new and well pointed iadi
were built up.

*R—The copper has entered the calcite crystal since its growth was
finished.

A specimen, in my collection, illustrates this remarkably well.

ft is a cleavage-rhombohedron of opaque calcite, traversed by
intersecting sheets of copper, which are wholly independent of
me cleavage planes. On detaching the copper from the calcite,
the surface of the latter appears rough; it is a fracture oblique
to the cleavage, and the face of the fracture is formed by count-

ters, or solid angles, of minute cleavage-rhombohedrons,
as is fully proved by the reflexion of the light. The copper-
sheets, which are about A inch thick, reproduce this very com-
pletely.

40
' ^ J

Another very remarkable specimen is from the cement of the
Albany and Boston conglomerate. It is about 1 inch in diam-
eter, and consists of opaque white calcite. The continuity of
tne cleavage shows it to be a single individual, though it passes
°n the edges without any sharp demarkation into the common
cement of the conglomerate. This calcite is traversed by con-
tinuous sheets of copper ^J„ to TV incn thick, which are per-
fectly straight. These sheets are parallel to several planes,
(nearly all of which are independent of the cleavage) and inter-
act each other. In each of the sets thus formed the sheets are

Perfectly parallel, and are separated by plates of calcite, which
are in places as thin as the copper itself. Where three such

I er, the resulting solid appears composed of

concentrically arranged lamina of copper and calcite. In some
Ws of the specimen the copper predominated over the calcite.

Wherever the faces of the copper laminae are exposed, they are

barked with a delicate, reticulated tracery, indicating the lines
of intersection of the sheet with the cleavage planes of the

The cement in the vicinitv of the calcite is impreg-
nated with copper; in places it is almost wholly replaced by the

lition called "brick copper," and

hfi lamina of metal extend, without break, from the

J

*jcrte This, specimen is really a pseudomorph of copper after

Copper and Silver.—It is a well known fact that these two
Petals occur in the metallic state, in the Lake Superior depos-
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its, in the most intimate contact with each other, and yet with-
out being mutually alloyed. Even at the contact they are not
absolutely joined together, for after rolling out a piece of cop-
per containing spots of silver, the two metals become more or
less separated, and may often be readily detached from each
other. I have not been able to obtain any material that would
throw light upon the relative ages of the two metals.

[To be continued.]

Art. XXXIV.—On Photographing Histological Preparations by
^'nlight; by J. J. Woodward, Asst. Surgeon U. S. Army.

-
+~ Surgeon General J. K. Barnes, U. S. Army.

n, June 9, 1871.

In January, 1870, I had the honor to submit to you a reportm which I detailed the results of a series of experiments, which
showed the superiority of the electric and magnesium lights
over sunlight, as heretofore employed, for the production of

photo-micrographs of the soft tissues. In June of the same
year 1 made a report in which I showed that similar results
could be obtained with the oxy-calcium light. With these
various artificial sources of light, I obtained pictures which
appeared to me to be "clearer and better defined than any

sunlS" °
f Simikr °bj

'

eCtS I had hithert0 seen P^duced by

So many cloudless days are offered to the photographer in

Washington, that I could: not but regret these results
;
yet they

appeared to be final at the time of writing. During the last

tew months however, I have found improved methods of using
theflight of the sun for photographing the soft tissues, and have
arrived at results which must materially modify the conclusions
ol my former reports.
Not that I have anything to withdraw from the opinions I

have expressed as to the certainty and success attending the

*?«aa
a™cial lights for the purpose named, but I have much

the biTS f?^ *2 the
1

most ^vantageous methods of using

nrLofi-
e
l
Un f

?
r obtaiuing satisfactory pictures of tissue

OTSSlS.Sf otw ob^s - *pp™•» ttoin

Dathololv
1

i

inade Prparation of some normal twsne, or of some

mo^SF? ^ ^ Stamed with carmine, silver, or gold, and

Tw belr
^ 1/? glycerine

'
or permanently in Canada

lilT^'
Ruminated by white cloud illumination; or bv lamp

hew ,ii°
Und t0 be a11 that co*ld be desired, it wilTnev^

rays of the f"
*** UnSatisfactor^ if illuminated by the direct
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The eye glancing through the tube of the instrument, dazzled

by the powerful light, discerns amidst the blaze, innumerable

colored rings, produced by diffraction and interference which

disturb the normal appearances of the preparation and render

its interpretation impossible.

If the image be received upon a white screen similar pheno-

mena obtrude themselves, destroying the clearness of the picture,

though no longer injuriously affecting the eye; and if mono-

chromatic light is employed, although the disorderly play of

color disappears, black rings and lines of the most manifold

character and direction take their place. Pictures produced

under these circumstances are of course quite useless, and the

difficulty occurs not merely in the case of tissue preparations,

but in a very large number of other objects.

To escape these disagreeable results, it has heretofore been the

practice to pass the solar pencil through a piece of ground glass.

This plan is recommended in all the treatises on photo-micro-

graphy, and has hitherto been employed in the solar work done

at the Army Medical Museum. The method is effectual m
getting rid of the diffraction and interference phenomena com-

plained of; an image is obtained which is clear and satisfactory

tp the eye looking down the tube, but it appears very weak on

the screen, and is sadly deficient in contrast. These faults are

reproduced in photographs of objects thus illuminated, and,

moreover, the time of exposure is enormously increased feuch

pictures are decidedly inferior to those which can be obtained

% the magnesium, or even by the calcium light, with which

Qo ground glass is used. , „ , A . .,

I desire now to call your attention to the fact that m he

course of some recent experiments, I have ascertained that the

diffraction and interference phenomena above complained of,

*aybe prevented by the use of a suitable condensing lens

^en better than by the ground glass; that by this plan the

exposure may be greatly diminished, say from three minutes

f°r five hundred diameters, to a fraction of a second, and that

suiting pic erely quit

as the bes

wben the ground glass is used, but f

contrast and superior sharpness of definition.

The details ofmTnew method are as follow :
The microscope

£<% placed on a shelf at the window of the dark roonvand its

^dy made horizontal, the achromatic condenser is lU™^
% a solar pencil reflected from a hehostat uponamov» e

^n-or outside the shutter and thence into the dark room.pre

cisely as described in my original paper on photo-micrography.

*ThisJourn .
)
II

)

voLxlii,p.l89,Sept,1866.
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No ground glass is used, but instead a lens mounted in a suitable
tube is fixed in the opening of the shutter through which the
solar pencil enters. This lens is an achromatic combination
about two inches in transverse diameter and of about ten inches
focal length. It is placed at such a distance from the achroma-
tic condenser that the solar rays are brought to a focus and begin
again to diverge before they reach the lowest glass of the

achromatic condenser.
For anatomical preparations requiring for their display from

two to five hundred diameters, I use an £th of an inch ob-

jective, without an eyepiece, obtaining the precise power desired
by variations in the distance of the sensitive plate from the

stage of the instrument. T have lately given the preference to

immersion objectives, the corrections of which I find are gene-
rally well suited to photographic requirements.
Now with an l-8th objective and the arrangement above

described, the field is so ted that the eye

cannot safely be permitted to look down the tube. The image
is therefore received on a piece of white card-board, and sitting

by the microscope to make the adjustment, I view the card with

both eyes precisely as in the case of the ordinary solar micro-
scope. With these arrangements, the card-board placed from
two to four feet from the stage of the microscope is sufficiently
well illuminated to permit distinct vision, even when objectives
of the shortest focus are used and powers of five to ten thousand
diameters obtained. While the object is thus seen on the white
screen m its natural colors, the cover corrections, focussing,
management of the achromatic condenser, and selection of the

portion of the preparation to be photographed, are readily

managed. When all is satisfactory, I insert an ammonio-sulphate
ceil between the large lens and 'the achromatic condenser, and
draw down the velvet hood which prevents leakage of light

irom about the microscope into the dark room; then going to

the plate holder, I make the final focussing in the usual way on
the ground glass, or on plate glass with the help of a focussing

rdmg to the nature of the obiect.
With powers of five hundred diameters or less, I at first ex-

perienced some difficulty in giving the right exposure ; for as

the time required was but a fraction of a second, it was a matter

Sn^°
m

i

eA Cull7to regukte h with Precision. At length
.Jsucceeded by arranging a sliding shutter, with a transverse slit

tZTk\W
l
dt\S°,*dinsted as to fal1 ^th its own weight

before the tube of the microscope, the exposure being made

u?i;7e
l
t

.°u
CU

i'-

re^ to me that for s™h short exposures the

nenostat might be dispensed with, and I found on trial without
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it that a large right-angled prism used in the position of total

reflection, or even an ordinary minor gave excellent results;

the exposures being even shorter than when the heliostat was

used, since there was bnt a single reflection. I could not satisfy

myself, however, that the qu es differed from

those obtained with the help of the heliostat, except perhaps

that in certain cases the prism seemed to offer advantages which

will be referred to hereafter. Under these circumstances the

heliostat appears d.-irabh- !<>r .udinarv use, since the solar

pencil being thrown in a constant direction, the trouble of ad-

justing the illumination of a series of objects is considerably

diminished
; but I have convinced myself by trial that equally

good pictures can be produced without it, even with very high

powers, a circumstance of considerable interest where motives

of economy preclude the microscopist from procuring this con-

-rrument
A few remarks with regard to certain points in the procedure

above sketched seem called for. .

First, with regard to the selection of objecmc- rail »le H*

Photographic work of this kind. The power of the objective to

be used will depend of course upon the details it is desired to

display. I find it best to use the naked objective without eye-

piece or amplifier, and not as a rule to fix the sensitive plate

more than three or four feet from the stage of the microscope.

An l-8th objective may be conveniently employed to obtain

powers of from two to five or six hundred diameters, a 1-1btn

for higher powers up to twelve or fifteen hundred diametere.

Suitable amplifiers or even eye-pieces may be used in either

dth great increase of the magnifying power, and often

with admirable scenic effect, but there is i

be ail-M definition. Still such ai
-,mefames De au-

vantageously resorted to, especially in the case of objects wmen
present very minute details; for in these cases the paper prints

jnU often lose many of the fine details of the negative, and the

!oss of definition incurred by.the amplifier or eve-piece is:not

^frequently less than that encountered in attempting to transfer

^ paper a negatr '

'ftcient ™f*fP*& g>™:
Thus far my^experience is decidedly in favor of using sufficient

Power in the first instance, rather than attempting to enlarge

aegatives taken with less power.
«+:~t,i1 ^n

, Jhe objective selected should of course be ™^^ff£
^fining power, and should always be sPeffLSeiier *
photography. It has been erroneously stated by ^°™^

j

J* if an ammonio-sulphate or other blue cell be mterpo^d m
*e solar pencil, all special corrections of the object e may

•U Photographie Appliquee aox Eecherche, Micrograph par A. Modes-

s«* Paris, 1866. Ti. 180 et sea.
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dispensed with. This proposition, which has been adopted by
many other writers, appears plausible, but a little consideration
will show it to be quite t

Every one knows that a good objective must be free from
spherical, as well as from chromatic, aberration. Of course the
use of monochromatic light disposes of the chromatic trouble
Not so with the spherical aberration. Now this aberration, like

the chromatic, is corrected mainly by the just combination of

flint with crown glass in the several pairs which constitute the

objective. If these are so adjusted as to correct spherical
aberration as nearly as possible for white light, they will no
longer do so for light which has passed through the ammonio-
sulphate of copper. Until objective makers take this fairlv into

consideration, the microscopist who desires to photograph what
he sees is left to a happy chance in the selection of his objectives,

those makers who profess to prepare objectives

iey would test their objectives, v

violet light, we should have better results
|

corrected for photography" do not deal any t

with the problem. If they would te
making them, with violet light, we sh_
for with such illumination the eye can see all that photography
can execute, and no more.
But this circumstance fortunately enables the microscopist to

select from the objectives in the market those which are suitable
tor photography. It is only necessary to test their performance
when illuminated by sunlight, which has passed through an

ammomo-sulphate cell. Now it fortunately happens that the
bign power immersion objectives of certain makers, especially
those of Powell & Lealand, possess very nearly the corrections
which theory would indicate as best adapted for photographic
use. Nevertheless it can hardly be doubted that even these

objectives could be greatly improved if the makers would take
into consideration the principles involved in the foregoing
remarks.

A second point, which deserves attention, is the use of the
large condensing lens above described. This lens, it will be

understood corresponds with the large condensing lens of the

ordinary solar microscope, while the achromatic condenser takes
tne place of the so-called field glass of the same instrument It

nas already been mentioned that this lens should be placed at

such a distance from the achromatic condenser that the solar

rays may be brought to a' focus, and begin again to diverge

usu°anv
th
,

eyrCh
,
HS

l°
W6St «» A dingrenllrrangement^

Placed i?on
J

H-

1

?
tbe £"r microsc°Pe> *e field glass being

«Wim ^nCe from the first condenser that the solar

senLTrE'T
UP0T1 * before tneJ come to a focus. As a con-

aTsHll'f ^C°nVergent Pencils Proceeding from the first lens
are still further converged by the field glass, and a burning
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focus of heat, as well as of light, is produced, which is damag-
ing to the preparation as well as to the balsam cement of the

objectives used. If, however, the rays from the first lens are

permitted to come to a focus and to begin to diverge before

striking the second, this latter can readily be adjusted so as to

bring tbe illuminating rays to a handsome focus, while the heat

rays, after passing the second lens, become parallel or even

divergent according to the position of the achromatic condenser,

and all trouble from the solar heat is thus completely avoided.

So successfully may this separation be effected, indeed, that I

have frequently obtained light enough to give distinct vision

and admirable definition on the card-board screen with five

thousand linear diameters or even higher powers (obtained by
the immersion l-16th, an amplifier, and four feet or greater dis-

tance), while the heat was so slight that the drop of water used

with the immersion lens did not require renewal oftener than

about once in two hours.
, I bad employed this device for several months, and supposed
it to be quite novel, when I read the paper of the late distin-

guished President of the Royal Microscopical Society of London,
the Eev. J. B. Reade, " On the separation of the rays of heat

from tbe rays of light in solar and oxy-hydrogen-gas micro-

scopes."* f learned from that article that Mr. Reade had de-

vised this very plan as an improvement to the solar microscope

as long ago as 1836. The advantages attained may be stated

in bis own lucid words. .

"It is evident by this arrangement of lenses we convert the

Parallel solar beam first of all into a cone of light-giving rays

within a cone of heat-giving rays, and the principal focus ot

beat is farther from the condensing lens than the principal

focus of light But after these rays cross the axis we have,

conversely, an equal and opposite cone of heat-giving rays

fitbin a cone of light-giving rays, and a plano-convex lens or

hemisphere, if placed in this second cone at the distance ot its

own focal length from the principal focus of heat, will be at a

distance greater than its focal length from the principal focus ot

%ht ; and, consequently, the rays of heat, after passing through

this lens, will become parallel, while the rays of light converge

to a second focus. I have approximately measured the heating

Power of the thermal rays of the second cone when rendered

Parallel by the plano-convex lens, and I found, in the month ot

December, that the mercury in a sensitive thermometer, when

Placed in the second focus, did not reach 90° Fah., whde at the

s^e time the heat at the focus of the first cone was sufficient

to discharge gunpowder."

* The British Journal of Photography, Dec. 16, 1S70, p. o90.
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Mr. Reade appears to have experimented with low power
objectives only, for he speaks merely of such preparations as

the head of a flea. He therefore succeeded very well by using

a single lens in his field glass. With such powers as the immer-
sion ith and -^th, I find it better to use an ordinary achroma-
tic condenser instead. The principles involved are of course

identical. For the first condenser also, I have been using an

achromatic combination of the dimensions and focal length

above mentioned, taken from the back of an ordinary photo-

graphic protrait tube ; but I am not sure that a simple plano-

convex lens of the requisite diameter and focal length would
not answer every purpose.
The introduction of the ammonio-sulphate cell would of itself

prevent the passage of most of the heat rays falling upon it,

is were the only means of excluding them, it would not

be possible to focus primarily with white light on the card-

board screen in the manner which I have found so convenient
I have already stated that the time of exposure required for

the production of pictures magnified five hundred diameters or

less, was a fraction of a second. With higher powers it in-

creases, varying with the management of the achromatic con-

denser. For four thousand diameters I have sometimes needed
as much as twenty-five seconds.

So long as the exposure is greater than a second, the requisite

time may readily be given with a piece of velvet, or a card-

board screen held in the hand. For shorter exposures some
mechanical contrivance is indispensable. That alluded to above
seems to answer every purpose, and is arranged as follows: A
wooden screen is fixed between the microscope and the sensitive

plate, as close as convenient to the microscope. To prevent
side lights reaching the plate, the screen is connected with the

window shutter by velvet curtains, which can be turned aside

to manipulate the instrument, and be let down at the proper

time. A circular hole, three inches in diameter, is ma
screen opposite the tube of the microscope for the transmission
of the image. In front of this a light shutter slides loosely up
and clown, held in place by a cleat of wood on each side, tfc

design being to permit the shutter to fall edge foremost with as

little friction as possible. The shutter may be made of thin

metal, of wood, or even of card-board. I am using one of pine

wood the TVth of an inch thick— I have used one of card-

board with equal success. In the shutter is an opening, three

inches wide by ten long, covered with a card-board slide, by
means of which any width of slit, from a fraction of an inch to

- -ches, can be given. The part of the shutter below the **

arhen the

;made. On
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drawing a wooden trigger the shutter is started on its fall, which
is arrested by a piece of string of suitable length. The exposure

has now been made, but the aperture through which the image

passes is again closed, this time by the part of the shutter above

the slit. The shutter is so light that the jar caused by the

sudden arrest of its motion by the string is too trifling to do

any damage to the microscopic apparatus, and as it occurs after

the exposure is over it cannot aifrct the image. I find that if,

when the shutter is started, the lower edge of the slit is an inch

above the aperture through which the image passes, a con-

venient velocity is attained for a magnifying power of two to

five hundred diameters, arranged as I have described. For still

shorter exposures, necessitated by lower powers or other circum-

stances, it would be best to start the shutter from a greater

height, which would give greater velocity to the passage of the

slit, and any available fraction of time desired might thus con-

veniently be obtained. The whole arrangement is inexpensive,

i. a few pieces of card-board
cotton velvet
Of course the fractional measures of time obtained in this

way are not absolute, since the friction must be variable, antes

the apparatus were made in a more costly manner of metal.

B 'it I have found that the variations thus introduced are so

small that they may be disregarded, and that while the start-

>ug point remains the same, the width of the slit in the falling

shutter indicates fractions of time which may confidently be

counted upon to give proportional photographic results.

The next subje. t tor mnark > the arrangement employed

when the heliostat is dispensed with.
*-

this purpose the contrivance usually employed for tne

solar microscope answers very i

nth toothed edffl sl is et it... maare plate of the same metal,

J»d is turned b wheel, to which a suitable

button or milled head is attached. Through the center of the

<fec passes a tube six <W
i two inches m

diameter, the outer extremity of which is fitted to receive the

Vge condensing lens. Just below this tube an arm is firmly

Cached to the outer surface of the disc for the purpose of

parrying the mirror or right-angled prism, to which any desired

^clination can be given by :^h^^% side of the tub?. The* whole arrangement is quite like^tfie

similar parts of the ordinary ^!.,r n.i.-n- .'. </ and hence needs

uo minute deacri J • jSfcmST
uiust of course t

^ ™orr
\.^Jg ^*\ ?h

Amotions of v be controlled

Am. j0cu . b n. No. lO.-Ocx., 1871.

18
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in .1,1 within. If the condensing lens is used, I do not think anv
material advantage can be obtained from the prism. an<l its

expense is a decided objection. In the winter s<

:

. a prism of over five inches hypothenuse is required,
and its cost is a serious item. An ordinary glass mirror
answers, I think, quite as well for the tissues and most other
purposes. There are, however, certain objects such as the
-fleurosigmata and some other diatoms, the Nobert's te?t-v>tou\
and the scales of certain insects, for which the condene
is unnecessary. The achromatic condenser, illuminated by a
parallel solar pencil, answers better in these cases, and if it a
properly managed no diffraction or interference phenomena are
produced. 1 am satisfied that in such cases the pure parallel
pencil obtained from the prism gives better definition to the
image than can be obtained by the double pencil reflected from
an ordinary glass mirror. A mirror silvered on the reflecting
surt.ee would, I suppose, answer the same purpose: but such

aent, and are troublesome to keep in ottos
while they last. Moreover, if the prism is used only for this

purpose, a very small and cheap one will answer, since a pencil

ach m diameter is all that is required. Sue
nght-anged prism is furnished with most large microscopes, and
can readily be mounted outside the brass disc so as to answer

For all those objects which
require the large condensing lens to avoid diffraction and inter-

ference, a common glass mirror will answer well enough. For
lower powers than two hundred diameters, however, the
mirror will often be found to reflect too much light, and the

the card-board screen will be found too brilliant to
1

conveniently observed for any length of time In such cases a

piece of plain unsilvered plate glass may be substitute- 1 for the

The greater portion of the solar light passes through
lost, but enough is reflected to make pictures of four

hundred diameters m from two to three seconds exposure, and
these pictures have al] ... madeJth ordinarr
mirrors. I have tried instead to diminish the light by absorb-
ing a part using for this purpose an ammonio-sulphate cell of

S52SS^eSS
'
b^ find that *» Pl- diminishes the

uanagement of the plate-holdei

IZZTn ™? defi
1

niti
?
n of^ image, which is not the case when

oi simple plate glass is used as above described,
•egard to the ma

SfnK
f°r £TT

Sing
'^ °ther^^ arrangement,

plan Sffi* rV
hat

I
emP^ for the solar Kg& the same sim^^T^Z^^ * -ports on the us,

in* re*uhl J
n
f^ ex^r

l
nmiU ^llic-h have led to the fore

g resuiffl, i nave modified my method of dealing with
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electric light in photograpliing the tissues. I first render the
'liver-cut pencil proceeding from the carbon points as nearly

as possible by means of the condenser, usually supplied
with electric lamps for this purpose, and then introduce into
»e parallel pencil, instead of a ground glass, the very same

sing lens described above for the process with solar light.
The image is received primarily on a card-board screen, and the

ig details do not differ from what has been related
above. The time of exposure does not exceed a single second
for four hundred diameters, and the sharpness of the pictures
exceeds any of my former results. Indeed, with this new ar-

rangement, I must say that the electric light appears to me to
retain the apparent superiority over sunlight, remarked in my
paper on the use of this method of illumination in photo-micro-

! least in the case of all those objects which in them-
-~ue prepar-

ations, however, I find the best work I can do with the electric

itable by sunlight, used as above
that 1 should rarely take the trouble to set up the

battery and work the electric" lamp, unless it was desirable to

ght or in unfavorable weather.
[The memoir is accompanied by photographic plates of tissues,

tl 100 to 500 diameters, as examples of the results
obtained in the manner described, and concludes with descrip-
tion of the preparations.]

Art. XXXV.

—

Barometrical Measurements in Ecuador ; by W.
Keiss and A. Stubel. Translated from the Spanish by
Professor Orton-, Vassar College.

[The following is an abstract of the principal altitudes near
'

'

u
' * as determined by the able North German Expedition in

1870-1. Schmidt's value of the vara, given below, differs from

nl in the U. S. Office of Weights and Measures by
r;;00l5 meter. I have reduced the meters to English feet.

rkable that every successive measurement of the Quito
^an Andes give> a reduced elevation. Thus : altitude of Quito

;. 9670; I Won, 9620; Eeiss and Stubel, 9350;—of
Panecillo by Humboldt, 10,244; Orton, 10,101; R and S.,

10,006 ;—of Pichincha by Humboldt, 15,922 ; Orton, 15,827

;

£• an^ S., 15.701 •_,,[
t) . crater by Wisse and Moreno, 13,600:

Urton, 13,300; R and S., 13,175.]

Xote.—The altitude* arc calculated in meters above the level

01 fce sea, one metei
Part of the observations were made with the barometer; but tng
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onometrical measurements were taken of
letters B and T indicate these different
show the times of observations. As thi
authors reserve the privilege of making
which, however, will be insignificant.

Tulcan, plaza (northern frontier),
Chota bridge,

'

Isambal, foot of Yanaurcu,
T.-i- . t V.-maurcu,
El Fuyafuya, nortb summit,

south "

Caricocha,

Taba*
Salinas, plaza,

Hatuntaqui, plaza,

Cot:u-aehi, plaza,

Otovalo, plaza,

Hacienda of Cuicocha,
Border of the Lake Cuicocha,
Top of Cotacachi, S.E. point,
" " TS.W. «

« N.
Snow-limit on Cotacachi, S.W. side,

E.
San Pablo, plaza,
" " lake,
Top of Cusin,
i . F.>i>t-r.-n /.. j,| :lza

Top of Curikhe,
Lake within the crater
Top of Ceri-o Cunru,
Lake in the crater,

Yaguarcocha,
Ibarra, plaza,

Imanta, "

Peguche, hacienda,

i mba, pueblo,
Alchipichi bridge,
Pomasqui, plaza,
Cotocollao, "
Perucho,
Colicali, pueblo,
Frutillas,

Mindo, hacienda of San Vicente,
£1 Fondona, N.E. summit,
Pailon,

Junction of Rio Blanco with Rio del ^

Hacienda of San Jose in Lloa
Top of Rucu-Pichincha

8,048

8,468

9,012

338 10,950

2,2 25 7,300 4
"

•-',+22 7,946 2
"

2,550 8,385 3

2. 100 6,909 3

1.710 5,639 2
| (

2,50 7

1, 802 9,193 4
*

l,s;?n 6,004 3

9,160 2

10,278 2

4,147 16

9,645 1
i

\

9,793 1
4>

1

2.07H 6,81 7 7
u

10,140 26

15,540 *iJ-iT
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Top of Guagua-Pichincha,
Bottom of the crater,
Top of the mound in the crater,
Tup of Panecillo,

Machangara, hacienda de las Monjas,
Bridge of Guapulo,

Tumhaco, plaza,
Puembo, "

Hacienda ol'Guachala,

. pueblo,
'"!' of Atacazo, edge of crater,
Aivnai within crater,
^"'i 1 iilo, tambo,
Aloac, pueblo,
Top of Corazon,

filU-antana peak on Ruminagui,
i Bottom of the Caldera,
Peak between Capacocha and Sachacocha,
Hacienda of Pedregal,
fop of PilSOfhnn

•1,010 13,175 1

4,087 13,408 1

3,050 10,006 2

2,648 8,687 1

2.-345 8,349 1

2,130!) 8,825 2

7,841 3

y^ 8,149 2

2^52 9,'357 2

4,5 3 n 14,891 2

4,242 13,916 2

2,802 9,193 7

2,922 9,586 2

15,704 2

2,1)35

12,594 2

3,755 12,319 1

1,192 13,752 1

0,531 11,584 1

13,959 2

3 J(J1 10,370 2

2,587 8,487 1

uda of Snr. Jijon, Chillo,

ART. XXXVI.—Inaugural Address before the British Association
<-it Edinburgh, August 2d; by Sir William Thompson,
President of the Association.

Kew Observatory.

* * * One of the most valuable services to science
which the British Association has performed has been the es-

tablishment, and the twenty-nine years maintenance, of its ob-

servatory. The Eoyal Meteorological Observatory of Kew
was built originally for a sovereign of England who was a
2i-'

; ;!'>'w amateur of astronomy. George the Third used contin-
ually to repair to it when any celestial phenomenon of peculiar

interest was to be seen: and a in-- i.-ni-t book still exists

Jjled with observations written into it by his own hand. After
the building had been many years unused, it was granted, in
tQe year 1842, by the Commissioners of her Majesty s Woods
a*d Forests, on application of Sir Edward Sabine, for the pnr-

P°se of continuing »m which he had already de-

uced important results) regarding the vibration of a pendulum
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in various gases, and for the purpose of promoting pendulum
observations in all pa ts i f the world The Government granted
only the budding—no funds [.,r e;,rrviim >m the work to be
done in it. The Koyal Society was unable to undertake the

maintenance of such an observatory; but, happily for science,
the zeal of individual fellows of the Boyal Society and members
ol the British Association gave the initial impulse, supplied the
nere<snn- initial funds, and recommended their new institution
successfully to the fostering ear,- ,,1 the IJntWi Assoehuion.
1 he work of the Kew Observatory has, from the commencement,
been conducted under the direction of a committee of the British
Association

:
and annual grants from the funds of the Association

nave been made B expenses up to the present
time. To^the initial object of pendulum research was added con-

ations of the phenomena of meteorology and tei-

lsm, and the construction and verification of ther-

•meters, and magnetometers designed for accuraio
measurement. The magnificent services which it has rendered

are so well known that any statement of them which
1 could attempt on the
Their value is due in a

$
ind the great ability oft
who successfully held the office^oFSmierintenclentl.f i

tory ot the British Association—Mr. Welsh for nine years, until

l m 1859, and Dr. Balfour Stewart from then mud tbe
: ime. Fruits of their labors are to be found a

our volumes of Reports for these twenty-one years.
The institution now enters on a new staire of its exigence.

ine noble liberality of a private benefactor, one who has 1*
: '';' :

•'
•

•

: -
i

. - .,
.

..•'-
fcmgly from within a few years j

manent independence, under fc] at of

. \h I, ,r ( ,f 10,0001

Mice at Kew of the regular operation of the

self-recording instruments for observing rio >,;„-.,.,mona of ter-

lagnetism and meteor.!, essity f<*
farther support from the British Association!

T
Physical Observatories and Laboratories.

vaw off
Ce

f
S ° the Ke7 MaSnetic and Meteorological Obser-

fords an example of the great gm~ 1 7 fnr

science by the foundation of physical obi
rones tor experimental research, to he conducted fr

s ould be, not teaching, but expeW nether we look to the honor of Endanought always to be the foremost in promoting physk

s-h^r^r^ti^^
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search ought to be made with us an object of national concern,

and not left, as hitherto, exclusively to the private enterprise

of self-sacrificing amateurs, and the necessarily inconsecutive

action of our present governmental departments and of casual

committees. The Council of the Koyal Society of Edinburgh
has moved for this object in a memorial presented by them to

the Royal Commision on Scientific- Education and the" Advance-
ment of Science. The Continent of Europe is referred to for

an example, to be followed with advantage in this country, in

the following words :

—

"On the continent there exist certain institutions, fitted with

instruments, apparatus, chemicals, and other appliances, which
are meant to be, and which are made, available to men of science,

to enable them, at a moderate cost, to pursue original researches."

This statement is full; >rrohoraterl by information, on good

authority, which I have received from 'Germany, to the effect

that in Prussia "everv university, everv polvtecluiical academy.
every industrial school {Realsctiule and Gewerheschule), most of

the grammer-schools, in a word, nearly all the schools superior

in rank to the elementary schools of 'the common people, are

supplied with chemical laboratories and a collection of philo-

sophical instruments and apparatus, access to which is most lib-

erally granted by the directors of those schools, or the teachers

of the respective disciplines, to any person qualified, for scien-

tific experiments. In consequence, though there exist no particu-

lar institutions like those mentioned in the memorial, there will

scarcely be found a town exceeding 5,000 inhabitants but of-

fers the possibility . .f «*•/.„//, V • rr l,rations at no other cost than

reimbursement of the expense for the materials wasted m the

experiments."

Further, with reference to a remark in the memorial to the

effect that in respect to the promotion of science, the British

government confines its action almost exclusively to scientific

instruction, and fatally neglects the advancement of science, my
dormant tells me that, in Germany, "professors, preceptors,

•g teachers of secondary schools are engaged on account of their

skilfulness in teach ,',,,,
: I nit professors of universities are never

engaged unless th. v .v. i * proved. b>/ then- own u,v^-

9aUons. that thev are to be relied upon for the adninmntnt of

science. Therefore every shilling spent for instruction m uni-

versities is at the - " t0 the advancement ot

science." .

The physical laboratories which have grown up in theit m-

ysities of Glasg - ,
ana m Owens College

Manchester, show the want felt of colleges of research: but

tQey go but infinitesimallv toward sup]
destitute of means, material or persona!, for advancing science
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carried <

The whole of Andrew's splendid work in Queen's College,
Belfast, has been done under great difficultly i

,id ,
I--

i -nn_-
and at gre.it i .

-.,
, i 1 - rihces ; and up to the present time there

is not a student's physical laboratory in any one of the Queen's
Colleges in Ireland—a want which surely ought not to remain
unsupplied. Each-. • !onr Scotch uiiivcr-

e three Queen's Colleges, and Owen's College, Man-
chester) requires two professors of Natural Philosophy—one
who shall be responsible for the teaching, the other tor the

men! of science by experiment." The University of

Oxford has already established a physical laboratory. The

ancellol is aboul to supply the University

under the eye of Prof. Clerk Maxwell. (),, this subject 1 shaU
say no more at present, but simply read a sentence which was

- -n by Lord Milton in the first Presidential Address to the
[>

:

' -' Association, when it met at York in the year WJL:-
7" ;' '.'

;' -n t-
>
other more direct benefits, these 'meetings [of

lion], I hope, will be the means of impressing
on the Government the conviction, that the love of
'; — t8, and the means of pursuing them are not i

r:i " m "n "hat when the Government is fully

rtainedt
promote science in every part • ill see the

i"<-«-ityof ill t.,r ( lin- itduec, ^-ine even-
proper stimulus to its advancement."

,

Asides abstracts of
,
,pers read, and disced ,ns held, bei'd

the Sections, the annual Eeports of the British Associat
contain a large mass of valuable matter of another class. It

arly practice of the Association. :( practice that mi,-'' {

well be further developed, to call . , <\<>\ X ,] , for a -p< <

'^ >

port on some particular branch of science from a man eminently
quahfied for the task The reports received in compli «
with these invitations have all done o-00d service in their Time.

and they remain perman. rtlv n„ f„l , s landmarks in th histcn
oi science. Some of them have led to vast practical results:
others ° ;i

. racterare valuable to this day as

powerful and instructive condensaticr vv^ lu ™a expositions of
branches of science to w I

| , ,,anot better il

rate the two lands of efficiency realized in this departmen

on A ,°
Ciatl

??
S W°rk than ^ referring to C'.vh'vW*:

•/and Sabine's Report on T,,,,
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To the great value of the former, personal experience of bene-

fit received enables me, and gratitude impels me, to testify.

In a few pages full of precious matter, the generalized dynam-
ical equations of Lagrange, the great principle evolved from

Maupertius' " least action " by Hamilton, and the later devel-

opments and applications of the Hamiltonian principle by other

authors, are described by Cayley so suggestively that the read-

ing of thousands of quarto pages of papers scattered through

: transactions of the various learned societies of Europe is

rendered superfluous for any one who desires only the essence

of these investigations, with no more of detail than is necessary

for a thorough and practical understanding of the subject

Terrestrial Magnetism.

Sabine's Report of 1838 concludes with the following sen-

tence :
—« Viewed in itself and its various relations, the mag-

netism of the earth cannot be counted less than one of the most

important branches of the physical history of the planet we in-

habit; and we may feel quite ussnred that the completion ol

our knowledge ofits distribution on the surface of the earth would

be regarded by our contemporaries and by posterity as a fitting

enterprise of a nwi in . . >]

'

. la worthy achievement of a

nation winch has ever >omrht to rank f- mil -t in every arduous

and honorable undertaking." An immediate result of this re-

port was that the enterprise which it proposed was recommended
to the Government by a joint Committee of the British Asso-

ciation and the Royal Society with such success, that Capt.

James Ross was sent in command of the Erebus and Terror to

make a magnetic survey of the Antarctic regions, and to plant

"•' his wav three rmum'etieal and meteorological observatories,

at St. Helena, the Cape, and Van Diemen's Land. Avast mass

of precious observations, made chiefly on board ship, were

brought home from this expedition. To deduce the desired

ivsultsfromth.. • the disturbance

Produced by the
- ked ™ .?,

Archibald "Smith to work "
mathematical

theory, then the only available guide, the formulas requirea

for the purpose. This voluntary task Smith executed skiUMLy

and successfully. It was the beginning of a series of labors

carried on with most remark;, i- .»-v- '

\. *f ^Zljt
ru.alyti.'ul skill, aiul with a rare extreme of disinterestedness,

« the intervals

,

*ion, for the P^* °*
££

fectina anfl sirni .
, of the mariner s compass

ion, on account of the introduction of iron s

tion after edition of the 'A.l < /
^^ual has.been

produced by the able Superintendent of the Compas, Depart

Went, Capt.' Evans, containing chapters of mathematical mvesL -
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gation and formulas by Smith, on which depend wholly the

practic ii anah -i- of compass observations and rules for the safe

itMM.i tin- compa-s in navigation. I firmly believe that it is to

the thoroughly scientific method thus adopted by the Admir-

alty thai no iron ship of her Majesty's Navy has ever been lost

through errors of the compass. The ' British Admiralty Com-

p; - Manual' is adopted as a guide by all the navies of the

world. It has been translated into Kussian, German, and Por-

tuguese ; and it is at present being translated into French. The

British Association maybe gratified to know that the poa*

bility of navigating ironclad war-ships with safety depen

pies given to the world by three

i. \ -. i I An I m d Si dth.

Returning to the science of terrestrial magnetism, we find in

the reports of early year- oi the British A
dence of its diligent cultivation. Many of the chief

men of the day from , England, Scotland, and Ireland found ;l

strong attraction to the Association in the lieilities v '

:

afforded to them for cooperating in their work on this

Lloyd, Phillips, Fox, Ross, and Sabine made magnetic obs rv*

tions all over Great Britain; and their results, collected by Sa-

bine, gave for the first time an accurate and complete survey

of Terr, -trial nia-ia tis-in over the arc i <»f this i-iai d. 1 am he

formed, by Prof. Phillips, that, in the beginning of the Associ-

ation, Herschel, though a " sincere well-wisher," felt doubt as

to the general utility and probable success of the plan

pose proposed ; but his zeal for

him from being merely a sincere well-wisher to join

and cordially in the work of the Association.
u In 1838 he

began to {rive effectual aid in the great question of magnetical

observatories, and was indeed foremost among the s

has carried on his great work vithout im in ission to the pres-

ent day ; thirty years ago he gave to Gauss a large part oi the

data required for working out the spherical harmonic analysis

of terrestrial magnetism over the whole earth. A recalculation

of the harmonic'; , ! state of terrestrial mag-

netism of the present time has been undertaken by Adams.

He writes to me that he has " already begun some of the intro-

ductory work, so as to be ready, when Sir Edward Sabine s

tables of the values of the magnetic elements deduced hwJ
observation are completed, at once to make use of them," aj*a

that he intends -

ai least one order

beyond those included by Gauss. The form in which the re^

quisite data are to be presented to him is a magnetic chart ot

the whole surface of the globe. Materials from scientific trav-
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elers of all nations, from our home magnetic observatories,
from the magnetic observatories of St. Helena, the Cape, Van
Diemen's Land, and Toronto, and from the scientific observa-
tories of other countries, have !>ovn brought together by Sabine.
Silently, day after day. •• a quarter of a cen-

tury, he has toiled with one const it distant always by his

side, to reduce these observations and prepare for the great work.
Al this moment, while we are here assembled, I believe that, in

their quiet summer retirement in Wales, Sir Edward and Lady
Sabine are at work on the magnetic chart of the world. If two
years of life and health are granted to them, science will be
provided with a key which must powerfully conduce to the
ultimate opening up of one of the most refractory enigmas of

cosmical physics, the cau>e <.f i.-n^-via'' magnetism.
To give any sketch, however slmht. <>t --icirihV ho e-tie.ation

performed during the past year, would, even if I were competent
for the task, far exceed tin 1 mit> within which I am confined

on the present occasion. A detailed account of work done and
knowledge gained in science Britain ought to have every year.

The Journal of the Chemical Society and the Zoolof/i><"' M >rd

do excellent service by giving abstracts of all papers published
in their departments. The admirable example afforded by the

German Fort® hriU .

*' far as [ know, no attempt has been made to follow it in Brit-

ain, ft is true that several of the annual volumes of the Jah-

resbericht ^

- the

^ reasons desirable. The two pu
"

" Menman and English, would, both by their dif

^•''iii.-hu. illustrate the pmiriv- .f-«'i. nee more comet y ami

than any single work could do, even if appearing sim-

ily in the two languages. It seems to me that to pro-

mote the establishment of a Briti -.nee is an

object to which the powerful action of the British Association

would be thoroughlv appropriate. .

In referring to recent advances in sever)
I simply choose some of these which have struck me as most

notable.

Accurate and mini ems to the non-scien-

tific imagination a less lofty and u looking
tor something new. But nearly all the gnu

rds of accurate measurement and

Patient long-continued labor in the minute sifting of numerical

rPuiN - The- popular id, a of Xewtoii^ _

that the theorv of gravitation flashed into his mind, and so tne
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discovery was made. It was by a long train of mathematical
calculation, founded on results accumulated through prodigious
toil oi practical astronomers, that Newton first demonstrated the
iorces urging the planets towards the Sun, determine.! the mag-
nitudes of those forces, and discovered that a force following
the same law of variation with distance urges the Moon toward
the Uartn. Then first, we may suppose, came to him the idea
of the universality of gravitation ; but when he attempted to
compare the magnitude of the force on the Moon with the mag-
nitude of the force of gravitation of a heavy body of equal mass
at the Earth's surface, he did not find the agreement which the
law he was discovering required. Not for years after

ish his discovery as made. It is recounted that being
present at a meeting of the Eoyal Society, he hear
read, describing geodesic measurement by Picard, which led to
a serious correction of the previously accepted estimate of the
Earths radius. This was what Newton required. He went
Home with the result, and commenced his calculations, but felt

so much agitated that he handed over the arithmetic! work to
a tnend

: then (and not when, sitting in a -anion, lie saw an
did he ascertain that gravitation keeps the Moon in

Far.lays discovery of specific inductive capacity, which

distance was the result of minute and accurate measurement of
electric forces.

Joule's discovery of thermodynamic law through the regions

. electro-magnetism, and
!
on a delicacy of them

,
; simply

^possible to some of the most distinguished chemists of the

's discovery of the continuit 1 et the gase
'id states waa worked out In .nam vears oi laborious

te measurement of phenomena scarcely sensible to the

.«?!*?* Service has been done to science by the Britis

at in various subjects

+r. Po. ^J
11

.

exa
.

ct science in terrestrial magnetism is trneeahle

done by the British A-,„'
re.

_
I have spoken of the gn

S!t
e

?
e
fnanMagnetlc UD ion, Weber, extended the imietioe

^absolute measurement
I jSLtenOian electric comb

,

'

' !v.nic
element He showed the

, £te Sdele*
tromagnetic units for absolute measurement, and made the
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beautiful discovery that resistance, in absolute electromagnetic

measure, and the reciprocal of resistance, or, as we call it, "con-
ducting power," in electrostatic measure, are each of them a
velocity. He in.-d. , .

<'
. < id difficult series of experi-

ments to measure the voloritv whieh is equal to the conducting
power in electrostatic measure, and at the same time to the

resistance in eled ,
in one and the same con-

ductor. Maxwell, in making the first advance along a road of

which Faraday was the pioneer, discovered that this velocity is

physically related t<> the volocitv of light, and that, on a cer-

tain hypothesis reg idium concerned, it may
be exactly equal to the velocity of light. Weber's measure-

ment verifies approximately this equality, and stands in science

monumentum cure perennius, celebrated as having suggested this

most grand theory, and as -~ r Quantitative

test of the recondite properties «>t matter on which the relations

between electricity and light depend. A re-measurement of

Weber's critical velocity on a new plan by Maxwell himself,

and the important correction of the velocity of light by Fou-

cault's laboratory experiments, verified by astronomical obser-

vation, seems to show a still closer agreement. The most accu-

rate possible determination of Weber's critical velocity is just

now a primary object of the Association's Committee on Electric

Measurement
; and it is at present premature to speculate as to

the closeness of the agreement between that velocity and the

velocity of light. This leads me to remark how much science,

even in its most
conferred by its application to promote the social and material

welfare of man. Those who perilled and lost their money in

the original Atlantic telegraph were impelled and supported

oy a sense of the grandeur of their enterprise, and of the world-

Wide benefits which must flow from its success ;
they were, at

the same time, not unmoved by the beauty of the scientific pro-

blem directly presented to them ; but they little thought that

Jt was to be immediately, through their work, that the scientific

world was to be instructed in a long-neglected and discredited

fundamental electric discoveiy of Faraday's, or that again, when
the assistance of the British Association was invoked to sup-

ply their electricians with methods for absolute measurement

(which they found necessary to secure the best economical re-

turn for their expenditure, and to obviate and detect those

faults in their electric material which had led to disaster), they

were laying the foundation for accurate electric measurement

m every scientific laboratory in the world, and initiating a

train of investigation which now sends up branches into tne

loftiest regions and subtlest ether of natural philosophy. Long

*nay the British Association continue a bond of union, and a
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medium for the interchange of good offices between science and

the world

!

Kinetic Theory of Gases—Atoms.

The greatest achievement yet made in molecular theory of the

properties of matter is the kinetic theory of gases, shadowed

forth by Lucretius, definitely stated by Daniel Bernoulli, largely

developed by Herapath, made a reality by Joule, and worked

out to its present advanced state by Clausius and Maxwell.

Joule, from his dynamical equivalent of heat, and his experi-

ments upon the heat produced by the condensation of gas, was

able to estimate the average velocity of the ultimate molecules

or atoms composing it. His estimate for hydrogen was 6,225

feet per second at temperature 60° Fahr., and 6,055 feet per sec-

ond at the freezing point Clausius took fully into account

the impacts of molecules on one another, and the kinetic energy

of relative motions of the matter constituting an individual

atom. He investigated the relation between their diameters.

the number in a given space, and the mean length of path ftoin

impact to impact, and so gave the foundation for estimate* |
the absolute dimensions of atoms, to which I shall refer later.

He explained the slowness of gaseous diffusion by the mutual

impacts of the atoms, and h fcion for a complete

theory of the diffusion of fluids, previously a most refractory

enigma. The deeply peri. Maxwell brought

in viscosity and thermal conductivity, and thus completed the

dynamical explanation of all the known properties c

ept their electric resistance and brittleness to electrn

No such comp] r theory had ever
imagined before the nineteenth century. Definite an

well-drawn part of a great char

.

in which all physical science will be represented with every

property of matter shown in dynamical relation to the whote.

oct we now have of an early completion of r

is based on the assumption of atoms. But there can
the iiiiu-1

;

;. 'xphuning hear.

and solids, and descril relations of these du-

ferent states of matter to one another by statistics of great num-
bers of atoms, when the properties of the atom itself ai

assumed. When the th^r\. -t o h eh o « have th<

ment in Clausius and Maxwell's work, is complete, we are
j

,u

;

brought face to face with a superlatively grand question,---wW
is the inner mechanism of the atom ?

In the; u we must find the «x
not only of the atone

affinity and ut the dillci uxs <

L
i.Jm <>i different chemicat
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elements, at present a mere mystery in science. Helmholtz's
sxquisite theory of vortex-motion in an incompressible friction-
lees liquid has been suggested as a finger-post, pointing a
way winch may possibly lead to a full understanding of the
properties ..l atoms, carrying out the grand conception of Lu-
* '-*-'! ius. who "admits no subtle ethers.no variety of elements
vat '» hcry, or watery, or light, or heavy principles; nor sup-
poses light to be one thing, fire another, electricity a tluid, mag-
netism a vital principle ; but treats all phenomena as mere prop-
erties or accidents of simple matter." This statement I take
h' 1 'm an admirable paper on the atomic theory of Lucretius, which
appeared in the North British Review tor March, 1868, contain-

t interesting and instructive summary of ancient and
trine regarding atoms. Allow me to read from

sle one other short passage, finely describing the pres-
ent aspect of atomic theory :

—"The existence of the chemical
at"m

-
; h- ady ([iiitea complex little world, seems very probable

;

and the description of the Lucretian atom is wonderfully ap-
plicable to it. We are not wholly without hope that the real
weight of each such atom may some day be known—not merely

e weight of the several atoms, but the number in a
given volume of any material ; that the form and motion of the
parts of each atom and the distances by which they are sepa-
rated may be calculated ; that the motions by which they pro-
duce heat, electricity, and light may be illustrated by exact
geometrical diagrams ; and that the fundamental properties of
the intermediate and possibly constituent medium may be ar-

rived at. Then the motion of planets and music of the spheres
will be neglected for a while in admiration of the maze in which
t: 'C t;ny atoms run."
Even before this was written some of the anticipated results

had been partially attained. Los shown.
and not much later Stoney independently in England showed,
flow to deduce from < - kinetic theory of

Lperior limit to the number of atoms in a given meas-

-: -ace. I was unfortunately quite unaware of what

Whmidt and Stoney had done when I made a similar esti-

mate on the same foundation, and communicated it to Mature,

m an article 'On the size of atoms.' But questions of personal

-wever interesting they may be to the persons con-

in the prospect of any gam of

incidence

°f independent reasoning in this ci
- ;innation

of a conclusion violently contravening ideas and opinions

I >een almost universally held regarding the dimen-
s; '"a> of the molecular structure of' matter. Ci > mi^ts and otner

naturalists had been in the habit -
-

: "•
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hardness or indivisibility ofatoms by virtually assuming them t >

be infinitely small and infinitely numerous. We must now no
longer look upon the atom, with Boscovich, as a ] -

endowed with inertia and the attribute of atl

other such centers with forces depending upon the" intervening
distances (a supposition only tolerated with the tacit assumption
that the inertia and attraction ,,f ei.ch atom is im.
and the number of atoms infinitely great), nor can we agree

- : m ofspaei
with infinite hardness and strength (incredible in any finite

body)
;
but we must realize it as a piece of matter of meas-

urable dimensions, with shape, motion, and laws of action, in-

telligible subjects of scientific investigation.

Spectrum Analysis.

The prismatic analysis of light discovered by Newton was
estimated by himself as being "the oddest, if not the most con-
siderable, detection which had hitherto been made in the opera-

Had he not been deflected from the- subject, he could not
nave failed to obtain a pure spectrum; but this with the in-

evitably consequent discovery of the dark lines, was
tor the nineteenth century. Our fundamental knowledge of

the dark lines is due solely to Fraunhofer. Wollaston saw
tnem, but did not discover them. Brewster labored
well to perfect the prismatic analysis of sunlight ; and his ob-

is on the dark bands produced by the absorption of

interposed gases and vapors laid fci, ,ns for the

grand superstructure which he scarcely lived to see. Piaz»
bmytn by spectroscopic observation performed on the Peak of

lenenffe added greatly to our knowledge of the d
produced in the solar spectrum by the absorption of our own
atmosphere. The prism became "an instr.um nt for rh< ' " '

- in the hands of Fox, Talbot and Hertchd,
who first showed how through it the old "blowpipe test.- -r

generally the estimation of substances from the colors which
tney give to flames, can be prosecuted with an accura
discriminating power not to \ the color is

judged by the unaided eye. But the application of this test to

solar and stellar chemistry had never, I believe, been suggest- i.

either directly or indirectly, by any other naturalist, when
Stokes taught it to me in Cambridge, at some time prior to

the summer of 1852. The ol .perimentel
foundations on which he built were :—

ni,Vo, w fT?617^ Fraunh°fer f a coincidence between
his double dark line D of the solar spectrum andhue which he observed in the spectra of ordinal, arti**
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(2) A very rigorous experimental test of this coincidence by
Prof. W. H. Miller, which showed it to be accurate to an as-

tonishing degree of minuteness.

(3) The fact that the yellow light given out when salt is

thrown on burning spirit consists almost solely of the two
nearly identical qualities which constitute that double bright

(4) Observations made by Stokes himself, which showed the
bright line D to be absent in a candle-flame when the wick was
snuffed clean, so as not to project into the luminous envelope,
and from an alcohol flame when the spirit was burned in a

watch-glass. And,
(5) Foucault's admirable discovery (L'Institut, Feb. 7, 1849),

that the voltaic arc between charcoal points is "a medium
which emits the ravs D on its own account, and at the same

ght me, and which
lectures in the Uim

(1) That the double line"D, whether bright or dark,
to vapor of sodium.

(2) That the ultimate atom of sodium is susceptible of reg-

ular elastic vibrations, like those of a tuning-fork or of stringed

musical instruments ; that like an instrument with two strings

tuned to approximate unison, or an approximately circular

elastic disc, it has two fundamental notes or vibrations of ap-

proximately equal pitch ; and that the periods of these vibra-

tions are precisely the per i <
' ly different yel-

low lights constituting the double bright line D.

(3) That when vapor of sodium is at a high enough tempera-
ture to become itself a source of light, each atom executes these

two fundamental vibrations simultaneously ; and that therefore

the light proceeding from it is of the two qualities constituting

tue double bright line D.
(4) That when vapor of sodium is present in space across

which light from another source is propagated, its atoms, ac-

cording to a well-known general principle of dynamics, are set

t° vibrate in either or both of those fundamental modes, if some
of the incident light is of one or other of their periods, or

some of one and some of the other; so that the energy of the

javes of those particular - converted into

tuermal vibrations of the medium, and dispersed m all directions,

Wuile light of all other qualities, even though very nearly agree-

lng with them, mi - no loss.

(5) That Fraunhofer's double dark line D of solar and stellar

spectra is due to the presence of vapor of sodium in atmospheres

AM. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. II, No. IO.-Oct., 1871.



vhose spectra it had

(6) That other vapors than sodium are to be found in the

atmospheres of sun and stfl >r substances pro-

ducing in the spectra of artificial flames bright lines coinciding

with other dark lines of the solar and stellar spectra than the

Fraunhofer line D.

The last of these propositions I felt to be confirmed (it was.

perhaps, partly suggested) by a striking and beautiful experi-

ment, admirably adapted for lecture illustrations, due to Foil-

cault, which had been shown to me by M. Duboscque Soleil

and the Abbe Moigno, in Paris, in the month of October, 1850.

A prism and lenses were arranged to throw upon a screen an

approximately pure spectrum of a vertical electric arc between

charcoal poles of a powerful battery, the lower one of which

was hollowed like a cup. When pieces of copper and pieces of

zinc were separately thrown into the cup, the spectrum ex-

hibited, in perfectly definite positions, magnificent well-marked
bands of different colors .-!

, metals. When
a piece of brass, compounded of copper and zinc, was put into

the cup, the spectrum showed all the bands, each precisely in

the place in which it had been seen when one metal or the other

had been used separately.

It is much to be regretted that this great generalization was

not published to the world twenty years ago. I say this, not

because it is to be regretted that Angstrom should' have the

credit of having, in 1853, published independently the statement

that "an incandescent gas emits luminous rays of the same

refrangibility as those which it can absorb"; or that Balfour

Stewart should have been unassisted by it when, coming to the

subject from a very different point of view, he made, in his

extension of the ' Theory of Exchanges ' (JEHiji. Transactions,

1858-59) the still wider generalization' that the radiating P*>1*
of every kind of substance is equal to its absorbing power W
every kind of ray ; or that Kirchhoff also should have, in 18o9,

independently discovered the same proposition, and shown its

application to solar and stellar chemistry; but because we

might now be in possession of the inconceivable riches of astro-

nomical results which we expect from the next ten years in-

vestigation by e
j

a ven his theory

to the world when it first occurred to him
To Kirchhoff belongs, I believe, solelv the great credit ot

naying first actually sought for and found other metals than

sodium m the sun by the method of spectrum analysis. H>
publication of October, 1859, inaugurated the practice of sotf

and stellar chem ;^ an impulse to

which m a great measure is due its splendidly successful col-
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tivation by the labors of many able investigators within the last

To prodigious and wearing toil of Kirchhoff himself, and of

Angstrom, we owe large-scale maps of the solar spectrum, in-

comparably superior in minuteness and accuracy of delineation

to anything ever ; ttem t< d pre\ i uisly. These maps now con-

stitute the standards of reference for all workers in the field.

Plucker and Hittorf <>p ned gi >i id in advancing the physics of

spectrum analysis, and made the important discovery of changes
in the spectra of ignited gases produced by changes in the

physical condition of the gas. The scientific value of the meet-

ings of the British Association i< well illustrated by the fact

that it was through conversation with Plucker at the Newcastle

meeting that Lockyer was first led into the investigation of the

effects of varied pressure on the quality of the light emitted by
glowing gas which he and Frankland have prosecuted with such

admirable success. Scientific wealth tends to accumulation

according to the law of compound interest. Every addition to

knowledge of properties of matter supplies the naturalist with

new instrumental means for discovering and interpreting

phenomena of nature, which in their turn afford foundations for

fresh generalizations, bringing gains of permanent value into

the great storehouse of philosophy. Thus Frankland, led from

observing the want of brightness of a candle burning in a tent

on the summit of Mont Blanc, to scrutinize Daw's theory of

flame, discovered that brightness without incandescent solid

particles is given to a purely gaseous flame by augmented pres-

sure, and that a ,h * * spectrum comparable

with that of the light from an incandescent solid or liquid.

Lockyer joiner! him; and the two found that every incandescent

substance gives a continuous spectrum—that an incandescent

gas _ under varied pressure gives bright bars across the contin-

uous spectrum, some of which, from the sharp. Hard and tast

] »ies observed where the gas is in a state of extreme attenua-

tion, broaden out on each side into nebulous bands as toe

density is increased, and are ultimately lost in the continuous

spectrum when the condensation is pushed on till the gas

, longer to•er to be called
[

and have

• - ..
- ' -

£*, which at a high temperature gives several bright lines,

?"-<* a smaller and smaller number of lines, of sufficient bright-

ness to be visible, when the temperature is lowered, the density

being kept unchanged. I cannot refrain here from remaikmg

how admir- 1- 1- ' -- 1 *iA* 1 ;*"™»*I«a*>fm hannonu

AialmwVs



In contemplating them we feel as if led out from narrow waters

of scholastic dogma to a refreshing excursion on the broad and

deep ocean of truth, where we learn from the wonders we see

that there are endlessly more and more glorious wonders still

Stokes's dynamical theory supplies the key to the philosophy

of Frankland and Lockyer's discovery. Any atom of gas, when
struck and left to itself, vibrates with perfect purity its funda-

mental note or notes. In a highly attenuated gas each atom is

very rarely in collision with other atoms, and therefore is nearly

at all times in a state of true vibration. Hence the spectrum

of a highly attenuated gas consists of one or more perfectly

sharp, bright lines, with a scarcely perceptible continuous grada-

tion of prismatic color. In denser gas each atom is frequently

in collision, but still is for much more time free, in intervals

between collisions, than engaged in collision ; so that not only

is the atom itself thrown sensibly out of tune during a sensible

proportion of its whole time, but the confused jangle of vibra-

tions in every variety of period during the actual collision

becomes more considerable in its influence. Hence bright lines

in the spectrum broaden out somewhat, and the continuous

spectrum becomes less faint. In still denser gas each atom may
be almost as much time in collision as free, and the spectrum

then consists of broad nebulous bands crossing a continuous

spectrum of considerable brightness. When the medium is so

dense that each atom is always in collision, that is to say, never

free from influence of its neighbours, the spectrum will generally

be continuous, and may present little or no appearance of bands,

or even of maxima of brightness. In this condition the fluid

can be no longer regarded as a gas, and we must judge of its

relation to the vaporous or liquid states according to the critical

conditions discovered by Andrews.

Spectroscopic Research in Astronomy.
While these great investigations of properties of matter were

going on, naturalists were not idle with the newly-recognized
power of the spectroscope at their service. Chemists soon

followed the example of Bunsen in discovering new metals m
terrestrial matter by the old blow-pipe and prism test of Fox,

Talbot and Herschel. Biologists applied spectrum analysis to

animal and vegetable chemistry, and to sanitary investigations-

But it is m astronomv fl esemrch has been

carried on with the greatest activity, and been most richly

rewarded with results. The chemist and the astronomer have

joined their forces. An astronomical observatory has now

appended to it a stock of re-agents such as hitherto was only to

be found m the chemical laboratory. A devoted corps ot

volunteers of all nations, whose motto might well be Vb^
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have directed their artillery to every region

The Sun, the spots on his surface, the corona
yellow prominences seen round him during total eclipses, the

moon, the planets, comets, auroras, nebulae, white stars, yellow
stars, red stars, variable and temporary stars, each, tested by
the prism, was compelled to show its distinguishing prismatic

colours. Rarely before in the history of science has enthusiastic

perseverance directed by penetrative genius produced within
ten years so brilliant a succession of discoveries. It is not

merely the chemistry of sun and stars, as first suggested, that is

subjected to analysis by the spectroscope. Their whole laws of

being are now subjects of direct investigation; and already we
have glimpses of their evolutional history through the stupend-

ous power of this most subtle and delicate test. We had only

solar and stellar chemistry ; w'e now have solar and stellar

physiology.

It is an old idea that the color of a star may be influenced

by its motion relatively to the eye of the spectator, so as to be

tinged with red if it moves from the earth, or blue if it moves
toward the earth. William Allen Miller, Huggins, and Max-
well showed how, by aid of the spectroscope, this idea may be

made the foundation of a method of measuring the relative

velocity with which a star approaches to or recedes from the

earth. " The principle is, first to identify, if possible, one or

more of the lines in the spectrum of the star, with a line or

tmes in the spectrum of sodium, or some other terrestrial sub-

stance, and then (by observing the star and the artificial light

simultaneously by the same spectroscope) to find the difference,

if any, between 'their refrangibilities. From this difference of

refrangibility the ratio of the periods of the two lights is cal-

culated, according to data del !1<)fer fro™ com"

Parisons betweerfthe positions of the dark lines in the prisma-

tic spectrum and in his own " interference spectrum " (produced
!,

,

v substituting for the prism a fine grating). A first compara-

tively rough application of the test by Miller and Huggins to

a large number of the principal stars of our skies, including

Aldebaran, a Orio, . / P _ ~i. - ms. „ Lyne. Capella, Arc-

t'lms, Pollux. Castor (which thev had observed rather for the

! purpose than for this), pi

315 kilomel

oved that not one of them had
from the

earth, which is a most ,,,,• ><f
fo cosmical

dynamics. Aft special observations ot

Ae velocity test, and succeeded in making the measurement m
one case, that o then found to be receding

WH» the Earth at a rate of 66 kilometres per second, lliis,

corrected to the velocity of the Earth at the time of the obser-

vation, gave a velocitv of Shins, relatively to the bun, amount-
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ing to 47 kilometres per second. The minuteness of the differ-

ence to be measured, and the smallness of the amount of light,
even when the brightest star is observed, render the observa-
tion extremely difficult Still, with such -rent skill as Mr. Hug-
gins has brought to bear on the investigation, it can scarcely be
doubted that velocities of many other stars may be measured.
What is now wanted is, certainly not greater skill, perhaps not
even more powerful instruments, but man instruments and mm
observers. Lockyer's applications of the velocity test to the
relative motions of different gases in the Sun's photosphere,
spots, chromosphere, and chromospheric prominences, and his

observations of the varying spectra presented by the same sub-
stance as it moves from one position to another in the Sun's
atmosphere, and his interpretations of these observations, ac-

cording to the lal ton results of Frankland and himself, go
far toward confirming the conviction that in a few years all

During g

have been applied~to the solar atmosphere and' to the corona
seen round the dark disc of the Moon eclipsimr the Sun. Some
of the wonderful result of mch observai
the occasion of the eclipse of August, 1868, were des
J"rof. Stokes in a previous address. Valmd.lo .v-ults bare.

through the liberal assistance given by the British and Ameri-
can (xovernments, been obtained also from the total eel - o

last December, notv itl M e condition
of weather. Tt seems to have been proved that at I

'-corona "is a terrestrial <n,--
o or dispersive reflexion of the light of the glowing

hydrogen and "hHium" round the Sun (Frank.
Jfffrer find the yellow prominences to give a very decided

:••

terrestrial flame, ft seems to i„:
they propose to call Helium.) I believe I may say, on the

-^Preparation must^gain be made to

' trusts
liberality as heretofore

The old nebular
other simila:

distance as stars,

nebulous matter.
covery of the thermo-dv^,^,,
been supposed to be fiery; and the idetx

curreel to any of its inventors or early supporters
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matter, tl < mdonsation of vhich tlieA supposed to constitute
the Sun and stars, could have been otter than fiery in the
beginning. Mayer \\v>\ suggested that the heat of 'the Sun
ma\ lie due to gnu itation : but he supposed meteors falling in

tokupal, v- j itv inu tin heat mi ch i^ mduited \ ear bv
year from the Sun. Helmholtz, on the other hand. adopting
the nebular hypothesis, showed in 1854 that it was not neces-
sary to suppose the nebulous matter to have been originally
fiery, bu1 fcion between its parts may have
-••

;: ted the heat to which the present high temperature of
the Sun is due. Further, he made the important observations
that the potential energy of gravitation in the Sun is even now
far Ire. u exhausted : but that vd ' shrinking
more and more heat is to be generated, and that thus we can
conceive the Sun even now to possess a sufficient store of
energy to produce heat and light, almost as at present, for Seve-

rn years of time future, it ought, however, to be
added that this condensation can only follow from cooling, and
therefore tluit Holm! . <"s gravit tion ! explanation ot future

Sun-heat amounts really to showing that the Sun's thermal

is enormously greater, in virtue of the mutual gravita-

een the parts of so enormous a mass, than the sum of
the thermal capacities of separate and smaller bodies of the

same material and same total mass. Reasons for adopting this

theory, :V u\ ti,,, (
.n , ., >eus>ed

m an article ' On the Age of the Sun's Heat,' published m
- !/ ""< "an.s .'[<;>_ „ for March. 1862.
For a few years Mayer's theory of solar heat had seemed to

die
; but I had been led to regard it as no longer tena-

ble, because I had been in the first place driven, by considera-

tion of the very approximate constancv of the Earth's period

fcion round the Sun for the last 2,000 years, to eon-

chide that "the principal source. -.-.Vtp- the >,.].- ;t ppreciab]y

effective source of the Sun-heat, is in bodies circulating round
«je Sun at present insi

~ ?" »nd because Le

as a great number of small plan
found the Sun, showed that the amount of matter -that could

I'—lbh ,.,,„,,, tl 1 j,,, 1Vul,t r iv on^lerable dn-t.u e

3un must be very small ; and therefore, "if the me-

: tiring p] i seat present 1- <

aPpreeiable portion of th ' eat :.. liat d awa; . it i ust be sup-

Posed to be
J

"'

- , u^Mtrttee idic d« -in >t tms meteoric

did have to be supposed so great that comets could

?r"iiveh h ,-e t s ,pe 1 a~ co'm- ts ,,-Miallv have escaped, showing
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no discoverable effects of resistance, after passing his surface
within a distance equal to one-eighth of his radius. All things
considered, there seems little probability in the hypothesis that

solar radiation is compensated to any appreciable degree, by
heat generated by meteors falling in, at present ; and, as it can
be shown that no chemical theory is tenable, it must be con-

cluded as most probable that the Sun is at present merely an
incandescent liquid mass cooling."
Thus on purely astronomical grounds was I long ago led to

abandon as very improbable the hypothesis that the Sun's heat

is supplied dynamically from year to year by the influx of

meteors. But now spectrum analysis gives proof finally con-

clusive against it

Each meteor circulating round the Sun must fall in along a

very gradual spiral path, and before reaching the Sun must
have been for a long time exposed to an enormous heating
effect from his radiation when very near, and must thus have
been driven into vapor before actually falling into the Sun.
Thus, if Mayer's hypothesis is correct, friction between vortices

) vapors and the Sun's atmosphere must be the im-

* heat
; and the velocity with i

mediate c

vapors circulate round equatorial parts of the Sunmust araounl
to 435 kilometres per second. The spectrum test of velocity

applied by Lockyer showed but a twentieth part of this amount
as the greatest observed relative velocitv between different

vapors in the Sun's atmosphere.
At the first Liverpool Meeting of the British Association

(1854), m advancing a gravitational theorv to account for all

the heat, light, and motions of the universe, I urged that the

immediately antecedent condition of the matter of which the

Sun and planets were formed, not being fiery, could not have
been gaseous; but that it probablv was solid, and mav have
been like the meteoric stones which we still so frequently W#*
with through space. The discovery of Huggins, that the light

of the nebulae, bo tar aa I ,. proceeds from
incandescent hydrogen and nitrogen gases, and that the heads
of comets also give us light of incandescent gas, seems at first

S1

f \ t f
rally to fu]fi11 that Part of the nebular hypothesis to

which I had objected. Bal h seems to me in

the highest degree probable, has been suggested by Tait He
supposes that it may be by ignited gaseous exhalations proovt-
mg from the collision of meteoric stones that nebula* and the

neaas ot comets show themselves to us ; and he suggested, at a

™!?f r?^ting of the Association, that experiments should pying spectrum analysis to the lig 1

- ^ gunnery trials, such as those &
Shoeburyness, when iron * „ great velocity,
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but varied by substituting for the i:

""therto this su

be promoted by "the British Association.

Nature of Comets.

Most important steps have been recently made toward the

discovery of the nature of comets ; establishing with nothing
short of certainty the truth of a hypothesis which had long

appeared to me probable,—that they consist of groups of me-
teoric stones; aceoun;iiii: satislactorily for the light of the

nucleus, and giving a simple and rational explanation of pheno-

mena presented by°the tails of comets which had been regarded

by the greatest astronomers as almost preternatural ly marvel-

ous. The meteoric hypothesis to which I have referred re-

mained a mere hypothesis (I do not know that it was ever even

published), until", in 1*m;«;. S-1m.i| ; n i' <<.< u ated from observa-

tions on the August meteors, an orbit for these bodies which he
1

' agree almost perfectly with the orbit of the great

met of ;

perfectly with tne orDit 01 me gj

ulated by Oppolzer ; and so discove

stones. Prof. Newton, of Yale College, United States, by ex-

amining ancient records, ascertained that in periods of about

thirty-three years, since the year 902, there have been excep-

tionally brilliant displays of the November meteors. It had
long been believed that these interesting visitants came from a

train of small detached planets circulating round the Sun, all

in nearly the same orbit, and constituting a belt analogous to

Saturn's ring ; and that the reason for the comparatively large

number of meteors which we observe annually about the 14th

of November is, that at that time the Earth's orbit cuts through

the supposed meteoric belt Prof. Newton concluded from his

investigation that there is a denser part of the group of meteors

which extends over a portion of the orbit so great as to occupy

about one-tenth or one-fifteenth of the periodic time in passing

any particular point, and gave a choice of five different periods

for the revolutf. stream round the Sun, any

one of which won M -atM\ u\< -tatistical result. He further

concluded that the line of nodes, that is to say the line m
which the plane of the meteoric belt cuts the plane of the

Earth's orbit, has a progressive sidereal motion of about oi '4

Per annum. He] '

tor t]
!
e P*T

sical astronomer :

ell qualified for the task

took it up. Ada • on of a beautiful me hod

^vented by Ghw the five periods allowed by

Newton just one permitted the motion of the In- nfs of nodes to

„.._aceofJupite

°ther planets. The period chosenJ*
explained by the disturbing influence of^Piter^^
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year* The investigation showed further that the form of the
orbit is a long ellipse, giving for the shortest distance from the
bun 145 million kilometers, and lor longest distance 2,895
million kilometers. Adams also worked out the longitude of
the perihelion and the inclination of the orbit's plane to the
plane of the ecliptic. The orbit which he thus found agreed
so closely with that of Temple's Comet I, 1866, that he was
able to identify the comet and the meteoric belt* The same
conclusion had been pointed out a few weeks earlier by Schia-

i aions by himself, on the data supplied by
direct observations on the meteors, and independently by Peters,

Iculations by Leverrier on the same foundation. It

ished that Temple's Comet I,

1866 consists of an elliptic train of minute planets, of which a

j about the
14th of November, when we cross their track. We have prob-
ably not yet passed through the very nucleus or densest part

;

but thirteen times, in Octobers and Novembers, from October
Id, A. d. 902, to November 14, 1866, inclusive (this last time
having been correctly predicted by Prof. Newton), we have
passed through a part of the belt greatly denser tlmn the aver-
age The densest part of the train, when near enough to us, a
visible as the head of the comet. This astounding result, taken
along with Huggins's spectroscopic observations on the light of

s and tails of comets, confirms most striking- TairV
theory of comets, to which I have already reli it i .

dim:

the comet, a group of meteoric stones, is self-luminoua
l account of collisions among its constituents,

ise part of

dated?lT
S
f

e

^
iapar

t
Ui

'
D^eetor of the Observatory of Milan, who, in a letter

.

.' V ;;.-.';-. ,; ;' .;---'. ^
m elements of the orbit of the November me

'
i orbit of the November re

Dr. OppolsT^^L "* r

!?
d
K
with ^086 of Temple's Comets fl^W calculated by

bruary 2, Schiaparelli. having re-calculated the elements

.'• .."'•
'

:

! '.:
:

v: !
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according to circumstances, not only of density, degree of illu-

mination, and nearness, but also of tactic arrangement, as of a

flock of birds or the edge of a cloud of tobacco smoke !
What

prodigious difficulties are to be explained, you may judge from

two or three sentences which I shall read from Herschel s

Astronomy, and from the fact that even Schiaparelh seems still

to beheve'in the repulsion. " There is, beyond questi. hi. s< >me

profound secret and mystery of nature concerned in the pheno-

menon of their tails. Perhaps it is not too much to hope that

future observation, borrowing every aid from rational specula-

tion, grounded on the progress of physical science generally

(especially those branches of it which relate to the ethereal or

imponderable elements), may enable us ere long to penetrate

this mystery, and to declare whether it is really inatter m the

ordinary acceptation of the term which is projected from their

heads with such extraordinary velocity, and if not impelled, &t

least directed in its course, by reference to the Sun, as its point

of avoidance." " In no respect is the question as to the mate-

riality of the tail more forcibly pressed on us for consideration

than in that of the enormous sweep which it makes round the

Sun in periheliom a manner of a straight and rigid rod,m defiance

of the law of qravitafion nay, even of the received laws of motion.

"The projection of this ray to so enormous a length, in

a single day conveys an impression of the intensity of tne

-:v t
.: ;„,;.',,/ to produce such a velocity of mat enal transfer

through space, such as no . it

'n
?
n ls

w
caPa

„,f
ofexciting. Itiscl ^^^^TbfnndS
as ive conceive it \

"—fl« ««, » m
.

U!>l
,

•

the dominion of forces incomparably more energetic than gravi-

tation, and quite of a different nature."
,

Think now of the admirable simplicity with wnichTaits

beautiful " sea-bird analogy," as it has been called, can explain

all these phenomena.
Origin of Life.

The essence of science, as is well illustrated by -Btronomy

^ .... .... --
.

"

"
.'.

aud anticipating
, ^Jt^'TJdfflSSfaTS

actually come un,!.. ,1,.,-m.ti.. I- ' '

>r>.
the d

f£
U
™^°J

successfully acting up to this
J; ft,

™
„ , >r

very ancient speculation, still clung to by manr^*™?f£
much so that I have a choice of modern terms «\ 1

Passing it) supposes that, under meteorological cjoncm*. J
different from the present, dead matter may have run togeti

,
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or crystallized or fermented into "germs of life," or "organic
ceUa, or "protoplasm." But science brings a vast mass of
inductive evidence against this hypothesis of spontaneous gene-
ration, as you have heard from my predecessor in the Presiden-
tial chair. Careful enough scrutiny has, in every case up to
the present day, discovered life as antecedent to life. Dead
matter cannot become living without coming under the in-
fluence of matter previously alive. This seems to me as sure
a teaching of science as the law of gravitation. I utterly repu-
diate, as opposed to all philosophical uniformiiarianism, the
assumption of " club

, , ,nditions "—that is to
say, somewhat different vicissitudes of temperature, pressure^
moisture, gaseous atmosphere—to produce or to permit that to
take place by force or motion of dead matter alone, v.

direct contravention of what seems to us biological law. I am
prepared for the answer, "our code of biological laws is an ex-
pression of our ignorance as well as of our knowledge." And

say, yes
;
search for spontaneous generation out of

t

m
estmot

; ?W*611
? satMed with the ?™]y nesativetestimony ot which we have now so much against it, throw

nimseit into the inquiry. Such investigations as those of
Pasteur, Pouchet, and Bastian are among Iand momentous in the whole range of Natural Hi
tneir results, whether positive or negative, must rich]
tne most careful and laborious experimenting. I confess I

being deeply impressed by the evidence put before us by Prof.

feirh L?£ * T Td? t0 ad0^ as an article of
through all space and through all time, that life pro-

ceeds from life and from nothing but life.

sicS^ w ' f1 fe or
i»?

ate on the earth ? Tracing the Ph*"
-ry of the earth backward, on strict dynamic

life onlf
e ^°Ugit t0 a red-hot melted globe, on which no

herpwi
6^'- He

?
Ce

'
When the earth was first fit for life,

t2ZTJ°i
V1
?
g tlHng °n * There were rocks solid and

rated, water, air all round, wanned and illuminated by
a brilliant sun, ready to become a garden. Did grass and trees

blutvTv
S

, fiTf n
nt° 6xistence

'

in a11 the ^'Sf 7 f Creative Power? or did vegetation, gro*"

IS$ S
m Seed fWn '

sPread and multiply over the whole

feee frarl« I

6™* 1S b°Un
?'

hj the everlasting' law of honor, to

, -. ,'-"
:

' - >, ...•
^

.

-.,:-.'! :

-:
.

^

" '

-
••• -•

•
.

•
.

...
'

..:
-.'---

ive Power. When a lava stream flows down

» weeta or years it teems with vegetable and annnal
me, wmch for it originated by the transport of seeds and ova
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and by the migration of indiv id u:t] living creatures. When a

volcanic island springs up from the sea, and after a few years is

found clothed with vegetation, we do not hesitate to assume that

seeds has been wafted to it through the air, or floated to it on
rafts. Is it not possible, and if possible, is it not probable, that

the beginning of vegetable life on the earth is to be similarly

explained ? Every year thousands, probably millions, of frag-

ments of solid matter fall upon the earth—whence come these

fragments ? What is the previous history of any one of them ?

Was it created in the beginning of time an amorphous mass ?

This idea is so unacceptable that, tacitly or explicitly, all men
discard it. It is often assumed that all, and it is certain that

some, meteoric stones are fti been broken off

from greater masses and launched free into space. It is as

sure that collisions must occur between great masses moving
through space as it is that ships, steered without intelligence

directed to prevent collision, could not cross and re-cross

the Atlantic for thousands of years with immunity from col-

lisions. When two great masses come into collision in space,

it is certain that a large part of each is melted ; but it seems

also quite certain that in many cases a large quantity of debris

must be shot forth in all directions, much of which may
nave experienced no greater violence than individual pieces

of rock experience in a land-slip or in blasting by gunpowder.

Should the time when this earth comes into collision with an-

other body, comparable in dimensions to itself, be when it is

still clothed as at present with vegetation, many great and small

fragments carrying seed and living plants and animals would

undoubtedly be scattered through space. Hence and because

we all confidently believe that there are at present, and have

been from time immemorial, many worlds of life besides our

own, we mustregard it as probable in the highest degree that there

are countless seed-bearing meteoric stones moving about through

space. If at the present instant no life existed upon this earth,

one such stone fallingupon it might, by what we Khodly cannot

waZ causes, lead to its becoming covered with vegetation. I am
^ly conscious of the many scientific objections which may be

urged against this hypothesis, but I believe them to be all

answerable. 1 have already taxed your patience too severely

to allow me to think of discussing any of them on the present

occasion. The hypothesis that life originated on thw earth

through moss-grown fragments from the ruins of another world

uiay seem wild and visionary ; all I maintain is that it is not

unscientific.
. . , •,

From the earth stocked with such vegetation as it coma re-

ceive meteorically, to the earth teeming with all the endless

variety of plants and animals which now inhabit it, the step is



of Sir William Thompson,

ably laid before the Association by a predec—~.
(Mr. Grove), all creatures now living on earth have proceeded
by orderly evolution from some such origin. Darwin concludes
his great work on ' The Origin of Species ' with the following
words :—" It is interesting to contemplate an entangled bank
clothed with many plants of many kinds, with birds singing
on the bushes, with various insects flitti

worms crawling through the damp earth, and to reflect that

these elaborately constructed forms, so different from each
other, and dependent on each other in so complex a maimer,

been produced by laws acting around us." . . . •

" Tii -i l- _iau 1, ur in this view of life with its several powers,

sea originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms
or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on

_ to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a begin-

-- forms, most beautiful and most wonderful, have
been and are being evolved." With the feeling expressed in

these two sentences I most cordially sympathize. I have
omitted two sentences which come between them, describing
briefly the hypothesis of "the origin of species by Baton!
selection,/ because I have alwa othesis does

an the true theory of evolution, if evolution there has

--logy. Sir John Hersc
;
a favorable

I on the hypothesis of >,
. with, how-

ie reservation in respect I , objected to

I.

method of making books, and that it did not suflbiently take
into account a continually guiding and controlling intelligence.

most valuable and instructive criticism. 1

teel profoundly convinced that the argument of d< -

been greatly too much lost sight of in recent zoological specu-
lations Keaction against the frivolities of teleology, such as

are to be found, not rarely, in the notes of the learned commen-
1 aley's ' Natural Theology,' has, I believe, had a tem-

porary effect m turning attention from tfie a
;so well put forward in | book. But

- proofe of intelligent and benevolent
design he all round us. ami it , ul ,,,,,„„,,, vV hetlmr m ta-

ll , thmn ti>r ;i time, the}

upon us with irresistible force, i

> and the influei
. and t.eacinmg beings depend on one ever acting Creator and Buler
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Art. XXXVII.— On some neic Silurian Crinoids and Shells

;

by F. B. Meek.

Dendrocrintts Casei Meek.

t distinctly pentagonal, the a

Body pentagonal-obconie, a little wider above than high. Base
wider than high, strongly pentagonal, being deeply excavated up
the middle .u\ ac ; die lateral sutures;
basal pieces wider below than high, pentagonal in form, with the
mesial angle above salient, and the superior lateral sloping sides

mueh longer than the lateral. Subradial pieces of moderate size,

those seen, hexagonal in form, and, all very convex in the middle,
from wide h point they semi one strongly elevated ridge to meet
others on each of ates, and others coming up
die sutures between the hasals, while on each side of all of these

ridges, excepting sometimes those passing to the first radials above,
there is usually' a small, v. I, - elevated ridge; the surface of the
body being thus divided by these ridges into very profoundly exca-

vated triangular spaces, in the middle of which the corners of the
body plates meet. Firsl i g one on the anal
side, larger than the subradials, about as wide as high, with a gen-
eral pentagonal outline, the upper side being longest and deeply

excavated for the reception of the comparatively narrow free ra-

dials or arm pieces ; one on the right of the anal series, shorter

than the others, pentagonal in form, and supporting above another

larger radial that is included as a part of the wall of the body,
and corresponds 3 in the other rays, excepting
tbat it is shorter ; all convex and sending a strong ridge to each
°f the contiguous body plates below, while a number of much
smaller ridges pass horizontals across from one to another of these

pieces on each side. Arms or free rays, comparatively rather nar-

row, distinctly rounded on the outer or dorsal side, and compose.!
of transversely oblong pieces thai are about twice as wide as long

below the first bifurcation; in the first ray on the right ol the anal
s

' rios, bifurcating on the fourth free piece, beyond which they are

seen to be long and composed of proportion ally narrow piece-; but

their mode of bifu
ln the other rays, cannot be made out from the specimens at hand.

Al -i Beriea unknown.
,
Ventral extension of the body more than four times as long as

tb-e latter, and as seen flattened by pressure, of greater breadth
;

as usual, compos,
I

- »al
>
alternately

interlocking pieces, that are strengthened by little oblique cost*

so arranged as to present an trance.
!

ur-

face, excepting the strong cost® of the body plates, and the smaller

ones of the ventral part, without ornamentation.
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Height of body to top of first radials, 0-39 inch, greatest breadth
at top, 0-32 inch. Length of incomplete *

.

breadth of same as flattened, near
breadth of arms below the first bifurcation 0-12 inch

This beautiful species seems to be a true lJe t «h'o<-rhtus, as it can
oe seen to have two of the primary ra dials
series, included as a part of the walls of the body, wl
other parts seem to conform to the structure of that group. The

~ I'TMe.-,, />.,.,/,,,.;:,.,.<:, n,| h.Ur;n.-r; ll ;t,/ iiTe not very
id it is thought by some that the former should stand oflB

as a subgenus un-U-r P,,t, r : ,;„//,*. ]f so, the name
cies when written in full, would be Poteriocrimtes (De,.

of Billings but it differs in havi,,.
with a smaller one on each side; while its column is v'

more strongly pentagonal. Of course it also differs in th
hi central part extended upward nearly or

It may be°that the species here described is the same figured by

ott a

Ch
spTc[fic

n
name)^Z^ft" " * ^^""ifSiuc ndme;, as it came from the same horizon, and from

VSrth.
tne

. "Te
J"
eS10n

.

of country. It does not, however, agree
^>irtl>t with 1-H h-uiv in details.

rJ
h
A i

P^ific name
1

is Siven in honor of L. B. Case, Esq., of Rich-

!'!
:Vo whom I am indebted for the use of t

specimen of it I have seen. I am also under obligations to C. B.

Z^a q*' Clnc"?nati >
for the use of two smaller, and nearly M

S^be^ZT^th
1^?^^*116 8Pecies>^ a full des

will be given m the Ohio Geological Report.
J^f'ty and j^Mon.-Mr. Case's specimen was found by him

at Richmond, Indian:

*T.b
„
d™Sing .to Mr. Dyer w*ere found

upper part of the Cincinnati g

horizon between Cin<
t and Oxford, Ohio.

body,

Lepocbinites Mookei Meek.
bovata Base form™ arly one-fourth the height

pieces being about as wide as 1

.; I"
•;;'"' "V-"^<\v [n-ntnnnui]

\ u f..r.n. . -x.-.-pting one on tn«

l:!',!
1^18 h^^nal. The five pieces of the second range

:ri±e^h!^^ Pentig

wide TJ JZZ^ S1Ze
' l
W° °n the anal side bei"£ l™Zer

.

o^eninl Jv t
ng

^P
t0 form the lower *»*&* of the principal

Ehg
of^h VV"?1Tate1^ larSe> an* placed about one-third the

abofe nL ,1 i^^ the toP" Arrangement of the pbt*

ttelyCtlw! °U\ Pecti»ated rhombs four, compara-

PleS and lh
^ &t the suture between °n* of the basal

CeriorsldfoV' m,u r.a^e above, on the
anterior side of the body ;a [ , the le& f the
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opening, and arranged with its longer axis directed transversely.
on a line with the opening, while the other two are nearly on a line
wish the right side of the opening, on three plates that corner to-
gether, the arrangement being such that their longer axes diverge
at right angles upward ; in these, 15 to 20 of the little bars may
be counted.

Recumbent arms short, or confined mainly to the upper side,
one extending down nearly to the opening on the anal side, toother
to the two rhombs to the right of the opening, a third to that
8 ;i •. left, and the fourth to the anterior side, the direction of all

being thus nearly or quite at right angles to * acli other. Column
thick at the base of the body, but tapering rapidh below ; as visual,

composed of very thin pieces. Surface <>f body plates marked by
distinct radiating lines.

Height of body, 0-46 inch; breadth, about 0*36 inch; thickness
of column at its connection with the base, 0-14 inch.

This species seems to agree well with the genus Lepocrinites of
Conrad, excepting in the very unusual character of having four
rhombs, instead of only three. As one of these, however, seems
to be merely rudimentary, or in other words, not perforated by
little slits, I can scarcely think its pn -i no a g> i>ri • character.

I believe this is the first example of this group of Cystidians
that has been found in the Lower Silurian, in this country. It oc-

fiws, however, in then : re .some of
the other fossils begin to resemble Upper Silurian types.

It has been proposed to correct the orthography ..•: Mr. Conrad's
genus to J^epadocrimts, and if ti W be adop-
ted, the name of our species would be written Lepadocrinus or

Lepadocrinites MooreL The most usual custom, however, has been
to retain th< ' names in such cases.

The specific name is -iven in "honor of Prof. Joseph Moore, of

Colli tana, to whom I am indebted for

the use of the only specimen I have seen.

Locality an<? position.—Upper part of the Cincinnati group, at

Richmond, Indiana.

Axodontopsis ? Mixleri Meek,

Shell ovate, rather compressed or only moderately convex, the

greatest convexity being a little above and slightly in advance of

the middle, extremities more or less narrowly rounded, basal mar-

gin longitudinally semi ' most prominent part

being near
| ;]

margin sloping from the beaks at

an angle of 130 ° to 135 ° and rounding into the lateral margins;

beaks only moderately prominent, somewhat <

convex, placed more than one-third
A ~ '

the anterior end. Surface smooth,
growth.

Length of a me. Hum sized adit



» It is not without considerable doubt that I refer this shell t

Coy's genus A»»>ltnit>./,x>s. since it does not seem to corret-

exactly in its hinge characters to his description of that genu

; may be called <jrr/i<»">/<-

Prof. McCoy described the hinge of his genus as follows :
" hinge

hue shorter than the shell, with a posterior long slender tooth or

cartilage plate intending just below it (double in the right valve),
wad another similar but shorter one in front of the beaks," and
then adds that there is " occasionally one small cardinal tooth he-

neath the beak."
In the shell here described, the hinge may be characterized as

having one rather well defined, subtrigonal, or somewhat obliquely
ex tended cardinal tooth under tin beak <>f i he right valve, and a

corresponding pit under the beak of t lie left valve* with sometimes

re 'is in the right

a parallel funW above and v it or tin caption of "two po*

tenor laters in left valve, the lower one of which is more promi-
nent, and the upper mereh linear or rudimentary. The furrow be-

tween these two posterior at ral teeth of tin left valve is well de-

fined, and receives the tooth between the two furrows in the other

valve. Below the lower of these furrows on the posterior side of

lli; right valve, then is : , very slight marginal ridge, that may
sometimes assume the character of a second posterior lateral, but

it is most prominent anteriorly, where it connects with the cardinal
tooth, of which it seems rather to be an oblique posterior prolon-

gation, than a distinct tooth. On the anterior side, there is one

shorter anterior lateral tooth in the right valve, also ranging par-

allel to the hinge margin, and above and below this a little furrow
tor the reception of two small anterior laterals in the left valve,

which receive between them that of the right valve.
I tie palhal line is certainlv simple, and the muscular impressions

well defined, the posterior one being larger than the other, and
provided with a small accessory scar above just under the posterior

ends of the posterior lateral teeth. The ligament or cartilage was
probably small and internal, as then- are ,„> traces of an external

ligament to be seen, the valves fitting close all along the hinge
margin. >s o lunule or escutcheon is to be seen in any of the sped

The sped
cuniati, Ohio, who sent'
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pecimens of this shell I have seen. I am also indebted to him foi

>me broken valves showing the hinge. Kor the use of a good
Hcimei) showing the hinge of the left valve I am likewise un.lei

bligations to C. 1>>. Dyer, Esq., of Cincinnati.

Lor,//;ty <ind position.—Forty miles west of Cincinnati, Ohio
bove the middle of the Cincinnati group, of the Lower Silurian.

Anodontopsis ? usioxoides 3Ieck.

This species has at least all the external characters of the genus,
iclu-Uing the Inst, '.ml nothing is known of the nature of its hinge.

peciriYalh it differs from tlie species .VAVw/, not only in being

ne more regularly rounded,

ated above, and with its mo
Its ventral margin is alsc

,s beaks are more dej^-essed

or si.lt.', and its dorsal mar-
' posterior side of the beaks as in the

having its posterior umbonal slopes m<
I beaks to the posteri

m the genus Zichenocrinus; by F. B. Me

11 the remarkable types of that protean c

as the Crinoid''/, there are few more curi.

ns (if really the body of a Crinoid) than
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entirely destitute of free or recumbent arms or pinnuhc. amhulaml
openings

,
: .,(.,•! mated rhombs. Free or convex side, concave in

the central region, and composed of ],„„,,
tmg polygonal plat<-, without anv detinito ,; ran ., „...., t ; nc-ial
d^|iv-ion pr-vid.-d with a very | ( „,g, slender, p^rfora

•

, composed of live longitudinal series of

- j.ieres. Attached side, when sep-

iio sutures or openings, but in some conditions,
s '" lV! "- '': i;m" l ' ,

;
dr-im.-i n-aiiarh, arranged, radiating striae,

, interna]
ea\it_\ trom top to bottom.

Al »".i'g th«- more ivi„:„-k: hi- features < I'this fossil, may be men-
t!
V

!!
'," !

.

irv vvl '}' '-urious system of radiating lantelhe o,

V,' ! "'ternal cavity, and giving it. uhen the plates of the upper

;

! " " '; '" >"' *<> ^to( V p ()S( tin m
! tn ell ! oho

". almost exactly the appoa'ranoe of the Huh
;;;'.- ='

'

,

'
•'

_

'
-

.

;

;

' '-umn-like appendage
; and the attachment of this

--'
Jo the free side of the fi aUwwry
;-:itu.vs, if we M.-vvthisdUka* th, I...U olacrinoid.

on examining one of these fossils, one of the first questions that

' - 1 em 1m tin natun of t > !,„,„ sl.-ml
• mon th o, four to eight or ten hundredths of an inchm diameter and several inches in length ? Is it homologous with

the so-called proboscis or ventral tube of other crinoli,
the column of the same? Prof. Hall evidently entertained the
former opinion at the time he wrote the diagnosis quo*

!ZK WiS mHTmed at Cinoi,1!
- o^er speci-

fZ than
! was written, he inclined

to the opinion rl ult h i. | UI1111 , Tll;l , „„, ,,,. t!] , „ther f these

;!!
Wi1S correct, would almost necessarily seem to be the case, and

tW i
• ^?pear to be rather st™ng objections to both of

In tL fi , "I
1008

'-?
We View the dis* « the body of a crinoid.

w « p
! '

lf
.
a

,
C0lumi1

'
why 8hould the bod/ instead of be"

SLh ?f^ attached by it, be always (when not ace

foretn t
} °

Und ?TinS firmly hY the whole opposite side to

tt 'Td th
i
8 lonS aPPendage in all cases be left dang-

if f Sm'm
VleWe

,
d aS a Col™> apparently useless ?

Again,

Lh^d ori

n,

-Ts
iected^ the free d̂e °f the bod^ °f an at_

of anv nth' h
-

W T We t0 acco™ for ^e fact that no traces

can b
J
e see ^"S? *" that paS8hlS in through this *PPenda?

e

wished- lV°dy?
-

lD additi°""^^W^doe
a
sTofconnect

with the no /
a Se

/
le
.
S °f baSal Piece8 >

as is U8U^
body ofZaneCtl°\0f the Columi1 «f » crinoid or cystoid to the

diminish t '

ame
'
bUt,°n ,

the contrary> the plate/of the disk
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On the other hand, if we proceed to view this appendage as a

proboscis, or ventral tube, connecting with the ventral side of the

body, we are met by the objection of its extreme proportional

length, slenderness, flexibility, and the fact that it seems to taper

off nearly to a point at its free end. In Mr. Dyer's collection there

is a piece, apparently of the free end of this organ, about an inch

in length, and agreeing cxacih in size, form and structure, with

that of L. Dyeri, that is broken at one end, and tapers to a slight-

ly blunted point at the other end, which is composed of very mi-

nute pieces drawn together. In other examples, where three or

four inches in length of this appendage can be seen attached to

the disk at one end, it tapers off until it becomes exceedingly slen-

der at the free broken end. This character of its termination, es-

pecially when viewed in connection with its length, slenderness

and other characters, would seem to be a strong objection to the

conclusion that it is a ventral tube or proboscis. Still there might

have been a minute opening at the extremity, closed by diminutive

pieces, as we often see is the case with the opening of much larger

crinoids.

While examining the specimens of this type, several solutions

of the mystery of its structure suggested themselves, the first one

of which was, tl iat possibly the disk, viewed as the body, might

really be only a peculiarly constructed root, or base ofattachment

of a crinoid, the body of which grew at the free end of the long

column-like appendage. This suggestion derives some support from

the fact that the dis -rowing on the flat surfaces

of shells, etc is sometimes found growing upon the side of the col-

umns of other larger crinoids, as well as on other uneven surfaces,

and in such cases, it is bent around to conform to the curve ..! tl.e

surface of attachment, just as we see in erinoid roots
_

sinular.y

situated
; while its whole interior is so filled with radiating lamel-

lae, as to leave extremely little, if anv, space for the viscera ot an

animal, and is, as <"< ; >tly hennetieahy scaled

excepting the minii P
into the long appendage. It

nQ +k„* 4.1 *„ ..+ „..;.,,,; i

»e column, but Mr. I>i;i'm_?

undis), apparently

""1 plates -'and \l*\^ worth \ -VM-i , t'ur the e,.' r. m attached to

this ,,„, r i.
[l y five sutures It is also true,

that there « ;

r, of any

a cri (i d- bin r| s
, ie.-tio! would doubtless apply ^

w<-.yun> r'.nv against the conclusion that this disk is the body ot

one of these animals. . ., ffPS.

-
-

^'•n that these disks are roots, may be mentioned then

- '• ' . ... -
'

'

: -' •

'

"

." '-
: '

.

served, nor of a detached body with adhering portions ot a coi
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fr^<,' eriuiod that might 1

pro', ble that it had cvtv -i

Two other solutions of
of which is, that possibly

the stages of development
adult .-unditiMii. isM{|.

l(
,.MMl

other is that the di>ks, as i

about by the floating body, which finally inverted itself and jrrew

fast to other objects by what was originally its vault. The fact,

however, that these disks attain a diameter "of at least half an inch,

with the elongated appendage four inches or more in length, would,

even, if known analogies supported such a view, seem to be a very

strong objection to the conclusion that these are immature, or em-

bryonic forms
; while to say nothing of other strong objections

that naturally present themselves against the last mentioned sug-

gestion, the occurrence of these disk< of all sizes, from the largest

down to others less than a tenth of an inch in diameter, all alike

growing fast to other bodies by the side opposite the column-like

appendage, seems to demo asti ir mode of growth
from the first,*

In view of all that is now known of this curious fossil, it seems

to me, without undertaking to express a positive opinion on the

subject, that the weight of evidence (supposing that these disks

are really the bod;/ of the crinold ) favors the conclusion that the

long appendage is wmrai tub, ; l,„ T if tho ojr < >«!.'<;,> /,•>/ <•»/-

uum, then I shorn .

.
. [.

, lisk is a pecu-

liarly organized root, and that tin body may be yet unknown, un-

til group of the Lower £
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XXXVIIL—Discovery of a new Planet, and the Elements of
114/// Asteroid; by Dr. C. H. F. Pktkks. (From a letter

mie of thee.li ors. lat «1 Lii.-htiYU < >l.ser\ ,torv of Hamilton
Vik-e. Clinton, Oneida Co., N. Y., September 11, 1871).

rt= 148 29 23-1 )

/i= 163 53 32-3 > Mean Equ. 1671, 0.

i= 5 1 30-05)

cp=. 8 51 32'14

hi — 817"'54

log a = 0-4249978.

These represent an observation ot >e}.t. < to ^nlna a It u ~*
.

-

further, •]',-'
- very sn ill. l.ut <

nly

Sw'iV-.non!!'

,

Aphelion!



Scientific Intelligence.

•ofessors Weber and R. Kohl

2 Water unfrozen at a temperature of
finds tW *— -•---' ^-, .

Jby preventing the dilatation of water, it may be kepi

-own to - 1 8° C. He experimented with a m
< 1 ball was dropped before filling it with water,

be cold days of iWmK-r 20, 27 and 30^ lait, the tem-

feU to -12° and -18°, and yet on shaking the tnl>e the

-> freely, showing that the water was not

!/ 12.

II Geology and Natural History.

,k !"
• '''(' '•"''' '""• ~,' ;

mon M°seley has a paper entitled, « On the Me-

impossibility of the descent of glaciers by t!
alone" i„ th,];;

ine for August.
^

'/ '>: ['''•'' '/v'^.-Lh-nt.-Col. Drav-
ry the "probable cause,

of the p^ f
e Gla

?f
l

v
eP°cV' starts from the fact tb H

ot the ecliptic would be the center of polar motion as the pole
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varied its distance from that center. He indicated the curve which
the pole did trace, and this curve was such as to give for the date
13,000 B. C, a climate very cold in winter, and very hot in sum-
mer, for each hemisphere ; the duration of the glacial epoch he
t"

1 : ' about 16,000 years. He stated that the calculation result-
''- rr. .,n this movement agreed accurately with observation.—Phil
Mag. Aug., 1871.

3. Das ElbthalgeUrge in Sachten, von Dr. Hasnb Bruno
Qmsrrz. 1st Part. 1. The Sea Sponges of the Lower Qoader.
42 pp. 4to. with 10 plates. Cassel, 1871. (Theodor Fischer).—
1 ,,s

.

^-iluabl,. m ir bv Dr. (.einitz notices or describes and
. sponges: Spongia Saxoniea Geiri.,

' .•vV. 7 ,„„
;/

.-.. su hr,ti;.-li ,t Milieu r in lift., ' ',: ;.«<rleum Reuss,
• h> \l ii-. t\ /,;/,.,, , i» ;,-. /'/.. *., ,-//./ [»rt-t.<.i

~ ein -> Amo/-/>/,nsf„, ,,,,;, i ,-,,/,, .Aljrhelin. Sf,tnv>.•</><' a'<<i t'<ir'«in$ do
from., Tremospontint (d'Orb.) pub-!;")-;,! Goldf. sp., Tr. ruqom
koldf. sp., TV. JTfte^ <;, in., cuj,,,/.*, , :., id'orb » ; t ,f»...r,i. l,rl -
.'••'"<- (.i.l 't vp ^ H„ m >li (.till .V,//7

/"/ I'hiu , )s

'"I'u v. /.'.-,,-• <;,;,,.. >/. I,,,!.//...,.;.,,,., G<-in...' .v. .V/. /„///,/
' "'"'• /•./"'-'-' /..> <de From.) a ' • ;/-., / (ioldf. sp., i£ foraminom
!''•; ^ lyhtittn Gein., A: f>tr,;;fu. Goldf. sp., Cherendopora undu-
'''" Mich., (7/i. patermformis Mich., Elarnostoma (de From.),
Aw/,„7„/7,„y,;>«.

Lr<•)!•!>. sp., 7iV. r
'

I pi.-lfnr-

""•* <;"Mf.. .s. amndnta Gi-in., .>'. oo/vV« Gein. The memoir is a
:

4. s;e ?>.,r,ft;a /),,,,;,/;„ ,„/.— 31. Blanchard has described under
t,MS name a large Salamander from tin- north of China, which
appears to be different from that of Japan.—Z'Institut, July 1%

5 - Bivalve Crustaceans.—A paper on recent Ostracoids, bivalve

• from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, by G. S. Brady,
]x

<''<'». taiiu-d in tin ( anndian Xatnr !i-r. Xo. 4 of Vol. V. It

notices of 29 species, 5 of which are illustrated by 13
figures.

6 - On tf« ear/y staf/es o/ Terebratulina septentrionalis, by
'-fWARf, S. Moiisk. Ph.D. 12 pp. it... with t\v.- plates. A paper

ireful research, from the Memoirs of the Boston Society
°f Natural Hi- tor v. Vul.'ll, Part I, No. I!

7. Gho-fr-r Srratvhf-8 along i-alle'/s (Appemlr to Art. XXXII.)
-''•'

f I nn i ns, in his X V. (4ml gi. !
lb

|

-it II V2) at page
^--'- ni\> tint tin ilirtftioii-.f tl .

fheastern

V;u V"'k "r«>i,t;.rni,> To that :' i! ' e Cham-

is is north and south; in the St. Lawrence valley,

8outhwest." The parti. :10ns were
jnade are not mentioned Jl« i - Uhannel-
1Qgs of the Trenton linie.t. :.< w, <. -r U a-- r« •*

. >
Hlaek River

Which have a southwest course, and extending to the shore ot

-~

.

;
^ - :->

; :

Among westP.-n nlwpn-itN-ns on this noinr not published m 1

J «rnal,

those of Dr. Newberry.
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8. Anthers ofParnassia.—ln the Journal of the Linnean Society,
vol. xi, 31 r. A. W. Dennett published, two or throe w
111,1 !

^ r,
< - i"ti ' up ii Par ,.s..s /. its o,,,, . „ ,f ,,,,.

i
.

mod? of fertilization. I am now t« i rema 1

1

generally described as extrorse. A

)'. in the Genera of North American Hants
s the anthers as introrse, ami »ives :i drawing

\

lt
' ' '•'':' "" '" - -'in illustration, proceeds to "say: "I do not,

however, find any other observer to agree with Professor <o;.v>

o-ept two American botanies. Dr.
lorrey and Mr. Chapin.-m, who have probably borrowed their

•urns from him; nor do any specimen, which 1 have U en
able to ex:..,

parture in this respect
trom the ordinary type of the genus."

m

It is easy to show that Dr. Torrey's observation, at hast, is

>
and original. In his Flo'r;, of Northern

:

>V
,t,

7.!'.
,l1 '

l ^'<-'l ;

i is-'
I, p. :-:•;. Ii e described the anthers of P.

"''"'.""'"' ,S " in , "" 1
'

1
!,t

:
" in his New York State Flora. 1-A

^ 'V
v '' !>' t]l " h;IS(1

' introrse." The first volume of the Genera

; V'
1 '"• ,l! ; i-tr.-.ted appeared in 1848. This season I have, forthe

first time, had the good fortune to see both JP. palustris an .1 P.

'.'"'"' '"."'" Ul i]<)^% in the Botanic Garden of Harvard Fniver-
5 ruier blossoming at the beginning, the latter at the close

spect is obvious.
^

i.
^P'P''1"*''-^ ;»'«' anther, are certainly extrorse as to insert ion;

•once lateral, with introrse ratio r ti, . vtn i-
tendency.

In P. Caroliniana, the anthers are quite as much introrse as

extrorse as to insertion, and truly introrse for dehiscence. A

Y : "n 1Vli "^ «» -ln,;i,r,sl..mi.u the .nimeemeor

possible
Posterior, and the anther to be as truly introrse as

9. Journal of the Linnean Society {Botany), No. 65,' com-
mencing the 1 3th volume, contains sevLl papers of some uftff*
lJr Hance u < anf,.., has disr. .hint the

)
'"eh is the Lesser Galin^l. an . ,, ,t frmn ...utl.Hrn

China. He makes it a new spe ficinar*

tfcort of
e
7'

n
-

ar R°.^'8 A
-
«*""""• '

I' Vl"^ ' '

-.<>«> pound>. sained at .£47-S left

JribntP,
P°UndValued « £3047, in 1869. Dr. Ilanoe also con-

tributes an arueieonrhednne.. S i!k . u „ nil :,k^: he conclu^

ture If K
ClrCr S

-n
nCeS W°uId 8eem to c°»spire to render the cul-

ture of the oak Bilk-worm i,, E success, >*

gPPe^set on foot and fostered!" S- r- -u rh, A'.,/; • ,„„„ , ,
,.,,,-„, I>; f,m

"\*«- tit.int,, lu,ti,„, i, lt ;, Kim.p. wasdu- t-th

once L1/i
1

n
thou

J.
h

.

th\d
F
ug has I. I « ':

J

might take the place of gmger, yet it is still largely consumed,
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especially in Russia, where it is used for flavoring the liqueur
called nastvika, as a cattle-medicine, and by the Tartars it is taken

Dr. Musters gives a Note on the Genus Byrsanthus Guill., and
its floral conformation, suggesting an explanation of the singular
arrangement of the glands^and stamens, and indicating that two
^'•'' u- have hoeii confounded.
Rev. S. Matter discourses on Tamil Popular Names of Hauls.
The brothers Tulasne contribute New Notes upon the Tronel-

hneous Fungi and their Analogues, dating from the Western
Coast of France in December last.

Mr. Neale contributes from S. Africa four papers, three of
them upon certain Orchids and their Fertilization, and one upon
the mode in which certain Asclepiadew are fertilized. The
details are curious, but can hardly he ,-,„,, leased into an abstract.
Mr. Bentham, Pn ddent of the* Society, concludes the number

with his paper on the styles of Australian Prote«ce<v ; illustrated
l'V two plates. The flowers, seemingly arranged for self-fertiliza-

tion, are really adapted <..r er..^in<jr. in some by a sort of dicho-
gamy, the stigma being immature at the time when the pallen is

deposited just around it; in others the stigma is curiously and
variously protected or kept out of the way of the anthers (some-
times through the agency of a castrated stamen) until after the
pallen of that flower is all shed. a. g.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

Rocks,"
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interesting feature of the Indianapolis .

oal fields ofi grand scale

, numbering over four hundred.
coaches. They visited at Knightsvillc the iron furnaces of the I

Watson Brothers, wl,,,, thev were sumptuous! v entertained at

I'liiHieou; also three other iron furnaces and s. ver'al eoal mines on
j

,1
" »

l

> < V 1 "
t " U " ! iU ''• U " '

,: ' '« veleomedbvtk
< -'m/'" ! '^ ;i:

'' : frith the usual complimentarv
addresses on both sides. The recent development of the coal
known as bloek coal, de« la^eb. t„ th. in. dli U enT /oal of l'rof I

E.T.Cox,^the State (o,,l,,^i> t of Indian . >, ,. tie nl,ject of m'eat-
hc interest in the excursion. This coal is used in the I

[:

IU sr
.

:i1

,

ln t} "' lr" n furnaces, and is said to be remarkal.lv free

Milphur and phosphorus. The excursion rested at I

• ' t'>wii t £0,000 inhabitants, u hie], m-.miis to have
'

'

l

- " "
•

:'
' ''"!,_..

evening general session at the Opera House. A popular lecture

V."
tu

:
"""jyd U-ntiles was delivered b v Mr. A. Waterhouse

Hawkins. On the following mornim-- I),-" < ,rav delivered a lect-
lirt

:

.."" ,i!t - I'Vi-nli/ation of Flowers by Inserts to a deli-lited

.'
!

I "iter an early dinner, the party returned by special
tram t-. Indianapolis. ^ J

An excursion to Mammoth Cave in Kentucky was the closing
act ot the Association, after the adjournment of the Indianapolis
meeting. J

The Association, after enjoying the public and private hospital!- j

ties of Indianapolis and of the so,
,
laded in

"
'

V .™'.">< idj.o.rnedouth. 2Nt ha „ _ ,,ted eonditionally

, in July, 1872, the final decis-

mittee.
Ihe officers chosen for the next meeting are: President,

plfi, w E SiIITH
'

of Lo«isville, Ky.; Vice-President,
Prof. Alex. Wixcheix, of Ann Arl„„, \i:,| .:" P auont Sec'y,

P^FfTa? L"VHI;IX< - "*' <'andn-;m-... U:^. ;
(General Sec'v,

rf
i

PhL
s
eifi

r

E
'

*

sa,em
'
Ma- ; t™' nv— s

-

vaus'

flJ^ubk2SS£7
the subjects of the papers presented '

and of

!

1. In General Session.
)

2 SrSr*T
,Uri

?
;J,yB -

Waterhouse Hawkins.
rs by Insect Agency; by Asa Grav

3. On true Mus.cal Intonation; by J. D Tillman

;
:,

-.- ^

- .'..; \ ... ...

6' An £amina^n • r!J
n
r
ere8t °f Indiana

•' b^ T- Sterry Hunt.*amuuwion into the Laws ofDevelopment Organic Types; by E. D. Cope-

2. In Section A.—Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry.

w<Jod
Th6 Da!l7 M°ti0n of a Brick To^r caused by Solar Heat; by C GK Bock-

gart.°
n tbe USC °f thfc Zenith Te]escope for determination of Time; by J- & Hit
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3. On the co
; dards for the Fnited

•

ce of the Moon on the Crust of the Earth ; by Clinton Roo-evelt.
al Equivalents

; by S. D. Tillman.
7. On the Tra f Heat; by S. D. Tillman.
8. The Relation between the 1 fciona of the Stars

H. Safford.
by T.

thquake of October, 1870; by Charles Whittlesey.

11. UntheD -trin ti-n <>f the i\ n l.pjst ii « , Minor Planets; by
Erkwood.

H. Longitude Determination across the Continent; by George W. Dean.
15. On the M tual Action of Electric Currents ; by E. B. Elliott.

by H. F. Walling.
I'- The Chen cal Equivalent of JEV.u r: bv II. F. Walling.
18. The co-rel

E. R*. Taylor.

r°

of Boomerang in use among the Mogni Puebla Indians of North

renient of Eggertz's Method of determining Carbon in Ste I; by

21. The Four Great Eras in Modern Astronomy ; by Jacob Ennis.

23. The cause and Light : by Jacob Ennis.
24. The Characfe . bod of the Meteorite that fell o May

21, near Searsmc nt, Maine; by J. La'

in CohahuilafM
the immense masses of Meteon

xico, with the analysis of one recently discovered; by J Law-

26. rionveni 3nt and certain method of regulating a constant level of Water in

of a Laboratory ; by J. Lawrence Smith.

on the Cinnabar and other Minerals from California; by J Law-

28. A new and ready method of making Platinum black ; by J. Lawrence Smith.
29. A ready method of separating the Alkalies, on a large scale, from Lepidolite

;

f • A new and convenient Specific
31. On the Enharmc " "

3 2. On Oblique Microscopic E
»»«; by P. H. Van der Weyde.

33. On the use of the Balance for determining the changes m Atmospheric
"esstire, and the co-efficient of Barometric Correctness; by P. H. Van der Weyde.

and the non-caloric
"

the same ; by P. H. Van der Weyde.
35. On a new

use of fire

;

fcy p. H Yan der Weyde.
36. An application of an exponential function ; by J. E.

Fiekiin.

°

Van der Weyde.

al formulaXAne length of "Curves of Pursuit ;

" by Joseph

3. In Section B.- Geology and Natund Ehtory.

The Monocotyledon the Universal Type of Seeds ;
by Thomas Meel

"
i of Echinoderms from their Micros..

|
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f Chrysopa, ;

ise in the Crystalline

i. Observations on the Common Ground Worm ; by James J.

.
o,.-v, n- nn tin o .1, i i , - <

: I .-, ures, and Ketrocession oi

Is; by George W. Holley.

. Some Questions on Surface Geology; by Frank H. Bradley.

. On the Entozooa pet an B. Fletcher.

0. On the Development of the Tarsal and Carpal Bones in Birds ; by E

1. On the Characteristics of the Primary Groups of the Class of Mami

1 System of Fishe

Neuroptera

by L. S. Burbank.
15. On the relation of Anomia; by Edward S. Morse.
1 6. Contributions to Physiographic and Dynamical Geology ; by Ri
17. On the apparently one-ranked phvli

; by Henry W. Ravenel.
18. On the Geology of Norl la; by Sanborn 1

19. Wester H kCoala; by E. T. Cox.
20. Remarks on the Geo] % n; E. A. Smi

24, 1870; by Joseph Tingley.

22. Remarks .mdstone Group as it occurs u

dersof New \V, ; , James HaB.
- of Nature : of the Organizing Principle, and of Life and 3

ulism; by E. C. Seaman.
25. The Eozoon Limestone of Eastern Mare u huK-tM ' J. B Per

26. Remarks on the Geological Map and Section of :

b..lsamifera, of the Rockv Mountains : i-v < \. C. Swallow.
narks on the Snow Lin ntana; by G. C. Swallo'

the Embryology of Amblystoma lurida of Sager; by P. R. Hoy.

In Subsection E.—Archeology and Ethnology.

ieory on the Nature of the Difference in the Mental Capacity of High v

i of Population in the United States; by J. B. HOg*

Ancient Mount on the h to rt a i 1 i ,vo , . , , „ _ ia

-Microscopy.

Preparations by Sunligh

Condenser, applicable to 1(

3. On a new form of Micro-Telescope ; by 11. H. Ward. „ „
4. Remarks on recent improve! tensers; by R H\?

i of the Electric Induction Spark b
lique Microscopic Illumination, and a new, «

by P. H. Van der Wevde.



Pieces; by R. H.Ward.
10. On the Microscopic Structure of Eozoon Cauadense ; by E. Bicknell.

3. On the relation of the Auroras to Gravitating Currents; by
Plixy Earle Chase, Professor of Physics in liaverford College.
(Read before the American I'lnlo— j-liical Society, .May 5th, 1871.)
—Prof. Loomis's observations of the number oY auroras in each
month of 1869 and 18 70 ( Amer. Jour, of Science, III, 8., i. 309), are
specially noteworthy, both because of the careful accuracy of the
observer, and because they are the first published observations
which funds!) satisfactory data for an approximate determination
ol the laws of auroral distribution.

If the auroras are, as is now generally believed, luminous mani-
festations of tern

-

them for some additional evidence upon the question of the rela-

tion between magnetic and gravitating currents. Messrs. Bax-
endell and Bloxam have already pointed out some resemblances
between hyetal and magnetic curves (see Proc. A. P. S., x, 368),
and if analogous resemblances can be traced between hyetal and
auroral curves, they will be interesting and suggestive.

I have not found' the similarity between the annual distribution
of rain-falls and of auroras sufficiently striking to impress any one
who has not made a special study of the causes of resemblance and
difference. Put, as I have repeatedly urged, currents are subject
to an increased number of >. in proportion
to the sluggishness of their motion, and the time which is conse-

quently required for their formation or change. We may very
reasonably look for analogies between the daily and the annual

auroral or magnetic curves, of a character for which we could hope
to find no parallel in wind, rain, or ocean-ciirr, nt curves.

If we desire, therefore, to find evidence of the joint influence of

solar expansion ai ma, we should look where
u ^ nm.st likely l ie best of the observations

which may be supposed to be fairly comparable. There are sim-

ilar variations of solar attitude, an 1 c > ise4 ie illy increasing and

diminishing solar force, in the day and in the year, but the eilects

ot these variations up, n rhe j
.-. ip - Hon of vapor, are more likely

to be shown in tin ir _ . M i icitv by tin u< ans of observa-

tions at different h .

~
'

i ia
"<1 > seasons of the

{
eai

-

- I know of no published observations of this character at

Xe «' Haven, but there are sun.,. , kI -u 1 ig ovei a long series ot

years at Philadelphia, and at Greenwich, the curves at each sta-

tio» indicating
-

md midnight, and max-
lQia in the morning and evening. The difference of longitude be-

an 2i°, it is not

hkely that there .
pfl6e in the daily rain-curves

vopla,
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in the same maimer as those of rainfall (Proc. A. P.

»., x, 526). Both in the magnetic and in the hyetal phenomena,

the greatest effects accompany the greatest atmospheric changes.

But in the magnetic disturbances the principal maxima occur in

the spring of the year and the morning of the day, while the gen-

eral evaporation is increasing, whereas, in the daily rains at Phila-

delphia, the principal maximum occurs in the afternoon, when

evaporation is diminishing. I have, therefore, compared the mid-

winter ordinate of the auroral with the noon ordinate of the rain

curve, and the midsummer auroral with the midnight hyetal or-

J/\

The auroral observations and the normal ordinates, of the accom

panying curves, are given in the following table. I presume no

one will doubt that the condensation of vapor, which is repre-

sented by the rain curve, is occasioned by the simple operation o

gravitation in blending currents of different temperatures, and
J

see no reason for postulating any different law for the developmen

of electricity and magnetism in the i

I Table ofA
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IY. Miscellaneous Bibliogkaphy.

1. War and the Weather, or the Artificialproduction of Bain;
by Edward Powers, C.E.—The object of this little volume is to

show that rain can be produced by human agency, particularly by
heavy discharges of artillery; and a large number of cases arc

cited in which great battles have been followed by speedy rain.

Six cases of this kind are cited which occurred during our war
with Mexico in 1846 and '47; nine cases of battles or skirmishes

are cited which occurred in 1861 in the war of the rebellion, and
which were followed by rain at no great interval; forty such cases

are cited for 1862: thirty for 180*: tweiitv-cight for 1864; and
six for 1865. Eighteen similar cases are also cited from among
the great battles which have occurred in Europe during the past

century, making a total of 13 7 cases. The author thinks that if

these facts are insufficient to convince, it would be vain to expect

to, do so with a greater number of cases.

To this argument it may be replied that throughout the region

from which his examples' are mainly olhvtcd, rain falls upon an

average once in three days, and probably a little more frequently

;

so that from the conclusion of one rain to the commencement ot

another, the interval is on an average but little over two days.

Sow battles are not usually commenced during a period of ram

;

generally not till some hours : i i t e r 1 1 1 e c o n c 1 u - i rm of a ram. Kain

ought then generally to be expected within about one day alter

the conclusion of a battle. Now the argument of Mr. Fowers is

lame in this point. He take- no pivci>e account of the length ot

the interval between the conclusion of a battle and the commence-

ment of rain; nor does he show that this interval is less than it

Should be if the battle had no influence in the production ot the

™in; and in pan
to his theory, in which rain follows a battle only after a \ery i«»u<.

interval. In order to make the argument complete a much more

careful analysis of the facts is required. It should be detenmnea

from a comparison of a ! r- nmnl «., , t ca^. n cludm- " ' the

battles within a particular circuit, what is the average mfu\ai

between a battle and the next succeeding ram, ami

shown that this U would be if the battle had

no influence in the production of rain. , llnw
.
The simplest ,„ I ^^S^

*g: Determine for all the battles occurrmu w:t ma j.,m uh

circuit what is the average interval between the conclusion of the

rain next preceding a battle and the commencement ot the rain

next following it e for the same region the

^erage internal between t*
be? n0 *g£ £*

occurred. If the former interval should be ^\^Q\}^
than the latter, it would be reasonable to conclude that the oawie

Jad exerted some influence
' ul ot ral"'

Jl.
facts collected by Mr. IW, -arem.t di-r^r* 1 m any ^hmanner

..inion that great battles do

exert some influence in the production of ram, we do not un
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that Mr. Powers has estahlished his proposition in a satisfactory

manner.
With regard to the mode in which a heavy discharge of artillery

might cause rain, we differ widely in opinion from the author of

this hook ; but we are not fairly called upon to assign a reason why

artillery firing causes rain until it has been shown that it does, at

least sometimes, produce such an effect. We should he much

pleased if Mr. Powers, or some other person, would resume the

of this subject in accordance with a truly scientific

method. b. l.

2. Introilvrtnnj !'>,</- hook <f Mef f o,<>(<>!/!/: l,y Alexander

Society. 2 IK pp. I2m.». willi i; p fates. Kdiuhiirgli and London,

whirlwinds, and waterspouts ; aurora boroalis and terrestrial mag-

netism; ozone; optical phenomena; nieleors; weather and storm

warnings. Six of the piat.es contain an exhibition for the globe

of the isobarometrie and isothermal lines; one is asynchronous

weather-chart of Europe for 2d Nov., 1863, at 8 a. m., and one a

similar chart of the West Indies for 1st < let., 1866, at 8 p. M.

Republic. Report of the Commission of i«-

t'uriiislied i»\ the DosuinicHH Government, and the ~r ,-

uver Seventy Will!.-™-: ' „„„,,;**;„„( ,*. 15. F. W.\o
A. D. White, S. G. Howe; Secretary, A. A. Burton.

r. Douglass. 298 pp. 8vo, with a map ol
;

< report^ from the Scientific view ol llu

. W. P. Blake, C. Wright and others. But the time at

the island was too short for thorough exploration.
4. SuH-PirtHft* of llo,-k,, Mo.o.to:,; .V, ,„,-,/, wit h :l d. '>crl]'-

tion of the Geographical and < oojouical features'aud ~

ot tin- koour.as ,,f the -aval West ; containing thirty ph°t0
"

grapliie views ai-mg t ],e lii f the Pacify Kaih'.Kid.
to Sacramento. By F. V.

1870. New York: (Julius Bion). Tin I character of this wc

has already been stated in this Journal,

published in elegant style, the paper ai
best kind; and the photographs exeeile

id printing being of'

}

nt and highly interest"
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ART. XXXIX.—On some Phenomena of Binocular \ >-<nm ; by

Joseph LeConte, Prof. GeoL and Nat Hist, University of

California.*

VI. So-called " images of illusion ;" and the theory of binocular

relief.

,
In a very elaborate paper on binocular vision published in

the Archives des Sciences! for Feb., 1871, which is itself but a

succinct resume of a much more extended memoir soon to be

Published, M. Pictet undertakes to establish on a firm basis the

"natfristic" theon which regards. »rr> ^mdim, point* as congen-

ial and the result of cmatomi'-al -tr»nur<: as opposed to the

"wpiristic" theon' which regards them as the nsuif „t 'V/""'

ence. After summing up the usual arguments and objections

°n each side, he proceeds, as he thinks, to prove the truth of

the former theory bv showing, first, a prion, the consequences

*hich must flow from the admission of this theory; second

that the visual results of certain experiments are precisely what

<* Priori reasoning leads us to expect; and third, that this theory,

» the form in which he maintains it, explains all the more od-

ious phenomena of binocular vision.
.

. ,

The one strikingly new thought in M. Pictet s memoir is the

supposed existence of " images of illusion " in every act
.

.t \ won.

Mis it is which follows, he thinks, from the admission of the

jativistic theory; it is this which he attempts to prove by all

^s experiments • it is by means of this that he solves all the
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vexed questions of binocular vision. Now while I believe the

evidence is overwhelmingly in favor of the nativistic theory,

i. e., the congenital existence of corresponding points, yet I feel

perfectly confident that the existence of M. Pictet's images of

illusion, from their very nature, cannot be proved; and that

all the phenomena which he adduces as proof may be easily

I by the known laws of binocular vision. Passing i >vef,

id' ivr'-.iv. the many interesting questions touched upon in M.

Pictet's very suggestive paper, I will confine myself wholly to

M. Pictet's illusive images ; my sole object being to rescue the

theory of binocular vision from the confusion into which it has

been thrown by the introduction of this new idea.

In order to account for single vision with two eyes. MoBer

: that the nerve fibers which terminate peri}
•'

i

i«l.-i.-i.-iil points of the retinae (corr<«,»<ndiuy fibers) :n

iuse,l into one fiber, or terminate centrally in one brain cell M.

Pictet admits that the nativistic theory is by no means depend-

ent on this assumption—the existence'of corresponding or iden-

tical points as a congenital fact, by whatsoever structural con-

trivance effected, being all that is contemplated by this theory-
yet all his reasonings are based upon, and all his .-\

'I to prove, an alliance between eulTCS|H -n

1
to the fusion of Miiller. For M. Pictet, correspond-

ing fibers under all conceivable circiun>f;mccs Mum- Hk>, ;U! ' 1

therefore are substantially, a single bifurcating fiber. Assumii
an anatomical structure equivalent to fusion of correspond-

ing fibers into one in the brain, M. Pictet proceeds to show

that, by the well-known physiological law which refers all im-

pressions on the nerve centers to the peripheral extremities of w
tierve fibers, an impression made upon any point of one ret>™*\

being carried to the brain, would thence be necessarily referred

back to both extremities of the Infiltrating fiber, i. e.,"&> corra-

ponding points of both, retinae. Therefore, if luminous rays from

an object impress the retina of one > y,, the impression transmit-

ted to the brain must be referred back equally to both eyes, pro-

ducing two identical external images in the field of view; the one

a true image produced by the luminous impression on the retina

of one eye, the other an "image of illusion '—a, subjective or

spectral image—reflected from the r,,;,,t »i allium within toe

brain to the retina of the other eye. According to M. P*
therefore,

see objects with both e ups : for there'is a true itna-c helongi
the open eye and an illusive image to the closed eye. 1

two images are identical and seen at the same place. Stereos-
effects are not observable in monocular v^mn onlv be<i not observable in monocular

images we perfectly identical and perfectly i
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It is easy to see, from the perfect identity and the inseparable
union of the true and illusive images, how difficult, nay, even
impossible and therefore futile, to attempt to prove the existence
of the latter. Nevertheless, M. Pictet details several experi-
ments which, he thinks, prove beyond doubt the existence of
such illusive images in every act of vision. I wish to show that
the phenomena of M. Pictet's experiments may be explained
without resorting to illusive images. Before doing so, however,
[find it necessary to state very concisely certain general prin-

ciples of binocular vision which I shall use in their explanation,
referring the reader to my previous papers for a fuller statement
and proof. Throughout t lis paper I -hall refer back to these

principles by means of the numerals affixed.

1. The impressions produced by luminous retinal images are

transmitted to the brain and, by a psychological law, are pro-

jected outward into the external world and seen there as exter-

nal images. Each eye has its own field of view crowded with its

oun images. As these images are usually seen double, it will

often be convenient to regard them not as objects but as external

images, the signs of objects. Only when the two images formed
by the same object are superposed do we see the object single

:'i"W/< its true position. This takes place when the luminous

images fall on ,-,., ,-*,,>,wlin-j points. The two retinal images on
corresponding points are seen externally as a single image or

object. It is true this may be regarded as really a single image

—the sign of the /nsinn or tin- nerve fibers. But since we can move
about the two images of the same object, bring them near to-

gether, unite them partly or unite them wholly, as we please

;

and since, moreover, we can even take images of dijfr, ,.r .>bj.-. ts

:i "l superpose them, and if they be similar, unite them so as to

appear as out object, it is better, because it more easih explains

visual phenomena, to regard single binocular vision as the result

oi the >/,,„ ,•,,„„//,,„ ,./ two images.
2. In binoenlar vision with the optic axis parallel, as in

gazing at a distant object, the whole field of view and al

1,„| J- th, jsil I, parts of tin face, are shifted

V the right eye a half interocular space to the left, and by the

kft eye the same distance to the right, without altering the rel-

ive position,.! ..it-, so that the two eyes ami their visual

Jroes seem to unite to form a sin Jl1 a sm9k
""'ddf mi i;,„ al,,,,,. v.hi< li the eye seems to look. Any line,

r°dorpla,„ \s doubled

,mes two lines, rods or planes, parallel

to each other. , I mm, at. I bv a space exactly equal to the

^terocular space Between the t\\ o noses and bet ,\ een the two

the combined eyes seem to look

°ut along the ,-..!h!.!m. ;d visual lines upon the distant object.
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Of course, by this shifting of the two fields all objects are simi-
larly doubled.

Thus in binocular vision the two eyes seem actually to be
superposed and corresponding points to coincide. This appar-
ent combination of the eyes and their visual lines is the neces-
tttry result of the existence of corresponding points. Images
on corresponding points are seen single; all objects in the two
usua! lllus )1!,| >t impress roiTcspmidiiiu points; therefore the

Qss themselves, if they were visible lines, would be seen
S1 u -

t

•*-•
r

l

l

J'is ran take place only by coml ,i

mfflt visual line.

3. In turning the eyes in any direction without altering their

convergence objects seem <tationarv. and the visual lines seem to

move and sweep over them. But when we turn the two eyes
in opposite directions, as in strong convergence, then the visual

stationary (i. e., we seem to look in the same direction),
and all obr<tsn, ,,!>/,,, i}U <.u/e» .,,,„ tu ,„,„, ;n u direction contrary

4
' - jtual motion of the eye; the whole field of view of each eve

i images rotates about the optic center i

with all i

i iy and strongly converging the eyes upon an
point near at hand, and at the same time watehino the move-

of the eye. This is plainly

ments of the more'distant ims
the right eye with all its images will be seen to rotate to
right and of the left eye to the left, i. e., homonymously. 1

images of all objects as they are swept successively by the vis
lines of the two eyes are brought successively in front and
perposed. If we could turn our eyes outward, the fields I

their images would move heteronymously. This is seen t

tent in the a of falling to sleep.*
turned outward, therefore, the two visual lines are

united in front, and objects on the visual lines are brought in

front and superposed. This i, tin- .,..,,>sm .vmiIi
erties ot corresponding points; but I have also proved it by
observations made upon persons whose eyes in a perfectly f»*
sive state turned slightly outward. *

Inns there are two apparent movements of the -

-hed by the eyes in binomhr virion • Nt a sW" 1

/
" ;

each Held heteronymous^ a half iut. I.-.Y s,,',e, 'this ,s i
A

^nl would..
I ,tse|f,loul'leall objects Liete-

dy
;
2d, in ocular convergence, a rotation of each ticM

aoout the optic center homonymously. The necessaEc
„
e
,7,liTtTvernts are: (a

>
*iat the two ima^ ol

'

'"J'°"" -dand the object i

- - *w side the point of sight are do " '

objects beyond the point of sight *
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the point of sight, and onward 1

Let us now, in the light of these facts, examine M. Pictet's

rill pass over for the present what he seems to

i of these will make all that follows clear.

If we hold up a finger before the eyes, and gaze at the wall
on the opposite side of the room, two heteronymous images of
the finger will be seen separated by a space nearly equal to the

interocular space. As a question of geometry this is sufficiently

explained by the different parallactic position of the finger as

seen by the two eyes ; as a question of binocular vision, by the

shifting of the fields of view of the two eyes heteronymously as

already explained (2).

But the images are transparent. M. Pictet lays much stress

011 this. It is. he savs, "an essential point which we have not

found in works on optical phvsioh>g\ "
I p. 105). He explains

it as follows : There is a part' of the wall which sends no lu-

minous rays to the right eye (viz : that covered by the right-

" lUiMiii
i hut tin.- part lntpre.-e- the lett e\>-. and this nn

pressionis propagated to the rid it eve and perceived by it at

' "~~ i place as an illusive image. "The finger, therefore, will

ot course applies to the left-eve image of the finger, i

transparent, according to M. Pictet, because the left eye sees

the wall behind it by means of an illusive image propagated

from the right eye. Now our explanation is entirely different

;

and we cannot but. think that the transparency of double images

have been so little noticed by writers only because their ex-

planation seemed so obvious. Our explanation is as follows:

part is concealed from

: nothing fronWAe observer.
eye image conceals nothing from the right eye, and the left-eye

page nothing from the left eye, and therefore the parts covered

°y these images must be seen, by the corresponding eye, by

means of illusive images ; but we say, a part of the wall is con-

cealed from the ri-rht eve i viz: that up. -.11 which the right-eye

unage falls), but this part is visible to the left eye ;
similarly, a

Part of the wall is concealed from the left eye, but this part is

Visible to the right. M. Pictet savs. every part of the wall is
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seen by each eye, either by true or by illusive images
; we say,

every part of the wall is seen, not by each eye, but by the bi-

nocular observer ; not some parts by true and some by illusive
images, but only by true images.

If instead of a finger we use a screen several inches wide
(wider than the mterocular space), then the double images will

not entirely separate. They will slide over each other bete-

ronyniously through a space equal to the interocular space (2).

1 he overlapping area will be opaque because it covers a portion
ot the wall concealed from both eyes ; the rest will be transpar-

t
ent. The visual result is tvptv-

sented by fig. 1, in which SS is

the right-eye image of the screen,

S' S' the left-eye image, and S' S

the overlapping area. These

facts are more completely repre-

sented by my method in figs. 2
*' and 3, ofwhich fig. 2 represents

the actual relation of parts, and fig. 3 the visual result. In fig.

2, E and L are the right and left eye respectively, n the nose,

till
- II

lines, S S the screen. Fig-. 3

will readily explain itself if the reader will call to mind that in

au my figures representing visual results ,-apitals represent
combined images, small italics right-eve im;,,!-,
italics left-eye images. If now the optic axes be
converged, as already explained (3), these heteronymous images
will slide over each other homonymously, making the opaque
area larger and larger, and the transparent margins smaller and
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smaller, until when the point of sight is at the screen, fig. 4,

then the images will completely unite, and the screen become en-

tirely opaque. This is shown in the visual result, fig. 5.

If next we use two fingers, one of each hand,

;

the wall, we will see fi

mate or set - ",ril tin' ny.. middle images

unite; we will have three images, the middle one <

;/

other two transparent. The reason is obvious. The middle

one is opaque because a portion of the wall is •
-mealed by it

from both eyes. This portion of the wall is concealed from the

right eye by the right finger, and from the left eve by the left

finger
; but it is the right-eye image of the right finger and the

left-eye image of the left finger which unite to form the middle

...... , :, • :>:_! •
'

. ^

'- -\' '

- '

to the left, and the left-eve image of the right finger to the right

ho-th transparent. In binocular vision. >T ,;,-,-

opaque objects are always opaque, while single images are always

^T?e
a

principles (I, 2, 3) laid down in the early part of this

paper, together with the expla

<t given, furnish, we believe, the key to all M. Pv* -

,K We will make the application only to those

Waich he thinks most conclusive of the existence oi inn

images. We will first give his experiments and his conclusi

as fairly as we can, and then will proceed to give our own expla-

nation. The following experiments M. Pictet thinks conclusive

Place an opaque screen S (fig. 6) against ^.nose«inthe

median plane of sight, in such wise that the object A may be
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C across theseen by both eyes. Now place a second
visual line A R of the right eye, so as to intercept rays from

6 .

the object A to the right eye. Neverthe-
" object A will be seen apparently

the opaque screen C, which will

", appear transparent, and may even

j

be drawn in outline with accuracy on the

b exactly where the visual line of the

j

right eye pierces the screen—exactly where, if

the screen were transparent ground glass, we

would see it with the right eye, and might

trace its outline. M. Pictet thinks this tk-

|

solutely inexplicable, except on the assump-

ion that an illusive imn-v is •<

it A by the right eye; and that it is this

hat we" draw in outline on the screen at b,

he screen being transparent because the u-

usive image is seen beyond.
ButM. Pictet gives another experiment

vhich he thinks still more conclusi re. <
>n

l sheet of paper lying on the table place a

piece of money ; then place a screen upright on the right side

of the money, and let the face of the observer be broug

7. upon the screen, so that the latter

being in the median line shall in-

tercept the view of the riyht '.'/'•

Nevertheless, says M. Pictet, "on

the regard upon the

piece of money, we see that the

vertical screen appears transparent

Ne see the image of illusion of

right eye move gradually to*

1 the right, traverse the line of

of the screen and the

i table, and come to project itselt
•

other side upon the paj-er.

I where we may trace its outline

correctly. To represent these facts more clearly I give the

fig. 7. In this figure R and L are the two eyes, pP
the sheet of paper, A the money in the direction of the visual

line of the left eye, SS the median screen, AR the visual

line of the right eye when we look at the piece of money
A and seem to see it through the screen, Rb the visual line of
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the right eye when the optic axes become parallel, and b, exactly

wJu re 'the visual line of the right eye pierces the paper, the place

where the outline of the piece may be traced. The image

moves to the right or left according to the position of the optic

axes, being always where the visual line pierces the paper.

But "the most advantageous position of the optic axes, ' says

M. Pictet, "is parallelism, for it is that which removes thefarthest

the image of illusion from the real image." I wonder that M.

Pictet did not reflect that, being on corresponding points, by
his own principle the image of illusion, if any, cannot be separated

from the real image; and that there is in fact but one image seen.

But furthermore, if a convex lens be placed across the visual

line of the right eye R b, the image at b will not be affected, but

ng we make of the image will be found as much smaller

than the money as the lens magnifies ; showing that the image

is not magnified but the drawing is magnified, and therefore, }f.

Pictet thinks, that the image of the money
while the image of the paper and of tfie tracing is real If, how-

ever, the lens be placed before the left eye, the image is magni-

fied because, thinks M. Pictet, this image is the illusive right-

eyefacsimile of the magnified real image of the left eye.

One more step of M. Pictet's proof. By keeping both eyes

open, objects in the microscopic field may actually be drawn

with accuracy on a sheet of paper placed on one side of the

microscopic tube. Or, still better, if a stereoscopic ca n

a picture on one half and the other half blank, be placed in the

stereoscope, we may trace the picture on the blank half.

cording to M. Pictet's view, the light ] ,

this impression is propagated as an illusive image to the other

eye, and thrown on the paper just where the visual line pierces it.

Such are the most important experiments upon which M.

Pictet bases his belief in the existence of illusive images. 1

have been familiar with all these phenomena for many years
;

I have also often used the method of tracing microscopic objects

recommended by him; but my explanation is wholly different.

K M. Pictet's view be correct; and if in the experiments de-

tailed we actually trace the outline of an illusive image belonging

to the right eye, then where is the true image belongmg to the

left eye? We see but one image. M. Pictet, in accordance

with his principles (although he forgets them in the passage

quoted above), ought to answer, that being on corresponding

Points the two images are r*
why c»U tut

image we outline an image'of illusion? The truth .,m every

case, we trace the outline of the true image seen by the ^teye

although by the principles laid down in the early port on of

this paper, or by the properties of corresponding points, we

draw the outline at a different place from the object
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Art. XL.—On the position and height of the elevated Plateau

which the Glacier of New England, in the Glacial era, had Us

origin ; by James D. Dana.

The existence of a region of high elevation in northern

America as the source of a continental glacier in the Glacial

era has often been assumed, but rather because the glacier

theory was lame without it than as a result of special research

with respect to the extent and location of such a region. I do

not propose, at the present time, to treat the subject continen-

tally, but simply to discuss the question as to the origin of the

New England glacier. If I mistake not, however, t

sion, so far as it goes, meets the requirements of the c<

question, while it proves that the idea of one central glacier

source for the continent is without foundation.

1. Position nf t}„ , hrat> '/ plateau.—In my paper of last month,

on the " Valley Movements of Glaciers," (p. 233) I mentioned

the fact, from the observations of the Vermont Geological bur-

vey, that the glaeiul serati-hes on Camel's Hump, Mt. Mans-

course of about S. 50° E.* In the White Mountains, 70 miles

to the south of east (S. 75° E.), the direction of the scratches

near the Lake of the Clouds, on the north side of Mt. Monroe,

is, as I am informed by Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, at points from

5000 to at least 5200 feet above the sea, in different pl**9

S. 34° E. and S. 54° E. (S. 20° E. and S. 40° by comi
the north side of Mt. Clinton, 4430 feet high, (one of the White

Mountain series of summits about 17 miles west of Mt. "Wasa-

ington), near top, S. f>0
3

K. S. :.t V, : ;,wl on the south peak

of Mount Clinton, at a level of 4320 feet, S. 54° E. He ob-

serves further that boulders occur at a height of 5800 feet on

the north side of Mt. Washington, f
These scratches, and others crossing the Green Mountains,

could not have been made with the land of North America at

Elevated land must have existed to the nortn,

work of glaciers. Moreover, these scratchesif :!.,
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on the higher summits of New England, must point approx-
imately toward the region of elevated land, or the great Icy
Plateau, as we may call it, on whose slopes the movement of
the glacier originated.

This seat of power in the era of ice was not the Adiron-
dacks ; for these stand (as will be seen on any map of North
America, and oven a map of the World) much too far to the

tottth. The scratches point over Lake Champlain and the low
lolls and plains beyond, and across the St. Lawrence. On the
other side of this river lies the large valley of the Ottawa, and it

is almost exaetlv in their direction ; and the prevailing trend of
the scratches tlin m-h its h >\ver half is about S. 45° E. Accord-
ing to the table in Logan's Eeport for 1863 (p. 890), this is the
course at Ottawa City, Hull, Rideau River at Stegman's Rapids,
and Horton near Renfrew village south of the Ottawa. At
Allumettes Lake, the course S. 25° E. was found; but this

locality is higher up the stream, and the course may well have
been due to some local influence. There can be no doubt
that, if the Glacial era was a glacier era, the Ottawa valley ice

«'as a pan of the same -Teat ice-stream with that which crossed

the Green Mountains, but a portion nearer the source.

The Ottawa valley, including that of Montreal River (which
has the course of the Ottawa and is its western head-tributary),

extends to a point nearly 500 miles in an air-line from Mt.

Ntniistiolrl, and 570 from the White Mountains, with an average

trend of S. 65° E. But the source of Montreal River was not

the source of the glacier movement; for the course of the

scratches in the Ottawa, instead of corresponding with the

tlt-iL.l uf the \alle\. k as Stated. S. 45 K. The -latches point,

therefore, to the eastward of the western source of the Ottawa,

and at least as far east as the region northeast of Lake Temis-

camang (the main source of the waters of the Ottawa), on
the watershed between the St. Lawrence valley and Hudson's% The scratches of the White Mountains and Green Moun-
tains and those of the lower part of the Ottawa valley point

alike toward this area.
, , . .

It follows that the Icy Plateau, whence the great glacier took

either about this part of the

i

rhe^amcduvcti.m further to the north-

West
; and since the line of the serateiies. if earned farther to

the northwest, would strike Hudson's Bay, or its western

Wer, it is probable that this watershed was the actual

This view accords with the g " tlon *n

^e scratches about Temiscamang Lake, they varying, ac.-oru-

|*g to Logan, from S. 78° E. to S. 7° W., the lea-

hemg found on the west side of the Lake ; the observation* are,
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S. 18° E., S. 14° E, S. 1° B., S. 7° W.
The courses of the scratches on the heights of northern Maine

(S. 59° E. on Mt Abraham, 0. H. Hitchcock) also favors this

conclusion. Again, in the part of Canada, north of northeastern

Maine, on the" .Madawaska River, about Temiscouata Lake.

Logan found scratches trending S. 54° E., S. 52° E., S. 55° E.,

S. 66° E., S. 48° E., S. 60° BM (with one of S. 27° E. I :
and th-*-

courses, if the form of the surface has not increased the easting,

would point to the same watershed and the part lying between

Temiscamang and Mistissinn\ I akes 1> it in m v Hi , ."' t
"

i

"

these lines continued would strike into Hudson's Bay, an A tins

is n.lilitional proof that the high land was along the v.

Again, the courses of the scratches in western New York

and on Lake Huron and Lake Nipissing (northeast of Lake

Huron and south of Lake Temiscamang), have cons

westing. On the north shore of Lake Huron the course is

mostly S. 13°-22° W., according to Logan ; on the Georgian

Bay (northeastern side of Lake Huron), S. 37°^i5° YV.
;

at

the southeast bay of Lake Nipissing, S. 35° W ; in western

New York, S. 35° W., according to Hall. This prevalent west-

ing points toward the same region northeast of Lai.

camang along the Canadian watershed, and seems to shut on

from consideration regions farther north or west.

Taking into view all the observations here cited, we ma y o .»-

elude with much confidence that the region of greatest •

''

tion along the watershed, or that of the Icy Plateau,

uated between Lake Temiscamang and Lake Mistissin

that its trend was consequently northeast and southwest, tnis

being nearly that of the watershed between the lakes—a tren

just right for a southeast movement of the ice.
f

Over the higher parts of the Green Mountains.
Vermont, the amount of easting in the scratches

southward, their direction being S. 40°-45° E. in no

Massachusetts ; about S. 30° E. in southeastern Massachusetts,

and about S. 25° E. in Connecticut and in eastern New YorK

adjoining. These directions correspond well with the posits

assigned to the Icy Plateau. But as the Adirondacks he b<
y

tween the two, it 'is not possible to say how far the courses m»J

have been dependent upon these New York mountains.
2. -Height of the Icy Plateau above the sea.—Uhe higher sum

mite of the Green- Mountains are, according to Guyot, between

ML Mansfield. Killington Peak. .... , - -,»,!•. of Mt. Mans-

field and east of B
average height of the range, aceoniinu t.. ;ii.'- -anie authority.

l
~
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about 3500 feet
' The distance from Mt Mansfield to south-

eastern Massachusetts is about 200 miles. The scratches of

this mountain point southeastward toward the upper Merri-

mack valley ; and those of this valley and of the adjoining

region, down this valley in the direction of Boston Bay ; and
to this bay the distance from the summit of Mt. Mansfield is

but 175 miles. Still, taking 200 miles as the length of the

old glacier from Mt. Mansfield to the sea, and 3500 feet as the

average height of the Green Mountains in Vermont, the average

rate of descent in the land is 17£ feet a mile, and 20 feet a mile

from the summits of the higher peaks. This was consequently

' ; "'.- nut «>1 -lnpe that ..ntnbiitcd toward the ]

to average
above the

i the Green Mountains, and to have abraded their highest

summits and also scored surfaces on the White Mountain-

full 5200 feet above the sea, the propelling slope, or th«

Icy Plateau, must have certainly been higher than 5200 feet

We cannot assume that the rate of descent from the top of the

[ <•> Plateau to the 5200 foot level on the White Mountains, a

distance of about 400 miles, was as great as seventeen feet a mile

;

but we may reasonably infer it to have been at least fi

Tins mtP tor 40o miles would make the height of the Plateau

s 6400 feet. The watershed is now about 1500 feet

i sea ; accordingly, the average height of this region

should have been at least 4900 feet greater than now.

A grade of two feet a mile would diminish this estimate 400

feet, making the required average height of the Icy Plateau

6000 feet.

The facts, therefore, demonstrate that this Canadian watershed

was greatly higher—at least 4500 feet on an average—than at

present It is'not supposed, or supposable, that the region was

the course of a range of crested mountains that have since been

way. No facts connected with glacial denudation, or

rant assump-

tion. All that the case demands is simply a bending upward ol

the surface over a wide area through a general continental

movement of the crus I

' ue
1?°J

Ul
;

and such we mav believe it to have been. Similar oscillations

of surface upward, and again downward, have taken place

through all geological time, and they are still in progress; and

- have detected them on some sea -shores where tnere

r. 1 water-level for comparison. ..

Moreover, the work of lifting continents and raismgmoun-

tain chains went forward on a stupendous scale over
£
urope,

Asia, and both Americas, through the whole era ol tne xer-

- "

"ater upward movement in the hu>V-r Luting

followed on as the close of the long series, all
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for
V^fU^ elevations

>
as well as the last, being in preparation

Such an upward bending is no more improbable than the
i bending which the Iceberg theory of the drift assumes

to have taken place ; and even less so, since the latter must have
been greater in vertical change of level, and also vastly wider— +" from north to south ; and moreover such an event
would have been out of joint with the times, tending t

rate instead of giving arctic vigor to the climate. And further,

f^nPT 0ut manJ Jears since, (this Journal, II, vii, 379,
1«4»,) there is independent proof of a high-latitude elevation
ot the continent during the Glacial era, in the fact that the drift

- are also fiord latitudes,—the fiords occupying valleys
of erosion by fresh water or ice, which could have been made
only when the land was far above the present level.

~ aib;
lgmg of the crust in an

.y region to a height of 4,500 or
o,000 feet above its present level would have carried up the
part of the continent adjoining to a greater or less extent. If
the above use of fiords is right, they may help us, wherever
they occur, m arriving approximately at the amount of eleva-
tion m the Glacial era along sea borders. From the depth of
those of Maine—mostly 100 to 150 feet—we thus learn that
the land along this coast was at least 150 feet higher than now,
and probably 200 feet. Other facts lead us to believe, as stated
by the writer m his paper on the Geology of the New Haven
region, (Mem. Acad. Conn, ii, p. 45,) that southern New Eng-
land was 100 to 150 feet above its present level. Hence, the
coast line of New England would have been much <

ward by the change of level. Long Island Sou. d .-M have
been reduced to a narrow chani

; joined to

Connecticut to which it geographically belongs. St. Lawrence
gay would have been greatly contracted, and the St. Lawrence
Kiver lengthened seaward over part of its present site. Lake
Unamplain would have poured its waters down the valley of the

±iudson
;
and, as others have shown, Lake Michigan down the

Mississippi valley.

oJ
rhe

.

e
i
evati

?
n of New Eng]and would have increased in

amount trom the southern shore northward, and from the south-

ti wun0rSWestward, toward the Icy Plateau. Consequently
tne White Mountains, Mr. \[ ; ,„sti,!d ami < >ther Green Mountain
peats and the Adirondacks of northern New York, would
probably have stood at least 500 feet above their present leveL
it so, it is necessary, in order to have the slope of one averaging

Jia f+ lee feetina mile, that as much at least should be
added to the average height of the great northern Icy Plateau,
which would make it 6,500 to 7,000 feet

it the Lev Ph.t.-tm. ; lM( , t ,| .,r kin,- -ilono- the watershed,
was situated to the north and northwest of it, son,_
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central or northern North America, the height must have been
greater in proportion to the remoteness.

3. The movement of the Glacier.—The great glacier moved
southeastward (the Icy Plateau trending northeastward) down
the valley of the Ottawa and the slopes east of it, and marked
its course deeply in the subjacent rocks. But on nearing the

St. Lawrence, the lower part of its mass yielded to the impulse
of gravity according with the slopes of this transverse valley, so

that along this valley only southwest scratches were made, as

facts show. Yet, the upper part of its mass continued on its

first course, and, in northern New York and Vermont, and over

southern Canada adjoining the latter State, the southeastward

moving ice again touched bottom and resumed its work of abra-

sion. This is precisely parallel to what happened to the gla-

cier, as I have shown, in its passage across the Connecticut

River valley. In each case the valley determined the move-
ment along' its course of an under portion of the glacier, while

the upper portion, spanning the valley, continued the grander

movement initiated in the lev Plateau, and favored by the gen-

eral slope of New England. The great glacier, 6,000 to 8,000

feet in thickness, ha.l no dillicultv in keeping on its course ac-

cording to the general slope of the land, and, at the same time,

m following underneath the larger valleys or even many of the

local slopes. It could not do otherwise. Icebergs in a conti-

nental sea, on the contrary, would have been puzzled to find all

cross currents needed to help them along the valleys,

up hill and down, and through all points of the compass.

4. One cause of the cold of the Glacial ent in X»rth America,—

Increase in the extent and height of high-latitude lands may
well stand as one cause of the cold of the American Glacial

era. This rising of the land of northern Canada into a -rear

plateau, at least as high as the summit of Mt. Washington, with

the less elevation of wide regions north and south as a part oi

the great swell of the surface, and with the simultaneous eleva-

tion of other, perhaps higher, plateaus over the more northern

and northwestern portions of the continent, and all a sequel to

the majestic uplifts of the Tertiary, would have made a Glacral

period for North America, whatever the position of the eclip-

tic, or whatever the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, though

more readily of course if other circumstances favored. Having

the most elevated land of eastern North America along the re-

gion pointed out, the courses of 1
.,-tn tuition

of moisture would have been different from the present. Can-

ada being then on the seaward slope of the high land instead

of, as now, on the landward slope, could not have had its com-

paratively dry climate with only an annual fall of 30 inches of

moisture."
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5. Epochs of the Quaternary in North America.—In view of the

facts with regard to the elevated northern lands of the Glacial

era here set forth—facts if Glaciers had anything to do with ft*

Glacial phenomena—the epochs of the Quaternary, before de

duced by the writer, come out in great boldness.

The movement of the Glacial era carried the northern

lands upward, at least 5,000 feet above their present level in

northern Canada, and probably as much or more over the

higher latitudes to the west and north.

Then followed a slowly progressing subsidence—the great char-

acteristic of the Champlain era—which ultimately sank the

same lands even to a greater extent than they had been raised,

placing the valley of the St Lawrence, about Montreal, c

movement, or as it progressed, began the melting of the glacier;

but the era continued, as proved by elevated beaches full of

shells and other deposits, long after the melting ceased. During

it. owing to the larger amount of subsidence to the north, north

and south rivers had their slope greatly diminished, and in some

places leveled out entirely for long distances ; and owing to the

vast depositions of drift, rivers, like Niagara, sometimes had

their channels obstructed and were forced to begin new our-.

while other water-courses of the Glacial era were wholly cut oil.

as ri
' i-oni the Cham plain Like down the H iidson valley.

Alterward the return movement, that of the Tec
followed, placing the land iinally at its present level, leading

thus to a deepening of river channels, and thereby to the mak-

in
.-\'; ! the river ami lake terraces that cover the continent.
The fact of these grander movements which mark the three

er
;

is 'l"< ls not preclude the possibility of minor local oscillations

of level during their progress.

Art. XLL— Variatio?is in the Temperature of the Human Body;
by B. F. Craig, M.D. (Read before the Phil. Soc. of Wash-
ington).

It is well understood that the temperature of the human
body is kept approxi. uteh uniform under very various exter-

nal conditions by a system of physiological compensations,
and at the same time, it is not doubted that a certain amount
of warming and of chilling does take place in spite of those

compensations. r r

In disease we have occasionally depressions of the tempera-
ture below the normal standard of 98.°4 Fak, and frequ^i
considerable elevations above it—a rise of 2° 4°, or even 6
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not much felt by the patient himself. In mild
ver and in tubercular consumption, the heat of the body will

often be found 1£° or 2° above the standard of health, while no
sense of unusual heat, and sometimes no bodily discomfort of

any kind, is felt by the sick man. Even in the more serious

fevers, where the temperature goes up to 102°, 104°, or higher,

there is not always a sense of increased heat proportioned to

the disturbance of temperature : and moreover, the state of the

temperature is governed mainly by the severity of the disease,

and not by such external circumstances as the heat of the

weather and the amount of clothing.

The great and long continued heat of the summer of 1870
gave me an opportunity, which seems unlikely to recur during
the present summer, of investigating on myself to what extent

the temperature of the healthy body was liable to rise under
the influence of oppressively warm weather.
In the course of my experiments the highest temperature

that I found was that of 99° -7 Fak At this temperature I felt

quite unpleasantly overheated, but not as much so as I would
have been if instead of spending the morning indoors, I had

been exposed to the rays of the sun in the open air. When
the temperature of my body was below 99° I never felt uncom-

fortably hot In fact; I satisfied myself by repeated trials, that

a temperature of 99° 2 must be reached before the sensation of

suffering from heat comes on.

During the hottest weather, I was able, by the prolonged use

of the shower bath, to reduce my temperature to 97 1. If,

while at or about this temperature, I went into the street in the

middle of a very hot dav, the greatness of the heat was plainly

sation but not as a cause of discomfort, as a

m cool weather might feel the glow of a furnace near which he

was standing without being distressed by it. In fact until my
temperature had risen to 99°, I merely perceived how hot it was

tng troubled by it. ,

It would thus appear that the discomfort we ieel in hot

feather is not from the impression of heat on the surface, but

from the secondary effect of the heating up of the whole body

;

or rather, it is only when the heat of the whole body has risen

nearly 1° Fah. that a check of the surface cooling begins to be

unpleasant.
, , .

Very great elevations of temperature have been observed in

sun stroke or heat aooolexv That in all such cases the heat

of the bodv ri--- •fore alarming symptom?
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sons supposed to be on the verge of apoplexy from excessive
heat, may be pointed out as scientific desiderata.

In the Philos. Trans, for 1792 are to be found some curious
experiments by Dr. James Currie, on the cooling of the human
body by cold baths. He carried the reduction of temperature

and this i

the heat of the body could 1

with safety. It is to be hoped that some one may supplera
these researches by experiments in the direction of the elevat
or the animal temperature.

ART. XLIL—Preliminary Catalogue of the bright lines in the Spec-

trum of the Chromosphere; by C. A. Young, Ph.D., Professor
of Astronomy in Dartmouth College.

The following list contains the bright lines which have been
observed by the writer in the spectrum of the chromosphere
within the past four weeks. It includes, however, onlv those

which have been seen twice at least ; a number observed on
one occasion (Sept. 7th) still await verification.

Ihe spectroscope employed is the same described in the Jour-
nal of the Franklin Institute for November, 1870; but certain

important modifications have since been effected in the instru-

ment. The telescope and eollimat ,r have each a focal length
ot nearly 10 inches, and an aperture off of an inch. The
pnsm-train consists of five prisms (with refracting angles of

55 ) and two half-prisms. The light is sent twice through the

whole series by means of a prism of total reflection at the end
ol the train, so that the dispersive power is that of twelve

automatic; ie, the different portions of the spectrum
brought to the center of the field of view by a movement
which at the same time also adjusts the prisms.

'

ihe telescope to which the spectroscope is attached is the

new H,quatoreal recently mounted in the observatory of the

College by Alvan Clark & Sons.
It is a very perfect specimen of the admirable optical work-

manship of this celebrated firm, and has an aperture oftM
inches, with a focal length of 12 feet

In the table the first column contains simply the reference num-
ber. An asterisk denote tW f^ km .«&Li u„ uw no well

'

''

V.
\ m \

nVn
^\
nm^ distinctly divides the strong i:

at 1961 of Kirchhoff's scale, and separates B (not b)
three components. Of course it easily shows everything thai

appears on the spectrum maps of Kirchhoff and Angstrom
Ihe adjustment for "the position of minimum deviation I
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•eliminary Catalogue of Chromospheric Lima.
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The second column gives the position of the line upon the

scale of Kirchhoff's map—determined by direct comparison
with the map at the time of observation. , In some cases an in-

terrogation mark is appended, which signifies not that the exist-

ence of the line is doubtful, but only that its precise place could

not be determined, either because it fell in a shading of fine

lines, or because it could not be decided in the case of some

close double lines which of the two components was the bright

one
; or finally because there were no well marked dark lines

near enough to furnish the basis of reference for a perfectly

accurate determination.
The third column gives the position of the line upon Ang-

strom's normal atlas of the solar spectrum. In this column an

occasional interrogation mark denotes that there is some doubt

asto the precise point of Angstrom's scale corresponding to

Kirchhoff's. There is considerable difference between the two

maps, owing to the omission of many faint lines by Angstrom,
and the want of the fine gradations of shading observed by

Kirchhoff, which renders the coordination of the t

5 difficult, and makes the atlas of Kirchhoff far supe-

rior to the other for use in the observatory.
The numbers in the fourth column are intended to denote

the percentage of frequency with which the corresponding
lines are visible in my instrument. They are to be regarded as

only roughly approximative ; it would of course require a much

longer period of observation to furnish results of this kind

worthy of much confidence.
In the fifth column the numbers denote the relative brilliance

of the lines on a scale where 100 is the brightest and 1 the

faintest. These numbers also, like those in the preceding col-

umn, are entitled to very little weight.
The sixth column contains the symbols of the chemical sub-

stances to which, according to the maps above referred to, the

lines owe their origin.

There are no disagreements between the two authorities; m
a majority of cases, however, Angstrom alone indicates the ele-

ment, and there are several instances where the lines of more

than one substance coincide with each other and with a line oi

the solar spectrum so closely as to make it impossible to decide

between them.
In the seventh and last column the letters X, L. and B. de-

note that to my knowledge the line indicated has been ob-

served and its place published by Janssen, Lockyer or Bayer,

it is altogether probable that a large portion of the other »£
contained m the catalogue have before this been seen and lo-

cated by one or the other of these keen and active observe*,

but if so I have as yet seen no account of such determine
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I would call especial attention to the lines numbered
1 and 82 in the catalogue : they are very persistently present,

though faint, and can be distinctly seen in the spectroscope to

belong to the chromosphere as such, not being due, like most of
the other lines, to the exceptional elevation of matter to heights

where it does not properly belong. It would seem very proba-

ble that both these lines are due to the same substance which
causes the D 3 line.

I do not know that the presence of Titanium vapor in the

prominences and chromosphere has before been ascertained. It

comes out verv clearly from the catalogue, as no less than 20 of

is metal.

masses of i

a new mass—The San- Gregorio Meteorite ; by J. Lawrence
Smith, Louisville, Ky.

Some of the remarkable masses of meteoric iron in Northern

Mexico have been known to travelers for a number of years

;

but no very precise information concerning them had been

given until' the ^year 1854, when the first mass, brought from
that locality, was - by Lieut. Gouch of the

V- S. Army, and was described in a memoir on meteorites

published in the American Journal of Science, April, 1854; it

is now in the Sm and weighs 252 lbs.

On the return of Mr. Bartlett, of the Boundary Commission,
I learned of two other masses in that region, and Lieut. John G.

?arke, of the U. S. Army, placed a fragment of one of them

^ my possession; the fragment of the other mass was lost

f figured and de» - meteorites in the memoir

P* alluded to : r lied the Tucson Mekong is

) Smithsonian Institute, and weighs, I bel

the second one leal!

». u„e Hacienda de Conception, where it was first

in the year 1868, Dr. H. B. Butcher placed

uaaer my examination eight masses of meteoric iron that had

gw brought to the United States from the same region of

Mexico; these I examined, and published a full account oi

\ the American Journal of Science. These masses are now m
wned by Dr. Butcher, and vary in weight

and poun

Philadelphia, sax
trom about 300 lbs. to 800 lbs. Dr. Butcher having returned

to Mexico, I requested him to get all possible information m
regard to the geographical position of these bodies; this he
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has succeeded in accomplishing. At the same time he has a

fragment of another mass, still larger than any yet known,
which will be called the San-Gregorio Meteoric Iron. Its des-

cription is as follows :

The San-Gregorio Meteorite.—This immense mass of meteoric
iron is situated on the western border of the Mexican Desert, a

map of which is given on the next page. Some idea of its

form may be had in the accompanying sketch.

the enclosure of a hacienda, ha
named to the ranch many years ago by the

could be made use of as iron f
vho thought tha

, n i o ." - •*""* w "»vtj raiien quite near
its huge bulk and weight, which i, ,-.,

be about five tons, it could not have been transported very I
iNothmg more is known of its history. Small specimens w£
detached by Dr. Butcher, one of which I have examined.

.

of 7-84 Th°
f^G Softer

T
met^ric irons, with a specific 0*

SL * i

e f™®*1^ I Possess is too small for the study
th^d- nmstatian figures.On analysis, it furnished the following composition :

Nickel",".".
9

f-22
Cobalt,

;
.51

Copper, minute trace
Phosphorus, ... ."_".".".

. o-08

mJ^S ^Gregorio iron makes the fifth that has come unJ

:-m this .an, -us M^'-'
geography of which I will now describe, refernr

to the accompanymg diagram for details.
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The Bolson de Mapini or Mexican Desert occupies the west-
ern portion of the province of Cohahuila, and the eastern por-
tion of the province of Chihuahua. It is 400 miles irora east

to west, and 500 miles from north to south, bounded on the
north by the river Eio Grande. Some of the villages and
haciendas are specified in the diagram, and the numbers 1, 2,

-x &c.. are the localities of the different meteoric masses dis-

No. 1. The locality of the Cohahuila
^e in this Journal, April, 1854 ;

it is nov

Institution.

,
No. 2. The locality of the Cohahuila

described bv me in this Journal, April, 1870 ; it is now in the

Possession of Dr. Butcher.
No. 3. The locality of the San-Gregorio meteorite just de-

scribed
; it is still in the place where it was first observed.

No. 4. The locality of the i ass de- -r bed and figured in my
memoir on me1 April, 18o4), and called

the Chihuahua Met, ,,-it. : it - -ill in place at the ffaoenda de

Conception, 10 miles from Zapata, its greatest height being

lorty-six inches, breadth thirty-seven, and in the thickest part

^ght feet three in,-,, - in ur< ni-f.-ivnce. Signor lirquida cal-

culated its weyri thousand pounds.

No. 5. The locality of a huge meteorite latelv discovered, of

which no specimen has yet been detached, and is said to be

larger than any one yet found in that locality.

i
No. 6. The locality of the large mass described and figured

°.y me in 1854 as the Tucs *e bmitbsoman

-Institution at Washington, having a large hole in the center, ana
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sometimes called the Signet Meteorite, also the Ainsa Meteor ik. I

do not know its exact weight, but suppose that it must weigh
two or three thousand pounds.
The question naturally arises, what can be the cause of the

number of meteoric masses in the circumscribed region, and
whether each one represents a separate fall ? My study of them
leads me to the belief that they are the products of 'two fella

First of all, No. 6, the Signet or Ainsa meteorite, has pecolttl

i - that separate it enti
the others. Nos. 1, 2 and 3 I have examined chemi
find them very closely allied in composition, also in plivsical

e, as the softness of the iron and freedom from rosty
crusts over the exterior ; in fact the pieces I have examined
were more or less bright on the exterior surface. The Wid-

en figures I have not had an opportunity to compare,
since, with the exception of No. 1, I have had only small pieces

that were detached from the surface by a cold chisel, which are

unfit for the study of these figures. Thus far in my investigation,
there appears strong reasons for supposing that at some epoch,

probably far remote, the meteoric masses 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were
the products of the fall of one meteoric mass, moving from the

northeast to the southwest, the smaller masses falling first at 1

and 2, and the larger masses farther on. The distances of these

bodies from each other are, from Nos. 1 to 2 about 85 m3«i
from 2 to 5 about 135 miles, from 5 to 3 about 165 miles, from

3 to 4 about 90 miles. Of course these is no great stress laid

upon these deductions, but it would not be sunn-isma if i irther

investigation should sustain this view.
Since my first publication on these meteorites, Bun

of Bonn, has made some observations upon them, but his publi-

cations are not within my reach at the present time.

Art. XLIV.—On the Iridium compounds analogous to theMyfa
and Protochloride of Pint.;,,,,.,, s„li, .* by Prof. SAMUEL r-

Sadtler, Ph.D., Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, Pa.

Among the compounds which we are accustomed to call

organo-metallk, those of PtCl
4
and PtCL play perhaps the most

important part We can separate them, however, into the two

great classes- those where the PtCl
4
and PtCl 2

enter by substi-

tution into compound ammonia-atoms, and thus form bases

more or less complex, but having still a certain connection;
and those where the PtCl

4 and PtCl, take up organic radicals

oi different degrees of valence to form saturated compounds.

f Gottingen, April, 1
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The range of this last class, as can be seen, is very wide ; one

of the most prominent of these compounds, however, and one

which exercised for some time a very considerable influence

upon the theoretical views held at that time, is the compound
of PtCl

2 , known as Zeise's salt, and discovered and investigated

by him in 1830.
It is not necessary to recount here the

took place between Zeise and Liebig on the subject. Suffice it

to say that, by subsequent investigations of Griess and Martins

and of Birnbaum, its formula is definitely settled as PtCl
4 ,

C
a
H

4
+KCl.

The investigation I now undertook was to see if a similar

base of iridium could be prepared. Various considerations,

stated at length in my original paper, led me to believe that

iridium might not combine exactly as platinum did, in the

formation of these salts.

After obtaining the double chloride of iridium and ammo-
nium in the usual way, by decomposing the osmiridium, I made
some tests as to the manner of formation of the salt. An at-

tempt to form it by taking the double chloride of iridium and

ammonium in solution, and, passing a stream of chlorine

through to break up the chloride of ammonium, to then conduct

ethylen gas into it, was unsuccessful. The method which sue

ceeded most perfectly was to act upon iridium chloride. This

was obtained by igniting the double chloride of iridium and

ammonium, thus obtaining iridium oxide and metallic m-num.

which was then [ ^a of bohe-

mian glass to 180° or 200°C. This solution of IrCl
4 ,

I then

treated with absolute alcohol. On adding KC1, and allowing it

to crystallize out, I got the greenish-brown crystals of the

iridium-ethylen base. On subjecting them to an organic com-

bustion, I obtained as products carbonic acid and water. 1 hey

burned with a luminous flame, and answered, m short, all the

tests applied to Zeise's platinum salt.

Another experiment, to see if ethylen gas would act directly

upon the IrCl
4 , reducing it and uniting at the same time, was

unsuccessful „ ^
It will thus be seen, that the only method of preparing the

iridium-base is by the reducing action of alcohol on indium

chloride,

IrCl
2 Cla+?

H> +P' H
=IrCl2, C2H4

+2HC1+Pl+H2-^ ~3 CH2OH
+
;6h2 QH

C0H

the^^u^ToFw^ich are iridium-ethylen-protochloride, hy-

drochloric acid, aldehyde and water
b

The purifying of the necessary iridium ™ k*fJ®^
very long and tedious operation, the last traces of platinum
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sticking very pertinaciously to the iridium salt. The processes

and ex e'er
° ^^ t0 b6 desired in the wa^ of completeness

The method selected for separation was the method of Birn-
baurn, grounded upon the distinct and separate crysfa

'

l1 '* «-yai,id, v ,.[ indium and barium and platinum
and barium. To convert the double chlorides of iridium and
ammonium and platinum and ammonium into the double cyan-

indium and potassium, and platinum and pnag Wdher's and Muckle's method and ,

unsatisfactory results, I had recourse to Martius' meth.
in mixing the dry impure chloride of iridium and

with water the fused mass. After working
^ ^ this method, with rather poor results, owing to

""~d to bring the mass to fusion and the in-

of the newly formed double cyanides,

n of such a heat, I mod
r found, on trying, that the black

otassram. Taking, therefore, the double chloride of
ttd ammonium and igniting it to transform it into the

th» w°Xld
5lpr°Ceeded after the Allowing manner. Covering

the bottom of the crucible with a bed of powdered KCy, I then

IhP flL "^J"^ ^°J and iridium oxide
>
and exP°sed li to

of the bhurt-lamp. The fusing cyanide takes up quite

lis soon iS calm fusion. A iS»
tion stin takes place> but by qo meang tQ the extent rieQCed

™5 ^ ! S occasioned by I n has to be

St ll
g6t th

f TaSS into ful1 fusion
- Another m, m

is some advantages over this iust described.

in^/t°i
n

t

ng a
/?
W pi6CeS °f KC^ to ful1 fusion

>
and then keep '

^

:

'••
;,.-..

- a time. The a<l vantage here iS that, when the
nee been brought to fus

fc there with
il flame, and the reduction of the double

< oee not occur so readily. It is true, that adding the
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washed by decantation with boiling water. While suspended
therein, a strong solution of caustic baryta is added. The cop-
per is thrown down as brown oxide of copper, and the double
I'.vaiinlrs <>l iridium and platinum with barium arc formed,
which remain in solution. When the fluid reacts distinctly
alkaline, after a minute or so boiling, it is filtered off, and thru
C0

3
is passed through, until a neutral reaction is obtained.

Filter off the precipitate of BaCO.,, and then concentrate for
at ion. The yellow platinum salt crystallizes out first

in small crystals, with a play of colors from yellow to blue, be-
ing similar in their dichroic effects to most of the other double
cyanides of platinum. The iridium salt crystallizes then in
larger colorless prisms, which can be easily separated mechani-

m the platinum crystals. The iridium crystals I ig-

nited in a porcelain crucible, and having thus "completely
broken up the compound, drew out the baryta with boiling
water. The iridium, after being well washed and ignited to
completely oxidize it, was heat. regia in
» > f akd tube to 200°C. The IrCl

4
solution obtained was again

"'.' *
I with absolute alcohol, and, on addition of KG and

NH
4 C1, the crystallized salts were obtained.

However the compounds which were now formed were, con-
trary to my expectations, not the ethylen salts pure and alone,
hut there was a simultaneous formation of what appear to be
several distinct compounds. Although in one preparation of
ammonium salt analyzed, the ethylen-protochloride-salt was iso-

lated tolerabh pi ii<\\t t v tin- m. tv .f* 1
i \m-. I kid to

do with a mixture difficult to separate even under the lens. The
readiness with which these compounds decompose when sub-

jected to recrystallization, even although one observes the pre-

caution of acid, prevents any
successful purifying that way. The preparation, therefore, had
to be prepared' for an, een bibulous paper,

and then over H
2
S0

4
or at 100°, according as I wished to

determine the percentage of water or not, A certain amount of

HC1 from : ring to the *•;; stals.

made the CI dct.-n i
' ' - as a rule

n

igl . St 1! the results

approximate sufficiently, these circumstance- hem- tal i into

-non, to the formulas given, to show tliat several dis-

tinct compounds are here formed. My first crystallization con

sisted of brownish-red octahedra. ed gave m
three CI determinations 4213 pr. ct, 42-07 pr. ct and 42-09

Pr. ct. CI, showino- them to be
"

>* which

the percent t.
m ,



compound. Several different crystallizations of it were analysed,

the cryS
S KC1 Whlch seParated out alonS wi *h ^d among

Preparation No 1. Large well-formed crystals, with but very
Ijttle foreign matter adhering to the sides.
•1567 grms. dried over H 2S0 4 lost by heating to 100° -0170
grms. = 10-85 pr. ct.

:

J b

gave -0525 grms. metallic iridium = 33-50 pr. ct.

:

gave also -2275 grms. AgCl = -0563 grms. CI = 35 -92 pr. ct
MolO grms. dried over H o S0 4

lost by heating to 100° -0172
grms. = 10-68 pr. ct.

:

J *

gave - Ir. determination accidentally spoiled :

gave also -2320 grms. AgCl = -0574 grms. CI = 3565 pr. ct
lnis we see at once cannot be any chloride of iridium and

potassium Its luminous flame, too, when burned, shows the
same JNor do the percentages agree with the simple potassic-
ethylen indium protochloride IrCl , C 3H t

KC1+2H 3 where the
Ir. = 4840 pr. ct. and CI = 26"19"pr ct

If we reckon out the ratio of iridium to chlorine, we find it as
i

.

o
,
snowing it to be an iridium-chloride compound. The large

pr. ct. ot loss on heating, the small Ir. and CI pr. cts., when com-
pared with double indium and potassic chloride, and the lumi-

B when burned, all go to show that an organic con-
stituent must make the additional pr. ct. If we suppose now

WVi? ent6r G int° the Union with iridium chloride, hang-
ing itself on, we can expect from the consideration of a
compounds that 2 atoms of the bivalent radical C 3H 4

would

£ - 11 o?
Pf

-
Ct

' £l = 35 '61 Pr- ct >
and with 2 atoms H a

O,
Ir == 33-9o pr. ct CI = 36.71 pr. ct. anhydrous it gives Ir. =
86180 pr. ct and CI = 3914 pr ct.

* §

whllf
Tge pi

\
CV£ l0SS at 100° is not accounted for by 3H 3 0,

n<S Sr °1J 9 '°3 Pr"
ct

5
but i* is Possible that in a com-

with tJ ?
hG °rga

J
lic constituent £ so loosely connectedstt^ sr^&ssr

here
'
a partiai decomposition

drieyat
nO
100

eor
-

PreparatiOn
'

alS° Wel1 CI7stal^ed,
'
1822 ^

rDlS-

idistinctly crystallized, '0502 grms.
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In another preparation, also indistinctly crystallized, -3207
grms. dried at 100° :

gave -2125 grms. AgCl = '1268 grms. CI = 39-53 pr. ct.

It will thus be seen the determinations, all things considered,
agree close enough with the theoretical pr. cts. of the formula
to make it very probable. The want of enough sufficiently-

well crystallized material prevented me from making an organic
combustion which might settle it definitely.

Several individual crystals of the first crystallization were
very sharply and clearly formed, and I subjected them to

examination under the microscope with a power of about 50
diameters. The faces were clearly to be made out They be-
long to the monoclinic system, and their prevailing habitus in

lion is a combination of the two lateral pinacoids
with positive and negative pyramids accompanied by one mac-
rodome on the ei k Tlie laces observed in an examination of

3 were (according to Naumann) oo P oo.

Qo Poo +P. -R +£R -£R +Poo . -Poo.
In considering the compounds of the iridium-base with

NH
4 01, we find again a mixture of crystallized salts.

Preparation No. 1 consisted of sharply crystallized needles

that looked almost black, and only by transmitted light showed
a brownish-green color. They were also monoclinic.

.
On analysis they prove, I think, to be the sought-for ethylen-

m pound.
"0713 grms. dried over H

2
S0

4
lost on heating to 100° -0029

= 4-07 pr. ct.

:

gave -0850 grms. AgCl = '0210 grms. CI = 2949 pr. ct. or

30-74 pr. ct of salt dried at 100°.

The iridium determination was made with magnesium, and

was inaccurate as before.

The formula IrCLCH 4
NH

4
Cl + H a

O = 367-5 demands CI

= 28-98 pr. ct, H2
0"= 4 "89, or anhydrous 30-47 pr. ct. CI.

Preparation No 2 was of much smaller needles and of lighter

color.

Analyses show it to be of very similar composition to the

potassium salt described above.
•1207 grms. dried at 100° C.

:

gave -0495 grms. metallic Ir. = 41-97 pr. ct

:

gave also -2068 grms. AgCl = 0512 grms. CI = 43-37 pr. ct

IrCl
4 (C H 4 ) 3

(NH
4
Cl) 3

= '502 gives Ir. = 39'2o pr ct and

CI = 42-43 pr. ct, and supposing it to lose some of the C 2
H

4
at

100°, as stated above, IrCl
4
(C 2
H 4 )

(NH 4
C1) 2

would give Ir. =
41-50 pr. ct and CI = 44-94 pr. ct

The other two preparations of the ammonium salt analysed

appeared under the lens to be mixtures of the indium proto-
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chloride-ethylen salt and the iridium chloride-ethylen salt given

The results were—
1322 grms. dried at 100° :

gave -0609 grms. metallic iridium = 46 -07 pr. ct

1715 grms. dried at 100° :

gave -078+ a !ium = 46 -95 pr. ct.

IrCL (C
2
H

t
)(NH

4
Cl) + H,0 gives Ir. = 53-61 pr. ct

IrCi;(0fjI
4

XII < . . I .'.'25pr. ct.

The existence of the base IrCl
4
(C 2
H

4 ) 2 ,

I hope to settle definitely by renewed analyses of larger

quantities.

While engaged with the preparation of the eth

iridium compound, the thought of the pos

(C,H
?
) uniting with PtCl

2
or IrCl

3
led me to make some

experiments in that direction. After a number of endeavors to

form a platinum salt and analyses of the products (a detailed

account of which is given in the original paper), I obtained

negative results only. The existence of such a salt is highly

improbable.

Art. TIN.—Directions for Constructing Lightning-Rods. From

Essays on Meteorology ; by Prof. Joseph Henry.*

1st. The rod should consist of round iron, of not less than

; inch in diameter. A larger size is prefera-

ble to a smaller one. ~~(CJrdinary gas pipe may be employed).

Iron is preferred, because it can be readily procured, is cheap,

a sufficiently good conductor, and, when of the size mentioned,

cannot be melted 1 . clouds. Other forms

of rod, such as flat < luct the lightning, »»a

in most cases answer sufficiently well. They tend, however, to

give off lateral sparks from the sharp edges at the moment oi

the passage of the electricity through them, which might, io

some cases, set fire to very combustible materials. ...

2d. It should be, through its whole length, in perfect metallic

continuity; as many pieces should be joined together ty w?r"
ing as practicable, and, when other joinings are unavoidable,

they should be made by screwing the parts firmly together oy

a coupling ferule, care being taken to make the upper connec-

tion of the latter with the rod water-tight by cement, solder, or

paint.

3d. To secure it from rust, the rod should be covered witn a

coating of black paint.

* Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.
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4th. It should be terminated above with a single point, the
cone of which should not be too acute, and to preserve it from
the weather, as well as to prevent its being melted, should be
encased with platinum, formed by soldering a plate of this
metal, not less than a twentieth of an inch in thickness, into
the form of a hollow cone. Points of this kind can be pur-
chased of almost any ma i e 1 1 1 maker. Usually
the cone of platinum, for convenience, is first attached to a brass

l is secured on the top of the rod, and to this plan
there is no objection. The platinum casing, however, is fre-
quently made so thin, and the cone so slender, in order to save
metal, that the point is melted by a powerful discharge.

5th. The shorter and more direct the rod is in its course to
the earth the better. Acute angles, made I _ i

and projecting points along its course, should be avoided.
6th. It should be fastened to the house by iron eyes, and may

be insulated by cylinders of glass. We do not think the lat-

ter, however, of much importance, since they soon become wet
by water, and, in case of a heavy discharge, are burst asunder.

7th. The rod should be connect) d the most
anner possible; and in cities nothing is better for this

purpose than to unite it in good metallic contact with the gas-
mains or I;-,., the streets; and, indeed, such a

is absolutely n
am the house. Electricity, by what

|
distance on the perpendicular gas-pipes within a house,

\ them so highly negative , the cloud hucuug mem so Highly negative , the^cioua Deim
attract the el ectr :. Ggntning-rod imperj
with the earth, or even from the air through the r

to buildings on this account is of constant occi

above connection can be made by soldering to the end of the
rod a strip of copper, which, after being wrapped several times
around the pipe, is y rn n enth ; rtached to it. Where a con-

nection with the ground cannot be formed in the way men-
tioned, the rod a Possible, in a well, always
containing water : and, where this arrangement is not practica-

ble, it should terminate in a plate of iron or some other metal
buried in the moist ground. It should, before it descends to

the earth, be bent, so as to pass off nearly at right angles to the

side of the house, and be buried in a trench, surrounded with

powdered charcoal.
8th. The rod should be placed, in preference, on the west side

of the house, in this latitude, and especially on the chimney
from which a current of heated air ascends during the summer

.
9th. In case of a small house, a single rod may suffice, pro-

vided its point be sufficiently high above the roof; the rule
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being observed, that its elevation should be at least half of the
distance to which its protection is expected to extend. It is

safer, how.
, lllociern houses, in which a large

amount of iron enters into the construction, to make the dis-
tance between two rods less than this rule would indicate,

than more. Indeed, we see no objection to an
multiplication of rods to a house, provided thej are all
connected with the ground and with each other. A
entirely inclosed, as it were, in a case of iron rods so connected
with the earth, would be safe from the direct action of 1

mng. 8

10th When a house is covered by a metallic roof, the latter
should be united, in good metallic connection, with
nrag rods

;
and m this case the perpendicular pipes conveying

the water from the gutters at the eaves may be made to act the
part of rods, by soldering strips of copper to the metal roof and
pipes above, and connecting them with the earth by plates of
metal united by similar strips of copper to their lower ends:
or, better, with the gas or water-pipes of the city. In this case.
however, the chimneys would be unprotected, and copper light-

ning-rods, soldered to the roof and rising a few k
the chimney.^ would suffice to receive the discharge. We say
soldered to the roof, because, if the contact was not very per-

fect, a greater intensity of action would take place at this point,
and the metal might be burnt through by the discharge, par-
ticularly if it were thin.

11th. As a general rule, large masses of metal within 0w
building, particularly those which have perpendicular i

ought to be connected with the rod. The main portion of the

idmg erected for the World's Exhibition at Paris v;a-

entirely surrounded by a rod of iron, from which rose at into*
\als a series of lightning-conductors, the whole system being

with the earth by means of four wells, one at each
corner of the edifice.

The foregoing rules may serve as general guides for the erec-
t on of lightning-rods on ordinary buildings, but for the protec-
tion ot a large complex structure, consisting of several parts, «

special survey should be made, and the best form of protection
devised which the peculi?- ~
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Art. XLVI.— The Paragenesis anal Derivation of Copper and its

associates on Lake /Superior ; by Raphael Pumpelly.

[Continued from pages 188 and 258.]

Chalcocite, Bornite, Whiineyite, Domeykite.—Two fissure-veins
are known in the neighborhood of Portage Lake which carry
these ores. They have been examined only very superficially

;

but it is a remarkable fact that the amygdaloids traversed by
these veins contain only native copper. One of the fissure-

sa ring both sulphides and arsenides of copper, enters the
Grand Portage cupriferous amygdaloid bed, which bears only
native copper, and remains in it with a changed direction for a
short distance. The gangue of these veins is quartz, calcite

rbonate of lime containing some iron and magnesia

—

The only other instance I have observed of the occurrence of
copper in combination with sulphur, is in the fissure-vein of
the Mendota property, near Lac la Belle. This vein appears to
traverse the entire trappean series from Agate Harbor on the
north to Lac la Belle.

Wherever this vein has been opened or uncovered, along the

rt of its course, north of the Mendota property, only
native copper has been found; but when it enters a bed of con-
glomerate on the north flank of Mt. Bohemia, the little copper

is is combined with sulphur in a very pure chalcocite.

Where the vein passed from the conglomerate into the underly-

ing amygdaloid, a fine deposit of chalcocite with calcite was
found to have been formed, for a short distance, on both sides
of the vein, between the two beds.

.
Still farther south the vein enters a mass of syenite, consist-

lng of a pink triclinic feldspar, some hornblende and much
chlorite, as . ; -t of hornblende, and containing
frequent impregnations of chalcopyrite, bornite, and, more
rarely, chalcocite. I; in and its many feed-
ers carry bornite and considerable quantities of a bluish sul-

phuret of copper, in sheets ^ to f inch thick, which has a very

e structure and exhibits octahedral cleavage.*

,
Near the contact between the syenite and trap the latter rock

|s impregnated with a iron, chalcopyrite and
oornite. Excepting the syenite, wherever copper is found in
the traps and amygdaloids on the Mendota property, it is in the

'ate. The occurrence of the sulphides and arsenides of
copper in this isolated manner and in fissure-veins traversing

* Prof. Cooke, after a casual examination of this mineral, suggests that it is

—Third Sebies, Vol. II, No. 11.—Nor., 1871.
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rocks more or less impregnated with metallic copper, seems to
show a diversity of origin for the sulphur and arsenic on the one
hand, and the copper on the other. It does not seem unreason-
able to suppose the copper to have entered the vein-fissure from
the adjoining rocks in solution, as carbonate, sulphate or sili-

cate, and to have been then precipitated by sulphurated hydro-
gen and arseniureted hydrogen respectively. Or the copper
may have been deposited in these as in the other veins, in the
metallic state, and have been subsequently changed by the same

in the case of the pseudomorphous chalcocite, where
the Mendota vein traverses syenite, cuprite must have been
formed by the oxydation of chalcocite or of native copper, and
the oxide must have been subsequently decomposed S

rated hydrogen.
The Huronian formation, which probably underlies all this

region, contains in its upper members large amounts of carbon-

aceous matter in the form of graphite ; the gases may have orig-

inated in a reduction of sulphates and arseniates by the carbon
of these beds.

Among the pebbles in the Calumet conglomerate there is I

variety of quartz porphyry, with a brown, compact, almost
jaspery matrix, which only glazes slightly before the blow-
pipe.

_

In this paste, there are numerous grains of dark quartz

A-4 inch in diameter, and often more frequent crystals of

flesh-red feldspar, apparently orthoclase, '- to A inches in

length.
,0

It not rarely happens, that in these flesh-red crystals there

rty green portions exhibiting the twine striation of a

tnclmic variety. The feldspar is hard and brilliant, but is

nevertheless no longer intact; under the glass the crys
pear cavernous, 10 per cent or more of the substance being
gone. This is the character of this porphvrv in the freshest

pebbles.
F * J J

I have before me a pebble 4 inches in diameter, broken
through the middle. It was the same variety of poi
have just described—the same brown matrix, with the same
grains of quartz, and the same large crystals of orthoclase.

often enclosing crystals of triclinic feldspar. But this pebble

carries on its face the history of an extreme change. In the

interior, where it is freshest, &e i same brown
color has become so soft as to be easily scratched with the

point of a needle. The quartz grains are highly fissured, and

the surfaces of the fissures are covered with°a lit light-green

magnesian mineral. The feldspar, although it still i

point of the steel needle, has generally 1 >:
an
^°J.

ear% foe: ,,], vU \ tends :

spotted dirty-red and white. In places, specks of chlorite are



visible in the holes in the altered feldspar, and the cleavage
planes often glisten with flakes of copper. As we go further
from the middle of the specimen toward the original surface of
the pebble, the matrix becomes much softer, though still with
brown color and brown streak, and then changes to a soft green
chlontic mineral, which whitens before the blow-pipe, and fuses
on the edges to a grey glass. A little further from the center
there is no longer a trace of the porphyry matrix: it is altered
wholly to chlorite. The feldspar crystals are somewhat more

iere than they are in the middle of the pebble, but the
quartz grains seem to have been in part replaced by chlorite,
ifle change to chlorite is accompanied throughout by the pres-
eD

Kki°
f a larg6 amount of copper. While in the interior of the

pebble, the flakes of copper are confined to the cleavage planes
°r tne feldspar, and the porphyrv matrix exhibits scarcely a
trace of the metal, the chlorite which has replaced the matrix
contains in different parts of the specimen from 10 to 60 per
cent, by weight, of copper.

_

In another pebble of the same porphyry, not only is the ori-

ginal matrix gone, but the usurping chlorite has been almost,
it not wholly, replaced by copper ; and we have as the remark-
able result a quartz-porphyry, whose crystals of feldspar and
grains of quartz lie in a matrix of metallic copper. There is

> small amount of chlorite present, but it seems to
have come from the change of the feldspar crystals and quartz

In other pebbles of the same quartz-porphyry, containing,
Perhaps, less quartz, the alteration seems to have taken a some-
what different direction, or at least, the result before us is dif-
ferent In the interior of the pebble, the matrix is of a darker
and dirtier brown than in the previous cases, which may be
ue to the presence of manganese in the alteration product,

J*°ing from the middle, the brown color changes rather abruptly
pa dirty greenish -gray ; the material also becomes softer, but
"is earthy, with an eai v to the touch. The
change seems here to be in the direction of kaolinization.

I he entire pebble is permeated with minute shining threads
and plates of carbonate of lime. The lighter-colored portion
Contains considerable copper, while nearer the surface of the
Pebble it is largely replaced by that metal. Pebbles showing

Jje various alterations described above are by no means rare,
^any of them, from 1 inch to 1 foot in diameter, are found
every day.

Ill Conclusions.

the observations thrown together in t
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I The Chlorite of the melaphyr, and consequently the dis-

tinctive character of that rock, is due to the alteration of horn-

blende or pyroxene. This seems to have been the first step

toward the production of melaphyr proper. Laumontite, which
we find alike in the beds containing the least and in those con-

taining the most chlorite, and occurring both diffused and con-

centrated in seams, appears to have been formed either contem-
poraneously with the chlorite, or as the next step in the

The next step appears to have been the individualization, in

amygdaloidal cavities, of non-alkaline silicates, viz : laumontite,

prehnite, epidote respectively, according as the conditions favored
the formation of one or the other of these.

Following these came the individualization of quartz in these

Perhaps we may be warranted in considering these minerals,

together with the lime of the calcite that more rarely occurs in

this portion of the series, as chiefly due to the decomposition of

the pyroxenic ingredient of the rock.
So far as we may infer from the tabulated results, the con-

centration of copper in the amygdaloidal cavities does not ap-

pear to have begun till after the formation of the quartz.
In this part of the series falls also the formation of a

or green-earth mineral, which in some manner has displaced

prehnite, quartz, calcite, and with which copper, when present,

appears to stand in intimate relation. Subsequently to this

came the individualization of the alkaline silicates, viz :
anal-

cite, apophyllite, orthoclase. Here also seems to belong the

formation of datolite.

The alkaline silicates represent the period of decomposition
of the labradorite ingredient of the original rock, and when

they occur in the mass of the rock (as distinguished from veins),

it is only where the alteration of the rock has proceeded so far,

that the amygdaloidal form has merged into the brecciated

through the enlargement and union of the cavities.
The fact that calcite occurs at almost every step in the para-

genetic series, and forms one of the most common of the second-

ials, is proof that carbonic acid was very generally

present throughout the whole period of metamorphism ;
it was

probably the chief mediating agent in the processes, without be-

m
?T m,

Ciently abundailt to prevent the formation of silicates.

.
H. The change of pyroxene to chlorite, as illustrated on an

immense scale in the formation of the melaphvr, and the

displacement of feldspar and quartz—quartz-poYphvrv-
5

<

chlorite as exhibited in pebbles of the conglomerate, point to

an extremely important line of investigation for the
geologist The alteration of the pebbles appears to hare fol-
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lowed two different directions according to the ruling condi-
tions, viz : either toward chlorite or toward kaolinization

; and
as the result of the latter process is impregnated with calcite
while the result of the former is free from carbonates, it would
seem that the direction was determined by the presence or re-

lative freedom from free carbonic acid. The deposition of cal-

cite, if formed from the acid carbonate, would set free sufficient

carbonic acid to prevent the formation of silicates of iron and

HI. Copper, wherever we can detect it with the eye, has
already gone through a partial concentration. The presence
of this metal in minute quantity in the sandstones of Lake
Superior, is made evident by the stains of carbonate which
form on the cliffs of the "Pictured Rocks." It is found here
and there in the less amygdaloidal melaphyr in minute specks
and impregnations, or even in a more concentrated form as thin
sheets occupying the joint- cracks.
These occurrences increase in fre

rock is more amygdaloidal ; in oth<_ .. .

concentrated in those portions of the beds where the chemical
change has been greatest Where the rock has not passed be-

yond the strictly amygdaloidal stage, the copper occurs in the

amygdules traversing these in flakes, or coating them in a film of
greater or less thickness, to such an extent as to form from £ per
cent to 3 per cent by weight of the rock over considerable areas.

Finally, in those beds where the metamorphism has proceeded
to such an extent as to wholly replace large portions of the

amygdaloid by secondary minerals, epidote, calcite, quartz,

chlorite, laumontite, etc., there the copper occurs in masses of
jaany pounds, and sometimes of several tons weight, and in

their irregularity only by those of
°f secondary minerals accompanying the metal.

In each and all of these positions we find that the deposition of
the copper took place subsequently to the decomposition and
removal of a portion of the rocks, and subsequently to the de-

position of laumontite, epidote, prehnite, and quartz, where
these accompany it.

In all this we have direct evidence of the

: copper in wet solution, and the con-
the metal by accumulating deposition in places where the preci-

pitating agent existed.
A he Quebec group, to which these rocks belong, and which

consist in various places of undoubted sedimentary strata ex-

hibiting every degree of metamorphism, is as strongly charac-

terized by copper as the Gal - v lead -

Except in the melaphvrs of Lake Superior, the copper, so

Widely diffused in the strata of the Quebec group, exists either
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in the various suphurets, or as oxidation products of these.

Indeed we cannot well suppose the copper to have been deposit-

ed in submarine formations in any other condition than as

sulphuret Nor can we suppose it to have taken any other form

permanently, so long as unoxidized organic matter remained

in the beds. An oxidation of the sulphuret would be followed

by reduction of the resulting sulphate to new sulphurets

around the organic remains. In this way we may suppose the

simplest and most common form of concentrated depoffltl

—the impregnations—to have originated, as well as n

enrichment of particular beds or zones—;'fahlbands—which may
represent strata which were originally richer in organic sub-

stances, or which may have retained these longer than the other

The trappean series of Keweenaw Point differ from the gene-

ral character of the rocks of the Quebec group, both in litholo-

gical constitution and in having the copper in the me-
lt is still an open question whether the trap which formed the

parent rock of the melaphyr was an eruptive or a purely rneta-

morphic rock. If it was eruptive, it was spread oyer the bot-

tom of the sea in beds of great regularity, and with intervals

which were occupied by the deposition of the beds of conglo-

merate and sandstones.
But the general diffusion of copper through the varied rocks

of the Quebec group, speaks for a marine origin for the metal

in these traps. It should seem probable that the copper in the

melaphyrs was derived by concentration from the whole thick-

ness of the sedimentary members of the group, including the

thousands of feet of sandstones, conglomerates and shales

which overlie the melaphyrs and including melaphyrs also—

and especially, if these are purely metamorphic.
Among the most interesting questions connected with the

occurrence of the copper, are those touching its com
vious to concentration during ti g* of mem-

morphism, the cbemi which this concentra-

tion was effected, and the character of the precipitating agent.

The great persistency of metallic sulphurets through tue

usual processes of metamorphism, and the almost universal

i of sulphur with copper in crystalline rocks, renders

it perhaps probable tb io the combination 1

which the metal was diffused, or rather, very partially concen-

trated. Traces of sulphur detected bv Mr. Hochster
melaphyr contiguous to the Hecla conglomerate point also 1

non, considering that the only acids general

sulphuric acid as an oxidation product of the sulphurets,
our

choice of the form of solution, by which the final concentration
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was effected, should seem to be limited to silicates, carbonates,

Ml sulphates of copper. Probably all of these combina-
tions took part in the process, but while we may consider the

ion of the copper to have been initiated by the sul-

phate, this salt must have been so soon decomposed by the
abundant acid carbonate of lime* as well as by the alkaline sili-

cates, that we cannot readily suppose the sulphatef to have
generally effected the final concentration of large deposits. It

is more probable that this was accomplished by the more per-

manent solutions of carbonate and silicate of copper respectively,

as the circumstances favored. The position of the metallic

copper in the paragenetic series shows it to have been deposited
after the non-alkaline silicates, and before the formation of the

alkaline silicates, i. a, after those minerals which resulted from
the decomposition of the pyroxenic constituent of the rock,

and before those which were formed by the destruction of the
feldspar. Now this is what we should expect if we suppose the

pyroxenic rock to have been altered to its present condition

under the cooperation of water carrying carbonic acid and some
free oxygen, because the oxygen must have been employed in

z the carbonate of iron resulting from the decompose
tion of the pyroxene ;^ the oxidation of the sulphuret of cop-

per could not, therefore, take place until the pyroxene had so

far disappeared as to leave a relative excess of oxygen as com-
pared with the amount of ferrous salts exposed to a higher oxi-

dation. Throughout its deposits the copper exhibits a decid-

edly intimate connection with delessite, epidote and green-earth

silicates, containing a considerable percentage of peroxide of

less essential constituent ; while among
other silicates, viz: analcite, laumontite, datolite, prehnite,

only the last named, which alone seems subject to a consider-

able replacement of its alumina bv ferric oxide, is especially

favored by copper. This association is so invariable and so

intimate that one is forced to the conclusion that there exists a

close genetic relation between the metallic state of the copper
and the ferric condition of the iron oxide in the associate-

1
-h-

cates; that the higher oxidation of the iron was effected

through the reduction of the oxide of copper and at the expense
of the oxygen of the latter.

.

As regar iety of chlorite or del-

essite which is intimatelv associated with the cupper, they . .: .-r

immediately follow the copper in point of age or are contempo-

g very tain saeeis 01

?laphyr coatiguous to the Hecla couglui

proposition, folk

t Compare Bisch
X The result of t

.y.y'.z

Y of the melaphyr beds.

color of the amygdaloids
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raneous with it, and they may be looked upon as having been
formed under the influence of this reduction. Where copper
is associated with prehnite it is invariably younger than the lat-

ter, a fact which would seem at the first glance to oppose the
' »n that there is any relation between the peroxide of

iron m the zeolite and the deposition of the copper. But we
have seen that prehnite undergoes a change to delessite; we
find these pseudomorphs in every stage of the process from the
first green discoloration on the cleavage planes to the amygdule
of delessite with prehnite structure. Now may we not consider
the presence of iron in prehnite generally to be due to a begin-

ange, and the deposition of native copper in the Lake
bupenor prehnites to be partially or whollv correlated with the
higher oxidation of the iron ? In at least very many instances,
if not in all, the deposition of the copper has been a result of a

process of displacement of preexisting minerals. In some rare

instances the metal retains the form of its more or less remote
predecessor, as in the pseudomorphs after some miner
alter laumontite.

Nowhere is this displacement more apparent than in the cu-

pnierous conglomerates. In these the cement is the home of the
metal, and in some places, as in portions of the Hecla and Cal-

umet mines, it is wholly replaced by it ; copper forming 20 to

50 per cent, by weight, of the rock. In these instances either

chlorite or epidote is associated with the copper as
- uee the deposition of the conglomerate, '

ren portions of the bed.

A
lhe

,

c
l

e
1

me
?
t of the cong]omerates is of the same n

tne pebbles m a more comminuted form. The displacement of

'

'
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'
' '
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'
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•

1

1

scribed above, is proba b the manner
in which the cement was displaced on a more extended scale.

_

ine absence of the ores of the baser metals—lead. zinc.

nickel, etc., from the deposits of the trappei
are present in the less metamorphosed rocks of the Quebec
group in other localities, mav be due to the greater intensity d
toe chemical bhe meiaphyrs have been subjec-
tect; an intensity which may be measured bv the extent to

which the process of concentration has been carried. Concen-
tration is a process of removal r. 1 1 d concen-
trated deposits are accumulated masses of material arrested m

>ge channels of rock masses bv the action of compe-
tent torces

;
if the arresting cause is absent from a given region.

causeT ^ V f
011*10116 to another where it is present. »

;» +i^
6

•

whlc ' 1 are ab}e to arrest one class of the subst: no-
-

ckli th
Prmg SOlUtl°n

"
a
r
d are Powerless as regards another

<**, men a separation will occur between the two clusseft
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Now, copper and silver belong to a class distinct from the

baser metals in that, by reason of their smaller affinity for oxy-
gen, they are more readily reduced to the metallic state, the

condition of greatest permanence in presence of the usual rea-

gents to which they are exposed. If the arresting cause of

these metals was, as we have supposed, their reduction by pro-

toxide of iron, it is a cause which would have been powerless

as regards the salts of the baser metals, and we may suppose
these to have continued in solution till they reached some re-

gion where they were arrested by the presence of c

ter, or of sulphureted 1

Art. XLVII

—

Observations on the color of Fluorescent solu-

tions—No, II ; by Henry Morton, Ph.D., President of the

Stevens Institute of Technology.

Since the publication of my article on the above subject, in
the August number of this Journal, I ha\e discovered a curi-

ous action which, while it in no respect affects my general con-

clusions, nor the main observations on which they were founded,
throws out one of the corroborative experiments by which I

thought that they might be established when a spectroscope
was not at hand.
Obtaining some very anomalous results of late, I was led to

mistrust the action of the Geissler tubes in which the solutions

tad been examined.
They were of the ordinary kind of jacketed spirals, selected

as being nearly identical in size and other particulars.

It had been observed from the first that the internal spiral

gave a faint blue fluorescence which could only be seen on close

inspection
; and in all cases, the tube being

was considered that a light appearing in the part covered by
the fluid, many times more bright than that from the uncovered

Part of the spiral, was sufficient evidence of fluorescence in the

liquid.

Late experiments have, however, proved that this was not so.

Any liquid, however devoid of fluorescent properties, gives all

the appearance of fluorescing in these tubes, and on a little

thought the cause of this became clear.

The only fluorescent light that can be seen from the glass of

the spiral is that which comes off tangentially from the outer

«ace, that emitted radially being marked by the bright elec-

tee discharge behind. ,
„ „

In passing from the glass to air, most of the light will suiter

total reflecti '- water or
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any other liquid is substituted for the air, its greater refracting
power (approaching that of glass) will diminish the above
named action, so that much more of the light will reach the

eye. The truth of this explanation was supported by the ob-

servation that the nearer the index of refraction in the liquid

came to that of glass, the brighter was the light seen through
it, while a liquid of higher refraction, like carbon bisulphide,
seemed a little to weaken the effect by diffusion.

This fact renders of no account the observations before made
on filtered and diluted solutions of turmeric, but a fresh obser-

i t!i the spectroscope on tubes free from fluorescence
has fully confirmed my former conclusions as to the true color

of fluorescence in this liquid.
No correction need be applied to the description already

I is the case of the asphalt solution, but I may add to

what was there stated another striking example.
If one of the little Greissler tubes containing nitrogen, called

"spectrum tubes," be jacketed by means of a perioral
and a large glass tube, and the jacket filled with pure or non-

fluorescent benzine, then illuminating \U- tub<\ and with a

Hopping in that petroleum product called " cosmoline"
(a lubricating oil made by E. H. Houghton, of Phi!
each drop will appear of a rich blue as it dissolves in the ben-

zine, which soon acquires a magnificent blue fluorescence. In-

creasing, however, the quantity of cosmoline oil until its color

begins to take effect, the tint of the fluorescence gradually

i green

wiic m me same tube.
Another semi-solid preparation of cosmoline, which has a very

light color, gives a solution with benzine fluorescing of a mag-
nificent blue.

I have this substance now under investigation, and hope

soon to be able to make some further observations upon it*
Keturmng to the solutions of turmeric. I luive i-

fluorescent body in t! ts essential oil nor its

brown coloring matter, but either the yellow coloring matter

itself, or something so closely allied to it in solubility that 1

have thus far been unable to effect any separation.
In connection with this, let me say that I am much indebted to

Mr. Robt F. Fairthorne, of Philadelphia, who has aided me
greatly m the preparation of the various constituents of turmeric

ma state of purity.
In my former paper I mentioned that uranium nitrate in so

lution gave a very faint fluorescence.
*Mr. Houghton tells me

»vaporation in vacuo and
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This appearance I now find was due entirely to the above
I action of the tube, and a number of carefully con-

ducted observations now convince me that this substance, while
it fluoresces so vividly in the solid state, loses that property en-
tirely when in solution.

I have also found that a saturated solution of acid quinine
sulphate has its fluorescence much increased b}r dilution.

Lastly, let me remark that I by no means assert that all solu-
tions fluoresce blue, but simply those which I have examined.
There are many which I have as yet been unable to procure or
study, whose relations in this respect I hope soon to investigate.

Art. XLVIIL—£;•,>/ ('
, U-ihnt, ,, h, Z^l>„,,, „ m (he Museum

of Yale College. No. XVI.—On the Distribution of Marine
Animals on the southern coast of New England; by A. E.
Verrill.

In connection with the investigations concerning the fisheries

under the direction of Professor S. F. Baird, U. S. Commis-
sioner, thorough explorations of the adjacent waters were
undertaken in order to ascertain the character of the bottom,
and the distribution of the lower animals, especially of those
that furnish food for certain fishes. The Fish Commission had
its headquarters at Wood's Hole, Mass., situated on the point
of land between Vineyard Sound and Buzzard's Bay. In addi-
tion to the shore collections, extensive and systematic
operations were undertaken by means of a steam-launch i

*'-
-

3 carried outward to the deeper parts of Muskeget
Channel, situated off Martha's Vineyard, and from thence to a

point off the mouth of Buzzard's Bay.* These ex;
were made by means of dredges of several different sizes, of the
"sua! forms; a rake-dredge of novel construction, especially

adapted to soft muddy bottoms ; an iron frame to which un-

faveled ropes, or "tangles," were attached for use on rocky
bottoms

; a large trawl-net; surface towing-nets for swimming
creatures etc f The points where dredgings were mi
carefully located on Cc ma were sufficiently

Numerous to give a sal - of the nature of the

bottom and its inhabitants throughout the region explored.

Ihe total number of hauls of the dredges, during the three

* The dredgings in the first part of the season were made under the direction of
-

; .
_

. :.. ;.. :

:
' -

Packard, and tl us times by other naturalists,

*ncl especially by Dr. \V. G. Farlow, who collected the algte.
.

fSomeoftL. rhis Journal
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months, was about four hundred. The surface dredging also
yielded many things of great interest.
At this time I wish to call the attention of zoologists to one

of the most important of the results of these investigations,
leaving a full account of the large and valuable collections for
another occasion. The discovery referred to is that while the
shores and shallow waters of the bays and sounds, as fa
Cod, are occupied chiefly by southern forms, or the Virginian
launa, the deeper channels and the central parts of Long Island
bound as far as Stonington, Conn., are inhabited almost exclu-
sively by northern forms, or an extension of the Acadian fauna,

lliere is also a corresponding difference in the temperature of
the water, the change in some cases amounting to 5° R, both at

the surface and bottom, within a distance of two miles and with-
out much change in the depth. And consequently there must
be an offshoot of the arctic current setting into the ,

the Sound, although the shores feel the influence of the Gulf
Stream, as shown by the occurrence of southern forms of
pelagic animals in their waters.
The shores of Buzzard's Bay and Vineyard Sound present

U varieties of stations, and are, ti i<

collecting. They are occupied, excepi on some of the outer
islands, by an assemblage of animals characteristic of the coasts
tarther south, and known as the Virginian fauna. A few
northern forms occur, however, on the rocky shores, which do
not extend as far as New Haven. Among these Purpura

- most conspicuous. This shell is associated there with
Aurosalpmx cmerey, in about equal numbers, but at New Ha-
ven the latter occurs alone, while on the northern coasts of New
Jingland the Purpura is found unaccompanied by the other
which 1S rarely found north of Cape Cod. But in nearly d

vects the littoral fauna is very similar to that of the

rf New Haven, or the coasts farther south, as far as

Cape Hatteras, making allowance only for differences in
T
the

stations, and especially for the absence of rocks south of New

wW^Ti"* S°Un$ and B™rd's Bav the water is every-

yard Sound the botton
of shiftin

ooon.^
1

!

e
+fensive »«i°M of gravelly and shelly bottc

em! L11

- T arG °ften almost completely covered by *v-

One ST °Wwnd - in large masses.

maL * T'
WhlC

i
1 f0rms lar^e hemispherical or irregular

united w +t
UP ^.^aggregation of long slender colonies,

united together at their bases and usually thicklv covered
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throughout with sand, is very abundant, often entirely filling

Lth masses up to six inches in diameter. "This is

fa Amouroucium pellucidum Verrill. Another one, nearly as

abundant, forms smooth, cartilaginous masses in the form of
flat lobes, crests, and plates, sometimes two feet long and about
an inch thick, the surface covered with stellate colonies, while
the color of the masses is of a delicate bluish or sea-green tint

by reflected light, although yellow by transmitted light. This
\s AraourouriuiH stellatum V., described with the last in a for-

mer number of this Journal. A third species* of the same
genus is also common, although still undescribed. This forms
smooth gelatinous masses, varying from light orange to pale

yellowish in color, with beautifully stellated colonies over its

upper surface. With these were several simple ascidians,

chiefly Cynthia partita\ Stimp., and J/<. ';/'" M<n i.altensis V.,

while' creeping over them was a beautiful green species of Pero-

bidl is the first representative of the social ascidians

I on our coast. This species also occurred in abun-
dance on the piles of the government wharf at Wood's Hole,

I with the three last named. In the interstices of A.
-.and grow-

ing upon or with the ascidians were many species of hydroids,

bryozoa, and sponges. Among the sponges a massive sulphur-

yellow specie urea Desor) is very conspicuous.

ing this species perforates and destroys dead bivalve

shells, but later in life grows up into hemispherical or irregular

masses. Upon the same bottoms were found the common south-

ern greenish star-fish (Asterias arenicola), Amphipholis elegans,

frnvlJm uioxtni^a, E"Um>i ohrnoo <»n Tithnn* hriureits, Ana-

\ Columbella lunata, Ca ma canal-

iculata, L. dubia, Eupagurus pollicaris, E. longicarpus, and
many other less common species. On rocky and stony bot-

toms, and especially in the tide-way of the channel at Wood's

l sac elongated. Color of the masses usually

-h anil pale flesh-color; the branchial orifices

white lines. Zooi -
^- branchTal ^ac

or pale yellow, sometimes bright orange; stomach with bright

hir ribs; "mantle with minute opaque white specks.

?ra V. proves to be a depressed variety of this species.

idis, sp. nov. Individuals small, about '10 to 12 of an men

r slender stolons, and thickly covering the surfaces over wluc&

compressed, seen from the side scarcely higher than broad, oval,

•cular, often one-sided or distorted, with a short

ayTllow
1
!*'

beautifully :
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Hole, the southern purple sea-urchin (Echinocidaris punciulata),

the orange star-fish (Cribrella sanguinolenta), the green star-fish,

the coral (Astrangia Dance), and many other interesting species

occurred. All the species referred to, excepting the widely

diffused species of Cribrella and Amphipholis, are either charac-

teristic southern forms or else species that are not yet known
except from the region explored. Several species were also

Obt&ined in Vineyard Sound which had not previously been

found so far northward. Among these the fiat sea-urchin with

five perforations (Mellita pentapora) is especially worthy of men-
tin n . as it has hitherto been regarded as peculiar to the Carolin-

u* The free-swimming forms taken at the surface in

this region were also numerous, and are likewise chiefly south-

ern species, or if new they belong to southern types. Among
the most interesting were Salpa f'aliotii. which occurred in vast

quantities about the first of September, and was found in

abundance off Gray Head, as well as in the Sound ; a splendid

species of Saphirina, reflecting brilliant blue and red colors

like a fire opal, which occurred mingled with the Salpce; a new
free-swimming crab ; Idotcea robusta Kr. ; innumerable young
lobsters, crabs, and shrimp, in the zoea and megalops stages of

growth; numerous jelly -fishes, among which Mnemiopi
was perhaps the most abundant, but a species of Oyanea and

Dactylometra quinqueeirra were common, and both frequently

gave shelter to several young "butter-fishes" (Poronotu? ihr

acanthus) of all sizes, from those just hatched up to two inches

or more in length. In some cases twenty or more were found

together under one jelly-fish. They also occurred, in the even-

ing, under Zygodactyla Groenlandica earlier in the season. The

* Portuguese-man-of-war " {Physalia arethusa) was met
s, Two Pteropods not before recorded from the Uni-

te'- 1 Suites coast were obtained,—one of them (Stiliola sp.) liv-

ing associated with Salpa ; but of the otL
tata) the shells only were dredged, but in a very fresh condition.

In the deeper outer channels, as between Gay Head and No-

mans-land, and at nearly all points outside of the latter, where

the water is more than ten fathoms in depth, the fauna is very

different from that of the sounds and bays, and closely resem-

bles that of Massachusetts Bay and the coast of Maine. The

difference in the temperature of the water is also well-marked.
The surface temperature, during the latter part of August. W«J

in Vineyard Sound. On Sept. 9th, in the mouth ot

Vineyard Sound, west from Gay Head, the surface temperature

was 67° F.
:
and the bottom, in 15* fathoms, was 63°

;
but pro-

3.ndpS.j
n

E
LyteCkinUS mrieg

.

atus were found h7 the writer
-

Mr
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ceeding about two miles farther out, off No-mans-land, the sur-

face temperature was 62°, and the bottom, in 18 fathoms, was
5»i", showing a decrease of 5° within this short distance, both
at the surface and bottom. A few miles farther out, at the
same depth, the bottom temperature was 57°, which was the low-
est temperature obtained. A short distance west of No-mans-
land, on a gravelly bottom in 11 fathoms, where cod-fish are
c £.1 1 i nter, the temperature was 63° at the surface and
59° at the bottom. Off the mouth of Narragansett Bay, about
sixteen miles south from Newport, the depth over a limited area
is 29 fathoms, which was the deepest water found. At this

locality the surface temperature was 62° and the bottom 59°.

The bottom, in these deeper waters, was generally composed of
soft mud, ;ible tubes of worms and Amphi-
pod Crustacea, among which a species of Ampelisca, which
makes a soft flabby tube, two or three inches long and covered
with mud, is extremely abundant. At the last named locality

numerous specimens of the rare and beautiful EpizoanthusAmer-
ica, nis Y. was found coating the shells inhabited by hermit-crabs

{Eupagurus Bernhardus) and finally absorbing the shells en-

tirely. This remarkable Actinian has been found previously
only on two occasions,—first on a deep bank off the coast of

NtwJereey, by Capt. G-edney ; and since in deep water off Mas-

ds also found a rare Holothurian

reviously known only from specimens taken

The various muddy bottoms in the deeper and colder areas

game assemblages of animals, most of which
are either strict lv northern types, many of them not before ob-

served so far south ; or else species of wide range extending

much farther north as well as south. Among those of special

interest are the following : of Eadiata, Edwardsia farinacea \ .,

Previously known only from the Bay of Fundy, Tht
S
P- ; of &OLLUSCA, Molgula pilularis V. and Glandula mollis

Stimp., both known before only from the Bay of Fund;.. Oy-

.;

Y. 7. „„',/<'.,, Xuryh, ,„' .c>,h>i. X. drlph\,«rtl»utii. Cardvim piiuiU-

htum. Astai tanea, A. lutea (?) Perkins, Lyonsia

Cailista amvaca, Ore-

tos (jonng = P. fuscus Lira.), B Chrysodo-

w^ pygmceus (large and abunds
nnux obscura, Cylichna alba; of ANNELIDS, Clymene torquata

Leidy, Ophelia <r,n
}

e:, Leidv?. Trophonia sp., Sternaspis Jossor

Aphrodite aculeala (large and con - • species).

*ricia, etc.
; of Crustacea, species of Ampelisca (abundant),



Unciola irrorata, and several other Amphipods, Crangon vulga-

ris, Pandalus armulicornis. On sandy bott.

parma was very abundant, as it was, also, everywhere in the

sounds, for it is a widely diffused species, occurring as far south

as Great Egg Harbor ; "Molgula arenata St. also occurred, with

a few other species of interest. A large species of sandy For-

amtnjfera, often a quarter of an inch in diameter, was abundant.
In the channel between Gay Head and No-mans-land the bot-

tom is gravelly and stony, and here some very interesting spe-

cies were found
; among the Kadiata were Alcyonium camv.im

Ag., Edwardsia (new species), Grammaria gracilis St., and many
other hydroids, Cribrella sanguinolenta, Asterias vulgaris V.,

Ophiopholis aculeata Gray, Euryechinus Drobachiensis V. ; of As-

CIDIANS. Amouroucium pallidum V., Molgula papilloma V., Cyn-

thia carnea V., C. hirsuta Binney, G. partita St., all northern

species except the last ; of shells' many of the northern forms

already named and some additional species ; of Crustacea,
Eupagurus Bemhardus, Cancer borealis (thrown on shore and

fragments dredged), C. irroratus, with numerous Amphipods.
The brief lists of species given above are quite sufficient to

show the marked northern character of the fauna in the deeper

waters of this region. Several of the northern shells enume-
rated above have also been dredged by Mr. Sanderson Smith in

Gardiner's Bay, L. L, and some of them have long been known
from Montauk Point Mr. Linsley, in his catalogue of the

shells of Connecticut,* also records many of the same northern

species with a few additional ones, from Stonington. I have

been informed by Mr. H. C. Trumbull, who collected the shells

I to Stonington, that all these northern species were

obtained by him from the stomachs of haddock, &c, which

were taken within a few miles of Stonington. This would indi-

cate that the northern cold current has a I

far westward as that locality, beyond which its influence has

not yet been traced.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
L Chemistry and Physics.

1. On nitrous and hyponitric acids.—Hasenbach has repeated
the experiments of Nylander on the nature of the red vapors

formed in the oxidation of arsenous by nitric acid. By condens-
ing these vapors, Nylander obtained a blue liquid boiling at 13 g.
which appeared to have the formula NO, and therefore to be

isomeric with hyponitric acid. Hasenbach emploved an apparatus
conducted entirely of glass, and dried the liquid product ob-

* This Journal, I, vol. xlviii, 1845.
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tained with calcined cupric sulphate. The deep blue liquid ob-
tained began to boil at 2° C, giving off much nitric oxide: the
thermometer then rose rapidly to 10° C. ; between 10° and 13°

but little nitric oxide was given off. Between 13° and 22° the
temperature rose rapidly, and at 22° the remaining portion of
liquid passed over with the brown-red color of hyponitric acid.
As the author could obtain no liquid with a constant boiling point
between 10° and 13°, this portion of liquid was analyzed ami found
to have nearly the composition of hyponitric acid, NB2 . The
vapor density of this liquid, 2-177, also corresponded with that of

•id, which is 2*061 as calculated from the formula.
'1 he \ a

j
m .r when passed through a heated tube became colorless, but

the color appeared again in the colder portion of the tube. Fur-
ther investigation proved that the compound boiling between 10°
and 22° was a mixture of much hyponitric with a little nitrous acid.
Hie general results of the author's investigation are as follows:

(1.) The assumption of Nylander that in t
:

,. o\i I ition of arsen-
"Us l>y nitric acid, of density 1*33, an isomer of hyponitric acid is

formed, is without foundation. In this case, according to the con-
1 vm ration, of the nitric acid, either hyponitric acid, or a mixture
of nitrous and hyponitric acid, is formed.

(2.) Hyponitne acid and nitric oxide unite at a high tempera-
* ; sv to f,*nn nitrous acid, which may in this manner be prepared

\ pure.

I< m

(3.) Hyponitric acid and chlorine under the i

lite to form chloronitric acid, N0 2 C1.

(4.) Bromonitric acid, N0 2B2 , could not be obtained pure by
!

scess, as the product is decomposed by boiling.

Iodine and hyponitric acid do not combine at a high tem-

(6.) Cyanogen and hyponitric acid give, with the aid of heat, a

x plosive compound, perhaps cyanonitric acid, N0
3 Cy.

(7.) Chlorine, bromine and cyanogen do not unite in the cold
with hyponitric acid, or do so only to a very limited extent.

(8.) Nitrous acid and oxygen unite at ordinary temperatures to
form hyponitric acid.

(9.) Sulphurous acid and carbonic oxide unite with hyponitric
11 id. even at a low temperature, to form compounds not further

investigated.

All these facts speak in favor of the assumption that the mole-

cule of fluid hyponitric acid is
j
^* \ that of the vapor above

!00°, on the contrary, NO,.

—

Journal fUr prakt. Chemie, Band
ix

, P- 1. (New Series.) " w. a
2. JVew method of separating magnesia from p<,t,_ish >, .1 *<„hi.

"—Scheerer separates the alkaline metals from magnesia in the

following manner: The solution of the chlorid
may contain ammoniacal salts is to be evaporated, in a

vessel, not quite to dryness: a larger quantity of powdered am-
nionic oxalate is then to be stirred in, the whole heated to perfect
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dryness, and finally gently ignited, care being taken to expose

every portion of the saline mass to the same high temperature.

The mass is then to be heated with water—heated to the boi&ig

point and filtered. The magnesia remains on the filter as carbon-

ate, while the alkalies are present in the filtrate as carbonates per-

fectly free from magnesia. The separation here depends, partly

upon the formation of magnesic oxalate, which is decomposed by

into carbonate, partly upon the fact tii.it the temperature

nic oxalate is decomposed is higher than that at

carbonate is volatalized. The amnionic oxal*tt

be so pure as to leave no residue on ignition. In

3 of sulphuric acid the method is not applicable, proba-

'e sulphate is decomposed after the oxtlrtft

" B. iii, p. 476. w. e.

e phenyl group in anilin.—Beethe-
' observed some y< irs sii <<•;', n <m ill ,,u i tities of ethylamin

are formed by the action of alcohol upon amnionic chloride at a

high temperature. The reaction, which in this case takes place

with great difficulty, was employed by Bardes, chemical director

of the anilin color factory of Poirrier and Chappat in Paris, for

the production of methyl anilin, dimethyl anilin, ethyl anilin and

diethyl anilin, methylic or I

.
1

1 >rhydrate of ani-

lin being heated together. In this reaction, however, other prod-

ucts are formed at the same time with the salts above mentioned,

and these have been examined by Hofmann and Martins, who

operated upon very large quantities of material, repeating the pro-

cess twice in succession upon the same material. The very beau-

tiful and interesting results of this investigation are as follows:

The methylation or ethylation takes place in two distinct phases,

the first being the introduction of methyl or ethyl into the phenvl-

ammonia; the second, the replacement of the hydrogen of the

phenyl itself by methyl or ethyl. So far as the final results are

concerned, these reactions may be expressed by the equations

:

^fJN.HCl+^Uj^) HC1+H| )

€ H; JN.HCl+
e
g3 \o=v']£ U.HCl+g [ej

||j.,HC1+-3[e=||^ 3)

|

NHci+g[e
I

f|
(€H
^,HC1+-4 e:||:^

H
^j,HC1+H|ef

It can, however, scarcely be doubted that methylic chloride and

water are always formed first, and that methylic chloride is the true

agent of substitution. In the basic oils submitted to examination,
the authors discovered besides dimethyl anilin four other dune*
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8

?:),^= (l«i:r-MN-

°—
* <l°£r;>

T

=<i«Hf
H ° )sK

The terminal member of this group is still wanting, and would
have the formula

:

(€ H
3 ) 2 [

N - (-GH,)* \*'

t

The authors remark that the names selected do not necessarily
unply that the compounds are identical with those already know n,

smce they may be only isomeric with them. Thus the lylidin

i <nih methylic iodide
a dimetliyl ,. above, but only one isomeric
with it. Thus we aire:: . :^:M m- >.li ti.-ati. k • t

tolaadut By treatment withmetb
•;isc. which in many respects resembled that mentioned

r which yet did not appear to be certainly identical with
it, although the tertiary monamines derived from both bases ap-
peared to exhibit no dim n n es whatever. The authors promise
a further investigation of the whole subject, and chemists will look

si for their results.—li>-ri,-i,t, der Deutschen
' ha,,, (it* '/,,.',,,;•

:
./ ,/„-„,/ ,,; iv, p. 742.

4. On the derive fires ,,f /n/drir rh^r l>

<„d diethyla-muu—X. W. Hoi „

obtaining phosphorus compounds corn sp.mding to ethylumin and
diethylamin. The process consists i: d'_ -: _ n . oholic iodide
with iodide of phosphoni run u la metallic , side. When, for in-

stance, one part by weiu
1

" -f ;:in« hire, foin -f iodid< of ph - I

-

Qium, and four of iodide of ethyl, are digested together for six to

>
50° G, a nearly white

e mass is obtained, which is chiefly the iodide of ethly

Pbosphin, the B§ed bv the equation:

2tJaHJ+2PhJ+ZnO==2P(€ 2H 8
)H s

I+ZnI2+OH2 .

In this case, however, a certain quantity of diethyl phosphin is

always formed, the reaction beinu' ex] r. -m 1 ' y the equation:

2€
8H BI+PH4

I+ZnO= P(€2H 6 ) 2HaI.ZnI2
+OH 2 .

The tertiary and quaternary derivatives of phosplioniimi are not

formed in this reaction. Th\~ . }
*liown,

^ight be obtained by the action of the alcohols themselves on

Pbosphonic iodide. The separation of the mono- and di- compounds
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easy. Water readily decomposes the first, setting the

ine free, an i unchanged in solution. The
phosphine may then be separated by distillation, and dried by

means of potassic hydrate. From the residue in the retort, the !i-

compound may be separated by distilling with caustic soda in an

atmosphere of hydrogen. Monethyl phosphin, P(€2H 5
)II

2 ,
is a

colorless, transparent, mobile liquid, lighter than water,
25° C, without action on vegetable colors, and possessing a truly

I - <v. In contact with chlorine, bromine, iodine, and fuming

I, it takes fire. It unites with sulphur and carbonic di-

sulphide to form fluid compounds. With chl
and iodhydric acids it unites to form salts. The chl<

t'Tiiw.-i beautiful carmine-red, crvst ;) in - ;ilt with platl

Diethyl phosphin, P(€-H.)aH, is a colorh ss, transpan I

neutral liquid, insoluble in and lighter than water. It bods at

85° C, and has a penetrating and persistent odor. It oxidizes

readily in the air, and sometimes even takes fire ; it also unites

with sulphur and carbonic disulphide to form fluid compounds.

Diethyl phosphin unites with acids to form salts which,
exception of the iodhydrate, are difficult to crystallize. Methyl

. I

'

<
'.. 1

1 ,
)1I2 , is a colorless gas, with an odor even worse

1 compound. It may be condensed to a liquid

by cold or pressure. The salts of this base are decomposed by

water. Dimethyl phosphin h a colorless liquid, insoluM.
and boiling at 25° C. like its isomer ethyl phosphin. It takes fire

when exposed to air, and forms very soluble salts wir :

Berichte der Deutschen Chi,.. C. *,lL-l,.ift. /!> > iv, pp. 430 and

605.
Vi

w. g.

II. Geology and Nattjeal Histoey.

Note on an Apparent Violation of the Law of Regular i

•ive debituminisation of the American Coal beds ->»'

; by J. P. Lesley. (Pro<

K
Geological survey of certain land- in N '"';'/

county, Pennsylvania, it appeared that the beds of coal exist-

at L'rsina held much less volatile matter than was expeeteti;

-i gas coals of W, >i m .n laud <-.>nnt v, w Inch come east as »
as Connellsville, only thirty miles west of Ursina, hold between

30 and 40 per cent, of volatile matters. Three analyses show

Ursina coals to have but 17 per cent., while a fourth gives
JJ

I

j
cent. This puts the Somerset county coals into the *m***jSwows class. Yet the specimens were taken from gamjjwa} S :l '-":'

I

many years old, and several hundred feet from the outcrop, unae

high hill cover, at a point on the western border of the I «*

Bituminous Coal Basin" of Pennsylvania, near the Maryland a»<

Virginia State line. More properly we should say tliat the I^coals lie in the second synclinal of the First 'Basin. l (
' r ,.''.

Xegro Mountain anticlinal con.es m, from Virginia and >]>w
;

the First Basin into two in Pennsylvania. The Mountain diu

down at Castleraan's Eli [ axis rttt*
°
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northward. The First Ba-in is similarly split into two, o*st of
Johnston l), by the Viaduct anticlinal, which may or may not be

To make the situation understood, the following extracts from
my report to the owners of the property will suffice. The aecom-
1 'any nig map shows the Backbone of the Alleghany passing by
Altoona. This is the eastern edge of the First' Bituminous Coal
l»ii>in. The iw.i long parallel mountains between Ursina and
C'"imel!svil!e enclose the Second Bituminous Coal Basin of Penn-
sylvania. The Third, Fourth and Fifth lie west of it, and the
Sixth occupies the northwest corner of the map; no mountains
separating the last four. [The map referred to is here omitted].
The property surveyed, in this instance, lies in my old tramping

and camping ground of 1*40. during the fifth year of the State
'' 'gical Survey. The report which Mr. J aim- T. Hodge and
myself made to Mr. H. D. Rogers, Chief of the Survey, may be
tt.iiji.l recorded in tin- Fifth Annual Fcport (! S4 1 ), pages Sm-!V_\

which I v, ill here recapitulate in the descending order of the beds,

{"^convenience f comparison.
The Pittsburg bed, I, has been eroded from the whole country

Wnveen the Alleghany Mountain and Chestnut Ridge (at Con-
nellsville and Blairsville) except two hill tops; one near Salis-
h »iv. and the other near Ligonier. It is possible also that a third

exception may be discovered in the high hill country south of
J< 'lmst..wn, where a conspicuous bench runs along the hill-tops

Linn stone 20 feet below I, 6 feet thick in the Ligonier Basin.
< '<>al h,,/ //; 50 feet below I, 3 feet thick in the Ligonier Basin

;

1 foot thick in the Salisbury Basin.
Coal bed G, 100 feet below IT. 1> feet thick in the S:ili>hury

Basuj; encircle, the highest hill-tops i,, the Frsina Basin with a

('"i»>pieiu)us bench. Fort Hill is not ipiite high enough to have it.

/>• ./ Shales between G and F.

.
Coal bed F, 90 feet below G; generally small :

but l te. t thick
1,1 ri 'e Salisl>ury Basin. It forms' the high terrace of the Fort Hill.

Mahoning Sandrock.
< «olb*.d L\ " Upper Freeport, " 50 feet below F: 2 teet thick. mm

-te*t ,,f L;,„,,t, t „. <o\er it M.ai.s with <„'>-^dU\ in I r-ina Basin;

- :
'

' tiii. k, on 5 f. et of Li i >>st,rm in the Salisbury Basin.

Coal bed D, " Lower Freeport, " 60 feet below E, 6 feet thick in

1
J-sii i Basin; 4 feet, farther north; over 10 feet of samUtmie

•>*<. in two bed^ 7 feet asunder. 11 inches m all. This

ore-ball horizon is very extensive north and south of the River.

Coal bed C, 20 feet" below D, 2^ to 4 feet thick.

^ Coal bed B, 30 feet below C on Cox's Creek, 40 on Laurel Hill

Creek (N. 1
er 8 feet of

: li feet thick oyer 4 feet of Limestone on
Ti Xorth Fork. T went v" feet ab.,ve Blh 1-3 feet of Shales, etc..

Rim, below Pinkertoirs Bend of
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Coal Bed, 22 feet below Limestone, on west bank of CastlemanV
'•iver, i mile above Zook's Run ford, and on North Fork at old

salt boring ; cam.- 5 feet of Shale, containing I foot of ore-balls.

Coal bed A, 70 feet below B; 22 inches thick, at Shroff's

Bridge over Castleman's river.

sandstone.

Such was the general scheme of the Coal measures made out

during the old survey, and, however subsequently modified, it has

been of incalculable value in all subsequent special and private

investigations. It was a very successful attempt to reduce to

system the heterogeneous mass of details collected from all parts

of the Bituminous Coal Region of western Pennsylvania outside.

or to the east, of i i \I „,. .....}.
. \>) ,

• r,,per "Coal Beds, and

of the Alleghany River LoVer Coal Beds. It was bv the colla-

tion of these three generalizations, that the first knowledge of the

true order of the American C.»al Measures was obtained, a start-

, el a basis for all the Western Survevs.
[The details with regard to the re-ion and the beds of ruck and

called the Ferritin.;!
'*

i

,.,;''',';<: ,!•,;',!
; ,l" : | '".'.'in llfTwo analyse-:

Volatile matters and water .17-125

Water alone
Fixed carbon 68-535

A specimen from another openitv, n< ir the mouth of Br<

Creek, gave:

Water (V55

Volatile substances (-as) .. 21*90

Carbon (coke)
"

60-98

Sulphur (in ash) 062
Ash 15-95

That both the 6-foot and the 3-foot Ureina beds, situated :

western limit of the 1st Bituminous Coal Basin, should have

Br. .ad Tot, i; . ,

'

,i,<, r;l ^t <>iT

V >{< r /„„,,,,,.„, be o

theinfluen,

oals of the Cumber

Itbituminization to et
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But in the outset one source of error must be guarded against.

made, were obtained in the « a.
'

It is ""possible

that they had been long enough exposed to tlie air to lose some
of their hydro-carbons by spontaneous evaporation. The rate at

stated by those who have investigated the subject.

Dr. Richters made a recent communication to a German

t»i ii ne months 1 >M t ,*, r > > „t. . i>\aliu is fuel. Hiscoi

in connection wi! ick, who prove,

by laboratory ex:- .-'-'" took Place at C(,mmn

U-nmeratures. Tiuve mouth- sunVed to rob coal, kept uniforml;

at 140° C. (284
s K, of ,/// its ,,/,-/-„, a heat less than tha

'"'':'" o;i „,];:, ,r t , ILl -' f
':
L['

i;in'^y^ ^



:''i sonn-timo occurring in strata above the oil
l""-'"'ii in Ontario, fn,jii.,ntl;, occur in the Corniferous lir

itself. Hence the view held by some that the source of th

where the first tw..'fnrmations come totr

oleiferous.
xposed at North %

rf^-i
it Terre Haute, Ir

-<::::

, the st r:itn passed through are as f >1!

eei,
; Carboniferous limestone, with underl

sandstone and shales, 700 feet ; bla. k pvr.^hi.ts. ivtfml.
equivalent of the Genesee slates, 50 feet. Beneath tl.i>,

the

>

oil°v

f

ein

Venty"fiVe^ " the underlyinS Corniferous limesi

of^OOOf * *K
Ut a mlle t0 the

-

eastward
'
w*s «irrWd t0 d

of south.

D

The relation of pro <J

I by Prof. Andrews
self in 1861.

Postscriptum.—ln a note in this Journal for September (p*«
:
Ui

y)
1 ' ^ f> " mm , f,. r. tll MM ,,, ilN , , >

ing Limestone of CMc„,,o, which ';,,,., ;mv', I in this Journal for

-

*'
-" ''' . :

^. V
.

•
; ._: ; -

howevefreir "
" Tbere,B
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we have reason to believe" in the existence of

um in the sandstone in question. Le

i that the oil

ofpla

Surface Geology of New Brunswick; by G. F. Matthew,

,
(Proc. Nat, Hist. >',,<•. of Xew Brunswick. Aj.ril, 1871.)—The

or closes his paper with tin- following conclusions.
_

t. The present summer climate of a lame part ot Aca.lia is

. as to compare with that of the ivtrion aroun.l Lake Supt-

whnvar.-ur.lm-t.. IW. I.. A-a^i/ ami Sir W. K. k-;m.
j,rs , yi . t ,.,l ,

Th. r.-.. .I.!:.:..- m

3

5ew
C
England, which enjoys

iie ral.

northern Maine.

early arrested by the

rhe Ba;
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i portions of the glacier as i

with the ]"; ter faunae of the Mauvaises Yrres
of the Niobrara River, Nebr tska,

_fossils from these two localit
life, there occur the remaii
h, and none of crocodiles or o
r's collection, besides eontain

and Buena arenosa, also adds two „pw
a>e]_A

of these is a species of Erays of the larges 'size! ,

th, and the sternum about tw s i'eet.

'UtP.
^'i-V be named /;.,,.,., r.,,*,

ecies p.

/Hie second '
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and a half broad. As in the liv

P. paludosus. In at

Whirl were portion* of jaw, ^ itli near

'Zh'
, and Lophiodon. The for

Hwcodou: 7 molars. 1 i

s are like those of L„Phh>,l,

bi-lobed instead of a trij.l

v Prof. ^

st premolar, and the first

s of Hyrachyw, whieh in

of the last premolar is 7

ersely. The true molar h
The dep

the true molar is over an i

>ther fossil is a mutilated
Tm.j ma rather more than half

>e named T. retulus.

A
Th„ti

femur of Polceosyops poind
T'frhru,

Th
Tapi,

Among the remains of Dr.

»>r..k.

I)rr;l'ini'J hi Luki: Svpfi'<0'i

Zafc

Lake Superior, from the I

n of Gen. C. B. Comstock, Superintenc

I)re ( i *in<r was carried on from

the north shore, down to

. in the lake. In all th

hott. m, as shown both by the
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executed by the Survey, is covered with a uniform deposit

clay, or clayey mud, usually very soft and bluish or drab

color. Water brought from the bottom at many points was p

fectly fresh; that from 169 fathom- jivr no precipitate with

nitrate of silver. The temperature, everywhere below 30 or 40

fathoms, varied very little from 39°, while at surface (at the time

of the observations, during August) it varied from 50° to 55°.

The fauna of the bottom corresponds with these physical condi-

tions In the shallow waters, the species vary with

character of the bottom, while below 30 to 40 fathoms, where the

tight be expected from the unfavorable character of the bottom,

is meager, and seems to be characterized rather by the absence of

many of the shore species than by forms peculiar to itself. Some

of the more interesting species occurring in deep water were

:

Mysis relicta Loven, at various depths from 4 to 159

Pontoporeia affinis Lindst., at nearly every haul from the

shallowest to the deepest; a small undescribed -

Pi&idium, down to 159 fathoms; several forms of

larv;e, allied to Chironomus, down to the same depth ;
several

species of Lumbricoid worms, of the genera T-hlfx. >;,oov-,

and an allied genus; and a species of Hydra, which w;i> found

from the shore down to 159 fathoms. Of these, the Mysi*.
>'

poreia, and Pisidium are identical with species found by Dr.

Stimpson in his dredging in Lake Michigan, a short a

- published in the American Naturalist for September,

1870. The species of Mysis and Pontoporeia I am unable to

-h from specimens from 1.
in the

Swedish lakes, these species were associated with Idotcm entomon

and Gam*,,. s and were supposed

by Loven to have been derived from ancient marine species kit

in the lake basins by the recession of the ocean. The ex

of these forms in Lake Superior, so far removed from I

is certainly a very interesting fact in the geographic;.

species, but one which I will not attempt'to discuss is

notice. In the shallow waters many interest! \

were obtained. Among these was a new species of Grang ' .>

genus ch.sely allied to Gammarus, and heretofore known only

from a few species found in the fresh waters of the old wri.
which occurred in 8 to 1:j fathom- and ;<t the >anm depth, -i"'

1

!

'~

-, X'j./>,/>\ I'r t./f >. (, /,,„.„ -,/,, [*,n, . L- >" '';

•t-tnorbie, Valvata, Sphwiam, Pixhliuw, etc. A toll

report will soon be published. s. i. smith.

6. A. Featherman : Report of Botanical Survey of Southern

and Central Louisiana, In the Ann ""I lUp. >rt of the Board of

— '---?
of Louisiana State University, for year l""

n
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ersity, and Professor of Modern Languages. The general matter,

. is of consider-
ble interest, altln ;_ is in some cases
eeidedly trite. Our attention is concentrated upon the list of new
>ecies, twelve in number, which we enumerate, appending the

~ ""
1
ich they have previously received, some of them

<

± Prof.
~

iVt- arc indebted 1

pecies and drawings of others, without which these determin
ould hardly have been made. Taking the species in order:

Euphorbia Ludoviciana is Phyllanthns Carolinensis Walt.
E Jfegmh'sos is E. utwulubt L., a pretty well-marked, m

erect, and smoothish variety, of our southern coast.

S,,lL,tt;,i ,,,,,,11 is N. //,;/<;!;.< i'ursh, a dwarf form, approa
ing S. stellaris.

S. oligophylla is a slender state of S. gentianoides Ell.

//• '• <'• • >
'

, ..'>,.;,„/;* is //. ajfinis Gray, Manual, ed. 5.

JL Ludoviciana is H. ovata Nutt.
Jussima Boydiana is J. repens L., a small form.

Tephrosia angitstifolia, from the drawing is probably o

a slender form of the next.
T. •i>t;jj,rl

-

l ,\s T. on obrychoides Nutt.
Liliton 'Lncketfii is Criuum Aniericanum L.

(EiH.tiurn r<dmlnt,i, f..r lack of specimen and drawing, is

made out.

Selenium Seminariense is H. nudifloi

>rr. and Gray
-Dr. Rohrbach, the monograph!

of *d, „, ,,f T>. i in , ha* published a careful revision of the genus
lypha. He recognizes 9 species, with 4 sub-species : 7 of the

former are found in Europe, and 2 of these also in the territories

' f the Tinted States, together with a sub-species, peculiar to the

"Warmer parts of America.
Dr. R. has discovered that the fruits of 1 of the £

:

placed ii

i.iinai irioove, mid hurst open, emitting the seed, when

water : the two others possess no groove, nor do they

pericarp being adnate to the seed. Our species belong

The other characters on which he relies to distinguish the

species are (I) the shape of the stigma, which is linear,

or rhomboid; (2) the presence or absence of bracts ^anal le m
shape in the same species) at the base of th< feu

(3) the proportional length of the stigmas, the perigonial hairs,

just mentioned- bracts, at the period of maturity of

tn;!
< : (4) the presence or absence of hair on the axis oi the

male inflorescence
;

(5) the pollen, whether in single grams or in

4 grains united
; (6) the anatomical structure of the seed coats.

* The species with adnate pericarp are T. Laxmanni Lepechin
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e of the male

diagnostics

Typha hit . rk'l int...'. I Sr.-itt-s to tin IVilt.-.

Mexico. Axis of male inflorescence hairy; pollen o-rains

in t's ; female flowers without bract s ; stigma hiiiceolate-spatulate,

much longer than the perigouial hairs ; leaves fhuttish.

Typha angustifolia Lin., in the northern parts of the 1 nit. 1

States, southward only known in Louisiana. Axis of male inti.-r-

esceuce i
i male flowers

subtended by bracts, which are of e.pial length with the peri-

gonial hairs, and much shorter than the linear stigma; leaves

convex on back.

Typha Domingensis Pers., from T.-vas, through the West

ludi s. ami southward (not in the Old World), is a sub-species oi

the latter. Hair of the male inflorescence tapelike, broader up-

ward ; perigouial hair of female flowers slightly clavate (not

seen in any other typha); seed coat a little diil'ereut from that of

T. <<,,.;HHtifi)l>a ; 'leaves almost flat. T. Teuxillensis and T.

Teinti/idkill. !>.' K., belong here.

A plate elucidates the differences of structure of the seed cat-.

An alphabet ieal index en am. -rates the names and synonyms, and

refers them to their proper places. G-
E -

ILL ASTKONOMY.

1. Cordoba Observatory.—-The following are extracts from the

receitf offi tor, Dr. B. A. Gould.
The Observatory is situated on a height

tie southeast of the eity of Cordoba, at a distance oi -

from the principal Plaza, and not far from the gardens of the Nar

tional Kv position.

The ground plan of the e

nd forming v > the E. I

observations in the plane of the meridian ; and, at the respect

extremities of the-e, two circular towers 6m " in diameter ea«

while in the north and south direction two smaller towersot
These

olving cupolas," andlhe whole of the edifice forms

xtremities by as many tow * »
diameter serve as prolongations to the edifice.

any tower

entire length is about 38m in the direction E. to W., by a

of 24-3"1 from N. to S. The height of the larger towers is b " »»

that of the small ones only 5"4m
.

Your Excellency knows that the materials for the rooms *g
be toward the E. and for the towers to the N. S. & E. were sen

from the United States in June of the last year, with the excep

tion of the masonry, which it was necessary to have construct*'

upon the spot. These ma1 rwo-thin^ «
Jg

edifice, were r. k in October, an

this part of the edifice at this day, if not completely finished, A »
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t friends in the
United Mates, desirous to contribute to the good
prompt realization of our establishment, have undertaken to con-
tribute, and only thus has it been possible that these materials
should be shipped in the Hr.-t \ essel which sailed this year from
the United States for Rio de la Plata. I am notified that these
were landed April 1st at Buenos Ayres; nevertheless the public
calamity which has weighed upon that city and the restrictions

which have, in consequence, he.-n imposed on trade in other parts
of the republic, have thus far delayed the reception of this last part
of the edifice. When they reaci 'us then putting together will be
the work of a few weeks, thus completing the Observatory.

It would not be possible for me to recount here the efficient aid

well from tlie authorities <>f the Province as from the citizens of
Cordoba. Tin latter authorized me on my arrival lo choose a lot

»>f land of adequate size wherever it might be considered most
'•onvenient, and have since conveyed a square lot of 2 1

6'9m a side.

Our principal instruments, besides clocks, chronometers, chrono-
~i phs i 1 m % u-ol .gi .'1 qp .it'-, i< the meridian circle, the

latoriftl and the photometer. All
these are now in the country : nevertheless we have not been able
to avail ourselves of any one of them. Without an embargo, one
month more will suffice hi my judgment for their collocation.

Our meridian circle was made by Mt->srs. Repsold & Son of

-hops are indisputably the most reliable for

'
- of this class. The length of the telescope is I --H-t ;

•'-.. !•__' and the dhi-ion- , ,f the ciicles

permit the apprt ciat 'mi fa single second by means of the micros-

Copes. Th - of white

marble from the Sierra <
'id masonry

cement, and are l'61m high by 0-71 1 " wide. Though not the great-

est nor the most costly of our apparatus, nor indeed of the greatest

since with it will have to be executed the greater part of our labors

m the next 2 or 3 years. The great Equatorial is the prim ipal in-

tra take into cons* * - 1 " 1 *
magnifying power. Not having ordered it early enough, we had

Bed that it would be t <f time at

rocure an

Vat v -dhn.v. the work of Fitz. a h-nu ; i^h d

; N. w York. It- power has b

°mer Rutherfurd. The celebrated mechanic i

have undertaken to mount it, which they have effected with the

plete success. The telee °j
a focal distance of about 3™ -63, and is provided with clockwork.

« stands upon a pillar of white marble of a height of l-91
m

,
under

the revolving dome of the east tower. The a

of about 13 , and is provided i it! t <

•

is without the clockwork apparatus. It also

was made by Clark & Son, and is to be placed in the south tower.
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In the north tower will be placed the photometer. This small

yet most beautiful, instrument is the Avork of Ausfeld of Gotha, ii

ho constructed it ftte supervision oi

ipsic. This instru-

as well as the spectroscope constructed for our observatory

property of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences of Boston,

which has entrusted me with the sum of $500 to procure the neces-

sary apparatus for the study of the light of the southern stars,

ventor himself, Professor Zoellner of Lei

, as well as the spectroscope constructed i

by Tauber of Leipsic, and which we have not yet received,

* of the American Academy of Arts an '

b :

3 entrusted me with the sum of $500
rf the light oi

) them the apparatus acquired with

this sum, or a similar amount, as may appear to be most con-

venient. I do not di-_ v which I cherish, that

these instruments may be retained as the property of the National

Observatory, in view of their rare beauty and excellence.

At a former time I brought it to the knowledge of your Excel-

lency, that the great delay in the placing of the instruments and

liuiidinu- iudul-ed me to form a plan of inv< -

which at the same time that it should bring into action the " per-

sonnel" of the Observatory might also conduce to useful and

effective results, even without the aid of the large instruments. 1

informed you of the course adopted in this respect. vY

of time there was commenced a detailed and laborious

observations with the naked eye with the object of forming a cata-

logue of all the stars th u-n li< m-n>.

ing to position and decree of brilliuncv an<l to << .

-

a system of maps which shall represent* the aspect of the heav-

ens in these latitudes. Such maps do not now existj

there been many accurate detenu)
of the stars situated to the south of the Cell

object is to supply this want, and the results so far obtai:

so far exceeded my expectations that 1 seriously d>uhi it «
could have done more
had been at our service. As far as I can estimate,
least, of the labor of observation and comput

' Lded—thanks to the intense application of my

Levotion in this regard is no less honorable to

- than useful to the new institution. I ti
;

work will be concluded and '_i\< n to the press before the end ol

the current year. The results v, ill ;M ..p.,ar in a -.li-
the heavens, as they present themselves to the naked
which will comprehend the entire firmament from 10° north o

tor to the south pole, and will be accompan
; ».y constellations, which -

" •

the first fruit of the new iu<rituti<>n, will hear lis.- nanc
tine Uranometry," and
that its publication may be a stamp of honor t. ._

with so much zeal and enlightenment is taking its first steps m ««

path of a higher civilization. ,

I have found the lu;

ject to clouds than I had hoped according to the received data,
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^they are clear they are of an admirable trans-

appreciate from the fact that we
bserved and reduced* to the maps about 4500 stars between

*.ic xuoh degree of north declination and the south pole, while the
Uranometry of Argelander, which contains all the stars visible

-truments between the north pole and 30° of south lati-
tude, contains only 3256 stars. If the Government decides upon
the publication of these results, as I cannot doubt will be the case,
I am of opinion that the new process of photolithography will
supply the most economical and accurate method of executing the
maps—this consisting in engraving on stone by means of photo-

agents the maps drawn on a larger scale.
I trust that the completion of the l'mn<->;net>-'j will occupy us

only a few months more, though naturally it may be somewhat
by the distraction of our forces in using the instruments

which are soon to come into activity. Immediately upon conclu-

which the collocation of

vations taken at Cape Town, at Madras, Melbourne and Santiago
will serve for a beginning to this labor, which is designed rather
for the formation of a complete catalogue of all the stars within a

imit of brilliancy, than for the attainment of the great-
est possible precision in the determination of the positions of a
smaller number. This work proceeds by the observation
°f " zones " of stars, which are intended to embrace all of a cer-
tain brilliancy, situated in a given region of the heavens. The
same proceeding is successively repeated up to the definitive explo-
mini of the entire space between the proposed limits. A simi-w examination has been made by the <

sel and Argelander, in all the heavens to the north of the 30th
degree of south declination; and by the American astronomer,
GiUiss, in Santiago, in Chili, in the region extending from 23°,

more or less, to the vicinity of the South Pole. Though these last

Mentioned observations have not been published, yet they are at
this moment in preparation for the press on account of the Gov-
ernment of the United States. If the Argentine National Observ-
atory could cooperate by filling up the space between the two
series of zones above-mentioned, so as to form a continuous whole,
the scientific world would appreciate the work, and offer its trib-

ute of grat ears to come.
The National Congress has without solicitation from Dr. Gould

Pr°vided for an observer's dwelling upon the Observatory grounds.
The report goes on to suggest two ways by which the Observa-

tory can be of especial use in developing the science of the coun-
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President Sarmiento and the Minister of Public Instruction
have officially approved the report, and promise to put the insti-

tution into relations with the national establishments of public
n, in order to carry on a full system of meteorological

of Encke's comet was obtained at
tne uoservatory of the Sheffield Scientific School on the
of Oct. 13th. It was barely visible as a diffuse nebula. The fol-

lowing places of the comet, taken from an ephemeris by S. von
Glasenapp of Pulkowa, and published in No. 1854 of the Astro-
nomische JVachrichten, may be of interest to observers.

Oh Berlin, t. A.R. Decl. log. dist. to Q log. A ^fer^

16 17 15 19-72 —12 37 13-7 967272 9-72983 11199

After reaching the perihelion December 29th, the comet will be
too near the sun to be easily observed. In 1829 the comet was
first seen with a light-intensity of 1-2. In 1868 it was first seen
with a light of 2-2. On the night of Oct. 13th the light was
about 10, according to von Glasenapp's ephemeris.

3. Discovery of new Planet.— ] I -Uncovered a

new planet (117) on the 14th of Sept. It was equal in brilliancy
to a star of the 11th magnitude.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

^ *: J
fi*?ay -Man**, in the Worth Pacific—It is well known

that the Hawaian line of islands is continued beyond B
series of coral islands or atolls, which, together with r

lands from Kauai to Hawaii, make the whole length of the II r'-\
lan chain full 2000 miles. Some of these islands were survey.
by the US. Government in 1867, with refer.
a place of depot for coal, to sen i tion, for the

North Pacific line of steamers. We take the following & * »
spectmg the three islands particulary surveyed, from I

to the Bureau of X:u „
; *„ 7 , u f I apt. W»>-

- - -- \ ... .
.

Iftlf« 1, l, bi J- 15 X. and
=
177

Q
->0' W • m i

;

land in 27° 50' X. and 175° 50' W '

'
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In Brooks Island, which was the best of the three as regards
tarbor, the encircling reef is 18 miles in circumference. On the
rest-north-west side, for three miles, the reef is mostly wanting,
nd there are 3 to 10 fathoms water. At the northwest point

elevation, and only 6 to 20 feet wide, where examined ; beyond
this, the wall becomes a line of detached rocks, and for •_' miles is

hardly above tide level, and then for another 2 miles under water,
except at low tide; but for the next 4£ miles, along the southern
and southwestern sides, there is again a continuous wall for 4i
miles. There is no v ; all. Whether this wall
indicates an elevation of the island or not, it is difficult to say. It
is more probable that there has been a subsidence of four or five
feet, and that the wall is only the ruins of the coral rock that
formed the dry land of an atoll once in much better condition.
The only harbor entrance is on the west or leeward side. The

harbor—railed Welles Harbor—is rather larger than that of Hon-
olulu (of Oahu), and as safe, but has not quite as much water on
the bar—the depth being from 21 to 16 feet at low water. The
entrance between the reefs is 800 feet. On the southwest reef there
|s n small island, called Middle Brooks Island, whose highest point
is 15 feet above the sea; its vegetation is shrubs and grasses. The
lagoon is 2 miles long and U miles in its greatest width. There
are many clumps of coral with 1 to 2 fathoms over them; but the

Turtle abound on the island, but seals were seen only occasion-
ally- Birds were very numerous, and the young birds were so
many as to make it difficult to wa* !. trampling
on them. There is but little guano, and this is probably owing
to the condition of the reef.

Ocean Island is much like Brooks, in having a wall of coral rock
on its northwest, north and east -ides; the n. rth side reef is at low
tide level. There is no ship entrance to the lagoon. There is a

green islet at the so ' of Brooks Island, its

height above the sea 10 feet. The reef has a circuit of 14* miles.

Pearl and Hermes reef closely resembles the other two, but

the wall is rather a line of detached rocks than a continuous par-

apet. The circumference of the r«ef is 42 miles, the length from
east to west being 16 miles, and that from north to south 16

miles.

2. Eruption of the Volcano of Colima in June, 1869 ;* by He.
Charles Sartokius.—To the northwest of the town of Colima
nse, above lower mountains, two lofty volcanic peaks, the more
easterly, capped with snow, being 3,790 metres (12,434 feet) in

"eight, the more westerly, with a conspicuous crater, 3,580 metres

(11,745 feet). The latter had an eruption in the year 1818, but
Qas since remained in repose, though thin clouds of smoke have
often ascended from its summit,
On the 12th June, 1869, a dense smoke issued from the crater.

and at nig] its mouth; detonations

* Smithsonian Report, 1869, p. 423.
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like the discharge of distant rtillery were heard, but no concussion
of the earth took place. On the 13th there was observed from

ait from the
vol, •:..,.., ..n li, northeast side, at the foot of the steep cone, a glow-
ing heaving [Anschwellung) of the surface, which continued to
111,r ' :iS| v luminous clefts, from which were
ejected smoke and red-hot stones, extending in the direction d
the snowy peak above mentioned.
The civil engineer, Ricardo Orosco, ascended the volcano on the

15th of June, accompanied by two servants and a guide. At 6
o'clock in the morning he left San Marcos, and reached at 12
o clock a plain at the foot of the steep cone, where he left the
horses. A heavy storm was pr.- rature of the
air being 10 Reaumur, (55° F.) On a second small plain, upon
the northeast side of the mountain, was the new upheaval w&&
ascended to the scarp of the cone and stretched in the direction t

latter being 4,500 mctn > _
,

r.. !< - dM '

aval in question seemed to be some 35 metres (114 feet)

high and 230 metres (754 feet) broad, forming a flattened arch.

a ranee was that of a wild mass of volcanic, red-hot rocks
one upon another and constantly in motion, not unlike

freshly-burnt lime when sprinkled with water. The rocks which
rolled down were, on cooling, of a gray color. A piece broken off

rang like glass, and was vitreous and porous. In the middle of

the upheaved mass the movement was strongest ; there large clefts

and intense light were displayed, while engulfed stones, which
were swallowed up m great masses, were followed by a noise afl

of violent wind and by clouds of smoke, sometimes blue, sometimes
yellow. The temperature of the air in the vicinity was 42° R.,

(126 F.) The stones in the midst of the heaving mass seemed to

be softened, though not melted, and no flow of lava took place.

Orosco ascended the cone in order to observe the phenomenon
from above. This cone is very steep, and consists of sand and
volcanic rubble. The temperature on the summit, which was

2 o'clock p. m., was found to be 4° R., (41° F.) From

•^ei 5 ? aval could be surveyed. In the

mid_dle of it the most vehement movement was in progress, at-

tended by the constant upheaving and descent of rocky masses,
hre and blue and yellow columns of smoke.
1 he upper (ancient) crater has a diameter of 150 metres (492

feet), descends in a cone-like form, and shows around its einara-
terence many fissures and rifts. From the center and walls arose
a dense sulphurous vapor. The gases from the new theater of

eruption had a smell like that of burning stone-coal.
llie descent was very toilsome on account of the rolling stones.

At 3 30 p.m. the horses were reached, and at 9.30 the hacienda ol

b, where many were waiting to learn the result of the

tfflt
ltl01

5- -7* r
f
p0rt °f °™™ was, ^at the district was

bint
mth n° dan*er'

as no lava was'issuing, and thefiWB-
being open gave no reason to fear any explosion from the tension
ot confined vapors. Later explorers of the volcano found a figure
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from the new upheaval to the upper peak, one to three feet wide
and about three feet in depth, hut neither heat nor vapor issuing
from it. The latest reports inform us that the same phenomena
in general continue to present themselves, but that such volumes
of fetid gases issue from the fissure, that the inhabitants of the
district were forced to leave their abodes. Cows and sheep were
killed thereby, so that it was found necessary to drive away the
herds from the neighborhood of the volcano.

3. The Variations of Gravity in the Western Provinces of
Hussia; by A. Sawitsch. (Abstract, 31. X. Roy. Astron. Soc,
.Tun- 0.)—A great arc of the meridian having been measured in

Russia with all the precision which modern methods of observation
will admit of, it became an interesting subject to examine the va-

riations of the intensity of gravity in the districts traversed by this

arc, and to compare the progress of those changes with the varia-

tions which are observed in the direction of gravity determined
at several stations by astronomical observations and geodetic*]

operations. An extensive series of pendulum observations was
therefore arranged by the Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg,
to be made at certain stations between Tornea in Finland, and
Ismail in Moldavia, selecting only those points of which the geo-

graphical positions and elevations above the mean level of the sea

were determined in connection with the great arc of meridian. The
observations between Tornea and St. Petersburg were made
during the summer of 1865 by 31. [ en*; those

between St. Petersburg and Ismail were made in 1866 and 1868
hy M. Sawitsch and M. Smyslof.

31. Sawitsch gives in detail the formulae used by him

is, and also the results of the observations, which are

given for t m situated between 65° 51' and
45° 20' north latitude. At St. Petersburg the length of the

seconds' pendulum found directly from the observations is 440-958

Paris lines, the latitude being 59° 56' 30".

"Our object was not so much to ;te length

of the pendulum as to collect new di - '•' v if }"•

and to compare them with those which have been found at other

stations on t; Wc- kn.»w that at Mm.lon the

length of the simple seconds' pendulum has been determined *^

great precision by Capt, Kat< r and 1

that the measur^ made in <iivat 1

tectly with those obtained by the English savants, while those

made in France by the English savants give the same results as

those of M. Biot. To these determinations we may also add the

observations made by travelers and naval officers m different

parts of the world. To connect i

*.tie preced-

ing system of researches, without a breaking of coin:

direct determination of the length oi the

Petersburg, 1
ieducedpenduU^ .,

hy M. le Comte Luetke at St. Petersburg and at the Royal Obser-

vatory at Greenwich ; the difference between the length of the
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file seconds1 own at London, we i

its length at St. Petersburg .-,.. [iu U ; > tin relation of the squares

of the numbers of infinitely mil- 11 oscillations which the compar-

ison pendulum, reduced to" the same temperature in vacuo, has

made at each of the stations in a mean day. In this manner, the

calculation gives for the length of the simple seconds' pendulum

at St. Petersburg 39-10975 English inches or 441-0319 Paris lines.

Assuming this length, we have deduced, as the result of our ob-

servations, the values contained in the first three columns of the

following table,

lo examine the accuracy of each of the results M. bav.

! The length of the pendulum observed at eacl

with the corresponding length obtained from the formula? given

in his paper. The residual- are as -h en in the fifth column of the

preceding table; the sign + denoting that the observed length is

greater than the calculated length.
The sum of the positive residual errors is +0-0440, and of the

negative residual errors — 0'0423.

Thus the formuli a-iv. > well with the equations of .

. ;rd to individual errors, they depend upon errors of ob-

servation and upon :m..m:ili< s in the intensities «-f tcro-mui

gravity; but it is difficult to <ii*-..\,-v in :
;

. • lli-ivi - -" ,:

above any certain traces of those anomalies ami of rbe local causes

which produce them.
"In the Work of W. Struve on the arc ofu

Danube and the Arctic N-a N ; , d.-taih 1 di-cn-Mon \

between the North Cape and the Dauube.

i ..-s in latitude found directly from the r

-

m- vary onlv ± I ""75 from those deduced !>

;
- errors of observation, thev are not a- •_-:--

usM-d by M-

•

iriiieh change sensibly from one of our stations to am
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4. Zoological Results of the 1870 Dredging Expedition of the

Y.icht " Xorna " off the coast of Spain and Portugal; by W. S.

Kent.—A detailed list of the numerous species collected liirougli-

cal and exhaustive report to he presented to the Royal Society,

I here propose, commencing at the lowest animal group, to briefly

enumerate some of the more important forms taken, adding such

re.nlVtf'm! u'n' e'-'p,'' -ialh. de^rdnu of" uYiont'iou.' Of all, the

suh-kiugion ufthi Protozoa has p rhaps furnished us with the

iti.^t ahumlant uid vah ' tutorial, the >p ige class hi particu-

even, the few hours spent in shore-collecting at Guernsey,

"'"'in o'enera Iaodirt > fieli I have placed

, described

the Lamin'amn and Coralline zones, from the shore line down
fifty fad s, at whicl u, oliected md dr. Iged in Vigo Hay

uid at'tei 1 i-thi soi tl n th< neio'hl.M urhoo 1 of S i d il n I

the- Sado river, proved remarkahlv productive of species belong-

I'firto the same ifronp, as also to " that of the Calearea or calea-

"'•<-'" us si-ieuled sponges, including Sycon and Gra,ttia, &c. The
»KJ>t interesting of anv, however, were the species belonging
to the Tlexaetinellida-, oV hexradiate spieuled sponges, of which

V; " species bel<
' obtained £

varying from tOO to 800 t ith m- ofl L u < Espicht i

'yx, AphDactylocalyx, Aphrocallistes Bocagii, La-

ir other species new to science, three out

constitute the types of new genera, the

r data enabling us better to appreciate the

ill/l think, suffice to prove to all thos.

. adopr.-d

Wy ville The
' another sp<

generic name of Phtw t ei»a, -- L

[ cundder Loth Prof. Wyville Thon
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described by Dr. Leidy of Philadelphia

effectual clearing up of this, ;l i pivs, nt, doubtful point.
In my description of other sponges belono-im-- to this same

Hoxaetinellat, -roup, read 1,,;,..', J,,- Uovaf SlTer.^-oi c.-il So-
ciety, and published in their -Transactions'- tor November, 1M»',
I have, in creating a new genus and species, Asko.
tense, erroneously associated Prof. Thompson's name with it as
having once pronounced the form to be of vegetable ana not

flie mistake arose from the- misconception
of a name singularly similar in euphony as pron , meed t . ::

'

In
Prot. du Bocage, and I here avail myself of the opportunity*'

4 Prof. Wyville Thompson that amende hon, r
myself in duty bound to accord to him.

Passing next to the class of the Foraminifera, our trathcriiiirs
have been remarkably rich both from the coralline and abv»;il
zones, the latter furnishing us with numerous arenaceous types?

(ft/iabdomina, &c), and the former being notably ale
species and varieties of Lagena am 1 < 'ristt Ibirla. '.Many of these
forms are new to science and await description.
The Ccelenterate sul \, furnished several new

Forms, including among the latter category a.
'

/"-< /•/'•'-'-/-. M. Edw., one of the Am
don, if «**

m this country. In the Alcyonarian group, Verttillw,, rynuiM-
riurn first taken sparingly in Yigo Bay, and afterward abun-
dantly m the Laminarian zone near Setubal, excited our
admiration.

Nothing can exceed the beauty of the elegant opaline polyps

ophyte when fully expanded, and clustered like flowers
on their orange-colored stalk; a beauty, however, almost equalled
by night w>

the whole colony gi0W8
trom one extremity to the other with undulating waves of pale

U
-'V -i

'' :
; •' :

:• '

'

-

'-
-:

=

. .

'..
'

luminosity evolved produced a spectacle too brilliant for words to

describe The supporting stem a, be the chiet

seat oi these phosphorescent properties, and from thence the scin-

tillations traveled onwards to the bodies of the polyps themselves,
borne of the specimens of this magnificent zoophyte m
much as ten inches from the proximal to tie
the supporting stalk, while the individual polyps, when fully

ted stalk, and measured as much as an inch in the diameter of

their expanded tentacular discs.
Numerous Polyzoa were also dredged up from the various

t2™'?£Vf
-

wMch remain^ t0 be
g
identffied; but

group ot the Tunicata has perhaps furnished by far the most inter-
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with numerous specimens of an Appendicular***,

which, from notes and sketches made at the time of their capture,

I have since found to have presented phenomena seemingly not

have been presumed to constitute a distinct genus of Tunicata

inter te, or otherwise to be the larval conditions of higher forms.

My own ..1,-,-n itions, however, recorded in the last July number
of" the "Quart i Is J..m il 1. 1 -

1
i< d Science," have led me

to believe that they are the free swimming reproductive zooids of

higher Tunicates, bearing the same relation to them as many free

s Jfedusce do to some stationary hydroid colony. At
the greater depth of 600 and 800 fathoms, various species of Ter-

ebratulce were taken as representative of the class Brachiopoda.

Ascending yet higher to the sub-kingdom of the Mollusca, a

iety of interesting species rewarded our researches. In-

",g t'm-f were— F/'.<«s oatnn-itts, a eoinne

the Norfolk crag recently discovered in the living state in Vigo
Bay by Mr. Me Andivw ,'and dredged by us in the same locality;

;ies of Cassis, remarkable from its being more closely
'

'. Saburon and other 9|
• Japanese

and Chinese seas than to any of its Mediterranean or Atlantic con-

geners. This circumstance of its affinity is the more remarkable

when associated with the occurrence of a species of Ih
(If. lusitanica) off the same coast, likewise scarcely distinguishable

from the more familiar Japanese form H. Siebohn.— S-

5. Destruct of the Chicago
" he great Chic

ing of the Museum ui me
Chicago Academy of Sciences. The building was supposed to be

fire-proof, but a letter to Professor Agassiz from Dr.

son, the Curator, says, " it collapsed like a bubble i

beat, as did indeed all other 'fire-proof buildings

l Dr. Wm. Stimp-

ble in the intense

buildings in the city."

of Crustacea in the

world, "filling," as the same letter says, "more than ten thousand

ery extensive suite of specimens and species,

even to the types of all the many new species, gathered by Fro*.

J- D. Dana in the Wilkes Exploring Expedition in tie

and Pacific Oceans, the basis of his Report of 1,500 pages in

1855 on that subject : and also the large collections made by Dr.

Lis cruise in the Ringgold Expedition to the

tforth Pacifi, , 1 . sid > hi- n ur rions from the Gulf of

Mexico, and specimens from various other sources. 1 here were

alcoholic specimens of other invertebrata, obtained by

B, and those of Dr. btimpson s

own Pacific and Gulf collection. There were also in the

unfortunately, the Crustacea dredged up by Mr. de Pourtales in

his late di these having been sent there tor

description and a final report.
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Dr. Stimpson writes, that besides his private collections, all his

books and his manuscripts, the result of twenty years of labor, are

gone. Hesays, "Kv. ! bad in the- world was

deposited in the building for safety, and I am now 1«

destitute." Dr. Stimpson had published only brief d<

of the species collected by him in the North Pacific expedition,

and had been engaged during the past two years, along \\ ith ft*

ail':-*, in -.-v|>:iriii'_f for the press a full report, with detailed illus-

trations of all the species. These are among the lost.

Dr. Stimpson is one of the ablest and most
zoology in the country ; and he deserves something move I

nary commiseration. Should a scientific library be restored to him

by gifts from others over the world, and from owners of duplicate

eop* - of Eoologi tl works, it would not be more than a just return

for all his unwearied labor in the cause of science.

6. Earthquake in Nee- J, .--.svy, Dflatrm; , and Pennsylvania ; by

W. C. Taylor. (From a letter to Prof. Newton, dated Haddon-

field, N. J., Oct. 10, 1871.)—The earthquake which w.

1). iware yesterday was wry distinct]} observed is

The time noted by one of onr school teachers here, an exact »-

server, was 20' before 10 a. m., the same as that stated by the

m writers.

The noise heard in Haddonfield was similarly !<-

observers as resembling the drag I

upper floors of the houses, or the rumbling of heavilj

ons along the streets. It was sufficiently startling to bring > l,nlc

persons to their doors, to look for the cause of the disturbance

In a snhspmiPTit- lettm- ATV T.vlnv <h,t,w tl,.,t the- shock was tt'It

was felt at Dupont's powder
sion, as has been suggested.

.|,oek

Peter D. Knieskern, M. D., died at Shark River, New Jersey,

on the 12th of September last. He was born at Berne, Albany

county, N. Y., June 11, 1798. When a boy his love

and of books was such taking a tar-

mer of him, and he consequently, but with great difficulties, touna

his way to a liberal education. He took hi>

geons of the Western District,) N. Y., then a famous
medicine. He early became passionately fond of Botany, was an

indefatigable collector and a keen observer. Few botai
ex.-idled him in their knowledge of the plants of the region in

which he resided, and none in zeal, simplicity and love of science

for its own sake. Neither poverty nor want of opport
companionship appear to have discouraged him, although they

irehes to a comparatively narrow field. x

first established himself, as a physician, at New London, tnen

removed to Oriskany, N. Y. He published in the Report of tne

Regents of the University for 1842, a catalogue of plants o
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Oneida county, of which Dr. Torrey took occasion to spook in the

. also acknowledging the most efficient ai<l

which Dr. Knieskern had rendered him in the preparation of his

Flora of the State of New York. In the year 1841, upon Dr.
"

! removed t

opening for a medical man, while it afforded a richer

rare plants than any other district in the Northern
? States, viz : the Pine barrens of New Jersey. He lived

Manchester, Ocean county; six years later he removed i

vhere he remained to the end. Over this whole pro-
,
Monmouth county,

^r,

tic and peculiar pine-barren region he botanised with utmost assi-

nity and skill, and amassed a large number of specimens, which,
i age advanced have accumulated on his hands, and which,

"

osedoffo
1 Carices,

interesting species are almost peculiar to that

district or even to some few localities in it. The character of that

flora may be gathered from the catalogue of the plants of parts

of Ocean and Monmouth counties, New Jersey, which Dr. Knie>-

- d, an 1 from a greatly extended edith u f it w iich

>uhseipiently appeared as a contribution to the Geological Survey
tin St it , ; Wh i! p rti( ul -r course will be adopted in reference

t<« these botanical /v//7 ,//,/, tin writer of this notice is ai present

unable to say. But those wishing for information may address

ttions to him, or, which is better, to the Rev. Samuel

Lockwood, Freehold, New Jersey, to whom we are indebted for

the farts relative to Dr. Knieskern's later life. He ii

that his lamented friend died of paralysis, in his 74th year, with

unclouded d, truly but most un-

ian that he had always been. At
:

are of the Sedge Family, in which he especially delight.

and the repeated mention of his discoveries in various works will

keep his memory <rreen and name perennial in American Botany
long after the few surviving companions of his youth have passed

hke him to another world. ,. ,
*'

f'
Johx Edwards Holbrook, of South C rolii : . 1 • d at Norfolk,

-^ — i- In i— -rt^. on the 8th of September. He was born at Beau-

^"•t. S. C, in 1794. m,l irradimted it Brown University ;
and since

!824 has <, : Froti >s..r of Anatomy m the

state Dniversitv of South Carolina. He is chiefly kn.e,

extent and magnificence of his works upon the reptiles ot JN ortn

America, ai : ^,„tl: Carolina. Of these the

red in its completed form in 1842, occupying

& .me volumes had been previously

Posed imperfection. The advance in our knowledge of American
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since that time may be learned from the fact that we are
at present acquainted with not far from five hundred species.
The work on the fishes of South Carolina was equally difficult

t " ''
1| - '" ;l conclusion satisfactory to its author, sevem

having been canceled and replaced. The publication, indeed, was
irely finished, the commencement; oi

;

: stands, it embraces
the only available series of illustrations of the greater part of the

• "cies. It is said that a euhi^ium upon Dr. Holbrook
is to be delivered before the Boston Society of Natural History
by Professor Agassiz at some future fay.—Harper's Weekly.

*' u«fi ! I

r the age of
84. Mr. Sowerby was well known as a naturalist; still better,
however, as an artist, his illustrations of shells, plan <, an i - tl er

objects of natural history being considered of superior excellence,
ing the pages of many of the more important works of

natural history published in England for many years past. It

was in the branches of conchology and botany that he was most
prominent ; in the ?-**—

what is known as '

a life-size colored
eighty-one fasciculi, or ten volumes, are" already VuMfehed i

"i.—Athenmum.
^uechisox, the eminent geologist, died

ober, aged 79, having been born in 1 792.

Miscellaneous Bibliography.

W.l.ihts. Measures and

... x,ew York, 1871. pp. 20.-
I his system 1S based upon the following, as principal units : the

•vameter ;. the arr=\ sq. dekameter; the talh
;
thepondd=:\ kilogram, francs. The

multiples ascend by tens by the Greek prefixes, Hena-, Dua-,

file parts descending by tens a c

by Latin prefix .-. .. &C-
2. Earthquakes, Volcanoes and -/ ; by J. D-

Whitney. 108 pp. 8vo.—Three articles published in the North
American Review. -ion of many
ot the view -

a mentioned in the title,

with the results of the author's own important investigations.
rf. Ine Minerals and Geology ! >: a hand-

book for
•
pr,,.*;,,,! ,,., .• b v K. j. Chapman, Prof in Uuivt-rsity

College Toronto, and Consulting M is is a **
ond and enlarged edition of Professor Chapman's Hand-book. It

contains the only systematic account of Canadian Mineralogy,
and a brief sketch of its Geology.

J ^"^Tt^^^ ByPr°f*

..-hi Brothers, Boston, pp. 16.
Trigonometry. By Prof. E of Jlichig^
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Art. XLIX.—On the Geological History of the Gulf of Mexico;

t
1 he colored outline map before you, without much preten-

sion to accuracy of detail, shows the general geologic;
of the great embayment, once a portion of tlie Gull oi M xi< o.

-vis is now marked by the course of the M
^ver, from southern Illinois to its mouth. I have compiled
this map from the best data now extant, accessible to me, with
a view to the better elucidation of the succession and character
of geological events ; and especially with a hope of bringing to
bear upon the later formations of the interior ofthe continent, the

i here left by the retiring waters of the sea
Marine deposits being better understood and more available for
general comparison and conclusions than those of inland lakes,
the series here shown would seem, by its original connection
With the interior basins, to promise a key to the determination
?r equivalence in time, that, in view of the violent disturbances

^ the Rocky Mountain region, it might be difficult to find in
^at portion of the continent
The subject matter of the present communication is, for the

grater part, embraced in publications made by myself during

Jne past ten years ; and to these publications I must refer for
tne corroborative detail, which in this general
be out of place.

In*
Read

-

bef0re the American Association for the Adva;

Am. Joint. Sci.—Thikd Series, Vol. II, No. 12.—Dec, IS
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Cretaceous period.

The most ancient shore-line of the Mississippi embayment is

formed mainly by the various stages of the Carboniferous rocks.
It is only in eastern Alabama and the adjoining portion of
Georgia, that the Silurian and metamorphic rocks formed the
shore of the Cretaceous seas. The deposits of the latter period
have been traced by Safford up to the Kentucky line, along the

western foot of the paleozoic ridge which compels the Tennessee
river to make its long detour northward ; and the Cretaceous
outcrop doubtless extends, in a northwesterly direction, some
distance into Kentucky.
In the portion of this belt embraced within the States of

Mississippi and Alabama, the dip is sensibly at right angles to

the trend (i. e., between W. and S.) at the rate of twenty to

twenty-five feet per mile. In its southerly portion especially,

the Cretaceous beds are very distinctly divided into three prin-

cipal stages, v
1. A lower one 300 to 400 feet thick— Coffe

(Eutaw group mihi)—consisting of non-calcs

> 400 feet thick— Coffee group of Safford

blue or reddish laminated clays,
and but very rarely (Finch's Ferry in Alabama) marine fossils,

i: corresponds doubtless 't.. H.,.d :,"- Ibkota group,

including, perhaps, in its upper part the equivalents of the Fort

Benton group, to whose fossils those of Finch's Ferry, collected

by Tuomey, bear a close analogy.
2. The middle or Rotten limestone group, not less then 1,200

? •"!.
maxinmm Sickness. Soft, mostly somewhat clayey,

whitish, micro-crystalline limestones and calcareous clays ;
very

uniform on the whole, if we except the locally important, but

not generally extant, feature of the " Tombigby Sand," t$f

special home of Inocerami, Selachians, and gigantic Am-

3 Ripley group : crystalline, sandy limestones, alternating

with dark colored glauconitic marls containing finely
fossils. Thickness 300 to 350 feet. Equivalent of 1

1

bed of the Cretaceous of New Jersey, and doubtless of Hayden s

Fox Hills beds.
J

How far the Rotten limestone, as a whole, may be considered
as embracing the whole of the series intervening betv
dens Fox Hills beds and Dakota group, remains to be shown.

Ine fauna of the Tombigby sand sub-grou i

already stated, by the great number, both of indivi
Inocerami, and of remains of (chiefly Selachn-i

wherein it corresponds to Haydei ;

its fag"
have been partly named and described (son
by Tuomey.* According to Hayden's view of the New Jersey

* Proceed. Philad. Acad.
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equivalents, the Eotten limestone would be represented by his
Fort Pierre group.
The distinctive features of these several groups become less

be farther we advance northward, even in Mississippi
iliferons or lignitic clays and sands mingle with the

West of the Mississippi, the continuous Cretaceous outcrop
extend as far northward as on the east side, by some

150 miles. Nor have the more ancient lignitiferous beds
(Coffee group) been observed there, with certainty, within the
limits of this map. The Cretaceous area of Arkansas, ace. mling
to Owen's description, falls almost altogether within the limits
of the Eotten limestone group ; and the same seems to be true
of the greater part of the Cretaceous area of northern and
middle Texas. Nevertheless, the series of isolated Cretaceous
outliers, which traverses Louisiana from the head of Lake
Bisteneau in a S.S.E. direction, terminating probably in the
great rock-salt mass of Petite Ansef, exhibit the main charac-

i the Eipley group; while deep borings have demon -

presence, for a thousand feet beneath, of the uniform
Hotten limestone, such as it exists on the prairies <<i Mississippi

ama. I have elsewhere^ stated the stratigraphical as
well as lithological reasons which induce me to consider both
the rock-salt of Petite Anse, and the sulphur and gypsum de-
posits of Calcasieu, as lying within the limits of the Cretaceous

The data given by D. D. Owen seem to assign to the Cretace-
ous strata of Arkansas a dip S. or slightly W. of S. The out-

ers in Louisiana are too limited in extent for determinations
°* dip

; but it can scarcely be doubted that they represent the
' a (more or less interrupted) ancient ridge, a kind of

Ration of subsequent deposits. It is fair to presume I

tins ridge the strata dip toward the axis of the Mississippi
valley, to meet those on the opposite side; and the depth at

which these beds are found in the Calcasieu bores, seems to

uwlicate, on the western slope, a south-southwesterly dip of
jQree to four feet per mile. A glance at the map shows, never-
theless, that the general form of the northern Gulf shore was
Jot materially influenced by the existence of this axis of eleva-
tion, which probably was marked merely by a series of discon-

nected islands in the early Tertiary sea that, after the emergence
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of the iramence Cretaceous area, already prefigured the present

Gulf of Mexico.
It would be bootless to speculate, at this early moment, on

the precise origin of the great rock-salt, gypsum and sulphur

deposits. That the prominent event of the epoch—the emerg-

ence of an extensive sea-bottom—afforded abundant opportunity

for the accumulation of the two former substances, is obvious

enough ; it would seem to pre-suppose, however, a temporary

or partial isolation at least from the general ocean, analogous to

that which, apparently, occurred in later times. But as regards

the sulphur, its ordinary co-occurrence with gypsum would

hardly seem to afford a sufficient precedent for the present case;

unless we assume the concurrent influence of volcanic or

other " abysso-dynamic " agencies.

Tertiary period.

It will be perceived that during the Tertiary period, the north-

ern Gulf shore receded from its extreme 'northern limits in

southern Illinois and Missouri, to a shore-line which, though

running near the latitude of Baton Rouge, is not far from

parallel to the present one, if we ignore the extreme projection

of the Mississippi delta. This rapid filling-m of the embay-

ment, no less than the character of the deposits, prove that tne

depth of water was not great ; especially in the remoter por-

tions, where lignitic s deposits very spar-

ingly interspersed with small marine beds (the remnants 01

estuaries) from the ].r. . Similar alternations

of materials occur, in fact, throughout the older Tertiary de-

posits of the southwest ; and hence, the divisions marked ott

by difference of color on the map, as " lignitic
" and

'

Tertiary, respectively, must be taken very much cum grano sal*

Except only in southern Arkansas, few marine beds of any

notable extent occur outside (i. a, north of) the limit of tne

area indicated as marine. But in northern Louisiana, wnere

the dip is very slight, lignitiferous strata are altogether predom-

inant on the surface ; although the marine seem to *nder11*

everywhere at no great depth, and in numerous localities crop

out on the surface ; forming, according to Hopkins, distme

beaches around some of the Cretaceous outliers mentione

above. . .

So far, indeed, from considering the predominantly hg11
?

'

ferous area as representing a period distinct from the older marm

Tertiary, I have little doubt that the larger portion, if n°tani?
the beds I have heretofore designated as the Northern Lign^^

(and Flatwoods clay) group (Lagrange and Porter's Creek group

of Saffor-I lents in time of the oldest marine

beds observed in South Carolina and Alabama, and designate
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supported 1

inclined me to this opinion ten years ago ;* and it has -

a strong confirmation from the latest observations of Dr. E. A.
Smith, of the Miss. Geol. Survey, who has found the same
rocks, substantially, continuous along the southern border of the

rea, nearly to the Mississippi bluff. At the same time,
Satford mentions the occurrence of similar beds on the border
of the Cretaceous, in Tennessee. The inference is inevitable
that no beds outcropping in the fork of these two marine
branches can be anterior in time ; the interconnection, in fact,

- to render the supposition that there can be any ma-
terial difference of age almost stratigraphically impossible.
The exclusively lignitic character of the central portion must,
therefore, be ascribed rather to the inaccessibility of that region
to the waters of the sea during their deposition

;
perhaps in

consequence of a change of level, by which the upper portion of
the embayment, from about the mouth of the Arkansas to
Cairo, was converted, for the time being, into a littoral marsh.
In Arkansas, nevertheless, small marine beds are more libe-

rally interspersed among the lignitic clays, than is the case east
w the Mississippi ; and some of those mentioned by Owen as
";' spring on the territory here laid down as chiefly lignitic, are
obviously more closely related to the celebrated Claiborne shell-

ped than to the Buhrstone group. The latter group does not,
in fact, appear characteristically developed anywhere west of
the river, so far as I know ; and the occurrence of somewhat
extensive marine Tertiary outliers on the Cretaceous territory
of Arkansas, as well as of lignitic beds on that of Texas (e. g.,

the Cross Timbers, as approximately laid down on the map),
proves that although the deeper water of the embayment fol-

lowed substantially the lines of trend shown on the map, yet
there still existed at that time a connection, in a northwesterly

. i >f the Gulf waters with those of the great interior

oasin of the West.
That this connection should not be uninterruptedly traceable

at the present time, is not surprising when we consider the

ssa of the connecting trough, as demonstrated by the

able thickness of the deposits, that of course greatly

favored their removal by the subsequent events of the Quater-

nary period. Nevertheless, enough seems to remain of these

deposits to form a chain by which, with the aid of paleobotany,
t:i " equivalents in time of the Buhrstone and Claiborne marine
groups, at least, can be determined among the fresh or brackish-

* Miss. Rep., I860, §§ 162 and ff. 188, etc.
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water beds of the interior. And with these as fixed horizcflri

to start from, aided also by the flora of the subordinate lignite

beds of the later (Jackson and Vicksburg) stages, we may hope

sh a comparative chronological scale through which

is, and later times, may-

be established even for the much-discussed Tertiary beds of the

Great West.
My present purpose scarcely requires that I should more

a toe detail of toe later stages of the older Tertiary,

which I have not distinguished on the general map, in order

not to obscure too much the general features. But
ui.i i shows both the successive decrease in the width of their

outcrops, and the regularly diminishing convexity of the Gulf-

outline. I may also add that as we recede from the vertex of

the embayment, and eastward from its axis, there is a regular

increase of deep-sea features, the lignitic facies becoming more

and more subordinate
;
yet, by its persistent recurrence seem-

ing to intimate the occurrence, if not of oscillations, at least of

local variations of depth; dependent, perhaps, upon
ponding changes in river mouths. In Alabama, t!

•

feature is almost suppressed, the marine stages overlying each

other directly, as a rule ; while west of the Mississippi, it be-

comes more and more pronounced as we advance wesl

that all but the latest portion of the Jackson, and most of the

(much diminished) Vicksburg sea, here represented,

have been an intricate maze of everglades and shallow estua-

ries. That this star-. oately connected with

toe existence of the Cretaceous "backbone" of Louisiana on

om hand, and the decided southward dip of the san

tiou in Alabama on the other, can scarcely be doubted. At

the same time, let it be remembered that both east and west ot

the Mississippi, from the Chattahoochee to the Sabim

.

Tertii rv period ..-loses with a decided prevalence, in ti

bur- limestones, of the deep-sea character; and th -

d history of the gulf does not exhibit any phenomena

whose parallel may not, mutatis mutandis, be found on the coast

of the Carolinas. Moreover, the transition from the oldest to

the more modern (Vicksburg) fauna is so gradual, gai -

in Alabama and Mississippi being completely filled ;

tion 4i\
t ra o'.M-rv.'d <>\ lb '.iii^ ml mv-el >n Louisiana, that

any attempt at subdivision into eocene and " oligocene " m ast

•r demarcation.
But while on the '

and Pliocene strata

a gradual approximation to." and admixture of, model,
forms, the Vicksburg epoch close? abruptly. ?.> for as the ^u11

of Mexico is concerned, the marine Tertiary series. The geoio-
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gically as well as agriculturally barren rocks of the Grand Gulf
. ogy outside of the Gulf basin, unless it be

those of the Bad Lands of Nebraska, and especially the White
River beds, to which they bear an extraordinary lithological

(as well as in some res] tf) resemblance. How-
ever little this circumstance may prove as regards equivalence
in time, we must, nevertheless, not forget that, as the only rep-

resentative of the geological period intervening between the
eocene and the Drift on the Gulf shores, the Grand Gulf group
almost necessarily embraces among its equivalents these very
beds; and since Marsh has found the latter so much farther

Q they were supposed to exist but a short time ago, it

is not altogether impossible that more direct relations between
the two may yet be proven. The Grand Gulf rocks form the

highest ridges of Louisiana as well as of south Mississippi,

wiling o V rather abruptly into the level prairie country of the

marine Tertiary. But even these ridges are capped by the

ferruginous sandstone of the southern drift, which may have
been instrumental not only in greatly diminishing their height,

but also in sweeping away the links connecting them with the

interior; as has unquestionably happened with regard to the

older Tertiary.

Be that as it may, whether actual connection existed or not,

we cannot escape the conclusion that analogous circumstances

Were required to produce analogous deposits. Foremost among
these was the exclusion of the sea; nor can we account for the

extreme scarcity of both animal and vegetable remains, that

.^lively leaves 'us a ti cation, unless upon

-ition that the water which deposited these beds was,

take it altogether, too fresh for a salt-water fauna, yet too salt

to admit of a fresh-water population. The solitary fragment of

a turtle, recognized by Prof. Marsh, is all that has so far re-

warded my many years' search for zoogene fossils in this forma-

tion
: and with the exception of a single locality in M

not yet fully explored, the prospect for recognizable fossd plants

is about equally discouraging.

Hudson (Quaternary) beds have led me to conclude, that in

some degree this absence of life is only apparent ;
and that the

calcareous concretions, so abundant in some of the clay strata of

the formation, are but the substance of perhaps a very diversified

fimna, whose calcareous portions have been thus transformed

% maceration.* The calcareous ingredient, however, occurs

0I1ly in the lower, clayey division of the series ;
and it is suffi-

ciently remarkable that the fine sand- and clay -stones of the

* This Jour., Jan., 1869, p. 81; Ibid, Nov., 1869, p. 338.
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upper division should have preserved no vestiges of either

animal or vegetable life.

I do not see how, in view of the nature, thickness (about 250

feet) and wide distribution of this formation, the inference can

be avoided that during the whole or a part of the interval be-

tween the Vicksburg and Drift ages, the Mexican Gulf was, by

some means, isolated from the Atlantic ocean ; or that at least

its communication, perhaps across the still submerged penin-

sula of Florida, was so imperfect as to render the influx from

the interior of the continent predominant over the original

.

supply of sea-water. An upheaval of the northern borders of

the Caribbean basin could easily accomplish this resull

as the deep channels excavated by the Gulf stream in the

strait of Yucatan, as well as those of Florida, did not yet exist

Too little is as yet known with accuracy regarding the geology

of the nearer Antilles and Yucatan, to determine whether they

Gabb in Sto. Domingo, and of the English geologists in Jamaica,

seem to indicate the existence there of marine Micx

Pliocene tertiaries, which are altogether unrepresented m the

waters of the Gulf. It has been suggested to me that be<

character may be covered by the Grand Gulf and later beds of the

Gulf coast. I willingly leav e the onus of proof on that score to

those who may think such an assumption desirable. But were

this the case, the necessity for assuming the cutting off of the

Gulf basin from the Atlantic, on account of the existence ot

the Grand Gulf rocks, would be none the less cogent ;
for 1

doubt whether any geologist, upon full considerat,

facts, would for a moment entertain the idea thai

' Northern Lignitic " of the oh h I Gulf beds

could be explained away as a mere
It is worthy of remark that while east of f '

"

peculiar sand- and clay-stones of this group £

; of the Miss
~ned to the

northwesterly portion of its area of occurrence, in Louisiana

and eastern Texas these rocks are ahogeti
pecially along the northern (or landward) border, the clay

being subordinate.

Quaternary beds.

The Grand Gulf rocks are almost everywhere Id

overlaid by the deposit- of the strntith-.l Drift or <
>;

Of course it overlies equallv, as a rule, the more ancie

tions (except where, from causes not always readily
it seems to have been subsequently removed) up to the lim^
of the Paleozoic. Bevo id the* . its .ecurrenee is more or 1©*

localized in conform: alleys, as observed by
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Safford in Middle and Eastern Tennessee, and by Tuomey and
myself in Alabama. The same is true, apparently of the larger

channels of Texas. But within the limits of the Mississippi

embayment, it constitutes one huge delta-shaped mass, covering
the entire Tertiary, and a large portion of the Cretaceous area,

to a depth varying from a few feet to over two hundred ; on an
average, perhaps, between sixty and one hundred feet. Its pre-

dominant material is orange or reddish, rounded sand, mostly
ferruginous, of various degrees of induration, with subordinate
beds of clay, and enormous gravel-streams, evidently denoting
ancient channels.* Its beds disappear beneath those of the
Port Hudson age about concurrently with those of the Grand
Ghilf era; and consequently, it cannot well be independently
represented on the map.

I have hereto foref shown that in order to explain the pheno-
mena offered by the Orange Sand of Mississippi and Lou
seems necessary to assume that prior to its deposition, the Gulf
coast suffered an elevation to the extent of at least 450 feet above
its present level, accompanied by a much greater uprising near the
head of the waters. This elevation was succeeded, during the
" Champlain " epoch, by a slow depression to at least twice that

amount
; and finally, during the Terrace epoch, a re-elevation

to at least the extent of 450 feet took place. These figures are

n*niina, if we regard the sea- or rather the Gulf-level to have

Gulf was an isolated basin during the Grand Gulf era, it might

poasibh have been elevated as a whole, and the zero-point of

the scale would be changed upward, accordingly. The same,
in a reverse direction, would be true if it could be assumed
that the occurrence of the glacial epoch sensibly affected the

general level of the ocean.

,
Be that as it may, the gravel is composed of northern rocks,

disposed in belts, of which one occupies the main axis of the

embayment, while others mark outlets now closed ;
and the ex-

and violent plowing-up of the more ancient

formations, clearly proves the occurrence of an immense flow

"
; waters southward, which in the main channels moved peb-

bles of many pounds weight ; while between these, the deposi-

ti'm of the finer materials took place in more quiet waters.

That these events were not of a local character ;
that on the

*>&trary, the phenomena observed in the Southern Si

hut the necessary consequence aud complement of the Drift

. requires discussion ; but it is

ti: ^' J that these facts were more generally understood and taken

kto account by American geologists, and that the Ohio should

' Miss. Rep.. 1860, this Jour., May, 1866, and other papers above referred to.
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cease to be proclaimed the southern limit of the " Drift." A
kind of settled prejudice on this point seems to have obscured

the vision of more than one observer, in consequence whereof

these deposits have been claimed, over and again, as portions of

every formation existing in the southwest, from the Carboni-

ferous to the Bluff or Loess. Thus, in northeastern Texas, they

have been m ry age ; the " Tertiary iron ores
"

of that region being precisely the same as those of the " Orange

Sand " of Louisiana and Mississippi. The same is doubtless

true, according to Safford, of the " Iron ore banks" of Tennessee,

associated with the " Ore region gravel," precisely as is the caal

in northeast Mississippi. In Arkansas, Crowley's ridge, a

peculiarly characteristic Orange Sand ridge abutting on the

Mississippi river at Helena, has been properly accounted of

Quaternary age by D. D. Owen ; but he associates with it the

it is impossible to d

from those cropping out directly opposite, on the

river bluff, in M i -i-i .. . id Tennessee ; and which are directly

traceable to their connection with the oldest Tertiary.

Tuomey first asserted the existence of this southern Brut

from Alabama to South Carolina, and ronj.vtmv,) i-

ence to the beds which underlie the cities of Eichmond, Wash-

ington and Baltimore. I ascertained its wide prevalence in the

it the superficial beds observed by Owen in Arkansas and

southwestern Kentucky, and by Safford in Tennessee. So close

and cogent a connec t i
. ih ed between it and the

" modified Drift" of the Northwest, that I can no longer doubt

its equivalence, whatever may be the precise mode of origin

assigned to it. The "Eastern gravel" streams observed by

tbe mountains of Tennessee, and no less by Kerr m
North Carolina, have their counterparts in the rivers of Texas,

and in the great pebble-belts of the Mississippi embayment.

But it will be difficult to combine into a harmonious whole

the widely ,, ls and opinions of geologists on

the vexed Drift question, unless some agreement is Gome
A
i^a

f
to the precise meaning of the word. Let it be understood that

the term I >
i 01 embrace all the depoei

between the end of the Tertiary period and the begin ni

Champlain era of depression, when " drifting " oeaa
continent, outside of river channels, and that within this PW
period are embraced, whether as consecutive, or more or less

drift or moraines ; the Iceberg (or " glacial ") drift •

west; and finally the "modified," or rather, stratified Drift' 01

! The name "

I southern Drift, which is to" a large extent""'"modified
atenaL only re-stratified, Drift-fashion.

altogether inapplicable to
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the "Western, South Atlantic and Gulf States. It will then
become possible, by a comparison of the really cognate pheno-
mena, to trace more definitely the history, both general and
local, of that turbulent period, without the confusion attending
the use of a word to which each observer attaches, more or
less, a different meaning.

If it be fully ascertained that in its lower course the Ohio is

(sensibly) the extreme southern limit of the " glacial " Drift,

while the stratified Drift is suhst; itially continuous from the
lakes to the Gulf shore, we have before us a definite pro-

blem as to the causes, that can probably be solved by a close

3 ion, viz: the southern border of

the Paleozoic in the Mississippi Yalley. The general relations

of the Drift to the Allegheny range are thus far, unfortunately,

involved
'm great obscurity; yet a knowledge of these, espe-

cially on the western slope, seems almost a necessary condition

precedent of any probable hypothesis regarding the history of
the Drift period West and South. It is only thus that the pos-

sible existence of an ancient barrier across the Mississippi

Valley, at the head of the embayment, may be either estab-

lished or disproven.
The next formation laid down on the map is the Port Hud-

son group, of which, however, the outcropping littoral portion

only is here represented. Properly speaking, it should be

shown as occupying also most of the space colored as alluvial,

»ee it underlies everywhere, not only the marine alluvium

(and a portion of the Gulf itself), but also that of the Missis-

sippi and its
- least as high up as

and on Red river, nearly if not quite up to Shreveport. It

wins to exist equally in the valleys of .riser larger rivers tri-

butary to the Gulf; notably in that of the Pascagoula, up to

one hundred miles (in a direct line) from the coast.*

Having discussed this formation somewhat m detail m
papers recently published, I will merely state that it embraces

a group of parti v littoral and estuarian. parflv -u amp, lagoon

and fluviatile deposits, whose t! "* m:,m -

festly dependent upon the top. _ [ tDe con
^

en (during the "Champlain " period) in progress of

slow depression ; as shown by the nature of the dej -

the numerous superimposed generations of large cypre-

These beds overlie those of the (

»

V'
d D" f *'

while themselves overlaid by, not only the river alluvium, but

also by the Loess or Bluff silt or its equivalents; as well as

where this is absent, by the Yellow Loam of the surface.

Grand Gulf g
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It would seem that here also, during the latter portion of the
Drift period, most of the larger river channels were already
impressed upon the surface, though not always coineid
the present immediate valley; as Newberrv has observed in

relation to some of the northern rivers. A depression of the
land would gradually transform these channels into inlets filled
with more or less stagnant fresh water down to a greater or less

com the then existing coast line ; and thus opportunity
would be afforded for the formation of the swamp and lagoon
deposits into which both the Mississippi and Eed river Lave
subsequently cut their channels. The banks of the Eed river u
well as, outside the present alluvial area, those of the many lakes
and bayous which border that stream, exhibit strata absolutely
identical in character with those observed near the coast, yet,
of course, totally different from either the alluvial deposits of
the present time, or the adjoining tertiaries. The same holds
true, more or less, of the Missis bayou*"
According to the observations of Dr. E. A. Smith in the Yazoo
bottom, and my own in that of the Tensas, not only do the
clays with calcareous concretions . £ the Port
Hudson age as they are foreign to the alluvium of to-day) fre-

quently crop out m the beds of the streams
; but much of the

best lands of the " buckshot " kind, now situated above over-
flow, have clearly been formed by simple disintegration of these
strata, altogether independently of the river alluvium.

These results fully confirm, therefore, the statement made by
Cren. Humphreys,* that the Mississippi does not, as a rule, nowma bed formed of its own deposits, but has excavated it in an
older geological formation. Wells exceeding fifteen or twenty
feet ordinarily strike these clays throughout the bottom, as
they do in the delta ; and the analogy has been completed by
the repetition of the phenomena observed in driven wells at

JNew Orleans,f at a point about fifty miles above Vicksburg
(Cxen Wade Hampton's plantation), where a tube well lias fur-

nished a copious flow of com! daished for

many months.
The swamp clays form, however, only the lower portion of

JePortHudson beds. Higher up, as shown at the Port
Hudson bluffy there lie vellow or whitish silts and " hard-
pans. These form, also, a level terrace some miles in width,
bordering the Tensas bottom

; while high above it, on the hill,

tops of Sicily Island, on the Washita, lie the remnants of the
x-oess formation, the main body of which has succumbed to
tne erosive influence of the Terrace epoch of elevation. It

has, however left a belt a few miles wide on the eastern
side of the valley, as shown on the map.

I £T,S£
9

fi£i3l32*i&« aL + This J~- TOL u 18U ' p
345 -
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It would thus <eem that during the latter portion of the
period of depression, the rate of sinking became, at times, too
rapid to allow of the accumulation of swamp deposit. The
indurate silts are mostly void of fossils of any kind, but are
Occasionally traversed by fluviatile beds with pebbles drift-
wood, etc. Then there is a recurrence of the swamp deposits

;

silts; and finally, the calcareous, siltv loam of the
Bluff formation, with its numerous terrestrial fossils and "Loss

clearly referable to the epoch of
depression.

The Loess differs little from its equivalents farther north,
'eing utterly devoid of stratification as well as of any

' i i " organisms. It is not easy to imagine the modus
>y which a deposit of this kind, sometimes 70 feet
I of dead uniformity from top to bottom, could be

produced. Its equivalents farther north exhibit very distinctly
the structure resulting when deposition takes place in (gently)
flowing water ; at the south it was probably substantially stag-
n;a| t- -;r <• ;m n-grmls the tidal flow. Perhaps the latter may
serve to explain both the absence of fluviatile as well as marine
hfe, and the uniform intermixture, without any semblance of

ent, of material varying from the finest silt to pebbles
half an inch in diameter. A strong tidal wave running up a
deep inlet of this kind, would naturally sweep away, in its

periodical rushes, many members of the terrestrial fauna, whose
remains are in a marked degree the more abundant the nearer
we approach to the edge of the formation.
Overlying the Loess we find, wherever opportunity is afforded,

a stratum of yellow loam or brick clay, which near the larger
valleys is often as much as fifteen to twenty feet in t"

ied structure, as well as of fossils.

and forms the surface layer, and in most cases the subsoil of
the Gulf States. If, as I am inclined to believe, its presence
as a connected, though very undulating sheet, on all but the
most elevated uplands of these States, necessitates the assump-
tion of submergence, however brief, to the highest level at
which it occurs; the changes of level heretofore alluded to
would be shown to have exceeded by 600 to 700 feet the esti-

mate given above.
The succeeding (Terrace) epoch of elevation has not, so far

as I am aware, left any marks in the way of beach-lines or
terraces, unless the second bottoms or 'hommocks" be ac-

counted such. They, however, belong to a very modern epoch,
for they occur on streams no larger than what is usually called
a " creek," and are most marked on the smaller rivers ;

while,

apparently absent from those of the largest size, such as the
Mississippi, Bed and Arkansas rivers. The elevation at which.
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on the very Grulf shore, we find deposits of the Port Hudson
age (180 feet at the Five Islands on Vermillion Bay) shows,

nevertheless, that a stupendous amount of erosion was accom-

plished during the time that the Mississippi occupied in scoop-

ing out its channel, to a depth which, even below the northern

boundary of Louisiana, cannot be estimated at less than 500

feet.

As regards the modern epoch, I will merely ren

while in the axis of the ancient embayment the M
river, through the singular instrumentality of mudlumps up-

heaval, is rapidly pushing out the land into the Gulf waters,

the latter are nevertheless gaining ground on almost the entire

coast of Mississippi and Alabama ; and the same is true of a

portion of Vermillion Bay. Yet on the whole, the coast of

Louisiana, as well as that of Texas and Florida, is more than

holding its own ; and the shallowness of the water, even where

encroachment does take place, will necessarily restrict the latter

within narrow limits hereafter.

Art. L.

—

On the Astromonical Proof of a Resisting Medium in

Space ; by Asaph Hall.

The return of Encke's Comet during the present year and

its very favorable position for observation will attract the

attention of astronomers to this, one of the most interesting

bodies of our solar system. Besides the interest belonging to

all periodic comets since the establishment of the probable con-

nection of their orbits with those of meteoric streams, this comet

has a peculiar interest, since from the singular anomaly in its

motion Professor Encke drew his inference of a resisting

medium in space. Encke's labors on the orbit of this comet

were begun in 1819 ; and immediately after his discovery of its

periodicity, he found by comparing the observations of that

year with those of 178(3, 1795 and 1805, and taking careful

account of the planetary perturbations, the remarkable circum-

fc the periodic times were diminishing. The following

values of these times were found :

1786—1795 periodic time=12081 12 days
1795—1805 " " =1207-879 "
1805—1819 " " =1207-424 "

In order to account for this diminution Encke adopted the

hypothesis of a resisting medium in space. He appears to have

been led to 1 ;oe on account of its

inherent probability, and in this view he was sustained by
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Olbers. But the strongest proof of its truth lies in the fact
that the analytical investigation shows, that a tangential force
resulting from a resisting medium would produce secular
changes in the mean motion of the body and in the excentri-
city of its orbit, leaving the other elements unchanged or
changed by periodic inequalities only. This conclusion is inde-
pendent of the law of density of the medium. Now this was
'

I ta I E ticke needed in order to account for the anomalous motion
of the comet, the change falling almost entirely on its mean mo-
tion, that of the excentricity being quite insignificant. Other
hypotheses were suggested' to explain the diminution of the
periodic time, and especially that of internal changes in the
comet itself, but nearly all of these, besides being less simple
than the assumption of a resisting medium, would necessitate

1 notion of forces acting in various directions, and pro-
facing anomalous changes in all the other elements of the
orbit, contrary to what was required by the observations.

,

Eneke therefore, notwithstanding the doubts of Bessel and
other astronomers, continued steadfast in his theory of a resist-

ing medium in space, and for more than forty years, and until

short time before his death in 1865, pursued his cal-

culations with wondei- . Between the years
1829 and 1859, he published in the volumes of the Berlin
Academy eight memoirs on the orbit of this comet, and also
other investigations on the same subject in the Astronomische
Kachrichten and in the Berlin Jahrbuch. He assures us, what
we can easily believe, that he spared no labor and despised no
precaution that could give completeness and surety to his com-
putations; and besides being an excellent mathematician,
Encke possessed, in a degree rarely equaled, the skill of adapt-
ing formulas to convenient and safe forms for numerical calcula-

tions. He has given in the Berlin Jahrbuch for 1861 a resume
°f his labors, and the proofs presented there, taken simply by
themselves, seem to put beyond the shadow of a doubt two

as: first, that the periodic time of this comet is

diminishing
; and secondly, that this diminution is satisfactorily

accounted for by the assumption of a resisting medium in

space.

.
I will now state the reasons that throw doubt on the preced-

ing conclusions, and which, I think, require that Encke's results

should be tested by an independent calculation.

The position and dimensions of the orbit of Encke's comet
are such that the comet can approach very near to Mercury, so

near indeed, that notwithstanding the small mass of this planet,

the perturbations which it may produce in the motion of the

comet can exceed the greatest ever produced by Jupiter. On
account of the rapid motion of Mercury, the calculation of
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these perturbations would be very laborious, and frequent cor-
rections of the comet's elements would be necessary It is well
known that among the incidental results of Encke's investiga-
tions on the orbit of this comet, were the corrections of the
values of the masses of Jupiter, Mars and Mercury given by
Laplace. The value of the mass of Jupiter is now accurately
known, but with regard to Mars and Mercury there is an un-
certainty which of course it would be necessary to consider in
any investigation where these masses can produce large distur-
bances. Considering, therefore, the great difficulty of the
problem, it does not seem unreasonable to ask, before accepting
any extraordinary assumption, that Encke's results should he
verified by a new calculation, carried on at least through four
or five successive revolutions of the comet during recent times,
when the observations have been accurately made. Encke
himself has given in the Berlin Jahrbuch for 1858 a new and
rigorous method for such calculations.
But should it be found, as seems probable, that Encke's

numerical results are correct, it would not follow that the
existence of a resisting medium in space is established.

There are two other periodical comets whose motions have
been carefully investigated, and which furnish important evi-

dence on this question. These are Faye's and Winnecke's
comets, discovered, or in the case of the last rediscovers 1. in

1843 and 1858, and which have periods of 7£ and 5£ years
respectively. If we denote by a the perihelion distance of a
comet, by a its semi-major axis, and by e the excentricity of its

orbit, and express these quantities in units of the earth's mean
distance from the sun, we shall have the following values for

1858, when all these comets were observed.

Encke, 0-3407 2-2181 0*8464
Faye, 1-6942 3-8137 0'5556
Winneeke, 0-7684 3.1367 0-7550

If we observe that the aphelion distance is 2a~g, the preceding
quantities will give us an idea of how differently situated in

space are the orbits of these three comets, and with what dif-

ferent
^

velocities they move around the sun. Thus, while
iinckes comet at its perihelion approaches nearer to the sun than
Mercury, and always remains nearer than Jupiter, on the other
hand *ayes comet never approaches so near the sun as does
tne planet Mars. Should it be found, therefore, that all these
comets exhibit m their motions the anomaly found by Encke,
and could this be accounted for by the assumption of a resist-

ing medium m space, the evidence would be considered decisive.
bucn, however, is not the fact The orbit of Faye's comet has
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been very carefully determined by Professor Axel Moe"ller of
Lund Sweden. After computing the planetary perturbations,
Frof Moeller combined the positions of the comet observed in
1843, 1851 and 1858, and at first thought it necessary to intro-
duce, as Encke had done, the hypothesis of a resisting medium.
In this way he satisfied the observations of the three returns in
an admirable manner, and Encke in his declining years thought
he saw the complete proof of his hypothesis and a satisfactory
reply to Bessel's objection made in 1835, " that up to the present
time we know of nothing but the motion of a single comet which
it is necessary to explain by a resisting medium in space, since
the motions of the planets and moon have given no evidence
of a resistance." But in 1865 Prof. Moeller revised his cal-
culations, and found that he had made an error in computing the
pertubations. or rather in transferring the varying elements of
the comet's orbit from one epoch to another, and that when this
was correctly done the observations were satisfied, within the
limits of their probable error, by a strict adherence to the law
of gravitation and without any extraordinary hypothesis. There-
fore, laying aside the theory of a resisting medium, Prof. Moeller
carried forward his calculation of the perturbations, and com-
puted an ephemeris for the return of the comet in 1865. This
prediction proved to be of wonderful accuracy. The comet
was so faint in that year, that it could be seen only with diffi-
culty m the telescope of the Naval Observatory, but on the
hrst night it was looked for it was seen exactly in the predicted
place. Professor Peters of Hamilton College, who is provided
with a more powerful telescope, made a series of accurate deter-
minations of position and from the mean of eight days' obser-
vations the corrections of Prof. Moeller's ephemeris were only

Aa = -j-0 s -55, Ad =z -f-9"-9.

The prediction, therefore, was one of the most accurate ever
made of the return of a comet. Hence in the case of Faye's
comet, the weight of evidence was transferred from one scale to
the other ; and the character of the error, which Prof. Moeller
detected in his own work, is such that there is additional reason
tor desiring that Encke's calculation should be subjected to a
rigorous test.

Winnecke's comet was seen first in 1819, when Encke com-
puted an elliptic orbit which gave very nearly the true periodic
June, but the comet was not seen again until it was rediscovered

?y Dr. Winnecke in 1858. The most careful determination of

Jts orbit is that by Professor Oppolzer of Vienna. As the per-

turbations of this comet have not been large, regard was had
to the first powers only of the disturbing forces, and the calcula-
tions have been made with comparative ease. By combining
A* Join. Sci. -Third Serif-, Vol.. II. No 12.-DEC, 1871.
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the positions of 1819, 1858 and 1869, Prof. Oppolzer finds for
the first interval the value of the mean motion 638" -6312, and
for the second interval 638" "7007. This difference is so small
that we may safely conclude that the comet's motion is strictly

in obedience to the law of gravitation.
Hence, so far as the motions of comets have been determined,

the evidence is against the theorv of a resisting medium in space.
Thus far, the observations of the planets lead to the conclusion,
that their motions are in strict accord with the law of gravita-
tion

;
and in the disputes about the acceleration of the mean

motion of the moon, no one has thought to seek its cause in a
resisting medium, but much more probable causes are at hand.
Encke's comet, therefore, stands alone in the strange anomaly in

its motion which the calculations have shown. The first thing
to be done would be to test the correctness of these calculations;
and for this purpose it seems to me that the method of special

perturbations is better than the expansion of the general pertur-
bations, since by the first method all powers of the disturbing
forces can be rigorously taken account of, while in the method
of general perturbations the theory is difficult, and in the pre-

sent state of analysis a doubt may remain whether we have
included in our result all terms of a sensible influence. If it

be proved that the diminution of the periodic time actually
exists, this anomaly must be considered as a peculiarity of

Encke's comet, and its cause must be sought for in something
which distinguishes this comet from all others. It was early

pointed out, by Olbers I think, that this comet moves through
those regions where the zodiacal light is seen. Possibly also the

numerous meteoric streams which are moving around" the sun,

and which are closely connected with the orbits of some of the

comets, may exert an influence on their motions.
Sept. 26, 1871.

Art. LI.

—

On a new Micrometric Goniometer eye-piece for

the Microscope; by J. P. Southworth.

After a few experiments by Dr. H. T. Porter and myself,

we have succeeded in making an eye-piece micrometer and
goniometer which equal in accuracv and surpass a
and cheapness any we have seen, and we have used those of

some of the best makers in this country. The objection to the

eye-piece micrometers in use is the want of boldness in the

division-lines, which makes them fatiguing and hurtful to the

eyes. To overcome this objection we were led to experiments
in making micrometers bv the aid of photography, which have
resulted m success. The" steps of the process are these :-
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1st. A scale of 100 heavy India ink lines about } of an inch
apart are drawn on a dead white surface of Bristol board. The
lines marking every ten divisions are six inches long and
extend one inch each side of the scale ; those marking every
five divisions are live inches long and extend one half inch
beyond the scale ; the remaining lines are four inches long.

2d. By photographic process for copying engravings, a negative
is taken, on which the scale equals about two inches in length,
and is intensified by mercuric chloride and potassium cyanide.

3d. With a copying camera and lens for taking transparent
positives for the magic lantern, a transparent positive of this
negative is taken on micrometer glass, reducing the scale to the
length of one-half inch. In this the lines are jj T of an inch

After intensifying, washing and drying, a cover of thin
s cemented on with Canada balsam, and the slide cut to

nt the slit in the micrometer eye-piece. It can be also mounted
with a spring and micrometer screw, like Jackson's micrometer.
In our micrometer the lines appear to stand out in relief rod
are jet black, while the spaces between them are tra

enough to admit of the accurate measurement of the details of
minute algae and fungi to the 3^0 o of an inch.

Regarding the goniometer:

—

1st. A circle about eighteen inches in diameter is drawn with
India ink, divided into degrees. The center is indicated by a
dot, and one diameter is drawn. Every five and ten degrees

\ ongei i nes than those indicating single degrees.
Every ten degrees of each quadrant are numbered from to 90.

2d. A negative two inches in diameter is taken by the pro-
cess referred to above, ami from this a transparent positive is

taken on a circle of micrometer glass cut to fit the tube of the

- It is covered with a circle of thin glass cemented
in, and mounted to fit the tube at the focal point of

a positive eye-piece. A cobweb is drawn across the diameter
the lower lens. When a crystal is to be measured, the stage

gle coincides with the center of
• with one side. The eye-piece

jj
now turned till the cobweb crossing the diameter at the een-

Lea with the other side of the angle. Now the num-
ber of degrees of the angle can be read at the circumference.

1he advantage of this over the ordinary microscopic goniome-
ters is that in ours the angles of the crystal and the degrees of
toe goniometer are on the same line of sight within the tube of
the microscope, while in the ordinary goniometer the degrees
are marked outside the tube. The photographic processes by
Which the above are made can be learned by consulting any of
toe standard works on photography, under the sections that

treat of copying engravings and taking transparent positives.
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Art. Lll.—On the bearing of Devonian Botany on Questions
as to the Origin and Extinction of Species : bv Dr. J. W.

completeness to the subject, are not suit;
fore, printed separately by the author, fc

Fossil plants are almost proverbially uncertain with refer-
ence to tlu

.i nation, and have been regarded
as of comparatively little utility in the decision of general ques-
tions of paleontology. This results principallv from the frag-
mentary condition in which they have been studied, and from
the fact that fragments of animal structures are more definite
and instructive than corresponding portions of plants.

It is to be observed, however, that our knowledge of fossil

plants becomes accurate in proportion to the extent to which
we can carry the study of specimens in the beds in which they
are preserved, so as to examine more perfect examples than
those usually to be found in museums. When structure is

taken into the account, as well as external form, we can also

depend more confidently on our results. Further, the abun-
dance of specimens to be obtained in particular beds often goes
far to make up for their individual imperfection. The writer
of these pages has been enabled to avail himself very fully of
these advantages, and on this account, if on no other, feels en-

titled to speak with some authority on theoretical questions.
It is an additional encouragement to pursue the subject that,

when we can obtain definite information as to the successive
floras of any region, we therebv learn much as to climate, and
vicissitudes in regard to the extent of land and water ; and
that, with reference to such points, the evidence of fosa
when properly studied, is, from the close relation of plants to

those stations and climates, even more valuable than that of
animal fossils.

It is necessary, however, that in pursuing such enquiries we
should have some definite views as to the nature and perma-
nence of specific forms, whether with reference to a single

geological period, or to successive periods ; and I may be ex-

cused for stating here some general principles, which I think
important for our guidance, with special reference to the

paleozoic floras which form the subject of this memoir.
(1.) -Botanists proceed on the assumption, vindicated by ex-

perience, that, within the period of human observation, species
nave not ma1 We may
make, for practical purposes, the same assumption with regard
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to any given geological period, and may hold that for each such
period there are specific types, which, for the time at least, are
invariable.

(2.) When we inquire what constitutes a good species for
any given period, we have reason to believe that many names
m our lists represent merely varietal forms or erroneous deter-
minations. This is the case even in the modern flora ; and in
fossil floras, through the poverty of specimens, their fragmentary
condition and various states of preservation, it is still more
likely to occur. Every revision of any group of fossils de-
tects numerous synonyms, and of these many are incapable of
detection without the comparison of large suites of specimens.

(3.) We may select from the flora of any geological period
certain forms, which I shall call specific types, which may for
such period be regarded as unchanging. Having settled such
types, we may compare them with similar forms in other peri-
ods, and such comparisons will not be vitiated by the uncer-
tainty which arises from the comparison of so-called species
which may, in many cases, be mere varietal forms, as distin-

"iu specific types. Our types may be founded on
mere fragments, provided that these are of such a nature as to
prove that they belong to distinct forms which cannot pass into
each other, at least within the limits of one geological period.

(4.) When we compare the specific types of one period with
those of another immediately precedent or subsequent, we
shall find that some continue unchanged through long intervals
of geological time, that others are represented by allied forms
regarded either as varietal or specific, and as derived or other-
wise, according to the view which we may entertain as to the

permanence of species. On the other hand, we also find new
types not rationally deducible, on any theory of derivation,
from those known in other periods. Further, in comparing the
types of a poor period with those of one rich in species, we
niay account for the appearance of new types in the latter by
the deficiency of our information as to the former ; where
many new types appear in the poorer period this conclusion
seems less probable. For example, new types appearing in

poor formations, like the Lower Erian and Lower Carboniferous,
have greater significance than if they appeared in the Middle
Cirian or in the Coal Measures.

(5.) When specific types disappear without any known suc-

cessors, under ein-imistancfs in which it seems unlikely that
" ould have failed to discover their <

' assume that they have become extinct, at least locally

;

in the
J the field of observa
rields of Europe and America, we may esteem such

tx "'i ftioi ;is f,ra. tii a h general at east for the northern henii-
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sphere. When many specific types become extinct together, or
inclose succession, we may suppose that such extinctio n
suited from physical changes; but where single tyi
pear, under circumstances in which others of similar habit con-
tinue, we may not unreasonably conjecture that, as Pictet has
argued in the case of animals, such types may have been in
their own nature limited in duration, and may have died out
without any external cause.

(6.) With regard to the introduction of specific types we have
not as yet a sufficient amount of information. Even if we
freely admit that ordinary specific forms, as well as mere van*
ties, may result from derivation, this by no means excludes tin
idea of primitive specific types originating in some other way.
Just as the chemist, after analyzing all compounds and ascer-
taining all allotropic forms, arrives at length at certain ele-

ments not mutually transmutable or derivable, so the botanist
and zoologist must expect sooner or later to arrive at elementary
specific types, which, if to be accounted for at all, must be ex-
plained on some principle distinct from that of derivation.
Ine position of many modern biologists, in presence of this

question, may be logically the same with that of the ancient
alchemists with reference to the chemical elements, though the
fallacy in the case of fossils may be of more difficult detection.
Our business at present, in the prosecution of paleobotany, is

to discover, if possible, what are elementary or original types,
and, having found these, to enquire as to the law of their crea-
tion.

(7.) In prosecuting such questions geographical relations
must be carefully considered. When the floras of two succes-
sive periods have existed in the same region, and under circum-
stances that render it probable that plants have continued to
grow on the same or adjoining areas throughout these periods,
ttie comparison becomes direct, and this is the case with the
Erian and Carboniferous floras in North-Eastern America. But
when the areas of the two formations are widely separated in

space as well as in time, any resemblances of facies that we
may observe may have no connection whatever with an un-
broken continuity of specific types.
I desire, however, under this head, to affirm my convictionR™ reference to the Erian and Carboniferous floras of

-nortn America and of Europe, the doctrine of " homotaxis," as
distinct from actual contemporaneity, has no place. The sueeeft
sion of formations in the Paleozoic period evidences a similar
series of physical phenomena on the grandest scale throughout
tne northern hemisphere. The succession of marine animals
mapues the continuity of the sea-bottoms on which they lived.
Ihe head-quarters of the Erian flora in America and Europe
must have been in connected , the North
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Atlantic. The similarity of the Carboniferous flora on the two
sides of the Atlantic, and the great number of identical species,
proves a still closer connection in that period. These coinci-
dences are too extensive and too frequently repeated to be the
result of any accident of similar sequence at different times,
and this more especially as they extend to the more minute
differences in the features of each period, as, for instance, the
floras of the Lower and Upper Devonian, and of the Lower,
Middle, and Upper Carboniferous.
Another geographical question is that which relates to cen-

ters of dispersion. In times of slow subsidence of extensive
areas, the plants inhabiting such areas must be narrowed in
their range and often separated from each other in detached
spots, while, at the same time, important climatal changes must
also occur. On the re-emergence of the land, such of these
species as remained would again extend themselves over their
former areas of distribution, in so far as the new climatal and
other conditions would permit. We should naturally suppose
that the first of the above processes would tend to the elimina-
tion of varieties, the second to their increase ; but, on the other
hand, the breaking up of a continental flora into that of dis-

tinct islets, and the crowding together of many forms, might be
a process fertile in the production of some varieties, if fatal to
others.

Further, it is possible that these changes of subsidence may
have some connection with the introduction, as well as with
the extinction, even of specific types. It is certain, at least, in
the case of land plants, that such types come in most abun-
'Jamlv immediately after elevation, though they are most abun-
dantly preserved in periods of slow subsidence. I do not mean,
however, that this connection is one of cause and effect ; there
are, indeed, indications that it is not so. One of these is, that
in some cases the enlargement of the area of the land seems to
he as injurious to terrestrial species as its diminution.

Applying the above considerations to the Erian and Car-

boniferous floras of North America, we obtain some data which
may guide us in arriving at general conclusions. The Erian
flora is comparatively poor, and its tvpes are in the main simi-

lar to those of the Carboniferous. Of these types a few only
re-appear in the Middle Coal formation under identical forms

;

a great number appear under allied forms ; some altogether dis-

a
J'p<

ti (' - Ki i m flora of New Brunswick and Maine occurs

with the Carboniferous of the same region ;
so does

the Erian of New York and Pennsylvania with the Carbonif-

erous of those States. Thus we have data for the comparison of

successive floras in the same region. In the Canadian region

je have, indeed, in direct sequence, the floras of the Upper
Silurian, the Lower, Middle, and Upper Erian, and the Lower,
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Middle, and Upper Carboniferous, all more or less distinct from
each other, and affording an admirable series for comparison in

region whose geographical features are very broadly marked.
All these floras are composed in great part of similar types, and
probably do not indicate very dissimilar general physical con-

ditions, but they are separated from each other by the great

subsidences of the Corniferous limestone and the Lower Carbon-
iferous limestone, and by the local but intense subterranean
action which has altered and disturbed the Erian beds toward
the close of that period. Still none of these changes was
universal. The Corniferous limestone is absent in Graspe, and
probably in New Brunswick, where, consequently, the Erian

flora could continue undisturbed during that long period. The
Carboniferous limestone is absent from the slopes of the Appa-
lachians in Pennsylvania, where a retreat may have been af-

forded to the Upper Erian and Lower Carboniferous floras.

The disturbances at the close of the Kriim were limited to those

eastern regions where the great limestone-producing subsidences

were unfelt, and, on the other hand, are absent in Ohio, where
the subsidences and marine conditions were almost at a maxi-

. the distinct specific types

recognized in the Erian system, indicating, at the same time,

•h are represented by identical species in the Carbon-

iferous, those represented by similar species of the same general

type, and those not represented at all. For example, Calamites

cannceformis extends as a species into the Carboniferous ;
Aster-

ophyllites latifolius does not so extend, but is represented by
closely allied species of the same type ;

Prototaxites disappears

altogether before we reach the Carboniferous.
Of the accompanying forms, fifty-one in al I, found

of Eastern America, all, except \\u- four hist, juv cert:.i

specific types. Of these only four reappear in the Carboniferous

under identical species, but no less than twenty-six reappear

under representative or allied forms, some at least of which a

derivationist might claim as modified descendants. On the

other hand, nearly one half of the Devonian types are unknown
m the Carboniferous, while there remain a very large number of

Carboniferous types not accounted for by anything known m
the Devonian. Further, a very poor flora, including only two

or three types, is the predecessor of the Erian flora in the Upper

1 the iImim :iur:iin lwr-ums poor in the Upper Devon-
ian and Lower Carboniferous. Every new species discovered

must more or less modify the above statements, and the whole

Erian flora of America, 'as well as the Carboniferous, requires a

thorough comparison with that of Europe before general conclu-

sions can be safely drawn. In the meantime I may indicate the
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Table of Erian and Carboniferous Specific Type*.

Erian Types. Represented

1. Syringoxylon i

4. Aporoxylon, .

. Asterophyllites seutigers

. Sphenophyllum antiquan
• Cyclostigma,

. Lepidodendron Gaspianui

Lycopodites Matthewi,

.

Lepidophloios antiqm
Psilophyton princeps,
P. robustius,

Erian Types. Represented f

in Carboniferous— \

!! Si

28. C. augustifolia,

29. Cyclopteris (Arctueopteris),

.

*

38. Spenopteris Hoeninghausi, .

?,9 S. [larttii

40. Hymenophv;

43. Pecopteris serrulata,

48. Cardiocarpum,-

49. C. Crampii,--.

51. Trigonocarpum.

direction in which the facts seem to point, bj the following

general statements :

—

1. Some of the forms reckoned as specific in the Devonian
and Carboniferous may be really derivative races. There are

indications that such races may have originated in one or more
of the following ways :—(1) By a natural tendency in synthetic

types to become specialized in the direction of one or other <

"

speciali2

element In this i
r such plants as Arthn

stigma and Psilophyton may have assumed new varie:

(2) By embryonic retardation or acceleration,! whereby certain

species may have had their maturity advanced or postponed,
thus giving them various grades of perfection in reproduction
and complexity of structure. The fact that so many Erian and

Carboniferous plants seem to be on the confines of our groups
°f Acrogens and Gymnosperms may be supposed favorable to

8neh exchanges. (3) The contraction and breaking up of floras,

as occurred in the Middle Erian and Lower Carboniferous, mav
nave been eminently favorable to the production of such

varietal forms as would result from what has been called the
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of the Coal period, would, by permitting the e

over wide areas and fertile soils, and by removing the pressure
previously existing, be eminently favorable to the production
of new, and especially of improved, varieties.

2. Whatever importance we may attach to the above supposed
causes of change, we still require to account for the origin of our
specific types. This may forever elude our observation, but we
may at least hope to ascertain the external conditions fevctfabfe

to their production. In order to attain even to this it will be

ledged species, what its claims to distinctness ;

may be enabled to distinguish specific types from mere varieties.

Having attained to some certainty in this, we may be prepared
to inquire whether the conditions favorable to the appearance
of new varieties were also those favorable to the creation of new
types, or the reverse—whether these conditions were those of

compression or expansion, or to what extent the appearance of

new types may be independent of any external conditions, other

than those absolutely necessary for their existence. I am not

without hope that the further study of fossil plants may enable

us thus to approach to a comprehension of the laws of the crea-

tion, as distinguished from those of the continued existence of

species.

In the present state of our knowledge we have no good
ground either to limit the number of specific types beyond what
a fair study of our material may warrant, or to infer that such

primitive types must necessarily have been of low grade, or that

progress in varietal forms has always been upward. The occur-

rence of such an advanced and specialized type as that of

Syringoxyton, in the Middle Devonian, should s-

:uard us against

these errors. The creative process may have been applicable to

the highest as well as to the lowest forms, and subsequent
deviations must have included degradation as well as elevation.

I can conceive nothing more unreasonable than the statement

sometimes made that it is illogical or even absurd to suppose

that highly organized beings could have been produced except

by derivation from previously existing organisms. This is

begging the whole question at issue, depriving science of a noble

department of inquiry on which it has as yet barely entered,

and anticipating by unwarranted assertions conclusions which
may perhaps suddenly dawn upon us through the ins;

some great intellect, or may for generations to come baffle the

united exertions of all the earnest promoters of natural science.

Our present attitude should not be that of dogmatists, but that

of patient workers content to labor for a harvest of grand

generalizations which may not come till we have passed away,

Its Creator,

may reward even some of us.
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Art. LIIL— On some Phenomena of Binocular Vision; by
Joseph LeConte, Prof. Geol. and Nat. Hist, University of
California.

J

In giving my own explanation of the phenomena of M. Pic-
tet's experiments, I will commence with the experiment with
the piece of money. If M. Pictet had made this experiment

e median screen, it seems to me the true explanation
could not have escaped him. Let us then first try it without
the screen.

If I place a piece of money on a sheet of paper lying on the
table, and look downward in the direction of the piece, but at
the same time gaze on vacancy, I see two heteronymous images,

8 .

a a' (fig. 8), separated

by an interocular space.

If I now attempt to

outline these images, I

see also two images of
the pencil If I use the

/./" (left image) of the pencil p to draw the left-eye

t image) of the money a', then I see one pencil trac-

ing the outline b of the image ><'. while another pencil makes a
tracing b' with no money in it. If I now examine the result of

speriment, I find the tracing I have made, B (fig. 9), at

distance (an interocular space) :

iece A to the right. The explanation

vious. In gazing on vacancy, as al-

ready explained (2), the whole field of view

sliifted by each eye heteronyniously a

half interocular space". The left-eye image
1

ght

D'i
ha

.

of A (fig. 9) and the right-eye image of the spot B are brought

and superposed {a
r
b, fig. 8); while the right-eve image

°f A and the left-eve image of B are seen to the left and n- Ir-

respectively {a andV, fig. 8). It is precisely the same as the

non of the double images of two fingers described on

P«ge 165, If, instead of using the right image of the pencil

*> draw the left-eye image of the money, I use com
'""'f/'-s r>f the pencil and mone v. i. e.. right-eye images o:

f'»''ges < ,f both, I find Iplace the pencil on the money. Fmalh .

l

\
1 use th. left-eve image //, fig. 8, of the pencil to draw the

.; teacing

"« >'ntf, :,„],,, <//,/,/„<•, t, t th* left and the result of both experi-

ments is two tracings a double interocular distance apart

Now in M. Pictet's mode of performing the experiment, by
the use of the median screen, we cut off the right-eye image of

the money a, fig. 8, and the left-eye image of the pencil p', fig.

8
- and we therefore see only the left-eye image of the money a'
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and the right-eye ima
the visual line of the two eyes, are brought together by theL
of corresponding points (2) precisely as the two pictures of a
stereoscopic card are united, or as any two objects, an interocu-
lar space apart, are superposed when we gaze at a distant point.
If M. Pictet had used his left hand to draw, tnen he would have
used corresponding images of the pencil and piece ; and he would
have found that in attempting to draw his illusive image he
would have placed his pencil on the piece.

drawing and the money, being in

tigs. 12 and 13.

Comparing the

visual results,

figs. 11 and 13, it will

be observed that the ad-

-litinnal images, viz: a

and P', are cut off by

It is evident, there-

fore, that in all M. Pie-

tet's experiments, the

image we see and trace

in outline is not an im-

age of illusion seen by

the right, but a real im-

age seen by the left, eye.

The pencil we see with

the right eye, and the

two points, viz: the

pencil and money, or

the part of the paper on

which we make the

i>ual line., are brought
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together by the law of corresponding po:

experiment these two, the pencil and the
related to the two eyes, one on c

other side of the
and the other to t

is an illusive image seen by the right eye,

which we draw must be also an illusive image

side and the other c

.ci; eye.

But to explain M. Pictet's experiment a little farther : When
we look directly at the money, M. Pictet says " we see that the ver-
tical screen is transparent throughout, and that it permits the
right eye to see the piece as through a perfectly diaphanous
surface." But there are two transparent screens seen. The one
seen by the right eye M. Pictet observes,* the other apparently
escapes his observation. The truth is, when we look at the money,
the heteronymous !v doubled images of the median screen m m!
(fig. 14) meet at the distance of the point of sight. The actual rela-

tioiK.r parts is seen in tig. 7< j >. 322), in which A E andA L are the
visual lines converged upon the piece A. The visual result is

, while the left

visual line runs parallel to its image
of the median screen unobstructed

to the piece a'. Again, " if we give

to the optic axes a direction more
parallel," says \

'ietet.

traverse the

he right side." But again,

ot observe that there are

-Z"
as the

the two i

If M. Pi.

ot money on the right side of the
the outline tracing, he would obs
°ne, precisely as stereoscopic pictures are united A
t" \I p„ t. -^

j

>->i-] -• - ' _ led a- the

images. Where, then, are the real images?
* There seems to be a kind of dexterity in the right eye. In mai

double images, most persons N>ye image.

e another piece

where he made
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It is now easily understood that by the use of lenses before
the right eye, in M. Pictet's experiments, the image is not affected,
not because it is illusive, but because it is the image of the left
eye. But if the experiment be made without the median screen,
then the true right-eye image a, fig. 8, will be seen to the left
and will be enlarged. The explanation of the outlining of
objects seen under the microscope is, of course, precisely the
same, as is also that of the tracing on the blank half of a
stereoscopic card the outline of a picture existing on the other

I might illustrate the subject farther in many ways, but it

rcely necessary. I will only remark, in pass
by the movement of the fields of view already explained (8),
it is easy, by voluntary squinting, to outline a piece of money,
in any part of a sheet of paper one may desire. I now place
a piece of money on a sheet of paper lying on the table. I
place the pencil on any point where I desire to make the out-
line

;
it may be 4, 6, 10 or 12 inches from the piece. By squint-

ing, I now bring together the right-eye image of the piece
and the left-eye image of the pencil, and then trace the outline.
It is a little difficult, it is true, without some small object at

the point of optic convergence (point of sight) to hold the
axes steady, and, therefore, to make the tracing accurate. I

only speak of it to illustrate th< g tracings
ot objects at any distance from the object itself. In the
case of squinting, of course a median screen is inadmissible.

The phenomena of M. Pictet's first experiment, fig. 6, will

now be easily un-

derstood, lino me-

dian screen is used,

then fig. 15 will rep-

; v compe-
te two fig-

rill be seen

are brought

together, so that the
1 *

;ye image of A,

'the right-eye

of the spot

L the pencil P,

1

fig. 15, are brought%in the same line m
•
lb. but the left-eye images of the spot b and of the pencil

,;;'.:.
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P, fig. 15, are seen to the right V P', fig. 16. If we attempt to
use P instead of P to make the outline, we would miss the
screen. Now in M. Pictet's experiment with the median screen
fig. 6, this screen cuts off the left-eye image of the spot b and

of the pencil P, so that we have only the left-

eye image of the object A, and the right-eye
image of the spot b ; and these, by the law of
corresponding points, are brought in the same
line. The visual result is represented in

fig. 17.

As illustrating the singular confusion into

which M. Pictet has fallen, I would draw
attention to the fact, that in his experiments
on the transparency of double images, de-

scribed on page 8, as well as in the experi-

ment last explained, the double images are

regarded as real, while the objects, seen beyond
as through a transparency, are regarded asL i experiment with the

j

of money, it is one of the c

he regards as illusive.

3 double \

unnecessary to follow M. Pictet through
Bnmente, as the same principles of explanation apply

to all. There is one more point, however, which I wish to take
up at some length. It is the theory of binocular relief. I wish
to show the fallacy of M. Pictet's views, and at the same time
to bring out more distinctly than I have ever yet done my own
views on this important subject.
M. Pictet believes that, in every act of binocular vision, there

are four external images formed ; that each eye has its own real

duced by the luminous retinal image, and ti

image, propagated from the luminous impression of the other eye,

ical with the real image of the latter; that, as the two
s differ slightly from each other, being taken from

different points of view, so do their fac-similes the two illusive

images
; also, necessarily, that the real and illusive images of

differ precisely, as do the two real images or the two
ii ages. He believes that the perreph >,< <>/ ft Iin is th>

,V /// "' ' >.>ij..iri\n„ by each eye of its real with its illusive image.

Now what advantage this theory has over the usual and simpler
one of Brewster, Prevost and Briicke, considering the fact that

illusive image of each eye differ precisely as do
the real images of the- two eyes, it is impossible to imagine.

-But M. Pictet regards the existence of the four images not as a

question of advantage, but as a question of fact "Avery
apie geometric construction shows us thus four images iden-

al, two to two." I reproduce M. Pictet's figure illustrating
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this point. The full-lined figs. A and B are two projections of a
truncated pyramid, as seen by the left and right eye respectively.

^^K^^^^^Hi^H^K^^^^M On
^Hft^H ^B ler or upper base,

)tted-lined fig-

toe foil-lined figures being the true and the dotted-lineS figures

£«5rye
V
magea For

'
savs he

>

"
if we unite in one single

image these four contours (by means of a stereoscope), we ex-

^T^f?*1

/ fQ imPressi™ of a solid body ;
and we

fn tS
a
K-
m

i

G d°tted Hnes are covered bj t^ full lines

£? binocular image which confirms our deduction (p. 141).

th,t T'iJ
CC
TdmS t0 the Usual theory of binocular n

that of Brueke, Prevost and Brewster, how could it be other-

£
1S

foL
B^c°nstruction, each dotted-lined figure is the fac-similem lorm ot the other full-lined figure, so that when their com-mon faces, the small triangles, are united, the full-lines of the

Pi^o?!
11

'

1
'

rhe dotted lines of the other. M.

iTtf V ^erefore
>
b7 bis dotted lines, only represented in

eachot his figures what must take place in the binocular com-
bmatwnofhrslwojui

orW ;

F*'
the

u
doubling of the lines of the larger triangles

or lower bases, when the small triangles or upper bases are per-

Inl wh'Tt ; " fT 7dl Wn to ^ery Senate observer,

iZ v
h 4°rmS the Ration of Brucke's theory,

bv ™n^' ?
reV°St a

?
d Brewster ^Plain the perception of relief

by rapid changes of optic convergence bv means of which
diflerent parts of the two dissimilar images of the same object,

01 two stereoscopic pictures, are successively united. In

SanX
full

:
hTd^Ures

'
fo* examPH when the smaller

donbwf
!lre

^
lni

!
ed

'
tbe lines of the larger triangles are slightly

angles a
;

re

an
n T^ bj *** °ptic ^rgence^he large? tri-

doubled TrfeC
l
lj 1

?
mted

'
then thG sma11^ triangles are

neceSvt^
118
;*116 ^^^J g^ter and less convergence,

thrSrfL ^tf successively different parts of the pictures-
the ranging of the point of sight back and forth-preciselj
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like that which takes place, in natural vision, in looking suc-
cessively at nearer and more distant objects, or nearer and more
distant parts of the same object, gives a distinct perception of
relief.

No one who has carefully analyzed his visual impressions,
either in natural vision or in stereoscopic combination of pic-
tares, can for a moment doubt that there is in all cases a change
• f

>
,
ti > on vergence necessary to unite the different portions of

a stereoscopic picture or of a natural solid object; and that
Wheatstone's idea of a complete mental combination of dissimi-
lar images, though still supported by great names, is certainly
erroneous. In my own case, the doubling of objects in the
foreground of stereoscopic pictures, while I look at the back-
ground and vice versa, is as plain as any other phenomenon of
vision. It is impossible for me to doubt what I see so plainly.
Precisely similar phenomena I detect with ease in viewing
solid objects. Briicke and Prevost are therefore certainly right
in insisting, against Wheatstone, on the impossibility of com-
plete union of all parts of a stereoscopic picture of an object
at the same moment ; but they are, I believe, as certainly wrong
in insisting on changes of optic convergence as absolutely necessary
to the perception of relief It is possible to perceive relief-—even

mg steadily at one point in a stereoscopic or in a natural
scena Dove's much quoted experiment seems to prove that
we can distinctly perceive stereoscopic relief by the light of an
electric spark, which according to Wheatstone's celebrated ex-
periment lasts only ? iito» of a second; a time too short to

ce. The relative distance of
objects, I think, wit! our d<ml>t, can be distinctly perceived by
the light of a flash of lightning, which according to Arago

:ing to Eood T^t of a second,

's seem to prove that stereoscopic relict can be per-
' 'ived /, /,„< , IK j // „ /,„

i
, ,f, <<divergence.

This point is evidently one of capital importance in the
theory of binocular vision. The ,'nstnnta n-> perception of
relief is evidently fatal to firiicke's theory. With the assistance
°f my brother, Prof. John LeConte, I have, therefore, recently

made a series of experiments to test its correctness. These
experiments entirely confirm Dove's r< - ilts. : i d establish be-

yond doubt the instantaneous perception of relief.

The apparatus used in these experiments was a first-class

il. capable ofproducing with ease 12-inch

sparks. The contact-breaker was of such kind that the rapi-

dity of the sparks was completely under the control of
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the operator. A Leyden jar was introduced into the circuitm order to increase the brilliancy of the sparks. The sparks
were 1-2 inches in length. I selected stereoscopic pictures in
which all other forms of perspective were entirely wanting, so
that ,v relief was visible with one eye. Outline -
figures are best for this purpose.

I first viewed these in the stereoscope by the continuous light
<>l .1 mpnl sikvession of sparks, until the stereoscopic combina-
tion was perfect. On making the sparks separately at long
Ujtervids, the relief was still perfectly clear and unmistakable.
On shutting one eye, the sparks continuing at intervals, the
relief disappeared

; on re-opening, it immediately re-appeas«L
I next tried combination of the pictures with the naked > >/•.

nfi This method is entirely removed from any sus-
picion of fallacy arising from any other kind of perspective

:

since, as already stated in my previous paper* the binocular
perspective is inverted, and therefore, must overbear all other
forms of perspective where these exist. By a rapid succession

-. the combination was easy and the inverse perspec-
tive perfect. When the sparks were made with long interval!
between, still the relief was clear and unmistakable. Shutting-
one eye the relief disappeared, but immediately reappeared on
re-opening.

J

When I first commenced my experiments by either of these
methods, but especially the last, a rapid succession of sparks
was accessary to effect combination. After the proper axial

at was once obtained, it could be retained without
difficulty in the interval of darkness. After some practice
however the rapid succession of sparks was no longer necessary.
The combination was effected, and the relief perceived by sepa-
rate flashes alone.

Lastly, I tried natural vision. Two small objects, (brass
balls mounted on wires) were placed one beyond the other at

ice of five or six feet, and separated from each by a
space of about 1 foot ; sometimes in the median line, and some-
times one of them a little out of the median line, but in all

cases so arranged that ih^r r.latir, ,//,/,„„ ,/,/ „„t be detected
by monocular vision, even in the full light of day. Bv the
spark their r, •

though not with one. This last experiment was varied in many
ways, but always with the same result

Stereoscopic combination bv squinting requires considefl
'

practice, even in the full light of day and of course much
more by the electric spark. All the othe, experiments were
repeated by my brother, and mv result- unitirmVl.
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M. Pictet rightly urges Dove's experiment on
eons perception of relie -

, ,„,,, \m\ wnmaht
mmg his own. The objection applies equally to both

pictures, and it can make mi -

s explanation of the instantaneous perception of
:ve, that given in my paper recently published.*
ed (3), all objects or points, either beyond or on

'"'
J

;

t! " '*' ;!»' ]1 " >^> are real or illusive, or whether one be real
:iUL

j

OUl
;
lllu^vo, since the illusive image behaves in all respects

and under all circumstances, precisely like the real ima°e of
the other eye
The only t

relief is, I believe, that
g

As already stated
[

this side the point of si^ht, are doubled, but ditlbnVitl'v. 'the
former homonymously the latter heteronymously

; the double
images of the former are united by few, the latter hj greater con-
vergence. Now the obe
m any case of double images, whether they will he united by
greater or less convergence ; and therefore, never makes a mistake
nor attempts to unite by a wrong movement of the <

J-n other words the ,-,,. /»/stas between homony-
" l '-»

:
'* a>td hft'u-unyinovs linages, referring the former to objects or

pomts beyond, and the latter to objects or points on this side, the
P?Mt of sight My own theory of stereoscopic relief; then, is
t]lls

:

The eve pen- ives relief instantly, by means of double
images, as just explained ; but the perception is made much
clearer by changes of optic convergences, by ranging the eyes

forth from foreground to background and irioe versa,
and the successive combination of different parts of the object
or pictures, as maintained by Briicke.

.
In regard to the relative merits of the nativistic and empiris-

hc theories, i. e,, whether corresponding points are such con-
i >r become so by experience, I quite agree with Don-

ers, that there is truth in both views. In a letter to Prof.
Ijndall, published in the Phil. Mag. for April, 1871, referring
to the question whether the " law of direction " was native or
acquired, I have said that

'

experience."f Precisely the
corresponding points. It is acquired by the experience of t

s*ve generaf and made
inore perfect by iudi i-hi.d ,.,

t
< rience. The inherited experience

is greater in the lower animals, the individual experience is

greater in man. Binocular single vision is therefore, to a large
extent, instinctive even in man, and much more so in lower
animals. Doubtless, this is equivalent to saying that there is

s<>me structural arrangement in the nervous centers which deter-

. Ill, vol. ii, p. 1, et seq.

T I had not then seen the • 5t is " inherited
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mines single vision by corresponding points
; but whether there

is any such fusum of corresponding fibres as supposed by
MfeUer, or any such reflection of illusive images from eve to
eye as supposed by M. Pictet, can never by determine.! excepl
by anatom: . .. lul even if so determined in the
affirmative, could not possibly show itself in any visual pheno-

tnce by supposition every such illusive image must he
absolutely identical with, and absolutely inseparable from, a

Art
• LIV.— The American Spongilla, a critspedote, flagellate

tofasonan ; by H. James-Clark, A. B., B. S., Prof. Nat,
Hist., Kentucky University, Lexington, Ky. (With a Plate).

The argument of Haeckel, and others, that the Sponges are
essentially compound Polypi, is virtually based upon the as-
sumption that the minor (afferent) and major (efferent) ostioles
ot the former correspond to the mouths of the latter ; and that
the profusely branching afferent and efferent canals of the Spon-
ges are strictly comparable with -

.

polvpidom
of Halcyonanans: and, by implication, that the cil
cells of the interior, lining-wall of the Zoophyte find their homo-
logues in the ciliated, cell-like bodies of the interior chambers
of the Ponfera. If, now, it should turn out that these last are
not altogether mere cell-components of a tissue, but are each,
severally, an independent body, although closely connected
with others in a common bond, then the attempted parallelism
between the two groups must utterly fail of confirmation. The
tendency of Carter's later investigations, and our own too, is to
show that this is no vain supposition.
For ourselves, we hold that each ciliated body of the Sponge

ihc member (a cephalid in this case) of a poll
individual * We believe, as far as we can understand his un-

STHu ' o
er hesitating position, Carter's latest decision is,

that the bponge is a community of Amcebous individuals,! and
not a polycephahc unit. Yet, whichever view prevails, the
tendency is the same, and the Polyp theory is negatived most
unquestionably. The incompatibility of the interior organisms
ot the two groups, above mentioned, is so great that it would
seem as idle to elaborate a proof of it, as to attempt the demon-

axiom. The question is really circumscrib

+ s!f cZt^T - phaUmn," this Journal, Janua

Anna? an? V-
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according to the method of Hasckel, to arguing that, since a sys-
tem of branching canals in the Sponge reminds one very
strongly of the intricate network of passage-ways in the basal
parts of certain Polyps, therefore the two are homologous, and
bear an identical relation to the rest of the organism. Carter
{On new Sponges, &c, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., July, 1871) has an-
swered this far-fetched homology with considerable detail in
a recent paper ; and we do not, therefore, feel called upon to

The principal aim of this article is to furnish new material
in proof of the polycephalism of the Spongiae, and particularly

to their relation with the Protozoa Flagellata. We
pleased to find that Carter has lately (ut sup., July,

1871) confirmed our earliest observations* as to the organization
of the collar-bearing monads of Leucoselenia, by nn investigation
of Granlta compressa. He has also accepted our interpretation
of the horn-like processes of the sponge-cell of Spongilla alba ;

are the outlines of a membraneous collar in profile.

We have now to bring forward a fourth example of a eras-

pedote, flagellate monad-cephalid in a Sponge. It seems to be
a Spongilla, but specifically, at least in its monads, it differs

from the English forms. For convenience sake, we will call it

Spongilla arachnoidea, from its resemblance to an irregular

. It lives in fresh water streams and ponds, usually

Mxmt the bottom of the stems of water-plants, or wherever
there is considerable shade ; apparently avoiding the light, as

we seldom, if ever, found it in open water. In size it varies

from a few inches to half a line in diameter ; of no definite

shape ; and has a uniform fuscous or yellowish-brown color

;

*W is wrapped about by a filmy, transparent, colorless enve-

,V<"C.-irti'ri. The- br«»\vn o<lor is inh. :vnt

to the interior mass, in which the groups of monads are im-

Mded : in fact the latter are themselves as strongly colored by

molar contents. The " investing membrane " is also

aged with amber color by the large and small spicules

which are imbedded in it. Excepting in very small specimens,

foreign matt ly spread over the surface as to

the view and seriously interfere with a correct inter-

pretation of the relation of parts. We have been most fortunate

in our endeavors with the minute b occasion-

ond, would allow a view through and through their en-

L oi coorse left full opportunity for a satis

atttdy of I a-ts, without our resorting to the

'hssef-ting needles. Anyone who knows, by experience, the in-

tense contractility of the living sponge, can appreciate the ad-

* Memoirs Boston Soc. Nat Hist., voL i, 1867, " On the Sfrongix QiKotm os In-
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vantage of not being obliged to destroy and sever parts of an
organism from their natural relations. Premising thus, that
everything has been studied "in place," even to the details of
the monads, we shall endeavor to describe this sponge as if it

were to be the type for future comparison.
General plan.—The whole individual sponge is endowed

with a double envelope (fig. 1 a,a\ c, d,) the outer and inner
parts of which are direct]' , o it inn us into eaeli other at manv
points The outer division (a, a 1

) lies at a considerable distance
from the monadigerous mass (g), and is, as it were, suspended
on the points of the larger, far-projecting spicules (V) : just as a

tent canvas is supported on the ends of poles. The inner di-

vi iii (c) closely embraces the monadigerous mass lib an
epidermis, and even plunges between the hollow groups of

forming to them a basis of support. The outer and
mner divisions are continuous with each other at many points,

as stated just now, but only where the larger spicules" project
There the envelope (d) runs along the spicules, completely em-
bracing them, as if in a sheath, from their tips to their bases,

where they rest on the brown mass of monads. In brief, we
might say that the sponge is covered with a miniature colon-
nade, whose ceiling is the outer division of the envelope, Jto

the bundles of spicules, and the floor is tapestried bv
the inner di\ isu.n. which ; ,u t the pillars hangs from the ceil-

ing in lofty folds. The continuity of the outer division of the
envelope is broken by numerous, round or oval openings, of

various and frequently changing sizes, sometimes verv large.

water to the space just be-

neath. These are the afferent ostioles i», through and into

which a constant current of floating particles mav be seen mov-
ing with considerable vivacity. Here and there, scattered at

low processes from the outer di-

vision arise singly, and ; .t , arum-; an-les. Each is terminated
by a large aperture, the efferent ostiole, from which a current

id floating matter emerges with more or less spas-

gularity. The smaller individuals, from half a line

to half a
s only one such

those an inch in diameter seldom have more than two or three
like conduits

; but they are very large, sometimes a i

an inch in length when fullv extended' and of the proportions
and taper of the human forefinger.

Plunging the focus of the objective to the floor of the colon-
nade the inner division (V) there is found to be pierced by
much more numerous openings

|
diam< ster,

iged, each one corresponding to

-n.ui,,,! 1Uouad< h\. The outer divis-

ion is farther embellished with irregularly scattered minute
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spicules (e
1
), which lie imbedded in the cytoblastema, parallel

with the surface of the envelope. and occasionally crossing

etch other at various angles. To complete this general sketch,
we will state more definitely the relation of the constituents of
the monadigerous mass. There are essentially but two ele-

ments here; namely, the inner division (c) of the inyesting
membrane, and the groups of monads (h) which are imbedileil

in it, below its surface. In a fully expanded individual these
groups seldom lie so closely as "to touch each other. They
vary considerably in size and are usually globular or spheroidal,
and form a single stratum, with rather narrow interspaces (c

1

)

between them.
It seems proper here, at least for the sake of precision, that

'istematous basts, in which the monad groups are im-
bedded, should be considered apart from the epithelium-like,

inner (c) investing membrane which overlies it, although the
two are essentially one ; the epithelioid membrane, by prolong-
ing itself between (at c

1

) and beneath the groups, forming for

them a continuous foundation. In this light, then, we shall

speak of the monadigerous mass as consisting of three elements.

namely, the inner investing membrane proper, the group of

toonads, and the cytoblastematous basis. This basis seems to

constitute a large part of the bulk of the body, since it occupies
all of the interior space beneath the monad groups. In speci-

mens which grow oyer flat surfaces in depressed patches, or

around stems of plants, it forms a relatively thin layer : 1 >ut

where the body stands out an irregularly rounded mass, some-
times an inch in diameter, the cytoblastematous basis fills up
the interior, in enormous proportion to the bulk of the monad

ORGANOGRAPHY.

The Investing Membrane.—-The investing membrane (fig. 1, a,

a\ c, d,) consists essentially of two histological elements, namely,

8 verv difin vosed cells

$,&,&) scattered through it. The inter,

forms a very thin layer (a
1
) between the cells (b); but where

the latter are in
'

.< dded in it. its outer and inner faces are as wide

apart as th< th of the cells demand ;
and thus

it happens that the membrane (both the outer and the inner

i profile (a1
, c, d) such an irregular thickness.

The cytoblastema (a
1

) is colorless, hyaline, and apparently homo-

geneous under a low power ; but, when magnified to about four

hundred diameters, it displays a very fin

more than

one-half, and fully three-fifths of the whotearea of the mem-
brane. Its apparent extent, in a general view, is eyen more
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than that, owing to the extreme transparency of the cells, and
their consequent inconspicuousness. That the cytoblastema,
notwithstanding its low undeveloped state, is the true contractile
element m this membrane, there can scarcely be a doubt, when
we consider both its wide spread preponderance, and its rela-
lve coiitu

iisconnected
condition of the cells (&») which are imbedded in it. fometime*
it is barely possible to discover even the trace of a cell on the
border of an aiferent ostiole {ps\ and in that case we must infer,
inevitably, that it is cytoblastema which opens and closes the
Jipmui-e._ We find it, too, embracing the extrei
larger spiculae, where the cells utterly fail to appear.

Ihe cell-element (b) of this membrane is also in a lowly con-
dition

;
only partially developed. There is no cell-wall 'What

may appear to be a wall is really the thin stratum of cytoblas-
tema {a

) overlying the distal and proximal faces of the cell.
Ibis is our conclusion after the most critical scrutiny, with a

carefully-corrected objective. Were it not, indeed, for the
usually constant presence of a distinct nucleus (») in each cell,
we would be strongly inclined to look upon it as merely a dense
collection of coarser granules than are generally diffused through
the cytoblastemic layer. The irregular and jagged outline, and
the caudate projections of the cells {&) also tend to tempt one
to the latter view. The cell element in this case, then, corres-
ponds only to what is usually considered the cell contents, and
a nucleus. The contents are composed of coarse and fine grey
granules, which at times are quite conspicuous, but most fre-
quently are so transparent and slightly refractive as to appear,

v, unless specially focussed upon, as a faint blotch in
the investing membrane. This r , re difficult
to trace the outline of the cell, an re it throws
out irregular caudate prolongations, to blend with those of
other cells. We have been able to detect but one layer of cellsm this membrane* when it is well stretched out. The depth
of the cells as may be seen in a sectional profile view (b), is

about equal to their breadth, and their length is from one-half
to twice their breadth

; but frequently they are as
broad as long. They stand in no particular relation to the
ostioles

;
and, as stated above, sometimes scarcely touch their

Domer. 1 he nucleus (n) may be readily detected by its pecali*,
strong refraction, and its considerable superiority in .size over
jne granules. Its brig u this connection re-

Srv18
?•

a contm '

'
(tirlo {t of

.rod
" rwu' We COuld detwT

'

milht beproduced by the varying length and breadth of the cell, and the
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ibifting of the relative position of the coarse granules. In the
wmt division (c) of the investing membrane the cells are usually
smaller than those in the outer division, but differ in no respect,

otherwise, neither in form nor arrangement. They lie fiat on
their sides in the cytoblastemous layer ; but, except in profile,

they are most difficult to discover on account of the underlying
l» urn mass of monad-groups and granular interstitial substance.
Although we have been unable to discover any distinct cell

elements in the cytoblastematous mass immediately around and
1

1 aeath the monad groups, neither have we found it possible to

distinguish it from the cytoblastema lying on the surface ; and
since the continuity between the two is unbroken, we must, per-

force, consider them as one. The underlying portion of the
cytoblastematous mass, however, is characterized by irregularly

scattered, moderately coarse, brown granules (c
1
). These serve

very well as a dark frame or setting to the monad-chambers (A),

and by contrast brings them out more strongly.

The Monad-cephaltds.—We now proceed to describe the most
tta Qtia] feature of this animal, the monads. They are the

a element, in reference to which
the whole organism is contrived and constructed. They are

not cells
; they are the heads of a polycephalic individual, and

consequently correspond functionally to the tentaculated heads
of Polypi, and not to their interior epithelial cells. We must
first describe what we call the monad-chamber.
The monad-chambers (fig. 1, A; fig. 2; fig. 4) are deep, spher-

es which form the receptacles of the groups of monads
(/)• They are mere cavities, and have no lining wall.* They
may be easily recognized, in young specimens, as clear, more or

few circular, areas scattered in pretty close proximity to each
other over the " cytoblastemic mass." Each chamber has a

>i'.;-:lo. small, circular aperture '
'' inner (c)

investing membrane, and allows egress into the circulatory

apartment (/). The aperture (i) varies in size at times, and
may, even, be completelv closed. We have never seen it open

d one-third the diameter of the chamber, and very

rarely more than one fifth as wide. That it is a true perfora-

, clear spot, may be demonstrated by bringing a

.rnhlc. so thai -
I
lies on the

vesting membrane becomes evident

adopted another. We belu
"ac," in the mi
we cannot gp<
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do not meet with any obstacle

it; there is a clear open space
P- i but pressing onward beyond that, either to the right
or the left or directly forward, the cavity appears filled by a
collection of vibrating bodies. They seem to be arra i

rom and about the center. Close inspection, however,
modifies this view, and it turns out that they are based upon
the periphery of the chamber, and converge toward its center,
where is a small unoccupied space. We presently recognize
these converging bodies to be craspedote, flagellate monads (j), so
closely packed together, side by side, as to form a continuous
stratum (figs. 2 and 4) over the whole concave face of the cham-
ber excepting immediately about the aperture. Every feature
ot the monad is strongly marked

; even the cylindrical collar is

so heavy and conspicuous that its outlines may be seen with as
low a power as two hundred diameters. We have studied
these bodies with an |th-inch objective, and found it not at aU
difficult to focus down upon the details of their organization,
without pressing upon or even touching the specimen.

These monads are in everv general essential identical with
those which we originally found in Leucoselema, and like those,
also recently described by Carter (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., July,
1871), m Orantia compressa. They are attached to the eon.-ave
lace ot the chamber by their posterior end (fig. 4, /); aud the
anterior ex- -ellum (fig. 3, A and collar {k),

projects freely into the open space, and toward the center of
the apartment. When fully expanded, the length of the body

t together is about one-third, or a little more, of the
diameter of the chamber ; so that nearly one-third of the latter
is unoccupied at the center, except by the tips of the flagella
converging from every direction. As the monads lie touching
each other on every side (fig. 2), they mutually flatten their
bodies, sometimes so much as to give them a strong polygonal
outline; or, when the whole mass is expanded, they scarcely
impress each other, and therefore retain a rounded contour.
By plunging the focus so as to look into the aperture of a cham-
ber, down upon the monads at the bottom (fig. 2) of it, an end
view-of eac !0(l From this point the fore-
shortened cylindrical collar looks like a strong, dark circle (fig.

h retains its conspicuousness as we plunge down fur-
ther, even to the base, where it is attached to the body (A
Itie outline of the latter is considerably without the "dark
circle, the two being concentric to each other. At the same
time we see m the center of the dark circle a black spot (A
which may also, be focussed up and down upon, and hence

/fi« ? a ^ be
^ continu°us line foreshortened. O

l&g. 6, I) confirm this, and show that it is a single flagellum.
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The monads are so transparent, and the organization so distinct,

that the collar and flagellum may be seen clearly from an oppo-
site point of view, looking directly through the body of the
eephalid This, too, is the best position from which to study
the contractile vesicles.

A sectional, profile view of a group (fig. 4), to be obtained
by plunging the locus halt' way through a chamber, serves best

to disclose the manner in which the posterior ends (j) of the
monads are affixed to the concave face of their receptacle

; and
we, also, here obtain a strictly profile asj >eet < >f a m« mad. Figure
3 is such a view, representing a single cephalid, under a much
higher power than in figures 2 or 4. An excellent and least

obstructed side-view, but not strictly a profile, is to be had by
focussing upon the monads immediately about the aperture of
the chamber. Here we look directly into the door-way. or

Jhrough the bordering, transparent epithelioid membrane which

The body, proper (fig. 3,./), of a cephalid is a little shorter

than it is broad ; on the whole spheroidal in shape. Its pos-

terior end is broadly rounded, and so is its anterior extremity.

In front arises ;! cylindrical, membranous ••collar"

tapers slightly and projects forward to a distance equal to con-

siderable more than twice the length of the body. Its diameter

is not more than two-thirds, or even less than that of the body.

Although colorless, and homogeneous, it is remarkable con-

spicuous on account of the thickness of the membrane of which
it is composed. Near its open extremity it is more transparent

and less obvious than toward its basal attachment

The flagellum (I) arises from the center of the anterior end of

the body, in the midst of the area which is surrounded by the

membranous cylinder (k). and without tapering extends a little

farther than the open end of the latter. It vibrates usualiy

throughout its length, but is most active near its tip. Y\ e

have never seen it assume a rigid, arcuate position, as in some

other species of monads. It is particuL

want of transparency, and looks like a black thread more than

any vibr _'
, li mi that we have ever met with. Its action,

at times, is rather that of a strong wriggle than a vibration.

The contractile vesicles {v).—The body of the monad is dis-

tn ( 'th marked by a coarse, scattered, i i

'

three rather large, clear spots, at a considerable disl

particular place in the body, although thev, usually,

front The systole and diastole are extremely slow, but very

- immoned to watch them fixedly,

and without interruption. The last third of the systole is
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abrupt, and then only does the vesicle appear to contract sud-

denly ; whereas by watching it through a complete circuit of

diastole and systole, one learns that its function is, on the whole,

performed very slowly. This very abrupt movement, quite

happily, may serve to rebut any "such objection as that the

n is merely the result of protoplasmic con-

traetion of the body. Lite Zoospores. Their

immovable position, as regards the body contents, is another

item of rebutting evidence.

The Spicules (fig. 1, e, e 1

) are very slender, slightly curved,

needle-shaped bodies, gradually tapering to a sharp point at

each end. They have a bright amber color, and a rather dark,

strongly refractive outline. From tip to tip they are slightly

roughened by irregularly scattered, low, but acute prominences

or knobs. There are two kinds of spicules, large and small,

but they differ in no other respect The larger (e) are from

four to six times longer and thicker than the smaller ones.

They occur in bundles of two, three or four; and act as props

to hold up the outer investing membrane, as described in the

early part of this article. They seldom arise per:- .

from the monadigerous mass, but more or less obliquely ;
and,

in forming bundles, stand across each other like stacked arras.

We seldom found spicules penetrating the monadigerous mass

far beyond the epithelioid, inner investing membrane. They

evidently belong, universally. x>> rh»- m\e-tuu membrane, and

assist it in forming a framework in which the inner mass is

suspended. The smaller spicules (e
1

) are strictly confined to

the outer division (a) of the investing membrane, andlie there

on their sides, completely ixamers They 9ie

irregularly and sparsely about, and frequently cross

each other at varying angles. We observe no nearer approach

to a methodical arrangement among either the large or the

small spicules
;
yet 1 1, Ffcer a kind,

and constant in that kind, may be recognized in some sense as

methodical.

General considerations.—Seeing the secluded posit*

monad-cephalids, deeply ensconced in little ehamb -

general surface of the circulatory apartment, it is i

evident that their flageUa have any agency in keeping up the

the afferent and efferent

< ettolea Nowhere else are vibrating or non-vibrati a -

cilia-like bodies to be met with than in the monad i

And since the efferent ostioles are irregularly interspersed

among the much more numerous afferent ostioles,

conceive how the flagella in any way could infiuen
to move in a parti-

toward the larger ones. They no doubt keep up a direct flow
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of matter into the sunken chambers, but the current comes
from the inner depths of the circulatory apartment, and far
away from the ostioles. In this way only a turbulence of float-
ing matter is sustained, but the general, great current is due to
a far different cause. We conceive that the contraction and
expansion of the body-mass in general, modified by the alternate
opening and closing of the afferent and efferent ostioles, is the
true motive power in this phenomenon. We have observed,
often, that the outer division of the investing membrane is not
kept at a uniform distance from the central, monadigerous mass ;

at one place it will be found to be close to its inner division, so
that tlie circulatory apartment is very shallow there, while at
another point the two divisions of the membrane are widely
separated, and the circulatory apartment is very deep ; and
between the shallow and the deep apartments a curtaio is

drawn, more or less completely, extending from one pi

bundle of spicules to another. Each of these temporarily en-
closed portions of the general apartment, it is plain now (al-

though our actual observation on this point is very defect i vei.
may contract or expand without disturbing the contents of any
other. Such an apartment with its afferent ostioles closed, may
be contracting and forcing a current out at its efferent ostiole,
while a neighboring apartment may have its efferent ostoile

l expanding, draw in current through its open afferent
ostioles.

We regret that we have not the means, in this locality, f
completing these researches. Our specimens were gathered, a
studied on the spot where they lived, in the western part

Massachusetts, several hundred miles away from our prese
residence. Unfortunately we put off the attempt to feed the
sponge with colored matter until we had completed other me-
thods of investigation, ami then we were prevented, by ci

stances, from carrying out our designs.

In regard to the afferent and efferent canals, seen by Cartel
(Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist, 1857, ut sup.)'m the monadigerous mass

:>/ma
J?

Carter), we have not met with any trace of them
in the sj>eci g ru-ticle. It is possible that they

3t in the oldest and largest individuals, but as we
worked, only, on very small and transparent specimens, our
direct observations, in 'this respect, strictly apply to the latter.

It is more likely that ours is a different genus from the \

of Carter, in favor of which we cite the curious fact that each

aperture, in the inner division (not mentioned by Carter) of the

investing membrane, exactly overlies and is inseparable from
the entrance to a monad-chamber (" ampullaceous sac ;" partim.

Carter)
; so that whatever enters these chambers must go out

°y the same way that it came in ; not out into a system of
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branching canals, burrowed in the monadigerous mass, but i
the great circulatory apartment.

Spongilla arachnoidea Jas-Cl.

The followii

a.—b\ Cells (lib

profile of the cytoblastema of a,—b,

Cells of the
.

spicules.

—

e, Larger spicules.—e\
'•

L groups.— i, Aperture of h.—j, Monads, or the body proper

\ucleus.—<w, Minor

:l. Magnified 320 diameters. Part of a very young SpongiUa, of an oblate
spheroidal form, and about ^ of an inch in diameter. On the right is presented

>rane and the underlying moria
as to be fixed on a face-view of tl

1 profile of the investing membi

lifted 780 diameters. Interior of a i
le aperture; the monads appear in end view, and crowded together side 1

600 diameters. A sin

(0 into profile, as well as the mc
I

tfleir convergent

Art. LY.—Description of a Printing Chronograph; by G. W.
Hough, Director of the Dudley Observatory.

About the year 1848, the idea of recording astronomical
observations, by the u „im %vas put in suc-

cessful operation by different individuals. Since that time

pns of various forms have been constructed for re-

cording in a legible manner, on a moving sheet of paper, the
time of any phenomenon observed. The great sup':
point of accuracy and saving of labor, over the old eve and ear

method, formerly used, led to the almost general adoption of
the new plan.

8

During the past ten years the idea of constructing a chrono-
graph which should print with type the time of the observa-

p
n entertained by a number of persons. About five

V ars since .frof. Hilgard of the Coast Survey, read a description
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of an apparatus designed for this purpose, and about the same
time Prof. C. A. Young, of Dartmouth College, published a
proposed plan for one,* But, so far as we are informed, the
mechanical construction of such an apparatus has not hereto-
fore been attempted by any <

machine which shall carry a type
rtieel, capable of giving impressions, with uniform velocity for
number of hours together, without sensible variation in its
lotion, is a problem which is not easy of solution.

Some five or six years ago, in a paper read before the Albany
+;+„+„ i gave an a , Vl , mr (( j t ] 1P method I proposed to adopt,

- ~c the machine, now to be described,
the plan then proposed has been generally followed. My plan,
which is radically different from any other proposed,
on the principle of usinu -cparatc Vy-t.-iii> <•: m.tchaniHn lor

the last-moving type wheel, and those recording the integer
minutes and seconds, regulating each with electro-magnets
controlled by the standard clock.

For a clear understanding of the mechanism, elaborate draw-
ings would be necessary. We shall, therefore, merely give a
general account of its construction and peculiarities :

1st A system of clock-work carrying a type wheel, with
fifty numbers on its rim, revolving once every second ; one,
two. or parts of two numbers being always printed, so that
hundredths of seconds may be indicated. This train is ran-

uulated to move uniformly by the Frauenhofer fric-

ta, and secondarily by an electro-magnet acting on the

Jig type wheel, and controlled by the standard clock.

Mria train lent, and can be stopped at pleas-
ure, without intefering with the other type wheels.

2nd. A system of clock-work, consisting of two or more
shafts, carrying the type wheels indicating the minutes and
seconds. The motion of this train is also governed by an elec-

tro-magnet, controlled by the standard clock, operating an es-

capement, in a manner analogous to the action of an ordinary
clock

; every motion of the escapement advancing the type one
number.
There are three type wheels, indicating minutes, seconds and

hundredths of seconds. The integer seconds are advanced at

every oscillation of the standard pendulum ; and the minute, at

the end of each complete revolution of the seconds wheel.

The type wheels are constructed of brass disks, around the

circumference of which is soldered a strip of electrotype copper,

holding sixty numbers.
,
Presuming now we have this system of type wheels in opera-

tion, it is necessary to print without disturbing their motion

;

* See this Journal, No. 12-1, July, 1866.
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true for the fast-moving type wheel,
experiments, during which the fast

especially is this true for the fast-moving type wheel. After

wheel was detached and stopped in various ways, we finally
made the impression from the spring of the hammer only, not
allowing the blow to fall directly on the type, but arresting it

about half an inch before it reached the top of the type. By
this device, which is regarded of the greatest importance, the
motion of the type is not disturbed an appreciable amount
Any number of impressions following each other in rapid suc-
cession, does not disturb the fast-moving wheel the one hun-
dredth of a second. By this plan, none of the type wheels are

stopped or locked in the act of printing, and records of observa-
tions may follow each other as fast as the hammer can be made
to deliver the blow.

If the record is made while the type wheel indicating integer
seconds is in the act of escaping, two numbers, or one number
and part of another, is printed, so there is never any ambig-
uity about the record ; this condition, of course, only occurs
when the fast moving wheel indicates 0'95s to 0O0s

. If two
numbers are printed when, for example, the hundredths read

98, the smaller of the integer seconds is the correct one. The
time required for the action of the escapement is about 0*06 sec.

The blow for printing may be struck directly, by means of a

strong electro-magnet ; but the cost and trouble of keeping
up a large battery for this purpose led us to do all the work
mechanically, only using electricity as the governing power.
Accordingly, a heavy running gear was built for raising the

hammer, capable in its present form of delivering 2000 blows
without rewinding

; and it can be readily modified to give five

times that number, if desirable. This gearing is entirely de-

tached from the hammer when elevated, but is unlocked just

before the hammer reaches the type, immediately raising it

again. The time consumed for this operation is about three-

tenths of a second, allowing, therefore, observations to follow
each other at a minimum interval of one half second. When
the hammer is elevated it is locked by an electro-magnet, the

operation of this magnet allowing it to fall and print The
armature time of the hammer is about 0'07 sec, being but lit-

tle in excess of our ordinary chronographic recording pen; and
since the hammer is acted on by gravity alone, the armature
tune will be sensibly uniform.
The types are inked by means of small rollers, covered with

ug against their rim, and revolving with the wheel
by friction These rollers require inking every two or three
days. If desirable, the inking rollers may be dispensed with,

and impression paper used instead. After numerous experi-
ments made with both methods, we have preferred the ink.
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The paper fillet, two inches in width, is wound on a small
spool, holding about 60 feet, and drawn between two rollers,
the same as a Morse Kegister. Every time the hammer falls,

the fillet is advanced about one-quarter of an inch, by the ac-
tion of an escapement driven by a weight. One spool'of paper
will hold about 1200 observations, including the spacing for
different objects. This same escapement is also operated by an
•I'wtoo-magnet, under the control of the observer, who, by
pressing a key, is able to make spaces of any width between the

The train carrying the minutes and integer seconds will run
eight hours; the gear for elevating the hammer will deliver
2000 blows ; and the train for moving the paper fillet will go
1200 times without winding. The fast moving train runs one
hour and thirty-six minutes ; but since this train can be stopped
at pleasure, without changing the zero of the type, its compara-
tively brief running is not a serious inconvenience.
To recapitulate, we claim the following

:

1st, Separate movements for the integer seconds and the
hundredths of seconds; 2nd, The method of regulating the
hundredths of seconds wheel by an electro-magnet in connec-
tion with the standard clock ; 3rd, The method of printing
double c

4th, The method of striding tn

spring of the hammer ; 5th, The method of elevating and lock-
ing the hammer. The minor details for paying off the paper
fillet, etc., may be accomplished in various ways.
The battery power required is about the same as for an ordi-

nary chronograph. Three Grove elements, or six Hill's ele-

ments, work the two electro-magnets well. A separate bat-

tery of about the same size is used for the hammer and fillet

_
In point of accuracy, this machine leaves nothing to be de-

sired, and is much beyon

"

vast number of experiments, made l^
the beats of the standard clock, both at the middle and end of

the oscillation, the mean error for a single print is found to be
about 0-013 sec, equal in this respect to the recording chrono-

graph. The maximum difference in the records of the beats

seldom exceeds 0"03 sec. ; and we believe this is as much due
to the irregularity in the clock connection as in the running of

the machine, since the same thing is found in ordinary chrono-

graph records, where the measures are made from second to

second.

During the building of the machine, which was accomplished

V my assistant, Mr. Foreman, and myself, the past

we could find the time, a great many experiments were tried

A*. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. II, No. 12.—Dec, 1871.
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in the method of regulation, printing, etc. The fast moving
train was used to propel the integer seconds and minute type
wheels, dispensing with the auxiliary movement ; but the dis-

turbance of its motion was considerable, especially at the end
of every minute, when it had double duty to perform.
The saving of time and labor by the use of a printing chrono-

graph is very considerable. At the lowest estimate, it does

work equivalent to the labor of one person where three are em-
ployed at the same time. In our zone work in former years,

when the zone extended two hours in right ascension, it usually

required the labor of two persons a whole day to convert the

chronographic records into numbers and copy them on the

blank forms. With the observations printed, this labor is

wholly dispensed with ; since the " mean" is at once deduced
from the printed records.

The machine is readily adjusted to indicate the same num-
bers as the clock's face, the type being so set as to print zero-

hundredths when the pendulum is at its lowest point, where the

-agnetic circuit is completed. In the construction of the appa-

ratus, provision was made for attaching engraved rings to t

type wheel shaft, showing at a glance the time. But these 2

not found essential, as they would but little facilitate the set-

ting of the type, which is accomplished as follows: The min-

ute type wheel, which is free to move in either direction, is

revolved to correspond to the correct minute ; an impression

may then be taken, and the machine started, when the clock

indicates the same ; the seconds being readily counted from the

beats of the magnet regulating the fast moving train. The
whole time for this adjustment need never exceed two minutes.

In the observation of zone stars, the type may be set to give

the integer-seconds of mean right ascension, so that the final

reduction will always be a small quantity.
The constant use of this mechanism on every day and observ-

ing night, for more than four months, during which time more
than ten-thousand records have been made, enables us to speak

with confidence of its success, both as regards correctness m
printing and in saving of labor.

Other things being equal, it is found, that for three observers

twice as many observations can be reduced in the same time, as

when a recording chronograph is employed.
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Aet. LVI.—Longitude Determination across the Continent • by
George W. Dean. (Read before the American Association
at Indianapolis.)

With the permission of Professor Peirce, Superintendent of
tne

[ nited States Coast Survey, I offer to the Association a
brief statement, in regard to the method used, and the results
obtained, by the Coast Survey, in determining the longitude of
-
s ::i Francisco and several intermediate points, by telegraphic
exchange of clock signals, with Harvard College Observatory,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

In November, 1862, I was requested by the late Prof. Bache
to obtain such information as might be practicable in regard
to the construction of the telegraph lines across the Continent
with the view of determining, by the telegraphic method, the
difference of longitude between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
He at the same time requested me to make a series of experi-
ments with "relay magnets," generally known as "telegraph re-
peaters" for the purpose of measuring approximately the time
required for transmitting a signal through one or more of those
instruments. The results of those preliminary experiments were
inserted by the Professor in the Appendix to his annual report
for 1863, and the final results in his report for the year 1864.

I was greatly indebted to the present distinguished Secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution, Professor Henry, for the success
attending the experiments with " relay magnets " in 1863-64

;

and it is gratifying that the results then obtained have, in some
degree, aided in modifying and improving the construction of
the telegraph instruments now in general use in the United
States. In October, 1868, 1 was directed by the Superintendent,
Professor Peirce, to make the requisite arrangements for de-
termining, by telegraphic exchange of clock signals, the differ-

ence of longitude between Harvard College Observatory and
one of the Coast Survey stations on the Pacific coast, and to
prepare a programme for conducting the operations.

.
The general outline of the plan was to establish an astronom-

at Omaha, Nebraska, which is, by the telegraph route,

about 1550 miles from Cambridge. Also a station at Salt Lake
i. which is located about 1050 miles west of Omaha,

and 950 miles east of San Francisco. Professor Winlock,
Director of Harvard College Observatory, cooperated with the
Coast Survey, by placing his astronomical instruments at the
service of the Superintendent and directing the telegraphic

longitude operations at Cambridge.
The observations for determining the clock and instrumental

corrections at Cambridge, were made chiefly by Assistant A.
T. Mosman and Sub-Assistant F. Blake, Jr.
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At Omaha, the clock and instrumental corrections were
determined by Assistant Edward Goodfellow and Mr. E. P.
Austin, who lLsed a fortv-six-inoh transit with an aperture of
two rind three-fourths inches. All the observations were re-

corded by an astronomical clock in connection with a chrono-
graph register. At Salt Lake City, the clock and instrumental

is were determined by myself, assisted by Mr. F. BL

,
Sub-Assistant in the Coast Survey,

instruments used were similar to those provided for the
stations at Omaha and San Francisco.

_
Assistant George Davidson had charge of the longitude opera-

tions at San Francisco, and cooperated with Professor Winlock
and myself in making the telegra . riuatiOM
across the Continent.

Cold dry weather being most favorable for exchanging tele-

gnals between distant stations, arrangements v

for these experiments during the winter of 1868-69.
Whenever the weather permitted, the clock and instrumental

corrections at each station were carefully determined, imme-
< i. r \\ ...I,, :.. ;11 !.l after the exchange of clock signals between
the several stations.

For this purpose a series of eight or ten standard zenith and
two or three circumpolar stars were observed, one-half with the
lamp-end of the axis east, and an equal number with the lamp
west In such a series, the probable error of the result for dock
correction in no case exceeded 0'05 seconds. Mayer's formulae,

tion of the method of least squares, have been used
in these reductions, which have been made in the most satis-

factory manner by Captain Isaac Bradford of Cambridge.
Ihe formulae and a single example, for the purpose of illus-

trating the general arrangement of the reductions, are given
with the abstract of longitude results.

In closing this paper, I will state, that on the nights of Feb-
ruary 28th and March 7th, 1869, the Western Union Telegraph
Company, with their usual liberality for the advancement of

science, placed two of their telegraph lines, between Ca
and San Francisco, at the service of the Coast Survey, for the

purpose of measuring the "transmission time " of signals sent

abridge to San Francisco and returned, and • vice verm.

The entire length of the seve were com-
posed chiefly of No. 9 iron wire, was about 7200 miles, and the

number of » telegraph repeaters " used was thirteen.
Ihe results were verv satisfactory, and accorded close! v with

deduced from the
ions between Cambridge and San Francisc.

nents made for "tra

oen those points, by Professor
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Formula used in the Reductions.

ate, and its log. is O'OOOOOS for a
gain of 1 second daily: 0-00119 for a mean time clock,
is the sine correction : log a being additive to log F

;

when F sec 8 is less than 2 ra
, it may be neglected.

l~Y sec Sao
; and is to be added to M to obtain the Time

of Transit over the mean of all the threads.

=the level correction in time, corrected for inequality
of pivots: it is positive for west end high.

_ 8Jll(qp-3) "

C C= sec d

*
|

* — the diurna

T. T=M+R

Cc.
j

"

The

i positive except for

I of 8 when

and (+ ) in lower culminations.

4-A*±Cc.

'

a
'o
= w dczCc, upper sign for lamp west.

ollimation constant (c) is determined from reversals on
circumpolar stars, and is to be obtained from the equation

te -tlc = ww - «« = 2Cc.

s between the zenith and north pole,

at lower culmination.
<J « a (i u u

The local time and azimuth are obtained thus : assume an

approximate value of the clock correction =6 for an arbitrary
tllne T„ and call w — 6= w' : if the collimation is known and
Ttl ° C(.nv<|.wndin«r correction applied, we have only to reduce

fee value of «, for the several stars to the time T by applying

and we have, putting A6= At — 6,

240 4- 2Aa= Z**',,

2AA0-f-2A*a = 2A*»' .

Whence we determine a, Ad, and thence At for the t
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February 17, 1869.— Gollimation.

Star. Time. Cc. C. c.

u Draconis L. C.

v' Draconis L. C.

5 37
-•0805 Im3 + •0246

Clock and Azimuth Corrections.— Observer A. T. ilf.

Star. Lau.p. H) A < A* -W'„ A« It

w Draconis L. C.

rfCam. Maj.

•JGeminor,

« Can. Min.

E. W.

W.

w.

E."

E.

E.

+ 12-246

+ 12-139

+ 12-426

+ 12-450

- 12 120

+ 12 475

+ 12-500

-

+ 12 497

+ 2-976

+ 1-080

+ 1-037

-30+

-•045

6-656

S-S57

207

i 167

139
363

•088

-0-7S1

-M-M72

-•is.-,

_.r|,28

->• 2

-312

-125

- c::3

12-40!'

12-4 06
12-5n:>

I25S3
12 54 5

12 573

12533

+ 10-252 - i-:U'l 18*64 -2 ;52 + 12535

Longitude between Cambridge and On

[Not corrected for personal equation.]

TTT* X... -:f

-,-::,,- of

I -* No. of

1869.
i. ffl. t.

P
e°rr

b
o

a

r

ble
h.B. S- error

Feb. 17,

" 28|

15293

15351
±•015

±034

2

3

1 39 14-990

14-960

14999

15007

±032

±•033

2

Mean

2*
Date
1869. La. I.

L'r-iMbV

±•047

j

Probab ^ST""
Feb. 17

" 27

5 18 3- 205

30277
30-360

30-366

1 39 15147 ±-012"

15-127 ±'022

15138 1

±-021

15180 ±011
15179 ±-017

0-279

0-342

0-402

oW"Mean

used at Buffalo and Chicago.
Buffalo, SO+mUea;
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Longitude Determinations ncross the Conti
February, 1869. (Final resul

< From observations made at San Francisco,

Omaha, Goodfellow, -0-020 f

Salt Lake, Dean, 0-000
f

k

To correct the differences of longitude for personal equa

Cambridge Time — Omaha Time = -j-0 s-130
" — Salt Lake Time =4-0-110

Omaha " — « « — -0-020
Cambridge " — San Francisco Time = -0-070
Omaha " — " u — —0-200
Salt Lake « — « "= -0-180

iitl.T-""F'."u, ,...;

STAT! vs. X, + x.

!»»£*£ .J-

*
]6

lir. -, -591 ±-019

_______Difference,
T39~T5 :289±T0W

Salt Lake to San Frai.cisc

Cambridge to San Franei »§
~ D.fference, •004±-016
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«fti» Difference of
Longitude. *+*.

Cambridge to Salt Lake, .

.

2"43' 4 :367±-008

3 25 7"190±-007

s. s.

Cambridge to Sau Francisco (sum), •833 ±-025

Difference _ _

"5

HI
(C.toO.) + (0.toS. L.) + (S.L. toS. F.)
(C to 0.) + (0. to S.F.). ......
(c to s. l.)+(s. l. to s. f.) --...;_"."_":;:;:

Cambridge to San Francisco (Mean of all)
:

•838 ±-027

•819 ±-027
•

3 25 7194 ±006 827±-012

\^lI'- lYotice °f Me Tnvertebrata dredged in Lake Superior

/" £ A
hy the U

-
& Lake Survey, under the direction of Gen.LB Comstuch, S. I. .Smith, naturalist; bv S. L SMITH and

A. L. Vebeill.

(Published by permission.)

During the explorations in Lake Superior, mentioned in the
last number of this Journal (page 373) the following species
were obtained, together with a number of minute fo]
have not been determined.
A full account of the expedition, with descriptions of the

species collected, will be published in the official report of the

Kadiata.
Hydra cornea Agassiz. A beautiful Hydra, agreeing with

Ayers description of this species, was very abundant at the
eastern end of St. Ignace, upon rocks along the shore and near

". frequently completely covering quite large surfaces
where they were protected from the direct sunlight, and was
also brought up in many of the dredgings from 8 to 148 fathoms.

thorns
, Neepigon Bay, and in 59 fathoms, off Simmon's

iiaroor, it
I , undance from a soft clayey bot-

tom. In the deep dredgings, it frequently came up near the
bottom of the clay in the dredge, and was evidently not caught
while the dredge was near the surface.

Moll usea.
A species allied to L. disidiosa Say, was abundant

le south side of St.13 fathoms
among Oladoph
Ignace Island.

Physa heterostropha Say. In the cove at the eastern <

feth™ Y£V° ?•
fathoms

>
^d young specimens, in 8

fathoms, at the local tv with the Z*Wa just mentioned.

thifferr«Gr«H; */ verj *ounz sPecimen
>

apparerwis species, in 6 to 8 fathoms among the Slate Islands.
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Planorbis parvm Say. Common in 8 to 13 fathoms on the
south side of St. Ignace.

Valvatu sincera (Say sp.). Abundant with the last species,
in 8 to 13 fathoms, and also, in 4 to 6 fathoms, in the cove at
the eastern end of the same island.

Sphcerium sp. nov. ? Among the Slate Islands, in 6 to 8
fathoms. A single young specimen of another species of Soke*-
rium was found, in 8 to 13 fathoms, on the south side of St.

Ignace.

Pisidium Virginicum Bourguignat. On the south side of St.

Ignace, 8 to 13 fathoms.
Pisidium abditum Haldeman. With the last species, in 8 to

13 fathoms, and also, in 4 to 6 fathoms, in the cove at the
eastern end of the same island.

Pisidium compressum Prime. In the cove at the eastern end
of St. Ignace, 4 to 6 fathoms.

Pisidium sp. nov. A small, semi-translucent species, the same
as found by Dr. Stimpson in Lake Michigan, was brought up
at nearly every dredging. It was common in the cove at the
eastern end of St Ignace, on sandy and muddy bottom, in 4 to

6 fathoms, and abundant among Cladophora, in 8 to 13 fathoms,
on the south side of that island ; among the Slate Islands, in 6
to 8 and 12 to 14 fathoms ; at 13 to 15 fathoms on a sandy
bottom in Simmon's Harbor; near Copper Harbor, in 1

,

clear sand ; in 32 fathoms, very soft clayey mud, in Neepigon
Bay ; off Copper Harbor, in 62 fathoms, and north of Keweenaw
Point, in 82 fathoms, soft reddish clayey mud and sand ; and
in all the deep dredging down to 159 fathoms.

Worms.
Lumbricus lacustris Verrill, sp. nov. About 1-5 inches long,

'04 in diameter. Body round, distinctly annulated. Head
short, conical, obtuselv pointed. Setas 'spine-like, strongly

curved, acute, arranged two by two, those of each pair close

together. Color reddish brown.
South side of St Ignace, among C'adophora, 8 to 18

Soenuris ab^irn/,, Ver \ I, sp. nov. Worm slender, attenuated

of an inch long, '03 in diameter anteriorly.

aposed of about 28 segments, those of the posterior

half'elongated; those of the anterior half shorter, separated by
slicrht constrictions. Cephalic lobe short, subcorneal, rounded

in front M. .'
r. intestine sender, moniii-

form, containing sand. Anus terminal, with three or four slight

lobes. Seta3 in°four. r. on each segment, com-

mencing at second segment behind the mouth. The two

separated by a space equal to about twice

the length of the sets « five or six in each

fascicle ; the satse are simple, acute, slightly curved, equal to
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about one-sixth the diameter of the body. The lateral fascicles

contain three to five somewhat shorter and straighter simple

set*. Oue specimen appeared to have lour minute ocelli upon

tin: upper side of the head.

Off Copper Harbor, 17 fathoms, sand ; off Simmon's Harbor,

60 fathoms; and on the line from the Slate Islands toward

Stammrd Ko-k. fourth haul, 159 fathoms.

Scenuris limicola Verrill, sp. nov. Worm more slender than

the preceding, ttl I -teriorly, composed of about 44

segments. Length about -33 of an inch, diameter -02. Cephalic

lobe blunt, conical. Setae in four fascicles upon each segment,

six to eight in each fascicle anteriorly, four or five pos

The setae in all the fascicles are relatively long, slender, curved

and acute. Two tortuous red blood vessels pass along the in-

testine, forming a loop at each segment. Intestine moi

On the line between the Slate Islands and Stannard Bock,

fourth haul, 159 fathoms.

Chirodrillus, gen. nov. Allied to Scenuris, but with six fan-

shaped fascicles of setse upon each segment, two of which

are ventral, two lateral, ami two subdorsal; setse in the ventral

and Inter I i-< < - fbm t« nine, simple, acute, slender, curved

like an italic/; those of the dorsal fascicles, stouter an I
!"*

curved, three to six in each fascicle. Intestine wide, somewhat

moniliform. Anus terminal, large.

Chirodrillus larviformis Verrill, sp. nov. Body rati

and not ver &L obtuse at both ends.

annulated, composed of about 38 rings. Length about "30 of

an inch; diameter "Go. Cephalic lobe short, conical, obtuse,

mouth large, semi-circular beneath. Ventral fascicles of setse

near together, with about five setse, which are rather short.

simple, acute, little curved; lateral fascicles with five " r
.p

:::

setse of similar form and size; sub-dorsal ones similar. "Vk ft«n

preserved in alcohol, the body is usually curved yeutr

a simple coil. Color, whei Ik _ i n-i rent whit

a reenish. A thickened smooth zone commences behind

the 10th setigerous ring, occupying the space of about four

segments.

_ Off Copper Harbor, 17 fathoms, sand ; off Simmon's Harbor,

59 fathoms, clayey mud.
Chirodrilhj, 'ahyssorum Verrill, sp. nov. Sub-e;

thicker anteriorly, distinctly annulated. composed of al '

4 -

-. Length -25 of an inch : diameter about '02. Cephalic

lobe short, conical, obtuse, mouth ':;_. -i nii-hreular. Ventral

fascicles with eight or nine setse anteriorly, five or six t

The setse are long, ale . • curved, those on the

inferior side of the fa - hose of the

upper side; setse of the lateral "fascicles five or six, slender,

nearly as long as those of the ventral ones, and similar in form

,
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dorsal fascicles with four or five shorter, stouter, and straight', r,

Six miles S.E. of Passage Island, 47 fathoms ; on line from the
Slate islands toward Stannard Rode, fourth haul. 1,59 fathoms.

Tubifex profundicola Verrill, sp. nov. A rather stout species
ihp the genus, about 1 to 1"5 inches long, •or,

\ n diameter an-
teriorly, more slender posteriorly (-02 in diameter). Cephalic
lobe short, conical; one specimen apparently had two minute
ocelli. Mouth large, semi-circular. Intestine nionilifonn. with
two simple red blood-vessels running along its whole length
and uniting at the constrictions. In' the first five or six seg-
ment^ there are slender vessels of nearly uniform size, which
form lateral loops in each segment. Anus terminal wide, with
about ten small lobes. Setae in four fascicles upon each Beg*
ment. Those of the lateral faseiek s three anteriorly, often but
two, short, slightly curved, mostly with minute forked and
hooked tips ; those of the ventral "series in fascicles of four to
six. three or lour tin,. per ones, considerably
bent, the ends minutely hooked and forked.

Xeepigon Bay, 32 fathoms.
Xtj>hdis frrvida Verrill, sp. nov. Leech two or three inches

long, -20 to -30 wide, elongated and slender in full exteDsk©.
ver\ little depressed, most so posteriorly, often round and
tapering anteriorly. Mouth large, nearly circular, subterminal,
the upper lip, in contraction, short and rounded ; corrugated

-i
;
hau'us ,\ th r '

r< < r.-u-p euous folds, eyes eight,

blackish, o- -. a little apart, on the first ring
of the head; two pairs wider apart and farther back on the

third ring. Color bright brick-red. wl en living.

In 8 to 13 fathoms, south side of St. Ignace.

A small specimen, p:
r ins species, taken in

13 to 15 fathoms, in Simmon's Harbor, was translucent, tinged

al line posteriorly.

Xephrh's ft* s Virnll \Wmdn Inf. ,-al <? S.n i. A small

. about 1 inch in length, of an obscure liver-brown

color, was taken, in 6 to 8 fathoms, among the Slate Islands,

which prol

«

- species.

Ichlhyobdella punctata Verrill, sp. nov. Body, in extension,

slender, in the preserved specimen, about -5 of an inch long,

"06 in greatest diameter, rounded, •" tapering

anteriorly to the anterior sucker, which is broad and thin.

liar, about three times as wide as the neck where it is

attached. Ocelli four, on the upper side of the anterior sucker,

the two larger, black . ninute . >nes v id< r

apart and L .Th. -r :. -c. interior -amker large, rounded or

oval. Color trandueent greenish, with minute black specks

Among the S 3 fathoms.
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Procotyla fluviatilis Leidj. Numerous specimens, n

of this species, were obtained in 8-13 fathoms on the south

side of St. Ignace. They were, when living, dirty white, mottled

with brown.
In addition to the preceding species of worms, a few were

obtained which have not yet been fully determined.

Crustacea.

Mysis relicts Loven. The occurrence of this and the follow-

ing species, identical with forms from Lake Michigan, and the

lakes of northern Europe, is mentioned in the last number of

this Journal. It was brought up with sand and mud from 12

to 14 fathoms at the eastern end of St. Ignace, from 8 to 13

fathoms, with Cladophora, on the south side of the same

island, and from deep water in a large proportion of the hauls

from 73 to 148 fathoms.

Pantoporeia affinis Lindstrdm. This species was found at

every haul from the shallowest to the deepest.

Orangonyx gracilis Smith, sp. nov. Eyes slightly elongated,

black, composed of few facets. Antennulae slender, slightly more

than half as long as the body ; secondary fiagellum but little

longer than the basal segment of the primary. Antennae

much shorter than the antennulae ; the fiagellum and peduncle

of about equal length, the peduncle being a little longer than

the peduncle of the antennulae. Gnathipoda sub-equal in

both sexes, the second pair being only slightly larger than the

first
;
propodus in the first pair quadrate, the palmary margin

transverse, nearly straight, and armed with slender spines, ol

which one or two at the prominent posterior angle are much
larger than the others

;
propodus in the second pair like those

of the first, but a little more elongated and the palmary

margin slightly oblique. Third, fourth and fifth pairs ol

pereiopoda equal in length and the margins of their basa

spinulose. Ultimate pleopoda reaching to the tips of the

penultimate; the outer ramus nearly twice as long as the

peduncle, and armed with slender spines; the inner ramus

very minute, shorter than the width of the outer. Telson

as long as the bases of the ultimate pleopoda, slightly

broader than long, and the posterior margin with a triangular

emarginatiou, either side of which the extremity is truncate

and armed with several spines.

The incubatory lamellae of the female are very large, pro-

jecting much bevond the coxae of the anterior legs, as in 0. re-

curvatus Grube, which our species much resemble in the form

of the antennulae, antenna, gnathepoda, etc., while it differs

much in the ultimate pleopoda and in the form of the telson.

Length, 5 to 7mm -
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Among Cladophora, in 8 to 13 fathoms, on the south side of

St. Ignace.

Gammarus lacustris Smith, sp. nov. Eyes slightly elon-

gated, black. Antennulse not quite half as long as the body,

and furnished with a few short hairs ; first and second seg-

ments of the peduncle equal in length, third much shorter

;

flagellum twice as long as the peduncle. Antennas a little

shorter than the antennulse ; ultimate and penultimate seg-

ments of the peduncle equal in length, the basal segments

short; flagellum considerably shorter than the peduncle.

Goathipoda about equal in s"ize
;
propodus in the first pair

elongated and much narrowed toward the articulation of the

propodus
;
palmary margin slightly concave, continuous with

the posterior margin, a '• with several stout

I numerous long hairs, dactylus slightly curved and

felly half as long as the propodus; propodus in the second

pair a little broader, the lateral margins nearly parallel, the

palmary margin somewhat oblique, slightly concave, and

furnished with a thin raised margin, and several stout spines,

the posterior margin without spines, but furnished with nume-

rous fascicles of hairs. Pleon rounded above, the fourth and

fifth segments each with three fascicles of two or three small

spines. Third, fourth, and fifth pairs of pereiopoda sub-equal,

their basa i
-ins furnished with few minute

spines. Kami of the posterior pair of pleopoda very slender,

the edges furnished with long hairs and a few spines, inner

only a little shorter than the outer. Length, 15 to 20rn,n -

Color in life uniform, obscure, dark brownish-green, with-

out spots or markings of any kind.

Common in company with the last species m 8 to 13

fathoms ; also at Simmon's harbor, in 13 to 15 fathoms, and

among the Slate Islands, in 4 to 6 and 12 to 14 fathoms.

AseUus tenax Smith, sp. nov. Head broad, with a large

rounded sinus in the margin on each side opposite the eye,

back of which the margin projects in a rounded lobe, so that

the head is not narrower posteriorly than the anterior margin

of the first segment of the pereion. Eyes small, prominent,

and separated from the margin of the head by more than

i ieters. Antennulse much shorter than the peduncles

of the antennse. Antennas half as long as the body; the

flagellum longer than the peduncle. Propodus m the farst

pair of gnathipoda narrow and elongated, but considerably

stouter in the male than in the female ; dactylus more than halt

as long as the propodus and its palmary edge armed with acute

spines, of which the distal ones are larger. The succeeding

pairs of legs all similar, the carpal and propodal segments sub-

equal in length and armed with short spines along the posterior
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edges
;
the dactyli short, armed with a few spines on the pos-

terior margin, and bi-unguiculate at tip. Pleon narrowed pos-
teriorly and the extremity obtusely rounded. Posl
opoda slender, the outer ramus only half as long as the inner.
Length, 8 to 13mm -

Color above dark fuscous, spotted and mottled with yel-
lowish.

• o°
mi
?o^ Vth the last two sPecies ,

among the Chdophora,
in 8 to 13 fathoms; also in 4 to 6 fathoms at the eastern end of
bt

.
Tgnace, and in 6 to 8 fathoms among the Slate Island*

JNumerous species of Entomostraca were collected at many
at they have not yet been examined sufficientlv for an

enumeration of the species.

_
In addition to the species of the groups already mentioned,

pupaa were obtained at nearly every haul
beveral species of Chironomus, or of closely allied genera, were
common, a slender translucent species being found down to
147 fathoms

; an Ephemerid lava occurred at 32 fathoms in
JNeepigon Bay, and two species of Phryganeidce larva were
common among Cladophora in 8 to 13 fathoms on the south
side of St. Ignace.

Art. LV1II.— On Kilauea andMauna Loa; by Rev. Titus Coax.
(From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Hilo, Aug. 30.)

Dubixg the present month I have, in connection with my pas-
toral labors, visited Kilauea and the whole coast of Puna. I had
not seen the volcano since July, 1869, more

iea At this visit, in
1 ';'•

\
:

;

! ;'" the
. niter very quiet. The central and <•

<>;!'. mi- :l high. st'iT.,u>. black ledcre around the circumference of
a» crater. The south lake was not include.!

rim oi the black ledge. The whole crater of Kilauea was then
quiescent, with light puffs of long, white steam ri>in - !>< re ami the: .

.

a the bottom

sL ,

M'-' down into it

some twelve hundred feet below the upper rim of Kilauea, and
measured across the floor. I fa, ..Lvths of a

Jr
le

'
the

I'
iT

:• whie lr<>m the upper north to
the upper south rim. There wen •• at that

tW, 7« the
.

lncandeseent rocks were seen boiling fiercely,

ms ti fry to one hundred feet below. Such

on mf + •

crater ou my visit in July> 1869 -

xne south lake had been idled with molten lavas, and successive
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verfiowing

WK-u,

til.- great central depression to the depth of fifty feet.

, Kaina, an observant and intelligent Hawaiian, who
respectable hotel at the volcano, tohl me that, from April
>er, 1870 (while I was in the Inked States), repeated and

grand overflowings occurred from I ialeniaumau. the tiery waves
surging and dashing down the nortin rn declivities tilling the
\vhoh- crater with intense heat and stitiing gases; it thri'w up a

sheet of lurid light toward the zenith, producing the appearance
of a firmament in conflagration, ami reminding one ot the hold

figures of Peter in speaking of "the heavens being on fire . . . and
th« elcmenls melting with fervent heat."

My informant told me thai he, several times, witnessed what 1

have more than once seen, viz: the fiery lake rising slowly to the
rim. boiling and spilling over. ami. by hardening in successive

strata, raising a circular dam or barrier around the whole circum-

ference of the lake, some fifteen to twenty-five feet high. Within
lar dike or raised rim the molten sea l>oil< and rage- until

the heat, the action, and the lateral pressure hurst the conical

shell, when the seething flood rushes out with awful power, and
covers a vast area with its burning waves. Such a scene I wit-

shortly after I lost your pyrometer, which had been thrust

is here described. I judge that the c
-

—

this south lake, during my absence, cover four

square°miles to a depth of fifty to three hundred feet—the deepest—tion being an elevated region lym~ -"

I extending east, south, and west,

I flowing dowi
the great central

into a fiery

Sowings fr

square mile
portion being an elevated region lying all around Halemaumau-

iing east, south, and west, to

and flowing down a t

on the 22d instant, and was at once surprised

with the great < hanges manifest. I had no sooner descended from

the northern terrace. .,r Mack rim, than I found myself on new
ground All old tracks and! a Inmrk- were ohiir. ted. AN was

recast. About half a mile from the south lake I Legati u> rise on

an angle of some 25° until I was on a level with the rim oi the

cauldron. About three hundred yards from the [.it rh. heat ua-

so great, and the gases so pungent, that 1 could not proceed in a

direct line to the margin. Being driven back I made; detour.

and again attempted a'direct approach. Failing in this, I retreated

to a safer atmosphere, and then flanked the tiery pit at some dis-

tance, traveling southwestward for half a mile. Here 1 found the

smoke and gases lighter, and again 1 advanced on the crater at

right angles. With difficulty I succeeded in reaching the nm
and a puff of wind favoring by B*
the pit in another direction, I caught a twenty-second glimpse of

the awful abyss below. I judged the pit of Halemaumau to be

seven hundred feet deep, one mile and a half long from east to

west, and one mile from north to south. But
columns of smoke and sulphurous gases which were

Am. Jottb. Sci.—Thikd Sebies, Vol. II, No. 12.—Dec, 1871.



the opening, which revealed to me the profound depths of the fici-v

a"y,s, the whole pit was packed and darkened with still denser
clouds of smoke, which the fitful wind began to drive upon me. I

sty retreat to the northwest, where I reached the original
'-. •'""''.

1
1 i * » 1 1 1 1

1
i

•
i -_^ an inactive cone some twenty-live

>eet high, rested in a earn nt of cool, r and purer air, and survey.-.l

•us scene [had just left. There is a great body of
natter in this pit, recognized by its sullen niuttcrings, ana

::'! stagings, and by the Moody glow thrown upon the
>;>iinii> ot smoke at night. But the heat and smoke are

""
'-''V

1 '- tll;it ir ! ^ uiisate to approach the rim of the crater. and
usually impossible to see the bottom e\en could you reach the
margin of the pit.

The immense quantities of lava which came from this pit were
-'.mi over the upper rim. After this rim had been raised.

surrounding area, to a great height, the molten floods

assages to the lower parts of Kilauea, where
they luirst out, and spread seas of liquid tire over the surface.
An active Crater on Manna Loa.—While at Kilauea, the at-

mosphere being clear at night, I had a view of an active volcano
"ii Manna Loa souk 1: ,0no feet hig] . : ml al.om four miles south by
\vo>t ot Mokuaweoweo, the summit crater. This volcano has heen

^ek>. though not oft- ii seen at ililo on account of

r!<)l '' !s
-

'•-
:1 ue,r h-om Kilo, and, as 1 judge.

ukujinKau. It is said that several I Iawaiia^
«-i Kau have visited if. Thev sav that ir b a small lateral crater

oi Mokuaweoweo, a h has long heen ex-

smoke, and anon seething ( ,ui« tiv in' ir~ deep caverns. It

overflowed its rim. or rent its mural walls, or found any i

by which the molten lake passes off. From ^

week and month to month it burns in solitude, and shines
beacon light upon the dark mountain. Most of the tin

i from us by clouds
;
but v hen the old mountain—the

of vole:

light.

Some thirty-five or forty miles fr Kilauea, and about 9,000

m altitude, how is it that we can see no sympathy
- a subterranean connection?

We have occasional shocks of earth. make From Kikraea 1

n to the coast of Puna, and followed its shores to Hilo.

J-ne great subsidence i : mains In most places

Us have removed from tl talf a mile to

and. 1m some places thej now catch Ban
- i

cataclysm is still res of P«"a



Chemistry and Physi

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the sensitive?iess to light of the haloid salts ofsilrer, a,,J
the connection let u-ecu opi'wol o„<I rhauloil </!>,•< >r>>tu»( of 'light.

—S( iitltz-Sellack has published with the above title a very in-

teresting memoir, the principal results of which are, in the author's

words, as follows :

(1.) In the case of a mixture of chlorine ami hydrogen the curve
of the chemical intensity of the spectrum which -hows the relative

chemical action which the diili ivnl colors exert when coni|>h tely

absorbed, has a course different from that of the curve which di-

rectly expresses the observations of Bunsen and Roscoe, and prob-

ably more nearly resembles the cur\ e of h. at -intensity.

(2.) The sensitiveness to light, determined by photographic ex-

citement, extends in the case of chloride of silver from the ultra-

violet to 'jfiKr; in the case of iodide of silver to I (if; in the case

of bromide of silver to \ GF. with iodo-bromide and iodo-chloride

of silver to beyond E.

(3.) The dark coloration of hah.;.-
1

, salt- of silver exposed to the

spectrum takes plat

! with the other li

(4.) In the case of the hah id salt> < i silver the ah- , r
j
tion of

i-ht \
: ,lrt ,\- ;i ,ronip: ;, 1 by chemical decomposition. These

salt - exert a perceptible absorption upon the spectrum only within
" led limits of photographic excitability.

all fraction of the absorbed iiu'ht is converted
"ffer

the photographic t

"
r haloid sa

rlie above mc-nti- m-d limits of photographic .

(5.) Only a small fraction of tin- absorbed light is

into chemism. This fraction is different for different colors, but

(6.) A thin film of iodide of silver absorbs the light

more refrangible than G very strongly, the light bet we
"

' feebly; this last is, however, photogr: phual

i from G to A GF.

, i rh. sped am I -

precisely these rays.—Fogg. Ann., cxlm, p. 161. w
.
G.

2. On theproteine series.—Hlasiwetz and II.\m i;masn ha

taken up the study of this somewhat neglected subject, and ha

arrived at results of much interest. The authors in the first pla

pass in review the results 9 since by the stm

of the products of the action of various reagents upon members
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the proteine group. These they compare with the products of
the action of the same reagents upon the so-called carbon-hvdrato,
g:uu, starch, &c, pointing out the close relationship between the
Uvo ''

1; ^ ses «'* derivatives. The substances selected for examina-
tion were caseine, albumen and fibrine, vegetable albumen and le-

gumme. These substances were treated with bromine and water
as long as the bromine appeared to exert an action, and the pro-
ducts of the action of bromine separated by processes for which
we must refer to the original paper. The results finally reached
showed that under the circumstances the products of the decom-
position were

—

<
carbonic acid,

( Oxalic acid, ( Capronic acid, ( Bromanil,

together with some ammonia and humus-like substances. Tyrosin
was not found in any case ; but the authors suggest that it was

" "1' bromine into hromanii. The products
were qualitatively the same for all the substances examined, but

''.*.> that the authors inter that the members
'
«lo not contain a common base like the proteine of

i he action of bromine upon the proteine bodies, like
that oi other agents of decomposition, yields two classes of pro-

H'.i- to
| he t-.trv-M.d rl,.., u \iu-h hploncr to

considered as derived respectively from the hydrocarbons, €
6
H l4

• Only the highest terms are characteristic of the pro-
ties, namely—leucine, asparagic acid, glutamic acid and

t}ioM.,. All the others are merely derivatives of them.—Ann,
(/,/

;
' ''- ""• "><<> Pl><>r„ux-U, elix, p. 304. W. G.

X On the products of the reduction of silicic ether and some of
tts derivatives.—Ladwbvrg has studied the action of zinc-ethyl
and sodium upon silicic ether. The first product of the reduction

mSe
xr ,

C0"
P^, ionic ether of Friedel and Ladenburg, Si€ 2H 5

7^,),. TV hen this is repeatedly treated with zinc-ethyl and
sodium, a second product is obtained which has the formula

Si(€ 2H 5 ) a (0-e2H 5 )2 .

?^
e4en8

j$
of th

l
s liquid is °'8752 at °° a

>
and its boilin^ p°iDt

unchanged in the air, insoluble in water, soluble in ah
etner. By long boiling

8 it [s decomposed, and
silico-propionic acid may be obtained from the solution. By twat-

chingA ST"^1 °r cb-lorbenzoyl the ethyl groups are ex-

Si(€ 2H 5 ) 2 (0€ 2H 5 ) 24-2€ 7
H

5
OCl= Si(-G 2H,) 2Cl2+

2(<3,H
6
e.O€

2H 5 ).
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With one molecule of chloracetyl or chlorbenzoyl, the reaction is

different ; thus we have

—

Si(€2H 6 ) a (0£)2H 6 ) s
+€J

aH s
eCl= Si(€2H 6 ) 2Cl(e£JaH 6 ).

Silicim.mlietl^l-eldorethiu. Si«' II ).X\{» C.,11 J. boils at 148°

C; silicium-diethyl chlorido, Si( C, fL ) 2 C12 , at 129° C. Both
a iv liquids which 'fume in the air, and burn with a green bor-

di'iv.l flame, k'a vino- silica. By the action of water upon the

diethyl chloride the'author « .1 it:iiiif«l a vix-i.l syrup, the analyses

of which agreed tolerably with the formula, Si(-C 2H 5 ) 2 0. The
author considers this substance identical with that obtained by

Friedel and Crafts by the action of fuming nitric acid upon

silicium-ethyl, and for which they proposed the same formula. 15

y

the further action of sodium ami zinc-ethyl m silh-iiiin-diet hyl

ket.-n ether the author obtained an ether having the formula,

Si(€,H
5 ) 3(0£

,

aH 5 ), which he terms silico-heptyl ether, boiling

at 153° U. Iodhydric acid reacts with this body according to the

e

2T(€2H 5
)3(e«2H 5

)+2ra = (Si(€ 2H 5 ) 3 ) 2e+2€ 2H 5
I+OH 3 .

Silicium triethyl oxide, (Si(€2H 5 ) 3 )2 0, was first obtained by

Friedel and Crafts. The new reaction furnishes a method of ob-

tainiii u
-

it more easily. In conclusion, the author jomts out a cer-

tain regularity in the physical properties of the best known mem-

bers of the silicium-ethyl series. We have-

Silicic ether, Si(£> 2H 6 ) 4 4
166°-5 0-9676

.ether, Si(€ 8
H s )4O s

158-5 0.9207

thyl-keton, Si(€2H 6 )4 2
155-5 0-8752

ivl ether, Si(€2H 5 ) 4 153; 0-8414

thvl, Si(€
2
H

5 ) 4
152°-5 0-7657

—Berichte der Deutsche* Chem. Gesellschaft, Jahrgtmy iv,

726.
w

-
G -

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Triassic Sandstone of the Palisade Range—The Triassic (or

Triassico-Jurassic, rock, in Ncu .!,- r-\.:.;
uvncralls a d s, ,„ -ra nti siu^.oiir. mat ~, ,, ,- Lively made

» lh.
:

rock u, the Palisade

range, New Jersey, is very fine-grained, and has been called

felslteby Pro-, \\ urt/. ami a .. I > l>r. P > »« ; " -

;

m» paper

on its composition in the American Chemist, July 18, 1 p..16

mens were analyzed, and all umv ..:;<,..!,„; and ., .d-

spar could be readily distinguished under tin men-,.,,. dr.

Schweitzer found the fl

orrespond-

ing to 30 to 60 per cent, of albite, showing; 1

1

out of which these New Jersey fine-grained sandstones were made

. - ;• . .

• ,
•

"• ' " -

ing to him of albite 50-46 per cent, quartz 4>.,t,. soluble .did



by hydrochloric acid S

the

sandstones (as we should call them, the term feUUe beni used
>-ock of a peculiar constitution, but rather for ,

hkeorimpal,:, .leh-xuuv, T!,, Tria^h -

oi JNew
i

Haven Ct contain orthoclase instead of albite, and the

wtr?Vi!
evide

1

nt1^ from the rather coarse granites that lie just
west of the sandstone. ^

2. Martin,, Fl„r<, AV^/AV,,^.—Fascicles 51, 52, 53 and 54
have all :i} >], ,;,,,,, ,!,„•„, „. N ,.,„,,,„ V( ,;H.. (}i „ Hl-st bears the

tot t n "?"*, M
he

-

laSt °f JuI^ 1871
" The enlightened Em-

perorot Brazil while in Germany this year Kherc he vidted the
grave oi von Martins, and plucked and preserved some flowers as
a souvenir) had the sal ,, t jie rapj^ progress of

;

national work, under Dr. Bidder's efficient direction.

b chair of Botany at
£ratz, with whi.-iHsennibined the din, !,„-!, i,,od he ! dtanic Garden.

"" 'In Finn, of H.-a/il, which will still he
M. tl,..,., -id.-. ,„.« |„,l.li.|„Ml, title-pages

are issued for the volumes or parts of volumes (when the size of

7°.lume f lh t™ > 'livision, ahva.lv completed. It appears
that eight v.

half-volumes and two full volumes,
:nc now ready for the binder.

Fascicle 51, by Doell of Baden, commences the Grmninece, but

SfPrf^ £ th
?.

SmaI1 tHbeS "«' "'V- ' "I /'/-'•'"' '. the

SSL?
eI

>
u " {

.

u
'."

' lTl! «-»- »!:... H,.- i;.,,„, i.M .,,,„. -ih, .r-
* i. -r Jl.-n i-ui: I. but others of

' >---ri| ah. o, ,,,],,,. „,!„„ i. made to include
/ -''

' ' '.•';/' -' '; " ". , . ,„</,„
:1I „i o. ;„,„„„ ,/,.-,. r,,;,-h„'hr!/-ma and £e« J/,,,, .,,,. .;._,„,

, K |n ;|Ui> .

( (

.

w ^^ ^..^
J:A 52

'
,,CS1<1 ~ ^-issncr-s <n V ,,„,,„ •,, / .., /,.„,„«B (Geo-

of the !

by A. W. Bennett of London. Dr.

s the rank of an order, on the ground
of the embryo, the amount of albumen, and the

nhtllf
unhri '" :it "'

(

;

:1 - i -' ! - '
l he diagnostic

' " ™' !: " •""'/„ ... h,hU .... per „stivationem
t, he refers all to the one genus

aUof bin
'"' '

!

' '
eds,&C,0f

•s original monograph

whose rnn
J f VFeB&at understanding of the genus, and

almost iJKSfild ** "**«* -rangement" «

deSd^/n°?
aCea^ eqUal! >' "Stained >>v Mr. Bennett as an in-

-rder, a matter which may almost equally

between this group and the Hydrophyleacem which our author
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overlooks. Five species of Hydrolea and one of Wiyandia are all

that are claimed for The lira/il'ian ilora. Tin- lu :'<ilh,o> count

two genera of a single species each and one of three species.

The 53d fasciculus contains the Lrid<a , elahorated hy \h: Klait

of Hamburg, and illustrated by 8 plates. It is stated that the

known species of the order amount to 470, of which 251 are

African, 109 American, 50 Asiatic, 42 European, and 13 Aus-

tralian. The Brazilian flora counts 57; but there is no Iris

anion-- them, nothing nearer than a solitary C/'j;i*ra. Nuttall's

genus Nemastylis has a south Brazilian representative. Tigridin

Pat-ox ia wouid appear to inhabit Brazil as well as Mexico, and

S. America is the home of Sinyrim-hwm, of which 21 species are

Fasc. 54 comprises the Mcalloniece and Cunoniacew, by Dr.
~ eslau, and the Co

v. Escallonia co

i almost as many.

ngler of Breslau, and the Connaracea and Am
aker of Kew. Escallonk

35 Brazilian specie!

figures, with fnll

five plates are

soon be forthc<

3. liaillorfs Histoh . ....

rd events. A e have

before us the monograph ..u .V- .--/.. ,'..»»> ' :u.d ll>r:>, -I -mr,

illustrated by 73 admirable wood- - -V'/<"-

phemcece, with 34 figures, both issued in 1871. The dial

of the Coccuhts series are taken from A.annirta ( nceuhis (the

-„ Coccuhu t arofcnt»,and the

M ,,;«,..,;,„„>, D<ih>n-;r, l , l,.vh\<-\\ is very like uiiroun ^ecu-.

The Cissampelos series has capital illustrations ot
'

cL^htPareira. The CJui8„,anthera series to which our

Galycocarp,,,,, helonu's. is illustrated M ' /«w,< /, //< A' tobmibu,

- ,,. the < oluml o of M d g scar.
_

/w/ l „. ;t
. :l ,n,K.,othe lWhrhl^o>. But •

- .

hitherto placed in the

- -

to the Chilian Berber i\h u * s ,.f !!•• >k. r. ;

•
1

vu'l i«

a new tribe. The name Bangardh, he replaces by <

!'

own genus ua going back beyond Tournefort

would work endless trouble, if ace*

Hce also should have given place to Leant

<

r
lumis naturaiU cr^nhrM a~ a s, , T ioii , l /.-/_

genera separated from Epimedium are suppressed. I

not mentioned the fact announced in this Jon*

hit asionallv exhibits more than one carpel, and he «g^8 a

doubt whet the seeds is an annus.

This, however, the fresh fruit makes clear.
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t enlarged sense, and even

, which is surely widely

beyond the mark. Nelmnbo, <<<(>•>, >,!, >, X»rl<a,\ Xgmphcea, and
. '.veil illustrated; the latter genus is made to include

Victoria ; the quasi-monoeotyledonous stems are described, &c. In

tht tirst instance the ovules ot the (Jabombem are said to he insert oil

in the internal angle of the ovaries (ventral suture) ; elsewhere

they are more correctly said to be borne on the parieties of the

cell; hut it is nowhere mentioned 1 hat they are more commonly
on or near the dorsal suture, and very rarely indeed upon the

ventral, as Salisbury and then Id-own lo'iuj a^o 'pointed out.

We should add that this important work, as fast as it appears,

is Irandated into English and published in London, under the name

of A Natural fflst>oy of Plants. Reeve and Co. are the pub-

lishers. They issue it in monthly numbers, and the first volume

is already issued, at 25 shillings ; it has 503 wood-engravings.

4. Baptisia perfoliata ; the arrangement and morphology of its

L<: ,n-eii.—In a paper sent by Mr. Ravenel to Prof. Gray, and read

by him at the last meeting of the American Association for the

of Science, the character of the torsion of the

hy •! ;

i ,• ; !i ige o i summer shoots becomes unilateral, is ex-

plained, h had heen hastily supposed by the present writer that

the leaves were five-ranked, and became one-ranked by a continu-

ous torsion of the stem. Mr. Ravenel points out that the phyllo-

taxis of the plant in question is really of the two-ranked order,

which inspection of the growing shoots makes abundant
and that they become one-ranked by the alternate twisting of the

successive internodes right and left, i. e., one twists to the right,

the next as much to the left, the next in the opposite direction,

and so on, thus bringing the leaves into a vertical position all on

one side of the horizontal branch. It occurred to 3Ir. Ravenel

that this vertical position of the leaves was correlated with the

remarkahle alternate torsion of the avis, namely, that the leaves

on the reclining branches were adjusting themselves so as to

present their two faces as equally* as possible to tl

done by those of the Compass plant in a different way ;
and that it

was therefore probable that the stomata would be found to be as

numerous on the upper face of the leaf as on the lower. A micro-

scopical examination proved the correotneaa of Mr. Ravenel's

conjecture ; the stomata are about equally numerous on the two

faces. Whether the leaves take a vertical position because the

us hotii surfaces, or whether the stomata are sodis-

trionred bee.-uise the leaves stand edgewise to the z«

question. The fact is that the two are thus correlated, and WK*
correlation is ordinarilv essential to the well-being of the plant.

It may be remarked, however, that the stomata do not manifestly

d til the leaf is pretty well developed. Also that thw

the species in question.

. Uucantha, which retain
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their horizontal position, are provided with stomata only on their

lower face. The question next arises whether B. perfoliate it ally

differs in its normal phyllotaxis from its congener. We find that

it does not, that in B. australis, leucantha and alba, and in B.
perfoliate likewise (these being all the species at present cultivated

in the Cambridge Botanic Carden), the arrangement of the leaves

at the base of the main stem is of the tristichous order, but that

after the first i nd cycle, especially on the branches,

his order. The difference between B.

foliata and its congeners, therefore, is not in the normal arrange-

ment of the leaves, but in the fusion of the axis and the distribu-

tion of the stomata, adopting tneloliage to its vertical position.

The form of the leaves in Baptisiaj " '

peculiar. Most of the species have trif(

of stipules; this has to all appearance a simple and entire per-

foliate leaf and no stipules. It is, however, a natural supposition

that the apparently simple leaf consists either of a pair <

or of such stipules and a leaflet, connate into a rounded disk.

This supposition Mr. Ifavenel hasjiM now had the good fortune

to verify, l>v finding some abnormal shogts of B. perfolieta. one

of which i^ in our possession. Most of its leaves are cordate-clasp-

fang lather than perfoliate, and with or without a retuse or emar-

ginateapex; some almost two-parted so as to represent pn-m
obviously a pair of stipules ; and one of like conformation but

with an obvious terminal leaflet in the sinus! Mr. Ravenel iv-

marks that this is a manifest step toward his own B. stipulacea.

But it hardly invalidate - that -p. . . -. although the inflorescence

and legume of the two are quite alike. a. g.

5. Brosera (Sundew) as a Fly-< ><t,L,r.-\ valued correspon-

dent and accurate observer, Mrs. Treat of Vmeland, New Jersey,

"For several summers in succession I have taken Brosera

rotundifolia, B. longifolia and B.fUf«H« from their moist beds,

and placed them in sand and water in such a way that they made

most charming window-plants. What I take for B. longed 1
as

.;.,„_' reddish ha^-s. and long. ,-r.--t, r,-.bti<l. p« un-
covered with glands, like those of the leaf. This species I find a

much more effective fly-trap than B. rotundifoh". °" - il

J

'
"'

tin- pl ;ill ts in my window this summer almost every Lent held a

t died, and it did not take the leaf

very long to fold completely round its i ietim. My husband was

terribly shocked, and thought it the most cruel thing he ever saw

in i atiln • l.ut w ith mv preposessions and habits, both as an ento-

, house-keeper, I was contentedly interested to see

t

If

W
we

k
ri|htly remember, in B. rotundifolia it is only the gland-

tipped bristles that bend inward and hold tl

they probably suck the juice out of him. This folding of the

blade of the leaf itself around the fly is a new fact to us and is

so especially interesting, being a step toward Bionata, that we
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would call particular attention to it, in the hope of further obser-
vations and independent confirmation. We are told that the blade
incurves from apex to base, in the manner of its vernation. What
was long ago known of the action of Drosem ,<,.h,„.r.f»r>.t in tlv-

catchmg, had almost completely died out of the books and out of
the memory of the present generation until very lately, and the
most remarkable things relating to it and to Dionma are not vet
in print. A G_

6. Borodin : Changes in position of grains of Chlorophyll
under &unlight.~The singular and prompt change 'in the position
ot the chlorophyll grains, discovered by !"

by Borodin in Mosses, has been found by rlu- laitrr to occur in the
higher Cryptogamia as well, and now also in Phan<
plants, both aquatic and terrestrial. The paper in Bull. Acad. St.

Petersb. vol. 13, 1869, is reproduced in the Ann. Sci. Xat.. ser. 5.

t. 12. Leuit-ii. ''. ,.//.,,/,///,/.,, and Callitriche are among the
aquatic plants in which the phenomenon has been observed, and
btellaria media among terrestrial. Lena,a trisulca is one of the

for those observations. Under diffuse day-light the
grains of chlorophyll are distributed over the cell-wa'lb
to the surface <»i tin leaf or frond [ el tin lireet light of the
sun they are rapidly (within 15 minutes «.r less, transported to the
lateral walls. There they are at Bi tributed. But
upon longer insolation, say for three-quarters of an hour, they
became grouped in clusters. In darkm -, t he ,-h'..r..plivll i> like-

wise upon the lateral walls. Tim-, a'-.n.-, ,,1 I i-ht produces
essentially the same effeet as direct -imshine, but h-
Whether these changes are passive arid caused by movements of
the colorless protoplasm, as Sachs supposes, or active, is not made
out. But the movements, according to Borodin, are in response
only to the more refrangible rav s. a. g.

*. /Jt'.,',-'i >;,: E^tpurxtnn, 'or' Water and dci-n,„[inxif«m of
" r

.

"'"'"
i notice of Deherahfs papers.

read before the Academy of Science, Paris, in August ami Octo-
ber, 1869, have already been referred to in this Journal. A full

abstract published last summer in the Aft Sci. Nat, (ser. 5, tome
U) has come to hand. One of the first and least expert* 1 results.

which came to light . u \ in tl lV c<\ gath.n. uid simplified the
experiments considerably, was:—

(1.) That the transpiration of water continued indefinitely, and
itly, in a saturated atmosphere.

(2.) lhis evapwrati.,.!. c, pious in light and almost null in dark-
ness is determined by I rhe heat of the sun.

u\ \ ^ much Sreater from young leaves than from older ones.

\*r\ ;.V • wand red).

tJ -w
dlfference in this aspect is manifest even when the less
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? of the leaf, and the situation of the stomata, is

(1.) Since the decomposition of carbonic acid also takes effect

nder the yellow and red rays mainly, and in the upper rather
han the lower face of the leaf, the relation between these two
apital functions of foliage appears to be intimate and is certainly

oteworthy. a. g.

8. Herbarium.—The Herbarium of a veteran European Bo-
anist, one of much importance, is offered for sale, the proprietor
fishing to see to its satisfactory disposition during his life-time, if

ossible. Particulars may be" obtained from the writer of this

otice upon enquiry addressed to the editors of this Journal.

III. Astronomy.

1. Note on the Spectrum of the Aurora ; by Geo. F. Barker.
-On the evening of November 9th, there appeared one of the

(lost magnificent crimson auroras ever seen at this place. When
rst observed, at about a quarter before six, p. m., it consisted of a

rilliant streamer shooting up from the northwestern horizon;

his was continued in a brilliant red. !>ut ratli, r nebulous mass of

ght, passing upward and to the north. Its highest points were
rom 30° to 40° in altitude. A white aurora, consisting of bright

treamers, appeared simultaneously, and extended round to the

rith the spectroscope :

o'clock. The instrument used was a single glass-prism spectro-

scope, made by Duboscq of Paris. On directing the slit toward

rit streamer above mentioned, a bright

observed, consisting of five well-marked lines. A millimeter scale

attached to the instrument was then illuminated with a g;is-fl:ime.

on the scale were bright enough to be read distinctly. The sodium

line was used to adjust the scale, being equally divided by the

division 100; the width of the slit was about one millimeter. As
thus arranged, the five auroral lines o, jinniii- at the red end,

had the following positions: Scale-Nos. 90, 110*5, 130, 138, 149.

The brightness of the lines was, following the above order, 3, 1, 5,

2, 4, the second line from the red end of the spectrum being the

brightest. The line marked 90 and the one marked 1105 were

sharp and well-defined ; the others were all nebulous on the edges.

Before the measurements were completely verified by a second

comparison, the crimson aurora e at ! -r endured

less than a half hour. In the white aurora which remained, the

spectroscope showed four of the five lines given ; the crimson lme

* Professor Newton informs me that he observed an equally brilliant red patch
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ah.ne was absent,

of the scale.

To determine the approximate wave-lengths of these I
panson was made both with certain elemental lines and
lines of the solar spectrum. On the scale of
elemental lines employed read as follows:—

K«63, Ua 79, Sr/3 80,H(c) 82, Ca« 91, Sr«96, Cayff 1 13, H(/) 146'5,

Srd 163, Cs/S 165, Csar 167, Rba & 200, K/3 218.

The Fraunhofer lines measured as follows :—
a 70-5, B 76, C 82, D 100, E 124-5, b 130, F 146-5, G 189.

i was used in comparing the wave-lengths of
the auroral lines with those given above, the wave-lengths"of tin-

being taken from Gil'.,

(tins .luurnal. II, >'-

(J)
90 623 623 627 Zollner.

D 100 589

(?) 110-5 562 562 557 Angstrom,
E 124-5 527
(
y
) 130 517 517 520Winlock.

4;3

1

482 485 Alvan Clark, Jr.

In this table, column 1 gives the auroral and the Fraunhofer lines

;

column 2, the number of these as measured upon the scale of the

T' '^ '!" "-'-'I: column 3, the wave-lengths of these lines ob-

]:

U[u,i :^ •' t, "'\'- stated; column 4, the wave-Ten >nh* of the aur.'nil

n by themselves; and column 5, the wave-'-
«h»;

1 .i»ume to be the same lines, with their wave-lenutlis ;i>

;

tl'«" observers mentioned.
1 he point of particular interest in this ohM-i-\aii..n i- the t;llt

a»e (4) of wave-length 502 is not laid down in any author
ity accessible to me as having been observed in the auroral spec-

trum. Indeed, no previous observer, so far as I know, has seen

ibandY. Professor

at
YonnS (^is Journal, III, ii, 332, Nov 1871) gives two lines—iNos. 56 and 57, or 1866-8 and 1870-3 of KirchbnfF—observed by

i in the sun's chromosphere and also by Rave
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of the -poetrum. Markedly we

[Note.—Since the above was in type, the Astrononrische Nach-
richten for October 24th, No. 1864, has been received. It con-

tains a notice of auroral spectra as observed at the Bothk.-nnp

Observatory by H. Vogel, which is dated August, 1871. In ordi-

nary auroras 6 lines were seen, in the red
~ A—

-

lowing are the wave-lengths given :

—

629-7 Very bright 1

,,«.q j Brightest line
556 9

{ when the red 1_ ..

538-2 Very faint line. (Doubtful.)

523-3 Pretty bright line.

( Very 'bright when the red line is present. At other
51

8

'9
| times, as bright as the last.

500-3 Pretty bright line,

from 469-4 j Broad band, brighter in the center. Very weak in

to 462-9 \ the red streamers.

The line of wave-length 500'3 is apparently the same observed by

me, and given as 502.

Vogel thinks he has obtained evidence in support of th.

tion that the auroral spectrum is an air spectrum, modified by

conditions ,-,f pr< -sure and temperature.

ivhich have been s

, the i of the aurora by ditf. ren

ind measured
appears to be

Band
Very faint line

Band (coronal line?)

Pretty bright line

Bright line (b ?)

Pretty bright line

Band (F?)

Band

Band (G ?)

rave-length. Observer.

f64
ol

11. K. Procter.

\ 629-7 Vogel.

Zollner.

[623 Barker.
Barker.

J
557 Winlock.

[556-7 Angstrom.

538-2 Vogel. '

Alvan Clark, Jr.

Winlock.

j 523-3 Vogel.
Winlock.
VogeL
Barker.

! 502 Barker.

j 500-3 Vogel.
Alvan Clark, Jr.

"j 482 Barker.

•9 to 469-4 Vogel.

Winlock.

434 Alvan Clark, Jr.



2. An Explosion on the Sun ; by C. A. Young. (Boston Jour-

nal of Chemistry).—On the 7th of September, between half pa>i

twelve and two p. m., there occurred an outburst of solar energy

remarkable for its suddenness and violence. Just at noon the

writer had been examining with the tclespectroscopc* an enormous

protuberance of hydrogen cloud on the eastern limb of the sun.

It had remained with very little change since the pm-e.hn-

noon—a long, low, quiet-looking cloud, not very dense < >r

nor in any way remarkable except for its size. It was made np

mostly of filaments uwi :'i>ate<l above the chro-

mospheref with its lower surface at a height of some 15,ooo miles.

but was connected to it, as is usually the case, by time oM<mr

vertical columns brighter and more active than tin- rest. Lockyer

compares such masses to a banyan grove. In length it measured

3' 45", and in elevation about 2' to its upper surface—that is. since

at the sun's distance 1" equals 450 miles nearly, it was about

100,000 miles long by 54,000 high.

At 12h 30m , when I was called away for a feu minute s, rh. re « *>

no indication of what was about to happen, except :

the connecting stems at the southern extremity of the cloud had

grown considerably brighter, and was curiously bent to one side;

and near the base of another at the northern end a lit

I'uiip ha-i .l.-\el..p.-l irV.f. -haped much like a sumuu i

Figure 1 represents the prominence at this time, a being



beneath. In place of the quiet cloud I had left, the air, if I
may use the expression, was tilled with Hying debris—a mass of
detached vertical fusiform filaments, each from 10" to ;U)' },.]><•- l, v
2" or :j" wide, brighter and closer together where the pillars had
formerly stood, and rapidly ascending.
When I first looked some of them had already reached a height

"f nearly 1 (Kio.ono miles), and while 1 watched them they rose
with a motion almost perceptible t<> the eve. until in ten minutes
(I 'do ") the uppermost were more than -jtu K miles above the
solar surface. This was ascertains"

'

••>'. The velocity of ascent also, 160 mile:

ably greater than anything hitherto recorded. A
£

its appearance, when the filaments attained their grea
may be obtained from figure 2.

As the filament> rose t'hev gradually faded away lil

cloud, and at l
!l 15" only' a few tilniv wisps, with :

opment; the

en sketched at l
!l 40m . and the latter at r 55'

.

whole phenomenon suggested m st forcibly tl

ion under the great prominence, act

t all directiomToutward, and then after an intei

corresponding in-rush: and it seems far Iron
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that the mysterious coronal streamers, if they turn out to he truly
solar, as now seems likely, may find their origin and
in such events.

M'\M
. ... .•{.hero on tJi

(western) limh of the sun was for several hours in a I

unusual bnlliance and excitement, and showed in the spectrum
more than 120 bright lino wln.se position was determined an-1

catalogued—all that I had ever seen before, and some 15 or 20
besides.

Whether the fine aurora borealis which succeeded in the even-

y the earth's response to this magnificent outburst of
the sun is perhaps uncertain, but the coincidence is at least sug-
gestive, and may easily become something more if, as I somewhat
confidently expect to learn, rl.e Greenwich magnetic record indi-

cates a disturbance precisely simultaneous with the solar explosion.

Dartmouth College, September, 1871.

3 November Meteors in 1871.—On the night of November
13th-14th, the writer, with Prof. Lyman and about two others,

- " h 20m onward, with the following re-

Betweenll h 20ra and 11 | obscured

er clouds,

[but hazy.

Shortly after 1» 45m the clouds had entirely closed <

a not break away afterward. A Wrv W*nf th* 9*

' system, ,r;do'

did

s of the November i

IhTJj f thG n\mber Seen
- We w*re therefore L. _.

ine watch not m the meteor stream. If the earth passed through

rL„f75K
:n 11M0» or later than l

h 20 ffl

,
of

the night of the 13th-Uth h a. h.
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5. Tnttlds t\»r,<:t.—T\\\* CoiUct, first discovered bv MiVhi
1790, and again by Tuttle in 1858, and which has a period o

years, was again seen at Marseilles October 15th, and at Km
October 15th.

IV. Nfi<cELLAN :ous Scientific Inteli

enlarged by Professor Theodore liinrrin, of the Royal Saxon
Mining Academy. Translated l.v Hkm:y \\. Cokxwai.l. A.M.,
EM.. Assistant "in the Columbia College School of Mines, New
York, assisted by Joira H. Cadwem., AM. With >7 wood-cuts
and 1 lithographic plate, xv and 549 pp. 8vo. Xew York, 1*72.

(D. Van Nostrand, 23 Murray St.).—Planner's celebrated work
has long been recognized as the only complete book on blowpipe
analysis. The fourth German edition, edited by Prof. l;i lm-r.

a ins the reputation the earlier editions icjwin .i . lnrin'_r

the lifetime of the author, and it is a source of great satisfaction

to us to know that Prof. Richter has cooperated with the trans-

lator in issuing the American edition of the work, which is in fact

a fifth edition of the original work, being far more complete than
the last German edition.

The American editor. Mr. Cornwall, has done a very great
service for a tiatry and mineralogy who use the

English tongue, in thus adding .urea work
of such rare merit. He has showed excellent judgment in render-

' work into good Knglish. u \
'' ,; ' i needless repetitions,

< familiar to American scientific

2. Geological eslfb,i-<tth>)> under Dr. Haypen.—The ._

a rge of Dr.
,• vej of the Yellow Stone Valley,

left Fort Ellison tin 5tl Septend>er. pa—ing d i«. tin

Valley to the Three Forks, and thence by the Jefferson to its

very source, exploring many of its branches, and pursuing a direc-

tion nearly parallel to that which the party had traversed in the

The valleys of the Gallatin, 3Iadison and Jefferson forks of the

Miss, t\. pi< d by in-

dustrious farmers and miners—a contrast quite striking to the

doctor, who. MveUo \. v- :>_•,. in < \;."oii :_' '1
>
r --m.. region, met

with not a single white inhabitant.

The Rocky"M mtain Di id was Tossed at the head of Horse

Av. Jour. Sou—Third Series, Vol. II, No. 12.—Dec, 1S71.
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Plain Creek, from which the party passed

j occurrence of two species of

trout in great quantity in streams -itch a- Medicine Lodge, Comas,
and other creeks, all sinking into the plains after a course of from
fifty to seventy-five miles. The trout appeared to be of the same
two species in all, although the waters had no apparent connection.

—X., in Harper's Weekly.
3. Madagascar.—Few geographical researches of modern times

have been more interesting than those carried on in Madagascar
by M. A. Grandidier, whether we consider our previous ignorance

of the region in question or the number of striking and important

scientific novelties brought to h-_dit. We hav< already referred to

the return of this gentleman from his third expedition, the first

having been commenced in 1805. On this occasion he attempted

to reach the heart of the island, hut in vain; and in the following

year he explored the southern region, hut did not reach the mount-

ains. In 1869-70, however, he traversed the entire breadth of the

island three times, from west to east, through its whole extent,

making various lateral excursions to interesting points, and visit-

ing the peak of the mountain Ankaararatre, tlu-'highest summit in

According to the report just presented by M. Gran-

didier to the Academy of Sciences of Paris, Madagascar comprises

region-—the northern, which is mountainous, and thatregions—the northern,

south and east, which is flat. He ascertained that there a

ains of mountains, which have generally the same direction

dy, from northeast to southwest. These are separated hy

sandy and arid plains, intersected bv shallow ravines. Afte:

crossing the fourth

level is from 1000

id arid plains, intersected by shallow ravines. Arte

the fourth chain, a region is reached of which the genera

Ocean, a vast sea of mountain-, with no i , , 1 ' mcls except a

few small valleys used for the cultivation of rice.

The eastern coast is intersected at almost every step fl

and torrents; and the northwestern province- pour into the sea '•

large number of important rivers. On the southern an

: >wever, the case is quite different, there being distances

of"fifty leagues without the smallest brook. The repnf
sessed by Madagascar for hi variant vegetation and fertilised.

according to M. Grandidier, is by no means merited, -

being neither rich nor productive. The secondary plains are ster-

ile, and the population is confined to the immediate banks of the

water-courses. The entire mass of the grai ttic moui I

to the west of the eastern slope, is naked and arid, and there is no

a excepting here and there little bunches, grow
ravines. In the opposite direction, however, there is some degree

v ; and there is a line of forests extending from north to

ich connect with those of the w< -
.

island a narrow girdle, including a dry and desert region in it*
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M. Grandidier made numerous astronomical, meteorological and
observations. He also studied el,,- h -

httants, having taken a great many measurem-
\y, and having collected notes, i l

'ions of the people. His natural history collections em-
-
us of vertebrates, together with numerous

insects and plants Large number- of :d,,>ho!m .p,oimens were
-i

anatomy and structure of the entire animal.—X., in Harper's
Weekly.

4. Dr. A. Habel.- years' tour of explo
>"iUh A.mrica, Dr. A. Ilnhel. m form.-r r. -id. u; ..f

'

the-Hudson, has returned to New York, where he is assiduously
engaged in preparing the results of his labors for the presflAmong the 1 -i ..-tra\ers,-d hy t| ^, „ t l, , m .M i„ „ , Mtl „,, ,j

|'i*'gr«-at r part oj 1. ura! Ameri 1. tl,. Cord era- of the Andesm Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru, and finally the Chincha Islands
:m '

1 ri ' ^alapago-. During this wind, period Dr. Ilabel was dili-
gently occupied in gathering information in regard to the natural
and physical history of the countries mentioned, especially in the
department- of ethnology, meteorology, and zooh.gv. He has al-
"|ady mad.- some communications on the --abject of ' his travels to
the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and other learned bodies, and
we look forward to hi- :iS of much
interest. The guano deposits of Chinchas were thoroughly ex-
plored i,y the doctor, who found them to be of a much more* corn-

er ructure than has hitherto been supposed.— X.. /,, Up-
per's Weekly.

5. On Sea Waves; by W. J. Macquobst Raxkixe, C.E., LL.D.,
F.R.S. (Royal Institution of Great Britain, May 26, 1871.)—The
speaker in the first place gave a summary, illustrated hy diagrams
and machines, of the existing ki . v led-.' of tin moot of motion of
water in waves, and of the geomet we which
govern the relations between thi the water,
the velocity, oi 1 1\ 1 . 01 u ives. tl it pei odi. ne, and their
lengthy He referred to th. exp searches
of previous authors on the subject, such as Webers, Airv, Scott
Kusxell, Caligny, etc.

He then explained the principle, of which Mr. Froude was the
hr-t to point out the imp-rtance, that the action of water agitated
by waves w <ke her perform the motions which
would have been performed in her absence by the mass of water
that she displaces. In still water, the forces of gravity and of
buoyancy tend to keep f she has been heeled
over, to restore her to the upright position, and that tendency

of the ship. Among
waves, the same forces, combined with the reactions due to the
heaving motions of the water and of the -hip. tend to pla<I of the ship, tend to plac

position called upright to the wave surface,' that is, sthe

"iginally vertical axis normal to the wave surface. If the ship
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yielded passively to that tendency, like a broad and shallow raft,

>ii .vmuIiI aceompan\ the wavt - in rli< ir r< >llin-- ; ai

s!ii|> Ua .

:

I of rolling, depending

on her stiffness, or tendency to right herself, and her moment of

inertia, being a quantity depending on the di-trihm ion of her mass.

Stiffness tends to shorten, and inertia to lengthen, the period. It

was shown in 1862, by Mr. Froude, that the greatest unsteadiness

greatest danger of being overturned takes place when the

periodic times of rolling of the ship and of the waves are equal;

for then each successive wave adds to the extent of roll ;
and if

the coincidence of the periods were exact, the ship woul i ine\ itu' h

be overturned in the end.

In the course of the present spring it has been pointed out that
-

I" — '

-

such disasters. Is is well known that no pendulum is absolutely

mger time than rauul

s. In like manner, no ship is absolutely isochronous in

I ; but great angles of roll occupy longer periodi

oil, her angle of rolling is at first progressively increased:

but at the same time her natural periodi tinn ol rolling ';
""

creased, until it is no longer equal or nearly equal to tin

time of the waves ; and thus she in a manner eludes the danger

nee of periods. In order, however, that wia

sah i i ml 'i, u a t < fh" i< at v. it is essential that the natural period

of the ship for the smallest "angh s of roll should not be less than

the period of t
increase of angle will be,

dence of period ; and the result will be great unsteadir

tion, and possibly great danger.
The speaker described the above principles as being the latest

additions to our knowledge of the theory of the relations between

ships and sea-waves; ami he illustrated them by means of experi-

ment^ on a machine so constructed as to imitate the dynamical

condition of a ship rolling among waves.
6. On a Meteor seen at Alexandria, Egypt; by Beveblt Kex-

kon, Colonel Coast Defense, Egyptian Army. (From a letter

dated Alexandria, Ktrypt. Sept. '9th, 1871, addressed to Rear

Admiral Sands, U.S.N., and by him communicated for this Jour-

* An exception to this rule exists in the case of that form of ship known as the

;ural period of rollin
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ittracted my attention last night (Sept. 8th)
and also that of mv com]
were in the rate on the sea

flight. It was very large a

moved nearly due north, a:

20° above the horizon, anc
moved leisurely and disapp
watching for its reapp< ara

stationary from the p.Vint a

maintained its brilliancy !

Kansas Academy of Sciences.- -The Kansas Natural History

sas Aeademv of Scienet s. at its fuirtii annual meeting on the
and 26th of October. The officers of the Aeademv are Gen.

i Fraser, President : P>. F. Minl-e ami KoU rt J. Brown, Vice
idents; John D. Parker. Secretary; F. II. Snow, Treasurer;
Mudge and F. H. Snow, Curators. Several papers were read

ie meeting on the Natural History and Geology of Kansas

section
""

to the volume, is republished on pa

of this number. The mi a its place >!«

logical Survey.

Bulletin of the "W
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